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To the People of Enewetak whosacrificed so much on
behalf of the peace of the world and the security of
free men everywhere;

To the memory of the six U.S. servicemen who lost

their lives at Enewetak Atoll during the cleanup; and,

To the thousands of individuals whose unswerving

commitment to the people of Enewetak and

sustained support to the Department of Defense

over the eight years of the project made possible

the remarkable success of this great humanitarian

effort.

 



FOREWORD

For 8 years, from 1972 until 1980, the United States planned andcarried
out the radiological cleanup, rehabilitation. and resettlement of Enewetak
Atoll in the Marshall Islands. This project represented the fulfillment of a
long-standing moral commitmentto the People of Enewetak. The cleanup

itself, executed by the Department of Defense (DOD), was an extensive

effort, involving a Joint Task Force staff and numerous Army, Navy, and

Air Force units and personnel. The rehabilitation and resettlement project,

carried out by the Department of the [nterior concurrently with the

cleanup, added complexity to the task and required the closest
coordination — as did the important involvement of the Department of
Energy (DOE), responsible for radiological characterization and
certification. The combined effort cost about $100 million and required an

on-atoll task force numbering almost 1,000 people for 3 years, 1977-1980.
No radiological cleanup operation of this scope and complexity has ever

before been attempted by the United States.
This documentary records, from the perspective of DOD, the

background, decisions, actions, and results of this major national and
international effort. Every attempt has been made to record issues as they

developed, and to show the results, good and bad,of specific decisions,
oversights, etc. Because this documentary may have considerable

importance in the future, and because specific needs for data cannot be

foreseen with accuracy, every attempt has been made to record in some

detail all major facets of the operation and to reference key documents.

Throughout the research, collection, and writing, four major types of
potential users have been kept in mind. The documentary is designed:

— First, to provide a historical document which records with accuracy
this major event in the history of Enewetak Atoll, the Marshall Islands,
the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands, Micronesia, the Pacific Basin,
and theUnited States. To serve this end, the documentary addresses
political, legal, administrative, and social issues, and it attempts to put the

cleanup in perspective in terms of the prior history of Enewetak Atoll,
World War II, the nuclear testing period, and the United Nations

Trusteeship.

— Second, to provide a definitive record of the radiological

contamination of the Atoll. It addresses the origins of the contamination
on a shot-by-shot basis; the types, concentrations, and locations of
contamination prior to the cleanup; the radiological cleanup decisions and
their rationale; the cleanup processes themselves; and the resulting
radiological situation, island-by-island. It is believed that this type of data
will be useful over the coming decades as living patterns on the Atoll

change, new radiological surveys are taken, improved health physics
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understanding becomes available, and new risk-benetit decisions 4

made. For this purpose this documentary will supplement the mo

technical data published by DOE.

— Third. to provide a detailed record of the radiological exposure oft

Cleanup forces themselves. As years pass. it will become increasins

important to the cleanup participants. to the U.S. Government. and

health physicists and radiation biologists. to have a meticulously accuri

record of the radiological safety policies and procedures: an overview

personnel assignment practices. and a careful summarization of

sampler readings. film badge and thermoluminescent dosime!

exposures, bioassay samples, etc.

— Fourth, to provide a useful guide for subsequent radiological clean
efforts elsewhere. It seemslikely that there will be future requirements
radiological cleanup of extensive areas which present comp!

contamination problems. Since the Enewetak cleanup was a bellwetl

effort of its kind, the many lessons learned should provide useful guida:
for those who will plan and execute future efforts. Information such as!

iS quickly lost if not permanently recorded.

In developing this documentary, every effort has been made to

accurate, balanced, and objective. However. since issues can appeat

somewhat different light when viewed from different organizatic

perspectives, the reader should keep in mind that the authors gener

have a DOD affiliation. Lior__

August 1980 Leer——R. MONROE
Vice Admiral, U.S. Navy

Director, Defense Nuclear Agen

nas © oo) -e ae



PREFACE

Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency has prepared this

documentary to provide the general reader a narrative history of the

radiological cleanup of Enewetuk Atoll and to provide the interested

researcher a description of the procedures used to support and accomplish

the radiological cleanup. It is intended to present a balanced. objective

review of the mistakes made and lessons learned. as well as the many

successes achieved during the project. Much of the knowledge and

experience gained during the project would be applicable to any military

operation in the harsh environment ofa tropical atoll. and the radiological

cleanup experience represents an invaluable national asset in the Atomic

Age.It is the aim of this documentary to record that experience while it is

readily available. To complete the description of the United States effort to

restore the atoll, the last chapter includes an accountof the Rehabilitation

Program which was conducted by the Department of the Interior

concurrently with the cleanup project.

This report was compiled from historical documents stored in the

. Enewetak Radiological Cleanup repository at the Defense Nuclear

Agency’s Field Command in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The

bibliographical notes, which are identified by superscripts within the text,

are intended to provide future researchers with a guide to documents

containing additional data regarding subject matter of the text as well as

sources for the text itself.

The compilers have endeavored to arrange events by topics and

operational categories as well as in chronological order. As a result, there is

some overlapping of chronology between the chapters and sections. To

facilitate continuity for the general reader. brief summary paragraphs have

been included where appropriate, with the hope that the researcher will

overlook these occasional redundancies.

In the use of names,the preference of the group being named has been
followed. In Marshallese, the prefix ‘‘dri-’’ means ‘*people of."* Thus,

‘*dri-Enewetak’’ means the people of Enewetak [sland in particular. as well

as the people of Enewetak Atoll as a whole. The people of Enjebi Island

refer to themselvesas ‘‘dri-Enjebi™’ in distinguishing themselves from the

other people of the atoll, but as ‘‘dri-Enewetak’’ when referring to all the

people of theatoll.

In referring to the operational element of the Defense Nuclear Agency

(DNA), the term ‘‘Field Command’ is commonly used for **Field
Command, Defense Nuclear Agency’’ in actual practice and in this
documentary. During the period covered by this report, the organization

originally known as the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) has been

reorganized and renamedtwice. On | January 1975, it became the Energy



Research and Development Administration (ERDA): and, on | October

1977, it became part of the Department of Energy (DOE). This

organizationis referred to in this documentary by the namein effect at the
time of the event being described.

This report was compiled by members ofthe Field Commandstaff with

the assistance of Headquarters, DNA: Headquarters Joint Task Group:
and other personnel who were involved in the cleanup of Enewetak Atoll.

The principal authors were Colonel Robert L. Peters, Director of

Enewetak Operations at Field Command for over 2 years of the project.

and Mr. David L. Wilson, Chief of Logistics Services Division and one of

the principal planners at Field Commandtrom the project’s inception. The
viewpoint represented is intended to be that of the Defense Nuclear

Agency alone, and not necessarily that of the other agencies involved.
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CHAPTER|

DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY
1526 - 1972

GEOGRAPHY

Enewetak Atoll is a small ring of islands approximately 2,500 miles west

of Hawaii at latitude 11° 21’ N and longitude 162° 21’ E (Figure !-1). It is

the only surface feature of one ofthe three chainsofislands knownas the
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FIGURE 1-1. GREAT CIRCLE DISTANCES FROM ENEWETAKATOLL.

Marshall Islands Group (Figure I-2). The range of undersea mountains
which form this chain was not identified as such until 1950. Prior to that,
Enewetak was considered part of the Ralik or ‘‘Sunset’’ chain. The Ratak

or ‘‘Sunrise’’ chain is the easternmost of the Marshall Islands Grour

(Figure 1-3).!
Enewetak Atoll contains some 40 named islands, two coral head:

large enough-to have been namedby the dri-Enewetak, a numberof smal
unnamed islets,and long stretches of submerged reefs (Figure 1-4)
During the nuclear test period, the major islands were assigned ‘‘site’

a names by U.S. Government personnel. The northern islands wer
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2 RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAK ATOLL
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assigned female names in alphabetical order beginning with “‘Alice’’ and
continuing clockwise through “Yvonne.” The southern islands were

assigned male names beginning with “Alvin’” and continuing clockwise
through “Leroy. Subsequently. additional sité numes were assigned to

smaller islands and other features. disrupting the original order of

assignment. The site names are shown in parentheses in Figure |-4. The

spelling used for the island namesis that adopted in 1974 by the U.S. Board
of Geographical Names as best representing the pronunciations of the dri-
Enewetak.
The atoll is approximately 23 by |7 statute miles with the long axis

running northwest to southeast. The land surface area totals 1,761 acres or
2-3/4 square miles (Figure t-5). The lagoon has an area of approximately

388 square miles. [ts depth averages 160 feet with a maximum of

approximately 200 feet.2-3 There are three entrances to the lagoon: the
east channel or Deep Entrance, 180 feet deep. lving between Medren
(Elmer) and Japtan (David), the Wide Passage in the south, 6 miles in
width: and a 24-foot deep channel called the Southwest Passage. Figures

1-6 through 1-16 provide a pictorial introduction to the islands ofthe atoll.

GEOLOGY

Enewetak Atoll was formed by the growth of coral reefs on an extinct

volcano (Figure I-17). Coral reefs, and subsequently atolls themselves,
consist of limestone which is produced by coral animals (coelenterate

polyps), coralline algae, and shelled animals. These living organisms

require warm, agitated water and strong sunlight to stay alive. This is

particularly important to the coral animal formssince they are attached and

can only get food which drifts to them. Corals and other reef builders,

including algae, produce limy skeletons which, along with coral rubble,

sand and other sedimentary material, are bound together in a rock-like

mass by the limy secretions of the coralline algae. This continuous
production of fimy skeletons and binding by the algae results in the

formation and growth ofthe coral reefs.+
The rate of growth ofcoral teefs is relatively faster on the ocean side of

the volcanic mass than on the lagoon side because of more nutrition and

aeration if the wind-driven water.> Coral may grow vertically at an average

rate of one millimeter per year. The rate and direction of growth varies

with water depth and ceases completely when the coral is exposed by

variances in relative sea level. Such variances are associated with the

lowering of ocean levels during periods of glaciation. Thus, the growth rate
and morphologyare affected alternately by the submersion and subaerial

exposure of the reef. Once the coral colonies reach the surface or are
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SITE ACRES* HECTARES**

Enewetak (Fred) 322 130
Enjebi (Janet) 291 118

Medren (Elmer) 220 89
Aomon (Sally) 99 40

Runit (Yvonne) 91 37
Japtan (David) 79 32

Lujor (Pearl) 54 22
Bijire (Tilda) 52 21

Ikuren (Glenn) 41 7

Lojwa (Ursula) 40 16
Agj (Olive) 40 16
Mut (Henry) 40 16

Boken (Irene) 40 16
Alembel (Vera) 38 15

Bokombako(Belle) 31 12

Boken (Irwin) 29 12
Ananij (Bruce) 25 10

Kidrenen (Keith) 24 10

Bokoluo {Alice} 22 9
Louj (Daisy) 21 9

Kidrinen (Lucy) 20 8
Ribewon (Jarnes) 19 8

Mijikadrek (Kate) 16 6
Billae (Wilma) 14 6
Biken (Leroy) 14 5
Bokenelab (Mary) 12 5

Elle (Nancy) 11 4

Bokinwotme (Edna) 10 4
Kirunu (Clara) 7 3
Van 7 3

Jedro! (Rex) 5 2
Bokaidrikdrik (Helen) 5 2
Taiwel (Percy) 5 2
Eleleron (Ruby) 4 2
Inedral (Uriah) 4 2
Jinimi (Clyde) 3 1
Jinedral (Alvin) 2 1

Munjor (Tom) 2 1
Boko (Sam) 1 5

Bokandretok (Walt) 1 5

TOTAL 78,700,000 Sq. FT. 1,761 Acres 713 Hectares

40 Sites (2.75 Square Miles)
 

*1 Acre = 43,560 Sq, Ft. = .405 Hectares

**1 Hectare = 107,639 Sq, Ft. = 2.47 Acres

FIGURE 1-5. APPROXIMATE LAND AREAS, ENEWETAK ATOLL.
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FIGURE 1-6. ENEWETAK (FRED) AND BOKANDRETOK(WALT).
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FIGURE 1.7. MEDREN (ELMER) AND JAPTAN (DAVID).
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8. JINIME (CLYDE), ANANIJ (BRUCE}, JINEDROL (ALVIN),

VAN (NO MARSHALLESE NAME), INEDRAL (URIAH),

MUNJOR (TOM), AND BOKO (SAM).

FIGURE 1

 

FIGURE 1-9. RUNIT (YVONNE).  
 



 
FIGURE 1-10. BILLAE (WILMA) ANO ALEMBEL(VERA).

 

FIGURE 1-11. LOJWA (URSULA), BIJIRE (TILDA), AOMON (SALLY),
ELELERON (RUBY), LUJOR (PEARL), AEJ (OLIVE), AND
ELLE (NANCY).
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FIGURE 1-12.

MIIKADREK (KATE), AND ENJEBI (JANET).
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FIGURE 1-14. BOKINWOTME (EDNA), LOUJ (DAISY), BOKOMBAKO (BELLE),

KIRUNU (CLARA), AND BOKOLUO (ALICE).
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FIGURE 1-15. BIKEN (LEROY).

 

FIGURE1-16: KIDRENEN (KEITH), RIBEWON (JAMES), BOKEN (IRWIN),

MUT (HENRY), AND IKUREN (GLENN).
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exposed. lateral growth is promoted. Erosion of the coral and cementatior

of the resulting sediments also affect the formation and geology ofthi

atoll. Enewetak Atoll has been forming for at least 43 million years

resulting in a 4.500-foot stratification of reef-derived carbonate deposils.
Several drilling programs have been conducted to determine the

subsurface composition and deposition of Enewetak Atoll. The Atomi
Energy Commission (AEC) and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory drillec
33 holes less than 200 feet deep during 1950-51. The U.S. Geologica

Survey (USGS) drilled three deep holes, two to the basalt (volcanic rock
base), during 1951-52.6 An additional 174 shallow core holes were drilled

in support of Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) programs’ to understanc

the near subsurface geology (less than 300-foot depth) of the atoll in 1972.

73.
Based on results of the USGS and DNA drilling programs, the

subsurface geology ofthe atoll is found to be both laterally and vertically

; variable. In general, the ocean-side reef consists of well cementec

limestone, whereas the backreef and lagoon sediments consist oi

( uncemented coralline sands and gravels derived from the ocean ree!

organisms and the many patch and pinnacle reefs in the lagoon. Holes

. drilled near the ocean reef edge penetrated predominately moderate tc
- well cemented sediments, whereas holes near the lagoon penetratec

: predominately uncemented to poorly cemented sediments. Thi:

‘ correlation between surface and subsurface distribution of rock types i:

indicative of little lateral shifting of the reef and associated depositec
| environment during the past few million years.

A generalized geologic profile beneath the islands is as follows

unconsolidated coralline sands and gravels between the island surface and

the intertidal zone; within the intertidal zone, a layer of well cemented

coralline beachrock from a few inches to 8 to IO feet thick is found. Recent
coralline sands andgravels exist between the beachrock and 45-foot depth,

whereas an alternating sequence of cemented and uncemented coralline

sands and gravels exist to 600 feet.8 Between 600 and 1,000 feet the
sediments again are composed of uncementedcoralline sands and gravels,

and between 1,000 and 1,200 feet cemented coralline sands and gravels are
encountered. Beneath 1,200 feet and to the top of the basalt, the sediments
are predominately uncementedcoralline sands and gravels with occasiona’

cemented layers.

 

CLIMATE

EnewetakePete is of the tropical marine type with temperatures
tanging from 7I°F to 94°F and humidity in the 73 to 80 percent range.
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There is much cumulous cloud cover. 1 moderate rainfall of 57 inches
mean annually, and fairly constant northeasternly trade winds of 0 to 30
knots. A wind rose is shown in Figure |-18.

Most depressions, tropical storms. or typhoons occur in the monthsof

September through December. although they are possible at any time of

year. Typhoonsare not commonbut do occur. resulting al times in severe
damage.?

    
 

90° £
 

 

-
- os4) ———-—»-{ :g4 \ 10% of readings
o [!
, & Ca) 11-21 knots
$

Note: Wind directions (given in degrees) are along vectors and from

outer end toward the center.

25% of all wind velocity readings are at 10 knots or less.

Percentage of readings of velacities of 11-21 knots are

indicated by length of vector, e.g, 35% of the time, winds

of 11-21 knots will blow from ENE (67149).

FIGURE 1-18. ANNUAL AVERAGE WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY.

HYDROLOGY

Enewetak Atoll must rely upon rainfall as its only source of fresh water.
As the soil is extremely porous, drainage of rainwater by downward
percolation takes place rapidly. The percolated water interfaces with the

marine groundwater that has infiltrated through the porous rock from the

sea and lagoon. Fresh water, when poured on an open bodyofsalt water,

spreads rapidly over the surface of the denser salt water and the two

become thoroughly mixed through current and waveaction. Porous rock,

such as that found under the islands of Enewetak, imposes an obstacle to
this rapid spread and restricts the mixing. On a roughly round-shaped

island of uniform permeability, the body of fresh water floating upon the
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salt water assumes a lenticular or lens-shaped cross section, the edges of

which are about at the edges of the island. These lenses serve as a

secondary source of potable though brackish water during dry periods

when rainwater reservoirs are nearing exhaustion. Figure I-19 is a chart of

mean monthly rainfall showing the potential water deficit of the dry period

of the year.!0
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FIGURE 1-19. MEAN MONTHLY RAINFALL OF ENEWETAK ATOLL.

FLORA AND FAUNA

The types and quantities of flora found on the atoll would depend very
greatly on the period in history under consideration. For example, before
their introduction by German entrepreneurs in the |9th century, there
were few coconut palms growing on the atoll. When they were planted to

become the source of copra, they became the most conspicuous,if not the

most numerous, of the plants to be found on Enewetak. Later, the
numberof ‘all trees, shrubs, and bushes would be greatly affected by
invasion, nuclear weaponstesting, and cleanup.
Since Enewetak is located in the northern and drier section of the

Marshalls, it does not have dense, lush, dampforests, and the native flora
is not largein: size or-in variety. According to St. John,the indigenousflora
totals 42 species. Of these, four are endemic, all being of the genus

pandanus. Food crops and ornamentals amount to 26 in number and
adventive weeds to 27, Altogether, the living flora totals 95 species. In
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addition, there are seven species known only bv drifted seeds on the
beaches.!!
The most numerous of the larger native plants, other than coconuts,

were Scaevola and Messerschmidia (Figures |-20 and 1-21), the first
classified as a large shrub and the secondas a tree. Scaevola was the most

abundant shrub, especially near the shore. [ts leaves had some medicina!|
value. Messerschmidia is a small tree with edible leaves. The reported

maximum height of both plants was 20 feet. The less common Pisonia
grew to heights of 35 to 40 feet. These plants were to exert considerable
influence on the effort required during cleanup. !?
The larger plants of the atoll served primarily as windbreaks and as

nesting places for fish-eating birds. The latter bring to the islands much
needed materials, especially phosphorus, in the form of guano. Smaller

plants, such as the creeping morning glory, act as a binder to hold the sand
in place. '3

 

FIGURE 1-20. SCAEVOLA PLANT.

Food producing plants which have been cultivated on Enewetakin the
past include coconut, breadfruit and pandanus (Figure |-22 to 1-24).

Coconut also was a cash crop in the form of copra, the dried meat ofthe

coconut. Vegetable and crop plants which have also been grown on the

atoll are tomatoes, chinese cabbage, arrowroot, sorghum, onions and

radishes. Most of these were not native to the islands but had been

imported by German or Japaneseresidents. !4
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FIGURE 1-21. MESSERSCHMIDIA PLANT.
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FIGURE 1-23. BREADFRUIT.
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FIGURE 1-24. PANDANUS TREE.
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The fauna of Enewetak may be divided. tor convenience, Into three

groups according to their habitat: sea. land. or air. Certainly. the sea life js

the most numerousin variety and number. In 1953. there were some 700

species of fish alone reported in the waters ofthe lagoon and surrounding
ocean.!* In addition to fish, edible sea fauna includes crabs. lobsters. seg
turtles, clams, and oysters.

Besides domesticated dogs, mammals are limited to three species, two

of rats and one house mouse. Reptiles include at least four species of
geckoes, three skinks, a blind snake, and a monitor lizard introduced by

the Japanese to control rats. The turtles are the green and the hawkbiil,

both inhabitants of the sea. Invertebrates include snails, nocturnal crabs,
centipedes, scorpions, spiders, and other insects of considerable variety

including cockroaches, scale insects, termites, fruit beetles, fruit flies,
ants, and others.!6
Thirty-two species of birds have been reported from Enewetak Atoll

including seabirds, shorebirds, a heron, a cuckoo, and domestic fowl. Of

these, nine are definitely known to breed on theislands, and six others are

suspected to do so but have not been observed with nests or young

birds.!7 Someof these birds serve as food sources in the form of meat or

eggs. It will be recounted later in this documentary how concern over the
nesting of one species of bird delayed progress in cleaning up

contaminated soil. Figure |-25 illustrates the density of bird population on

oneisland of the atoll.

 

FIGURE 1-25. SEA BIRDS ON BOKEN (IRENE) ISLAND.
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PEOPLE

Most anthropologists are of the opinion that the Marshalls and other

stands of Micronesia were settled by people who migrated from the area of

Indonesia into the insular Pacific centuries ago. Reflecting the ancient

migration patterns in Oceania. the Marshallese language belongs to the

large Malayo-Polynesian language family which spreads from Madagascar.

through the Indonesian area. and across Micronesia, Polynesia. and most

regions of Melanesia. Physically, the Marshallese are relatively short in

stature and of stocky build. They have brown skin, brown eyes, broad flat

noses, straight to curly black hair, and sparse body hair. '8
According to their ownoraltradition, the dri-Enewetak had alwayslived

on Enewetak Atoll before their relocation to Ujelang in 1947. Because of

the atoll’s isolated location in the northwestern region of the Marshallese

archipelago, the people of Enewetak hadrelatively little contact with other
people prior to the European era. As a consequence. the language and

culture became differentiated from those of other Marshall Islanders, and

the people no longer identified themselves with the others. Rather, they

think of themselves as a people who were separate and unique from the

islanders to the east and south. !9
The past and current accomplishments of the dri-Enewetak indicate

intelligence and qualities of ingenuity, self-reliance, and hardiness which
have allowed them to meet the challenge of the atoll environment, one

that is quite restrictive when compared to the high volcanic islands of
Oceania. Long before the advent of Europeans, the Marshallese had

developed a culture which represented a sophisticated adaptation to their

ecological setting. They were skilled navigators, an art which has largely

been lost with the availability of travel on the vessels of foreigners, but

they remain expert builders of sailing canoes and are among the world’s

best fishermen. To traders, missionaries, and the successive colonial
governments which have dominated the islands over the past century,

they have been quick to respond by learning and adjusting to each of these

outsiders. Today, they have achieved a good understanding of the

behavior and values of Americans, and several have distinguished

themselves in government and mission schools operated by Americans. *°
Figure 1-26 portrays a typical family grouping of the Marshall Islands.

ECONOMYAND POLITICS

Throughout the Marshall Islands the traditional forms of settlement
patterns and exploitation of the natural resources are characterized by

several general features. The first is that the people on an atoll reside on
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FIGURE 1-26. A FAMILY GROUP IN THE MARSHALLISLANDS.

one or a few ofits largest islands. The second is a mobility that is
demonstrated by various extended fishing and collecting activities that
embrace every niche of the environment. For example, they have a

nonintensive form of agriculture in which regular expeditions are made to
all islands of an atoll to make copra and collect coconuts, breadfruit,

pandanus, arrowroot, and other vegetable foods in season. Clearing of

brush and planting are done during these visits. Marine resourcesare also

exploited, with a wide variety of marine animals being utilized. Special

expeditions are madeto collect shellfish, capture turtles, and gather their

eggs, in addition to catching fish. Several species of birds are also captured

as a food source. The Enewetak people may be expected to continuethis

way oflife to some degree when they return to their homeatoll, although

they may remain strongly influenced in many ways by their contacts with

western culture.2! The typical outrigger canoe of the Marshallese is shown
in Figure !-27.

Historically, the people of Enewetak have been divided into two

separate and distinct communities which were located on the twolargest

islands of the atoll. Here ‘‘community”’ is defined as the maximum group

of persons who normally reside together in face-to-face association. One

community was situated primarily on Enjebi (Janet) Island on the

northern rim, and the other was located primarily on Enewetak Island

across the lagoon in the southeast quadrantof the atoll. The traditional

 (cr muansine
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FIGURE 1-27, TYPICAL OUTRIGGER CANOE OF THE MARSHALL ISLANDS.

settlement pattern of both communities was dispersed; residences were

located on separate land parcels and were scattered along the length of the
lagoon beach.22
The sociopolitical structure of the two communities was identical. Each

was headed by a hereditary iroij or chief, and succession to the office was

patrilineal. The chiefs directed the affairs of their respective communities,

arbitrated disputes, and consulted one another with regard to concerns of

the entire atoll and the total population's relations with outsiders. The atoll

was divided into two geographical areas, and each of the chiefs had

authority over one of the two domains. The domain of the Enewetak chief

began with the Islands of Kidrenen (Keith), Ribewon (James), Boken
(Irwin), Mut (Henry), and Ikuren (Glenn) in the atoll’s southwest
quadrant, extended counterclockwise around theatoll up to and including

Runit (Yvonne) Island, as well as Aomon (Sally) on the northeast rim.
With the exception of Aomon,the Enjebi chiefs domain extended north

of Runit beginning with Billae (Wilma) Island and extended
counterclockwise aroundthe atoll’s northern and western rim up to and
including Biken (Leroy) Island.23

Relations- between the two communities and the traditional dispersed
pattern of residence were altered with the military invasion of Enewetak

Atoll in 1944. Because Enewetak andEnjebi Islands had been devastated
by the battle for the atoll, the U.S. Navy resettled all of the people in a

ae  ———— 
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compact village on small Aomon Island which, as indicated earlier, fej
within the domain of the Enewetak [sland chief. After several months. the
people of Enjebi moved to the adjacent Bijire (Tilda) Island which way

within the domain of their own iroij. With these relocations. the dri-Enjeb;
and dri-Enewetak were no longer separated by the atoll’s lurge lagoon.
and, while retaining their dual political structure. they had, in fact, become
a single community.-+.25
The consolidation of the population into one community and the new

compact settlement pattern were continued with the transfer of the
islanders to Ujelang Atoll in 1947. This atoll has only one sizeable island.
Ujelang Island, and the entire population was settled there. Navy officials
established a dividing line at the midpoint of the island and allotted the
western half to the people of Enjebi and the eastern half to the people of
Enewetak Island. A compactvillage was constructed in the middle ofthe

island with the Enjebi and Enewetak people occupying houses on their

respective sides of the dividing line. Later, each group divided the land on

its portion ofthe island. Ata still later date, other islands in the Ujelang

Atoll were divided among membersofthe two groups. 26.27
During the first few years on Ujelang, the traditional political structure

remained intact. The chiefs functioned in their accustomed roles and

resisted American efforts to introduce democratic institutions. It had been

intended by American planners that each atoll population be governed by

an elected governmental council of elders headed by an elected magistrate,

but this was not acceptable to theiroijs. By the early 1960’s, however, some

change was observable. Both chiefs were, by then, quite aged men, who

had matured in an earlier era. Some of the contemporary problems

required that the decision-making process be opened to include younger

men who had attended schools and/or had some other experiences with

the American administration. Meetings of all males were held

occasionally, and some decisions about community affairs were decided by

a majority vote. The authority and status of the chiefs declined furtherin
the later 1960’s when the old Enjebi chief died and was succeededin office

by his younger brother, who was also elderly and suffered the additional

disadvantage of frequent poorhealth. 28
These events precipitated a major transformation of the political

structure. The chiefs yielded to younger men who desired, and had been

gaining; a greater voice in communityaffairs. In 1968, a magistrate and a

council of 12 men were elected. Reflecting the traditional division of the
population, the people of Enjebi elected six councilmen from amongtheir
ranks, and the people of Enewetakelected six from theirs. Themagistrate
became the head of the entire community, and the council bécame the
legislative body governing the people's affairs. In a later election, the 12

councilmen wereelected from the populationat large, not equally from the
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5. Thus. the current council reflects the demise ofthe traditional

d indicates that the old division between Enjebi and Enewetak

lost much ofits meaning. The council is now a representative

drawn from the entire population and reflects a unified community

bow’acknowledged commongoals. The iroijs. however. remain important

wpures as advisors and menofinfluence.??

system an
peoples has

RELIGION

The church is the focal point for many community social activities of the

Enewetak people. The prevailing religious system is a conservative type of

Protestantism in which church services, bible Classes, church group
meetings, and hymn singing have replaced traditional intertribal wars,

sports, games, and dancing. |

The minister is the spiritual leader of the community and is supported

and assisted by the two chiefs. The church functions are time-consuming

and require a considerable effort from the membership. Sundays, in

particular, are devoted almost entirely to church services and related

activities. From this, it is apparent that the church influencesthelife of the

dri-Enewetakto a great degree. 30

LAND USE

The atoll soil is basically coral rock and coralline sands with only

minimal organic contents, so that the practice of agricultureis limited. For

centuries, subsistence has been marginal and precarious for the island

inhabitants, requiring hard work on their part. Despite this, the dri-
Enewetak have always maintained a deep emotional attachment to their

home islands and ancestral holdings. The land parcels, or ‘‘watos,”’ on

Enewetak Atoll were like those found elsewhere in the Marshalls. Most
commonly, each was strip of land stretching across an island from lagoon

beach to ocean reef and varying in size from about | to 5 acres. The
resourcesofall ecological zones were thus available to the individuals who

held rights to the land. Less commonly, a parcel was divided into two or
moreportions with transverse boundaries. This usually occurred when an
island, Enjebi for example, was very wide. Boundaries were usually
marked by slashes:.on the trunks of coconut trees or, less commonly,
ornamental ‘plants.. Also, other features of the natural topography, for
example,largeboulders on the ocean reef or the very configuration of an
island, were used to fix the position of landholdings. The latter type of

markers have been employed by the Marshallese after all other markings  
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had been obliterated.3! The map of one ofthe islands of Enewetak Atoll
(Medren) showing wato division lines appears on Figure |-28.

One facet of Enewetak Atoll culture that differed from that of other
Marshall Islands was the system ofland tenure and inheritance. In the rest

of the Marshalls, matrilineal is the rule. The land tenure system at
Enewetak was, in ideal and in practice. a bilateral one. [n most cases, a

married couple divided the land which each had inherited among their
children, and a child usually received some tand from both his father and

mother. As the younger islanders matured, they worked the land with

their parents. As the parental generation died and as membersof the next

generation married and produced children, the process was repeated with
parents allocating land amongtheir offspring.32 Every individual possessed

rights to some land on islands away from the settlements of Enewetak and
Enjebi. All land in the atoll was held by someone. with the exception of
one parcel on Enewetak Island which was donated for the location of a

church.

The people resided on their landholdings on Enjebi and Enewetak

Islands. In most cases, households were headed by males and were

situated upon land held by them. Ideally, residence was patrilocal, i.e.,

upon marriage, females moved to their husband’s households, although
exceptions to the rule did occur.33
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DIET

The diet of the dri-Enewetak was primarily vegetarian, based on

conuts, pandanus, and arrowroot. Breadfruit. taro, and bananas were

° but the people learned to cultivate some of these plants on Ujelang

rdwill probably bring them back and attempt to continue their use. There
may be associated problems caused by the more northern location of |

Enewetak and the absence of a swampor bog for growing taro. |

The vegetable diet is supplemented by seatood, pork, and chicken, the

last two locally raised. Almostall forms of sealife are favored including

fish, clams, and turtles, as well as sea birds and their eggs. However,

cannedfish has largely replaced the fresh fish formerly taken from lagoon

and ocean, and foods previously unknown, such as rice, have become

staples. This will certainly affect the menuafter their return to theatoll.34

POPULATION

The growth trend of the Enewetak people from 1920 to 1972 is shown in
Figure 1-29. The reduction in population from 1930 to 1935 can be

explained partially by the fact that members of the communityleft the atoil

500

400  
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SOURCE:

(1) Japenese Consul-Generai, Honotulu (1966).
(2) U.S. NAVY lat the time of relocation to Ujelang).
(3) 4 & Tobin (onUjelang):
(4) TTP! OfficialCamuston Ulelang oniy).
{5} 4 A. Tobin (TaamUjeleng & elsewhere).
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Data from & A. Tobin1972.-

FIGURE T-29. ‘POPULATION TRENDS OF THE PEOPLE OF ENEWETAK,
1920-1972.  
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for extended periodsat different times to work on the copra plantations on
Ujelang and to visit the administrative headquarters on Ponape. Likewise.

subsequent increases in population can be attributed to the return ofthe

Ujelang workers accompanied by Ujelang spouses. [t should be noted that
the 1971 Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTP!) official census of 28}

and the 1972 census of 340 taken by J. A. Tobin include only those people
of Enewetak in residence on Ujelang at the time. The 1972 figure of 432
includes these people as well as those residing elsewhere. 35.36

Estimates based on available census data indicate a growth rate of the

Enewetak people from 1948 to 1973 of approximately 6 percent per year.

Figure 1-30 depicts projected population growth curves based on rates of
growth of 3 percent, 5 percent, and 7 percent. If actual population growth

lies within this range, these curves show that, in 1983, the population may

be between 600 and 900 persons. Limitations on food supply or other
resources might reduce population growth below the minimal curve of the

chart, and, at somefurther time, the growth curve might tendto stabilize.

At this time, however, there is insufficient data for an accurate

projection.3?
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;

DISCOVERY ERA: 1526 - 1886

e recorded history of Enewetak begins in the l6th century and may be

‘vided into four distinct eras. The first of these was the era of discovery

Oi from 1526 to 1886. This was followed by the German Protectorate

an1886 to 1914, the Japanese Mandate from 1914 to 1944, and the United

Sates Trusteeship from 1944 to its expected expiration in 1981. The atoll

was first reported as sighted by Spanish explorers in [526. Three years

iater. a landing was made on Enewetak by Alvaro de Saavedra in October

1529. It was rediscovered on |3 December 1794 by Captain Thomas Butler

who was engaged in the China trade. The atoll was given the name

--Browne’s Range’’ for a Mr. Browne, one of the associates in the firm
employing Captain Butler. The namepersisted, being used by the Japanese

and even appearing on recent U.S. Hydrographic charts, although the ‘‘e”’

had been dropped and the islands had become ‘*Brown Atoll.”’ According

to one source, the name Enewetak means “Land between West and

East," but this is uncertain. 38

Th

GERMAN PROTECTORATE: 1886 - 1914

In 1886, Germany established a formal protectorate over the Marshall

Islands. The people of Enewetak, as well as other Marshallese, were given
coconut seedlings by German traders and instructed in the growing,

gathering, and converting of the meat of the coconut into copra. The

Germans were also interested in whaling and established the Jaluit

Company, a trading organization. Political and commercial administration
was merged with the imperial administrator acting as the company’s chief

official in residence. However,the atoll, being isolated, did not have much

direct contact with the central government, and visits by foreigners were

discouraged.39.40 German control was, on the whole, benign, and it did
not arouse much antagonism in the Marshallese. Roads were built, health

and sanitation were improved,and the islands were searched for potential

sources of economic wealth. The Germans provided the islanders with
protection from unscrupuloustraders and helped them to enterthe culture

of the Western world.4!

JAPANESE MANDATE: 1914 - 1944

At the beginning of the First World War, Japan seized Enewetak, the
other Marshall Islands, and all other German possessions in Micronesia.
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When that war was concluded, Japan, having been on the side of the

victorious Allies, was awardedthe islands lying north of the equatorby the

Treaty of Versailles. This was in the form of a mandate to control and
develop these islands, but notto fortify them.
The Japanese established the South Seas Bureau with headquarters ar

Kolonia in Ponape, and divided the mandatedterritory into six districts.

one of which was the Marshall Islands. Visits to Enewetak were made by
the Japanese Navy and by Japanese traders. Both Enewetak and Ujelang
were administered from Ponape, and the only foreign residents on

Enewetak were a Japanese trader and his two assistants. A weatherStation
was established there in the 1930’s, but other Japanese associations with
the atoll languished.

Early in World WarII, the Japanese set out, contrary to the terms ofthe

mandate, to make Enewetak Atoll a strategic base in their planned
conquestof the Pacific. Japan maintained a guard unit of about 20 men on
Enjebi until December 1942, when construction workers arrived to

construct an airstrip. This was completed in July 1943, and, in October, the

detachment at Kwajalein was moved to Enjebi to act as a maintenance
force. In January 1944, [10 aviation officers and men were billeted on

Enjebi, and 2,686 soldiers were landed on Enewetak to prepare the

defense on the atoll. These were placed on Enjebi, Medren, and Enewetak.
About 1,000 laborers and other noncombatant personnel were also
present. The aviation personnel were to be evacuated to Truk by flying

boat but, for most of them, this operation was begun toolate.42 Noting the

preparations for battle, the 30 dri-Enewetak inhabitants of Enjebi moved
to islands on the eastern reef.

BATTLE OF ENEWETAK: FEBRUARY1944

Theoriginal U.S plan for invading the Marshalls included amphibious
assaults on strongly defended atolls of the Ratak or eastern chain in order
to secureairstrips there. Air reconnaissance in December1943 showed the
construction of a Japanese airstrip on Kwajalein Island, so plans were

altered to bypass Wotje, Maloelap, and Mili on the Ratak Atolls, and to

attack the north and south ends of Kwajalein Atoll simultaneously.

Planning included the capture of Majuro Atoll which was very lightly

defended. After securing Kwajalein, Enewetak was to be attacked.

The Marshall Islands operation was code-named ‘‘Flintlock’’ and was
under the overall command of Vice Admiral Raymond A. Spruance. The
capture of Enewetak was considered to be a preliminary step to landing on

Truk farther west and was code-named‘‘Catchpole.’’ Manyofthe lessons

learned in the previously completed campaign to capture the Gilbert
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- were employed in the assault on Kwajalein. This included heavy
Islands wer cdment by battleships, use of infantry landing craft to saturate
naval bomba beaches with high explosive fire, use of tracked landing
the landing ansport assault infantry across the coral reefs to dry beaches.

ven nishment offield artillery on lightly held islands adjacent to the
und esta ands to provide close-in artillery support for the main assault
obecte -esult at Kwajalein Atoll was the capture of Roi-Namurin the
groups: d Kwajalein [sland in the south, with the loss of 372 killed and

iowounded. The enemystrength was estimated to be 8,675, of which

1.382 965 remained alive to be taken prisoner and, of these, 165 were

ean laborers. The seizure of Enewetak Atoll was to follow immediately

sar 43

The Enewetak Expeditionary Group was commanded by Rear Admiral

Harry W. Hill. The assault troops were under Brigadier General ThomasE.

Watson. The plan was to complete the occupation in four phases. Phase

One was the seizure of two islets south of Enjebi— Aej (Olive), and Lujor
(Peart)—where field artillery would be emplaced. Phase Two was the

landing on Enjebi by Marines, supported by the emplacedfield artillery.

Phase Three wasto be the seizure of Enewetak Island and Medren. Phase

Four was a mopping-up operation of the remainingislands to rid them of

any remaining Japanese.+4 The mapin Figure 1-31 shows the location of

these events.

At 0700 hours on 17 February 1944, minesweeping began and was

followed by the entry of troop transports into the lagoon. Phase One was

completed by 1632 hours with the positioning of Marine and Armyartillery

on Aej and Lujor. Marine scout company landings on Enjebi took placeat

0315 hours on 18 February, and the island was secured by 1600 hours. The

third phase, the capture of Enewetak and MedrenIslands, began on the

morning of 19 February with the [06th Infantry landing on Enewetak

Island. The island was not pronouncedsecure until 1630 hours on the 2lst.
In the meantime, Marine artillery had landed on Japtan, and guns
emplaced there and on Enewetak were registered on Medren by 1200

hours on 20 February. Marines landed on Medren at 1900 hours on the
22nd, and Phase Three was completed by 1930 hours of the same day.+5

Figures 1-32 and 1-33 show someofthe action during the battle.
In conducting Phase Four, no opposition was met in landing and

occupying the other islands of the atoll. All action had ceased by the

evening of 23 February 1944. Thetoll of the battle is shownin Figure |-34.

Only 64 Japanese were taken prisoner, some of whom were wounded.
Most had died fighting.46 Fifty dri-Enewetak were found on D+1 by

American troops and were sheltered in a huge bombcrater. Other people

found later in the battle were brought there also, including 17 from
Medren. On 24 February 1944,all of the surviving people were moved to
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FIGURE 1-32. U.S. MARINES SEARCHING FOR SNIPERS, ENEWETAK ATOLL.

 
FIGURE 1-33. MOPPING UP AFTER THE BATTLE, ENEWETAK ATOLL.
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AMERICAN JAPANESE

Killed & Killed &

Missing Wounded Burial Count Prisoners Total

Enjebi Is. 85 166 934 16 1201
Enewetak Is. 37 94 704 23 858
MedrenIs. 73 261 1027 25 1386
Other 12 32

195 521 2677 64 3457  
FIGURE 1-34, CASUALTIES IN THE CONQUEST OF ENEWETAKATOLL.

Aomon, where a few houses and some coconuttrees werestill standing.
The total numberof people gathered on AomonwasII7; [8 had beenkilled
during the battle.

After its capture, Enéwetak was used primarily as a support or staging

area. A 7,000-foot bomberstrip was laid down on EnewetakIsland.Little
or no attempt was madeto clean up the debris resulting from the invasion.

The beaches contained many rusting hulks of landing craft, tanks, and

other vehicles. Ammunition, mortars, and other implements of war

littered the land and the reefs. The coconuttrees of the islands, which had
been bombarded andassaulted, were largely destroyed.47 ;

Years later, Iroij Johannes Peter spoke of the battle—the airplanes, the

- bombs,the fears, the wounded, and the dead. Herecalled that these had
been very sad times.

After the surrender of Japan,all small naval vessels moving through the
Marshalls picked up and carried repatriates back to their homeislands.
Those whoreturned to Enewetak Atoll found that the U.S. military forces
had placed all people from Enjebi and Enewetak Islands on Aomoninthe .,

northeastern part of the atoll chain. The U.S. Navy provided building |

construction materials, food, and water.48
The dri-Enjebi were not content with dwelling on Aomon because,in

spite of its northern location, it was underthe authority of the iroij of the

dri-Enewetak. Consequently, the dri-Enjebi were movedto the neighbor-

ing island of Bijire.49:50 Their stay there was also brief due to major events
in other parts of the world.

THE NUCLEAR AGE BEGINS: JULY 1945

The nuclear age arrived with the detonation of an atomic bomb on 16
July 1945 near Alamogordo, New Mexico. That test, known as the Trinity

Event, was part of the Manhattan Project organized to develop the military
application of atomic energy. In August of the same year, two nuclear

aos.
(ee
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bs were dropped on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

bom by accelerating the end of World WarII.

there i" the use of nuclear weapons already had modified military

whi of war, they still needed further study and developmentif their

conePOS ities were to be realized. Interest in their development was

unedbY the scientific community and the general public as well as the

military establishment. ; op:
On 10 November 1945, a subcommittee of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

(JCS) began developing detailed plans for a series of tests of existing and
wly developed nuclear weapons. The tests were to be conducted under

n y carefully controlled conditions and as a matter of primary concern,

ore to explore the effects of atomic explosions on naval vessels. The

subcommittee proposed a program to be headed by ViceAdmiral William

H. P. Blandy, Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for Special Weapons. The

program was accepted by the JCS, generally as proposed, on 28 December

1945 and approved by President Truman on 10 January 1946. The organi-

zation for conducting the program wasidentified as Joint Task Force One

UTF-1).>! oe ,
An important objective of the program was to obtain and prepare an

appropriate test site. Locations in the Atlantic, Pacific, and Caribbean had

been considered even before the Task Force cameinto existence. The

basic site requirements werethat:

a. It be under the control of the United States.

b. The area be uninbabited or subject to evacuation without imposition

of unnecessary hardship on a large numberof inhabitants.

c. It be within 1,000 miles of the nearest B-29 aircraft base, as it was

expected that one test nuclear device was to be delivered byair.
d. It be free from storms and extremecold.
e. It have a protected harborat least 6 miles in diameter thereby being

large enough to accommodate both target and supportvessels.

f. It be away from cities or other population concentrations.

The local winds be predictably uniformfrom sea level to 60,000feet.

The water currents also be predictable and not adjacent to inhabited

shorelines, shipping lanes, and fishing areas so as to avoid

contaminating populaces and their food supplies.52.53
Several atolls in the Marshall Islands metall of these requirements to a

satisfactory extent. The Marshalls had been captured from the Japanese
and, by Presidential authority, were under the control of the U.S. Navy

military government.
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OPERATION CROSSROADS: JUNE-JULY 1946

Bikini Atoll was the one chosen as the site of Operation Crossroads,
which wasto be the occasion ofthe first peacetime detonations of nuclear
weapons.Theclimatic, wind, current, and harborsize requirements could
be met. The selection was influenced by the fact that the population of the

atoll was small and could be relocated easily and that Bikini was close to

Kwajalein and Enewetak Atolls, both of which held military support

facilities. Under the Presidential authority, the Navy also relocated the

people of Enewetak to Meik Island in Kwajalein Atoll while the Bikini tests
were being conducted.°4.55
Three tests were planned for Operation Crossroads, two of which— Able

and Baker—were eventually carried out. The first of these was an aerial

drop, and the second an underwater shot. The bombsweresimilar to those

which had been used against the Japanesecities and which had produced
yields of 13 KT at Hiroshima and 23 KT at Nagasaki.

The yield, stated in KT (thousands of tons), expresses the explosive

equivalent of a weight of TNT. For example, a nuclear bomb havinga yield
of 25 KT would have the same explosive force as a single explosion of

25,000 tons of TNT. A ‘‘nominal”’ yield was one approximately equivalent

to that of the bombs used against the Japanesecities.

Test Able occurred on 30 June 1946. The bomb was dropped from a B-29

aircraft and exploded about 500 feet above the lagoon surface. The bomb

detonated 1,500 feet west of the center target vessel. The vessel did not

sink, but five other vessels were sunk and others were burned or

damaged. The sunken ships were two attack transports, two destroyers,

and a Japaneselight cruiser.°® The yield of the nuclear device of Test Able
was 23 KT.
Test Baker was performed with a nuclear device suspended 90 feet

below a landing ship in the center of anotherarray of ships in the lagoon.

At detonation, a hollow column of water rose to a height of a mile above
the surface of the lagoon. The U.S. battleship ARKANSAS,theaircraft
carrier Saratoga, and the Japanese battleship Nagato were sunk,as well as

other surface vessels and submarines. Some sank immediately and others

took from 7-1/2 hours to 5 days to sink.°’ Test Baker also yielded the
equivalent of 23 KT ofTNT.58

Although these tests were successful, Bikini ifself demonstrated a
numberof deficiencies as a test site. One was the lack of land area, which
necessitated the use of surface vessels for planning, administration,

scientific laboratory work, and for life support. A second was the
combinationofisland orientation and wind direction, which prevented the

installation of an adequate airstrip.
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ESTABLISHMEN
T OF AEC AND AFSWP

age of the Atomic Energy Act of 1946 resulted in the

ucturing of the Manhattan Project organization. Responsibility for

eh atomic development was assigned to the AEC, a new civilian

fue Most of the Manhattan Project scientific personnel and

aeatories went to the AEC. The Manhattan Project itself was renamed

eeArmed Forces Special Weapons Project (AFSWP) and remained a

military organization. The AFSWP has been renamed twice, as the

Defense Atomic Support Agency in 1959 and as the Defense Nuclear

Agency in 1971. The first head of this organization was Major General

Leslie R. Groves, USA, who had directed the Manhattan Project. He was

named Chief, AFSWP on 28 February 1947 and Rear Admiral William R.

parsons, USN, became his deputy. RADM Parsonsalso hadparticipated in

the Manbattan Project and was bomb commander aboard the plane, the

Enola Gay,”” that dropped thefirst atomic weapon on Hiroshima. He had

also served as Commander, JTF-1, at Bikini Atoll.59

The U.S. Army Element of the Manhattan Project at Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory was Company C, Santa Fe Detachment, 38th

Engineer Battalion, U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers.In the spring of 1947,it

was relocated to Sandia Base, near Albuquerque, New Mexico, and

established as Field Command, AFSWP,the principal operating element

of the project. Later in the year, U.S. Air Force and Navy personnel were

assigned, making AFSWP a joint service command. As the central

coordinating agency between civilian and military interests in atomic

development, AFSWP provided staff and technical assistance to the

Secretary of Defense; overall surveillance, storage, and maintenance of

the nuclear weaponsstockpile; technical, logistics, training and stockpile

management support to the Military Services; and, direction of the

Department of Defense (DOD) weaponseffects test programs. During

overseas test operations, JTFs were formed af Sandia Base under the

direction of the Chief, AFSWP.Military Service elements wereassigned to
the JTF to provide support at the proving grounds.®9 The first AFSWP
JTF was formed under the command ofCaptain T. A. Hederman, USN,to
conduct a resurveyofBikini Atoll following Operation Crossroads.§!

The pass

ESTABLISHMENT OF ENEWETAK PROVING GROUND:
JULY-DECEMBER 1947

Meanwhile, action was being taken in the United Nations (U.N.) to
place the Pacific islands, which Japan had administered under a League of
Nations mandate, under the trusteeship of the United States. In

ses . _ ede
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November1946, President Truman announced that the U.S. was prepareg
to place the islands under trust. The agreementestablishing the TTPIas q
Strategic area trusteeship was approved by the U.N. Security Council on 2
April 1947 and by President Truman on 18 July 1947. Under the
agreement, most of Micronesia was placed under the administration,
legislation, and jurisdiction of the United States.62 The Department ofthe
Interior became the executive agency of the United States, relieving the
Navyofits interim control. The United States was to take all appropriate
measures to advance the interests of the people of the TTPI and,
additionally, the U.S. was authorized to establish military bases in the
TTPI.

Concurrently with the establishment of the TTPI, action was being . :
taken by the AEC to establish a nuclear test site at Enewetak Atoll. The :
AEC had studied several possible locations including island sites in the 3

Indian Ocean, Alaska, and Kwajalein Atoll, as well as in the continental :
U.S. Bikini Atoll islands were neither large enough nor properly oriented

for construction of a major airfield and support base. The AECselected :
Enewetak Atoll and, upon approval of the proposal by President Truman, .

requested that the Military Services prepare the Enewetak Proving ©
Ground and provide logistical support.

On 18 October 1947, JTF-7 was activated under the command of

Lieutenant General John E. Hull, USA,to prepare the proving ground and :
to conduct the next series of nuclear tests, Operation Sandstone. The
selection of Enewetak as a proving ground necessitated the removal of the
people once again, this time to Ujelang Atoll to the southwest of
Enewetak.63 On 21 December 1947, 136 dri-Enewetak were transported to
Ujelang to begin their long residence on that Atoll.

Ujelang lies 124 miles southwest of Enewetak. It had been inhabited by

Marshallese, but a typhoonin thelate 1800’s swept over the atoll and killed
all but a few of the inhabitants. The survivors moved to the southern |

Marshalls, leaving the atoll deserted.

During the German and Japanese colonial eras, the atoll was developed

as a commercial copra plantation, with a small group ofislanders from the

Eastern Carolines serving as paid laborers. In World WarII, it was again

abandoned. Whenthe U.S. obtained the TTPI, Ujelang becameavailable

for the relocation of the populations ofother atolls.64.65

Ujelang is much smaller than Enewetak, containing less land and less
lagoon areas. The lagoon is only 25.47 square miles in extent, compared
with Enewetak’s 387.99 square miles. The land area is 0.67 square miles or
428 acres, of which only 274 acres are usable. Enewetak has 2.75 total

square miles, or about 1,761 acres of land. From thesefigures,it is possible

to see that the potential for the production of food at Ujelang from the

reefs, lagoon, and land was considerably less than that at Enewetak. The
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d food potential on Ujelang has made it necessary to import more

modities than might normally be required on Enewetak.66.67
con em jen jab inebata bwe ankilan Anij.”’

‘Bul we do not worryforit is the will of the Lord.)
In this way Wasthe attitude of the people of Enewetak expressed, 68
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LIVING ON UJELANG
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A village for the people of Enewetak was constructed by the U.S. Navy

on the main island of the atoll. Figure 1-35 is a map ofthe atoll giving the
village location. A brush clearing program also had beenin progressat the

time they arrived on the atoll. The coconuttrees planted by the Germans

and Japanese still were bearing, and breadfruit and pandanusseedlings had

been brought in and planted.

Ujelang was provided a water system, including numerous rain

catchments, a church, a council hall, a school, and a dispensary. Supply

ships brought in tools, clothing, and food to supplement the meager

natural resources. There was, however, no U.S. official remaining on the

atoll, and there was no means of communication with the outside
world.69,70
The people continued to practice nonintensive agricultural operations

i while utilizing the environment extensively. Coconut was converted into

| copra for cash sale, and consumer goods were purchased with the

‘proceeds. Interest payments were received from trust fund provided by

the TTPI. Rice, flour, sugar, canned meats, and other canned goods
originally were additions to the traditional Enewetak diet, but they hadall

become staple items over the years. Marine resources were extremely

important in the diet of these people, with fish, clams, lobsters, turtles,

and sea birds, as well as land animals (domesticated chickens and pigs),

continuing to provide the required protein. Coconuts, pandanus,

breadfruit, and arrowrootwerestill the principal vegetables used. Bananas,

papayas, and squash were not prominentin the diet because they did not

grow well in Ujelang (although better than on Enewetak).7!.72 Figures 1-
36 and 1-37 show scenesof the village on Ujelang.
Perhaps the most profound effects of the experience of residing on

Ujelang have been in two directions, each related to the style ofliving of

the people of Enewetak. One was in the location of houses and the

relationship with other people. On Enewetak, family groups lived scattered
along the lagoon shore on watos running, in most cases, from lagoon to

ocean. On Ujelang, dwellings were close together and, aside from the area

immediately surrounding the house, the land appears to have been held in

common.73,74
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FIGURE 1-37. FOOD PREPARATION ON UJELANG ISLAND.

The other drastic change in the lives of the people was the close

proximity in which the dri-Enewetak and dri-Enjebi were compelled to’

live. Traditionally, a distance of more than 20 miles separated the two

communities except for a brief period on Aomon. On Ujelang, they

occupied two sides of an arbitrary line which had noreal significance. One

effect of this was more intermarriages and a corresponding increase in

crossed land rights, so that the dri-Enjebi acquired more rights in the:

south than ever before, and vice versa. However, this did not affect the’

strong desire of the dri-Enjebi to possess a residence on their traditional
island. ‘

OPERATION SANDSTONE: APRIL-MAY 1948

Operation Sandstone was conducted by JTF-7, under the command ol

LTGHull. The Task Force included Army, Navy, Air Force, and an AEC

scientific group. Captain James Russel, USN, AEC’s Division of Military

Applications (DMA), was Test Director and Dr. Darol Froman,also from

AEC-DMA,was Scientific Director. Military Service elements of the JTF

were commanded by Brigadier General B. T. Ogden, USA, Rear Admira
Francis Denebrink, USN, and Major General Roger Ramey, USAF.?:
Construction of temporary facilities at Enewetak Proving Ground beganin

oh
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late December 1948 following the relocation of the dri-Enewetak t
Ujelang Atoll. The construction work was performed by U.S. Army

elements of the JTF.76 Because of the lack of ground facilities on the atoll,
the Task Force was quartered on and operated from U.S. Navy vessels.

Three nuclear devices were detonated in this operation. Each was placeg
on a 200-foot-high tower on one of three separate islands. Thefirst shot,
code named X-ray, was conducted on Enjebi on |4 April 1948, with a yield

of 37 KT. The next test, Yoke, took place on Aomon on 30 April, with a

yield of 49 KT. The last, Zebra, was carried out on Runit on |4 May, witha

yield of 18 KT. Details of devices tested and of test results remain classified
at this writing. ??

 

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Operation Sandstone established a pattern that was to be followed in
other test series. That pattern was: a rehabilitation phase in which existing
facilities were readied to support the upcoming operation; a construction
phase devoted to providing support and scientific requirements; an

execution phase for actual testing, and a roll-up phase during which the

atoll was made secure andpreserved for further use. Figures 1-38 through

1-41 show construction activities on various test and test support

installations. The activities shown occurred at various times in the test
program.

The construction and development work on Enewetak Atoll in support
of Operation Sandstone was carried out by U.S. Army construction units
with civilian contractor assistance. The construction phase consisted of:

a. Developing Enewetak Island as the administrative and logistic base

for all atoll operations.

b. Developing Medren as the scientific and technical control and

coordinating center forall atoll operations.

c. Developing construction camps on islands either on or near the

islands on which tests were to be conducted.

d. Constructing the scientific and technical facilities on the test islands.

As time went on, Army construction units had smaller and smaller

roles, while those of civilian contractors continued to grow. The AEC

decided in mid-1949 to carry out major construction projects on the atoll

with the view of providing an adequate support base ashore, with more

adequate housing and technical facilities. A survey had previously been

made by Holmes & Narver, Inc. to determine the existing conditions and

the additional facilities required. The results were submitted on 7 January
1949, and a design and construction contract was signed in June of that

year.
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FIGURE 1-39. TRANSPORTING CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS ON ENEWETAK.
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The general plan proposed was, as stated earlier, the development of .

n (also called Parry) as the base for laboratory, scientific, and |

Medre trative operations, and for the quarters of construction personnel,

1 military being housed on Enewetak Island. An important part of

with ne was that all possible support functions, including engineering

the P , refabrication, procurement, and accounting, would be performed i

dese "United States. The purpose in doing this was to increase
M oductivilY, reduce the cost of maintaining personnelliving away from

eit homes, and speed up the procurement of necessary equipment and

materials. Construction camps were to be developed on the test or

neighboring islands, and the scientific and technical facilities were to be

built on the test islands and on islands appropriate for measurement and
observation.78 A section of Enewetak Island as it appeared in full operation

's shown in Figure I-42. This was the military headquarters and residence

island. Medren, at a similar phase, appears in Figure |-43. This island

served as the headquarters and residence for civilian scientists and

contractors. Construction campson Lidilbut (Gene) and Enjebiareshown |

in Figures 1-44 and 1-45,
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OPERATION GREENHOUSE: APRIL-MAY 1951

On 3l January 1950, President Truman announcedthatthe decision had

been made to develop the hydrogen or thermonuclear bomb,andthat the

AEC had been directed to continue to work on all forms of nuclear

weapons, including the H-bomb.In June of the same year, the Korean

conflict began. Both events, though unrelated, created the need for more

and faster-paced tests. Enewetak was the obviousplace for testing the H-
bomb, once developed, but Enewetak could not be expected to

accommodateall of the test operations that now loomedin the immediate

future. In order to ease this situation, the AEC decided to establish a
proving groundin the continental United States which could be used for
tests of weapons of nominal yield. The site selected was part of the Las
Vegas Bombing and Gunnery Range in southeastern Nevada. This became

the Nevada Proving Ground,later the Nevada TestSite.
In 1951, at the time that the next series of tests in the Pacific was to be

conducted, the H-bomb wasstill under development. However, some

devices. related to thermonuclear bombs were tested in Operation

Greenhouse. This operation consisted of four tests (Dog, Easy, George,

and Item) conducted during April and May 1951. The only yield published

was that of Easy—47 KT.All were towershots. 79

One of the important ‘nuclear weaponseffects” tests carried out during

this series measured theeffect of blast on military and industrialfacilities.
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FIGURE 1-43. MEDREN (ELMER) ISLAND.
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FIGURE 1-45. ENJEBI (JANET) ISLAND CAMP AREA.
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Twenty-seven structures of various designs were erected, and blast force
and other measurements were made on them.80 Two of the struc.
tures constructed for this purpose are shown in Figures 1-46 ang

1-47,

OPERATION IVY: OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1952

There were only two detonations in Operation Ivy, but the first of these,
Event Mike, was especially significant as it was the first test of an

experimental thermonuclear device. The test occurred on 31 October1952,
and the device (it was not a bombin the true sense) was located on the
surface of Elugelab, one of the most northernislandsofthe atoll. The yield
was 10.4 megatons (MT), equivalent to 10.4 million tons of high
explosives. The general appearance of the device is shown in Figure 1-48,

Theisland of Elugelab was practically vaporized by the detonation andin

its place was a crater more than a mile in diameter and 200 feet deep. A
large fireball, 3-1/2 miles in diameter and followed by a wave of water,
swept across neighboring islands. Trees and shrubs facing thetestsite on

the island of Biken were scorched and wilted, although they were located
14 miles southwest of the Mike shotsite.8! Figure 1-49 showsthe island
chain before the shot. The visible causeways were constructed to carry

 

FIGURE 1-46. HANGARS CONSTRUCTED TO STUDY BLAST EFFECTS, ENJEBI.
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FIGURE 1-47. STRUCTURE-TEST BRICK HOUSE, ENJEBI.

Figure I-50 shows the island chain after Event Mike.

The second test of Operation Ivy, Event King, was an air drop 2,000 feet

north of Runit. The detonation took place at an altitude of 1,500 feet and

the yield was 500 KT.82 This was the largest fission weapon ever

detonated. Weapons with greater energy releases were ofthe fusion type.

i
. , ; i

instrumentation lines, as well as to provide access to the shot island. §

d

4

OPERATION CASTLE: FEBRUARY-MAY 1954 :
f
o
e

In September 1952, the AEC removed Bikini Atoll from the provisional

status in which it had been held since Operation Crossroads and made ita
part of the Pacific Proving Ground. In the next test series, Operation

Castle, five of six shots were carried out at Bikini. Only Event Nectar, a

barge shot, was conducted at Enewetak. The shot location was Mike

Crater, and the yield was 1.69 MT.83
One of the Bikini shots, Bravo, became well known because the fallout

from this 1s MT detonation was carried to the east, rather than to the north

as had been predicted, andfell on the atolls of Rongelap, Ailinginae, and

Rongerik. Fallout was heavy enough to cause serious illness and atleast
one death among the crew of the Japanese fishing boat Fikuryu Maru,

which had not received warning ofthe test and hadsailed into the danger
zone. These events produced renewed interest in radiological health
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FIGURE 1-49. EVENT MIKE FACILITIES ON ELUGELAB, LIDILBUT,

BOKAIDRIKDRIK, AND BOKEN.
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FIGURE 1-50. THE ISLAND CHAIN AND CRATER AFTER EVENTMIKE.

effects and caused the United States to enlarge the oceanic area in which

fishing and shipping would be excluded.84 i

OPERATION REDWING: MAY-JULY 1956 |

In 1953, the United States had established the pattern of testing in the |

Pacific and in Nevada on alternate years. This was continuedin 1956, when '
il of the [7 shots of Operation Redwing were fired at Enewetak and the
other six were conductedat Bikini. Most of the yields from this series were

classified and only the Seminole Eventat 13.7 KT and the Lacrosse Event

at 40 KT were announced. Of the Enewetak events, two were carried out

on island surfaces, six were tower shots, and two were barge shots.

Additionally, the first air drop of a thermonuclear bomb was executed,
with a yield of several megatons. The Redwing series at Enewetak
extended from 4 Mayto 2! July 1956.
Seminole, one of the surface shots, removed a good part of Boken

(Irene) Island in much the same manner as Mike removed Elugelab. The
other surface shot was Lacrosse, which formed a large crater on the
northern reef of Runit. The shot tower on Aomon for Event Kickapoo of

the Redwing series is shown at Figure 1-SI.
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FIGURE 1-53, EVENT KICKAPOO SHOT TOWER, AOMON.

OPERATION HARDTACKI: APRIL-AUGUST 1958

Thoughinternational discussions had been opened onthe cessation of
atmospheric nuclear testing, the AEC and DOD announced on 15

September1957 that, in the absence of a disarmamentagreement,the US.
would continue testing in the Pacific with the conduct of the HardtackI
series, beginning in April 1958. Hardtack I consisted of 34 events, 22 of
which were at Enewetak, two in the Johnston Atoll area, and ten at Bikini.

Thefirst event of the Hardtack I series was carried by balloon to a height of
86,000 feet and detonated over the ocean about 80 miles northeast of the
atoll. This event, Yucca, is not classified as an Enewetak shotsince it

occurred between Enewetak and Bikini. Three surface events took, place
on Runit, and these were to producesignificant effects. Cactus Event

formed a crater on the Runit reef, while the Quince and Fig Events caused
widespread surface and subsurface contamination of northern Runit. A

fourth surface event, Koa, 137 MT, was carried out on Lidilbut,
vaporizing it in the same manner that Mike had removed Elugelab. Two
events, Wahoo and Umbrella, were conducted underwater, the first ata
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¢ 500 feet in the ocean, the second at a depth of 150 feet in the
depth © All other events were barge events in the lagoon, with the
\4goon. of the Oak Event which, although a barge shot, was carried out

Nenestern reef. Construction of oneofthe scientific stations on Runit

¥ rdtack series is shown in Figure I-52. The events conducted

during Hardtack I represented slightly more than 50 percentofall nuclear

seqe conducted at Enewetak. They also were the last nuclear explosions to

ee on either Enewetak or Bikini. Figure I-53 shows the locationsofall

oetevents that were detonated during nucleartesting at Enewetak Atoll.85

on th

for the Ha

MORATORIUMAND TEST BAN

A conference to explore methods of detection of possible violations

during a potential suspension of nuclear weapons testing was held in

Geneva, Switzerland, from { July through 2! August 1958. The attendees

included the United States, the United Kingdom, Canada, France, the

Soviet Union, Poland, Romania, and Czechoslovakia. The final report

stated that it would be ‘“‘technically feasible to set up, with certain

“eerLe acitmildiliear or err) Tewil ube | ! ia

 

FIGURE 1-52. EVENT HARDTACKSCIENTIFIC STATION 1310, RUNIT.
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and limitations, a workable and effective control system for the

¢ violations.’’86 On 22 August, the day after the closing of the

President Eisenhowerdeclared the intention of this country to

th any other country on nuclear weapontest suspension.This

was accepted by the Soviet Union on 29 August 1958. The end of the

offer neric testing of nuclear weaponswasset at 30 October 1958.

Senatack II, a series of Il events, was conducted at the Nevada TestSite

Aen 12 September and 30 October, with the objective of completing as

aan of the U.S. atmospheric testing program as possible. Although the

me moratorium on testing by the United States and the Soviet Union

sored on 3! October 1958,87 the Soviet test program was concludedlater,

ah one test on | Novemberand another on 3 November. Discussions to

wu e a ban on atmospheric nuclear testing were then underwayin

capabilities

gerection 0

conference,

negotiate W!

formaliz

geneva. . : .
“ Three years later, on | September 1961, the Soviet Union announcedits

intention to resume nuclear testing, and the Soviets begantesting within a

few days of the announcement. The United States was not prepared to

resume testing immediately, and it was not until April 1962 that the first

U.S. test was held. The U.S. program was code named Operation Dominic,

and it was conducted in the vicinity of Johnston Atoll and Christmas

island in the central Pacific.88.89 In all, 34 events were conducted in the
eastern Pacific, commencing on 25 April and concluding on 4 November

62.
The Limited Test Ban Treaty with the Soviet Union was signed in

September 1963, prohibiting nuclear weapons tests in the atmosphere,

underwater, and in space, and permitting only undergroundtesting. Since

then, the only atmospheric tests that have been reported have been held

by countries other than the United States, United Kingdom, and the
Soviet Union.

SUMMARYOF TEST EFFECTS

~ Figure 1-54 lists the 43 events which were detonated during nuclear
weapons testing at Enewetak Atoll from 1948 to 1958.90 Each of these

tests produced some measurable effects on some part of the atoll, while a
number of them caused major changesin the topography of someislands.

In addition, noticeable changes were produced by the construction

operations required for test preparation and for the measurement and

recording of results. The following listing represents most of the visible

effects which nuclear weapons tests produced on Enewetak Atoll:

a. The islands of Elugelab and Lidilbut were removed, together with
most of Bokaidrikdrik (Helen) and Eleleron (Ruby).
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Type and _

Height
Operation Event Name Date (GCT) of Surst Location Yreig

Sandstone X-ray 14 Apr 48 Tower 200° Enjebi (Janet) 37 KT
Yoke 30 Apr 48 Tower 200° Aomon (Sally) 49 KT
Zebra 14 May 48 Tower 200’ Runit (Yvonne) 18KT

Greenhouse Dog 7 Apr 51 Tower 300’ Runit (Yvonne) Class,
Easy 20 Apr 51 Tower 300’ Enjebs (Janet) 47 KT
George 8 May 51 Tower 200’ Eleteron {Ruby} Class,
item 24 May 51 Tower 200° Enjebi (Janet) Class.

\vy Mike 31 Oct 51 Surface Elugelab (Flora) 10.4 MT
King 15 Nov 52 Arrdrap 2000° North of 500 KT

1500’ Runit (Yvanne)

Castle Nectar 13 May 54 Barge Mike Crater 1.69 MT

Redwing Lacrosse 4 May 56 Surface Runit (Yvonne) 40 KT
Yuma 27 May 56 Tower 200’ Aomon {Sally} Class.
Erie 30 May 56 Tower 300’ Runit (Yvonne) Class.
Seminole 6 Jun 56 Surface Boken(Irene) 13.7 KT
Black foot 11 Jun 56 Tower 200’ Runit (Yvonne) Class.
Kickapoo 13 Jun 56 Tower 30U’ Aomon(Sally) Class.
Osage 16 Jun 56 Airdrop Runit (Yvonne) Class.
inca 21 Jun 56 Tower 200° Lujor {Pear)) Class.
Mohawk 2Ju! 56 Tower 300’ Eleleron (Ruby) Class.
Apache 8 Jul 56 Barge Mike Crater Class.
Huron 21 Jul 56 Barge Mike Crater Class.

Hardtack| Cactus 5 May 58 Surface Runit (Yvonne) 18 KT
Butternut 11 May 58 Barge Lagoon Low Yield
Koa 12 May 58 Surface Lidilbut (Gene) 1.37 MT
Wahoo 16 May 58 Underwater Ocean Class.

500°
Holly 20 May 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Yellowwood 26 May 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Magnolia 26 May 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Tobacco 30 May 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Rose 2 Jun 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Umbrella 8 Jun 58 Underwater Lagoon Class,

150’
Wainut 14 Jun 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Linden 18 Jun 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Elder 27 Jun 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Oak 28 sun 58 Barge Reef 8.9 MT
Sequoia 1 Jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Dogwood 5 Jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.

I Scaevola 14 jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Pisonia 17 Jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Olive 22 Jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Pine 26 Jul 58 Barge Lagoon Class.
Quince 6 Aug 58 Surface Runit (Yvonne) Class.
Fig 18 Aug 58 Surface Runit (Yvonne) Class.

Notes: Dates are determined from the Greenwich Civil Time (GCT) of the detonation. lasts are given as kilotons (KT}, megatons (MT}, or as ‘Classified’ (Class.)
Height or depth of burst are from other sources.  
 

FIGURE 1-54. NUCLEAR EVENTS AT ENEWETAK ATOLL.
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| b, Large craters were formed on the reefs on the north end of Runit, to

"the Northeast of Bokinwotme (Edna) where Elugelab and Lidilbut

had been, und on Boken (Figures 1-55, 1-56 and 1-57),

Surface profiles in the vicinity of ground zeroes were changed by

" blasts as well as by efforts to restore the area for continued use.

Coconut palms and other vegetation were destroyed in manyareas.

“The construction of causeways, landfills, and the excavation of

borrow areasin the course of test preparation had modified the atoil

topography.
Large structures and bunkers for test measurement or observation

remained after testing was completed.

_ Semipermanentbuildings were left standing, especially on theislands

of the southeast.

h. Tons of concrete and metal debris remained.

| Conditions that were not readily visible included contaminated soil on

manyislandsofthe atoll and contaminated sediments on the bottom ofthe

lagoon. The lagoon also contained many miles of cable that had beenlaid

between islands for instrumentation, communication, and the activation

of the nuclear devices.

The principal radioisotopes that made up the residual radioactivity on

Enewetak Atoll following the test period were:

4. Cobalt-60, an emitter of gammarays and beta particles, with a half-

 

  

 

FIGURE 1-55. CRATERS ON RUNIT.
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FIGURE 1-56. CRATERS RESULTING FROM MIKE AND KOA EVENTS
(SEMINOLE CRATER IN THE BACKGROUND),

ra rieies.

 

 
FIGURE 1-57. SEMINOLE CRATER ON BOKEN.
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5.3 years.

b ieotum-90. an emitter of beta rays, with a half-life of 29 years.

Cesium-137. an emitter of gammarays and beta particles, with a half-

life of 30 years. ; , . ,
d plutonium-239, an emitter ofalphaparticles, with a half-life of 24,000

years.

Plutonium

years.

f Americium-

rears. . . . .
{n ‘dition to the radionuclides presentin the soil and lagoon sediments

of Enewetak Atoll, other radioactive materials were present on some of

ihe islands in the form of contaminated debris. Some of this debris was on
the surface and some was In burial sites on certain islands. All of these

evidences of the nuclear test program were to have some influence on the

cleanup operation. In chapters to follow, the condition of each individual

island is described. These descriptions are based on the conditions of the

‘sland in 1977, almost 20 yearsafter the last test shot wasfired and before

any cleaning operations had begun.

-240, an emitter of alpha particles with a half-life of 6,600
e.

241, an emitter of gamma rays with a half-life of 433

WESTERN TESTRANGE: 1958 - 1972

The years between the termination of the nuclear weaponstest program

and the commencementof cleanup planning were not withoutactivity. For

a short time, the atoll lagoon was used as a target area for missiles fired

from Vandenberg Air Force Base in California. Later, that function was

transferred to the much larger lagoon of Kwajalein Atoll. In the 1960’s,
explorations and experiments on the upwelling of deep-ocean water were

conducted by the University of California at San Diego. Neither of these
operations had much effect upon the effort that would be required in the

cleanup project, although some structures were erected to provide

operations and maintenance support.

PROJECT HIGH ENERGYUPPER STAGE (HEUS)

During the time that the atoll was under the control of the U.S. Air

Force, two test firings of a developmental HEUS rocket motor were
conducted. One was conducted in 1968 and the other in 1970, both on
Enjebi. The rocket motors tested each contained 2,500 pounds of

propellant of which 300 pounds wasberyllium. Thefirst firing, in April
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1968, resulted in a high-order detonation which scattered propellant ove,
the western tip of Enjebi.?! The location of the HEUSoperation is shown
in Figure 1-58.

The engine started operating normally but, after a short time, j,
exhibited uncontrolled burning which resulted in destruction of the
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engine, spalling of the concrete blockhouse to which it was attached, and

the spreading of beryllium metal and oxides over a wide area in a

nonuniform manner. After wetting the area thoroughly, a

decontamination crew scraped dirt from the surface inside a circle of 00

feet radius. The dirt was buried in the crater resulting from the explosion.

In addition to soil contamination, some beryllium was plated on the

surface of a concrete blockhouse. No attempt was madeat that time to

determine the exact location or extent of contamination. An investigation
was made in May 1969 and, although the area was indicated to besafe

without protective clothing or breathing apparatus, the results also were

considered to be equivocal because of the random nature of the
. contamination pattern.

A second firing conducted in January 1970 was successful and did not
result in an explosion. The U.S. Air Force Environmental Health
Laboratory took soil samples before, during, and after firing. The results

were published in the Laboratory’s Report Number 71M-2.92 Sampling

ey
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CHAPTER2

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING
1972 - 1977

DECISIONS FOR THE FUTURE: APRIL 1972

The agreement under which Enewetak was used by the United States for

nuclear testing required a review on 30 June 1961 and every 5 years

thereafter to determine the need forits continued use.! During the June

1971 review, it became apparent that the need had dramatically declined

and that the atoll could be returned to the Trust Territory of the Pacific

Islands (TTPI). Nucleartesting at Enewetak had endedin 1958 whenit was

realized that atmospheric testing, even at that remoteatoll, was affecting

much of man’s environment. Enewetak’s remoteness then became a

iiability for most other test programs, in that it was less economical and

less practical than other available sites. For example, Johnston Atoll and

Christmas Island replaced Enewetak as the main bases for a series of

nuclear tests the United States conductedin 1962 after Russia had resumed

nuclear testing in the atmosphere in violation of the 1958 moratorium.

By 1971, only two military test programs were still scheduled at

Enewetak: (I) a U.S. Air Force space research program, and (2) the

Defense Nuclear Agency’s (DNA‘s) proposed Pacific Cratering

Experiment (PACE). Both were to be completed in 1973. There also were
iwo long-term biological studies being conducted by civilian agencies,
however, they did not conflict with the return of the atoll to the TTPI.

Based on the June 1971 review, the decision was made to terminate use of

Enewetak aS a test range and return the atoll to the TTPI.2 Under the

original agreement, the United States had 30 days to remove any
improvements and structures it desired to retain, after which everything

remaining reverted with the land to the TTP]. Since immediate departure

would have left much debris, many dilapidated buildings, and numerous

radiologically contaminated islands, the United States recognized a moral,

if not legal, obligation to restore the atoll to a more habitable condition.

An interagency conference on the return of Enewetak Atoll was held in

February 1972 in Washington, D.C., and attended by representatives from

the Office of Micronesian Status Negotiations (MSN), the Departmentof

Defense (DOD), the Departmentof the Interior (DOI), and the Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC). DNA also was represented, since it had
managed the cleanup of Bikini Atoll and was preparing to use Enewetak

for one last weapons-related experiment, the PACE program, before

return of the atoll by the United States. This conference marked the
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beginning of DNA’s involvement in the Enewetak Cleanup Project3
Shortly after the conference, DOI formally notified President Nixon's
personal representative for the MSN, Ambassador Franklin Haydn
Williams, of the following decisions:

a. The United States was phasing down research programs to permit an
early return of the atoll to the TTPI.

b. Cleanup andrehabilitation of three islands— Medren (Elmer), Japtan

(David), and Ananij (Bruce) —could begin in 1973.
c. Subject to TTPI permission to continue the four test programsthen

scheduled, the United States was prepared to release the atoll at the
end of 1973.4

These decisions were made public on [8 April 1972 in a joint statement
by Ambassador Williams and the High Commissioner of the TTPI, the

Honorable Edward E. Johnston. The announcementstated that, prior to

actual resettlementofthe atoll, it would be necessary to carry out the same

type of survey, cleanup, and rehabilitation that had been carried out at

Bikini. It also stated that the United States planned to commence the

surveylater that summer. The survey did begin in 1972; however, due to

unforeseen events which are described in subsequent sections, the atoll

was not released until 16 September 1976, and formal cleanup operations
did not begin until 1977.

DETERMINING THE SCOPE OF WORK: MAY 1972

On 10-24 May 1972, a preliminary radiological survey and initial

reconnaissanceofthe atoll was madeby representatives from AEC, DNA,
the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Western Environmental

Research Laboratory, and the University of Washington. They were joined
on 18-20 May 1972 by representatives of the U.S. Air Force, TTPI, and the
dri-Enewetak and their attorneys, Micronesian Legal Services Corporation

(MLSC), for conferences and tours of some major islands. Dri-Enewetak
representatives included Iroij (Chief) Johannes Peter of the dri-Enewetak,

Iroij Lorenzi Jitiam of the dri-Enjebi, and the Ujelang Community

Council. This was their first visit to their homeland since they were

removed in 1947. The tour party included several key participants in the

subsequent planning and cleanupefforts, such as Mr. Peter T. Coleman,

the Deputy High Commissioner of the TTPI, Mr. Oscar DeBrum, the

TTPI District Administrator of the Marshall Islands, Mr. Roger Ray of the

Nevada Operations Office of the AEC (AEC-NV), and Mr. Theodore R.

Mitchell, Executive Director of the MLSC. What they found were badly

deteriorated test and supportfacilities, which had been evacuatedin 1958

almost as if for a fire drill rather than the end of an era. On Medren,
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unfinished memos lay on the desks in some buildings, while landing craft

sat rusting where they had been pulled from the water. Everywhere,

nature in the form of impenetrable brush, termite burrows, rot, and

rust was reclaiming the atoll from the ruins of an advanced

rechnology.©:78 What many had not believed when the nuclear test

moratorium began in 1958 was an obviousfact in 1972—nuclear weapons

resting had ended at Enewetak Atoll. —

Nuclear testing had left its unmistakable mark. The preliminary

radiological survey found potentially significant radiation hazards on the

islands of Bokombako (Belle), Enjebi (Janet), Aomon (Sally), and Runit

(Yvonne). More detailed surveys would be required to identify locations

and to determine degrees of contamination. More study and planning

would be necessary to develop removal and disposal procedures for the

contaminated soil and debris.?

PACIFIC CRATERING EXPERIMENT: 1971 - 1972

Preparation for PACE had been underwayat Enewetak for almost a year

prior to AEC’s preliminary radiological survey in May 1972. PACE wasa

DNA-funded program conducted by the U.S. Air Force Weapons

Laboratory (AFWL) at Enewetak Atoll from June 197I to October 1972.
The program had twobasic objectives: (1) PACEI,to define the geology,
geophysics, and material properties of the near subsurface (0-100m depth)

of the atoll rim; and (2) PACEII, to conducta series of high explosive

cratering experiments, ranging from 1,000 poundsto 500 tons,to establish

nuclear explosive/high explosive equivalence for cratering and ground

motions.!0 The PACE operations were preceded by two separate
radiological surveys, neither of which indicated any serious hazards, and

they were supported by a radiological safety program.!! Measurements

during the PACE program indicated no significant radiation hazard, no
need to decontaminate equipment, and no requirement for radiological

protective clothing or equipment. Nevertheless, bioassay samples were

taken as an added precaution, and none showed any indication of

plutonium uptake.!2,13
AFWLpersonneldrilled the first test hole in the rim of the Cactus

Crater on Runit on 30 September 197]. They continued drilling holes and

digging trenches on Runit for the next 8 months before the preliminary
AEC radialogical survey began in May 1972. During the same period,

researchers from the Enewetak Marine Biological Laboratory (EMBL), an
AEC contractor, were camped on the Cactus Crater rim and conducting

biological surveys around Runit using no special protective clothing.
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_ a: elearing of vegelation: and construction ofroads in connection with
kine From October 1972 until a court hearing tn June 1973, AFWL

pat ed a draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), held public
rags at Ujelang Atoll in an attempt to obtain dri-Enewetak support,

heat! sreanized the PACE test plan. The court hearing resulted in

ane lation of the cratering experiments; however,the geological portions
ACE were permitted to continue as the Exploratory Program on

Eniwetok (EXPOE) which is described in a subsequentsection. 20

Before the restraining order and injunction halted PACEactivities on

the atoll, a 19-acre area covering approximately one-fifth of Aomon had

peen excavated to form a large depression for use as a bed for a 1000-
pound high explosive parametric test shot. The court ordered that the area

be restored to its original profile. DNA obtained Mr. Mitchell's approval of

4 modified stipulation to accomplish the restoration in conjunction with

the forthcoming radiological cleanup project or, if the project were

cancelled, as a separate action.2! Whenthe cleanup project was approved
and funded, restoration of the PACEtest bed wasincluded in the cleanup

project operation plan.

During preparations for PACE,large quantities of high explosives were

stockpiled on Medren. These became excess when PACEwascancelled,

and they were transferred to the TTPIfor use in channelclearancein the

Marshall Islands District. Unfortunately, the ship chartered by the TTPI to

remove the explosives was overloaded, foundered, and sank a few

hundred miles from Enewetak Atoll; however, the crew was rescued.

ASSIGNMENTOF RESPONSIBILITIES: JULY-NOVEMBER 1972

On 17 July 1972, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for International
Security Affairs, ASD(ISA), advised DNA that DOD plannedto conduct

the cleanup of Enewetak Atoll with the technical support of AEC. He

requested that DNAinitiate planning actions with AEC to identify the

scope of workand the resources necessary for this mission.22 During the
next month, DNA presented a series of introductory briefings on the

project for officials of the Office of the Secretary of Defense and Joint

Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and met with AEC representatives to develop a
preliminary planning strategy.23 The Director, DNA, Lieutenant General
Carroll H. Dunn, USA, went to Enewetak on 2 September 1972 for a

personal survey ofthe situation.24 The following week, on 7 September
1972, there was a major conference in Washington, D.C., attended by

representatives from over a dozen departments and agencies. The primary
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results were agreements on planning actions and basic responsibilitiesfo,
the cleanup and rehabilitation efforts as follows:

@ DOD would fund the precleanup engineering survey; the monitoring
and surveys required to support cleanup operations and to insurethe

safety of personnel involved in the cleanup; and the actua|

radiological and nonradiological cleanup efforts.

@ AEC would fund the precleanupradiological survey of Enewetak: any

other survey activities required to understand radiological exposure

of the people and developmentof standards; and periodic radiologica|

surveys after cleanup. DOD would reimburse for any subsequent
AECfield and/or laboratory work done in support of cleanup.

@ DOI would fund the rehabilitation work.25

DNA and AECdid notwait for the completion of supporting paperwork,
Both organizations began their precleanup surveys in October 1972 while

formal agreements and tasking documents were being developed.

On !4 November 1972, the Secretary of Defense formally advised the
Chairman of the JCS of DOD’s responsibilities for cleanup and requested

that the Director, DNA be designated as Project Manager.26 The formal
designation was made by the JCS on 30 November 1972. It contained

specific guidance and authorizations from the Secretary of Defense,
including: (I) authorization to act for the Secretary of Defense in planning

and—if approval was granted—in accomplishing the project, including

direct liaison with other agencies and development of agreements with

them; (2) direction to keep the Secretary and the Chairman, JCS informed
throughout the planning and execution of the project, specifically

including any requirements for military service support; (3) tasking for

preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS); and (4)

guidance to not commit the DODto financing or executing the cleanup

project until further funding guidance was received.2? Formal funding
guidance was not received from the Office of Management and Budget

(OMB)until October 1973, almost a year later.28
DNA and AECformalized the agreement on the conduct and supportof

the radiological and engineering surveys on 8 December 1972, about 2

months after the surveys began.

ENEWETAK ENGINEERING SURVEY:
OCTOBER 1972-APRIL 1973

DNAcontracted with Holmes & Narver, Inc. (H&N) to conduct the

engineering survey of Enewetak Atoll and provide the results in an

engineering study, to include recommendations and cost estimates for
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cleanup ofthe atoll. H&N was selected because of their long experience in
providing technical and logistics support at Enewetak during the nuclear

test period and because the firm had a large repository of data and maps

pertinentto the locations and effects ofthe tests.29
The Enewetak Engineering Survey began on 12 October 1972. Field work

was accomplished by three two-man teams working in conjunction with

the AEC radiological survey team. They used motor launches for

transportation across the lagoon and rubber rafts to travel from the

launches across the shallow reefs to mostofthe islands. The H&N teams’
first effort on each island was to locate the buildings and otherfacilities
shown on maps from the nuclear testing era. Then they recorded each

object’s present condition and their recommendationsfor its disposition.
Whenall previously recorded objects had been accounted for, each island

was resurveyed to assure that any other hazardous objects had been
located and recorded for the survey report. Vegetation was so dense on
someislands that it prevented a thorough search for hazardousobjects. On

islands where radiological contamination was suspected, the AEC

radiological survey personnel checked each object for contamination.

Readings were marked on the Engineering Survey maps. Material which

showed radiation measurements greater than measurements of local

background was shownas contaminated.30
The surveys were severely hampered by adverse weather. Heavy sea

conditions prevented actual survey of Boken (Irwin) and Ribewon

(James) Islands, however, they had been adequately covered by the May
1972 survey. Typhoon Olga struck the atoll on 23 October 1972, and the

Commanding General, SAMTEC, ordered an air evacuation of all
personnel to Kwajalein Missile Range.Little time was given to protect the

base camp from the effects of the typhoon, and several facilities were

severely damaged. After the return to the atoll, AEC-NV had two turbine
generators from the Nevada Test Site flown in to restore power for

essential life-support facilities. Engineering Survey field work resumed on

8 November and was completed on 21 December 1972. Results of the

survey, together with some data from the AEC Radiological Survey, were

published in April 1973 as the Engineering Study for a Cleanup Plan.3!
The Engineering Study contained the results of the field survey and

conceptual plans for accomplishing the cleanup project using a commercial

contractor or, as an alternative, using military forces. It was published in

three volumes.
Volume I showedthe results of the island-by-island site survey, with

aerial photographs of each island and a listing of all structures, other

construction, and major debris on each. The condition of each item was

indicated, along with a recommendeddisposition; e.g., remove, leave as

is, make safe, or rehabilitate. Each recommendation was based on
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potential use of the item by the dri-Enewetak and took into account
criteria established by the TTPI and DNA. This volumealso containeg
proposals for mobilization, base camp construction, cleanup, anq

demobilization, using contractor forces. Cost estimates and cleanup work

estimates were based on preliminary standards furnished by DNAforboth

radiological and nonradiological cleanup. The nonradiological criteria

served as a basis for future plans and much ofthe actual cleanup. The

radiological criteria were changed many times before that part of the
cleanup could begin.32
The Engineering Study described several options for disposition of

contamination, none of which were adopted, but which continuedto be

proposed as alternatives in subsequent planning conferences. These
included:

. Covering contaminatedsoil with a blanket of clean soil.
b. Dumping contaminated debris in the craters on Runit.

c. Dumping contaminated debris and soil in the lagoon.

d. Dumping contaminated debris and soil in the ocean.
e. Shipping contaminated debris and soil to the continental United

States (CONUS)for storage.33
VolumeII was an assembly of large maps of each of the islands. Each

map showed the location of each structure, item of construction, junk pile,

concrete strip, and test station, as well as stands of vegetation and other

natural features. Also shown were such items of radiological interest as

contaminated burial areas, contaminated scrap piles, and other radioactive
debris.

VolumeIII contained detailed and summary cost estimates. The total

estimated cost (in 1972 dollars) for cleanup, including dumping

contaminated debris in the Runit craters and spreading 62,000 cubic yards
of clean soil on Enjebi, was $28.8 million using foreign contractor
personnel and $18.4 million using military troops. Options added $1.4

million for ocean dumping of contaminated material or $4.3 million forits

return to the United States.34
Before the Engineering Study data could be incorporated in an EIS,

more information was required on DOI’s rebabilitation plans and AEC’s
radiological cleanupcriteria.

fo
)

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SURVEY:
OCTOBER 1972-OCTOBER 1973

On 13 September 1972, AEC-NV was directed to plan, organize, and
conduct a radiological field survey to develop sufficient data on the total

radiological environment of Enewetak Atoll to: (1) locate and identify
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aminated and radiologically activated test debris, (2) locate
aluate any significant radiological hazards which could comy

ev nup activities; and (3) identify sources of direct radiation and

Cein.to-man paths having radiological implications.35

" The Enewetak Radiological Survey began at Enewetak on 16 Oc

1972, and final samples were taken on 14 February 1973.36 The scop

tan of the survey were influenced by measurements which had
made during the preliminary cursory surveys in 1971 and 1972, by revi

historical records pertaining to nuclear testing at Enewetak Atoll, a.

comparisons with the 1969 cleanup of Bikini Atoll.

The survey goals were to provide all the data needed for rankin

relative importance of radionuclides and pathways leading to dose a

provide data for guiding the cleanup.3? The major dose patt

considered were: (1) external radiation, and (2) internal radiation

ingestion of terrestrial foods and water, ingestion of marine foods

inhalation ofair.
The survey required a radiological safety plan only for the sar

program on the northern portion of Runit.38 A radiation exclusior

was established there, and completeradiation safety controls (protect

clothing, bioassays, etc.) were in effect continuously. Radiation :

requirements for other areas of the atoll were limited to pers:

dosimeters and checks for external gammaradiation during sam

efforts on northern islands.39 All samples packaged for transpc

Enewetak Island and thenoff the atoll were monitored and determir.

be free from external contamination.

Data for assessing external radiation doses were obtained

dosimeters placed at fixed locations throughout the atoll for exte

periods and from portable radiation survey meters used in rad:

detectors suspended from a helicopter. Measurements were for ga

radiation only. The aerial in situ measurements were considered val

for reducing the possibility of missing any contaminated areas an

increasing efficiency of the survey. Areas identified as ‘‘clean’’ from t

did not require survey from the ground.40 The aerial and gr
measurements were in excellent agreement.4! Key products of the
survey, in addition to gamma radiation measurements, were

resolution photographs of each island and adjacent reef. These pi
useful for orientation of ground surveyors and for displaying results|
final survey report.
There were limited terrestrial foods available for sampling. Alth

coconuts are the staple food of the dri-Enewetak, very few coconut

were growing at Enewetak Atoll. Therefore, only 23 coconut (1

samples were obtained during theinitial survey. An additional six san
including coconut meat and milk, were obtained in July 1973, and

cont
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analyses were included in the survey report.4? Secondary foods such a

pandanus, breadfruit, and arrowroot were even less plentiful. Therefore

the survey sampled the wild, inedible plants which were available, eg.
Messershmidia and Scaevola. Since there were no domestic animals
Enewetak, the survey included extensive sampling of rats as ap

alternative. Wild birds, bird eggs, crabs, and turtles were also part of the

sampling effort, to provide data for terrestrial food ingestion dose

estimates. Although survey plans included the sampling of wells and rain
for drinking water,43 no such samples from these sources were taken. (4

water sample was taken from the distillation plant on Enewetak (Freq)

Island. No radioactivity was in the water, but two samples of sludge from
the plant showed positive strontium-90 and plutonium-239. The high
plutonium-239 value was 56 pico curies per gram, pCi/g.).44

Since most of the edible plants which would be consumed bythedri.

Enewetakafter resettlement were not growing at Enewetak Atoll at the

time of the survey, the major terrestrial sampling effort involved soil.
Expectations were that, with an understanding of the amount of

tadioactivity in the soil, estimates could be made of the amount of

radioactivity in plants when grownin that soil. Soil samples were collected

from random locations on the surface (top 15 cm) of each island at a
frequency which averaged about 1.5 samples per hectare. Sampling

locations were estimated relative to landmarks, as engineering surveyors

were notavailable. Profile samples, extending to depths of 1.8 meters, were

taken at a frequency averaging about 0.2 samples per hectare. The

radiological exclusion area on Runit was much more intensely covered.

Profile samples were taken at each location on a uniform grid.

The marine sampling program concentrated on fish which are

commonly eaten by the Marshallese. This includes the reef and bottom

(lagoon) feeders as well as pelagic species. Approximately 800 samples of
fish and other marine life were obtained.45 Sediment and water samples
from the lagoon and from water-filled craters were also taken.

Air sampling was limited.46 Samples had been collected for 5 days when
the program was interrupted by Typhoon Olga on 23 October 1972.

Following the typhoon, samples were collected for 3 weeks. Samplers

included low- and ultra-high-volume types, as well as a_ particle

spectrometer. The samplers were operatedat six locations on five islands.

Samples were processedinitially at Enewetak (scanned, homogenized,

packaged, etc.) and then returned to CONUSfor analysis.4? A gamma

Spectral analysis was made on each sample at the Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory (LLL), and then samples were analyzed radiochemically for

radionuclides which are not amenable to gammaspectral analysis. These

later analyses were conducted at a number of commercial and
governmentallaboratories. Quality control of these laboratories consisted

 2 emnenmnemnnsmmecesnesstee,
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- nterlaboratory analyses of fractions (aliquots) from common samp

on the course ofthe analytical program.48.49

over survey included debris monitoring primarily for estimating clean

vequirerents the results would not be needed for dose estimates if t

debris was t be removed during cleanup. Debris sampling was carried C

on ten islands which were considered most likely to contain contaminat

debris. The debris sampled was that which was visible and accessible.

One gamma exposurerate was reported for each item.>2 (In the absence

specific guidance, some monitors identified debris as noncontaminat

pile others recorded actual readings no matter how low.)53 Alp
cadiation monitoring was not feasible, as the survey was performed duri

the rainy season.>4
The Enewetak Radiological Survey is reported in a three-volun

document identified as NVO-140, October 1973. The principal portion

Volume I, which describes the survey, summarizes data, and preser

dose estimates based on various combinations of contamination remo\

(cleanup) and lifestyle. Volumes II and III display terrestrial surfa

sample analyses at their respective sampling locations on aer

photographs and profile analyses on semilogarithmic plots (concentrati:

ys a function of sample depth). Volume III also contains an attach

envelope of microfiche cards which show concentrations (or upperlimi:

ind relative errors for analysis results of all samples processed during t

survey.

The dose estimates in NVO-I40 were of fundamental importance,

they established the framework for subsequent cleanup and rehabilitatic

planning. The estimates were designed aroundsix “‘living patterns,” ea

of which included a specific location in the atoll, where ‘‘living’’ allow

for residence, agriculture, fishing, or visiting. The locations considered f

residence were limited to the two largest southern islands (Enewetaka:

Medren), the largest northern island (Enjebi), and Bokombako (Bell
The latter island was included to provide an example which would lead

highest dose estimates, not necessarily to represent an island where peoy

desired to reside. Agricultural locations considered were limited to a gro

of southeastislands, a group of northeastislands, Enjebi, and Bokombak

The entire lagoon was available for fishing, and visits were allowed

vafious groups of islands. Runit was not considered in NVO-140

available for any function for any living pattern.

Dose was estimated for each function at the allowed locations, and th
doses were added to give overall doses for a living pattern. In adding t

doses, components were weighted according to amountof time assum

for each function.

External dose estimates for the various allowed locations we

determined using exposure rates measured by the aerial survey. /

(Qe
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average exposure rate was defined for each island. When an average Tate
was needed for a groupofislands, it was obtained by weighting individu)

island rates according to the area of eachisland in the group. The exposur,
rates were converted to absorbed dose based on assumed duration of
exposure.

Inhalation dose estimates were determined using the Internationa

Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) lung model. Intakes tg
this model were derived from concentrations of plutonium in soil and ay
assumed air-mass loading. (Average concentrations for plutonium in Soil

of islands/group of islands were used.) This method was considereg
preferable to using the survey air sample data, which were representative
only of a very short period of time. Had actual air sample data been useg

inhalation dose estimates would have been several orders of magnitude
lower than reported.

Ingestion dose estimates were based on an assumeddiet (including loca
marine andterrestrial food and imported food) and measuredorderived
concentrations of radionuclides in components of the diet. Significant
radionuclides for ingestion dose were determined to be cesium-137 ang

strontium-90. A concentration for these nuclides was determinedfor the
average fish of the atoll, for use in estimating doses via the marine food

pathway. The concentration of the significant radionuclides in terrestrial)

foods was estimated primarily by correlation between concentrations of
radionuclides in soil and in indicator plants or animals.

The survey report included estimates of annual dose rate and
accumulated dose over extended periods of time for the various living
patterns. The effect on possible dose due to cleanup modifications; e.g.,

covering contaminated soil with clean soil, plowing soil to mix
contaminated surface layers with cleaner subsurface layers, was assessed.

The report ranked dose pathways in the following order of decreasing
dose: ingestion of terrestrial food; external gamma exposure;ingestion of-

marine food; and inhalation of contaminated air. The most significant

contribution to dose via the terrestrial food chain was determined to be

strontium-90 in pandanus, breadfruit, and coconut.55
The Enewetak Radiological Survey provided a data base and general

concepts for radiological cleanup. Considerable effort was still required,

however, to evaluate and adapt the data for actual cleanup operations.

AEC TASK GROUP REPORT: JULY 1973-JUNE 1974

In July 1973, an AEC Task Group was appointed by the Director,
Division of Operational Safety of the AEC, to review NVO-140 and to
prepare cleanup and rehabilitation recommendations. Members of the

eeee
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oup were Mr. TommyF. McCraw (AEC Operational Safety), Drs.

x and D, Wilson (LLL), and Mr. W. Schroebel (AEC/ Division of

- wedical and Environmental Research). The Group was assisted by

Bom consultants. All members and consultants worked either directly for

severEC or for an AEC laboratory, and most had been associated with
t cEC efforts at Bikini Atoll. Liaison representatives of DNA, EPA, and

50 attended the Task Group meetings.

The AEC Task Group’s findings were compiled in a “‘Report by the

AEC Task Group on Recommendations for Cleanup and Rehabilitation of

Enewetak Atoll,” which was circulated in draft form for comment in

February 1974 and, after revisions, again in April 1974. There was lively

debate, even among the AECstaff, over aspects of the report. Typical

points at issue were: the appropriate contamination threshold for removal

of soil from Runit and Boken; the scientific or technical basis for making a
judgment that plutonium levels in the soil on Runit and Boken were high
enough to justify removal of large amounts ofsoil; and the limited (3

weeks versus an annual program) air sampling data which indicated that
airborne plutonium levels at Runit were quite low, comparable to some

ievels in the United States.56
Dr. William Ogle, an eminentscientist long associated with the nuclear

test program, was consulted by DNA on the Task Group Report. He

questioned the recommendation thatthe dri-Enewetak be keptoff Enjebi

until subsequent AEC measurements and analysis indicated that they
could return to that island. His concern was based on the belief that the
U.S. would not be in control indefinitely. He recommended that cleanup

actions be taken which would allow the dri-Enewetak free use of theatoll
in the future. Regarding Runit, he felt there was every reason to suspect
that the problem was caused by small particles of plutonium. He
questioned the need for the dri-Enewetakto stay off Runit.*’ He realized

| that the AEC recommendations assumed there was a genuine hazard, but

|

Task Gre
W. Nervi

he felt that the information available did not fully support that assumption.
He felt that Runit should be cleaned as well as possible and turned over to
the people.>8
DNAbelieved that the recommendedcleanup standards (in terms of

residual radiation) were too low (thatis, too conservative), that cleanup to
| these levels was not necessary, and that the funds likely to be made

available for cleanup would not permit reducing residual radiation to these
levels.

In commenting on the April 1974 draft, one AEC office expressed the
belief that the plutonium cleanup could be generally characterized as
“reduction of plutonium contamination accessibility’’ and recommended
that no numerical guides be published for residual plutonium levels in soil

except those essential for guidance of a group of experts in the field to

Eo
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advise on plutonium cleanup operations.5? Others in AEC CXPresse
concern that numerical standards provided for Enewetak woulg
misconstrued or misapplied to other locations such as the NevadaTest5
or Bikini Atoll.

After consideration of comments on the drafts, the AEC Task Group
recommendations (discussed below) were published in final form on 19
June 1974. At a meeting of the Commissioners of the AEC on 12 Auguy
1974, the recommendations were approved and subsequently forwarded to
DNAon 16 August 1974.50 The Director, DNA responded on 20 August
1974, advising the AEC that the recommendations had been adopted and
would be reflected in the DEIS.6!
The Task Group Report pointed out that the tasks required fo;

Enewetak were similar to those carried out for the Bikini cleanup ang
rehabilitation, 62 and it stated that its recommendations for Enewetak were
therefore similar to those that guided cleanup and rehabilitation of Bikin;
Atoll.
The Task Group Report adopted radiation protection criteria for

evaluation of the significance of dose estimates, and it recommendedthat

the samecriteria be used for planning the cleanup and rehabilitation. The

criteria for dose limit to individuals were set at 50 percent of the Federa|
Radiation Council (FRC) annualrate limit, and 80 percent of theFRC 30.
year genetic limit. These more stringentcriteria were deemed appropriate

so that individuals would not receive doses at the maximum level of
current U.S. standards from weapon-test residue alone and to accountfor
uncertainty in predicting doses.64 Although the Task Group Report
discussed the FRC annualrate limits for population as a whole,it did not
use or recommend these FRCcriteria. Instead, the Task Group Report
recommendedthat the population dose ‘‘should be kept to the minimum
practicable level.’’65
The Task Group Report noted that no criteria existed for radiological

contamination of soil and food and that there were definite pathways
whereby such contamination could lead to dose to individuals. The

Enewetak Radiological Survey had obtained environmental data especially
for evaluating dose via these pathways, andforall significant radionuclides
at Enewetak. The Task Group Report singled out the soil-resuspension-
inhalation pathway for plutonium as a key one on which experts could not
agree howto estimate dose properly. Guidance on plutonium in soil was
therefore considered needed, and the Task Group Report wascareful to
point out that any guidanceit offered would not apply to the AEC at other
locations. Thus, the Task Group Report recommended guidance on
plutonium in soil that was unique to Enewetak Atoll. This guidance was

that soil should be removedif the plutonium concentration exceeded 400
pCi/g of soil, and that it could beleft in place if the concentration wasless

ite
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Ci/g. For concentrations in the range of 40-400 pCi/g, deci:

made on a case-by-case basis, considering the potentialis

the plutonium concentration near the ground surface, the pote

Se sion, and the amountof effort involved in removingsoil.

(ore NVO-I40 Report had presented integrated dose estimates

riods of time ranging from 5 to 70 years. Since the Task Group ado

*nual rate criteria to evaluate estimates, additional calculations '

nade, and the results of these calculations were included in the ©

Group Report. Additionally, doses were estimated for bone mar:

rather than entire bone as had been done for the NVO-140 Report.

The Task Group Report added the dose estimates in numerous wa)

| obtain total estimates for various living patterns. The living patterns \

structured to include preferences expressed by the dri-Enewetak
: combining estimates to produce total dose, the Task Group Reportte

the improvements gained by adding clean soil to contaminated soil

plowing contaminated soil, and by restricting the growing ofcertain cr

The Task Group Report was not enthusiastic about these alternative

about soil removal as a dependable and feasible method for reducing |

via the dietary pathway.66

After comparing dose estimates against adopted criteria,

considering the desires of the dri-Enewetak, the Task Group Re

; recommended a living pattern which would not actually require

‘ cleanup. Key features ofthis living pattern were that:

than 40p
should be

 

a. Residence and agriculture (except coconuts) would be restricte

southernislands.

b. Coconuts could be grown on northeastislands for subsistence

commercial purposes.

c. Fishing could be conducted anywhere.

d. Any island except Runit could be visited.
Minimum cleanup recommendations were offered to provide be

assurance that the dose for the recommendedliving pattern woulc
minimized. These recommendationswerethat:

a. All radioactive scrap metal be removed.
b. Contaminated debris in ‘‘burial sites’” be removed.
c. Runit be quarantined until plutonium contamination thereon

removed.

d. Plutonium contamination on Runit and Bokenbe removed.
The AEC Task Group Reportalso recommendedthatadditional stu

be conducted prior to rehabilitation to determine radioactivity in coc
and other food crops, in lens water, and in air under condit

approximating humanhabitation; and thatafter rehabilitation, contin 
reese
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checks be made of the people and environmentto assure that EXPOsure
criteria were not being approached or exceeded.

ENEWETAKATOLL MASTER PLAN: MAY-NOVEMBER 1973

The Governmentagencies realized the importance of having the dy.

Enewetak involved in every step of cleanup and rehabilitation of the;

homeland. On 20-23 February 1973 (the week after field work on the
NVO-140 was completed), representatives from DNA, DOI, and AEC met

in Honolulu with dri-Enewetak community council members, their

attorney, and the Marshall Islands District Administrator to brief them on

results of the recent surveys and to discuss their desires. The parties me
again at Majuro, the Marshall Islands District Center, on 2-4 May 1973,
this time with representatives of the TTPI. At this meeting, the idea of 4

Master Plan for rehabilitation and resettlement was proposed to provide
information for the DEIS and for funding estimates. The Master Plan was
to be developed by the TTPI, based on the expected results of the cleanup

project and the desires of the dri-Enewetak. Conferees proposed thatthe
people elect a Planning Council to work with TTPI in developing the
Master Plan and with DNAin planning the cleanupproject.67
The TTPI contracted with H&N to develop the Enewetak Master Plan,

A survey team consisting of Mr. Carleton Hawpe, TTPI architectural

consultant under contract to H&N, Mr. John Stewart, of AEC, and Mr.
Ken Marsh, of LLL,visited Ujelang Atoll in July 1973 to coordinate with

the Enewetak Planning Council. Mr. Hawpe was engaged by H&Natthe

request of the dri-Enewetak. He was a Peace Corps volunteer in the
Marshall Islands, who had made his home in Majuro, and was well liked

and fluent in Marshallese. Together, they covered all aspects of

rehabilitation, resettlement, and developmentofthe atoll. This survey;

together with results of the Enewetak Engineering Survey, provided a

basis for the first draft of the Master Plan, which was issued in November

1973.
Since the AEC’s Radiological Survey Report had not yet been

completed, the draft Master Plan was based on certain assumptions

derived from preliminary results of that survey. Upon issuanceofthe final
Enewetak Radiological Survey Report, some of the assumptions proved
not to be valid. Key among these was the draft Master Plan’s assumption
that Enewetak Atoll could be sufficiently cleaned ofall radiological hazards
so that Enjebi would be safe for habitation.69 These changes in the
radiological dose estimates and predictions required that the Master Plan

be revised and republished in January 1975. Thus, the final Master Plan

called for all residence to be on the southern islands, whereas the draft

_
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Master Plan had been based onthedri-Enjebi returning to their he
island. Further details of the final Master Plan are contained in Chapte

° Information obtained from the meetings with the dri-Enewetak,

data from the Engineering Study and from preliminary results of

Radiological Survey, was enoughto begin preparing a DEISfor the pr

and to develop initial funding estimates. H&N was engaged by DN.

compile the DEIS, and they started work on 19 June 1973: On 21 June |

LTG Dunn testified before the House Subcommittee on Appropriati

seeking Fiscal Year (FY) 1974 funds to complete the planning studies

{ surveys.7° A total of $270,000 was provided in FY 1974 for the EIS

other planning studies.

 
THE EXPLORATORYPROGRAM ON ENIWETOR: JUNE 1973

in June 1973, DNA decided to abandon the PACEII high explo

cratering program at Enewetakandso stipulated in the U.S. District C

in Hawaii. The court order preventing PACE II authorized

continuation of the PACEI geological studies, which were renamed
Exploratory Program on Eniwetok (EXPOE).7! .

Field studies for EXPOE began in October 1973 and included the«

drilling of 46 bore holes (S0-100m depth) on ten islands. The purpose
to define the near-subsurface geology ofthe atoll in order that pree'
geologic models could be madeat each of the six nuclear cratersites
addition, seismic refraction profiles were conducted on the same islanc

define seismic velocities. Also in the program approved by the Dis
: Court was a 40-foot, cylindrical, high explosive, in situ test, which

conducted at the PACE test bed on Aomonto provide dynamic mate
properties of the PACE media. Several miles of over-water seis
reflection profiles also were conducted during EXPOE. These over-w
seismic studies centered on the three high-yield nuclear craters (Oa
megatons; Mike, {0.4 megatons; and Koa, 1.37 megatons) and provi
significant information concerning the subsurface morphology of
craters. In addition to the EXPOEfield studies, a comprehensive se:
was conducted of old photos, films, drawings, etc., to define the e
crater dimensions, device emplacement details, device yield
performance details, and ejecta and debris distribution for the crate

events.
Several significant studies were conducted in support of the PACE

EXPOE programs. These additional studies included: soil and »

{ surveys in the northern part of the atoll for radioactive debris location

characterization; analysis of previous studies on cratering and testin

general; flora and fauna ecological studies; and identification of water-
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sampling sites for DOE. These studies proved useful in planning th,
cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak. The most valuable by-products of
PACE and EXPOEfor the cleanup project were geological data for the
selection of quarry sites and design of crater containment for radiologic
contamination, and soil chemistry analyses applicable to contaminatedsoi
surveys. 73

A NEW DIRECTOR'S NEWMISSION: SEPTEMBER 1973

In September 1973, LTG Dunn completed his 3-year assignmentas
Director, DNA and was replaced by Lieutenant General Warren DP.

Johnson, USAF, who had been at the Agencysince July 1973 as Deputy
Director for Operations and Administration. The new Director was
confronted by a new mission. The Air Force proposed that DNA assume
responsibility for operation and maintenance of the austere base campat

Enewetak Atoll.?4.75 LTG Johnson did not concur and presented DNA’s
case to the ASD(ISA). The Agency had transferred the last ofits
installations to the Military Services in July 1971, based on a Secretary of

Defensepolicy decision that DNA would notoperateinstallations.’ The

Air Force was proposing that an exception be madein this case, and DNA

did not have the resources to managea base. In July 1973, the Air Force
had transferred managementof Johnston Atoll to DNA, and now,before
DNA had time to assimilate that new mission, the Air Force was
proposing to transfer another installation. Nevertheless, ASD(ISA)
decided to transfer Enewetak Atoll to DNA,’? and the change of
responsibility occurred on | January 1974. In accepting the mission, DNA
and the Air Force agreed to the transfer of three Air Force manpower
positions to help manage the new missionin the Pacific. 78

FY 1975 MILITARY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM:1973 - 1974

Formal guidance on funding responsibility was received from OMB on

18 October 1973, in a memorandum which confirmed the decisions made
during the previous year (see ‘‘Assignment of Responsibilities,’’ above).

It recognized the incomplete state of planning for cleanup and
rehabilitation but advised the agencies to request sufficient funds to

initiate some cleanupeffort in FY 1975 to show continuing Administration
commitmentto the cleanup and rehabilitation of the atoll. The FY 1975
President’s Budget was to reflect the following agency responsibilities:
DODfor maintaining ongoing facilities and operations in Enewetak and
for cleanup operations; DOI for rehabilitation; and AEC for radiological
monitoring and survey. 79
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Plan

first problem for DNA was to decide which appropriation should

| athe cleanup project. Operations at Enewetak Atoll during the various

ne d been financed primarily with Research, Development, Test and
(RDT&E) funds: RDT&E funds could be requested for the

up project, since their purpose was to close out an RDT&Efacility

clean ince the radiological cleanup certainly would require research and

and 0 ment of new technology. However, the use of such funds for

deve np might conflict with, and dilute, DNA’s normal RDT&E program

} nding. For this and other reasons, it was decided to treat the cleanup

|

fu
rests hat

~ Evaluation

 
project as a site-restoration and site-preparation project; i.e., preparing the

ite for DOI’s construction work in the Rehabilitation Program. On this

basis the cleanup project was treated as a Military Construction

(MILCON) Program.89 Since MILCON channels within DOD and the
Congress are accustomed to traditional construction projects, there were

many difficulties in explaining and justifying the more unorthodox

i~ Enewetak Cleanup Project request through these channels.

| DNA’sinitial FY 1975 request wasfor a $35.5 million authorizationfora
MILCON program for radiological and other cleanupefforts.8! A revised

estimate was submitted on 21 November 1973 to include an additional $1.5

million to reimburse AECfor radiological support of cleanup,as agreedat
the 7 September 1972 conference. The revised request of $37 million was
to be appropriated as follows: $12.5 million in FY 1975, $21.7 million in FY
1976, and $2.8 million in FY 1977.82 .
OMB/DOD Program Budget Decision Number166 reduced the FY 1975

request to $4 million and recommended$21.2 million for FY 1976 and $10.3
million for FY 1977. The additional funding to reimburse AEC was not

~ addressed in the decision.83 DNA requested that funding for this support
be included, giving new totals of $21.7 million in FY 1976 and $11.3
million FY 1977.84 The President’s Budget for FY 1975 requested aninitial
MILCON appropriation of $4 million to provide for initial mobilization
and base camp rehabilitation. The authorization request was approved by

U the Senate Armed Services Committee; however, the House Committee
; on Armed Services denied authorization of FY 1975 funds for theinitial
| phase of cleanup on the grounds that ‘‘insufficient planning had been

completed to permit a firm estimate of overall costs.’’85 The Joint
i Conference Committee upheld the House Committee’s position, thus

ending action on the matter in the first session of the 93d Congress.86
v Meanwhile, other preparations for the cleanup project were progressing.

FY 1975 CONCEPT PLANNING: 1974

, 3 DNA’s original concept for accomplishing the cleanup wasto contractit
out to a private construction company. Defense Agencies such as DNA

. an oe oe
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normally cannotdirectly let construction contracts financed by MILCoy
funds but must go through the military construction agencies; e.g. the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command or the Army Corps of Engineer, ‘
Therefore, DNA plannedto have the Pacific Ocean Division (POD)ofthe
Corps of Engineers accomplish the actual contracting, including design,

preparation, award of the contract, and monitoring of the contractor’.
performance. As the using agency, or client, for whom the work would be
done, DNA was to furnish basic concepts for accomplishing ang
supporting the cleanup project. Responsibility for developing these
concepts was assigned to DMA’s operational element, Field Command,
DNA.

Field Command, DNA, a joint service organization located in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, was commanded in 1974 by Rear Admiral L.
V. Swanson, USN.In addition to being responsible for developing cleanup
concepts, Field Command was tasked to assume the responsibility for

operation and maintenance of the base camp at Enewetak Atoll, effective
1 January 1974, Field Command’s Logistics Directorate, under Colone|
Alan C. Esser, USA, was assigned primary staff responsibility for both
efforts. On 23-25 January 1974, representatives from DNA’s Headquarters
and Field Command traveled to Enewetak Atoll to inspect base camp
operations and maintenance andto confer with PODofficials on cleanup
project concepts. Major General John McEnery, USA, Deputy Director
for Operations and Administration, DNA, headed the conference, which
included Mr. Earl Eagles, of DNA; COL Esser, Lieutenant Colonel

Donald B. Hente, USAF, and Mr. David Wilson, of Field Command;
CommanderFritz Wolff, of AEC Headquarters; Mr Roger Ray, of AEC-
NV; Mr. Harry Brown, of DOI; Colonel John Hughes, USA, of POD; and
Mr. Earl Gilmore, of H&N. While radiological planning awaited several
key decisions, the conference established several basic concepts for base

camprehabilitation and noncontaminated cleanupincluding:87 .
a. A Joint Task Group (JTG) would be formed to coordinate and

control the cleanup operation.
b. A temporary base camp would beestablished in the northernislands

to support cleanup in that area and reduce transportation time and

requirements.

c. Costs would be reduced by using existing military equipment.

d. There would be only one contractor at Enewetak who would operate
the base camp as well as accomplish the actual cleanup described in

the Engineering Study.
. POD would serve as contracting office for the cleanup contract.

DOI would have POD contract for their rehabilitation program, ,
possibly using the same contractor as DOD used for cleanup.
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vent Congressional actions precluded use of a contractor for the

Subseaelf; however, the first three concepts remained valid

cleaned subsequent cleanupplanning.

throne January 1974, Field Command formed the Field Command

On. Group of civil engineering, finance, and supply and services

Planto develop concept plans, cost estimates, and MILCON program

CTEents for the cleanup project.88 Major Earl Kinsley, USAF, of

SOL who had been theradiological safety officer for the PACE program

AF who had participated in the radiological cleanup at Palomares, Spain,

and diological advisor to the Field Command Planning Groupuntil
served as ra
nis retirement when he was replaced by Dr. E. T. Bramlitt of Field

Command. .
The group’s first planning effort was to develop plans and

recommendations based on the January 1974 conference at Enewetak.

They included the proposed manning for a JTG staff, some of whom

would be assigned on a 3- to 4-year permanentchange ofstation (PCS)

basis to Hawaii and work at Enewetak on rotational temporary duty
(TDY) basis to provide engineering and management continuity. Had

other planning and funding efforts remained on schedule, this PCS group

would have initiated and completed the entire cleanup project. The
concept later was dropped when funding problems made it difficult to

implement. The group also recommended that Field Command be

delegated responsibility and authority at the earliest moment to manage

the cleanup project and to coordinate with POD onproject definition and

base camp rehabilitation.89 Headquarters, DNA did not accept that

recommendation in its entirety;90 however, Field Command was

subsequently assigned responsibility for operational management of the

cleanupproject.?!
During the 2d session of the 93d Congress, Headquarters, DNA

continued its efforts to obtain authorization and appropriation, with
hearings before committees of both Houses.92.93,94,95,96 At the same
time, work was progressing on developmentofthe EIS.

THE DRAFTENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTSTATEMENT:
APRIL-SEPTEMBER 1974

The NEPA requires that an EIS be prepared for any major action which
significantly affects the quality of the human environment.9? The act

covers not only actions which might have adverse effects but also those
intended to have beneficial effects, such as the cleanup, rehabilitation, and
tesettlement of Enewetak Atoll. DNA assumed the responsibility for

preparation of an EIS which covered not only the cleanup project but also
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the rehabilitation and resettlementefforts. In January 1973, DNA engagey
H&Nto develop a DEIS.98

The NEPA requiresutilization of a systematic interdisciplinary approach
which insures integrated use of the natural and social sciences in Planning
and decision-making. To satisfy this requirement, extensive information
was needed on the condition oftheatoll, social and economic backgroung
of the people, plans for future use ofthe atoll and, aboveall, guidelines o,
the cleanup and disposition of radiological contamination. Some of this
information was available in the Enewetak Engineering Study; howeve,

muchof the material was just then being developed in the MasterPlan, the
Enewetak Radiological Survey, and the AEC Task Group Reportang
would not be available for more than 18 months. Meanwhile, there wag

pressure to provide plans and cost estimates for MILCON program

authorization and appropriation requests. In response to these pressures, a
preliminary DEIS was prepared, based on the best available, albei

incomplete, information. Thus, when this preliminary DEIS was circulateq
to the participating federal agencies for review in April 1974,99 it did not
reflect an approvedposition on radiation exposures and cleanup guidelines

(since the AEC position had not yet been defined). Rather,it containeg
alternative solutions developed to show minimum and maximumrequired
resources. Someof the information in the preliminary DEIS concerning
potential impacts was quite controversial. The Director, DNA had planned

to publish the formal DEIS for commentby 15 May 1974 andthe-final EIS
on 15 September 1974.100 As a result of the critical nature of some
comments on the preliminary DEIS and the concern over public
acceptance of the concepts, publication of the formal DEIS wasdelayed
until approved radiological guidelines were available on 16 August 1974,

Instead of 1S May 1974, it was 7 September 1974 before the formal DEIS
was issued for public review and comment.!01
The DEIS consisted of three volumes. VolumeI included a review of

the radiological and physical condition of the atoll and described several

cleanup and habitation alternatives, an evaluation of their effects, a

selection of a preferred cleanup operation, and a proposed rehabilitation

and resettlement plan. Volume II contained extracts from related

reference documents, including the 1972 Enewetak Radiological Survey

and the 1973 Master Plan for Rehabilitation and Resettlement, plus
calculations and other supporting data. Volume III was a resumeofthe

DEIS in the Marshallese language and direct retranslation of that resume
into English. !92
The approach taken in the DEIS wastoidentify all reasonable courses of

action, evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of each, andarrive at
the safest and most effective solution. The AEC had established

recommendedguidelines for use in the radiological cleanup (Figure2-l).
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Critical Individual in Population
Organs (AEC Task Group Report)

Laren

Whole Body 0.25

Bone 0.75

Bone Marrow 0.25

Gonads 4 remsin 30 years

Thyroid 0.75 
These guides are Atomic Energy Commission Task Group Report recom-

mendations applicable to the Enewetak Atoll Situation. They are derived

from the Federal Radiation Council (FRC) Radiation Protection Guides

(RPG) by using 50 percent of the FRC RPG for individual exposure and

80 percent of the FRC RPG guide for gonadal exposure, These reduced

values are recommended as a necessary precaution to allow for uncer-

tainty in prediction of annual exposures to individuals in the alternative

programs.

FIGURE 2-1. DOSE GUIDELINES FOR ENEWETAK ATOLL (REM/YR).

The cleanup would remove as much radioactivity as possible from the

islands, after which other remedial measures would be relied upon to

reduce the predicted dose to lowerlevels, if necessary. If the cleanup did

not result in a predicted dose less than the AEC guidelines for Enewetak

Atoll, the return of the dri-Enewetak to the atoll would not be
recommended.!03

In accordance with the recommendations of the AEC Task Group

Report, options for cleanupof radiological hazards were limited to removal

of contaminated scrap and removal of plutonium-contaminated soil. A
third possibility, that of removing soil contaminated with fission products;

i.e., cesium-137 and strontium-90, was determined to be counterproduc-

tive at best and possibly irrevocably destructive. It required removal of
such vast amountsofsoil that it would result in severe ecological damage

and would notpositively assure the radiological safety of the people. !04 It
was decided to leave the fission products to decay naturally. (The fission
products have half-lives of about 30 years in contrast to the plutonium
half-life of about 24,000 years.)
Following the alternatives and recommendations of the Enewetak

Radiological Survey, the Master Plan, and the AEC Task Group Report,
the DEIS outlined several options for habitation as a means of minimizing
predicted doses. These were basedonrestricting the use ofvariousislands;
Le., using only the cleanest for residence; the next cleanestfor agriculture,
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and the nextfor visiting and food gathering (Figure 2-2).105
The cleanup and rehabilitation alternatives considered in the DEIS Were

based on three possible cleanup actions and four habitation plans, The
cleanupactions wereidentified as:

I.
II.

I.

>

No cleanup.

Removal of all hazardous, obstructive, and radioactive. SCrap,
plutonium concentrations greater than 400 pCi/g from four
islands, Lujor (Pearl), Aomon, Boken, and Runit; and other Soil
with plutonium concentrations between 40 and 400 pCi/g on a
case-by-case basis.

Extensive cleanup of residential and agricultural islands. The four
habitation plans were identified as:

Norestrictions on island or food usage.
Live on southern islands and Enjebi; visit northern islands; use
food from southern islands or Enjebi, plus coconuts from ))
northeastislands, and pandanusand breadfruit from Enjebi farm
plots or imported.

Live on southern islands; visit northern islands; use food from
southern islands plus coconuts from 12 northeastislands.
Live on southern islands; visit southern islands only; use food
grown on southern islands only.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Habitation Residence Food Sources

Plan Islands Agriculture Islands Foods!

A au au Aue

thern i !
8 Southern islands Southern islands All

and Enjebi Enjebi Pandanus and
Breadfruit

Southern islands All
Cc Southernislands

Northern isiands Coconut only

Oo Southern islands Southern islands All ,  
 

*Foods grown in existing soil, except where noted,

bPeopte should not be permitted to return to Enewetak Atoll if cleanup does not result in

dote reductions equivalent to or less than the AEC criteria, Figure 2-1.

©Foods grown in farming plots produced by removing radioactive soil and replacing it with

nonradioactive soil in sufficient volume to contain mature root systems of these plants.

FIGURE 2-2. EXPLANATION OF HABITATION PLANS.
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There were 12 possible combinations of cleanup actions an

rehabilitation plans. Some were found to be incompatible, and others wer

rejected for basic deficiencies. Of those remaining, a matrix wa

constructed (Figure 2-3) to show a reasonable range of alternatives. Fiv:

representative combinations were chosen for detailed analysis of dos:

reduction, health effects, cost, and general acceptability. The five case:

(shown in Figure 2-3) are described briefly as follows:
Case I: No cleanup; useofall islands without restriction as indicatedir

the 1973 Master Plan. This case was rejected as it would expose the people
to all of the radiological and physical hazards existing in the atoll.
Case 2: No radiological cleanup; removal of physical hazards and

obstructions to use on the southern islands, Jinedrol (Alvin) through
Kidrenen (Keith); residence on the southern islands only; use of fooc
grown on only southernislands. This case was rejected as it did not permi
eventual use of the northernislands.
Case 3: Removal of hazardous and obstructive scrap from all islands anc

removal of an estimated 79,000 cubic yards of plutonium concentration:
from Boken, Lujor, Aomon, and Runit (Figure 2-4); disposal o
contaminated debris and soil by one of several options including crate:
containment; residence on southernislands only; use only coconuts fron

northern islands. (Enjebi was regarded as a special case by the AEC Tas}
Group, and Case 3 did not include removal of plutonium concentrationsir
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—<——_

Island Level of PoT Py
Remarks .

Local Name Code Name Concentration*
——_|

Boken IRENE \sopleth J** 1,2

Runit YVONNE Northern half, Pu 1,2
burial grounds

Lujor PEARL Hotspot 1, 2
Aomon SALLY Pu burial grounds 1
Bokuluo ALICE 2
Bokombako BELLE 2
Kirunu CLARA 2
Louj DAISY 2

Mijikadrek KATE 2
Kidrinen LUCY 2

Agj OLIVE 2

Eieteron RUBY 2    
 

“Actions assumed for specific ranges of Pu concentration are tabulated as follows:

Level

1
2

Plutonium

Concentration

> 400
40<c < 400

Action

 
Soil removal by repetitive scraping

Individual case consideration

All other islands have Pu concentrations < 40 pCi/g and do not require cleanup action.

**TAB A, Volume tI, NVO 140, Enewetak Radiological Survey.

FIGURE 2-4.

soil on this island.) Case 3 was preferred based on the premise that

safeguarding the Enewetak people from harmful radioactivity was of prime
importance, and it was uncertain that Case 4 or Case 5 actions would be
effective in reducing exposure potentials so that more of the northern

islands could be used.

Case 4: Same cleanup and disposal as Case 3 plus removal of 239,000
cubic yards of soil from Enjebi and replacement with imported soil; same

island use as Case 3 plus use of Enjebi for residence and somecontrolled

agriculture. This case was rejected because predicted doses from the

proposed use of Enjebi exceeded AECcriteria and because of the great

ISLANDS REQUIRING PLUTONIUM CLEANUP PROCEDURES,
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uncertainty of maintaining the controls necessary to reach those reduced

bone 5: Same cleanup as Case 3 plus removal of over 700,000 cubic

ards of soil from other islands; disposal of contaminated debris and soil

ocean dumping, replacementofsoil from scraped areas with imported

soil; and use of all islands with no restrictions as indicated in the 1973
Master Plan. This case was rejected because of the uncertainty that it

would actually reduce exposures and because it was inordinately

expensive. 10
The preferred Case 3 combined Cleanup Action I] and Habitation Plan

C and permitted reasonable use ofthe entire atoll (Figure 2-5). Notall
reviewers agreed with the selection of Case 3 as the optimum case or even
that it was an acceptable case. Some AECofficials argued strongly for the
cleanup of Enjebi and further study of the Runit cleanup problem. Mostof
those involved, however, believed that Case 3 provided a practical basis

for cleanup, rehabilitation, and resettlement.

LTG Johnson personally presented copies of the DEIS to the Enewetak
people and their attorney, Mr. T. R. Mitchell, at a high-level meeting on

Enewetak on 7 September 1974. Other attendees included: Mr. StanleyS.

Carpenter, Director, Office of Territorial Affairs, DOI; Mr. William Rowe,
Deputy Assistant Administrator, EPA; Mr. Peter T. Coleman, Deputy

High Commissioner, TTPI, Messrs. Martin Biles, William W. Burr,Jr.,

and Mahlon E. Gates, of AEC; RADM Swanson, Brigadier General
Wesley E. Peel, USA, POD Engineer; Mr. Earl Gilmore, H&N; and Mr.

Amata Kabua, then Senator in the Congress of Micronesia and
subsequently President of the Marshall Islands. Representatives from the
Marshalls District Legislature and the Bikini Atoll Council also
participated. Motion pictures and illustrated briefings covering nuclear
testing, the Radiological Survey, the Engineering Survey, the Master Plan,
and the DEIJS were presented in both English and Marshallese to the over
100 dri-Enewetak who attended.!°7 The Government’s plans were
generally well received by the people; however, they had misgivings about
some aspects, particularly not being able to live on Enjebi, the plan for on-

atoll disposal of radiological contamination, and the possibility that Runit

might not be cleaned enoughto preclude the need for quarantine.!98 Upon
his return to Washington, LTG Johnson was forced to send the people
more discouraging news: Congress had again denied funds to begin

cleanup in FY 1975 on the grounds that insufficient planning had been
completed to permit a firm estimate of overall cost.!09,110
During the conference, it had been agreed that some 50 dri-Enewetak,

including the Planning Council, should return to the atoll early and live on

Japtan during the cleanup project to consult and advise on cleanup and

rehabilitation problems. The early return was contingent on Congress
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g and funding the project; andthis, in turn, was contingent 0

encies resolving the radiological cleanup problems and devel

lete cleanup plans and funding programs.
approvin
action a8

more comp

RADIOLOGICAL PROBLEMSAND ISSUES: 1974

The cleanup and disposal of radiological hazards at Enewetak .
osed problems whichstill have worldwide interest. Cleanupofradioa

contamination and disposal of radioactive waste are potential peace

roblems for the nuclear nations, as well as attendant problems di

nuclear war. Enewetak Atoll was not the first peacetime radiolc

cleanup project. It was preceded by more limited efforts at Palom
Spain; Thule, Greenland, Bikini Atoll; and Los Alamos, New Me
They all posed the same basic questions:

e How muchradioactivity is there?
e How muchradioactivity is too much?
e How can one remove any excess radioactivity?

e How can one dispose of any excess radioactivity?

The data on locations and amounts ofradioactivity provided by

Enewetak Radiological Survey were adequate for developmentof ge

plans and gross cost estimates for removalofall or part of it. Howeve

the DEIS indicated, detailed field surveys would be required to provid

precise data needed before radiological cleanup could begin. Identi
contaminated debris is relatively simple compared to the proble:

detecting and measuring contamination in soil. The Enewetak Radiolc

Survey and DEISreferred to soil contamination in termsofactivity

per unit weightofsoil; i.e., measurements of pCi/g. Sampling every |

on every island was clearly impractical, even if it had been possible.

technology for conducting radiological field surveys of contaminatec
was still in the developmental stage and it remained so until well int

actual cleanup operations. This problem did not delay development c

EIS or MILCON program, however.
Probably the most complex radiological question was (andstill is): '

amounts of radioactivity constitute a hazard? Answering that que
requires data on the potential sources of exposure (air, water, soil, |
etc.); access to exposure (lifestyle, diet, etc.); organs affected (I
bone, etc.); and potential adverse effects. All of these factors mu:
known before a dose assessment can be made and the hazard ca

evaluated. Many of the comments on the DEIS recommended actio

quantify these factors, such as including the contribution from gr.
water in the dose estimates,!!1,112,113 conducting an air sam
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program,!!4 and establishing long-term monitoring programs.!!5.!16,1,,
These recommendations were adopted by DNAand the AEC.

 DEIScriteria for contaminated soil were strongly challenged by i,
MLSC, the Natural Resources Defense Council and others. The
suggestedthatcriteria for cleanup should notbe set until either the ICRP.
the EPA, or the United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of
Atomic Radiation set standards.!18 Some suggested that the ‘ho
particle’ theory must be used in determining contaminatedsoil Criteria,
These suggestions would have delayed the soil cleanup indefinitely. DN4
believed the delay was unnecessary, since the AEC and DOD had sq
decontamination standards in 1968 for plutonium-in-soil in the eventof,
nuclear accident. These standards directed that plutonium concentration
should be reduced, if possible, when levels are greater than 1009
micrograms per square meter. This value equates to about 265 pCi/g when
averaged over a [5-cm depth of soil whose density is 1.5 gram per cubic
centimeter. The Enewetak Cleanup DEIS specified removal of plutonium.
contaminated soil when the ‘‘proximate’’ surface concentration (top 15
cm) is greater than 40 pCi/g and when the concentration at any depthig
greater than 400 pCi/g. Thus, the DEIS criteria were much more
conservative than existing DOD guides for cleanup of areas anywherein
the world, 119
MLSC comments contended that the criterion of 40 pCi/g averageg

overthe top 15 cm ofsoil was too great and recommendedthatthe Stateof
Colorado standard of 0.91 pCi/g averaged over the top 1 cm should be
adopted for the cleanup.!20 However, DEIS cleanupcriteria were based on
adherence to reasonable constraints on living patterns and diet by the

people after they returned to Enewetak. Colorado criteria assumed no

constraints, and they were not based on known orestimated radiation

effects to man but on the arbitrary basis of approximately 25 times the
level of plutonium in Colorado soils as a result of worldwidefallout. !2!
DEIS soil cleanupcriteria also were challenged on the basis thattheydid

not consider the ‘“‘hot particle’ theory which, according to Tamplin,
Cochran, Geesaman, and Martell, indicated that existing plutonium
exposure standards were too low.!22,123 DNA respondedthat the theory
had not yet been accepted in the national or international standardsfor

radiological protection and that only the existing guidance could be
considered. !24 Soil cleanupcriteria remained a highly controversial matter
throughout the planning phases of the project, and even into the actual

cleanup, as is described in subsequentsections.
Disposition of radioactive debris and structures can be accomplishedby

standard construction techniques such as cutting, sandblasting, encasing,
or sealing. Removal of plutonium contaminationin soil has two solutions:
(t) remove the plutonium from the soil (extraction); or (2) remove the
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um with the soil (excision). Extraction of plutonium from waste or
neoretically possible, and the technology has been explored by

untries. It was suggested by the AEC Task Group,!25 but a

je technique was notavailable for field use since national policy

development or use of such technology. Thus, the only

racticable process was excision—thestripping of successive layers ofsoil

ising earth-moving equipment until acceptable radiation levels were

reacsal of radioactive waste is one of the most controversial problems

this nation faces. This was especially true as it applied to the Enewetak
Cleanup Project. The Enewetak people’s position was madeclear in their

earliest meetings with DNAI27 and was restated in their counsel’s

comments on the DEIS: Disposal on the atoll was rejected, and off-atoll

disposal was the only acceptable solution. Several other solutions had been
suggested during the radiological surveys, including use of a small island as

a disposal dump, !28 packaging and shipping to the Nevada TestSite, !29

burial in place, and dumpingin the lagoon.!30 The DEIS considered four
alternatives for disposal:

e Level | - Crater Dumping, by which radioactive materials would be
dumped in Cactus Crater (and in Lacrosse Crater, if required) with
no further action to fix the materials in place. (The craters were
named for the nuclear test shots which had created them.) The
estimated cost for disposal of materials from a Case 3 cleanup using
this method was $320,000. ,

e Level 2 - Ocean Dumping, by which radioactive materials would be
containerized and dumped in the ocean at a deep-water site. The

estimated cost for disposal of materials from a Case 3 cleanup using
this method was $9,989,000.

e Level 3 - CONUSDisposal, by which radioactive materials would be
sealed in containers and shippedto the United States for disposal. The —
estimated cost for disposal of materials for a Case 3 cleanup using this
method was $18,910,000.

© Level 4 - Crater Entombment, by which contaminated soil and debris
would be entombed in Lacrosse Crater (and in Cactus Crater, if

required) by sealing the cracks in the crater, mixing the plutonium-

contaminated soil with cement to form a slurry, and pumping the
slurry into the crater around the contaminated debris, thereby

encasing all the radioactive materials in a solid mass. The mass would
be covered by an 18-inch thick concrete cap or lid, to provide an

erosion resistant crypt which would seal off the radioactive material.

The estimated cost for disposal of materials from a Case 3 cleanup
using this method was $6,968,000. 131!

jutoni

soil is ¢
other co
practicab
precluded
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The dri-Enewetak andtheir attorney were on recordas being Opposed ;
any disposal of radioactive material on the atoll. AEC-NV strong,

supportedtheir position in commenting on the preliminary DEIS.1!32 y
Considering the relatively short radiological half-lives of the fiss

products and the induced radioactivity found on much ofthe debris, the
AECTask Group suggested that the debris be disposed of in Shallow burig
crypts on the land, in underwatercraters, or in the deeper portions of the
lagoon. The Task Group recommendedthat plutonium-contaminateq Soil
and debris be stockpiled on Runit, pending determination of a final
disposal method. Several methods were suggested, including returningjt
to the United States, casting it into concrete blocks, dumpingit into a
crater with a concrete cap, or dumpingit in the ocean or lagoon. !33

The EPA objected to the lagoon-dumping or ocean-dumping options
contained in the draft AEC Task Group Report,citing Title I, Sec. 101(c) of
Public Law 92-532 whichstates: ‘‘No office, employee, agent, department,
agency, or instrumentality of the United States shall transport from any

location outside the United States any radiological, chemical, orbiologica
warfare agent or any high-level radioactive waste for the purpose of
dumpingit into ocean waters. ’’ EPA’s response to AECalso pointed out
that a United States national policy prohibiting ocean-dumping of

radioactive wastes had been in effect since 1970. Any proposal to reverse
such a policy would have to involve the Departmentof State becausethe
United States had already ratified the International Ocean Dumping
Treaty, 134
DNA’s overriding consideration on this issue was the identification of

an option which could gain eventual approval so that the cleanupproject
could proceed. EPA and DNA officials conferred on 8 August 1974
regarding disposal options in the DEIS. EPA took the samepositionit had

taken with AEC on the ocean-dumping option.!35 The intent of Public .
Law 92-532 was to prohibit ocean-dumping of materials produced for
tadiological warfare.136.!37 Even though materials had been used for
radiological testing instead of warfare, their toxicity and effect on the
environment was unchanged. Even if, by some unusual logic, the

contaminated materials were considered an unprohibited wasteeligible for

ocean dumping, the law required extensive research and special actions

before EPA would authorize ocean dumping. !38 The materials would have
to be placed in a container that would remain intact until contamination

radiodecayed to an environmentally innocuous material, which EPA
interpreted to be five half-lives.139 This would have required the
plutonium-contaminated soil containers to last for nearly 125,000 years.
Ocean dumping appeared to belegally difficult.

After the radiological cleanup at Palomares, Spain, 1,310 cubic yards of
contaminated soil and vegetation in 55-gallon drums had been returned to

tOn
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United States for retrievable storage at Savannah River.!40 The 79,000
the9,000 cubic yards Of contamination the radiological cleanup of

. wetak might generate clearly represented a muchgreater problem. The

Erferees agreed that CONUSdisposal was uneconomical, would generate
ooriderable political resistance, and would adversely affect the entire
ect 141 This option was dropped from further consideration in planning

Prethedisposal of contaminated material.

The conferees discussed the remaining options contained in the DEIS:
yse of the craters on Runit, with or without cement slurry and cap. It was

decided that stabilizing the radioactive contaminants in cement would
rovide retrievable storage. Until a more permanent solution was found,

retrievable storage continued to be the only method acceptable to the

United States for disposal of such waste. It had been placed in covered

trenches in Los Alamos, andin caves in Nevada, but both DNA and EPA

pelieved that cement stabilization would be necessary at Enewetak Atoll to

minimize access of the contaminants to the population and

environment. !42
The question of crater volumealso was considered at the 8 August 1974

EPA-DNA conference. The April 1974 preliminary DEIS had indicated

that Cactus Crater would be used, then Lacrosse Craterif required. It had

been estimated that there were approximately 101,800 cubic yards of

material to be placed in the crater (7,300 cubic yards of debris and scrap,

37,800 cubic yards of contaminated soil-cement mixture, and 6,700 cubic

yards in the concrete cap). It was estimated that Cactus Crater would hold

less than half of that amount (about 52,000 cubic yards). Lacrosse Crater

had an estimated volume of 105,225 cubic yards.!43 The conferees agreed
that Lacrosse Crater should befilled first, even though Cactus Crater was
closer to the island. This made covering the cap with soil, as proposed in
the preliminary DEIS,less practical (since Lacrosse was on the reef), and
that proposal was abandoned. Entombmentin Lacrosse Crater was the:
method prescribed in the September 1974 DEIS for disposal of

radiologically contaminated soil and debris. The conferees also agreed that
uncontaminated scrap and debris should be disposed of in the deepest part

of the Enewetak Atoll lagoon.!44 This was omitted from the September
1974 DEIS!45 but wasincludedin the final EIS.146

OCEAN DUMPING VERSUS CRATER CONTAINMENT:
DECEMBER1974

The AEC remained unconvinced that ocean dumping was not a viable
option for disposal of plutonium contamination. In separate letters on 9
and 23 December 1974, they argued in favor of ocean dumping instead of

 ee el
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crater entombment.!47.148 They recommended that the Crate,
entombmentoption be deleted from the EIS and that the contaminatey
soil be stored temporarily on Runit while other options for eventual
disposal were studied by AEC.!49 However, they advised that AEC wa
not committed to provide any additional recommendation on the eventual

disposal of contaminated soil and that disposal was a DNag
responsibility. !50
The basic argumentpresented by proponents of ocean dumping was one

commonly heard: compared to the amount of long-lived alpha

contamination already dumpedin the ocean, the amount from Eneweta,
would beinsignificant. The AEC estimated there were only a few hundreg
gramsofactual plutonium in all of the contaminated soil of Enewetak, ang

that at least a hundred kilogramsof plutonium had already been dumpeq

in the ocean from 1947 through 1974.15! In other words, the additiona|
damage that might be done was negligible compared to the possible

damage that had already been done. The counterargument was also

familiar: past damage probably cannotbe undone,butany additional abuse
to the system should be stopped completely. DNA continued planning on

crater containmentofcontaminated soil and debris because this seemedto
be the only option that would be acceptable.

On 14 February 1975, representatives from the action agencies met with

the POD in Honolulu to refine plans for cleanup and rehabilitation.
Conferees included: Mr. Peter T. Coleman, Deputy High Commissioner,
TTPI; Mr. Oscar DeBrum, District Administrator, Marshall Islands; BG

Peel, Division Engineer, POD; Mr. Earl Eagles, HQ DNA; Mr. Tommy

McCraw, Energy Research and Development Administration

(ERDA,.formerly AEC); Mr. Harry Brown, DOI, COL Esser, Field
Command; and Mr. Earl Gilmore, H&N. Much of their discussion

concerned development of POD contracts for the cleanup and

rehabilitation effort. (These were never written due to subsequent

Congressional actions.) More useful discussions were held on the matter

of crater entombment. DNA requested that POD develop a design for the
crater and cost estimates for that part of the project. Also, POD was asked
to provide cost estimates for the complete (Case 5) cleanup which MLSC
desired. DOD and DOItasks in the cleanup and rehabilitation efforts were
reviewedin detail. The conferees also agreed that DNA and ERDA would
develop a much needed Radiological Support Plan.!52
On 24 February 1975, DNA, ERDA, and EPA representatives

conferred again on the disposal method for radiologically contaminated
materials. ERDA was able to presentits case directly to EPA. No allowance

had been made in the AEC Task Group’s dose assessment for any

radioactivity that might leak from the crater-entombed matrix into the

lagoon or nearby ocean. For this and other reasons, ERDApreferred
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umping. EPA pointed outthat the amountofplutonium which had
been deposited in the lagoon and was circulating in its waters was

, pably much greater than any that might leak from the crater.!53.154 In

ae there was a far greater amount of fallout in the lagoon than there was
act,

ocean d

ft on the islands to be cleaned up. The lagoon hada far greater area than

he islands, and material from the islands tended to be washed into the

lagoon.

EPA described the measures necessary to obtain a permit in the unlikely

event the plutonium contamination could be considered something other

than “material in any form produced for radiological warfare purposes.”

The criteria for issuance of a permit were summarized as: (1)
establishment of a need to dump; (2) lack of an alternative means of

disposal, (3) definition of the potential damage that could result to the

marine environment, and (4) the effect of the proposed dumping on other

users of the area. Permits could be granted only for an approved dumpsite.
Obtaining approval for a dumpingsite required selection of a definite site,

a survey of the dumpingarea (including the benthic community) and the

ocean currents, and definition of the monitoring process to be used while

the dumping is carried out. A minimum of 4 months would be required

after receipt of a properly executed application beforefinal action could be
expected from a request to EPA. Involved in the process was the

requirement for a public notice of 30 days and then a public hearing 30

days after publication of the public notice, followed by allowance of

another 30 days for the EPA hearing officer to reach a finding. No

assurances could be provided that the finding would not be adverse,

particularly if any controversy existed. If the DEIS identified another

feasible disposal method, it would virtually eliminate one of the

requirements for an ocean-dumping permit, namely the lack of an

alternative disposal method.
The ERDArepresentative contended that EPA was overly conservative

in applying the United States ocean-dumping law, since the International
Ocean-Dumping Agreement would permit other countries to dump quite
large amounts of long-lived alpha contamination. EPA countered that the
United States law, which predated the international agreement, was based

on the philosophy of preventing further pollution rather than facilitating
cleanup and disposal of radiological contamination resulting from a past
event. Public laws and EPA regulations did not envision a disposal effort of
the magnitude of the Enewetak radiological cleanup and provided no
solution to the problem.

ERDArepresentatives responded that, while ERDA had several test
sites which someday must be decontaminated, ERDA hadnointention of
adopting ocean dumping for those wastes. However, there was
considerable concern that, if crater containment was used, ERDA would
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inherit yet another temporary storagefacility, one constructed contrary to
ERDA’s advice.'>> The 24 February conference ended with no changein
the Agencies’ positions on disposal, but it helped set the stage for a top,
level policy conference.

FINALIZING THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT:
APRIL 1975

The normal period for review and commenton the DEIS, which was
filed on 7 September 1974, ended on 11 November 1974.!56 However,
MLSC, the legal counsel for the dri-Enewetak, was allowed almost §
months to prepare comments out of consideration for the gravity of the
commitments that would be made based on the document. Mr.Mitchell,
Executive Director of MLSC, submitted the comments on 1 February1975,

These comments confirmed the basic position the people had taken at

Majuro in 1973 and from whichneither they nor the MLSC had wavered
throughout the project. They demandedtotal cleanupoftheatoll, disposaj

of the radiological contaminated material away from the atoll, and

restoration oftheatoll, insofar as practicable, to its original state. !57

LTG Johnson called a conference of action agency officials on 25

February 1975 to discuss the MLSCposition and to makepolicy decisions

necessary to establish the future course of the project. Conferees included:
Dr. W. A. Mills, of EPA; Major General Ernest A. Graves, USA, Dr.

William Forster, Mr. Joseph Maher, Mr. Joe Deal, and Mr. Tommy
McCraw, of ERDA; Mr. Harry Brown, of DOI; Captain E. D. Whalen,

USN, of ASD(ISA); Colonel A. M. Smith, USA, of MSN; and senior
DNAstaffofficials. !58
LTG Johnson opened the meeting with his analysis of the situation. The

plans for cleanup described in the DEIS of September 1974 appearedto be’
technically and economically feasible, and, although they imposed some

unwantedrestrictions on the dri-Enewetak, these restrictions represented

a reasonable compromise between the goal of maximum freedom andthe

needto guard the people’s health and well-being. The AEC guidelines had

been adopted, although there were some whofelt they were excessively
restrictive. Although ocean dumping of radioactive material was preferred
by some,it had to be recognized that this might be legally impossibleor,at
best, require several years to obtain authorization. Thus, crater
entombment was adopted as a reasonable alternative. Based on these
compromises, there had appeared to be a reasonable consensus among

those involvedat the time the DEIS was published. !59
Now, according to the Director, it appeared that the consensus was

disappearing. It seemed there was no consensus even within ERDA,and
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e had lost confidence that the original AEC guidelines could becited as
‘ative. They had been challenged by some at AEC-NV. Ocean

guthoritallve. :
mping continuedto be proposed by some in AEC. There were demands

ne t the craters be lined with thick walls of concrete andsteel liners. With

" apparent lack of consensus within the Government, the engineering

andfiscal feasibility were becoming more and more doubtful. 160 .
The new proposals were both time-consuming and expensive. With

inflation at 10 percent per year, the additional time and effort required to

authorize and accomplish ocean dumping could cost an additional $1l

million. The Director estimated that, if the complete cleanup demanded by
MLSC were adopted, the project would cost between $200 and $300

million. The Congress had opposed a $40 million price for the project.
LTG Johnson was beginning to believe that he might be compelled to
recommend to the DODthatthe project was economically andtechnically

infeasible. He felt very strongly, however, that the Government had a

moral obligation to do everything within reason to accomplish the cleanup.
Therefore, he proposed to reject the more stringent and expensive

proposals and to publish the final EIS essentially as it appeared in the draft.

If opposition to that proposal were sufficiently strong, then he mustfind

some acceptable lesser alternative, such as returning the dri-Enewetak to

the southern islands only,or conclude that the project was infeasible. !6t
LTG Johnson received the support he sought. MG Gravesadvised that

he saw no problem with crater disposal. ERDA hadfelt all along that, ifit
were not for the law, deep-ocean dumping would be preferable. However,

they believed crater entombment was acceptable provided it was done

carefully. MG Graves mentioned the possibility of the crater leaking and

added that the effectiveness of crater containment could be a problem. All

those present seemedto realize that radioactive material was leaking out of

the crater even then and would continue to do so.!62 However, the
discussion raised the question, ‘‘If this crater containment breaks up in

time, who is responsible to right this wrong?’” LTG Johnson quickly

answered that it was not DNA’s responsibility after the cleanup was
finished; it would be the responsibility of the United States. It was

assumedthat by the United States he meant ERDA.!63
LTG Johnsonaskedif there wasstill a consensus on the AECstandards.

His question was evoked by remarksattributed to an ERDA-NVofficial
that the standards adopted by the AEC Task Group might notstand up.

MG Gravesassured him that there wasstill a consensus at ERDA andthat
ERDA would support DNA onthe standards. !64
Dr.W. A. Mills, EPA, stated that entombment was the way to go in

disposing of the radioactive debris for two reasons: (1) it would be
recoverable from thecrater, if the need or desire ever arose to do so; and

(2) EPA was generally not in favor of ocean dumping.!65 After further
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discussion, LTG Johnsonsaid that he proposed to meetwith Mr. Mit
andtell him that if he demanded that DNA go for a $190M project (Cas
5), it would kill the project. He felt morally obligated to push for the
project as currently agreed, even if Mr. Mitchell served notice he woy,
fightfor the maximum degree of cleanup. COL Smith, of MSN,statedtha
there was a necessity to retain reasonablenessto the projectif it was to get
by Congress. LTG Johnsonstated that, on the basis of the discussions at
this meeting, DNA would press ahead with the final EIS, seekingall the
help they could get from ERDA. Also, he would go to Honolulu ang
discuss DNA’s position with Mr. Mitchell and seek an accommodation
with him. He invited representatives of the DOI, ERDA, and EPA to
accompany him on histrip during the week of 17 March 1975.166
The Honolulu conference was held on 19 March 1975. LTG Johnson

opened with commentsto the effect that insistence on ocean dumping of

contaminated material and a Case 5 cleanup would delay, if not cancel, the
project. He advised that he had consulted with Representative Ichord,
Chairman of the House MILCON Subcommittee, who foresaw difficulty
in obtaining approval of even a modest program and wanted assurancethat

Mr. Mitchell, of MLSC, and the dri-Enewetak Iroijs would appear before
the subcommittee to support the project. !67

Mr. Mitchell accepted fhe invitation to appear at the Congressional

hearing on the MILCONappropriations for the Enewetak Cleanup but

stressed the importance of having Mr. Oscar DeBrum,, District
Administrator for the Marshall Islands, also present for the hearings. Mr.

Mitchell also stated that:
a. The MLSC comments on the DEIS asked for the ‘‘ideal”’ cleanup

based upon their duty to seek the best possible solution for their

clients.

b. The dri-Enewetak would make the ultimate decision, not the MLSC.
or himself.

c. He remained unconvinced that he should recommendacceptance of

Case 3, but he did not propose to engage in a lengthy courtfight to
achieve Case 5. He indicated a desire to get on with the cleanupat
Case 3 level, if necessary, without foreclosing other possibilities.

Mr.Mitchell stressed that he intended to strive for as much as could
reasonably be doneto insure the safety and health of the people. He did

not wantto be facing a situation similar to that of Bikini in which the lack
of thorough investigation could be claimed.!68 He reiterated the point
madein the people’s comments on the DEISthat they did not want money
in any amount. They wanted their land in safe and habitable condition,

regardless of cost. The cost of cleanup would be fraction of the total cost

of the nuclear test program and should be considered and funded as an
extension of that program. !69

Chel
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The 25 February 1975 meeting of agency representatives in Washington

d the meeting with Mr. Mitchell on {9 March 1975 cleared the way for

aplication ofthe final EIS. It was published andfiled with the Council on

Pvironmental Quality on 15 April 1975. The final EIS was nearly identical
to the September 1974 draft, with only a few technical and clerical

corrections, and the addition of Volume IV which contained comments

received on the September 1974 DEIS and DNA’s responsesto them.
DNArequested authorization and funds from Congress for complete

cleanup of physical and radiological hazards in accordance with Case 3 of
the EIS.!70 The EIS description of Case 3 cleanup, which the JCS
subsequently approved as the DNA mission statement,!71.172 was

contained in paragraph 5.5.3.2 as follows:
Cleanup Actions. The following actions would be taken to clean up the 

toll:
, @ Physical hazards would be removedfrom all islands.

e Obstructions to developmentof habitations and agriculture would be
i removed.

e Radioactive scrap would be removed from all islands in the atoll.

e Boken, Lujor, and Runit plutonium concentrations greater than 400
pCi/g would be excised and all other concentrations between 400 and
40 pCi/g would be dealt with on an individual basis as described in
AEC Task Group Report. Concentrationsofless than 40 pCi/g would

not be disturbed. Cleanup of plutonium was expected to be

performediteratively until a sufficiently low concentrationlevel well

below 40 pCi/g was attained. Some 79,000 cubic yards of soil were

estimated to be in this removal.
e Plutonium would be removed from the three burial crypts on

Aomon.

@ Unsalvable nonradioactive and noncombustible material would be

disposed of by dumping in the lagoon at selected locations for
forming artificial reefs.

Radioactive materials would be disposed of as discussed in Section
5.4.3.2.3, namely by containment in Lacrosse and, if necessary, Cactus

craters on Runit.!73

FY 1976 CONCEPT PLANNING: 1974 - 1975

DNA’soriginal concept of implementing the EIS by having the Corps of
Engineers contract out the cleanup had begun encountering cost problems
in September 1974. Lack of detailed plans and cost estimates had led
Congress to decline authorization of DNA’s original request which had

been based on the 1973 Enewetak Engineering Study estimate of $35.5
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million total cost. A review of the study by H&N and POD op
September1974 revised the cost estimates upward to $57.3 million to coy,
crater containment of contaminated scrap and soil, increased cog, of
runway repair, replacement soil for Aomon and Enjebi, marine Craft

radiological monitoring, and decontamination. They indicated that these
costs could be reduced to $42.5 million by elimination ofhelicopte,
support, use of foreign labor, use of temporary camps on the outer islands
and other means.!74 The escalation was disturbing since DNA had bee,
advised by Congressional staff members that more austere cost estimates
were required. When DNAso advised the Corps of Engineers,!75 the
revised the scope of work to bring the cost estimate to $43.2 million.17%6
After discussions with DNA, POD submitteda further revised estimateof
$39.9 million for cleanup, based upon DNA’sfinancing runwayrepair and
other base camprehabilitation work with other funds.!77 However,this
estimate lacked essential detail, and it was apparent that the contracting.
out conceptwasin difficulty.

Meanwhile, suggestions had been made in the Field Command

Enewetak Planning Group that the only feasible means of reducing

MILCONcosts drastically enough to meet Congressional guidance was

through use of military labor. COL Esser proposed that Army engineer
troops be used, while Mr. Thomas Flora suggested use of Navy
Construction Battalion (Seabee) personnel. On 24 December 1974,Field
Command recommended to DNAthat troops be used to reduce MILCON

costs for the cleanup project!78 and, subsequently began refining the
concept. It seemed probable that engineer troops from the U.S. Army

Support Command, Hawaii (USASCH) would be selected. Since the U.S.
Armyhadnotofficially been assigned that responsibility, Field Command
could not contact that organization directly. The Pacific Support Office of

Field Command’s Logistics Directorate, which had been working with
PODonthe contracting-out concept, was tasked to work with USASCHon

an informal basis to identify probable military personnel and materiel

requirements, as well as those USASCH resources which might be

available for the project. In late 1974 and early 1975, the Pacific Support
Office was augmented by three Armyofficers to assist in planning and

initiating the project. They were Colonel Howard B. Thompson,
Lieutenant Colonel Paul F. Kavanaugh, and Major William Spicuzza.
At a general planning conference in Anaheim, California, on 13-15

January 1975, COL Esser advised the other agencies of Field Command’s
intention to study the use of troops to accomplish the Enewetak Atoll

cleanup. TIPI and H&N representatives discussed the problems of
rehabilitation and resettlementat Bikini Atoll as well as Enewetak matters.

Mr. Dennis McBreen, Marshall Islands District Planner, presented the

Ujelang Field Trip Report. The dri-Enewetak there had generally accepted
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adiological recommendations of Case 3 of the EIS. The stockpiling of

discussed, and ERDAindicated that there would have to be a

firm requirement to monitor these materials for radioactivity when

collected. A meeting was proposed for 14 February 1975 in Honolulu to

further consider cleanup and rehabilitation interfaces.!179 At that

conference, which has been described previously, POD was asked to

concentrate on designing crater entombment and to defer work on
engineering design of thecleanup work itself. 180 From this point on,
Corps of Engineers’ participation in the project was limited to providing

some base camp rehabilitation, designing the crater containment, and

providing necessary permits.

Field Command’s Enewetak Planning Group compiled a series of
Concept Plans (CONPLANs) based on input from the Hawaii group,
budget guidance from HQ DNA, and results of their own staff

coordination and planning. These CONPLANSsprovided basic concepts,

policies, and procedures for review and approval by the JCS and

development of an implementing operationsplan.

The first CONPLAN developed was for a JTG using troops to
accomplish the cleanup, with civilian contractors to rehabilitate and

construct base camps, operate and maintain the base camps, provide

radiological support, and accomplish the crater containment. LTG

Johnson was briefed on the plan during his visit to Hawaii in March 1975.

Upon his approval, it was completed by the Field Command Enewetak

Planning Group and issued with a blue cover in April 1975. Total cost
under this CONPLAN wasestimated at $30.6 million.!8! Although this
“blue”? CONPLANwas to undergo numerous, majorrevisions, it formed
the basis for the final CONPLAN which was to control the cleanup.

Anticipating that a plan using troops alone would be required to further
reduce project costs, COL Esser and the Field Command Enewetak

Planning Group developed a second CONPLANusing a JTG of military -

personnelfor all cleanup and support work. It also was printed in April

1975 but with a redcover.It reflected a significant increase in man-years to
accomplish the work with troops alone (122 man-years) as opposed to a

mixed work force (91 man-years); however, it reduced MILCONcosts to
an estimated $20.4 million.!82 In the event Congress did not authorize
enough fundsto cover the ‘‘blue’? CONPLAN, DNA would be prepared
to respond with the ‘‘red’? CONPLAN.

MILITARY CONSTRUCTIONPROGRAM:1974 - 1975

In March 1975 (prior to completion of the CONPLANs), DNA
furnished Congress new estimates of the total costs for cleanup and
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rehabilitation of Enewetak Atoll. DOD cleanup costs were estimated ag
$39.9 million, including $1.5 million to reimburse ERDA for radiologica
support as agreed in the 7 September1972 meeting. DOI rehabilitation ang
resettlement costs were estimated as $12 million.!83 The revised DNA
request for MILCON Program authorization wasto be allotted as follows.
$14.1 million in FY 1976, $24.7 million in FY 1977, and $1.1 million in Fy
1978, 184,185
Meanwhile, LTG Johnson had begun marshalling efforts to obtain Fy

1976 Congressional funding during a conference on 17 October 1974 with
officials from DOI, ASD(ISA), and MSN. LTG Johnson felt tha
Representative Otis G. Pike of the House Armed Services Committee was

the key Congressman who had to be convinced that the United States was
obligated to return the Atoll, that the people wanted to return, and that

cleanup plans and cost estimates were sufficiently detailed to justify the
funds requested. Ambassador Williams, MSN, and Ambassador
Ellsworth, ASD (ISA), agreed to meet with Mr. Pike on the matter.!86 By
December 1974, it appeared that Mr. Pike was convinced ofthe obligation
but notof the sufficiency of DNA’s plans and cost estimates. !87
LTG Johnson arranged to have the Enewetak people’s representatives

testify before Mr. Pike’s committee as well as before Senator Symington’s
committee. !88.189 Troij Johannes Peter of the dri-Enewetak and [roij
Binton Abraham of the dri-Enjebi appeared before the Military
Construction Subcommittee of the Senate Armed Services Committee on
25 April 1975.'90 Their statement told of how the people had been taken
from Enewetak to help the United States develop its nuclear arsenal and

how strongly all of them wished to return to their homeland as soonasit

could be cleaned up and rehabilitated. They related how important these
small islands were to a people wholived in the midst of an immense ocean
and how no amount of moneycould replace their homeland. Mr. Tony

DeBrum acted as their interpreter. Also at the hearing were the
dri-Enewetak Magistrate, John Abraham, and their legal counsel, Mr.

Mitchell. The same delegation appeared before the Military Installations

and Facilities Subcommittee of the House Armed Services Committee on
7 May1975 and reiterated their desire to return to Enewetak Atoll.191
During the Senate subcommittee hearings, DNA was asked to develop

the most austere cost estimate possible based on the use of troops (Army

engineers or Navy Seabees) who weretrained in nuclear decontamination.

Field Commanddeveloped a revised (May 1975) CONPLANsimilar to the

April 1975 ‘‘blue’’ version except that troops were to be used to

accomplish the crater containmentas well as the cleanup. This and other

refinements lowered the cost to $25 million.!92 The remaining support
functions werestill to be accomplished by contractor personnel.
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In the Senate Armed Services Committee hearing on 22 May1975,ti
matter was discussed at length. Although the moral obligation to pern
the Enewetak people to return to their atoll was a consideration, ti

committee's decision, as noted in their report, was based ‘‘. . -primarily ¢

the premise that the United States could not walk away from a testi

program which cost severalbillion dollars without making a responsit

effort to make the atoll habitable. ” The committee agreed to a one-tin

authorization of $20 million and charged the DOD to accomplish t!
cleanup within that amount, using every possible economy measure. T]

committee insisted that the radiation standards established by ERDA|

met before any resettlement was accomplished. !93

In June 1975, the House Armed Services Committee approve

authorization of $14.1 million for the cleanup program.!94 House ar

Senate conferees met in September 1975 and, after much discussio

authorized $20 million.!95 The conferees expected the DOD to minimi

the total cost through the use of Army engineers and/or Navy Seabeesa:

by limiting the scope of the cleanup as much as possible within tl

constraints of radiation exposure established by ERDA. The $20 milli

total limit set by the Senate was changedto a target amountfor completi:

the project.!96 Public Law 94-107, enacted on 7 October 1975, provid
authorization for DNAto perform the Enewetak Atoll Cleanup Project a

cost of $20 million.!97 However, the appropriation action, which w

necessary to provide MILCON fundsfor the project, did not fare so we
The House Committee on Appropriations, chaired by Representati

Robert L. F. Sikes, meeting in October 1975, denied funding for the proje
because the committee believed the minimum cost had not yet be
presented to the Congress. The committee report recalled that DNA h

requested $14.1 million as the first increment of a program that w
estimated to cost $40 million for cleanup and another $10 million
rehabilitate the atoll for some 450 people. The committee did not believe

prudent to spend $50 million—over $100,000 per person—to reclaim t!
atoll at a time when tax dollars were so scarce. The committee pointed o
that the dri-Enewetak had already been given title to Ujelang Atoll, pl
over $1.3 million in payments for leaving Enewetak. The committ

believed that the American taxpayers had a right to expect that a
additional effort on behalf of the dri-Enewetak be accomplished att!
lowest cost possible. 198
The Senate Committee on Appropriations strongly supported fundii

the project for the full $20 million authorized and did not feel th
uncertainty as to the absolutefinal figure should delay starting the clean:
effort. DNA’s studies had indicated that $20 million might not |
sufficient to complete the project, but Congress would have had amr
opportunity to adjust the funding as the project proceeded.!99 (This was
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line with the thinking of the Senate-House authorization conference Whig
had authorized $20 million as a target rather than a limit.200) yp Ye
Senate-House appropriations conference to resolve the Committees
differences on funding, the Senate conferees, after lengthy discussion, «
reluctantly agreed to defer funding. . .’’ and conceded that Othe;
alternatives for restoration of the atoll should be explored before Vast
sumswere spent on what could be anineffective program.20! This endey
chances for funding and beginning the cleanup project in FY 1976. —
That autumn also saw the first of many changes in Field Commang

management of the Enewetak Atoll Cleanup Project. RADM Swanson
the Commander, retired and was replaced by his deputy, Brigadie;
General Thomas E. Lacy, USAF; COL Esser, the Director of Logistics ang
Chairman of the Enewetak Planning Group,retired and was replaced
Colonel J. R. Schaefer, USA. Since BG Lacy and COL Schaefer hay
already been involved for more than a year in planning the project, this
changeover did not have major impact onthe managementcontinuity,

FY 1977 MILITARY CONSTRUCTIONPROGRAM:1976

After Congress declined to provide funding for the project in FY 1976,
LTG Johnson requested a conference with ASD(ISA) to’ review the
program and determine a course for future action.2°2 The conferencetook
place on 5 December 1975. Participants included Mr. Amos Jordan,
principal Deputy of ASD(ISA), LTG Johnson, and his Deputy for
Operations and Administration, Major General William E. Shedd, I,
USA.After a review of the situation, it was agreed that:

@ DOD would seek FY 1977 fundsin the amountof $20 million for the
project.

e@ ASD(ISA) would assist in arranging for other agencies to testify on
behalf of the project.

e@ DNAwould advise the JCS of DOD’sintention to use TDY military
personnel for the project. _ .

® DNA would look into reducing MILCON costs by having a scrap
buyer remove the noncontaminated scrap and debris,2°3 an option
suggested by Field Command.204

In January 1976, the DNA Logistics Director, Mr. Earl Eagles, and his
staff began work with Congressional staff members to promote
understanding and approval of the $20 million MILCON fund requestfor
FY 1977.205 He arranged for Mr. Robert C. Nicholas,III, Staff Assistantto
the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Military Construction, and
Mr. Vorley M. Rexroad, Staff Assistant to the Senate Military
‘Construction Appropriations Subcommittee, to accompany LTG Johnson
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ona tour of Enewetak, 8-13 February 1976. The better part of 2 days were
spent inspecting the islands, including Enewetak, Medren, Japtan, and

Runit.2% The Congressional staff visit proved valuable in obtaining funds

for the project. In addition, Mr. Rexroad was instrumental in developing

the concept of augmenting MILCON funds with available worldwide

Military Service assets on a nonreimbursable basis. During this same

period, the Field Command Enewetak Planning Group began developing
and pricing optional concepts to conform to the Congressional

. authorization of $20 million. It became obviousthat the goal could not be

achieved without considerable assistance from the Military Services. A

February 1976 CONPLANwasdeveloped, which resulted in a total cost of
$26.016 million, with two cost-reduction alternatives: (1) assigning
personnel on a PCS versus TDY basis, and (2) using cut-and-cover

trenches versus crater containment of contaminated material. These
alternatives lowered thecostto $19.361 million.207
An April 1976 CONPLAN modified the February 1976 version to

provide an even greater variety of cost reduction possibilities, including

PCS versus TDY personnel, cut-and-cover containment of contaminated
material, and having the Services provide their own spare parts. Total cost

ranged from $14.469 million to $24.331 million, depending on the option
vu selected. The cut-and-cover alternative was rejected, as it would require

lengthyefforts to revise the E1S.208
A 2 July 1976 CONPLANwas preparedto include crater containment

' and provide other cost-reduction options. It had a total cost of $24.331
million, which could be reduced by $3.1l1 million if personnel were PCS

L instead of TDY, and by $1.156 million if the Services provided spare parts
for their equipmenton a nonreimbursablebasis, leaving a reduced cost of

$20.064 million. This edition of the CONPLANwassentfor review to the
JCS whoin turn sentit to the Services and Commander in Chief, Pacific
Command (CINCPAC)for comment.299 This 2 July 1976 version of the
CONPLAN (whose genesis can be traced back to the original April 1975

r ‘blue’? CONPLAN), became—after one more major revision—the
‘““CONPLANI-76’’ upon which the cleanup was based.

 

THE LANDMARKHEARING: MARCH 1976

committees had approved the Enewetak Atoll Cleanup Project. Only the
House Committee on Appropriations, chaired by Representative Robert

L. F. Sikes, remained to be convinced. The crucial hearing took place on

29 March 1976. The testimony presented by LTG Johnson andothers was

i

’
By the spring of 1976, three of the four cognizant Congressional

t

the most definitive and thorough explanation and justification of the
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project yet presented. The Committee’s questions were incisive an
exhaustive. q
LTG Johnson’s opening statementprovided a general description of the

project and of DNA’s efforts to minimize costs and obtain necegsa
funding. He then presented a statement from the Honorable Samuel w
Lewis, Assistant Secretary of State for International Organizations, whic,
emphasized the awkward U.S.position caused by the Enewetak and Bikinj
situations. They were of continuing concern in the Trusteeship Couneji
and Security Council of the United Nations. The use of the atoils fo,
nuclear testing had appeared to someasan abuseofourtrusteeshipinthe
first place. Twenty years had passed and the United States still had not
been able to fulfill its obligation to return the people of Enewetak totheir
atoll in safety. The United States, which had introduced the idea of
trusteeship to protect underdeveloped nations until they becamesei.
sufficient, was under especially keen scrutiny since the TTPI was the only
oneofeleven trust territories established by the United Nations which haq

not achieved self-sufficiency. A timely appropriation of funds to resolve
the Enewetak matter was essential to successful termination of the Trust
in 1981 and to the best interests of the United States.2!9
LTG Johnsonalso presented a letter from Deputy Secretary of Defense

William D. Clements urging favorable action on the appropriation. Mr.

Clementsbelievedit to be in the national interest, in order to avoid a host

of political and legal liabilities in the posttrusteeship period, to makethe
dri-Enewetak less reliant on financial assistance and to promotea political
environment in the Marshall Islands which would support continued use
of the Kwajalein Missile Range by the United States.2!!

Rear Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr., of ASD(ISA), presented a
statement supporting the project as a prerequisite to ending the
Trusteeship and avoidingpolitical and legal liabilities in the posttrusteeship
period.2!2

Mr.Mitchell, the people’s legal counsel, then presented a lengthy

statement on their behalf. It chronicled their hardships during the war,

their exile to Ujelang Atoll, and the hardships they had suffered there,
including crop failures, rats, and starvation. Enewetak was not United

States property. It belonged to the dri-Enewetak and had, Mr. Mitchell

stated, been taken from them without their consent. The use of Enewetak
for nuclear testing had been of immensevalue to the United States, with
peacetime as well as wartime applications. The United States had spent
over $10.6 billion on nuclear testing at Enewetak Atoll between 1950 and
1959. The cost of restoring the atoll would be insignificant in comparison,
whether it was $20 million or $100 million. The real values to be
considered were the total cost of the nuclear test program, including
restoration of the atoll, and what that program had produced for the
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united States in the way of nuclear weapons and security for all

not what restoration would cost per individual resettled.2!3

The two [roijs, Johannes Peter and Binton Abraham, confirmed the

statement’s accuracy and responded to committee questions throughtheir

interpreter, DonaldCapelle.
.

The committee discussed at length both the written agreements which

committed the United States to return the atoll and the authority of the

signatories to make such commitments. It was decided that Congress had

provided that authority in Title 48, USC, Section 1681.2!4

The committee questioned the amount of payments which hadalready

been made to the dri-Enewetak for use of the atoll, especially the
$1,020,000 ex gratia payment madein trust in 1976. Mr. Mitchell explained
that this was not a paymentfor use of the atoll, but an outright gift in

- recognition of the hardships the people had suffered at Ujelang. It was not
a lease payment or a payment of damages, but a gift, intended to
supplement their subsistence. Since it was a trust fund, they received only

the interest, about $150 per person per year, or 43¢ per person perday, an

extremely small amount, even for the Marshall Islands.2!5 |
The problem of subsistence was discussed further, especially the

possibility of radioactivity in the food. ERDArepresentatives presented a
report on the experimental farm on Enjebi which was producingfruit (but

from which no data on uptakeofradioactivity was yet available). Also, an

ERDA report on radiological conditions at the atoll and protection of

future residents was presented.216 The committee was advised that the
current plan did not envision soil removal from Enjebi,2!7 and the island
was not plannedto be used for residence. 218
The cleanup of Runit also received special attention. LTG Johnson

indicated that 3 or 4 feet of soil might have to be removed from the Fig/
Quince area on Runit.2!9 All plutonium contamination on Runit above a
specified level would be removed and encapsulated. The island would be
made safe to work on and tovisit.229 In the event funding limits prevented
complete cleanup of Runit, the project would have to be cancelled or the
U.S. would have to retain indefinite control over the atoll; i.e., continue

the quarantine of Runit. In response to a Congressional inquiry on the
impact of a fund limitation, LTG Johnsonstated that it was his view that,
once the major effort and expense of mobilizing andinitiating the cleanup
had been incurred, it would be ineffective and uneconomical to quit work
before the most significant radiological hazard on the atoll had been

removed.221
Means of reducing total costs were discussed in detail, including:

alternatives for disposal of contaminated material; the option to leave

certain buildings standing; the use of Operations and Maintenance
appropriations to finance the base camps; the use of excess equipment;
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and the use of troop labor. DNA furnished detailed supporting data
their planned costs and savings.222 The committee considered obtaining 4
waiver of further claims by the dri-Enewetak to hold project costs down
LTG Johnson expressed his belief that it would be extremely difficult tg
complete the project for the $20 million.223
The committee subsequently approved only $15 million of the $29

million requested by DNA and required DOD and DOI to develop
additional plans to reduce project costs, including a maximum amount of
effort by the dri-Enewetak in the nonradiological cleanup ang
rehabilitation efforts. The committee also added an amendmentto the
appropriations bill which prohibited spending anyof the $15 million being
appropriated until TTPI certified to DOD that the dri-Enewetak agreeg
that the $15 million constituted the total commitment ofthe United States
Government for the cleanup of the atoll. This was to assure that the
project did not become‘‘. . .an endless drain. . .’’ on the United States,224

MILITARY CONSTRUCTIONAPPROPRIATIONACT OFFY 1977;
JULY 1976

On 22 June 1976, The Senate Committee on Appropriations
recommendedapprovalof the full $20 million appropriation. Based onthe

exhaustive studies and documentation submitted by DNA, the
Committee was convinced costs would be minimized through use of DOD

resources already funded in other programs. Other considerations for

accomplishing the project without delay were potential loss of goodwill and
the long-term costs of maintaining the quarantine on Runit until it could
be cleaned ofradiological contamination.225

In the conference to resolve Senate and House differences on the

MILCON appropriation bill, the conferees approved the $20 million
requested with two provisions: (1) that the dri-Enewetak agree that this

amount was the extent of the Government’s obligation for cleanup; and
(2) that maximum use be made of the Military Services resources to
accomplish the cleanup.226 Thebill passed the House on ! July 1976, the
Senate on 2 July 1976, and, upon signature by the President on 16 July
1976, became Public Law 94-367. The law included the following key
provisions:

‘‘Noneof the funds appropriated for the cleanup may be expendedfor
the Cleanup of Enewetak Atoll until such time as the Secretary of Defense
receives certification from appropriate administering authorities of the

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands that an agreement has been reached
with the owners of the land of Enewetak Atoll or their duly constituted
representatives that this appropriation shall constitute the total

commitment of the Governmentof the United States for the cleanup of
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Fnewetak Atoll.’” An agreement with representatives of the TTPI

certifying this stipulation was signed 16 September1976.
‘‘Afl feasible economies should be realized in the accomplishment of

this project throughthe useof Military Services’ construction and support

forces, their subsistence, equipment, material, supplies and

transportation, which have been funded to support ongoing operations of

the Military Services and would be required for normal operations of these
forces. Further, such support should be furnished without reimbursement

from military construction funds.”’227
The Military Construction Program request, on which the approved

version of the MILCON appropriation bill was based, provided for
expenditure of the $20 million in the following manner:228

a. Field Construction—$1.3 million. Included in this category were the
rehabilitation of existing facilities on Enewetak Island essential only
for cleanup operations, construction of camp facilities on Enewetak

and supporting facilities for the mobile forward camp, and the
construction of boat beaching facilities.

b. Mobilization—$3.3 million. This included air and sea shipping and
transportation costs needed to prepare for the start of operations at
Enewetak Atoll.

c. Cleanup/Operations and Maintenance—$4.5 million. Included were

costs of fuel, spare parts, supplies, mess supplies, indigenous labor

wages, medical operations, communications, and equipmentused for

cleanup and operation of campfacilities.

d. Crater Containment—$3.7 million. This category contained those

cost items specific to disposing of radioactively contaminated debris
and soil by encapsulation in a crater on Runit with a soil-cement

mixture and covered with a concrete cap. Cost items included a
technical services contract, equipment, fuel, cement, and sea andair

shipmentof materials. ,
e. Radiological Operations—$2.6 million. This category provided for the

safety monitoring and quality control evaluations for all radiological

operations. Cost items included procurement and shipping of

equipment and supplies and the cost of reimbursing ERDA for

providing a civilian contractor-operated radiation analysis laboratory

augmented with military technicians.

f. Demobilization—$2.1 million. This category included air and sea
shipping and transportation costs relevant to the closing of DOD

Operations at Enewetak.
g. Logistics—$2.5 million. Included in this category were support

necessary to the conduct of the Enewetak Atoll cleanup and air and
sea transportation and shipping costs.
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A summaryofactual expenditures incurred during the project under the
MILCONappropriation is contained in Chapter 9.

FIELD COMMAND CONCEPTPLAN1-76:
15 SEPTEMBER 1976

The JCS and the Director, DNA had advised against having theServices
furnish materiel and transportation support without reimbursement onthe

basis thatit would detract from the Services’ other missions.229 The 2 July
1976 edition of CONPLAN1-76reflected this position and included funds
to reimburse the Services in its estimated total cost of $24.331 million.|;
also included $2.9 million (ERDA’slatest estimate) to reimburse ERDA
for radiological support based on the 7 September 1972 conference
agreement.230 This plan was reviewed by DNAofficials at Headquarters
and Field Command on 2 August 1976 to identify means of reducing costs
to the $20 million which had been appropriated. One obviousaction wasto
limit the reimbursement of ERDAto the $1.5 million which had been
ERDA’s original estimate and which had been contained in the original
DNA budgetrequestfor radiological support. Other possible reductionsof
MILCONcosts also were discussed; however,it was agreed that no further
changes to the CONPLAN would be made until JCS comments were
received on the 2 July 1976 version which had beendistributed by the Joint
Staff to the Services and the CINCPAC.23! The Chairman ofthe JCS,
General George S. Brown, USAF,was briefed on the CONPLANduring a
visit to Field Commandthat autumn.

In forwarding the 2 July 1976 CONPLAN, DNAhad requested that the
Military Services be assigned formal responsibility for supporting the
cleanup project and that supporting Service elements be designated so that
detailed planning could begin immediately, with the objective of starting ©
cleanupoperations on 1 March 1977.232 On 10 September1976, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense requested the Chairman,JCS, to inform the Military
Departments of the requirement to accomplish this project under the

conditions imposed by the Congress and the need to provide supportto

this project, including but notlimited to:

a. Full and effective troop support.
b. Maximum feasible use of PCS rather than TDY to conserve project

funds in order to accomplish the project within the $20 million
MILCONappropriation and to keep the total project cost down.

c. Provision of supplies, equipment, including repair parts, and
transportation available Service-wide required for timely accomplish-
mentof the project.
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The Deputy Secretary of Defense also requested that the Chairman, JCS

have the military departments designate, at the earliest practicable date,

the military support units to be deployed forthis project, in order to permit

the initiation of detailed operational planning.233 The Joint Staff decided,
however, tO wait until CONPLAN 1-76 had been revised to reflect all

changes in the concept before formally tasking the Military Services. The

Jointstaff did nottask the Services until 24 January 1977,234

After reviewing the 2 July 1976 CONPLAN, the Joint Staff

recommended that it be modified to include helicopters for medical

evacuation and an annex on communications support.235 Commentsalso

were received from CINCPAC236 and the Air Force Surgeon General.237
Based on these comments and onthe provisions of the FY 1977 MILCON
Appropriations Act, CONPLAN I-76 was revised as of 15 September
1976.238 Several annexes were added to conform to the JCS Operations

Plan format. This CONPLANwasresubmitted to the JCS, who approved
it with a few final refinements. These refinements were incorporated as
Change Number| on | February 1977. The final CONPLAN1-76 contained

all the basic policy and concepts and most of the procedures required to

execute the project in accordance with the will of Congress and the

direction of the Secretary of Defense and the JCS.239

THE MISSION: SEPTEMBER 1976

The mission, as authorized by Congress240 and approved by the JCS,24!
was to conduct a full Case 3 EIS cleanup;i.e.:

a. Physical hazards will be removed from all islands.
b. Obstructions to development of habitations and agriculture will be

removed.

c. Unsalvable nonradioactive material will be disposed of in accordance-
with appropriate procedures.

d. Boken, Lujor, and Runit plutonium concentrations greater than 400
pCi/g will be excised, and all other concentrations between 400 and

40 pCi/g will be dealt with on an individual basis (seven islandsare in

this range). Concentrations of less than 40 pCi/g will not be
disturbed. Cleanup of plutonium is expected to be performed
iteratively until a sufficiently low concentration level is attained.

. Plutonium will be removed from the burial crypts on Aomon.
Radioactive scrap will be removed from all islands in the Atoll.
(Radioactive scrap has been identified on nine islands.)

g. Radioactive materials will be disposed of by crater containment on
Runit.242

—
™
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CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS: SEPTEMBER 1976

It was planned that the Enewetak Atoll Cleanup Project would be
accomplished by a JTG consisting of a Commander (CJTG) whoreporteg
to Field Command, a Headquarters Element (HQ JTG), elements from
the three Military Services, and ERDA (Figure 2-6).243 Most of the
changes that the Joint Staff made to the final CONPLAN were minor.
however, one ted to serious command and control problems during the

project. DNA had recommendedthat the CJTG be in commandofthe

Military Service Elements on the Atoll. At the insistence of the Navy JCs
representative, the CJTG was given ‘‘supervisory authority’’ rather than
commandover the Military Service Elements of the JTG.‘Supervisory
authority’ was uniquely defined by the Joint Staff for this one project as “*,

. the detailed and local direction and control of movements or maneuvers

necessary to accomplish missions or tasks assigned.’’244 This ambiguous
and limiting phrase caused considerable confusion and resulted in many

management problems and other adverse effects on cleanup operations
(described in later chapters).
D-Day was designated as the day base camp construction and

radiological field surveys would begin. According to the CONPLAN
schedule (Figure 2-7), construction materials and supplies for base camp

construction were scheduled to be ordered at D-3 months. After D-Day, 2

months were scheduled for rehabilitation of the base camp at. Enewetak
Island and erection of a temporary campat Lojwa Island (Ursula). Actual
cleanup operations were to begin at D+2 monthsandlast approximately 2

years, including cleanup of the base camps and worksites at Runit, Lojwa,

and Enewetak. One month was scheduled for demobilization of personnel
and materiel.245

The schedule was based on simultaneous efforts by a Navy Harbor.
Clearance Team to remove debris below the high-tide line and three Army
engineer teams to remove and dispose of other debris and contaminated

soil. Team A would be based at Enewetak Campand accomplish cleanup of

the noncontaminated southern islands. Team B would be based at Lojwa
Camp and accomplish cleanup of the northern islands, including
noncontaminated hazards and contaminated soil and hazards. Team also

would be based at Lojwa Camp and would accomplish the containmentof
radioactive debris and soil in the crater on Runit (Figure 2-8).246 Before
containment operations began, Team C would complete prerequisite

preparations, including quarrying and crushing aggregate, constructing a

dike or mole to minimize the effect of tides and seas, and setting up the
batch plant and other facilities. It was anticipated that before these

preparations were finished, Team B would havecompleted soil cleanup on

all islands except Runit, thereby providing a stockpile of about 30,000
cubic yards—sufficient to begin containmentoperations. 247
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FIGURE 2-7, OPERATION SCHEDULE (MONTHS).

Containment would be accomplished by mixing contaminated soil,
cement, and salt water into a slurry and pumping the mixture through

pipes to a tremie barge, then to the bottom of the crater. By keeping the
discharge end of the tremie pipe at least | foot beneath the top surface of
the previously placed slurry, a monolithic mass would be accumulated,
gradually displacing the water from the crater. All contaminateddebris was
to be removed from theislands and encapsulated in the slurry during this

phase. When the water becametoo shallow to float the barge, the tremie

operation would stop andtheslurry line would be held by a crane moving
slowly around to form a mound. During the inactive periods in the

containment operation, Team C personnel would assist Team B in their

cleanup of Runit, the last and largest soil cleanup operation. After all

contaminated debris and soil had been contained, a cleanup of the

containment site would be conducted to assure that all contaminated

material was in the container before the concrete cap was begun. The
container would be covered with an 18-inch-thick concrete cap. Once the
cap was complete, the stone mole would be grouted with noncontaminated

material to provide a structure more resistantto theeffects of the sea.248
The CONPLANcleanup schedule was based on man-hour estimates

taken from the Enewetak Engineering Study and adjusted for such factors
as weather, radiological safety, and emergencies.249 The concept planners
estimated that cleanupofall plutonium contamination over 40 pCi/g on Il
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islands would require removal of 125,000 cubic yards of soil.259 They
recognized the many uncertainties in their estimates and the many
unknowns in the mission, especially the radiological cleanup.

Consequently, they set no fixed dates but provided only a general estimate

for project completion. CONPLANestimates ranged from 21 to 25 months

for cleanup operations, including demobilization of base camps.25!.252

SUPPORT ELEMENTS

The Joint Staff planners attempted to distribute the Enewetak project

tasks among the Services as equally as possible while retaining unit
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mission integrity. Actual cleanup work was assigned to the Army Engin
Units and the Navy Harbor Clearance Units (later known as Water-Beat
Cleanup Teams). Intra-atoll transportation was assigned to the Navy, i.
one exception. The Army would provide amphibiouslighters (LARC,
Army amphibious vehicles with a unique capability for crossing the Several
hundred yards of shallow reefs which surrounded manyoftheislands and
prevented access by the Navy landing craft. Other support teams
designated by the JCS253.254 and identified in the CONPLAN 25;
included:

a. The Field Radiation Support Team, to be provided by the Air Force
to oversee on-site radiological safety, conduct field radiologicg

sampling of debris, and carry out explosive ordnance disposal,
b. The Medical Team, to be furnished by the Air Force to provide

medical and dental care to all authorized personnel on Eneweta,
Atoll. The physician also would serve asstaff physician to the CJTg.

c. The Chaplain Team,to be furnished by the Armyto providereligious
services and associated supportto all personnel. The Chaplain also
would serve on thestaff of the CJTG.

d. The Communications-Electronics Team, to be furnished by:the Ajr
Force to provide all common-user communications support.

e. The Helicopter Team, to be furnished by the Armyforintra-ato}

medical evacuation, and search and rescue.
f. The Finance Team,consisting of one Army noncommissionedofficer

to provide military pay assistance. ,

g. The Laundry Team,to be furnished by the Army, since they werethe
only service which operated portable tactical laundry units, to operate
a genera! laundry at Enewetak Campand a decontamination laundry
at Lojwa Camp.

h. The Petroleum-Oil-Lubricants (POL) Team, to be furnished by the
Air Force to resupply forward-area POL stores and provide limited
quality surveillance of POL products such as helicopter fuel.

i. The Airfield Team, to be furnished by the Air Force to operate the
aerial port, including marshalling, loading, and offloading ofaircraft.

j. The Postal Team, to be furnished by the Air Force to operate the

military post office.
In addition to these teams, the Navy and Air Force were tasked to

furnish technicians to work with the radiological support contractors, thus
reducing the cost of radiological survey and laboratory operations.256 The
radiological support contractors, engaged and supervised by ERDA,were
to provide soil surveys and laboratory analyses necessary to establish
cleanup requirements, to evaluate the effectiveness of cleanup work, to
support radiological health and safety programs,andto certify the results
of radiological cleanup. The base support contractor, Holmes & Narver-

c
e
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"pacific Test Division (H&N-PTD), was to operate and maintain t
 Enewetak base camp andfurnish other contract services,257

Logistics support policy was based on maximum utilization of Milita

services’ equipment, supplies, subsistence, and transportation which h

been funded by the services for normal operations. Existing Governme

logistics sources and systems would be used for supply, maintenance,a!

transportation when possible. Military Ocean Terminals at Oaklan

California, and Honolulu, Hawaii, would serve as the primary surfa

shipping points, while Travis AFB, California, and Hickam AFB, Hawa

would be the primary air terminals. H&N maintained logistics suppc

offices at or near those locations to expedite acquisition, packing, al
shipmentof material.258

The Army memberof the Joint Staff proposed that the CONPLA

provide for the use of MILCON fundsto cover FY 1977-1978 costs fully,

necessary, to minimize impact on Service programsin the early years. Tl

CONPLANcould then allow the Services to reprogram for the remainit

costs in FY 1979. LTG Johnson pointed out that this would violate tl
language and intent of Congress, both by reimbursing the Services f

costs which they already had programmed for troop support and |
programming additional Service funds in FY 1979 solely for the Enewet:
project.259 The Joint Staff persisted in adding this provision; however,
was never implemented because the Services were able to support tl
project in the early years from programmed funds. The Army member
the Joint Staff also proposed that the final Operations Plan (OPLAN)|
forwarded to the JCS for approval. DNA objected that this would infrin;
on the Director’s authority as DOD Project Manager for the cleant
project and would unnecessarily involve the JCS in operational! details
the execution of concepts approved by the JCS in its review of tl

CONPLAN.The JCS concurred with DNA and concentrated on revie
and approval of the CONPLAN.260,261

Now,all that was needed to produce a complete OPLAN were t!
technical and operational details which only the Military Services and t!
other federal agencies could provide. Until formal JCS tasking w
received, Army activities could only coordinate informally with DN
officials to determine the status of planning efforts. Meanwhile, the oth
agencies, including the Air Force, the Navy, and the dri-Enewet
themselves, were conducting surveys and refining plans for the clean’
project.

SEPTEMBER 1976 SURVEYS AND CEREMONIES

In September 1976, the dri-Enewetak Planning Council, iroijs, a1
respected elders returnedto the atoll to participate in field surveys and
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ceremonies marking the formal, legal return of Enewetak Atoll to the
people. The ceremonies took place on 16 September 1976 on the lawn in
front of the Battle of Enewetak Memorial. BG Lacy represented the Uniteq
States Governmentin the signing of agreements by the Honorable Pete;
T. Coleman, Acting High Commissioner of the TTPI; the dri-Eneweta,
Iroij, Johannes Peter, and the dri-Enjebi Iroij, Binton Abraham (Figure 2.
9). The District Administrator of the Marshall Islands, Mr. Oscar DeBrum
also was present, while Mr. Earl Eagles represented HQ DNA.2&2

Originally, it had been expected that this transfer could take place in

1973, however, resolution of numerousdifficult issues regarding residual
rights of the United States and use of the TTPI as an intermediary—as wel}

as the higher-priority cleanup and rehabilitation planning—had required 3
years. The people’s attorney did not want the TTPI involved in use

agreements for the DNA cleanup forces, the Coast Guard LORAN

Station, or ERDA’s marine biological laboratory. However, DNA and

DOI attorneys contendedthat the trust agreement precludedtheir signing

agreements directly with the people.263 The matter was resolved by

preparation of agreements involving the TTPI but signed concurrently by
the dri-Enewetak. Documents signed on 16 September1976 included:

a. The agreement terminating rights, title, and interest of the United
States to Enewetak Atoll under the 1944 agreementwith the TTPI.264

 

FIGURE 2-9, ENEWETAK ATOLL TRANSFER CEREMONY.
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The TIPI’s release and return of use and occupancy rights at

Enewetak Atollto the dri-Enewetak.265
The TTPI’s joint disclaimer of right, title, or interest in or to

Enewetak Atoll.266

g. The TTPI’s quitclaim deed to Ujelang Atoll.?6
The agreementgranting use and occupancyrights at Enewetak Atoll

to the TTPIby the dri-Enewetak.268
f. The agreement granting use and occupancyrights at Enewetak Atoll

(for the cleanup) to the United States by the TTPI.269

g. The dri-Enewetak agreementthat the $20 million appropriated by the
Military Construction Appropriation Act of 1977 constituted the total

commitment of the United States for the cleanup of Enewetak
Atoll.270

h. The TTPI certification to the Secretary of Defense that the dri-
Enewetak had agreed that the $20 million constituted the total

obligation of the United States for the cleanup of Enewetak Atoll.27!
Following the signing ceremonies, the dri-Enewetak Planning Council,

Field Command, and TTPI representatives conducted a joint survey of the

islands. Results of this survey, which were confirmed in Planning Council

resolutions, significantly reduced the scope of nonradiological
cleanup.272.273 ‘

b.

NONRADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP PLANNING: 1974 - 1976

All of the cleanup workin the southern islands, and muchofthe workin

the northern islands, involved removal of nonradiological hazards and

obstructions to use of the islands. This nonradiological cleanup included

buildings and their contents, utility systems, bunkers, towers, scrap piles,
derelict watercraft, and World War II armaments and debris. Some
bunkers could be made safe by removing doors and protruding hazards,

while others would have to be sealed with concrete. Much of the work on

the southern islands involved dismantling base camp buildings and
facilities to make room for the houses, gardens, and coconutplantationsof

the people.

The Enewetak Engineering Study described each hazard and each

obstruction which had been identified for removal during the 1972
engineering survey. However, the study itself was too voluminousto be
used in the field or as a ready reference. Lieutenant Colonel Charles
Focht, USA, of the Field Command’s Pacific Support Office, originated 4
Master Index to the study whichsatisfied those needs. The Master Index
was developedjointly by Field Command and H&Ntoidentify each task

by index number, location, description of work to be accomplished, anc
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whether the task would be accomplished by DOD aspartoftheclean,
project or by TTPIas part of the rehabilitation program. The Master Inde
was revised periodically, based on resurveys and planning changes,
The most productive resurvey effort was that conducted in Septembe, ‘

1976 during the visit to the atoll by the Enewetak Planning Council after
the signing ceremonies. It had two objectives: (1) to comply with the
direction of Congress that practical measures be taken to Teduce

nonradiological cleanup costs; and (2) to refine nonradiological cleanup
plans.

Before the main party arrived, engineers from Field Command and

H&N made a detailed survey of each island. This survey revealed that

some of the work identified in the first field survey in 1972 had been
modified or eliminated by natural forces, such as the complete corrosion of
metal. In a significant modification of previous plans, Lieutenant Daviq
Gebert, USN, of Field Command, and Mr. Charles P. Nelson, of H&an
(for TTPI), arranged an exchange of TTPI workin the northernislandsfor
DOD workin the southernislands. Before this agreement, DOD hadthe
responsibility for cleanup of radiological debris and hazardous

nonradiological debris, and TTPI had the responsibility for cleanup of
nonhazardous, nonradiological debris. Since both types of nonradiologica|

debris were present on both the northern islands and the southernislands,
work crews from DOD and TTPI would be engaged in parallel efforts on

virtually every island. This had an added disadvantage in the north,forit

meant that TTPI crews would have to be integrated into the radiological
safety program. By exchanging jobstotalling an equal number of man-

hours, DOD took overall of TTPI’s responsibilities for nonhazardous,
nonradiological debris in the north, and TTPI took over an equal amount

of DOD’s responsibilities for hazardous, nonradiological debris in the
south. Thus, TTPI’s site restoration work was restricted to the residence
islands, and all cleanup and restoration work on the contaminated
northern islands would be accomplished by DOD. This exchange also
eliminated such inefficiencies as having DOD remove hazardous pipe

stubs from a nonhazardousconcrete slab before TTPI removed the whole
slab.

Upon their arrival, the Planning Council reviewed the survey and
suggested additional work reductions such as leaving asphalt runways in
areas designated for tree planting and cutting holes in them to permit

planting, and leaving flat concrete foundation slabs for use as copra drying
locations. The Planning Council passed a resolution approving the
resurvey results, and the Master Index was revised accordingly. This

resurvey eliminated approximately 80,000 man-hours of work from the
southern islands cleanup effort.274 The Planning Council also agreed to
the following criteria for nonradiological cleanup of islands, according to
use-categories defined in the March 1975 Master Plan:275
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Major Inhabited Islands: Removeall hazards andall obstructions to

reasonable use of the land, out to the Mean Low WaterLine.

Intensive Agriculture Islands: Removeall hazards out to the Mean Low

Water Line. Removeall obstructions to reasonable use ofthe land out to
the periphery of the vegetation area.

Food Gathering Islands: Removeall hazards out to the Mean Low

Water Line. Leave in place objects which donotsignificantly interfere with

food gathering.

NONCONTAMINATED MATERIAL DISPOSAL: 1974 - 1976

Disposition of noncontaminated material did not have the many

problems connected with the disposal of radiologically contaminated

materials. The EIS provided three basic methods for disposal of
noncontaminated material:

a. Combustibles would be burned in a pit, the ashes gathered and
stockpiled for future use as a soil conditioner, and the pit backfilled

and restored to its original contour.

b. Materials that could be used by the Enewetak people would be
salvaged and stockpiled. Presumably, this included wood which the

people could burn for cooking. The dri-Enewetak requested that

usable material be stockpiled for them and not sent to other areas of
the TTPI. ,

c. Unusable material would be dumped in the lagoon at selected

locations.276
The question of lagoon-dumping of uncontaminated scrap had been

settled at the meeting held at the EPA on 8 August 1974. After some
discussion as to whether shallow dumping would create artificial reef

habitats for marine life or -cause reef damage leading to ciguatoxic ~
contamination of marine life, deep-water lagoon-dumping had been

decided upon. All present had agreed that the practice would have no

substantial adverse effect, especially since depths of 200 feet were to be
used as dumpingsites.277

DISPOSAL BYSALE: 1975 - 1976

Most of the uncontaminated material to be removed during cleanup was
on three islands designated for residence (Japtan, Medren, and
Enewetak). Much ofit had commercial value as scrap. On 5 December
1975, DOD had requested DNA to examine the possibility of reducing
MILCON costs by having a Japanese scrap buyer remove the
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noncontaminated scrap.278 There was some question, however, as to th
ownership of the scrap and the eligibility of a foreign buyer. Under the
existing agreement between the United States and the TTPI forthe use of
Enewetak Atoll, the scrap material would have been abandonedin plac,
According to the Engineering Study and the EIS, it would be dismantieg
and stockpiled for use or sale by the people. The. TTPI-Marshall Islang,
District Early Return Program anticipated some employment and revenue

for the dri-Enewetak from the sale of scrap. The Marshall Islands Distrig,
Administrator, Mr, Oscar DeBrum, expressed an interest in contracting
for the sale and removal of the material. Initially, this appeared to provide
an excellent meansof accomplishing much of the southern islands Cleanup
and reducing the effort and cost of the DOD project. Accordingly, jg
December 1975279 and in January 1976,289 Field Commang
recommended that the facilities and material required for the cleanup
operations be identified and that the remaining facilities and materia)
revert to TTPI under the use agreementso that TTPI could contractforits
sale and removal by commercial contract. At the same time, LTC Hente,
of Field Command’s Pacific Support Office, was coordinating with Defense
Property Disposal Office (DPDO)officials in Hawaii regarding another
alternative—that of having DPDO contract for the sale and removal of the
scrap.
On 13 January 1976, the HQ DNALogistics Directorate advised Field

Commandthat a recent change in Public Law 40-USC 472 and Federa}
Property Disposal Regulations prohibited transfer of the material to TTP!
or the dri-Enewetak without prior determination by DPDO that the
material was ‘‘uneconomically salvageable.”’28! This guidance did not
apply to buildings left standing by cleanup forces. Thus, in planning the
disposition of Lojwa Camp,it was determined that cleanup forces would

removethe installed equipment.and facilities for which DOD had other
requirements, and that the remaining buildings which had been erected ©

for the project would revert to TTPI for use by the dri-Enewetak or

disassembly by TTPI forces.

The HQ DNA Logistics Directorate also advised that it would be
extremely costly to conduct a special radiological survey at that time to
assure the material was noncontaminated. Therefore, the survey andsale,
if any, could not take place until cleanup operations had begun.282 Mr.
Oscar DeBrum was so advised on 3 February 1976.
The advantages of accomplishing some cleanup by scrap sale continued

to be explored. Since mostof the facilities and material had been acquired
under the Enewetak base support contract, it was suggested that the
current base support contractor, H&N-PTD, removeandsell the material
as a plant closure action, with net proceeds being credited to the base
support contract. However, in view of the 13 January 1976 decision, this
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suggestion was rejected. Field Command continued to pursue the matter.
LTC Hente escorted Mr. Dean Easton, Chief, DPDO, Hawaii, and Mr. R.

Rupert, DPDO,to Enewetak for a physical survey of scrap materials and

excess/surplus equipment on 22-30 June 1976. Both men were impressed
by the quantity and quality of available material and were confident that a

number of companies would be interested and submit bids. It was

estimated that 80 percent (24,000 gross tons) of the material was,in effect,

base support contractor inventory and that any proceedsofits sale, less

DPDO’s expenses, would be returned to H&N-PTDforcredit against the
base support contract. This was confirmed in a DNA-Defense Supply
Agency conference on 2 September 1976.283
At Enewetak, following the 16 September 1976 signing ceremonies

marking formal return of the atoll to the dri-Enewetak, their iroijs and

Planning Council were informed that, due to the change in the law, the

usable material could not be left for them. They were, however, given
permission to dismantle buildings 190 and 544 and take the material to
Ujelang. Their removal of these buildings saved an estimated 400 man-
hours of cleanup work for DOD forces. 284

In November 1976 a team from Field Command led by Lieutenant
Colonel Manuel Sanches, USA, monitored all of the material for
radioactive contamination and, together with a team from DPDO,Hawaii,
markedit for inspection by potential buyers.285 The scrap sale and removal
operations are described in Chapter 4.

OTHER PLANNING ACTIONS: NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1976

BG Lacy and a few key staff officials embarked on a series of

coordinating conferences in November 1976. Thefirst, at Headquarters
DNAonll November, was to brief the Director on the current planning
status and to establish a new D-Day. Whenthe 2 July 1976 version of the

CONPLANwas forwarded to the JCS, a tentative D-Day of | March 1977
had been set forth. However, by November, the CONPLANstill was not
approved by the JCS, the Military Services still had not been tasked to
support the cleanup, and a radiological support pian had not been
prepared. Planning was behind to the extent that BG Lacy felt that the
1 March 1977 D-Day could not be met. He recommendedthat D-Day be

i established at least 6 months after the date that the JCS tasked the

Services.286 Instead, LTG Johnson choseto fix a new target D-Dayof15
June 1977 and challenged the planners to meetit. |
The next conference was called by the District Administrator of the

Marshall Islands, at Majuro, on 15-19 November 1976. Organizations
represented included Field Command, TTPI, ERDA, H&N, and MLSC.

a  
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The conferees prepared a new schedule for developing an OPLANand for
mobilizing personnel and equipmentbased on a |5 June 1977 D-Day. They
also developed plans for support of the rehabilitation program. Plansfor
the early return of 50 dri-Enewetak to Japtan in March 1977 were

completed, as well as plans for employing someofthe dri-Enewetak in the
cleanup and rehabilitation work. Logistics policy and plans for supportof
the activities at Enewetak were also developed.287
BG Lacy’s team next metin Saipan with the Acting High Commissioner

of the TTPI, Mr. Coleman, and the dri-Enewetak legal counsel, Mr.
Mitchell, on 20 November [976 to coordinate plansfor the early return ang
for interface of the cleanup and rehabilitation efforts. The Field Commanq
team then conferred with Hawaiian area officials on 22-23 November 1976
on preparations for the cleanup project, including establishment of
branch exchange at Enewetak and a forthcoming survey by a Navy
team.288
This Navy survey team, assisted by Field Command personnel,

conducted a thoroughinvestigation of Enewetak Atoll waters and beaches
from 30 Novemberthrough 15 December 1976. They produceda definitive
report of harbor clearance requirements, beach access andtrafficability,

and personnel and equipment requirements.289 The report was

incorporated in the Field Command OPLANwith only minor changes.In

December1976, a team from the Pacific Air Forces Surgeon’s Office also
conducted a survey at Enewetak Atoll in preparation for establishing a

Medical Clinic at Enewetak Camp and a Medical Aid Station at Lojwa
Camp.290

CRATER CONTAINMENTDESIGN: 1975 - 1977

On 29 November 1976, POD completed theinitial ‘‘Design Analysis for

Crater Containment of Contaminated Material at Enewetak.”’ It concluded

that use of Lacrosse Crater would be unduly expensive and provided

procedures for use of Cactus Crater, as the preliminary DEIS had
proposed. At Field Command’s request, the design analysis provided for a

capacity of up to 200,000 cubic yards of soil, the worst case
anticipated,29!.292 with the capability of containing even larger quantitiesif
necessary. POD recommendedthat the tremie method of placing soil-
cementslurry be used below the waterlevel only and that placement above

the water level be accomplished by windrowing the dry soil and cement,
then spraying it with waterto initiate the cement’s bonding action.293 The
PODdesign called for containing contaminated debris in the contaminated
slurry mix and using dikes to contain slurry and debris placed after soil

cement operations had begun.294 Further details on crater containment
design and construction are in Chapter 8.
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RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT AND CLEANUP PLANNING:
1975 - 1977

On 16 June 1975, the Director, DNA requested ERDAassistance

developing a plan for radiological monitoring and support. This plan w

considered to be one of the most important elements in planning |

accomplishment of the project. A draft DNA-ERDA agreement|

radiological support was forwarded with the request.295
While the agreement was being negotiated at the Washington lev

Field Command and ERDA-NVbegan developing a proposedradiologi:
support plan. It was immediately apparent that some radiological cont

and survey tasks could be accomplished by troops but that oth

radiological support would have to be provided by ERDAcontractors.
target date of 31 August 1975 was established for completing the dr.
radiological cleanup plan.296
The DNA-ERDA agreement, commonly referred to as the ‘‘Shed

Liverman’’ agreement, for radiological support of the cleanup project

signed on 28 August (DNA) and 10 September (ERDA) 1975.
proclaimed the intent of both agencies to ensure that radiological haza1

were disposed of in such a manner that safe resettlement could
accomplished. Further, it specified compliance with the guidelines. whi

had been recommended for the cleanup by the AEC Task Group.:

These guidelines were more stringent than those in general use in t
United States, and they had received endorsement by the Congress a:
precondition for resettlement.298 The agreement obligated ERDA
provide certification when the radiological cleanup had complied with t
guidelines.

In October 1975, representatives of Field Command and ERDA-NV rr

to review the DNA-ERDAagreement and discuss developmentof t
radiological cleanup plan.299 A draft plan was completed on 13 Novemt
1975, based on results of this conference.399 The two parties met again
May 1976, at which time ERDA-NV proposed to develop a field surv
system for measuring plutonium concentrationsin the soil using a gam!

detector mounted on a boom extending from a van. (The van was a sm
tracked vehicle with the trade name ‘“‘IMP.”’ This trade name and
derivatives and variations as used herein are or were derived from
trademark which is the property of the De Lorean Manufacturi
Company. Hereafter, throughout the documentary, the process
conducting an in situ survey using this van is referred to as ‘‘IMPing,”’ a
the vehicles are referred to as “IMPs.”) It was anticipated that this in s
system—in comparison with conventional soil sampling techniques—wo'
significantly reduce the effort and increase the speed of measuri

plutonium concentrations. It also was expected to expedite soil clean
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and minimize the volumeofsoil excised. Possible disadvantages werethe
limited soil depth which the system would survey and the possibility tha

this new approach might not be acceptable to EPA and other concerneg

agencies. A prototype in situ detector was undergoingtests atthe site of

the Hamilton event on the Nevada Test Site, and it was anticipated tha

ERDAwould approvethe system for use at Enewetak.301
The Radiological Cleanup Plan was revised again on 16 July 1976, but it

left some basic questions relative to radiological cleanup criteria stjj)

unanswered. Field Commandasked for HQ DNAassistancein obtaining
definitive answers from ERDAas soonas possible.302.303 Detailed criteria
and guidance were required to complete a Radiological Cleanup Appendix

to the CONPLAN304 andto develop estimates of work requirements upon
which to base resource needs. The situation was complicated by two

factors: (1) ERDA Headquarters in Washington had not formally assigneg
ERDA-NVthe responsibility for furnishing radiological support; and (2)
MILCONfunds were limited.

The DNA-ERDA agreement stipulated that ERDA would provide

technical and scientific advice and assistance on radiological activities
associated with cleanup, including, but not limited to:

a. Advice and assistance on the preparation of the radiological cleanup
plan and the radiological safety program. ,

b. Interface with other Federal agencies concerning radiological matters.
c. Provision of on-atoll ERDA representation.

d. Performance of radiological support, to include: (1) Day-to-dayfield

monitoring, dosimetry, and record keeping for health and safety. (2)
Radiological classification of material for removal, disposal, or reuse.

(3) Certification, on an island-by-island basis. (4) Establishment,
operation, and maintenance of a field laboratory.

Item d of these ERDA commitments was contingent on reimbursement

from DNA. In view of the $20 million ceiling which had been set by
Congress and its charge to useall available economy measures, DNA’s

reimbursement to ERDA would of necessity be limited to the $1.5 million
which had beenestimated earlier. A compromise was reached wherebythe

military services would provide for radiological safety and theclassification

of debris and ERDA would only provide for classification of soil and
managementofthe radiological laboratory.

Field Command and ERDA-NV representatives conferred on 28-29
October 1976 to define the responsibilities of ERDA contractors and
military personnel. To reduce project costs further, it was agreed that
military technicians would assist in the ERDA contractor laboratory, in

driving the in situ vans, and in maintaining and repairing radiation

detectors and other equipment. ERDA-NV representatives advised that
their radiological support would not be available in April 1977, as was
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meet the then-planned | March 1977 D-Day. They estimated it

would require 6 to 9 months; ie., until1October 1977, before the

diological laboratory would beoperational. i

aThe major technical problem in completing the radiological cleanup plan

concerned criteria for evaluating debris and soil against radiological

cleanup requirements. Without adequate criteria, the type of equipment

needed for field and laboratory measurements was uncertain, necessary

survey procedures could not be developed, and there was no measure for

determining and certifying the quality of cleanup. The need for precise

criteria for the cleanup project was made even more critical by the planned

periodic rotation of personnel throughoutthelife of the project.

The AEC Task Group had made recommendations on cleanup of both

debris and soil, but these recommendations were too general and open to
too many interpretations to serve as criteria for those in the field. With
respect to debris, the AEC Task Group had recommended that “all

radioactive scrap metal and contaminated debris. . .should be

removed.’306 This recommendation was modified in the EIS Case 3

cleanup actions to the requirement that ‘‘radioactive scrap be removed

from all islands in the atoll.”’ Although this guidance might seem clear-cut

at first glance, that was not the case. No material is totally devoid of

radioactivity, and clearly not every level of radioactivity is sufficient to

warrant disposal of the material containingit.

The ERDAradiological advisors to DNA on the Enewetak Cleanup

were reluctant to recommendcriteria for use in deciding which débris was

radioactive and deserving of disposal and which was not. ERDA had

criteria in existence governingthe release of materials for uncontrolled use

following use in contaminated areas, but these criteria were not suitable

for the Enewetak debris situation. One reason was that much of the
Enewetak debris was situated in areas with considerable background
radiation, so that definitive measurements could not be made unless the
debris were relocated to a low backgroundarea. Such a practicewould have

led to costly, unnecessary debris movement merely to make
measurements. Numerous attempts were made to define ‘‘background”’

and situations when debris might qualify for disposal, but none were
acceptable. A second reason why ERDAcriteria were not suitable was that
they only addressed surface contamination. Normally, activated
contamination such as that found in much of the Enewetak debris was not
encountered in ERDAoperations. During one planning meeting on debris
criteria, Mr. Tommy F. McCraw, ofERDA Headquarters, pointed out that
ERDA’s reluctance to provide advice stemmedin part from the fact that
they had not been successful in negotiating a contamination threshold

level with EPA. Healsofelt that, if criteria were more stringent than had
been used at Bikini, the Bikinians would not understand. (Likewise, the

required to
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dri-Enewetak would not appreciate any criteria which were less Stringen;
than had been used at Bikini.) He further expressed concern that if any
specific numbers were announcedascriteria, they would be rejected by

EPA.397 Thus, the ERDAadvice was that Field Commandshould develop
radiological criteria, with whatever assumptions deemed suitable, ang
present it to ERDAfor approval.

A concept was then formulated at Field Command for monitorip
debris. The monitoring included definitive measurements for alpha, beta,
and gammaradiation under various conditions. The criteria were Specific,

and they were forwarded to Headquarters DOEfor review. A decision was
reached that the criteria were acceptable, and that they should beset forth

explicitly in Standing Operating Proceduresfor use on the atoll by cleanup
forces.
With respect to contaminated soil, the AEC Task Group had

recommended that it be removed if plutonium concentrations exceeded
400 pCi/g; removed on a case-by-case basis, considering all radiological
conditions, if plutonium concentrations were in the range of 40 to

400 pCi/g; and not be removedif plutonium concentrations wereless than
40 pCi/g.

Despite the specificity of the Task Groupcriteria for soil removal, there
still were uncertainties concerning the area/volumeofsoil to which the

plutonium concentrations were to apply. At one extreme, an “‘island
average’ could be used. At the other (impractical, but illustrative)
extreme, a gram-by-gram decision could be made. Thus,the soil cleanup

criteria also needed clarification so that techniques could be defined for
assaying and removingsoil.

Theinitial Field Commandconcept for evaluating soil was to gather and

analyze samples in a mannersimilar to that which had been usedfor the
Radiological Survey, but on a more closely spaced grid, and only in those -

portions of islands which appeared likely to have average concentrations
exceeding 40 pCi/g based on survey data. The question Field Command
sought to have answered by ERDA in meetings on developing a
Radiological Cleanup Plan was how many samples would be required from
any area to achieve a characterization which would satisfy certification
expectations. Once ERDA chose an in situ method in lieu of the
survey-type soil sampling method, the question changedin nature.

Another conference was held at Field Command on 28-29 December

1976,308 It produced a Radiological Cleanup Plan which was modified
slightly by Headquarters, DNA,309.310 and used as an Appendix to the
final CONPLANI-76.

In summary,radiological cleanup planning had required extensive effort

over many months by Field Command and ERDAplannersto resolve the
many questions concerning concept and method of execution. The final
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CONPLAN |-76 was based on the EIS Case 3 radiological cleanup as

approved by Congress and the JCS.3!! That planstill had to be modified

somewhat in subsequentplanningactions, however.

FIELD COMMAND OPLAN 600-77; 1977

Field Command OPLAN 600-77 wasessentially an expansion ofthe 15

September1976 Field Command CONPLAN 1-76, however,it could not

be developed until MILCON funds had been appropriated and the Military

Services had been formally tasked to support the project. Beginning in
August 1976, Field Commandbeganpreparations to develop the OPLAN.

The Plans and Operations Director, Colonel John V. Hemler, Jr., USA,

assumed responsibility for preparing the plan. In actual practice, COL

Schaefer, and COL Thompson,(both of the Logistics Directorate), who

had finalized the CONPLANSs,served with COL Hemlerastri-chairmen in

presiding over the OPLAN development conferences. To develop the

individual annexes of the OPLAN, functional working groups were

established, each chaired by a Field Commandstaff official, including:3}2

Operations Group - LCDRR.F. Walters, USN
Radiological Subgroup - LTC M. L. Sanches, USA

Logistics Group - Mr. D. L. Wilson

Comptroller Group - LTC M. J. Worrick, USAF

Manpower Group - CPT L. C. Dudley, USAF

Communications Group - LTC R. H. Ludwig, USAF

On 10 September 1976, the Secretary of Defense had requested the JCS
to task the Services for project support. It had been hoped thatthe first
OPLAN development conference could be held later that month.

However, it was 24 January 1977 before the JCS provided formal
tasking.3!3 Therefore, the first conference had to be postponed several
times and finally began on 3 February 1977 in Albuquerque. The Army
representatives still had not received their tasking when the first
conference began.

FIRST OPLAN CONFERENCE:3-4 FEBRUARY1977

At the first OPLAN development conference, conferees came from the

Service headquarters in Washington andtheir action-level commands; i.e.,
Army Forces Command, Commander Naval Surface Forces, Pacific

(COMNAVSURFPAC), and Pacific Air Forces (PACAF). ERDA
representatives came from their Washington headquarters and the Nevada
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Operations Office. HQ DNAsentfour representatives. Holmes & Narver’
home office and its Pacific Test Division were both represented. The
conference considered overall concepts and policies and identifieg
potential problem areas which were resolved or assigned to specific
representatives for action. While this conference was primarily an

orientation and introduction for the second OPLANconference, there
were several significant results:3!4

a, ERDA-NYVstated that the in situ vans would not be available for
shipment until August 1977, and the Radiological Laboratory would

not be available until October 1977. They agreed, however,to review
their schedule since it was not responsive to the planned D-Dayof|5
June 1977.

b. Navy representatives identified a source of nonreimbursable sealift
for mobilization and resupply—~COMNAVSURFPACships
traversing the Pacific on semiannual deployments which could
provide space for heavy equipment andothercargo.

c. Navy representatives advised that the Boat Transportation Team

could support other on-atoll tenant requirements for inter-island
transportation, within reason.

d. Although CONPLAN1-76 encouraged a l-year, unaccompaniedtour,

the Services planned to use 4- to 6-month TDY tours, which they
would fund, in order to avert the costs of moving families.

SECOND OPLAN CONFERENCE:
21 FEBRUARY-9 MARCH 1977

The second OPLAN development conference was held at Enewetak
Atoll from 21 February [977 through 9 March 1977. The location had two
advantages. [t permitted conferees to become familiar with the field of

operations,andit isolated them from distractions so that a great amountof
work was accomplished in a short time. The conference had three principal

objectives:
a. Developmentof a draft OPLAN.
b. Identification of personnel and materiel requirements for

mobilization, so that these could be requisitioned on priority basis.
c. Development of an operational schedule, to include firmly

establishing D-Day (the beginning of camp construction and
radiological surveys).

Under the direction of BG Lacy, the same Field Commandtriumvirate
chairmen and working group organization employed in Albuquerque were

used at Enewetak. A total of 120 representatives from the Services, other
government agencies, and various contractors participated in the
conference and the concurrent surveys.
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Personnel from the 20th Engineer Brigade, Fort Bragg, North Carolina,

working in three teams, surveyed cleanup worksites and provided detailed

input for the operations annex of the OPLAN. Their surveys were

organized according to the work assignmentsin CONPLANI-76: Team A

surveyed the southernislands, Team B, the northernislands, and Team C,

the crater containment worksite on Runit. Personnel from the 84th
Engineer Battalion, U.S. Army Support Command, Hawaii (USASCH),
surveyed Lojwa and prepared a detailed plan for construction of the

forward camp to be located there. Personnel from the 485th Medical

Detachment, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, conducted extensive
entomological surveys to provide insect and rodent control data.3!5 Navy
and Air Force planners conducted surveys of the support facilities they
would be utilizing.
The general tone of planning at this second OPLAN conference was

more practical, less theoretical than previously, since the individuals

involved were, in many cases, either those who would actually supervise

the work or those to whom they would report. Recognizing that major
surprises in actual contamination measurements would occur over the
next 3 years, and to provide the cleanup project leadership with maximum
flexibility in decision making once the situation became clearer, the
planners translated the CONPLAN cleanup guidance for soil excision
into:3'6 ‘In general, the ERDA guidelines provide for removal of
concentrations of plutonium soil exceeding 400 pCi/g, and for selective
removalin the range of 40 to 400 pCi/g.’’317 .
For some reason not specified, the planners omitted reference to

removal of the crypts on Aomon where contaminated material had been

buried.3!8 This omission later led to suggestions from some that the
largest crypt need not be removed, suggestions which were not accepted

by the Director, DNA. The CONPLANtext requiring containment of

contaminated debris in contaminated soil-cement slurry3!9 was exparided
and revised into three OPLANprovisions.

The ERDA-NVinput to the OPLANclarified the conflicting guidance
on soil cleanup in earlier planning documents. The AEC Task Group
Report had, in one location, recommendedthat, once soil cleanup action

wasinitiated, ‘‘the concentrations would be reduced to the lowestpractical

level.’’320 In another location, and in the EIS, this suggested guidance was
inappropriately worded to the effect that, where initiated, soil cleanup

‘“‘would be to well below 40 pCi/g.’’32! Now, ERDAplannersinterpreted
this objective anew, providing guidance that the reduction should be ‘“‘to

some lower number which shall be determined by cost-benefit

considerations but will usually not be below local background.’’322 This
interpretation permitted intelligent focusing of effort, made optimum use

of precious cleanup resources, preserved the ecology of someislands, and

made possible the cleanup work that the dri-Enewetak urgently needed.
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With the selection ofthe in situ method,the radiologicalplanningiggy,
shifted from the numberofsoil samples per unit area to how manyin Sity
measurements were needed and whatsize thein situ field of view shoulg
be. In developing the OPLAN,the issue was resolved by specific ERDA
decisions. Measurements would be made at a specific height and on a
specific grid spacing. Raw data would be converted to plutonium
concentrationsusing a consistent set of reasonable assumptions,and the
resulting numbers would be related to the revised soil cleanupcriteria.
(See expanded discussionsin later chapters.)
OPLAN development indicated that the cleanup would require More

people, more time, and more moneythan previously estimated.323 While
the CONPLANestimated 600 military personnel, the OPLANcalled for
866. In the CONPLAN,it was estimated that the project would take 28
months from D-Day, while the OPLAN developers estimated 34 months.
Time estimates for camp construction and demobilization in both plans
were furnished by 84th Engineer Battalion personnel; however, Planning
factors had changed considerably since the time the CONPLAN had been
developed;i.e., tents and prefabricated buildings were eliminated in favor
of more permanentfacilities. Some of the additional time was required to
construct additional billeting and recreation facilities required to supporta
population of 443 at Lojwa Camp, 122 more than estimated in the
CONPLAN.324 Additional construction time also was required because
the many prefabricated units anticipated in the CONPLAN were not
available. All but a few facilities would have to be constructedusing
standard building materials.325.326 Too, some activities which were
previously considered as part of the cleanup were redefined as
demobilization functions.
There was an anticipated 3-month delay in availability of ERDA

radiological support (15 September 1977 rather than 15 June 1977). In order
to accommodatethis delay and the delay in availability of the Lojwa Camp,
the planners rescheduled mobilization and cleanup activities. Northern
islands debris survey and removal were rescheduled to begin prior to,
instead of concurrent with, contaminated soil operations and southern
islands cleanup.327
Three alternatives for determining D-Day were considered:
a. D-Day of 15 June 1977, with mobilization actions as scheduled in the

JCS-approved CONPLAN.
b. D-Day of 15 June 1977, with modifications to the CONPLAN

schedule of mobilization actions to accommodate the delay in ERDA
radiological support and Lojwa Campavailability.

c. Deferral of D-Day to accommodate the delay in ERDAradiological
support and Lojwa Camp availability while maintaining the

CONPLANschedule for mobilization actions.
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Thecritical factor in the selection of D-Day was the time required for
mobilization of manpower and material. For a major project, a minimum

of 180 days normally is required from the time personnel and supplies are

requisitioned until they arrive at the work site. The Logistics and

Manpower Working Groups insisted that even with Force Activity
Designator (FAD)II, a relatively high military priority, and expedited

action at all levels, an absolute minimum of 90 days was required. Evenso,
to meet a 1S June 1977 D-Day, the absolute latest date the mobilization
effort could begin was I5 March 1977.
The first alternative, which required that base camps using tents be

erected in 60 days, was clearly impractical for the more permanent type
camp being proposed for Lojwa. Thethird alternative was strongly favored
by ERDA and Armyplanners. Navy and Air Force planners were prepared
to support either the second or third alternative although they, too,

preferred the latter. The Manpower and Logistics Working Groupsalso
preferred the third alternative, but believed that they could support the

secondif certain conditions were met:(I) the project must be designated as
FAD II; and (2) mobilization must begin by 15 March 1977. Manpower and

material for base camp construction mustbe requisitioned a minimum of
90 days before construction forces were due to arrive on D-Day. Since
actual cleanup operations would not begin until after the mobilization

phase was completed at D+5 months, manpower and equipment for
cleanup could be ordered later; however, the manpower and material
required for camp construction would have to be identified and

requisitioned as soon as possible. This meant that mobilization could not
be delayed until the OPLAN had beenfinalized and approved, but must
begin immediately (March) if D-Day were to be 15 June 1977.
Based upon these considerations, BG Lacy selected the second

alternative and approved starting mobilization on 15 March 1977. The
deciding factor in establishing 15 June 1977 as D-Day was general
agreement that the momentum established at the conference should be

maintained. Other factors were avoidance ofcost escalations and the need
to demonstrate to the dri-Enewetak, and to the world, that the United

States was aboutto fulfill its promises.328,329 __
To accommodate both the lengthened schedules and the 15 June 1977 D-

Day, the operations schedule of the CONPLAN (Figure 2-7) had to be
revised in the OPLAN.The determining factor in the CONPLANschedule
was contaminated soil removal and containment, which was estimated to

require approximately 2 years. Since the actual extent of soil
contamination, especially subsurface contamination, was unknown, the
planners could only make a rough estimate of its magnitude. The OPLAN
acknowledged this in several places:
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‘The cleanup guidelines for transuranic contaminated soil remoya)
will continue to change and be amplified during the courseofthe
operation.”
“The general scope of work as defined by the Enewetak Radiologicat
Study and the Engineering Study for a Cleanup of Enewetak has been
changed andwill continue to be adjusted to meet changing cleanup
guidelines and circumstances.”’
‘This Operation will be constrained by the uncertainty of the scopeof
work. Should the scope of work increase as a result of conducting
operations, it may impede accomplishmentof the mission.’’330

Dueto this uncertainty in the scope of work, the OPLAN developers,like
the CONPLANdevelopers,did not include in the text any scheduled dates
for milestones other than D-Day.
The new OPLAN operations schedules had to be hastily prepared and

coordinated, with the result that minor errors in scheduling appeared in
the timetable for mission accomplishment.33! After the OPLAN was
published, the schedules were refined and two new schedule formats were
adopted, one for general briefing and the other for detailed planning and

briefing. The general cleanup project schedule as of 1S March 1977 is shown
in Figure 2-10. On some schedules; e.g., Figure 2-10, the mobilization
phase is shownas extending from 15 March to 1§ November1977, a period
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of 8 months. For the purposes of this documentary, this period may|

viewed as a 3-month preparatory phase ending on D-Day (during whi

time personnel and material for the cleanup were identified, ordered,a:

transported to Enewetak), and a 5-month mobilization phase following|

Day (during which time the base camps were built or rehabilitated and

on-atoll preparations for the cleanup were made).

Comparison of the CONPLANand OPLANschedules reveals that t

OPLANallowed more time to prepare the more permanent type be

camps (5 months versus 2) and more time to demobilize them (7 mont

versus 1). Although the 20th Brigade engineers generally confirmed t

accuracy of the Engineering Study and CONPLANworkloadestimates

conducting their own survey, they allowed only 22 monthsin the OPLA

for actual radiological cleanup and containment versus 24 monthsin t

CONPLAN. However, the CONPLAN cleanup estimates includ
demobilization of the base camps while the engineers’ estimatesallocat

time separately for that function. The OPLAN was based on excision a

containment of about 79,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil (

estimate which appeared in the EIS). The planners believed that,il

became necessary to expand the scope of work to the possible totals

125,000 to 200,000 cubic yards mentioned in the CONPLAN,additio:

money, manpower, resources and time would be required.

OPERATIONS PLAN ISSUES: MARCH-APRIL 1977

Several controversial issues arose during development of OPLAN 60
77. In reviewing the CONPLAN,the JCS planners had reduced the For
Activity Designator priority to FAD V, which is normally assigned
routine administrative missions. The Service logisticians at the OPLA
conference confirmed DNA’s belief that supplies ordered with a FAD
would not be delivered in time to support a 1S June 1977 D-Day. At the
request, DNA appealed the Joint Staff decision, and the project w

authorized higher priorities for both mobilization(FAD ID) and resup{
(FAD IID).332
OPLAN conferees also requested that DNA determine if spec

transportation rates for the project could be obtained from Military Air!
Command (MAC)and Military Sealift Command (MSC), based ont
MILCON Appropriation Act which indicated that transportation would
furnished without reimbursement. The Assistant Secretary of Defen:
Comptroller, advised DNA that the law did not apply to industria

funded DOD components such as MAC and MSC;therefore, no spec
transportation rates would be providedfor the project.333
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- Air Force planners proposed to continue contracting out the airfielg
operation to H&N under a Field Command-MACagreementas had been
done since early 1976. The Air Force also planned to contract out the
communications support operation to H&N. However, the Air Force
General Counsel determined that this would be contrary to the MILCON
Appropriation Act, which he interpreted to require use of military
personnel for the specific cleanup functions the Air Force had been taskeq
to provide.334 This interpretation, in its strictest sense, was upheld by the
DOD Assistant General Counsel.335 DNA and the other Services,
however, did not construe the Act as precluding the Services from
contracting for support for their specific cleanup functions, since the Act
only specified that troops would be used to accomplish the cleanup,
Support for those cleanup troops could be provided by whatever means

the Services might choose, based on Service policy.336.337 The latter
interpretation was applied by DNA,the Army,and the Navyin providing
support for the project. This interpretation was also concurred in by the

DODAssistant General Counsel; i.e., the Air Force could not contract
with H&N for the communications function because that specific

operational function was assigned to the Air Force, but the Army could

contract with H&N to operate the messhall for its troops on Lojwa because

the Army’s specific operational function was cleanup, which they were
doing, not operating messhalls.

Only four major issues remained unresolved at the end of the second
OPLANconference:338 ,

a. The Armybelieved that at least three landing craft, utility (LCUs)
would be required. The Navy representatives did not believe they
could man more than two LCUs.A strict limitation had been imposed

by the Chief of Naval Operations on the numberofNavy personnelto
be provided for the project.

b. The Army believed that two doctors would be required, one for |
Enewetak Base Camp andthe other to be stationed at Lojwa Base

Camp. The Air Force, which was to provide medical services,

contended that only one doctor would be necessary, as the medical

evacuation (MEDEVAC)helicopters could transport patients from
Lojwa to Enewetak wherethefacilities would be more complete. The

Army was not so much concerned about emergency medical
treatment as about the day-to-day supervision ofall health and safety

aspects that a doctor could provideat the primitive and hard-working

Lojwa Camp.
~ ¢ The Army, which was to provide four helicopters, wanted them to be

used for MEDEVACand search and rescue (SAR) missions only,
while Field Commandbelieved they should be available to the CJTG
for commandand control purposesalso.
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d. DNA and ERDAhad not agreed on the details of certification by
ERDA. '

Requirements for personnel and materiel were not complete by the end

of the conference, but they had progressed well enough that most

requisition actions could beinitiated. On his return trip, BG Lacy briefed

the CINCPACstaff on results of the conference andplans for the cleanup

project.339

EARLY RETURN TO JAPTAN: MARCH 1977

During the second OPLAN conference, BG Lacy and Mr. Oscar
DeBrum completed an agreementfor the early return of approximately 50
dri-Enewetak to Japtan Island. Theseofficials visited Ujelang Atoll on 25
February 1977 to coordinate with the-people onplansfor early return.340
On 15 March 1977,the two iroijs, Johannes and Binton, with over 50 dri-

Enewetak, returned to Enewetak Atoll to live on Japtan during the

cleanup project and to consult and advise on the cleanup and rehabilitation
effort (Figure 2-11). Existing Quonset buildings on Japtan had been
renovated to provide suitable temporary housing. Ceremonies and a
banquet marked the event which was recorded by. an American

 

FIGURE 2-11. EARLY RETURN OF THE PEOPLE TO JAPTAN.
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Broadcasting Company television crew as well as other Media
representatives.

FINALIZING THE OPERATIONS PLAN 600-77

On 31 March 1977, LTG Johnson wasrelieved as Difector, DNA, by
Vice Admiral Robert R. Monroe, USN. Shortly after the change of

command, the last OPLAN development conference was conducted in

Albuquerque on 25-29 April 1977 to resolve outstanding issues and
produce a version of the OPLAN which, while not having final approval,

could be used for planning purposes. A number of comments had been

received by Field Command on the items approved at the previous
conference, and these and the four open items from that meeting were
considered. Someof the suggestions were accepted or modified and some
were rejected. The four outstanding issues were resolved as follows:34!

a. The LCUissue had been coordinated informally by Field Command,
Army, and Navyrepresentatives between conferences and was easily

resolved. The Army would provide three LCUs,instead of two, from
its reserve at Okinawa, and the Navy would provide the additional
crew.

b. The medical doctor issue also had been resolved informally before

the conference by discussions among Field Command, PACAF,and
USASCH. It was agreed that the Air Force would furnish two
doctors, one for Enewetak Camp and one for Lojwa Camp.

c. The helicopter issue was resolved by the Army agreeing that, while

the primary helicopter missions were MEDEVAC and SAR,the
Army Element Commandercould use them for command, control,

andlogistical purposes. The Army further agreed that, on a case-by- _

case basis, the helicopters could be madeavailable to other elements,

including the CJTG,for related missions.

d. The ERDAcertification issue had been resolved at a DNA-DOE
headquarters-level conference early in April 1977, at which the
question of how DOE would certify radiological aspects of the cleanup
was discussed. It was agreed that certification would be island-by-
island, instead of for the atoll as a whole. Although the format for
certification was left for future decision, the basic issue of DOE

certification was agreed upon and an appropriate text for the OPLAN
was established.

A numberofother points were raised at the final OPLAN conference;
| e.g., law enforcement, administration, military justice, and civil affairs.

These wereresolvedsatisfactorily, and the OPLANwas officially approved
for planning purposes by the Service, DOE and Field Command
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representatives. It was printed by Field Commandasrapidly as
and distributed in May 1977. On 15 Jun 1977 (D-Day), VADM
approved the OPLANfor execution and the Enewetak Cleanu|
was Officially begun.



CHAPTER3

MOBILIZATION:1974 - 1978

ENEWETAK CAMP REHABILITATION: 1974 - 1976

Before cleanup operations could begin it was necessary to prepare base

camps for the cleanup forces and to mobilize the required manpower and

materiel. The military base at Enewetak Atoll had been placed in caretaker
status in 1968 by the USAF Space and Missile Test Center (SAMTEC). By !
January 1974, when the atoll was transferred to the Defense Nuclear
Agency (DNA), thefacilities at the main base camp on Enewetak Island
required extensive rehabilitation before they could be used to support a
significant work force.
Operation and maintenance of the Enewetak Camp had been

accomplished for SAMTECbya contractor, Management and Technical
Services Company, Inc. (MATSCO). The contract covered only minimum

essential life-support systems for a small contractor force which
maintained a nominal presence on the atoll. The contract was transferred

to Field Command, DNA, which continued it in effect until a more

dynamic base support system could be developed and financed. The Fiscal
Year (FY) 1974 operating funds transferred to DNA by the Air Force

barely covered the caretaker contract costs. The Air Force had agreed to

accomplish essential repairs to the runway but had not budgeted for repair
or replacement of other facilities, such as the water distillation and

electrical power systems, which were on the verge of collapse.! Field

Command promptly initiated several actions to rehabilitate these essential
facilities (Figure 3-1 and 3-2).

In June 1974, four excess 800-kilowatt diesel generators were obtained
from Kwajalein Missile Range to replace the turbine generators the
Atomic Energy Commission had installed at Enewetak following Typhoon
Olga. These were installed by the Corps of Engineers, Pacific Ocean

Division (POD), and their contractor, American Electric Co. The

replacementgenerators provided far morereliable power than the turbines

though they used half as much fuel. The first of several new water
distillation units was procured and installed to replace obsolete and

unserviceable units. Since the communications system was a mixture of
U.S. Navy and commercial equipment, Field Command obtained both

U.S. Navy and factory assistance in repairing and replacing components.

These actions were financed by FY 1974 DNA Operations and
Maintenance (O&M) funds. FY 1975 O&M funds were requested for
additional projects, including repair of the electrical distribution system

143
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FIGURE 3-1. DELAPIDATED BUILDING.

 

 
   

FIGURE 3-2. DELAPIDATED BOAT DOCK. .
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($10K); replacement of an elevated water storage tank with a hydro-

neumatic system ($40K); replacement of several 5-ton air conditioning
units (SISK); replacement of a dormitory water supply system ($40K),

interim repair of piers ($20K); and repair of fuel fill lines and buoys

2K).2
 echabilitation of the mooring buoys and navigational aids in the lagoon

was accomplished by the U.S. Coast Guard. The Coast Guard cutter

BASSWOOD called at Enewetak on 30 July 1975 for the initial

rehabilitation effort and returned periodically throughout the project.3

VY Until December 1977, there was a Coast Guard LORAN(long-range aid
to navigation) station at Enewetak which rendered invaluableassistance in
several emergencies and which was a valued member of the Enewetak

community.
The runway repair work accomplished by Air Force Systems Command

in May 1974 was limited to patching potholes and applying a fog seal coat to
_~ the central 75 feet. These repairs begantofail in less than a month.4 Field

Commandarranged to have an Air Force engineer inspect the runway on 4

September 19745 and to have PODinspectit on 18-25 September 1974 and
recommendcorrective action. There were potholes, loose asphalt, cracks,
and severe raveling in thefirst 3,000 feet of the runway, plus depressions,

cracks, and potholes over the entire airfield complex. These conditions
caused Saturn Airways, the Military Airlift Command (MAC)contract
carrier which served Enewetak, to refuse to land at Enewetak after 9
October 1974 until the runway was repaired.? Emergency répairs were

made by the base support contractor,® and air service was resumed on 6
November 1974;9 however, the urgency of need for extensive runway

“ repair had been made obvious. The POD report estimated repair costs at

$500,000 for temporary repairs and $2,961,000 for major rehabilitation. !°
DNAcould justify only temporary repairs since it was not certain then that

the Enewetak Atoll Cleanup Project would be authorized by Congress.
In transferring the atoll to DNA, the Air Force had agreed to finance

runway repairs necessary to give a full year of service. As the year ended,
DNA was faced with a $500,000 minimum repair cost. The Air Force

agreed to furnish $60,000. DNA obtained $300,000 in O&M funds from
DODand $140,000 by deferring an approved Johnston Atoll project to pay
for Enewetak runway repairs.!! Arrangements were made with POD to

have the runway repaired by oneof their contractors, Martin Zachary, who

VY were then working at Kwajalein Missile Range. POD also prepared the
necessary environmental assessment and permit to use the old quarry at
Medren (Elmer) Island as a source of aggregate for the project.!2 When
the project was delayed several months by paperwork and nonavailability
of ships to move paving equipment to Enewetak, the runway was kept

L open by removing loose asphalt and patching potholes. In August 1975,
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the repair project began. The centersection of the 3,000 feet of runway wag
replaced, depressed areas werefilled, a seal coat was applied, and airfield
markings were painted on the new surfaces. The repairs were highly
satisfactory with the exception of the markings. Within 4 months,thepaint
was peeling in large flakes. This condition caused growing concern until
DNA,in October 1976, had the markings repainted by its base suppor
contractor.!3.!4 After these rehabilitation and repair efforts, the runway
handled heavytraffic, including C-5 cargoaircraft, for the durationofthe
cleanupproject.
Other Enewetak Camprehabilitation work which was accomplished by

POD contractors in 1975 and 1976 included: rehabilitation of the electrical
distribution system; repair of water storage tanks; and repair ofthe salt

water pumpstation.!5 These projects were beyond the capability of the
MATSCO base support work force. It appeared that, although POD
charged an overheadfee for its services, it would cost less to use POD’s
contractors to design and execute the work than to augment MATSCO’s
capability. These projects took more time and money than the

Commander, Field Command had anticipated; however, they vastly
improved the essential support systems that would be needed throughout
the entire project, and they provided Field Commandvaluable experience
regarding the engineering problems,the logistical difficulties, and the high
cost of working on the remote atoll of Enewetak.

CHANGE OF CONCEPTS AND CONTRACTORS: 1975 - 1977

The original concept was for the Corps of Engineers to include base
camprehabilitation, maintenance and operation in the contract for cleanup

of the atoll. This concept had to be changed, however, based upon the |
Congressional decision to make maximum use of military manpowerto

accomplish and support the cleanup project. While much of the

rehabilitation, operations, and maintenance work could be performed by
military personnel, a number of jobs remained for which the military
services were not manned, since they were normally performed bycivil
service or contract labor. These would have to be performed by a base
support contractor at Enewetak Atoll. The existing MATSCOcontract was
suitable only for caretaker operations. A new contract was required to

upgrade the Enewetak Camp from caretaker status and to provide base

support during the cleanup project. Field Command attempted to develop

a new contract with sufficiently detailed specifications for competitive bid,
but which also was broad enoughto allow for the unidentifiable exigencies
which were sure to occur during the project.!§ It was a very difficult task,

and there was considerable doubt that a satisfactory contract could be

developed and awarded in time to support the project.

a.
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A more effective and less expensive means of providing contre
support—by extending the Johnston Atoll support system to inc

Enewetak Atoll—was proposed by Mr. David L. Wilson, of 5

Command. At Johnston Atoll, the Energy Research and Developn

Administration’s Nevada Operations Office (ERDA-NV), under
Economy Act of 1932,!7 furnished Fieid Command the services 0
contractor, Holmes & Narver, Pacific Test Division (H&N-PTD
operate and maintain the Field Commandbase there. Field Comma
atoll commander exercised operational control over H&N-PT

engineering, repair, maintenance, and operationsservices, and establis

work requirements by issuing base regulations, annual work orders,
special work orders as required. Extension of this system to Enew

Atoll would provide effective, flexible contractor support for the clez

project. When the proposal was discussed with the Director of ERI

Pacific Area Support Office (PASO), Mr. William J. Stanley, in Septer
1975, it was learned that he too had considered and supported

concept.!8 A formal evaluation and economic analysis was condu

which indicated that a savings of $200,000 per year could be realized bs

entering into a separate Enewetak Atoll contract for the cleanup.

civilian and two military man-years previously devoted to administe

the caretaker contract were to be saved. Also, adoption of the pro]
permitted reallocation of resources between the atolls to accom
priority tasks and facilitated maximum utilization of DNA resource
accomplish DNA missionsin the Pacific.!9.20 Use of H&N-PTD to de:
engineer, and accomplish major repair and rehabilitation projec!

Enewetak also resulted in significant savings over the use of |

~ contractors for such projects. After several months of negotiation.
proposal was approved for H&N-PTD to replace MATSCO as

Enewetak Atoll support contractor effective 1 April 1976.2!
Preparations to upgrade Enewetak Camp from caretakerto sta:

status began in February 1976, when teams from Field Command

H&N conducted a survey of equipment and facilities. During h

February 1975 visit to the atoll, Director, DNA, Lieutenant Ger
Warren D. Johnson, USAF, had ordered a general cleanup ofthec:
including storage areas where unserviceable and serviceable e)

material from the test period had been commingled and abandone
great disarray. This cleanup was accomplished by the two-man |

~ Command team, Mr. John Armstrong and Staff Sergeant C

Rittenberry, USAF, in conjunction with their equipment survey.

period of 24 days, they cleaned out and put in order 42 build
removing 170 dumptruck loads of salvage and trash.22,.23
The transition from MATSCO to H&N-PTD began in mid-March

and, on | April 1976, H&N-PTD became the base support contracto

a
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the duration of the project. Major (later Lieutenant Colonel) William L.
Spicuzza, USA, was assigned as Commander, Enewetak Atoll by Fieig
Command, effective | April 1976, to manage base operations and to
exercise operational control over H&N-PTDactivities at the atoll. During
the following year, over $600,000 worth of rehabilitation work was
accomplished by H&N-PTD including: repair of dormitories, shops, and

warehouses;repair of petroleum storage and dispensing facilities; repair of
the cargo pier; and activation of maintenance and supplyfacilities. 24

While Enewetak Atoll was being reactivated in 1976, Johnston Atoll was
being phased downto a lesser state of readiness due to President Ford’s
deletion of the ‘“‘prompt”’ requirementfrom the mission of Johnston Ato}|
to maintain ‘‘readiness for resumption of atmospheric nucleartesting.” A

bargeload of supplies and equipment which had become excess to

Johnston Atoli’s reduced requirements was delivered to Enewetakin April

1976. In addition to much needed building materials, it included an
aluminum-hulled landing craft to augment Enewetak’s rusting fleet.25
“Tiger teams’? of H&N employees from Johnston Atoll were used to
augmentthe Enewetak Atoll work force for Enewetak Camp rehabilitation
projects.

The Air Force acknowledged its responsibility for programming and

managing Enewetak Atoll communicationsfacilities in February 1976. On
15 June 1976, seven Air Force enlisted personnel from the 196lst
Communications Group, Clark AFB, Philippine Islands, arrived at
Enewetak and spentthe next 6 weeks rehabilitating the antenna system.26

This was followed by an Air Force Communications Service survey of
communications requirements and resources in September1976.

Anotherreactivation project was establishmentof the Enewetak Camp
exchange by the Hawaiian Regional Exchange. This organization

conducted a survey in October 1976 to determine requirements and
resources for establishing outlets at the Enewetak and Lojwa Camps. The
Enewetak exchange began operating on 8 February 1977 and wasofficially
opened by the Commander, Field Command, DNA,Brigadier General

Thomas E. Lacy, USAF, and the Regional Exchange Commander,
Colonel Robert M. Sullivan, Jr., USAF, on | March 1977, during the

second Enewetak Planning Conference (Figure 3-3).

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESSES: 1977

BG Lacy promised the Services that Enewetak Camp would be readyto

support their mobilization forces by the planned D-Day, 15 June 1977. This
required an accelerated construction effort by H&N-PTD. H&Nalso had

been tasked to assist in design and construction of the Lojwa Camp.
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FIGURE 3-3. ENEWETAK EXCHANGE.

Engineers and draftsmen were sent from their corporate headquarters to

assist in these efforts.
Normally, the Army Corps of Engineers or the Naval Facilities

Engineering Commandis the design and construction agent for projects
funded by the Military Construction Appropriation. Authorization was
obtained for the Director, DNA to be the design and construction agent

for the Enewetak Cleanup Project.27 The Commander, Field Command
was authorized to act for the Director, DNA in obtaining H&N-PTD’s
services for design and construction of the Enewetak Atoll facilities. 28.29
H&N-PTDagain brought employees from Johnston Atoll to augmentits

Enewetak work force to complete rehabilitation of the Enewetak Camp.
The work involved over 70 facilities including the dining hall, billets,
laundry, power and water plants, recreation, supply, and maintenance

buildings.3° The total cost was almost $2,000,000 and was financed by a
combination of Military Construction (MILCON) funds and Army and
DNA O&M funds.3! H&N had the essential elements of the Enewetak
Campready by 15 June 1977. Two other projects were to be completed by
the Army Element:(1) construction of billet spaces for the helicopter crew
in one wing ofthe hangar; and (2) partitioning a portion of Building 24 for
Army Element headquartersoffices.
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MOBILIZATION BEGINS: 15 MARCH 1977

Mobilization of military forces and material for the radiological cleanup
of Enewetak Atoll began on 15 March 1977 with the requisitioning of

personne! and supplies identified in the draft operations plan (Fielg
Command’s OPLAN600-77), which had been developedin the preceding
2 weeks at the second Enewetak Planning Conference. However, U‘S.

Army Support Command, Hawaii (USASCH) did not receive supply

requisitioning authority until 28 March 1977. The logisticians haq
concurredin establishing D-Day as 15 June 1977 only if they could begin
requisitioning materiel immediately, in order to provide a minimum of 90

days’ order and delivery time. To make matters worse, in the closing

minutes of the second planning conference, the start of Lojwa Campsite
preparation was advanced from D-Day to D minus 28 days. Thisleft less
than 9 weeks to mobilize men and materiel for that work.

First priority in ordering materiel went to building supplies for camp

construction andto life support equipmentto be installed in the camps. To
minimize lead time, most of the items were to be ordered by H&N from

commercial sources rather than through DOD supply channels. H&N-

PTD established a logistics center at its offices on Hickam AFB, Hawaii.

H&N-PTD movedin two office trailers to provide additional office space

for the engineers, supply, and procurementpersonnel who wereinvolved

in designing facilities and ordering construction material. These personnel
came from USASCH, from PTD’sstaff, and from H&N headquarters.It

was found that so muchtime had elapsed since the Armybills of material

for base camps were drawn up that they were outdated. Considerable

research and interpretation were required before they could be used for
requisitioning supplies.

Meanwhile, on 3! March 1977, 2 weeks into the mobilization effort, Field _

Command changed its office of primary responsibility for Enewetak
matters from the Director of Logistics to the Director of Plans and
Operations.32 With this shift, the Enewetak Planning Group, which had

been established under the chairmanship of the Director of Logistics to
provide staff management continuity and coordination for the project,

ceased to meet.

AIR FORCE COMMUNICATIONS ARRIVE: 16 MARCH 1977

To coordinate mobilization efforts, reliable radio communications were

urgently needed atthe atoll. The Air Force responded promptly and, on16

March [977,an installation team with replacement equipmentarrived on a

C-5 aircraft, the first of these giants to land at the atoll (Figure 3-4). The
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FIGURE 3-4. USAF C-5 ON ENEWETAK.

Defense Communications Service terminal was relocated and rehabilitated

to provide three voice circuits and one automateddata circuit using 10-
kilowatt, high-frequency transmitters. The Air Force communications
team began operating the new system on 16 May 1977.33

HONOLULU SUPPORT: MARCH 1977

The nearest sources for most logistics support were in the Honolulu

area. Logistics action officials of the agencies in Hawaii made an all-out

effort to locate materiel required to begin base camp construction and

Operation, such as building materials, billeting, office, and shop

equipment. They investigated every possible local source, including the

Defense Property Disposal Region (Pacific), to assure maximum use of

available resources at minimum additional cost. The success of theinitial

preparatory phase was due in large part to the personal efforts and

cooperation of Honolulu-areaaction officials.
To coordinate mobilization actions at Enewetak Atoll, the first members

of the Joint Task Group (JTG) Commander’sstaff deployed to the atoll on

5 April 1977. They were the JTG Logistics Officer, Lieutenant Colonel

John R.Sitten, Jr., USA, who becamethe interim Atoll Commander, and
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Master Sergeant J. S. Loggins, Engineer Construction NCQ.
Accompanying them was Captain Charles E. Day, USA, from the Fielg
Command Hawaii Office, assigned on a 2-week temporary duty (TDY)
basis to provide radiological safety support for thefirst joint effort of the
project.34

FIRST ARMY-NAVY TEAM: 5 APRIL-17 MAY 1977

Thefirst joint Army-Navyeffort of the project was removalof aggregate
from a stockpile on Enjebi (Janet) Island to Lojwa (Ursula) Island for use
in construction of the forward base camp. It was accomplished by four
Army equipmentoperators and five Navy boat operators assigned TDYto
the atoll for the aggregate operation. Procedures for accomplishing and

supporting the operation were developed by the atoll commander, the

H&Nsite manager, and Field Command’schieflogistician.35.36 The team
used base support equipment—scooploaders, dump trucks, and landing

craft, mechanized (LCM-8)—to move the aggregate. The bulk-haul
system, which had previously been used to deliver soil for ERDA’s

experimental tree farm on Enjebi, was used to transport the aggregate to

Lojwa. With the bulk-haul system, the landing craft well deck was loaded
directly with approximately 40 cubic yards of aggregate for each trip,
instead of with one truck carrying only about 8 cubic yards of aggregate,
This was the first use of bulk haul by a military team at the atoll. A year

later, after extensive radiological safety testing, the procedure would be

employed to improve capabilities for moving radiologically contaminated
soil.
Work began on8 April 1977 under the supervision of Chief Boatswain’s

Mate Roger Black. During the week, the team camped on Enjebiin trailer

facilities originally established for the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory’s

experimental tree farm. The Enjebi trailer camp was operated and

maintained by two H&N-PTD employees. On weekends, the team
returned to the main base camp on Enewetak Island. CPT Day
implementedthe radiological safety program. Air samplers obtained from
the Nevada Test Site were set up downwind of aggregate loading and
offloading operations, and dustfilter masks were worn by personnelin the
area. When the operation was completed on 9 May 1977, a total of 1,300

cubic yards of aggregate was stockpiled on Lojwa for use by the
construction forces.37
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FIRSTNAVY SEALIFT: 14 APRIL 1977

Muchofthe sealift for the Enewetak Atoll Radiological Cleanup Project

was furnished by Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Pacific

(COMNAVSURFPAC) and subordinate elements, including

Commander, Amphibious Group Eastern Pacific, and Commander,

Amphibious Group ONE.Their deployments of amphibiousshipsto the

Western Pacific several times a year called at Enewetak Atoll throughout

the project, bringing equipment and supplies. Without this extraordinary
effort by COMNAVSURFPAC—andthe total cooperation of all Navy
echelons from the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations down to
individual ships’ crews—the project would have been in serious financial

straits from thestart.

The first such task group arrived from San Diego on 14 April 1977

(Figure 3-5). It included the USS ANCHORAGE,USS ST. LOUIS, USS
ALAMO, and USS SCHENECTADY.38 They delivered 2,588
measurement tons (M/T = 40 cu.ft.) of cargo, including a 90-ton crane,
generators, trucks, causewaysections, anddistillation units from the West
Coast, and busses, shop vans, trucks, construction equipment, and
building supplies from Pearl Harbor. All this materiel had been acquired
and delivered to the ports of embarkation in less than 3 weeks by Field

Command, H&N-PTD, USASCH,and Pacific Air Forces in order to take
advantage of the no-costsealift offered by COMNAVSURFPAC.

 

FIGURE 3-5. CONVOY ARRIVAL.
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FIRST LOGISTICS CONFERENCE: 18-19 APRIL 1977

Field Command wasresponsible for coordinating mobilizationefforts by
the Defense Agencies, the Military Services, and other government
agencies and contractors. On 18-19 April 1977, their representatives metat
Headquarters, Military Traffic Management Command, Western Area
(MTMCWA) in Oakland, California, to coordinate supply and

transportation actions. The conference was called and chaired by Field

Command’s chief logistician and was hosted by the Commander,
MTMCWA.The goal of the conference was to identify what cargo was

available, when it was needed, and the most effective, economical means
of getting it to Enewetak.

Primary concerns were acquisition and delivery of equipment and

supplies for the U.S. Army Element (USAE) to begin Lojwa Campsite
preparation on 17 May 1977 and Lojwa Campconstruction on IS June 1977,
The Military Sealift Command (MSC) ship American Racer, which was
dueto call at Enewetak on 31 May 1977, could deliver most of the material.

Almost 5,000 measurementtons of cargo were identified which would be
available to ship on the American Racer. This ship was one of the deep-
draft vessels which MSC used to deliver cargo between ports in the Pacific.
It could not be offloaded directly at the Enewetak cargo pier, where the

water was only 8 feet deep, but would have to be anchoredin the lagoon

and offloadedinto lighters which could, in turn, be offloaded on the piers
or beaches. The COMNAVSURFPACrepresentative agreed to expedite
deploymentof crews for the landing craft which were scheduled to arrive
at Enewetak on 8 May 1977 so that they could be used to offload the

American Racer. Field Command, U.S. Army Forces Command, and

H&N-PTD representatives began developing plans for stevedores to

offload the ship and for shallow-draft barge service for future resupply of

the atoll.39
It was determined that items required prior to the ship’s arrival could be

provided by loan of somebase support contractor equipmentandbyairlift

of other critical items via scheduled MACflights. Field Commandalso
agreed to finance a special C-5 airlift to deliver four helicopters and other
critical items from Hickam AFB in time to meet 17 May 1977 materiel
requirements. The conferees also identified four landing craft, three Army
LARCs (amphibiouslighters), two other boats, explosives, and a variety

of general cargo which would be available for a special Navysealift in June
1977. The conference not only solved many mobilization problems but
reinforced the momentum andpositive working relationships generated in
developing the OPLAN, and extended them to the supply and
transportation agencies which would be supporting the project from the
West Coast.
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The Logistics Working Group used the 29 April 1977 OPLAN

Resolution Conferenceto further refine plans for offload of the American

Racer and implementation of shallow-draft barge service to Enewetak

Atoll. It was agreed that H&N-PTD would offload Navy-operated landing

craft at the beach, that the Racer’s crew would operate its winches, and

that the Army would provide oneofficer and 19 enlisted men from Fort

Eustis, Virginia, to offload the ship.49 The conferees also formally
requested the Commander, MSCto provide shallow-draft barge service

between Pearl Harbor, Johnston Atoll, and Enewetak Atoll.4!

TRANSPORTATION UNITS ARRIVE: 3-16 MAY 1977

On 3 May 1977, six enlisted personnel from U.S. Navy Assault Craft

Unit ONE (ACU-ONE)arrived at Enewetak Atoll to receive and put in
service the first incrementof landing craft which were to be delivered on 7
May1977 by a Navy task groupreturning to the U.S. from Naha, Okinawa.

The convoy consisted of the USS MONTICELLO, the USS

VANCOUVER,and the USS SAN BERNARDINO.They delivered one
landing craft, utility (LCU), three LCM-8s, one warping tug, three 90-foot
causeway sections, and other equipment?totaling 4,493 measurement
tons. The craft were promptly inspected and serviced by the ACU-ONE
team. Sea trials of the LCM-8s were conducted during the next, week, and
they were put into service for lightering and support of Lojwa Camp

construction.

Anotherearly arrival was the Air Force airfield team, which landed on 10
May 1977. It was operational by 15 May 1977 when the next C-S aircraft

arrived at Enewetak and offloaded four UH-1 helicopters and othercritical
Army equipment. Maintenanceandflight crew members accompanied the

helicopters to prepare them for use. The Air Force communications
installation team and their equipment redeployed to Yokota, Japan, on the

same aircraft.43 On the same day, the petroleum supply ship, USNS

RINCON,delivered fuel! to top off the diesel, gasoline, and aviation fuel
(JP-4) storage tanks.44

ADVANCE PARTY ARRIVES: 17 MAY 1977

On 17 May 1977, an advanceparty consisting of the Commander, JTG
(CJTG), the base camp construction forces, and the support teams
arrived. By the original CONPLAN,their arrival was to be the event
signalling D-Day—the first deployment of camp construction forces.
Under the OPLAN, D-Day wasestablished as 15 June 1977.
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Originally, the first CJTG was to have been Colonel Howard g.
Thompson, USA, who had been in charge of Field Command’s planning
office in Hawaii for the previous 2-1/2 years. However, because his 3-year
assignment to Field Command was almost completed before the project
was funded and mobilized, the assignmentfell to Colonel EdgarJ. Mixan,
USA. He assumed command on 17 May 1977 and activated the JTG.

Lieutenant Colonel Charles W. Focht, USA, and CPT Day,from the Fiejg
Command Hawaii Office, arrived in the advance party to serve as Chief,
Engineering Division (J-3), and Chief, Radiation Control Division (J-2)_
respectively. Other JTG headquarters staff members in the advanceparty
included Major Gerald G. Garner, USA, Chief, Administration Division
(J-1) and Captain Randolph A. Flint, USA, Morale and Welfare Officer.45
The advance party included membersof the Air Force Medical, Postal,

and Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants (POL) Teams. The H&Nfirst aig
Station in Barracks 462 was used as a dispensary until a larger facility was

completed. The POL Team remodeled an abandonedfacility into an office

and fuels laboratory and serviced the fuel trucks and trailers which had

been delivered onthefirst sealift (Figure 3-6). APO 96333 was opened by
the Air Force Postal Team on 6 June 1977.
The largest contingent of the advance party was the USAEofone

general construction platoon, supported by a skeleton staff and
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commanded by Captain James T. Scullary, USA. Their mission was to

construct concrete slabs for the buildings at Lojwa Base Camp.46
The date, 17 May 1977, marked anotherarrival at Enewetak Atoll. On

Japtan Island, a baby boy was born,the greatgrandsonofIroij Johannes

Peter. He was the first dri-Enewetak to be born on theatoll since the

people were removed in 1947,

These events and the status of mobilization efforts were reported in
weekly situation reports (SITREPs) from the CJTG to Field Command.

Field Commandextracted the items of general interest and issued its own
weekly SITREPto all activities concerned with the Enewetak Cleanup
Project and Rehabilitation Program.47.48

LOJWA CAMP CONSTRUCTION: MAY-NOVEMBER 1977

During Congressional hearings, a Senate staff member had advised

DNAthat a recent study by the Army indicated that the military depots
had on hand a numberoftents and prefabricated base camp components

that could be used in the cleanup project to minimize costs of camp

construction. Under the original concept in CONPLAN 1-76,the base
camp at Lojwa was to employ these tents, prefabricated buildings, field

kitchens, and latrines for approximately 400 troops. CONPLAN I-76
projected that it would take 2 months for construction of this prefab
camp.49

After the CONPLANwasfinalized in September1976, the Services were
contacted to determine actual availability of the base camp components,

such as the Air Force special purpose portable kitchen and messhall. The

Air Force advised Field Commandthat there were not enough complete,

serviceable units on hand for the cleanup project. During the second
Enewetak Planning Conference, it was learned that the prefabricated base

camp componentswerenotin depotstocks, but consisted of drawings and

bills of material. Additionally, the Army planners determined that tents

would not besatisfactory for a 3-year project and that more comfortable
and durable facilities would be required. They developed preliminary plans
for a camp which would take a minimum of 7 months to construct, at an

estimated cost of about $3.4 million. This was reduced by $500,000 when
the Army wasable to provide a powerplant from their Nontactical Power
Generation Program.
The design and construction of the camp was a joint effort by 84th

Engineer Battalion personnel in Hawaii and H&N, based on a Field

Command-USASCH memorandum of agreementdated 7 March 1977. At
the first design conference on 19 March 1977, it was agreed that the

battalion would construct all general purpose buildings on Lojwa, provide
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the powerplant, and identify requirements for waterdistillation, laundry,
and food service. H&N-PTD would design, procure and install the
distillation, laundry, food service, and cold storage equipment.°°

Design efforts in Hawaii were well coordinated until the battation
deployed to Enewetak, and the H&N design effort was transferred to their
Anaheim, California, office. After that separation, coordination was
somewhat impaired and some supply and construction problemsarose.5!
On 19 May 1977, the USAE beganclearing brush and surveyingsites for

construction of Lojwa Camp. ERDA-NV had declared the island
radiologically safe for construction operations,including earth moving.Air
samplers were placed downwind of all earthmoving activities as
recommended by ERDA-NV.°2 On 23 May 1977, personnel from
Company B movedto Lojwa, established a temporary camp using tents,
and began constructing slabs. Until the American Racer arrived, they

made the mostof available assets, borrowing a bulldozer, concrete mixer,
and other equipment from Field Command. H&Nset up a temporary mess

hall using the only building on the island, refrigerator vans on loan from

MSC,portable distillation units on loan from the Marine Corps, and water
storage bladders on loan from an Army depot. Company B built field
shower system and established field latrines. The troopsslept in tents and
on beds obtained as excess from Kwajalein Missile Range. These facilities

were expanded from time to timeto satisfy an ever-growing populationat
Lojwa Camp.Use of the Lojwa Camp duringits construction saved 4 hours

a day which would have been used commuting by boat from Enewetak
Camp(Figures 3-7, 3-8, 3-9).53

Construction of Lojwa Camp was hampered by unforeseen supply and
construction problems. There were no Armysupply personnel ontheatoll
whenthefirst loads of building materials arrived, and the Army supply

officer did not arrive until after construction had started. Numerousdelays
and work stoppages occurred, caused bya lackofcritically needed items.
In some cases, these were on the atoll, but no record of their arrival or

location existed. Sometimes a search of Lojwa, Runit, and Enewetak
Islands permitted identification and location ofcritical items. Sometimes a
method was found to continue without them. For example, the troops

fabricated window hinges from beer cans until the real articles could be
found. Most hardware and lumber wereplentiful, but plumbing and some

electrical items were in extremely short supply due to demandsin the

Eastern United States following an unusually cold winter. The pipe

shortage delayed placing of some concrete slabs which were to contain

sewer pipes, until the troops devised a means of working around the

problem. These shortages also delayed completion of water, sewage, and

electrical systems to service critical facilities, such as the mess hall and

latrines.
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FIGURE 3-9. LOJWA INDUSTRIAL AREA.

The coral rock, high humidity, and heat at Enewetak caused

construction problems which had to be overcome. For example,thefirst

concrete placed at Lojwa set up so quickly that the crew could not workit
out to a smooth surface. They learned that a vapor barrier was required to

reduce the loss of water into the crushed coral surface which, when
combined with the temperature of the mix (80° F), caused it to set too
quickly.

To expedite Lojwa Campconstruction,all commonframing and trusses
were prefabricated at Enewetak Camp. Despite difficulties in transporting

the larger sections to Lojwa, the procedure was generally successful. As

construction continued toward completion, the troops gained valuable on-

the-job training and experience.54

MILITARY SEALIFT COMMAND SUPPORTBEGINS: 31 MAY 1977

MSCsupportof the Enewetak Radiological Cleanup Project began with
the sailing of the American Racer from the Military Ocean Terminal, Bay

Area, Oakland, California, on 14 May 1977. The ship was delayed for

repairs at Pearl Harbor and arrived at Enewetak on 4 June 1977.55 It

carried 7,423 measurement tons of supplies and equipment, including
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1,578 measurement tons of Armyrolling stock (vehicles, vans, and
construction equipment).
There was concern that expertise was not available on Enewetak to

offload the American Racer; therefore, an Army stevedore team from

Fort Eustis was provided to assist offloading the ship into landing craft.

However, since the team’s previous experience was limited to offloading

ships alongside cargo piers, its value to the Enewetak operation was

limited. Fortunately, H&N-PTD’s riggers and stevedores were well
experienced. They operated the ship’s winches whenit developed that the
ship’s crews could not, and they took charge of the more hazardous and
complex tasks. Because of this experience, the Fort Eustis team was not

requested for subsequentoffloading operations.
Lightering was accomplished with landing craft operated by the U.S.

Navy Element (USNE), whose Officer-in-Charge, Lieutenant
CommanderJ. E. Hopkins, USN,arrived on 7 June [977 with [8 additional
maintenance and operations personnel.56 Everyone on atoll who could be
spared from otherduties, including 40 men of the USAE, was employed in
offloading and storing the cargo. It still required 8 days to complete

offloading the ship.5’ It took even longer to put some of the cargo into
operation. Most of the new vehicles arrived in mothballed condition.
Although manycritical items still had not arrived, enough equipment and

supplies had been received that the USAE could increase its camp
construction force on Lojwa from twoto four platoons.°8

D-DAY, 15 JUNE 1977

The day prior to D-Day was marked by the arrival of the USAE
Commander, Lieutenant Colonel Lee W. Tucker, USA; the interim U.S.

Air Force Element Commander, Major H. Rumzrek, USAF; 50 more
construction troops; and nine more Air Force support personnel. They
were welcomed by Director, DNA, Vice Admiral Robert R. Monroe,

USN, and Commander, Field Command, BG Lacy, who had arrived the
previous day accompanied by Mr. Roger Ray, of ERDA-NV,and Mr.Earl
Gilmore and Mr. Frank Drake, of H&N, (Figure 3-10).
D-Dayarrivals increased the atoll population from 336 to 394. Following

the D-Day ceremony, the Director and his party departed for Johnston
Atoll for an inspection visit. The following day, seven membersof the
news media arrived to cover mobilization activities. Additional troop
arrivals by 17 June 1977 increasedtheatoll population to 536.59
Among the D-Day arrivals were Staff Sergeant Charles H. Freeman,

USA,andhis laundry team from the 613th Field Service Companyat Fort
McClellan, Alabama. They used the washers and dryers ordered forself-
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FIGURE 3-10. D-DAY ARRIVALS.

service laundromats until the industrial laundry equipmentarrived. Under

a sign reading ‘‘Freeman’s Inc. Free Laundry,”’ they began providing

laundry service on 17 June 1977. The initial team not only did the
organizational clothing and linens for which they were responsible but
provided individual laundry service for other cleanup project personnel,
washing, drying, and folding some 800 bundles of laundry per month

(Figure 3-11).

ORGANIZING THE JOINT TASK GROUP: JUNE 1977

Upon thearrival of the Military Service Element commanders, COL
Mixan began organizing the JTG to accomplish its mission (Figure 3-12).

His efforts were greatly complicated by the Joint Staff decision (in the
CONPLAN)to give Commander, JTG ‘‘supervisory authority’’ rather
than commandauthority over the Military Service Elements.©° Theeffect

of this decision was to exclude the CJTG from the chain of command of
the three Military Service Elements assigned to accomplish and support
the cleanup project. He assigned missions and tasks, but had only limited

ability to control the timing or manner oftheir execution. Most of the
Service Element commanders, as well as the JTG commanders, found
supervisory authority to be a poor substitute for command
authority. 6!,62,63,64,65
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FIGURE 3-11. FREEMAN’S, INC, FREE LAUNDRY.
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The absence ofa clearline of command authority was partially overcome
by the professionalism and commonsense of most of the key officers
assigned during the project. One of the principal points of friction
regarding command authority was the relationship between the JTG staf
officers and the officers of the Service Elements. Often the responsibilities
for planning the cleanup operations overlapped. Priorities for

accomplishing tasks were subject to differing interpretations. Differences

included resource utilization and availability, logistics support, time lags
for off-atoll procurement, resupply means and scheduling, weather,
emergency situations, and other considerations which were perceived

differently in terms of their potential impact on mission accomplishment.
In actuality, to complete the project successfully the Director, DNA, the

Commander, Field Command, and the CJTG assumed command

authority they did not have, and the Service Elements acquiesced in this

assumption of authority in a cooperative spirit, recognizing that it was

essential to effective operation, 66.67.68
One area of particular concern to Field Commandandall three JTG

commanders was the lack of a senior Army Element commandechelonat

Lojwa. The majority of the Army cleanup forces were located on Lojwa,
yet the Army Element commandbase was on EnewetakIsland. The USAE
commanders shared this concern to some degree, and studied numerous

alternatives to alleviate the situation. Solutions considered included

moving the majority of the USAE headquarters and the commanderto

Lojwa, moving the S3 operations office there (except for an Operations
Liaison Officer to coordinate with the JTG staff), putting the USAE

Executive Officer at Lojwa, and developing another commandcell utilizing
additional personnel from higher headquarters. At one point, the USAE

Commander proposed to the CJTG that he move virtually the entire

USAE headquarters to Lojwa, butafter full consideration of the impact on

the daily coordination requirements among the USAE,the JTGstaff, and
the other Service Elements and agencies, this option was not

implemented. After detailed consideration of the advantages and
disadvantages of each alternative, the USAE commanderbelieved mission

accomplishment would be best served by the senior Army Company

Commander on Lojwaalso serving as the Lojwa base commander.
The organization problem was aggravated by the mannerin which the

JTG staff was mobilized over a period of months. It was activated too late

to work together as a team to formulate policies, procedures, and

instructionsprior to the arrival of the Service Elements and other agencies
reporting for duty on the atoll. There was a need for rapid development

and publication of local policies. Had this been accomplished prior to
deploymentto the atoll, the Service Elements and personnel would have

entered an environment which was well organized relative to specific
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guidelines and procedures, and control would have been established more

readily.69
A significant organizational shortcoming during the first year was the

lack of a JTG deputy commander/chiefof staff to relieve the commander

of administrative burdens. With much of the work either incomplete in

definition or in an experimental phase, the CJTG hadto devote his time

and efforts to the operational mission. Eventually, this need was

recognized, and a lieutenantcolonel position was established, although too

late for the initial year of the project. 7°
Despite these and other organizational shortcomings and command and

control problems, the on-atoll organizational structure for the cleanup
forces proved to be workable andeffective. It resulted in highly successful
accomplishment of the complex mission, on time and within budget.

FIELD RADIATIONSUPPORT TEAMDEPLOYMENT: 28 JUNE 1977

The Field Radiation Support Team (FRST) was formed on 19 June 1977

at Hickam AFB. FRST personnel were given a 4-day basic radiological
indoctrination course at the 25th Infantry Chemical-Biological-
Radiological School, Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. Initial FRST personnel

deployed to the atoll on 28 June 1977, where they began a 3-week
specialized training course in local radiological hazards, the method of

cleanup operations, and the instrumentation peculiar to their Enewetak

mission. Experience showed that the 4-day basic indoctrination course in

Hawaii was unnecessary and, after January 1978, all Enewetak-related
training for replacement FRST personnel was accomplished onatoll.
The on-atoll specialized FRST training for the first increment was

interrupted for an urgent on-site investigation of a suspected radiological

burial site near the Erie shot ground zero on south Runit. This

investigation, described in Chapter 4, diverted some FRST members from

training classes to on-site work. By the time the investigation was

completed, other operations had progressed to the point where theinitial

FRST incrementreceived most of its specialized training by field testing

the equipment and procedures the radiological planners had devised for
the cleanupproject, rather than by classroom training.7!

Mostofthe radiation safety and detection equipment obtained for the
cleanup was state-of-the-art commercial equipment. The radiation
detection equipment was chosen because the one electronics package

could be used to measurealpha, beta, or gammasimply by attaching the

appropriate probe and adjusting the high voltage setting. The commercial
protective masks were chosen to comply with Occupational! Safety and
Health Administration’s requirements for field of view for heavy
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equipment operators, and because the face plates were set out from the
face to provide moreair circulation within the mask and hence greater
wearer comfort, an important factor in the tropical climate. M17 standarg
military masks were not used because of possible plutonium migration
through the filter cartridges and the tight facial contact. The antj-
contamination suits chosen were light-weight and cotton, thus providing

protection with minimal discomfort. Noneof these items had been used by
troops in a tropical atoll environment, but they were: well tested anq

proved excellent choices at Enewetak. 72

ENEWETAK RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT PROJECT DEPLOYMENT:
28 JUNE 1977

ERDA-NVoffice provided two distinctly different types of support to
the Enewetak Radiological Cleanup Project:

a. Base operations and maintenance support were furnished through
ERDA-PASO, directed by Mr. Stanley, and through H&N-PTD,

whose General Manager was Mr. Donald J. Brush. The ERDA-PASO
Site Representative position at Enewetak was manned by personnel

from their Hickam AFBoffice on a rotational, temporary-duty basis.
b. Radiological support for the cleanup project was managed by ERDA-

NV as a project; i.e., the Enewetak Radiological Support Project

(ERSP). The ERSP Project Manager was Mr. Roger Ray, ‘then
Assistant Manager for Environment and Safety, ERDA-NV. ERSP

was organized as shownin Figure 3-13. Staff support was furnished by
ERDA-NV and ERDA-PASOas required. On-site operations were
directed by the Project Manageror, in his absence, one of the Deputy

Project Managers serving on rotational assignments. They were

assisted from time to time by technical representatives from the

ERDA-NVoffice.

Three ERDA-NVcontractors were assigned to the ERSPproject:
a. EG&G, Inc. equipped, maintained, and operated van-mounted

radiation detection measurement and data recording systems. EG&G
also performed the reduction, analysis, and interpretation of data
from these systems.

b. Eberline Instrument Corporation (EIC) equipped, maintained, and

operatedfield analytical and instrumentcalibration laboratories.

c. Desert Research Institute (DRI) assisted in the on-site interpretation
and mappingofdata collected by EG&G. DRIalso provided advice as

to samplingareas and arrays as requested by the Project Manager. 73
To comply with Congressional direction, enlisted specialists from the

Navy andAir Force were assigned to maintain radiological equipment and

to assist in the laboratory and in field survey work.
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FIGURE 3-13. DOE-ERSP ORGANIZATION.

On 21 June 1977, Mr. Albert E. Doles, of EIC, and two Navy and t

Force enlisted men deployed to the atoll and began establist

temporary laboratory facility at Enewetak Camp.Its initial capabili
- limited to counting alpha, beta, and gammaradiation in soil a
samplerfilters, pending delivery of the laboratory’s trailers (Figure

On 27 June 1977, three Air Force Precision Measurement Equi
Laboratory maintenance technicians arrived, established their sho

began calibrating the instruments.74
On } July 1977, the first in situ van (IMP) (Figure 3-15) arrived

Inspection revealed a leak in the container ofliquid nitrogen requ

cool the van’s germanium detector. The liquid nitrogen plants whic
Commandhadobtained from the Air Force had notyet arrived. A
flask of liquid nitrogen was flown from Hawaii and, on 15 July 19°
IMPwas in operation on Enjebi.75

Thefirst DRI statistician, Ms. Madaline Barnes,arrived at the ato
July 1977. The laboratory trailers arrived on 25 July 1977. Two mo
employees and the rest of the Navy and Air Force personnelarri\

following week and began putting the trailers in order. The Ra

Laboratory was operational on 24 August 1977, although construc’
someofits majorfacilities continued until 18 October 1977.76
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FIGURE 3-15. IN SITU VAN(IMP),
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SOUTH RUNIT MOBILIZATION: JUNE-JULY 1977

Since containment of contaminated soil and debris was

accomplished on northern Runit, certain basic facilities were

established on the uncontaminated southern endoftheisland to s

that operation. Preliminary design concepts for construction of

containment supportfacilities at the Runit work site were develo
personnel of an Army Engineer Brigade at the Second Enewetak PI
Conference. The equipment specifications assumed that new com!

equipment would be procured with MILCON funds, d
Congressional and DOD direction to make use of existing
equipment. Identification and location of suitable substitutes in
equipment pools required an exhaustive effort by Field Cor

engineers and logisticians and by Headquarters DNA supply per:
Much ofthe needed equipment was found in Navy inventories. Nc
the substitutes were fully satisfactory when put into operation; ho
most of the Runit crater containment operation was performe
existing DOD equipment,despite significant maintenance and opet

problems, described in Chapter 8.
Construction offacilities on south Runit was severely constrain

it could be determined if there was a contaminated burial site near t

ground zero, and until the south end of the island could be d
radiologically clean. Until this was accomplished, troops erecti
administrative building were required to wear full-face masks.

gloves, and rubber boots. Despite the 90-degree heat and the disc

of wearing anticontamination gear, the crew had completely fram
roofed the structure before the area was declared safe and the rest:
were lifted on 15 July 1977 (Figure 3-16).77:78 Meanw!
decontamination building, latrine, and concrete slabs for a boatra:
been prefabricated at Enewetak Campforinstallation on south R
Much of the aggregate for Runit site construction was hauled fr

stockpile at Enjebi. As in the case of Lojwa, Runit constructi
significantly slowed by lack of certain critical building materials.

MOBILIZATION CONTINUES: JULY-NOVEMBER 1977

Building materials which arrived at the ports of embarkation a:
American Racer sailed were delivered by a special COMNAVSUI
sealift consisting of the USS POINT DEFIANCEand USS FREDI
The ships called at Oakland, California, for that cargo, after

landing craft and other Navy cargo at San Diego and demolition ma

Seal Beach, California. More equipment and supplies were loaded
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FIGURE 3-16. RUNIT FACILITIES.

Harbor, Hawaii. The two ships arrived at Enewetak on 25 July 1977 to

deliver 7,650 measurementtonsof cargo which included four landing craft

(two LCM-3s and two LCM-6s), one personnel boat (landing craft,
vehicle, personnel-LCVP), the radiation laboratory trailers, two liquid

nitrogen plants, vehicles, construction equipment, and other equipment

and supplies.89 The major role played by these no-cost sealifts, and the full
cooperation of the Navy in providing them, bears mention again.

The MSCawarded Dillingham Tug and Barge Corporation the contract
for bimonthly shallow-draft barge service between Pearl Harbor, Johnston

Atoll, and Enewetak Atoll. The first shallow-draft barge, which arrived on

23 August 1977 (Figure 3-17), carried 3,448 measurement tons of Army,
exchange, and Field Command cargo from Oakland, and 647

measurementtons of Field Commandcargo from Pear! Harbor. The only

deck space left was that required for access to the reefer vans.8! Even so,
many critical items had not been received in time for shipment on the

barge or the special Navysealift. It was time to review the status of
undelivered orders and the cargo available for the next Navysealift.82

Supply and transportation representatives of the agencies involved in
the cleanup project met at Headquarters MTMCWA in Oakland,

California, on 27-28 July 1977 to identify and resolve problems associated
with marshalling the remaining undelivered Army equipment and

shipping it to Enewetak. Approximately 9,000 measurementtonsofrolling
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FIGURE 3-17. SHALLOW-DRAFT BARGE.

stock and outsize cargo were ready for release by the depots. The U.S.
Army Material Development and Readiness Command Logistics Control
Activity took action to have it shipped to San Diegoin a roll-on/roll-off

configuration to facilitate loading and offloading. Also, Army and Field

Command cargo in Oakland wasto be transshipped to San Diego to be
loaded on the September 1977 Navy sealift. Unresolved was a required

delivery date on atoll for the four Army LARCs waiting at Rough and

Ready Depot, California, for movement down the Sacramento River and

onward to Enewetak. Field Commandagreedto resolve the matter before
the next major conference in mid-August 1977.83
The Armed Forces Radio and Television Service stations at Enewetak

Camp and Lojwa Campwereinstalled in late July and early August 1977 by

technicians from the Television-Audio Support Activity of the U.S. Army
Electronics Command, Sacramento Army Depot, California. The system
provided for broadcast of video tapes and FM radio (Figure 3-18). The
Enewetak Campvideo station began broadcasting on Ii August 1977, and
the Lojwa Campstation went on the air a few dayslater.
On 29 July 1977, Brigadier General Grayson D. Tate, USA, replaced BG

Lacy as Commander, Field Command, DNA.Later that week, Colonel

Charles J. Treat, USA, reported for duty with Field Command’s Logistics

Directorate, and became the Special Assistant for Enewetak Operations.
His addition to the managementstaff was to prove of inestimable value.  
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FIGURE 3-18. ARMED FORCES RADIO & TELEVISION STATION.

On |2 August 1977, representatives to the logistics-comptroller conference
from the JTG and the 84th Engineer Battalion arrived early to brief BG
Tate and the Field Commandstaff on the current status of mobilization,

critical problem areas, and conceptual plans for cleanup operations. After

these briefings, BG Tate and COL Treat attended a 2-day conference in
Las Vegas, Nevada, on radiological cleanup criteria. They returned to

Albuquerque in time to participate in most of the Logistics-Comptroller.

conference on 17-18 August 1977.84
The August 1977 conference at Field Command wascalled to review

mobilization progress to date, and to coordinate actions to complete

mobilization and to support the beginning of cleanup operations. The

engineer battalion representative estimated that, due to shortages of

material to complete life-support systems, the Lojwa Camp construction
was 60 days behind schedule for the planned beneficial occupancy on 15
November 1977—the date scheduled for transition from the Mobilization
Phase to the Cleanup Phase of the Enewetak Project. A similar problem
was developing in the construction of the south Runit site. The engineer

predicted that, if the critical supplies were airlifted and if additional

construction troops were provided, beneficial occupancy could be achieved

by 1-15 January 1978. DNAinitiated action during the conference to airlift
almost 50,000 pounds ofcritical material from Travis AFB, California.



 

 

Mobilization

Plans for brush clearing, soil and debris cleanup, and crater con

were reviewed, and equipment requirements were adjusted t

recent operations experience. Requirements were cancelled for 4

some of which hadalready arrived onatoll and had to be shippec

the United States, and 14 new items were added by the engineer

It appeared that manpower would have to be adjusted a.

construction engineers were due to be replaced by combat

cleanup forces on 15 November1977. The construction engineers

retained until their 179-day TDY limitation expired in Decemt

however,if the combat engineers’ arrival was delayed an equalti
would have delayed the start of cleanup. It was decided to reta

individuals in the construction forces having critical skills and tc

the mix of the replacement forces arriving |5 November 1977. In

to the four combatplatoonsscheduled to begin soil and debrisclez
the two platoons scheduled for Runit site construction and operati
extra construction platoon would be deployed. Some of the
platoons would be used to assist in completing construction, v

others would begin cleanup operations. The engineers predicted th
additional construction platoons were not provided, beneficial ox
would be delayed until mid-February 1978.85
Based on arrangements made at the logistics con!

COMNAVSURFPACships picked up cargo from the Militar

Terminal, Bay Area and delivered it to San Diego for later ship
Navy amphibious ships to Enewetak Atoll. Two LARCs, which |

towed down the Sacramento River from Rough and Ready De
several thousand measurementtons of other cargo were move

USS OGDENon 18 August 1977.86 Two weeks later, two more
and additional cargo were delivered to San Diego by the USS|
VERNON(Figure 3-19).
On Enewetak Island,thefirst fatality of the cleanup project occ

19 August 1977. Hull Technician Victor J. Priest, USN, was weldir
bow rampof a landing craft when preservative in the void area i1
ramp exploded, ripping a 6-foot hole in the ramp and killing t

accident was investigated by Commander, Amphibious Group
Pacific. Memorial services at the base chapel the following Sun:
attended by over 200 military and civilian personnel, includ
JohannesPeter and manyofthe dri-Enewetak.87.88
On 29 August 1977, the USS BOLSTERdelivered a YC barge

smaller barges from Pearl Harborfor usein intra-atoll transporta

JTG Logistics Officer took advantage of the ocean transport by h
YC barge loaded with over 100 measurementtons of cargo from |

Missile Range.89
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FIGURE 3-19. ARMY AMPHIBIOUS LIGHTER (LARC).

On 13 September 1977, a detachment from Underwater Demolition
Team Eleven, commanded by Lieutenant CommanderJ. F. Sandoz, USN,
arrived to begin channel clearance and underwater demolition work

; (described in the next chapter). In addition, this team supervised the
storage, in an explosives bunker on Medren,of 181 measurementtons of

explosives delivered by the Navy ammunition ship, USS HALEAKOS,on
22 September 1977.90.91
On 28 September 1977, a Navy task group consisting of the USS

MOUNT VERNON, USS MOBILE, and USS DENVERarrivedat
Enewetak to deliver 6,617 measurement tons of cargo, including two

LARCs. Despite heavy afternoon rains, they were offloaded in 14 hours.

The second shallow-draft barge arrived on 2 October 1977 with
subsistence, cement, attapulgite, and other supplies.?2 The USS
MOLALAarrived on 3 October 1977 and delivered another YC barge.93
On 12 October 1977, the Navy Water-Beach Cleanup Team arrivedat the

atoll and set up a base of operations in Building 4 near the other Navy

activities. The team consisted of one officer and 15 enlisted personne! from

Harbor Clearance Units One and Two; and one officer and three enlisted

personnel from Team 2!, Explosive Ordnance Disposal Mobile Unit
One.

On 21 October 1977, the USS FORT FISHER delivered 3,161!

measurementtonsof cargo, including two more Army LARCs.Thelast
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Navy task group during the Mobilization Phase arrived on 3 November

1977. The USS JUNEAU and USS ALAMOarrived from Okinawa and

offloaded two LCUs, and three LCM-8s.95 During the Mobilization Phase,

these Navy opportunesealifts delivered over 29,600 measurementtons of

cargo at no cost to the project, a savings in sealift costs of well over

$1,600,000.
The delivery of on-atoll critical building supplies, and the use of H&N-

PTD journeymen to complete some utility systems and other critical

facilities significantly improved the status of Lojwa Campconstruction. By

mid-October, USASCHwasable to report that they were slightly ahead of
the original construction schedule. The camp’s 420,000-gallon steel water
tank was on hand and was being assembled.In the process, Private First

Class Kelvin W. Tea, USA, placed over 15,000 bolts, one of the more
formidable tasks in Lojwa Camp construction. Completion of the fresh
water and salt water distribution systems wasstill being delayed by a

nationwide shortage of pipe. Consequently, food service, shower,latrine,

and sewerfacilities would not be completed by the scheduled 15 November
1977 mobilization completion date. 96

PERMITS: 1975 - 1977

In addition to delays in camp construction, extended delays were

encountered in obtaining three Corps of Engineers’ permits for the

project. There was some doubt that permits were necessary, since the

Environmental Impact Statement documented the concurrence of those

concerned with the cleanup project actions to be covered by the three

proposed permits. Nevertheless, DNA decided to obtain them and, in

October 1975, POD agreed to expedite action to provide permits for: (1)
disposal of noncontaminated debris in the lagoon; (2) clearance (by coral
demolition) of channels into certain islands; and (3) crater containment of
contaminated soil and debris. POD’s costs in providing permits would be
financed from cleanup design funds already allocated.9” It turned out to be
more than a simple papertransaction.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, in their action on the permits,
requested that DNA meet several conditions, including revegetation of
Cleared areas; replacement of soil removed in excising plutonium

concentrations on Runit, avoidance of seabird nesting grounds during the

nesting season; periodic radiation sampling in terrestrial and aquatic
resources; and semiannual reports to the Fish and Wildlife Service on
radiation found within fish and wildlife.98 Field Command advised that the

Environmental Impact Statement coveredall of the conditions except the
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semiannual sampling and reporting of radiation in fish and wildlife, ang
Field Commandobjected to this condition on numerousgrounds. 99

In formulating the crater containment permit, a standard provision was
included by the Corps of Engineers which would have required DNAto

maintain the structure in good condition indefinitely. (The genera,
rationale for this position was: Cactus Crater presently exists on the

northern end of Runit Island; Cactus Crater extends below the water

table, thus it is filled with water, since Cactus Crateris filled with water,
even thoughit is located partially on the reef, the probability exists for
migration ofits water to and from the lagoon duetotidalaction, thereby

making it subject to the laws governing the introduction of materials into

navigable waterways, a plan to fill Cactus Crater with a concrete slurry
mixture equates to building a structure on a navigable waterway; the

standardprovision requires that anyonebuilding a structure on a navigable

waterway must commit themselves in writing to perpetual maintenance of

the structure.) DNA objected to this provision as being inappropriate and

pointed out that it was directly contrary to all U.S. commitments,directly

contrary to the national-level decisions madeafter 3 years of debate, and in

violation of Congressional guidance. Agreement was reached eventually
that DNA would maintain the structure until the project was complete,
and thereafter would assure that periodic monitoring of the site was

accomplished by some Federal agency until the United States terminated

its trusteeship responsibilities. !90
Resolution ofall these issues took an inordinate amountoftime, andit

began to appearthat either the permits would have to be ignored or the

absence of permits was going to halt work on the project. The channel

clearance permit was finally issued on 31 August 1977, 2 weeks before
blasting began.!9! The lagoon disposal permit was issued on 3 November
1977.102 The crater containment permit was not issued until 9 November

1977, the week before the Mobilization Phase officially ended and the

CleanupPhase began. !93

OPERATION SWITCH I: NOVEMBER 1977

Most military personnel were replaced after serving 4-6 months TDYat
Enewetak. Replacement of the personnel who arrived in May and June

1977 began in October 1977, and the turnover in Novemberwas near-total.
Over 400 personnel were replaced in that month in an exchange termed

Operation Switch.It required extensive planning and close coordination by

the JTG, the Service Elements, and Field Command’s Pacific Support
Office, which scheduled the airlift and coordinated Operation Switch
actions in Honolulu.
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Operation Switch also created increased demands for billeting at
Enewetak Atoll. Building 686 on Enewetak was pressed into service as
overflow billets, and incoming personnel who were scheduled to work in

the north were sent promptly to Lojwa Camp. There were some problems

in retaining necessary skills to assure continuous operational capability
during the exchange—and, as was obvious, the loss of experience,

continuity, and working relationships was staggering. In general, however,

Operation Switch I was very successfully executed.!04

MOBILIZATION/CLEANUP OVERLAP

Although 15 November 1977 was identified, for scheduling and record
purposes, as the end of the Mobilization Phase and the beginning of the
Cleanup Phase,in practice, mobilization and cleanupefforts overlapped by
several months. Some cleanup operations began long before 15 November
1977, and some mobilization efforts were not completed until muchlater.
During the first week of December 1977, seven navigational aids were

installed by personnelof the U.S. Coast Guard Enewetak LORANStation,

with technical guidance by Mr. Steve Guishikumaofthe I4th Coast Guard
District, and with boat support by the USNE. Navigational lights were

installed at the Enewetak personnel pier, on the derelict concrete ship off

Japtan, on the Point Oscar survey platform, on the east end of Biken
(Leroy) Island, and on the landing ramps at Runit, Lojwa, and
Enjebi.195,106 These aids significantly increased the safety of boat
operations at dawn and dusk, and for any emergency boat operations
required during the hours of darkness.
As was previously noted, Lojwa camp construction was seriously behind

schedule, and CJTG was urging that work be accelerated to provide

beneficial occupancy as scheduled by IS November 1977. Through many
well-conceived and well-directed actions, this was achieved, although

somefacilities were incomplete. The powerplant,distillation plant, billets,
and most other major facilities were complete; however, the dining hall
was not used until 25 December 1977, when the first meal served was
Christmas dinner. Burnout latrines and water trailers were used until

planned facilities were finished.!°7 Temporary water lines and other

makeshiftfacilities were gradually replaced, some as late as February 1978,

as camp construction phased into camp maintenance (Figure 3-20).

Through superb teamwork as well as many outstanding individual
efforts, mobilization for the Enewetak Radiological Cleanup Project was a
success. By 15 November 1977, the base camps were ready to support the

cleanup forces. The equipment to locate, remove, and dispose of
contaminated material was on hand, and the forces were deployed and
ready to begin cleanup operations.
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FIGURE 3-20. COMPLETED LOJWA BASE CAMP.

 



CHAPTER 4

RADIATION SAFETY AND
CLEANUP PREPARATIONS

NONCONTAMINATED SCRAP REMOVAL BY CONTRACTOR

Most of the noncontaminated material to be removed during the

cleanup project was located on the three islands designatéd for residence:

Japtan (David), Medren (Elmer), and Enewetak (Fred). This material
consisted primarily of buildings and equipment acquired by the base

support contractor during the nuclear test period. The Defense Logistics

Agency agreed to have its Defense Property Disposal Service (DPDS)
conduct a sale of this material and return a proportionate amountof any
proceeds to the base support contract.! The scrap was monitored by Field

Command, DNAto assure that it was free of radioactive contamination,
marked for identification to bidders, and then transferred to DPDS. The
invitation for bid was issued in November 19762 and, on 11 January 1977,

24 prospective bidders were flown to Enewetak for on-site inspections.

Sixteen bids were received, the successful one being $544,000. To

minimize interference with the early returnees’ settlementof Japtan, scrap
removal was to be complete on that island by 4 May 1977. Scrap removal

on the remaining islands was to be complete by 30 November 1977 to

minimize interference with Joint Task Group (JTG) cleanup operations.4

The contractor began work in March 1977 and,after several extensions

due to unforeseen circumstances, completed his operations on 11
September 1978. Within 18 months, with a work force of approximately 20
people working 10 hours per day, 7 days per week, and with government

logistics and intra-atoll transportation support, the contractor removed

most of the excess buildings, salvage material, and scrap from the three

residential islands. The material removed amounted to well over 55,000
cubic yards, weighing in excess of 38,000 long tons.5 It was estimated that
the scrap removal operation reduced the noncontaminated cleanup effort

for the JTG by 117,971 man-hours.6 While the salvage contractor was

starting cleanup operations on the southern islands and the base camps on
Enewetak Island and Lojwa (Ursula) were being readied, radiological

survey work beganin the northernislands.

GROSS AERIAL SURVEY

OPLAN 600-77 called for the use of an Army helicopter to carry an
Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) contractor’s

179
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(EG&G) Radiation and Environmental Data Acquisition and Recorder
(REDAR)system overtheislands to perform a gross radiological survey
before field surveys with the in situ vans began. The system was designed
to detect and record surface radiation from americium-241 (Am-241). [f
was believed thata REDARsurvey might facilitate the in situ survey and
possibly reduce the areas to be surveyed by the vans. The REDAR was
installed on a UH-I helicopter during the week of 20 June 1977,
Transponders were set up on Enewetak and Biken (Leroy) Islands, and
the system was checkedout.”
Survey flights were conducted during the next 2 weeks. Several passes

were required to surveythe largerislands. A total of 35.6 hours were flown
for the survey before it was completed on 8 July 1977.8 The survey was

largely unsuccessful as REDARdid not have the sensitivity necessary to
refine areas for in situ soil surveys. It was also thwarted by heavy
vegetation covering large parts of many islands. Consequently, it was of
little benefit in improving the 1973 radiological survey data.

ERIE SITE SURVEY

Runit (Yvonne) was the last island scheduled for contaminated soil
survey and cleanup. The northern end of the island, which had been
contaminated by many nuclear detonations, was to be used for
contaminated soil and debris stockpiles and crater containmentoperations.

The southern endofthe island, which was to be used for the quarry, rock
crusher, and other support activities, was radiologically nonhazardous,

with one possible exception.

In May 1956, a nuclear device, Erie, had been detonated from a 300-foot
tower near the ocean beach just north of the runway on the southern end
of Runit. Experimental specimens had been scattered west of the towerat

distances of 120 to 300 feet. In order to find the specimens, thesoil in that
area had been removedto depthsup to 5 feet and deposited to the north in

thin layers. The depression was later backfilled but pertinent reports did
not indicate what had happened to the debris produced by the detonation.

A 1958 drawing showed anarea of contaminated rubble some200feet wide
from the Erie ground zero (GZ) to the ocean beach. By 1977, muchofthis
land area had eroded away and contaminated debris was scattered on the

beach. The 1973 radiological survey by the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC)listed a suspected contaminated debris burial site in the vicinity of

the Erie GZ. This suspicion had to be resolved before work could begin to

locate the rock crushing facility in the area.?

A special team was deployed on 30 June 1977 to investigate the Erie
Site. It consisted of two radiological specialists from Field Command, two
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men from U.S. Army Armaments Research and Development Command
with magnetometers to help locate buried debris, a U.S. Army Element

(USAE) survey team and backhoe operators, plus 16 members of the
newly arrived Field Radiation Support Team (FRST). The survey team
located the GZ and established five radials from it with stakes placed at 50-

foot intervals. A backhoe was used to dig a trench beside each stake to

obtain soil samples and locate any buried debris. Trenches were dug as

deep as 6 feet depending on levels of coral rock and ground water. Each

trench was checked with an SPA-2 micro-R meter for evidence of
contaminated debris. Soil samples were taken from the sides of the
trenches at 1-foot intervals (Figure 4-1) and were analyzed by Eberline
Instrument Corporation (EIC) in their laboratory at Enewetak Camp.

Stringent radiological safety measures were established for the survey. A

hot line was established near the personnel pier. Air samplers were

positioned downwindofall earth-moving operations. During the engineer

survey phase, all personnel crossing the hot line wore rubber boots and
double surgical masks. During the trenching/soil sampling phase, all

personnel in the area wore boots, anti-contamination (anti-C) coveralls,
gloves, full-face respirators and hoods, with tape overall openings where
dust might enter. Due to heat stress and discomfort produced primarily by
the respirator, personnel were able to work only approximately 2 hoursin

the morning and 2 hoursin the afternoon. After a few days’ operations,it

was noted that personnel were not fully recovering from the previous

day’s fatigue. Thereafter, workers in full anti-C suits were given hourly

breaks. Temperature readings of over 90°F were commonplaceas early as
1000 hours. Because of the heat, two FRST members were removed from

the survey before it was completed on Il July 1977.
The surveyeffort disclosed that there was no contaminated burial site at

Erie GZ. The average surface and 1-foot depth activity was 24 picocuries
per gram (pCi/g), well below the 40 pCi/g guideline for any surface soil
cleanup action. Some subsurface hot spots of 150 to 282 pCi/g, well below
the then current 400 pCi/g guidelines for required cleanup, were found.
These were roped off during Runit site construction. Concurrent with the

survey, contaminated debris found south of the permanenthotline was
collected and stockpiled north of that line by USAE personnel working in

full anti-C suits, 10.11
The Erie site survey provided a valuable field test of radiological control

and safety measures and equipment. Byparticipating in the survey, Field
Command’sradiological planners, Dr. Edward T. Bramlitt and Lieutenant
Colonel Manuel L. Sanches, USA, and the JTG Radiological Control
Division staff, were able to observe and experiencedirectly the application
of their plans. This permitted further refinementof the radiological control
and safety procedures which wereto be used for the project.  

eect
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ERIE SITE INVESTIGATION.“1,FIGURE 4
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RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

The nuclear testing at Enewetak Atoll dispersed radioactive materials in

varying quantities over most of the northern islands. The decay of these

materials produces ionizing radiation in the forms of alpba and beta

particles and gammarays. As a result of the Enewetak Radiological Survey

of 1973 and some subsequentfield surveys, the residual radioactivity had
been quite well characterized with regard to the types of isotopes present,

the levels, and the pattern of distribution.

In general, the residual radioactivity could be grouped into three

categories, based on its source: (1) unfissioned nuclear fuel—the device
material not consumed in fissioning during detonation; (2) fission

products—-the radioactive elements created when the nuclear fuel
fissioned; and (3) induced radioactivity—materials that became

radioactive through the capture of neutrons released as a result of the
detonation.

The most important of these categories from the standpoint of the
cleanup was the unfissioned nuclear fuel. The principal radioisotope was

plutonium-239 (Pu-239), which has a half-life (the time required for a
given element to lose half of its radioactivity) of approximately 24,000
years. In addition, varying amounts of Pu-238, -240, and -241, along with
Am-24l, were present. These elements, collectively termed transuranic

elements because they are above uranium on the atomic numberscale of
elements, were spread in forms ranging from microscopic- to centimeter-
sized particles. The predominant decay method of transuranics is by

emission of alpha particles; however, somebeta particles and gammarays
are emitted also. (Indeed, the gamma rays produced from the radiological

decay of Am-241 were of particular interest during the cleanup, as
described in this chapter and Chapter 7.) While the transuranics

constituted little problem in their undisturbed state, they would be a

potential hazard once cleanup began.
Although the detonation offission devices produces hundredsoffission

products, the vast majority have very short half-lives and decay very

rapidly. Only two fission product elements that had been deposited on the

islands remained in sufficient quantity to be of concern. These were
strontium-90, which has a half-life of about 27 years and decays by
emission ofbeta particles, and cesium-137 (Cs-137), which has a half-life of
about 30 years and decays by emission of both beta particles and gamma
rays.
The induced radioisotopes resulted when various elements in the

immediate proximities of the GZ captured neutronsthat had beenreleased

at the instant of detonation. The capture ofa neutron by the nucleus of the

element creates an unstable condition (i.e., the element becomes
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radioactive) which ultimately becomes stable again through radioactive
decay. The only induced radioactive isotope of significance remaining at
the time of cleanup was cobalt-60 (Co-60). Normally, cobalt is found in
small quantities in metals such as steel and iron; thus, the Co-60 on the
islands was generally associated with the metallic debris. Co-60 decays by
emission of energetic gamma rays accompaniedby beta particles.

The biological effects of all types of ionizing radiation are similar,
However, the probability that damage to the body may occur from
radiation varies among the types of ionizing radiation because of the
physical characteristics of each form. In addition, the degreeof damage
that may occur depends uponfactors such as the amountoftissue exposed

(whole-body versus partial-body), the quality and quantity of radiation
received (dose), and the time over whichit is received (dose rate).

Alphaparticles are relatively large and heavy and thus have a very short
range over which they can travel—about 3 cm in air, and fractions of a

millimeter in tissue. Thus, they ordinarily do not constitute an external

hazard to people because normal clothing and thé outer layers of skin
prevent the irradiation of any vital internal tissues. However, if alpha-
emitting material is deposited within the body in vital tissues (through
inhalation, ingestion, or entry into an open wound), the ensuing alpha
radiation can cause considerable localized cellular damage (within the
organ where located) becauseall the energy is dissipated over a very short

distance. For this reason, alpha-emitting materials such as the transuranic
elements are classed as internal hazards.

Beta particles are much smaller than alpha particles. They also can travel
over a greater range—tens of centimeters in air and a few millimeters in ©
tissue. Because of this, beta particles can be a moderate external hazard in
that the outer layer of skin can be penetrated and living tissues can be

exposed, resulting in ‘‘beta burns.’’ The burn produced is similar to the
burn caused by thermal energy (sun, fire) or chemicals, but it is not
accompanied by immediate pain. When deposited internally, beta-emitting

materials can also cause damageto the tissue in which they are located.

This damageis less localized than that caused by alpha particles because of

the greater range over which the energyis dissipated.
Gammaradiation, since it is a wave form with no mass, has great range

andis able to penetrate to all tissues of the body. It thus constitutes both
an external and internal hazard for the whole body. This is in contrast to
alpha andbeta particles, which are primarily partial-body or specific organ

hazards.
The characterization and extent of the potential problems at Enewetak

were well defined, both because of the extensive knowledge and detailed

records of the test period and because of the surveys done to characterize

the radiological environment. Based upon this understanding of the
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situation, an extensive radiation protection program was developed. To

protect against exposure from alpha and beta radiation, personnel

protective equipment was used, personnel monitoring and

decontamination procedures were established, and a variety of

administrative procedures were formulated. To protect against exposure to

gamma radiation, rigorous precautions were taken to assure that the

gamma-contaminated areas were well defined, access to them wasstrictly

controlled, and the time any individual could spend in such an area was

limited. The radiation protection program andits remarkable effectiveness -

is discussed in the subsequentsections. No other aspect of the Enewetak

radiological cleanup operation received the attention, priority, and detail

that the radiation safety (radsafe) program received.

STANDARDS AND GUIDANCE

Army Regulation (AR) 40-14, 20 May 1975, was adopted as the basic
standard for personne! radiation exposures at Enewetak. This document
implements the guidelines contained in Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR), Part 20 and Title 29, CFR, Part 1910.!2.13These basic
radiation standards, which were adopted for the Enewetak Cleanup
Project, include:

a. The accumulated dose equivalent of radiation to the’ whole-body,
head and trunk, active blood-forming organs, gonads,or lens of the
eye will not exceed:

(1) 1.25 rems in any calendar quarter, nor

(2) 5 remsin any calendar year.
b. The accumulated dose equivalent of radiation to the skin of the

whole-body (other than hands and forearms), cornea of the eye, and
bone will not exceed:

(1) 7.50 remsin any calendar quarter, nor
(2) 30 remsin any calendar year.

c. The accumulated dose equivalent of radiation to the hands and wrists

or the feet and ankles will not exceed:
(1) 18.75 rems in any calendar quarter, nor
(2) 75 rems in any | calendar year.

d. The accumulated dose equivalentof radiation to the forearmswill not

exceed:
(1) 10 rems in any calendar quarter, nor
(2) 30 remsin any calendar year.

e. The accumulated dose equivalent of radiation to the thyroid, other
organs, tissues, and organ system will not exceed:
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The RPO is defined by AR 40-i4 as ‘‘the individual designated by the
commanderto provide consultation and advice on the degree of hazards

associated with ionizing radiation and the effectiveness of measures to

control these hazards.”’ The J-2 officer on the JTG staff, an Army colonel

or lieutenant colonel (Nuclear Medical Science Officer), was designated as
the RPO for Enewetak Atoll. He was assisted by the J-2 staff of radiation
specialists.

The RCC wasestablished to review procedures involvedin the handling

of radioactive materials, to make recommendations concerning protective

measures required in radiologically controlled areas, and to monitor the

implementation of the Enewetak Atoll radiological protection program.

The RCC metat least once a quarter and was chaired by the JTG Deputy
Commander/Chiefof Staff. Other committee membersincluded the J-2,
whowasalso the recorder, the Engineering ManagementOfficer (J-3), the

Assistant J-3 (Atoll Safety Officer), Service Element Commanders, the
Staff Surgeon, the Enewetak Radiation Support Project (ERSP) manager,

and the FRST NoncommissionedOfficer in Charge (NCOIC).!5
The FRST consisted of 33 USAF personnel who operated the atoll

radiation protection program and, at each work site, implemented the

procedures contained in the SOPs. Specific functions included hot line
control; air sampler operation; issuing, collecting, and reading

supplementary personnel dosimetry devices; monitoring personnel and

equipment; supervision of radsafe procedures—and changes thereto~on

site; and directing decontamination of personnel, facilities, and equipment

as required.
To implementthe general guidance in the basic documents,andtotailor

that guidance to the situations existing at Enewetak, the J-2 and hisstaff

developed 18 SOPs and !2 Enewetak Atoll Instructions (EAIs) which,
when approved by the RCC and CJTG, provided the workers with the
specifics of what to do and how todoit in the field of radiation safety to the

end that personnel exposures were as low as reasonably achievable.

RADIATION SAFETY AUDITAND INSPECTION TEAM

To provide an independent assessment of the radiological protection

program, the Director, DNA chartered a ‘‘Radiation Safety Audit and

Inspection Team’’ (RSAIT) and gaveit widest authority to probe into all
aspects of the radsafe program. The team was headed by the Director,

Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), and included

members (generally health physicists) from each of the Services and
ERDA/Department of Energy (DOE)
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188 RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAKAT

The RSAIT performed the broadest range of inspection fun
relating to radiation safety (and environmental and occupationalsafe

the atoll. They reviewed all procedures established to ensure rac
safety and then visited the atoll and inspected the practices actually

to ensure that the procedures were adequately implemented. Visit:

scheduled as frequently as would be useful (initially quarterly, ever

about three per year), and the duration of each inspection vis

scheduled to allow thorough observation of actual working conditi
the site of each radsafe operation on the various islands of the

Formal written reports were provided to Director, DNA, Comm

Field Command;andeach of the Services immediately upon conclu:

each trip. Director, DNA and Commander, Field Command were

personal briefings. Intensive follow-up action was taken on eachi

the RSAIT reports. The RSAIT madeten inspection visits to the at

one visit to Field Commandduring the cleanup, as shownin Figu:

In retrospect, the RSAIT concept was a well-conceived and

important aspect of the radiological cleanup operation. By its unques

competence and vigorousactivity, it gave confidence at every con

echelon that important radsafe aspects were not being overlooked.

The RSAIT process also provided significant benefits to the c
force by its activity in the areas of environmental safety and occup

safety. In fact, a review of the RSAIT reports shows that the
generally viewed radsafe precautions as tending toward the excessive

environmental and occupational safety precautions needed cc
attention.

RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION PROCEDURES

One way of protecting an individual from unnecessary expos
radiation is to keep him away from theradiation: restrict access to rai

areas to only those personnel whoseduties require it. Each northern

was designated a controlled radiation area until the CJTG ma

determination that, based on recommendations of the RCC afte
careful review of detailed radiation measurements, the island was
decontrol. Except for emergencies, access to radiologically con

islands was gained only with the approval of the RPO and was made
designated entrance points. All personnel entering controlled island
required to wear a dosimetric device; e.g., a film badge, a

dosimeter, and/or a thermoluminescent dosimeter (TLD) (Figur
4-4, and 4-5). An access log, by date, was maintainedat the entrance
to each island to record identification data on each individual, includ

dosimeter and/or film badge number. One or more membersof the
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Visit OATES DIR, ONA TASKING RSAIT REPORT

First 2-9 Aug 77 Dir, ONA Msg, DNA Ltr, w/inel

1700102 Jun 77'* 23 Aug 77'7

Second 31 Oct: 7 Nov 77 " DNA Lite, w/inel
5 Nov 77'"

Third 7-15 Feb 78 ONA Ltr, w/inel

13 Feb 78'°

Fourth 11-19 Apr 78 DNA Ltr, wiinet
17 Apr 782°

Special® 4-12 Jul 78 ONA Ltr, w/inct

(Bulk-Haul) 18 Jul 78?!

Fifth 1-8 Aug 78 " DNA Ltr, wiinct
8 Aug 787?

Sixth 6-13 Dec 78 Dir, ONA Ltr, DNA Ltr, w/inel

27 Nov 787° 12 Dec 78? *

Seventh 3-10 Apr 79 Dir, ONA Ltr, ONA Lt, w/iinel

29 Mar 79? 9 Apr 79?

Eight 7-18 Aug 79 Dir,DONA Lee, DNA Ltr, wiinel
27 Jul 797? 14 Aug 797°

Special 16-21 Sep 79 Dir, DNA Ltr, DONA Ltr, w/inel

27 Jul 797 * 24 Sep 797°

Ninth 4-12 Dec 79 Dir, ONA Ltr, ONA Ltr, w/inel

27 Nov 79°" 12 Dec 79°?

 

*For purposes of assessing radsafe aspects of ‘“bulk-haul” procedure for soil.

tA second phase of this Eighth RSAIT trip visited Field Command, 16-21 September 1979,

to inspect radsafe documentation.

FIGURE 4-2. RSAIT VISITS.

 

FIGURE 4-3, FILM BADGE.
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supervised island access and insured that the above procedures were

followed. Personnel leaving a controlled island were monitored, logged,

and decontaminated if necessary. Contamination levels, both before and

after decontamination, were recorded in the access logs. No vehicle or

other item of equipment was allowed to leave a controlled island until it

was monitored and, if required, decontaminated. Where necessary,

contaminated items were packaged and appropriately labeled. 33

Because of the nonuniform distribution of the contamination on many

of the controlled islands, hot lines were established which separated the

contaminated area from the clean area. In these cases, personnel arrived
and departed in the clean area, and the hotlines served as the island access

point. Hot lines were established upwind, or within 90 degrees of upwind

of the worksite, as close to thesite as practical, and in a clear area. The hot

line was positioned in an area where the background dose rate was less
than 50 microroentgens per hour (uR/hr) and the concentration of
transuranic elements in the soil was less than 40 pCi/g.34 Here, an

additional access log was kept to provide a record of personnel data,

dosimeter numbers, and applicable personnel protection level. FRST

members insured that individuals entering the radiologically controlled

area were wearing the proper protective equipmentfor that area. When

processing out of the controlled area, all personnel, equipment, and
vehicles were monitored and decontaminated as necessary. Protective

equipment was removed following the procedures outlined in Army Field

Manual, FM 3-15, Nuclear Accident Contamination Control.35

Because of the large size of the contaminated area on someislands, a

clean spot within the hot area was occasionally designated as a break area.

The siting requirements for a hot line—upwind and in contamination-free

area—were met. After being monitored by the FRST and decontaminated

as necessary, personnel could eat, drink, and smoke within the break area.

Another way of keeping exposure to a minimumis to keep the radiation

away from the individual. When an individual entered a radiation area,

several procedures were used to minimize exposure.

The most basic, and most important, of these made use of the wind.

From the day personnel arrived on the atoll until the day they left,

continuous indoctrination and instruction emphasized staying upwind

from any contaminated area, any soil-moving operation, and any dust-

producing operation. For example, personnel were instructed to walk on

the upwind shoulder of the road so that any dust raised by a passing

vehicle would be blownclear. The ‘‘upwind’’ policy was substantially aided
by: (1) the steadiness of the northeast trade winds, which made the upwind

Sectors quite predictable for most days during large portions of the year;

and (2) the strength of these trade winds (15-25 knots on the average)

 SERRE
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192 RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAKATOLL

which guaranteed that the upwind sectors would be clear. The operational
procedures for each phase of the cleanup effort at each work site were
structured to Keep every individual at the site—with rare exceptions in

essential cases— upwind of any possible dust.

The next policy designed to keep the radiation away from the individual

made use of physical barriers between the individual and the source of

radiation, and decontamination to remove radioactive materials from
areas where they were not desired.
There werefourbasic levels of personnel protection (I through IV) used

at Enewetak Atoll and two sublevels within levels II and III. The levels

ranged from no extra equipment(i.e., normal work clothing) to complete
encapsulation of the individual within protective clothing and mask. The

level required was that most appropriate for the potential hazard, andthis

potential hazard was continuously evaluated at each work site on each

island by the FRST personnelassigned to that site.36 Personnel protection
levels are shownin Figure 4-6, and examplesareillustrated in Figures 4-7
and 4-8.

The ‘‘action levels’’ noted in Figure 4-6 served as indicators of the
radiological status of the situation and also as alerting points at which

specific activities should occur, thus the term ‘‘action level.’’ Thefirst
action level was set at one-tenth of the basic standards noted previously, and

the second at one-half of the basic standards. If an action level was

reached, the FRST members performed the actions specified and alerted
the RPO to the potential hazard development.
As a matter of basic policy, eating, drinking, and smoking were rigidly

controlled to ensure that no contamination could enter the body by these
routes. Likewise, careful attention was paid to any cut, wound,orbreak in

the skin to ensure it could not become a pathway for internal
contamination.

During soil excision and removal operations, the greatest potential for

inhalation of contaminated dust existed because of the possible

resuspension of soil. The level of protective clothing worn during soil
removaloperations depended onthetypeofactivity in progress.3’ In cases

where personnel were required to be downwind of soil moving activities

and in areas where air sampling could not be adequately performed,

personnel assumed level III or IV protection, depending on ground
contamination levels (see Figure 4-6), and they were monitored at least
hourly as well as at the completion of the operation.

Decontamination is the process of removing radioactive material from

personnel to eliminate further radiation exposure or from equipmentto

prevent the spread of radioactive material to clean areas. An individual
leaving a radiation area was monitored at the hot line for contamination.

Ss
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PERSONNEL ACTION LEVELS
LEVEL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING IMONITORING| PERSONNEL AIR GROUND

AREAS é
aga

3

_é 338
\ NONE BOOTS é& VV Vv

HANDS 6 g
HAIR 8

eR age
we aao. Vv

ee 2
A. RUBBER BOOTS AS ABOVE ° 3 a a gs

" PLUSARMS} 3A = <a
SURGICAL MASKS* a .

Za6 EES
2 § oo yt
< a oO 8

A. RUBBER BOOTS, 3 g
GLOVES (AS APPROP) VVYV
FULL FACE ORHALF wHoLe 2
FACE POS PRESSURE

Mt RESPIRATOR BODY & a3 3
é

8. SAME ASIIIA PLUS g é
ANTICONTAMINATION, 3 3
CLOTHING 8 g

5 . Vv & .
SAME ASIIIB EXCEPT g é & $
GLOVES ARE NOW RE- 355 Zs S55
QUIRED, AFULL FACE

|

WHOLE 7S g <a a38
MASK IS REQUIRED, BODY 3 R BNA

Vv AND ALL OPENINGSIN VVV VV V
CLOTHING ARE TAPED g g
SHUT 2 5 gg E

e368 zd   
*Although surgical masks are shown as a minimum level of “respiratory protection,” they served
other purposes, as described in the text.

NOTES:1. Abbreviations: cpm - counts per minute, zR/hr - microroentgens per hour.
2. Alpha and beta action levels refer to measurements taken over the area of the

appropriate probe.
. Action levels for air refer to samples taken using the Roots M102 air sampler. For
Staptex air samplers multiply the alpha values by 2.8 and multiply the beta values
by 4. For RAS-1 samplers, divide the alpha values by 2 and multiply the beta values
by 2, Filters should be monitored at least every two hours.

. Table assumes the following probes are used: For alpha - AC-3; for Beta - HP-210.

FIGURE 4-6. PERSONNEL PROTECTION LEVELS.
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FIGURE 4-7, PERSONNEL PROTECTION LEVEL Il.
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FIGURE 4-8. PERSONNEL PROTECTION LEVEL III.
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The individual was decontaminated if skin contamination exceeded 200

disintegrations per minute (dpm) alpha per 100 square centimeters at
contact, or 400 dpm beta per 15 square centimeters at 1 inch. Equipment
released to a clean area for any reason required decontamination ifit
exceeded limits based on draft American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) Standard N328-1976, as amended by DOE-Nevada Operations
Office (DOE-NV), i.e.:

a. Alpha: 1000 dmp/100 square centimeters fixed, or 20 dpm/1!00 square

centimeters removable.

b. Beta: 5000 dpm/100 square centimeters fixed, or 200 dpm/100 square
centimeters removable.

c. Gamma: 15 wR/hr.

Because ofthe potential for contamination, a laundryfacility for cleaning
washable personnelprotective equipment wasbuilt at Lojwa. Thisfacility,

operated by the USAE undersupervision of the FRST, had holding tanks
and provisions for ait and waste water sampling. FCRR SOP 608-10,

Decontamination Laundry Procedures, 2 July 1978, provided detailed

guidance on the operation and monitoring ofthis facility.
Radiation measurement, in itself, does not reduce exposure or

contamination. Rather, it provides data which may be used to determine

the requirements for preventive or remedial action. Such measures
include monitoring, dosimetry, air sampling, and bioassay. Each is
discussed in the following paragraphs.

Monitoring of personnel, vehicles and equipment was used to

determine the extent of decontamination required, if any, upon exit from
a controlled area as described above. Monitoring also was used to
document the clean status of equipment released for general use and
retrograded from the atoll.

Personnel dosimetry is the means by which the beta/gamma dose to

which an individual has been exposed may be determined. At Enewetak,

the primary dosimetric device—as prescribed by AR 40-14—wasthe film

badge, issued and evaluated by the U.S. Army Lexington-Blue Grass

Depot Activity (LBDA). The film badge program was administered in
accordance with AR 40-14, and the dosimetry results were recorded on DD
Form 1141. Initially, visitors to the atoll who toured radiologically controlled
islands were issued self-reading pocket dosimeters which could be

evaluated onatoll, instead of film badges which required weeksto process.
The high heat and humidity conditions at Enewetak, combined with

generally wet working conditions, damaged a considerable percentage of

the film badgesin the initial months of the project. Typically, this damage
was such that, if low doses had been received by the wearers, they would

have been obscured by the damage. Higher dosesstill would have been

|
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readable. To alleviate this problem, an assistance visit to Enewetak by
LBDA representatives led to the suggestion of sealing the film badges

inside two plastic bags, with a small packet of desiccantin the inner bag.

This method reduced, but did not eliminate, the film damage problem.

Another solution was the addition of U.S. Navy TLDsas supplemental

dosimeters. Since these were hermetically sealed devices, intended for use

underwater by Navy divers, the TLDs were unaffected by the Enewetak

heat and humidity. In addition, they could be read onatoll. Beginning in

May 1978, they were issued to and wornin parallel with film badgesbyall

workers on radiologically controlled islands. TLDs also replaced self-
reading pocket dosimeters as the dosimetric device for visitors.
Where film badges were damaged or lost, and in those cases in which

supplemental dosimetry was not used, administrative doses were
computed based on actual occupancy data and island background dose

rates. This method was approved by the Army Surgeon General in

accordance with AR 40-14.38
One of the most important aspects of the Enewetak radsafe precautions

was the air sampling program. Two ofthe principal functions of the air
sampling program were to provide a basis for the FRST to establish
respiratory protection levels and to provide documentation of airborne
radionuclide levels in work environments. NBS Handbook 69 and
\OCFR20 establish a maximum permissible concentration (MPC)in air for

insoluble plutonium of 40 pCi per cubic meter (pCi/m3)ofair in restricted
radiation areas based on an occupancy of 40 hours per week. Since

‘‘occupancy’’ on Enewetak’s controlled islands theoretically could be as

high as 60 hours per week, this MPC was adjusted downward
proportionately to 27 pCi/m3. On Lojwa, the forward base camp, the MPC

was adjusted for a 168-hour week (24 hours a day for 7 days a week). At
Enewetak Atoll, action levels were established at 10 percent and 50 percent
of the adjusted limits, or 2.7 pCi/m3 and 13.5 pCi/m3 for controlled
islands. Whenthefirst action level was reached (based on air samplerfilter
readings), nasal swipes were taken from all personnel in the area who were
not wearing respiratory protection, and the RPO was informed.If the 0.5

MPC action level was reached, nasal swipes were taken, respiratory

protection was required if work was to continue, and the air samplerfilter

was expeditiously transferred to the Rad Lab for analysis.39
The workhorse for air sampling throughoutthe project were the Roots-

Tecumseh MI02 gasoline-engine-driven air samplers (Figure 4-9). These
were procured as surplus and salvage items from the DOE Nevada Test
Site and shipped to the atoll. Keeping sufficient numbers of these air
samplers functional to support operations proved to be such a problem,

due to their age, the salt-spray environment, andthedifficulty in obtaining
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parts, that two engine repairmen were added to the FRSTto keep these

machines running. From a total of 85 air samplers shipped, an operational
high of 42 was reached in December 1978.49 Although continuous

attention and high-priority efforts were required, an adequate supply of

Operational air samplers was always maintained,

Optimal operation required one sampler located upwind of any potential
dust-generating operation and one to four samplers placed immediately
downwindof the area. The number downwind was determined by the size
of the area of operations.4!

Five lapel air samplers were obtained from Sandia Laboratories,
Albuquerque, in December 1978 for an experimental program of
representative sampling of air in the individual’s breathing zone. When

the effort was terminated in May 1979, about 245 cubic meters of air had

been sampled and no detectable activity had been found.
The gasoline-engine-driven air samplers were quite noisy in the close

confines of the soil-haul watercraft, and severe maintenance problems

were experienced from the continual exposureto salt spray. For the LCUs,

it was a relatively simple matter to obtain electrically operated samplers

since these relatively large craft had ll0-volt AC power available. The

LCM-8s were more of a challenge. These craft had only 24-volt DC

electrical systems. An AC to DC converterwastried to enable useofa 110-
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FIGURE 4-9. ROOTS-TECUMSEH AIR SAMPLER.
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volt Staplex air sampler, but it placed too great a drain on the

batteries. In April 1979, a member of the 7th RSAIT brought a 24-v

Staplex sampler to the atoll. This proved successful and, in mid-Jun

six more were procuredso that one could be placed on each LCM-

haul craft, replacing the noisy gasoline-driven model.

The bioassay program was used to detect and document ir

deposition of radioactive material which might have occurred tt

inhalation, ingestion, or skin penetration (i.e., wounds). The two pr

bioassay techniques used were the nasal smear (nose swipe

urinalysis. Procedures also were developed for taking and analyzin.

samples to documentradiological uptake as the result of ingestion,|

samples were taken since fecal analyses were not required. Nasals
were used in plutonium-contaminated areas as the primary met

checking the adequacyofrespiratory protection. Nasal smears were

when dirt was found inside the mask,indicating the possibility of|

when the alpha activity on an air samplerfilter exceeded one-tenth

MPC for unprotected personnel, whenever personnelentered a ra

area with the incorrect protective equipment; or when a proc

violation occurred, such as smoking in a radiation area or remo

mask. The action level for nasal smears was 60 cpm,or about100 d;

sample.
While the nasal smear gives an immediate but rough indicatio

plutonium hazard andis a measureofparticles trapped in the nose,

not indicate if any or how much may have passed into the lung

urinalysis provides a better picture of total uptake. Any individual w

previous experience as a radiation worker prior to arrival at En

submitted a ‘‘preemployment’’ urine sample. This served as a basel

that any previous uptake would not be assessed as being of Ens
origin. All individuals who spent more than 30 days on radiolc

controlled islands submitted ‘‘postemployment’’ urine samples

departure from the atoll. All samples consisted of the individual’

urine output for a 24-hour period. Samples were shipped |

Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory at Brooks

Texas, for analysis.

RADIOLOGICAL PROGRAMRESULTS

Overall, the radiation protection program at Enewetak achieved|
of maintaining personne! radiation exposures as low as reas

achievable. The results are highlighted below.

Throughout the project, exposures to gammaradiation were m

Of over 12,000 individual dosimetry records, only four exceedec
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rem, and the highest of these was 0.070 rem. In August 1978, two film

badge readings of 0.400 and 0.430 rem were recorded. In-depth
investigations revealed that, in all likelihood, these did not representvalid
doses to individuals but that they resulted from the film badges having
been placed on or near contaminated debris or a calibration check source

overnight. Even counting these doses, the two individuals received a total

of less than 0.6 rem each during their tours at Enewetak (one for a year
and the other for 6 months). Administrative dose assignments were

designed to be higher than the actual dose received and the highest
administrative dose assigned in any month was 0.020 rem.42
Over the entire project, only two skin exposure (beta) doses were

reported, both at 0.014 rem. Such a dose is a negligible fraction of the
annual limit of 30 rem for skin exposure.

Throughoutthe cleanup project, over 760,000 cubic meters of air were

sampled on the controlled islands plus more than 211,000 cubic metersat

Lojwa. Nearly 5,200 air samplers filters were analyzed by the lab. No

significant airborne radioactivity of any type (including beta) was detected.
It is clear from these results—as it was from resuspension experiments

performed during early RSAIT visits to the atoll—that the Enewetak
contamination situation was not conducive to creation of a resuspension

hazard.
There were several cases where field instruments indicated that action

levels had been reached; however, in each of these cases, laboratory

analysis showed that the readings were not caused by resuspension of

radioactive materials present on the atoll but by short-lived isotopes
naturally present in seawater. During times of heavy surf, these naturally
occurring, alpha-emitting substances (primarily radon and daughter decay

products) separated from the sea spray and were collected on thefilters.

Since these isotopes decayed in a few hours, the filters gave no reading

upon subsequent laboratory analysis. Use of an air sampler at the

Enewetak Rad Lab verified the presence, nature, and shortlife of these

isotopes. Following this identification, the FRST field procedure was

changed to include a second reading, after a delay of one-half hour, for

filters showing action levels.
Throughout the project, over 1,100 nasal smears were taken and

analyzed as a part of the overall radsafe program. The results showed no

cause for concern. About 40 percent of the samples showed no detectable
activity. Of those that did show activity, the highest was 3.64 dpm (1.64
pCi), less than one-tenth of the ‘‘action level,’’ which was established at

50 dpm and whichitself was one-tenth of the maximum allowable level of

500 dpm.

Over 2,000 urine samples were analyzed during the project, primarily for
total or gross beta (GB), Pu-239, and potassium-40 (K-40). K-40 is a
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naturally occurring radioisotope which enters the body through diet. A

normal adult man hasa tissue concentration of K-40 on the order of 1600

pCi/g per kilogram, thus, levels up to several thousand pCi are normally

measurable in urine. On a random basis, some samples were analyzed

specifically for Cs-137, Co-60, or Co-57. The GB count was indicative of

any beta-emitting isotopes (Cs-137, Sr-90, and Co-60) which might have

been taken up at Enewetak. If any results had indicated possible significant

uptake of beta-emitters, specific tests for Sr-90 or Cs-137 would have been

made. ‘‘Significant uptake’’ was defined as a GB value on the orderof 5

nanocuries (nCi) (5,000 picocuries) per liter and a GB-to-K-40 ratio

exceeding three.43.44 The highest GB value reported was 3.6 nCi. In this
case, the corresponding K-40 value was 3.2 nCi, so the GB/K-40 ratio was

1.13. The highest GB/K-40 ratio was 3.05. In that case, the GB value was

0.351 nCi. Thus, there was no significant uptake of beta-emitting isotopes.

Plutonium concentration was reported in termsof pCi per 24-hour urine

sample. As a trigger level, the American Health Physics Society Plutonium

Bioassay Committee has proposed that, if the plutonium concentration

exceeds 0.20 pCi per 24-hour sample, a second sample should be taken for

verification. None of the 2,000 24-hour urine samples even approached
this level. All but six of the 2,000 samples had readings below the

minimum detectable activity (MDA), and the six that exceeded the MDA
were one reading at 0.05 pCi, two at 0.06, two at 0.08, and one at 0.11 pCi.

In each case where the MDAwas exceeded, dose estimates were made.

The estimates indicated that no significant doses were sustained.

Moreover, a second sample was obtained from each individual and, in

each case, the sample was less than MDA.

Extensive recording of all radiation safety data was accomplished. In

addition to recording personal doses in each individual’s military records,

a permanent computerized data baseof all radsafe information has been

established at DNA’s Field Commandin Albuquerque.

In summary, the exhaustive data accumulated over the 3 years of the

project do not indicate any area or instance of concern over radiological

safety. All doses, internal and external, were minimal.

ENJEBI ISLAND SURVEYBEGINS: 15 JULY 1977

Before radiological cleanup could begin, the techniques for locating and

removing contaminated material were to be thoroughly tested and refined

in the field by cleanup forces. The techniques to be tested included debris

survey by the FRST,in situ soil survey by DOE-ERSP,and brush removal

and contaminated soil excision by the USAE.It was planned thatthe tests
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would be conducted during the mobilization phase so that the techniques
would be perfected by the time the cleanup phase began on 15 November
1977. The planners believed, in a practical sense, that the tests would
constitute the beginning of radiological cleanup on the island where they
were conducted and, considering the input of cleanup resources, that the
island selected would receive priority for radiological cleanup once the
cleanup phase began.

Developmentof priorities and schedules for island-by-island cleanup

began after the first OPLAN conference in February 1977.45 The planners
considered such factors as channel access, terrain, extent of work
required, and planned island use by the dri-Enewetak. After several
months of deliberation, it was decided that pilot tests of the cleanup

techniques would be conducted on Enjebi.46.47 It afforded sufficient
variety and quantity of work to develop and test thoroughly the basic

techniques for radiological surveys and cleanup. Channel access conditions

were well known from recent operations there, andlittle additional work

would be required for additional clearance. Beachtrafficability was good,

and the terrain was suitable for the various tests. In addition, Enjebi was

considered to be oneofthe safer northern islands for the developmentof
techniquesand initial training of raw personnel.

Following procedures outlined in OPLAN 600-77, DOE-ERSP used
measurements from the 1973 Radiological Survey and the recent gross
aerial survey to identify plutonium concentrations on Enjebi which were

likely to require soil cleanup.48 The exact boundaries and extent of the

concentrations were to be identified by fine surveys conducted in
conjunction with iterative removal of contaminated soil from the areas.49
On 15 July, the newly arrived in situ van (IMP) was deployed to Enjebifor
developmentandtesting of the fine survey techniques. ERDA’s research
supportvessel, the Liktanur I, was anchored just off the island to provide
preliminary logistical support.59 FRST and Army engineer elements
deployed the following week to participate in the Enjebi survey.

IN SITU SOIL SURVEY PROCEDURES

The IMP was a mobile soil assay system mountedin a tracked vehicle

(Figure 4-10). The system was self-contained to the extent that all
radiological data could be acquired and most of the data processed in the

van. Final data processing and map overlays ‘were doneat the base camp

laboratories. EG&G Corporation, under contract to ERDA,provided both

the equipmentandthe technicians. The IMPdrivers were military enlisted

personnel.
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FIGURE 4-10. IN SITU VAN (IMP).
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Since plutonium is an alpha emitter, and since thereis no efficient Way

to detect and measure alpha contamination in soil over large areas, the
IMP system was designed to detect gamma radiation from Am-24l—a
daughter product of plutonium—in the soil. The detection was done by
meansofa planarintrinsic detector made of germanium. The detector was

suspended approximately 6 meters above the surface of the earth using a

retractable boom mounted on the rear of the van. The germanium
i detector was cooledby liquid nitrogen. Other equipment on board the IMP

: included a high voltage power supply, amplifier, analyzer, calculator,

; printer, and tape recorder. Sensitive electronics equipmentwasinstalled in
t an enclosed space in which temperature control was maintained by a small,
; self-contained, air-conditioning system mounted on the IMP. Gamma

spectra from the detector were analyzed and recorded. The average

concentration of Am-241 in the top 3 centimeters of soil within the
detector’s field of view (a 2l-meter diametercircle) was determined from

the 60 kilo-electron Volt (keV) readings. Radiation at 60 keV is the most
prominent line of the spectrum of americium andis, therefore, the best

indicator of intensity of radiation and quantity of americium. At a few

selected points where IMP readings were made, soil samples were taken

for analysis in the Enewetak Radiation Laboratory. The concentrationsof
Pu-238, -239, and -240 and of Am-241 were determined from thesesoil

samples and the ratios of plutonium to americium derived. Conversion
i - factors then permitted estimates of plutonium and total transuranic

i concentrations in the soil to be calculated from the americium
measurements madeby the IMP.5!
To survey a large area, such as oneoftheislands, the IMP traveled from

point to point along a surveyed grid, making a measurementat eachgrid
intersection. Soil samples were taken at intersection points and analyzed
for plutonium-americium ratio. Data from the entire area werestatistically

analyzed,and lines (isopleths) were drawn on maps throughpoints having

the same numerical values of average concentrations of either plutonium
-or total transuranics. The isopleths were based on the 70 percent upper

bound; i.e., the probability is at least 0.7 that the true average

concentration is no greater than the upper bound.After soil was removed,

the process was repeated to determine the concentration values of the

newly exposed surfaces. Figure 4-ll is a schematic diag-am of the

measuring-analyzing-recording system in operation.

The IMP system had the advantages of being mobile and of providing
quick answers to questions concerning the plutonium concentrations in a

particular area. Once a ratio between americium and plutonium or total

transuranic elements had been established for a large area, the only time
required to obtain a concentration was that neededto reach the point being
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investigated, set up, and make the measurement. Oncelocated in an area
of interest, measurements typically could be madeat the rate of two per

hour, including travel time between adjacent 50-meter grid points. This

contrasted markedly with the 3-7 days required to analyze a sample

chemically in the laboratory.

The principal weaknesses of the IMP were mechanical ones—difficulties
experienced in maintaining the germanium detector and the vehicle itseif.

Consequently, three IMPs were used in the cleanup project, with the
objective of having two active and one on standbyat all times.

SUBSURFACE SOIL SURVEYS

Anintrinsic weakness of the IMP wasthat it only measured radioactivity
generated close to the surface. It was known that some of the soi

contamination was subsurface, due to the decontamination methods useq

during the nuclear test period. All known or suspected burial sites were

surveyed by the DOE-ERSP using subsurface sampling techniques,

Samples were taken—on reestablished grid patterns and at predetermined

depths in each area of interest—by laboratory technicians under the
direction of EIC. The samples were placed in l-gallon cans, marked, and

transported to Enewetak Island where the ERSPradiological laboratories
were established. A portion of each sample was then chemically analyzed

for transuranic content. The laboratory analysis for each sample took up to

10 days to complete. The remainderof the sample was archived at the Las
Vegas, Nevada,office of ERSP.

BRUSH REMOVAL EXPERIMENTS

Use ofthe in situ system required lanes to be cleared of sufficient brush

to allow visual survey and radiological monitoring for debris which might

affect IMP readings. Muchof the surface of the islands was covered with

dense thickets of Scaevola and Messerschmidia,6 to 8 feettall. It had been

planned to cut the vegetation at ground level without disturbing the

surface soil. Brush removal experiments at Enjebi during the last week of

July 1977 indicated that such precision could not be achieved with the

equipment on hand.52 Coordination with forest and agriculture industry
Officials indicated that even their specialized equipment would disturb the

soil.

During these experiments, a 1,000-by-1,000-foot area on Enjebi was

surveyed for debris by the FRST, after which the USAE attemptedto cut
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the brush with bulldozers. This only mashed down the vegetation

disturbed the soil beneath the tracks to depths of over 6 inches

straight line and over 2 feet on turns. Next, a 100-meter-long, 2-

diameter chain was fastened to two bulldozers and dragged throug!

rea. The chain slid over the more dense vegetation requiring those:

vo be reworked, which caused even moresoil disturbance. The veget

matted in place, requiring greater attenuation adjustments in the in

readings.°? . .
This problem was finally solved by using the bulldozer with the t

above the surface level, and by piling the vegetation in windrows ou

the survey area. There, after several weeks of drying, it was doused

diesel fuel and burned.°4
The volume of brush to be removed was directly dependenton the

spacing of the in situ survey. A 25-meter grid required completecleari

the area to be surveyed. A 50-meter grid required only that lane

cleared along the grid lines. It was determined that the slight

disturbance caused by bulldozing was acceptable, since the current su

was not the original surface of fallout deposition. Acts of man and n:
over the past 20 years had altered the original fallout surface. The su

that really mattered would be the surface left after radiological cleanuy

complete. 55

A CHANGEIN PRIORITIES: AUGUST 1977

By the end of August 1977, brush clearing and debris survey techn:

had been thoroughly tested, a grid survey system which used Site Osx

the benchmark for master triangulation coordinates for the atoll had
established, Enjebi soil samples had been taken, and in situ st

procedures had been developed and were being validated in the ERSP

Lab.

The radiological survey of Enjebi was well underway when BG Tate

COL Treat made their first visit to Enewetak. The purposeoftheir
was to see the atoll firsthand and discuss cleanup plans with the

Commander, who had been with the projecta little over 3 months,an

ERSP Project Manager. Radiological tasks and priorities were discu

including work priorities for the FRST, priorities for ERDA’s in
survey and refinement of the scope of work on selected northernisl.
iterative radiological cleanup techniques to be employed whenclean

particular areas were initiated, and characterization of a progran

determining the overall scope of work that needed to be accomplishe
Runit in accordance with the requirementsof the EIS.56
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BG Tate was most concerned about defining the scope of work ang
assuring that resources would be available to complete the items

specifically required in the EIS, i.e., removal of plutonium from the
Aomon burial crypts and removal of plutonium-contaminated soil over

400 pCi/g from Boken, Lujor, and Runit. He identified these aspriority
requirements while other soil cleanup, such as Enjebi, would be
contingent on availability of resources consistent with completion ofthese
priority requirements. He shared the concern of others that the cleanup

program defined in the EIS might not be completedfor lack of resources,5?

BG Tate believed that he needed more detailed information about the
radiological condition ofthe islands specified in the EIS in order to confirm
and refine the soil volume estimates developed from the 1973 AEC

Survey, and hefelt that those islands must be surveyed as soon as ERSp
personnelcould finish validating their in situ system methodology.
BG Tate was especially concerned about the extent of effort that might

be required to clean Runit, and he asked that action be expedited to
characterize the nature and scope of work required there. BG Tate and the
ERSP Manageragreedthat:

a. ERSP would expedite the development and testing of the in situ

system.

b. As soon as possible, ERSP would conductin situ surveys of Lujor and

Boken so that these priority requirements could be defined early and

cleanup could begin on schedule. This was to be followed by surveys

of Enjebi and the other northern islands to provide data for case-by-
case decisions regarding their cleanup should resources still be

available after cleanup of the Aomon crypts, Lujor, Boken, and Runit

(the islands discussed in the EIS) was complete.

c. The ERSP manager would recommend experts to assist in
formulating a program to characterize the nature and scope ofworkto
clean up Runit to the levels addressed in planning documents,
including the EIS.58

These actions were initiated to allay some of BG Tate’s concern about

the JTG’s ability to complete all of the work defined in the EIS. They were
intended to provide better estimates of all of the priority radiological

cleanup requirements so that soil cleanup would focus on the priority

islands, rather than on Enjebi, which was nota priority requirement and

which could consumeprecious time andlimited resources. Instead,as will

be seen in Chapter 6, these actions were links in a chain of events and

challenges which servedto delay the start of soil cleanup for many months.
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CHANNEL CLEARANCE: SEPTEMBER 1977

Channel clearance operations commenced on 15 September 1977 when

u.s. Navy Underwater Demolition Team Eleven (UDT Eleven) cleared

the approaches to Ananij (Bruce), Aomon and Lujor by chain dragging.

Later that week, explosives were used to complete clearance of the beach

approach to Ananij andto clear a channelinto Runit (Figure 4-12).59

On 21 September 1977, UDT Eleven established a temporary campat

Enjebi and proceeded to complete the channel clearance mission in the

northern half ofthe atoll, including channels into Enjebi, Bokoluo (Alice),

and Louj (Daisy). They returned to Enewetak Camp 4 days later and
completed their work in the southernislands.
UDT Eleven completed an estimated 45 to 60 days channelclearance

and demolition workin 16 days. They used 41,400 pounds of explosivesin

nine separate demolition operations to improve channels and access to

landing beaches on fourislands, and they employed chain drag procedures

to clear obstacles from eight channels. In addition to completing all tasks
assigned in the OPLAN, the team placed marker buoys on ten landing

beach approaches, resurveyed four channels after explosive clearance

operations, andleft a wealth of lagoon and channel information for use by

the JTG.60.61
A weekafter the channelinto Lujor was cleared, it was put to use. On 22

September 1977, several members of the FRST were diverted from the
debris survey of Enjebi to begin the radiological survey and

characterization of Lujor. By then, additional in situ vans had arrived so

that the ERSP was able to begin the characterization of Lujor while
continuing the Enjebi soil survey, although at a slower pace than originally

planned.

 

FIGURE 4-12, RUNIT ISLAND CHANNEL.
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On | October 1977, ERDA wasreorganized. Those components involveg
in the Enewetak project were assigned to the newly establisheq
Departmentof Energy (DOE) withlittle change except in name and Office
symbol; e.g., ERDA-NV became DOE-NV.

EXPLOSIVE ORDNANCE DISPOSAL

Air Force explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) personnelassigned to the
FRST had the primary responsibility for recovery and disposal of aj
unexploded munitions found on land. The EOD team used extensivefielq

searches employing metal detectors, as well as reports from workcrews
involved in both debris and soil removal, to pinpoint locations of

unexploded munitions. When such items were discovered, they were
marked and reported through commandchannels. FRST EODpersonne}
surveyed the munitions and placed inactive munitions in designate
disposal areas. When the survey disclosed that the munitions were

dangerous and unmovable, they were detonated on the spot, following al

required safety precautions. By 8 October 1977, the FRST hadcollected 300
rounds of munitions along the southwest beach of Enjebi (Figure 4-13).

 

FIGURE 4-13. MUNITIONS COLLECTED ON ENJEBI.
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ey were destroyed by multiple demolition on 19 October 1977.62 Lz

he cleanup progressed, the seven EODspecialists on the FRSTv
3eased and the U.S. Navy EOD detachment assumedthe entire Et :

amthe start, unexploded munitions in offshore areas had been

esponsibility of this Navy EOD Detachment. As was the case on land,

munitions were either collected for disposal at a later time or detonatec

the spot if determined dangerous. The Navy EOD team began t
survey, cleanup, and disposal of unexploded ordnance on Medren wt

the scrap contractor was due to begin operations; then they proceede:

clear the shallows off Enjebi.63.64 A summary of types and amount:

discovered unexploded munitionsis shown in Figure 4-14.
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MINE, ANTI-BOAT 10 39 49
MINE, OTHER 6 30 368
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Sub Totai_| 3569
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60 MM MORTARS 15 15
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M25 1 1

CAPS, ELECT 4285 ao
Sub Total |431

iT    
FIGURE 4-14. UNEXPLODED MUNITIONS SUMMARY.
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OTHER PREPARATIONS

Shortly after their arrival on 12 October 1977, the Navy Water Beach
Cleanup Team began demolition test shots on one of their major

objectives, the steel outer pilings of the Medren pier. The innerpilings

were sound enough to be used in reconstruction of the pier by the TTP]

Rehabilitation Program contractors. However, the outer pilings were in

poor condition and had to be removed by explosive cutting as nearto the
lagoon bottom as possible.

On 29 October 1977, the Army and Navy Elements began test of the
causeway pier-barge transportation concept. At near high tide, a two.

causeway pier was inserted against the beach on EnewetakIsland, using

two Armybulldozers as deadmen. A YC barge was docked perpendicular

to the pier, and a transition ramp was placed betweenthe barge andpier. A

loaded, all-wheel-drive, 5-ton dump truck was driven from the beach,

across the pier, up the ramp, and onto the barge with relative ease. Tests

with a 20-ton dump truck were halted when its radiator was damaged
during an attemptto drive ontothe pier.®>
That same day, the FRST and USAEbegan clearing brush from the

causeway between Aomonand Bijire (Tilda) where the Aomon burial

crypt was located. Magnetometersurveys of the area gave several positive

readings, indicating buried metal. Excavations made during the following

week confirmed these readings by revealing contaminated metal debris.

The high water table in the causeway precluded excavations below 6
feet.66,67

With the beginning of the Cleanup Phase (15 November 1977) fast

approaching, and with BG Tate’s direction to shift the priority from Enjebi
to Lujor, Boken, Aomon and Runit, the JTG developed a revised plan in

October 1977 to begin simultaneous debris and soil cleanupfirst on Lujor,

then on Boken, then on Aomon,and otherislands. In conjunction with

these operations, debris was to be removed from several smaller islands

where there was no contaminated soil, such as Taiwel (Percy) and

Bokenelab (Mary).68 CJTG forwarded the plans and schedule to Field
Command and began preparations to implement them on 1S November

1977.69 It was assumed by CJTG that the soil cleanup criteria for Lujor,
Boken, and Aomon would be firmly established by the beginning of the

Cleanup Phase. However, developments at the Washington levelrelative

to the application of Federal guidelines and soil removal criteria were

generating challenges to the cleanup concept (discussed in Chapter 6), and

the Director, DNA directed Commander, Field Command to hold the

execution of soil cleanup in abeyance. He was determined thatscarce soil

cleanup resources would not be squanderedcleaning islands in an order of
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priority which lacked the full consideration of all of the intera

elements.
By 15 November 1977, contaminated debris surveys in preparatio

cleanup were complete on Enjebi, Lujor, and Boken, andinitial

surveys had been madeon those islands. Theinitial FRST surveys o

Aomon crypts had been made, to the extent available equipr

permitted. Heavy seas, wind, and rain in recent weeks had delayed s

operations, however, the JTG wasprepared to begin cleanup operatior

OPENING CEREMONYFOR CLEANUP: NOVEMBER1977

On 15 November1977, BG Tate conducted an opening ceremonyfo.

cleanup phase on Lujor. One-half cubic yard of pipe and angle iron (M:

Index No. 3ll) was monitored by the FRST and foundto besafe
disposal in the lagoon. The USAE loaded the debris on a dump t

which was then loaded on a landing craft. The USNEpiloted the lan

craft to DumpSite Bravo wherethe debris was droppedin the lagoon.’

During this visit, BG Tate reviewed the status of the project, inspe

ongoing operations, discussed problems, and directed that actio:

initiated to develop plans for the Demobilization Phase. Demobiliz:

was not covered in the OPLAN.

Two unfortunate events marred the opening week of cle

operations. The Harbor Clearance Unit was engaged in cutting the

pilings of the Medren pier using underwater explosives. The oper:

proceeded without mishap until the night of 17 November 1977, whet
wooden decking of the pier caught fire. The fire was probably caused

hot fragment, thrown during that day’s demolitions, which lodgedir
wood of the pier and smoldered for hours before igniting the dec.

Before the fire was extinguished, approximately 60 percent of the wor
portion of the pier was destroyed. Fortunately, most of the destr

material was not plannedto be used in rehabilitation ofthe pier. 72
The night of BG Tate’s departure, the secondfatality of the pr

occurred. Private Vincent Holmes, USA, collapsed while pla
hisketball and was taken to the Enewetak Clinic, where he died of ca

actest. The aircraft carrying BG Tate’s group returned to Enewetak
next morning from Kwajalein Missile Range to carry the remair
Hickam AFB. Memorial services were held at the Enewetak Base Ct
on 20 November 1977.73

' es¢ were only the beginning of a series of unfortunate events.

had scarcely begun before it was interrupted by two severesto
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TYPHOON MARY: DECEMBER 1977

The first indications that Typhoon Mary might strike Enewetak Atoll
came on 24 December1977. Reports from the U.S. Navy’s Fleet Weather;
Central on Guam indicated that the storm, which had formed severa;
hundred miles northeast of Enewetak, might approachtheatoll in the next

few days. The JTG began making preparations for the storm as well as fo,
the Christmas holiday. Additional landing craft were positioned at Lojwa,

sensitive laboratory equipment was moved to the three-story masonry
barracks, and other actions to minimize storm damage were initiated.
Plans were made to evacuate if that became necessary. Constant
communications were maintained with Commander in Chief, Pacific
Command, DNA, Field Command, and other commandpoststo keepaj
concerned apprised of the status of the storm and of preparations for
evacuation.

At 1830 hours on Christmas day, as Typhoon Mary continued to

approach, Commander, Field Command, decided to evacuate the atoll,74
By 1900 hours, the order was being implemented. By 2330 hours, aij}
personnel at Lojwa Camp had been evacuated to Enewetak Camp by
landing Craft. When seas in the deep passage becametoo high for boat
traffic, helicopters were used to bring the dri-Enewetak from Japtanto the

main base. Fifty-four people were airlifted from Japtan between 2300
hours on 25 December and 0500 hours on 26 December 1977. The
helicopters were then lashed down 1nd secured. Landing craft were

beached on the leeward shores of Medren and Enewetak Islands and
mooredto bulldozers and other heavy equipment.75

U.S. Air Force C-141 Starlifter aircraft from the 610th Military Airlift

Support Squadron, Yokota, Japan, beganarrivingatfirst light, 0755 hours,
on 26 December 1977. Eight hundred and twenty nine personnel,
including the dri-Enewetak, were combat-loaded on four C-14ls and flown
to Guam.Asit happened, the evacuation took place during the peakofthe

storm at Enewetak. At that time, Typhoon Mary was 120 miles south of

the atoll, its closest point of approach. The wind was reported at 50 knots,
with gusts to 60 knots, and there were I5-foot seas outside the reef and 5-

to 6-foot waves in the lagoon.
The CJTG, COL Mixan, and 20 other military and civilian personnel

remained at Enewetak to make immediate repairs to life-support facilities
and reopen the airfield for the return of the evacuees. Since the storm

came no nearer, damage from Typhoon Marywasrelatively light. As the

storm moved on to the west, plans were made to begin returning the

evacuees to Enewetak on the next day.76
The evacuees began arriving at Guam at approximately 1145 hours on 26

December and were taken to the Anderson AFB gymnasium. There,
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~ystoms, central locator, and American Red Cross services were provided.
oo ytowing in-processing, personnel were fed at the base dining hail and

reaported to billets. Billets were provided at Anderson AFB, three Navy

pases, and four local hotels. — .

Lieutenant Colonel Edwin Dodd, the JTG J-2, was designated
Commander of the Evacuation Element. At Guam, Colonel David N.

Gooch, USAF, Commander of the 43rd Combat Support Group,

anderson AFB, directed local support activities and provided office space

and facilities for the Enewetak Evacuation Control Center. At the center,

communications were established with Enewetak, Field Command, and

other involved activities to plan and coordinate return of the evacuees.

Thefirst return airlift was scheduled to depart Guam at 0500 hours on 27

December. The control center began attempting to locate and notify the

returnees of the departure time the previous afternoon before some of

them had been able to find billeting. A sudden change in circumstances

made early return advisable. Typhoon Mary had changed course and was

headed toward Guam.

The first returning aircraft departed Guam the next morning on

schedule. That flight carried life-support and equipmentrepair crews and

other essential support personnel. Theaircraft were configured for normal

passenger seating for the return flights. Three flights the following day

returned 391 personnel to Enewetak. The next flights were delayed by

typhoon alert conditions on Guam. On 30 December, the last of the

returnees arrived. 7?
Typhoon Mary damage at Enewetakfacilities was limited to broken

windows and wind-damaged doors, siding, and roofing, plus damage to

two pilings on the personnel pier. The most serious loss was three
causeway sections, which broke loose from their moorings at Billae
(Wilma) and were carried out to sea. Typhoon Mary damage was modest

because the storm center passed well to the south of the atoll, and the
winds and seas approached the base camp islands from the ocean side

rather than the lagoon side. Thus, the heavy waves generated by the

shallow lagoon floor were directed away from the eastern islands where the

base camps were located and the lagoonside of these islands where most

of the JTG’s watercraft were moored. As a result, the base camps and

watercraft were relatively protected. The atoll was not so fortunate for the
next storm, which came from the opposite direction.

TROPICAL STORM NADINE: JANUARY1978

By 6 January 1978, Enewetak Atoll had nearly recovered from the effects
of Typhoon. Mary when, shortly after noon, the wind rose out of the
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northwest to 20 knots, with gusts to 30 knots. Sea conditionsin the lagoon

became choppy, and heavy rain squalls intermittently swept across the
atoll. Reports from the Navy’s Fleet Weather Central in Guam forecag,

similar conditions for the next 24 hours. The weather was thoughtto be
resulting from a normal storm system and wasnot considered to be cause
for undue concern. However, as a precautionary measure,the Friday Cargo

aircraft was grounded at Enewetak.

At 1830 hours that evening, a Boston whaler, which was used tocarry
crews to and from the LCU anchorage in the lagoon, was caught by a

heavy swell, parted its mooring at the Enewetak personnel pier and was
driven onto the beach. Conditions were worsening and it was decided to
leave the crew on the LCU until morning. During the night, another LCU,
which wasloaded with 70 tons of contractor scrap from Medren, began to
drag anchor wire from its winch drum. The weight of the loaded Lcu
gradually overcame the winch brake and, by 2200 hours, the LCU was on
the beach. —
Weather and sea conditions remained the same through 7 January,

except for a brief respite that afternoon. The lull was used to deliver

essential supplies to Lojwa Camp via LCU. No damagehad been reported

to facilities at either base camp; however,all cleanup operations had come

to a standstill. At this point, the weather wasstill believed to be the result
of a normal storm system.

On 8 January, conditions improved slightly, and two more boat runs
were made to Medrenin support of scrap removal operations. However,

the next forecast from Fleet Weather Central upgraded the system to a

tropical depression centered about [50 nautical miles south-southwest of
Enewetak, with winds near 26 knots gusting to 30 knots. Hazardous surf

conditions of 7 to 10 feet were forecast for Sunday (9 January) and

Monday. The tropical depression was expected to pass Enewetak about

0100 hours on Sunday. 78
On 9 January, conditions gradually worsened. The Navy Element

secured all beached craft as well as possible. That afternoon, the tropical

depression was upgradedto tropical storm status and code named Nadine.

At 1545 hours, one of the landing craft at Lojwa Camp broke loose and
drifted north. The wind had shifted to the southwest and was coming

across the lagoon, building up waves and smashing them directly on the

lagoon beachesof the inhabited islands. Winds.rose to 40 knots, and seas

rose to 12 feet. The cargo pier, normally 4 to 6 feet out of the water, was
under2 to 3 feet of heavy seas. Patrols reported extensive damage through

the night. The garbage pier was completely demolished, the personnelpier

was damaged, doors were blown away, windows were blownin, and the

perimeter road became blocked with rocks carried in by the waves. Power

was lost on the south end of Enewetak and personnel billeted there were

relocated to the three-story barracks. 79
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The C-14l cargo plane, which had been unable to take off due to weathe

as tied down to heavy equipment and remained undamaged. The boa

““ not as fortunate. During the night, two LCUs and two LCM-8sbrok

ve from their moorings off Enewetak and Lojwa Islands and drifte

north At first light on 10 January 1978, LCU-1552 was reported beached;
pijire and LCM-8295 at Aomon. Lojwa Camp personnel were able t

beach LCM-8126 alongside LCM-8295 at Aomon and secured both to D

bulldozers. LCM-6743 was beached on the rampat Lojwa. At about 124

hours, 4 Military Airlift Commandaircraft overflew the atoll and reporte

sighting LCU-1505 on the reef south of Runit and LCM-8217 onthe ree

south of Lujor. Only two landing craft remained operational, the LC!

loaded with scrap and an LCM-6 which had been intentionally beached ;

Enewetak. During attempts to put the LCM-6 in the water, the cra

broached into the stern of another boat and was damagedto the extent

was inoperable. High winds prevented helicopter flights from carryin

volunteer crews to salvage the other watercraft.

By ll January, the worst was over. At first light, Navy repair crews wer

delivered by helicopter to the LCM and LCU which were aground on th

northeast reef. The craft were further secured and temporarily repaired fc

removal from the reef.80 An Army LARC mechanic, who happenedto t

yt the atoll to provide preventive maintenance until the full LARC crew

arrived, organized a volunteer crew and put one of the LARCsint
operation to pull the two landing craft from the reef. This was thefirst «

many times that this amphibious vehicle proved its enormous value an

versatility.
Damage to Lojwa Camp was minimal, demonstrating again that th

decision to construct more substantialfacilities than the originally planne
tents was a wise one. Food supplies had run low at Lojwa, but helicopte:
soon remedied that situation. At Runit, the old personnel pier wa

destroyed, but the newly constructed buildings were intact.!
The total damage to base campfacilities by Tropical Storm Nadin

(Figure 4-15) was estimated at less than $100,000. However, the damaget
watercraft was more severe. By extraordinary efforts, including speci:

airlifts of personnel and equipment, the Navy had most of them backi

action the following week when debris cleanup operations resumed.82
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FIGURE 4-15. DEBRIS FROM TROPICAL STORM NADINE,

 



CHAPTER 5

DEBRIS CLEANUP

DEBRIS CLASSIFICATION

There werethree basic classes of debris identified in the Environmental
Impact Statement(EIS):!

a. Hazardous debris, consisting of items with hazardousradiation levels

and items which were physical hazards such as dilapidated structures,

derelict boats, and open manholes.

b. Obstructive debris, consisting of items which interfered with the
proposed use of the islands, such as concrete pads.

c. Cosmetic debris, consisting of items which were neither hazardous
nor obstructive but were simply unsightly.

Items were classified during the Enewetak Engineering Survey and

identified in the Master Index to the survey report by location,
classification, planned disposition, and agency responsible for disposition.
In planning the Enewetak Cleanup Project and the Enewetak

Rehabilitation Program,it was originally agreed that the Defense Nuclear

Agency (DNA) would removeonly hazardous debris and that the Trust

Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPI), as the rehabilitation agent for
Department of the Interior (DOI, would remove obstructive debris.
Cosmetic debris was not to be removed.

During joint TTPI-Field Command engineering surveys in 1976, the

original agreement was modified to provide that the Department of

Defense would removeall obstructive debris as well as hazardous debris

on the nonresidential islands, in exchange for which DOI/TTPI would

accomplish an equal amount of hazardous debris removal on the

residential islands of Japtan (David), Medren (Elmer), and Enewetak
(Fred). The exchange benefited both agencies.It limited DOI/TTPI work
to three noncontaminated southern islands; it limited Field Command’s

radiological safety and control responsibilities on the nonresidential islands

to cleanup project personnel; and it minimized duplication in staging and

supporting work forces on the northern islands. As a result of these

agreements, the Master Index was revised to indicate DNA

responsibilities for removal of both obstructive and hazardous debris.

Hazardous debris was further classified as to radioactivity into three

_ categories. The categories were determined by the disposal method

authorized by Enewetak Standard Operating Procedures? which were
based on American National Standards Institute draft Standard N328-

1976, Table 13 as amended by the Department of Energy-Nevada

219
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Operations Office (DOE-NV). The radiation measurements were net
measurements, with the local soil used as the backgroundreference. All
measurements were averaged over | square meter, provided no individual
reading exceeded three timesthe limit value.fhe numbers in the standarg
are given in terms of the absolute unit of disintegrations per Minute
(dpm). For operational purposes these were converted to counts Der

minute (cpm) underthe area ofthe probe used for the measurement. Each
category was assigned a color/disposal code to be used in markingthe
material with spray paint andto facilitate documentation and disposal, as
follows:

Color (Disposal) Code Category

Red (C - Crater) Gamma radiation measurements, taken
within | foot of the object, which were

greater than or equal to 100 #R/hr.

Yellow (L - Lagoon) Gammaradiation, measured within | foot of
the surface, which was greater than 15 wR/hr
but less than 100 wR/hr; or beta radiation
which exceeded 5,000 dpm/100 cm2 at
contact or 540 cpm under the HP-210 probe.

or alpha radiation which exceeded 1,000
dpm/100 cm2 or 300 cpm underthe AC-3-7
probe at contact.

Green (R - Release) Of no radiological interest, that is, it was

below ail the limits for disposal as
radioactive debris.

Red debris was disposed of by encapsulation in Cactus Crater. Yellow

debris was disposed of at designated lagoon disposal sites. Green debris
was disposed of by one of several methods authorized for
noncontaminated material since it met the requirements for release and

reutilization without control.
Within the Yellow (lagoon disposal) group, consideration was given to

leaving certain debris in place if the only contaminant wasbeta radiation in

excess of the Green debris limits. The Radiation Control Committee

evaluated the measurements and made case-by-case recommendations

based on the degree of hazard andeffort required to removethe item.4

DEBRIS SURVEYS

The Enewetak Engineering Survey and Master Index generally
identified all the major items on each island. However, to identify the
exact location and current radiological condition of each item to be

 



  

- Debris Cleanup

oved once the Joint Task Group (JTG) had establisheditself

rt a detailed survey was conducted as thefirst step in theclei
ato island. This detailed survey was conducted by the Field R:

cat ort Team (FRST), under the supervision of the Radiation ¢

ion (J-2) HQ JTG. Individual survey teams were made up of

jeader, two or more radiation monitors, two data recorders, a sury

rruck driver, and one or more helpers. Teamequipment included

for detection of alpha, beta, and gammaradiation, radiation check s

paint, poles with flags for marker stakes, tools (hammers, ma

crowbars, etc.), surveying instruments, maps, photographs, came

film, log books, chalk board, and the Master Index List for the is

These surveys were planned to cover {5 acres per day. After

marks were located or established, teams identified boundaries

designated area which were marked by pole and flag. Parallel pat!

selected to form a grid across the area at distances which would

~ adequate inspection of the area between paths. Monitors and re

walked the paths searching for debris. Paths varied depending on

features and vegetation. Operation of exposure-rate meters by m

gave a measure of background radiation. When debris or c

structures were encountered, the radiological character was deter

and the items were marked with red, yellow, or green spray ¢
appropriate. These markings indicated to the debris cleanup tea

euch item was to be treated for cleanup and disposal.

DEBRIS RECLASSIFICATION

In March 1978, it was discovered that some concrete structures hz

marked with green paint(i.e., no radiological interest) although the

surveys bore readings which indicated they should have been mark
yellow paint for lagoon disposal. Investigation revealed that the
teams had misinterpreted the debris classification directive
contained units of measure unlike those on thefield instrumen

directive was revised, and all mismarked debris was located and rer

The resurvey resulted in reclassification of several concrete str

on Enjebi (Janet), Boken (Irene), Aomon (Sally), and Bijire (Tild.
green to yellow. The estimates of contaminated debris remov.:

increased thereby from 7,300 to 19,000 cubic yards. The increase for
alone was 7,700 cubic yards. Much of the contamination which res:
the reclassification was surface beta. Several methods, in

sandblasting and chipping, were employed to remove the
contamination and leave otherwise harmlessstructuresintact.>.6
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DEBRIS CLEANUP PROCEDURES

Debris cleanup procedures were determined by the radiologica|
condition of the item and the disposition code shownin the Master Index?

for that item (Figure 5-1). When items were not listed or when special
procedures were required, determinations were made at the appropriate
level of command. Most debris cleanup simply required collection ang
disposal.
The U.S. Army Element (USAE) was responsible for collection of

debris located on land; i.e., inland from the high tide line. Debris was
picked up by hand or with various types and sizes of engineer equipment,
loaded on trucks, and offloaded at stockpiles (Figure 5-2). Stockpiles were

established for reutilization, burning, or transport by boat. Oversize debris

CODE = RECOMMENDEDDISPOSITION

(EXTRACTED FROM ENGINEERING STUDY MASTER INDEX)

01 = PROJECT NO LONGER REQUIRED.
02 = ACCOMPLISH BY SALVAGE CONTRACT.
03 = REMOVE TO CONTAMINATED BURIALSITE.
04 = LEAVE IN PLACE.
05 = BURY DEBRIS AT EXISTING LOCATION.
06 = REMOVE DEBRIS TO ON JSLAND DISPOSAL AREA.
07 = REMOVE TO OPEN WATERDISPOSAL AREA.
08 = BACKFILL.
09 = DISMANTLE - STOCKPILE FOR DESIGNATED FUTURE

USE (1.€., REHAB OF BUILDINGS, FIREWOOD,ETC.).
10 = NOT USED.
11 = REMOVE DEBRIS AND BACKFILL.
12 = SALVAGE AND LEAVE RUBBLEIN PLACE.
13 = SALVAGE AND REMOVE RUBBLETO DISPOSAL AREA.

LEAVE BASIC STRUCTUREAS IS.
14 = REMOVE HAZARDS; 1.E., CUT OFF STUBS, ETC.
15-19 = (CODES NOT USED).
20 = DNA USE DURING CLEANUP AND LEAVE AFTER CLEANUP.
21 = DNA USE DURING CLEANUP AND REMOVE AFTER CLEANUP.
22 = DNA USE DURING CLEANUP AND REMOVE, BUT LEAVE SLAB.
23 = DOI USE DURING CLEANUP AND LEAVE AFTER CLEANUP.
24 = DOI USE DURING CLEANUP AND REMOVE AFTER CLEANUP.
25 = DOI USE DURING CLEANUP AND REMOVE, BUT LEAVE SLAB.
26 = DNA USE FOR PARTS AND REMOVE SLAB.
27 = DNA USE FOR PARTS AND LEAVE SLAB.
28 = DOI USE FOR PARTS AND REMOVE SLAB.
29 = DOI USE FOR PARTS AND LEAVESLAB.

FIGURE 5-1, HAZARDOUS DEBRIS DISPOSITION CODES
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FIGURE 5-2. DEBRIS LOADING OPERATION.

was disassembled or broken upfor collection and transport using engineer

tools or demolitions.
The Water-Beach Cleanup Team (WBCT) of the U.S. Navy Element

(USNE) was responsible for collection of debris located offshore; i.e.,

from the high tide line on the beach outto a depth of15 feet in the waterat

jow tide. During the course of the project, five methods were successfully
used to extract debris from the offshore areas (Figure 5-3). As in the case

of land operations, it was often necessary, prior to removing the debris

from the water, to reduce it to a size which could be handled by the

personnel and equipmentavailable. These activities were conducted by the

USNE’s Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) personnel who assisted

WBCTdebris removal operations.

The basic method of debris extraction from offshore areas was by

manual removal (Figure 5-4). When the debris was small enough to be
handled by one or two divers, they would remove and carry the debris to

beach stockpiles. Once on shore, debris was transported to larger

stockpiles by the USAE for subsequent removal to dumpsites. This

procedure was used on virtually all islands of the atoll.

A second method involved the use of divers offshore in combination

with a D8 dozer with winch onshore. This method was used when the

debris was larger than could be handled by oneor two divers and in areas

inaccessible to Navy watercraft. The cable from the winch was connected  
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FIGURE 5-4. MANUAL DEBRIS REMOVAL.

to the debris by WBCTdivers, and the debris was winched from the water

to the shore. Other USAE equipment was also used to pull the debris to

the shore. Again, USAE transported the debris to beach stockpiles.
The third method involved the use of a modified landing craft,

mechanized (LCM-8) equipped with a powerful winch and A-frame

(Figure 5-5). As in the second method,divers connected the winch cable
to the debris and the debris was hoisted aboard the LCM-8 (Figure 5-6).
When the space was full (approximately 5-20 cubic yards), the LCM-8
either moved the debris to a beach stockpile area where USAE equipment

offloaded the craft or moved the debris directly to an authorized lagoon

dumpsite.
The fourth method employed to collect offshore debris utilized the

Army lighter, amphibious resupply, cargo (LARC-LX). This method was
used where the debris was located far from operational sites, where there

were accessibility problems for the modified LCM-8 craft, or when the

debris could not be winchedto the nearest island. As in other procedures,

- , divers connected the winch cable from the LARC-LX and the debris was

pulled on board (Figure 5-7). When the cargo space was fuil, the LARC-
LX either moved debris to dumpsites or to beach stockpiles (Figure 5-8).
This method proved to be highly successful during the final stages of
debris cleanup operations.

Thefifth and final method again combined USAE and USNEresources
and was by far the mostefficient debris removal methodin the offshore

 



 
 a
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FIGURE 5-6. DEBRIS LOADING, LCM-8.



 
FIGURE 5-7. DEBRIS LOADING, LARC-LX.

 

FIGURE 5-8, DEBRIS STOCKPILE ON BEACH.
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to the debris by WBCTdivers, and the debris was winched fromthe water

areas. This method employed two 90-foot causeway sections joined to

form a [80-foot floating platform, and a 12-I/2-ton crawler crane with a

clamshell which was positioned on this floating platform (Figure 5-9). The

platform was moved to the vicinity of the debris by Navy watercraft and

anchored. WBCT divers located and marked the debris. Thereafter, the

crane operator removed the debris from the water and placed it on the

floating platform. In this method, approximately 200-300 cubic yards of

debris could be loaded on the causeway, and the causeway then

transported by a warping tug or LCM-8 to an authorized Jagoon dump site
where the crane offloaded the debris. This method eliminated double and

triple handling and was used extensively during the offshore cleanup ofthe
island of Enewetak in August and September 1979.

Extensive use of explosives was required in the disposal of debris. [t had

been estimated that 219,297 pounds of various munitions would be

required. However, 362,864 pounds were boughtand stored in bunkers on

Medren for use, and 345,050 pounds were actually used by Army and
Navy demolition teams in the cleanup.

Debris items which could not be collected and removed, such as

concrete bunkers, were sealed or otherwise treated to eliminate hazards.
These special procedures are described in subsequent sections covering

the islands where such cleanup was required.

 

FIGURE 5-9. FLOATING PLATFORM DEBRIS REMOVAL.
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DEBRIS TRANSPORT

Debris identified for disposal by crater containment or lagoon dumping

was transported to the disposal sites by various modes depending on access

channels, beach trafficability, and available resources. The transport

procedures evolved as experience was gained (Figure 5-10).

The earliest method used wasto transport loaded 20-ton dumptrucksto

disposal sites on either LCM-8s and/or LCUs(landing craft, utility). The

20-ton trucks (average capacity 10 cubic yards) were loaded at the beach

stockpiles, driven onto an LCM-8 (one per boat) or LCU (six per boat),
and transported to the disposal site. Red debris was offloaded at Runit by

dumping the contents into trenches prepared to stockpile contaminated

debris. Yellow and green debris were offloaded by two 12-1/2-ton cranes

aboard a barge anchored at the lagoon disposal site (Figure 5-Il). This
method was very hard on the trucks and was extremely time-consuming

for the relatively small amounts of debris moved.
Whenislands were inaccessible to naval craft, the debris trucks were

loaded on the LARC-LXsandtransported to the lagoon dumpsites or to
Runit as appropriate. The LARC-LX could transport only one 20-ton
truck per trip. This method was also very time-consuming.

A bulk-haul method using LCM-8 landing craft was developed to

transport debris to lagoon disposal sites. The LCM-8 decks and bulkheads
were lined with heavy lumber. Debris was loaded into the boats directly

from dump trucks or by bucket loaders from beach stockpiles. The boats
were offloaded by the barge-mounted cranesat the dumpsites. An average

of 30 cubic yards per trip could be moved by this method, which was used

extensively during the cleanup of Enjebi.

A second bulk-haul method employed an LCU landingcraft containing

a plate steel box which originally had been designed to haul contaminated

soil. A 20-foot section was cut from oneside of the box, and the deck was
covered with heavy lumber (Figure 5-12). The boat was loaded either by
direct dumping from the trucks or with loaders. The loaders remained on

board and were used for offloading the LCU at the lagoon dumpsite

(Figure 5-13). This method permitted the transportation of approximately

100 cubic yards of debris per trip. It was used for the first time on Enjebi.

Loading/offloading by this method took approximately 2 hours for each
operation.

The third bulk-haul method of transporting debris utilized a YC-type
barge. This procedure was used only on Enewetak and Medren islands,
which had access for naval craft to a pier from which loading could be

accomplished. The barge was modified with four 3-foot-high steel walls

around the outside edge to contain the debris. Barge capacity was 300 to

500 cubic yards depending on configuration of the debris. Debris was
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FIGURE 5-11. YELLOW/GREEN DEBRIS OFFLOAD OPERATION.

 

FIGURE 5-12. LCU BULK HAUL CONFIGURATION.
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FIGURE 5-13. LCU BULK HAUL OFFLOADING OPERATION.
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moved onto a pier from stockpiles using either a dozer or a loader and

loaded onto the barge by a crane which was prepositioned on the barge

(Figure 5-14). The barge was then towed outto the dump site, secured to

the buoy marking the site, and offloaded with the crane (Figure 5-5).
Normally the loading/offloading consumed 8 to 10 hours for each

operation. This method was used to move mostof the debris from Medren

from November1778 to May 1979.

The last and most efficient method of transporting noncontaminated

debris employed a BC-type barge with a bulldozer aboard. This method

was developed for use at Enewetak Island where there was a substantial
cargo pier and a large volumeofdebris identified for lagoon disposal.
Numerous innovations were necessary to achieve maximumefficiency

in the loading operation. One was the removal of dump beds from

uneconomically repairable 20-ton dump trucks. These beds could easily be
moved to and from stockpiles by a tractor-trailer in a loaded/unloaded

configuration. Debris-loaded dump beds were emptied onto the barge at
Enewetak with 45-ton or 90-ton longboom cranes (Figure 5-16). By

judicious placement of loads on the barge, much higher capacities were

reached. Up to 700 cubic yards were loaded on a barge, with average loads
of 500 cubic yards. Loading time ranged from 4 to 6 hours. Offloading took

less than an hour with the bulldozer pushing the debris off the barge at the

lagoon disposalsite.

tee, | oes pt OR 2 ee cis

 

FIGURE 5-14. DEBRIS LOADING ON A BARGE.
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FIGURE 5-16. DUMP BED OFFLOADING.
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DEBRIS DISPOSAL

Disposition of debris was based onthe radiological condition of

and its disposition as indicated in the Master Index. Red det

disposed of by crater containment as described in a subsequent

Green debris was left in place or otherwise disposed

noncontaminated material. Yellow debris and some green deb:

disposed of by dumping atthe nearest site designated in the perm

by Pacific Ocean Division, Corps of Engineers, for disposal of me

~ the lagoon.’ There were three such sites: Site Alpha (A) off E.

Island, Site Bravo (B) off Runit (Yvonne) Island, and Site Charlie
the coast of Enjebi asillustrated in Figure 5-17.

Disposal of hazardous ordnance (ammunition, projectiles, gi

bombs, etc.) from World War II battles at Enewetak wascarriec

trained EOD experts, as described in Chapter 4.

   

  

   

LAGOON DISPOSALSITES RUNIT

ANANIS

   
JAPTAN

oncih'© MEDREN
KIDRENEN

nets NEWETAK
PERMIT NO. PODCO-O 1298-5 iKUREN ENEWE

FIGURE 5-17. LAGOON DISPOSALSITES.
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NORTHERNISLAND DEBRIS CLEANUP BEGINS

Debris cleanup for each island is described in the following S€CtiOns
Cleanup of a particular island was not continuous in all cases. Priorities
were adjusted periodically to insure the optimum useofcritical personne|
and equipment resources.

When the Army and Navy Element Commanders weresatisfied thay

debris cleanup was complete on each island, they reported this to the

Commander, JTG (CJTG). He then inspected the entire island in Close

detail by helicopter and on foot. Only when he wassatisfied astoits clean
condition did he accept the debris cleanup as complete. These acceptances
were subsequently recorded as signed certificates for each island.

Debris removal operations began on Lujor (Pearl!) on 15 November
1977 and continued on someof the northern islands while soil cleanup
criteria and priorities were being reviewed. By the first of December 1977.
debris removal operations were underway on Lujor, Bokenelab (Mary),
and Taiwel (Percy). Taiwel was the first island on which cleanup was
completed.

TAIWEL (PERCY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Taiwel consists of 5 acres of sandbar supported by coral shoals with very
little vegetation. A small amount ofscattered scrap and a portable building

which had been used as an underwater cable terminal were all that

remained when the island was surveyed for cleanup. No radioactive
material burial sites were known to exist on the island. In planning
documents, Taiwel wasidentified for food gathering; however, the actual
use planned by the people wasfor occasionalvisitation.?

The debris survey in September 1977 found no contaminated debris, and

the island was decontrolled on 7 October 1977. Noncontaminated debris

cleanup began 25 November 1977. On 4 December 1977, the building was

soaked with diesel fuel and set afire. The remaining debris (2 cubic yards—
noncontaminated) was removed on 5 December 1977.!0

BOKENELAB (MARY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bokenelab, a small island in the northeast sector, consists of 12 acres and
was used as an instrumentation base during Operations Greenhouse,Ivy,

and Hardtack. Vegetation was sparse to moderate. There were some

concrete and wood-framed, metal-clad structures remaining. There were
24 Master Index items, including an estimated 272 cubic yards of
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noncontaminated debris. There were no groundzeroes on this island, and

no radioactive materials were known to exist. The planned use for

Bokenelab was food gathering. !!.!2
The debris survey in September 1977 found no contaminated debris, and

the island was decontrolled on 7 October 1977. Noncontaminated debris

cleanup began on 13 December 1977 and was completed on 8 February

1978. One hundredfifty eight cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were
removed. !3.14

No debris was found on the nearby islet known as Mary's Daughter

(code name Fern), andtheisland was decontrolled on 5 October 1977.!5

LUJOR (PEARL) ISLAND DEBRIS CLEANUP

Lujor consists of 54 acres and wasthe location of the Inca event during
Operation Redwing. Vegetation was moderate to heavy around the

perimeter, while the interior had a grass sedge cover among the shrubs.

Hazardousdebris included several concrete anchorblocks,steel pipe, rails,

plates, miscellaneous metal scrap, and a large quantity of metal mat which

had been placed during the Inca event to minimize the dust cloud. No

radioactive burial sites were known, however, as a ground zero was

located on Lujor, it was assumed that some actions in recovery operations

or in the protection of personnel from exposure may have covered
radioactive materials or areas. There were 20 Master Index items,

including an estimated 29 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris and 317

cubic yards of contaminated debris. The planned use for Lujor was
agriculture, !6

Debris cleanup began on 15 November 1977. On 22 February 1978,

debris cleanup was declared complete;!? however, an inspection in

February 1979 discovered several items of red debris in the windrows of

brush which had been cleared during the initial soi! survey. These were

removed during soil cleanup operations. In all, 16 cubic yards of

noncontaminated debris and 255 cubic yards of contaminated debris were

removed.!8 Decontrolofthe island depended uponsoil cleanup, described

in Chapter 7.

No debris was found on the nearby islet known as Pearl's Daughter

(code name Gwen).

AEJ (OLIVE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Aej consists of 40 acres and was used as an instrumentation site during

Operation Castle. Vegetation on the lagoon side was dense, tall brush,
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while the ocean side was more open. No ground zeroes were placed on Agj
and no radioactive burial sites were known. Hazardous debris included a
concrete bunker, pieces of pipe, and other metal scrap. There were three
Master Index items, including approximately | cubic yard of
noncontaminated debris. The planned use for Aej was agriculture, !9

Debris cleanup began on 20 February 1978 and was completed on 2}

March 1978. Approximately | cubic yard of noncontaminated debris was
removed from the island. Forms were built around the bunker opening
andfilled with concrete from a ready-mix truck to seal the bunker.29 The
other two Master Index items identified in the survey were removed. Aej
was decontrolled on 2 March 1978.2!

BILLAE (WILMA) ISLAND CLEANUP

Billae consists of 14 acres and was usedforscientific recording stations. It

had no ground zeroes, and no radioactive material burial sites were known

to exist. Vegetation was moderate to dense. There remained a wind
indicator pole, two submarine cable terminals, and miscellaneous wood
and metal debris to be removed. There were also several concrete pads

which wereto beleft in place. There were 2! Master Index items, including

an estimated 88 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris. The planned use
for Billae was food gathering. 22
The debris survey in August 1977 found no contaminated debris, and

the island was decontrolled on 7 October 1977. Debris cleanup began on 5
January 1978 and was completed on 26 February 1978. The wind indicator

pole was cut down by explosive demolition on |2 January 1978. Sixty-four
cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were removed.23

ALEMBEL (VERA) ISLAND CLEANUP

Alembelconsists of 38 acres and was used asa scientific station during

nuclear testing. It was densely vegetated with tall palm trees. No ground

zeroes were located on Alembel. Debris included a 4-foot wide, 20-foot

long concrete building which had contained laboratory animals, a concrete

cable vault, and pieces of corroded pipe. There were four Master Index

items, including an estimated 25 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris.

The planned use for Alembel wasagriculture.24

Debris cleanup began on 19 January 1978 and was completed on 3 March

1978. Approximately | cubic yard of noncontaminated debris was

removed.25
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ELLE (NANCY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Elle consists of Il acres and was not used during nuclear testing.

Vegetation included a dense stand of shrubs 8 to |2 feet tall and a dozen
coconut palms. The only hazardous debris was one Master Index item, a

piece of pipe projecting from the beach. The planned use for Elle was food

gathering. 26
Debris cleanup began on 6 March 1978 and was completed on 19 March

1978. The piece of pipe was removed by explosive demolition, after which

there was a police up of small debris. Less than 1 cubic yard of

noncontaminated debris, including the one Master Index item, was
removed.2?7

BOKEN (IRENE) AND BOKAIDRIKDRIK (HELEN)
ISLANDS DEBRIS CLEANUP

Boken, and Bokaidrikdrik which adjoins it on the southwest, are

comprised of 45 acres and constitute the northernmost landmass of the
atoll. They were used for the ground zero of the Seminole shot during

Operation Redwing. This event created a crescent shaped shoreline along

the western edge of Boken and a large, water-filled crater, 650 feet in
diameter, where the event occurred. All that was left of Bokaidrikdrik was

a 5-acre sandspit bordering the water-filled Seminole Crater. For practical

purposes,there is only one island remaining. Boken also was affected by

the Mike and Koa thermonuclearevents but no burial sites for radioactive
scrap were knownto exist. However, large amounts of contaminated soil

were suspected to be buried, impacting on the soil cleanup operations

described in Chapter 7. Vegetation varied from medium to dense.

Hazardous debris included three corrugated metal arch structures, five

concrete bunkers, and miscellaneous metal scrap. There were an estimated

1,312 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris, including 24 Master Index

items on Boken and 2 on Bokaidrikdrik. The planned use for Boken was

food gathering.28.29

Debris cleanup began on 4 January 1978 and was completed on 12 July
1978. There were 1,905 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris
removed.3° Two Master Index items, bunkers from the Ivy shot, located
at stations 200 and 600, were discovered to bearrelatively low-level beta

contamination which could not be removed without major destruction of

the concrete. Based on the well-fixed mature of the contamination,

requests for disposition authority other than destruction were submitted,

and several attempts were made to remove the beta contamination,  
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nondestructively. Sand blasting removed some of the contamination, but

was generally ineffective. Washing with acid and detergents proved

valueless. 3!
The DOE-Enewetak Radiological Support Project (DOE-ERSP)

manager was asked for advice. He recommendedthe following:32

a. No bunker should be demolished solely because of surface

contamination.

b. Radiological considerations were no reasonto seal a bunker.

c. Mechanical removal and pickup of easily removable material was

suggested for contaminated surfaces.

On 20 June 1978, the Director, DNA visited the bunker sites, examined
the contamination, and went over the radiation readings in detail. Based

upon the DOE-ERSPadvice, he decided that the Boken bunkers did not

require further decontamination and were to be left in place33 (Figure
5-18).

 
FIGURE 5-18. BOKEN BUNKER.

BOKOLUO (ALICE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bokoluo, the mostwesterly of the northern islands of the atoll, contains

22 acres and wasusedforscientific observation and measurementstations

during the nuclear test period. While it did not serve as a test site, some
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surface contamination resulted from fallout from nearbytests. Vegetation,

consisting of brush interspersed with patches of heavy grass, was denser
and taller on the westside. Hazardousdebris included a derelict landing

craft, reinforced concrete structures, a plywood shack, and miscellaneous

scrap. There were an estimated 10 cubic yards of contaminated debris and

436 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris to be removed, and [4 Master

Index items, of which 9 were planned for removal. Planned use for

Bokoluo was food gathering.34

Debris survey by the FRST was conducted from 24 January through 10

February 1978. The majority of the debris bore no significant
contamination and was markedfor lagoon disposal. Cleanup began on 10
February 1978.35 Several concrete structures were removed by explosive

demolition in March 1978,36 and debris removal was completed on 14
June 1978.37 There were 1,575 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris and

nine Master Index items removed.38

BOKOMBAKO (BELLE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bokombako contains 31 acres and was the site of a few scientific test

stations used in Operation Greenhouse. [t never served as an eventsite.
Vegetation generally was quite dense, but thinned out toward the

northeast end of the island. Only a small amount of debris was found,

including a cased well and a grade beam from signal terminal station.

There were an estimated 6 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris to be

removed and nine Master Index items. No contaminated debris was

found. The planned use for Bokombakowasfood gathering.3?
Debris cleanup began on $5 March 1978 and was completed on 9 June

1978. Twenty-eight cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were

removed.49

MIJIKADREK (KATE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Mijikadrek has an area of 16 acres and was used extensively during

Operation Greenhouse for photographic coverage andfor structural effects

testing. There were no ground zeroeson the island and no known burial

sites. Vegetation ranged from moderately dense in the south to dense in
: the central and extreme northern portions. Debris included a considerable

: amount of brick and concrete rubble, several concrete slabs and

structures, and miscellaneous metal scrap. There were an estimated 1,049

cubic yards of debris to be removed, all noncontaminated, and 28 Master

Index items. The planned use for Mijikadrek was food gathering.*!
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Debris cleanup began on 5 April 1978 and was completed on 16 June
1978. There were 1,073 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris removed 42

KIDRINEN (LUCY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Kidrinen consists of 20 acres. It was used for biomedical studies ang
sampling during Operation Greenhouse and for some instrumentation
during Operations Ivy and Hardtack I. No test events were detonated here.

Vegetation was dense except at the southern end. Hazardous debris
included concrete blocks, slabs, and shelters, as well as miscellaneous
concrete, brick, wood, and metal rubble. There were an estimated 61 cubic
yards of debris to be removed,all noncontaminated, and 18 Master Index
items. The planned use for Kidrinen was food gathering.43

Debris cleanup began on 5 April 1978 and ended on 16 June 1978. There
were 257 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris removed.44

LOUS (DAISY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Louj contains 21 acres and was not used to any great extent during the

test era. Vegetation was sparse on the lagoon side, dense on the oceanside.
Louj had no ground zeroes and wasrelatively free of debris from nuclear
testing. Only a small pipe used as a station in the Ivy operation, as well as

other miscellaneous pipes, remained. The planned use for Louj was food

gathering.45
Debris cleanup began on 26 April 1978 and was completed on |S May

1978. Five cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were removed. There

was no contaminated debris.46

BOKINWOTME (EDNA) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bokinwotmeislittle more than a sandbar with an area of somethingless

than 10 acres. It was not used during the test era for scientific purposes.
Vegetation was sparse. Comparison with 1952 maps and photos showed

that the island underwentgreat physical change but notas a direct result of

a nuclear event. The changes apparently resulted from alterations created

by the removal of Elugelab (Flora) by the Mike event. There were no
structures, contaminated or noncontaminatedscrap,or burial sites on the

island. The planned use for Bokinwotme was food gathering.4’ Theisland
was accepted as clean of debris on 15 May 1978.48
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KIRUNU (CLARA) ISLAND CLEANUP

Kirunu has a surface area of 7 acres and wasthesite of one large and

several lesser scientific stations used during Operation Ivy. It was nota site

for any nuclear events. Vegetation was reasonably dense. Hazardous

debris included one concrete bunker, a derelict crane, and a small amount

of metal debris. There were an estimated 112 cubic yards of

noncontaminated debris to be removed and three Master Index items. The

planned use for Kirunu wasfood gathering.49
Debris cleanup began on 26 April 1978 and was completed on 9 June

1978. Five hundred and five cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were

removed.>9

ELELERON (RUBY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Eleleron’s physical configuration was altered so radically by test
activities as to cause conflicting identifications of the island, even within

the same report. As shownin Figure 5-19, the original island was almost as
large as Lojwa (Ursula). The majority of the island, its entire center, was
vaporized in two nucleartests, the George shot in Operation Greenhouse
and the Mohawk shot in Operation Redwing. This left a 4-acre island

which was identified by the Enewetak Radiological Survey and VolumeI
of the Engineering Survey as Ruby and by the JTG as Ruby’s Child or

Ruby’s Daughter (code name Xeno). It also left two segments connected
to Aomonby a narrow causeway which was bordered on the lagoon side by

a marsh. The marshwasfilled with soil during preparations for the Pacific

Cratering Experiment (PACE)in 1972, joining the two southeast segments

of Eleleron to Aomon in a peninsula which now appears to be part of

Aomon. This peninsula was identified as Eleleron in Volume II of the
Engineering Study, in the Master Index, and in most of the JTG reports.

All of the cleanup work described in this section took place on the

peninsula. No cleanup was required on the other remnant of

Eleleron.5!.52.53 The Enewetak Radiological Survey regardedtheisland as
a possible burial site because of the two ground zeros; however, bothsites

are now underwater.
Hazardous debris included 196 cubic yards of contaminated bulkhead

rails, coaxial cables, and other metal scrap. Ten Master Index items were
identified on the peninsula. The planned use for the island was food
gathering.°4

Debris cleanup began on | June 1978 and, by 8 July 1978, generally was
completed except for small amounts of yellow and green debris.°5 These
were removed on 10 July 1978 and dumpedin the lagoon from a LARC.*6
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Two hundred and fifty cubic yards of contaminated debris and a minor
amountof noncontaminated debris were removed.>/

AOMON(SALLY) ISLAND DEBRIS CLEANUP

Aomonis comprised of 99 acres, including a man-madepeninsula which

connects it to remnants of Eleleron (Figure 5-19). Vegetation consisted of

dense brush ringing grassy open spaces. The island wasthe site of three

tower events, the Yoke event of Operation Sandstone and the Yuma and
Kickapoo events of Operation Redwing (Figure 5-20). Aomon did not
contain a large amount of exposed debris but did have known plutonium

burial sites. Hazardous debris included concrete bunkers, footings, anchor

blocks, submarine cable terminals, a wooden tower, and miscellaneous

debris. There were an estimated 2,106 cubic yards of contaminated debris

and 1,054 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris to be removed. There
were 41 Master Index items on Aomon. The planned use for Aomon was

agriculture.58
The radiological survey of Aomon was delayed by approximately 10,000

sooty terns which were nesting on the island. On 2 November 1977, a hot

line was set up on Aomonandinitial survey points were established.59

Debris survey began on 8 December 1977.69 On 16 January 1978, the
USAE begansealing bunker doors with concrete.6! Most of the debris
cleanup was completed by 29 July 1978, although the final policing and
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So KICKAPOO

   
LAGOON

FIGURE 5-20. AOMON GROUND ZEROS.

acceptance of the island was not completed until 28 September 1978.¢
Seven hundred and twenty-eight cubic yards of contaminated debris an

2,186 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were removed.®3
The EIS Case 3 cleanup mission required that plutonium be remove

from three burial crypts on Aomon. Cleanupof the crypt on the causewa

between Aomon and Bijire was primarily a soil cleanup effort and

described in Chapter 7. The other two were concrete blocks located nei

the Yuma and Kickapoo ground zeroes and bearing brass plaque

identifying them as crypts. Research indicated that they were tower base

which had been covered with clean concrete to coat their contaminate

surfaces. After intense discussion among DOE, USAE,and the JTG J-

regarding color coding and disposition, the blocks were broken up b
explosive demolition under the personal supervision of the Assistant J-:

Captain Nathan S. Mathewson, USA. They were found to have onl

weaponfuel plating on the previously exposed surfaces. Verylittle of th

material was actually in yellow condition (the great majority being green

However, because it was associated with a ground zero and had bee
marked as a contaminated material burial site, it was coded yellow an

disposed ofin the lagoon.§4
During the cleanup of the Kickapoo ground zero area, DOE personn

discovered several rock-like fragments which contained amounts «

plutonium on the order of a few microcuries. They were similar to sorr

found on Runit. This contamination was not enoughto cause the area |
exceed the 40 picocuries per gram of soil criterion. However, tt
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concentration of a relatively large amountof plutonium in the small rocks
caused concern. In early October 1978, personnel from J-2, DOE, and

FRST visited the Kickapoo area to determine the distribution of the

plutonium-contaminated fragments. Instruments sensitive to the gamma

rays of americium-24| were found to be most useful for identifying the

contaminated fragments. [It was soon learned that plutonium was found

only on fragments ofa rusty color. The fragments were found mainly along
the shore, probably washed there as a result of tidal action and storms,

DOE personnel surmised that the fragments probably were condensed

from molten fragments of the tower which originally supported the nuclear
device and had beenplated with plutonium. About 50 poundsof fragments
werecollected at this time and designated for disposal in the Cactus Crater,
Since they were easy to identify, there did not appear to be very manyof

them, and they might become controversial in the future, it was decided

that a team of FRST personnel supervised by JTG J-2 would collect ail
they could find. This search collected {00 pounds ofthe fragments, which

were also placed in the Cactus Crater.65 As a result of storms, some
fragments continued to be found in the Kickapoo area well into the
demobilization phase.6
Noncontaminated debris discovered on the nearby islet knownasSally’s

child (code name Zoe) during the FRSTsurveyin April 1978 was removed
by the survey team.§? Restoration of the PACEtest bed andthe cleanup of
the third Aomon Crypt are covered in Chapter7.

BIJIRE (TILDA) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bijire consists of 52 acres and was used for photographic,

instrumentation, and scientific stations during nuclear testing. It did not

serve as a ground zero for any events and,although it accumulated some

fallout from events on neighboring islands, it had no contaminatedscrap.

A 1,300-foot-long runway extended down the center of the island.

Vegetation included Scaevola and Messerschmidia shrubs 10 to 15 feettall

with grassy clearings in the interior. Hazardous debris included several

concrete bunkers and slabs, plus miscellaneous wood and metal scrap.

There were an estimated 200 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris and
26 Master Index items. The planned use for Bijire was agriculture.o8 The

debris survey by the FRST, completed on 31 October 1977, confirmed that

there was no contaminated debris on the island.§9 It was decontrolled and
used as an adjunct to the Lojwa Base Camp,primarily as the location for a

burnable refuse dump.

Debris cleanup began on 8 June 1978 using an Army LARCto remove
debris from the island for lagoon disposal.?° Debris removal, completed

>
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on 23 July 1978, included 720 cubic yards of noncontaminated material.7!

The mostsignificant efforts were the removal of the exterior hazards and

sealing the openings of a large reinforced concrete photographic bunker

(Greenhouse Station 100) which bore some beta contamination on the

roof and wingwalls.’? The bunker, 28 feet wide, 33 feet long, and 33 feet

high, remains the tallest structure in the northern islands (Figure 5-21).

Final cleanup of Bijire, including the burnable trash dump, was

accomplished during cleanup of the Lojwa Base Camp.

ENJEBI (JANET) ISLAND DEBRIS CLEANUP

Enjebi consists of 291 acres, making it the second largest island in the
atoll. Vegetation included dense growths of Messerschmidia upto !2 feet

tall on the lagoon side and much sparser shrubs, including clumps of

Scaevola, on otherparts of the island. On the north end, the openings were
filled with hummocksof dry grass. In other openings, morning glory vines

crisscrossed the landscape.

Three nuclear tests were conducted on the surface of Enjebi, and it

collected fallout from a total of 26 events. The island also served as thesite

of many scientific stations for other series of tests. Hazardous debris

included reinforced concrete test structures and bunkers, concrete anchor

blocks and slabs, wooden towers, a contaminated runway parking area,
pecSag ; oe os

bre 7     

FIGURE 5-21. GREENHOUSE STATION 100.
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wells, and miscellaneous scrap. Only the base camp islands exceeded
Enjebi in the amount of noncontaminated debris. There were an estimated
19,884 cubic yards of noncontaminated and 568 cubic yards of

contaminated debris to be removed. There were 166 Master Index items.
plus the largest amount of unexploded World War II munitions to be

found on anyisland on the atoll. 73

The debris survey began in July 1977 and continued, with occasiona|
interruptions, well into the next year. Based on the Master Index, 3,309

cubic yards of debris were classified for crater and lagoon disposal and

scheduled to be physically removed from Enjebi. Resurvey of the concrete
items in early 1978 identified an additional 7,700 cubic yards to be

removed from the island, including concrete pads, bunkers, and anchor

blocks comprising 3,200 cubic yards of material and the multistory
building at Greenhouse Station 3.1.1, nicknamed the ‘‘Enjebi Hilton.’ The

Structure was coded in the Master Index for on-island disposal; however,
the resurvey found beta contamination on the roof. This contamination
and the immense volumeof other material contained in the building made

on-island disposal impractical. The resurvey identified over 75 percent of
the structure, some 4,500 cubic yards, for lagoon disposal.

These changes required more time and resources for Enjebi debris
cleanup than originally planned. The principal impact was on the Army
Element and the Navy Boat Transportation Team. 74

Debris cleanup began at Enjebi on 26 January 1978. The first major
project was to raze the Enjebi Hilton, a multilevel building 52 feet wide,

196 feet long, and 36 feet high. [t had been constructed in three sections to

test the effects of nuclear blast on various types of materials and
construction techniques commonly used in commercial buildings in the
United States. Though still standing, the building had been severely

damagedin the tests (Figure 5-22). After the FRST discovered that the
roof contained extensive beta contamination, the contaminated portions

were chipped loose and transported to Runit for containment. The roof-

chipping operation was completed on 4 March 1978 and, on 13 March
1978, USAE began demolishing the remaining structure with a wrecking
ball. The technique was effective but slow. After extensive study and

planning, it was decided to use explosives and demolish onesection at a

time. After a test blast on 21 March 1978, the first section was dropped on

29 March 1978 with 2,000 pounds of explosive charges.’5 The remaining
sections were demolished the following week with two similar explosions,
leaving only the concrete base (Figures 5-23 and 5-24). Several months
were required to remove the rubble.

The base of the Enjebi Hilton posed a difficult problem. It was 7 feet

thick with l- and 2-inch diameter steel reinforcing rods. There wassoil-

cement, as well as a lean mixture of concrete, underall footings. Grouting
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FIGURE 5-22. ENJEBI HILTON BEFORE DEMOLITION.
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FIGURE 5-23. ENJEBI HILTON DURING DEMOLITION.
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FIGURE 5-24. ENJEBI HILTON AFTER DEMOLITION.

operations had created a continuousslab 10 to 12 feet thick at points of
heavy loading. 76 Extensive radiological investigation of the base revealed
only beta contamination, which was limited to the surface of the concrete.

Approximately 150 square meters of the surface was contaminated. This
was removed by chipping with air hammers. The surface was resurveyed,
after which the entire base was buried under 2 feet of soil contoured to

grade so thatall traces of the former landmark were eliminated. 77.78
The Enjebi Hilton was only one of four unusually difficult Master Index

items on Enjebi. The second was a very large bunker on the eastside of the

island. Portions of the face of this bunker were also contaminated. While

the bunker was to remain in place after hazards were removed, the

contamination had to be removed bysandblasting (Figure 5-25). Once the

hazards were removed, the bunker would be usable as a storm shelter or

covered storage area.

The third item requiring major effort was another large bunker on the

northwestern tip of the island. This bunker was to remain in place, but

hazards were to be removed. While there was no contamination found on

the bunker, the inside was heavily laced with pipes, electrical circuitry,

motors and other equipment. The removal of all the internal hazards

would have required extensive effort and probably would have led to the
removal of the entire structure. With the concurrence of the Enewetak

Planning Council, all entrances were sealed with concrete to prevent

access. (See Figures 5-26 and 5-27.) ~~
o
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FIGURE 5-27, SEALED BUNKER.

The fourth troublesome Master Index item on Enjebi was a small,

heavily reinforced, concrete instrument vault. The aggregate used in the
concrete was primarily scrap metal, including nuts, bolts, and other

hardware. A small portion of the vault’s surface contained beta
contamination. Chipping removed this contamination, but exposed even
more rusty, jagged metal. Attempting to remove this physical hazard by

explosive demolition did not appear safe or effective. The vault finally was
made safe by covering the entire structure with 6 inches of concrete.

Debris cleanup was completed on 15 May 1979.79 Five hundred and
thirty cubic yards of contaminated debris and 15,947 cubic yards of

noncontaminated debris were removed.80

SOUTHERN ISLAND DEBRIS CLEANUP

With the completion of Lojwa Camp construction, Company C of the

USAEwasreconfigured as a cleanup organization. The company returned
to Enewetak Camp in two increments on 14 and 17 February 1978 to

accomplish the tasks assigned to Team A in the OPL\N—-

noncontaminated cleanup in the southern islands. They began work on

Medren on 15 February 1978 and on Enewetak Island on 13 March 1978,
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nacentrating on those areas where the DOI/TTPI rehabilitation

contractor was due to begin preparing sites for construction. In addition,
Company C worked to repair damage from Typhoon Mary and Tropical

storm Nadine at Enewetak Camp,including the runwaypiers.3! .
Northernisland debris cleanup had been expected to keep Companies A

and B of the USAE occupied until late August 1978. However, by 3 June

1978, they had completed most of the northern island debris cleanup

except for the islands where soil cleanup also was required. The following

week, part of Company B was redeployed to Enewetak Camp and assigned

the task of assisting Company C in cleanup of the southern islands. Debris

cleanup on theislands of Boko (Sam), Munjor (Tom), Inedral (Uriah),

Jinedrol (Alvin), Jinimi (Clyde), and 60 percent of Ananij (Bruce) was
completed before the end of June 1978 when Company wasreassigned
to augment Company A for two-shift operations on Runit.82.83 Company

C continued the cleanup of the southwest islands, completing the last one,

Bokandretok (Walt), on 9 October 1979. The Army LARCs were

invaluable, in that they could negotiate wide expanses of shallow reef on

the lagoonside of the southwestislands to remove debris. Cleanup of the

southern islands is described, in approximate chronological order, in the

remaining sections of this chapter.

BOKO (SAM) ISLAND CLEANUP

Boko has an area of less than | acre and was notusedas a scientific site

during the test era. Vegetation was sparse andtheisland wasfree of debris.
The planned use for Boko was food gathering.84 Boko was acceptedas free

of debris on 23 June 1978.85

MUNJOR (TOM) ISLAND CLEANUP

Munjor contains 2 acres and was not usedfor scientific purposes during

the test era. Vegetation covered most of the island in thick clumps and

there was no debris. The planned use for Munjor was food gathering.6
Munjor was acceptedas free of debris on 23 June 1978.87

INEDRAL (URIAH)) ISLAND CLEANUP

Inedral has a surface area of 4 acres and was not usedasa scientific site
during the test program. Vegetation was dense except for a few small

cleared areas. Debris consisted of two structures, the remains of a
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navigational beacon and a submarine cable terminal box. Both Were

Master Index items scheduled for removal. [t was estimated that 6 cubic
yards of debris would be removed. The planned use for Inedral was food

gathering.88 The island was accepted for debris cleanup on 23 June 1978.89

VAN ISLAND (NO MARSHALLESE NAME) CLEANUP

Van has an area of 7 acres and was not used asa Scientific station during
the test era. Vegetation was dense and completely covered the island. An
estimated 50 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were to be removed

including one Master Index item, a large steel bouy in deteriorated
condition. The planned use for Van was food gathering.9° Debris cleanup
began on 22 June 1978 and endedthe following day. Ten cubic yards of
debris were removed.?!

JINEDROL (ALVIN) ISLAND CLEANUP

Jinedrol has an area of about 2 acres and wasnot usedas scientific site

during the test era. There was no debris, and vegetation was dense over
most of the land area. The planned use for Jinedrol was food gathering.92
Theisland was accepted for debris removal on 6 June 1978.93

ANANIJ (BRUCE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Ananij is comprised of 25 acres and was used as scientific station

during Operations Redwing and Hardtack I. Vegetation was dense. Debris

included a collapsed wooden tower, the remains of a helicopter landing

pad, a submarine cable terminal vault, copper-covered woodenplatforms,

and other wood, concrete, and metal debris. [t was estimated that 184 cubic

yards of debris, all noncontaminated, would have to be removed. There:

were 28 Master Index items identified. The planned use for Ananij was

agriculture.94
Debris cleanup began 29 June 1978 and ended on 14 August 1978. The

amountof noncontaminated debris actually removed was 95 cubic yards.

JINIMI (CLYDE) ISLAND CLEANUP

Jinimi has an area of about 3 acres and was not used for scientific
purposes during the test era. Vegetation was sparse, and there was no
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The planned use for Jinimt was food gathering.? Jinimi was
debris. d for debris removal on 6 June 1978.97
gece ple

JAPTAN (DAVID) ISLAND CLEANUP

Japtan is comprised of 79 acres and was usedforrecreation and to house
animals for use in nuclear effects tests. Later, during Operation Redwing,

tl became the radio receiver site for the atoll with a permanent 20-man

camp. Vegetation was extremely dense, especially in the eastern part of the

istand. Debris remaining from the test era included numerous concrete

‘labs. buildings, poles, posts, pipes, masts, cables, and the bow of a
wrecked ship. It was estimated there were 6,331 cubic yards of debris, all
noncontaminated, including 61 Master Index items. The ship’s bow, which

was blown on its side by the salvage contractor but not removed,

accounted for 3,900 cubic yards of the debris (Figure 5-28). The planned

use for Japtan was residence.?8
Debris cleanup began on 8 June 1978 and ended on 13 October 1978.

There were 1,290 cubic yards of debris removed, of which 500 cubic yards

were removed by scrap contractor.?? Photographs of Japtan before and
after cleanup and rehabilitation are at Figures 5-29 and 5-30.

 
FIGURE 5-28. DERELICT SHIP OFF JAPTAN.
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FIGURE 5-29. JAPTAN BEFORE CLEANUP.

 

FIGURE 5-30. JAPTAN AFTER CLEANUP.
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JEDROL (REX) ISLAND CLEANUP

jedrol has a surface area of 5 acres and was usedas an explosives storage

facility. Vegetation ranged from heavyin the central portion of the island

. moderate at either end. Hazardous debris included a quantity ot

10 e in an igloo at the northern end of the island, numerous
ynamit . .

saictures, and 10 to 15 tons of cables and chain. The amountofdebris to

he removed was estimated to be 125 cubic yards, all noncontaminated.

seven Master Index items wereidentified. The planned use for Jedrol was

food gathering. {00

Debris cleanup began on 5 July 1978 and was completed on 25

September 1978. The volume of debris actually removed was 28 cubic

yards. 101

BIKEN (LEROY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Biken has an area of 14 acres and was used during three ofthetest

operations for various scientific purposes including fallout collection.
Debris included concrete and wood rubble, a helicopter landing pad, and

the wreckage of a small boat. There were an estimated 119 cubic yards of

debris, all noncontaminated, to be removed,and eight Master Index items
were identified. The planned use for Biken was food gathering. !02
Debris cleanup began on 19 July 1978 and was completed on 14 August

1979. The amountof debris actually removed was 197 cubic yards. !93 In
late 1979 and early 1980, final island surveys by the Navy EOD Team

revealed considerable quantities of unexploded ordnanceon thereefin the

vicinity of Biken. These munitions, which were disposed of by the EOD
team, included several 500-pound bombs, indicating that Biken could
have been a jettison site for unexploded ordnance during World WarII.

KIDRENEN (KEITH) ISLAND CLEANUP

Kidrenen is comprised of 24 acres and wasthe site of a temperature and
humidity recording station during the Hardtack I Operation. Vegetation
was dense. Debris included a derelict landing craft, a deteriorated steel
pier, and a moderate quantity of wood and steel debris. It was estimated

that 208 cubic yards of debris, all noncontaminated, required removal;

there were 10 Master Index items identified. The planned use for
Kidrenen was food gathering. !04

Debris cleanup began on 19 July 1978 and was completed on 18 August
1978. One hundred and forty cubic yards of debris were removed.!05
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BOKEN (IRWIN) ISLAND CLEANUP

Boken contains 29 acres and was used for measurements of
temperature, humidity, and changes in water level during Operation

Hardtack I. Vegetation was dense. Debris included derelict marine craft

and miscellaneous metal debris. There were an estimated161 cubic yards of

noncontaminated debris, and five Master Index items wereidentified. The
planned use for Boken wasfood gathering.!06

Debris cleanup began on 19 July 1978 and was completed on |
September 1978. The volume of debris actually removed was 270 cubic
yards. 107

RIBEWON (JAMES) ISLAND CLEANUP

Ribewon hasan area of 19 acres and was used for wave, temperature,
humidity, and water level recordings during Operation Hardtack I. The
Wahoo eventof Operation Hardtack I was detonated 500 feet underwater,
1.4 miles south of Ribewon. Vegetation was dense. Debris included the

remains of three marine craft and a large pile of debris. There were

estimated to be 156 cubic yards of debris, none of it contaminated,

including four Master Index items. The planned use for Ribewon was food
gathering. !08

Debris cleanup began on 26 July 1978 and was completed on 25 August
1978. A total of 254 cubic yards of debris was removed. !09

MUT(HENRY) ISLAND CLEANUP

Muthas an area of 40 acres and was used as a rocketstation forair blast

measurementsas well as a camera station. Otherscientific instrumentation

was located on or near the island. Vegetation was dense. Debris included

derelict marine craft plus a moderate amount of miscellaneous wood,

metal, and concrete rubble. It was estimated that 199 cubic yards of debris,
all noncontaminated, required removal. Sixteen Master Index items were

identified. The planned use for Mut was food gathering. !!0
Debris cleanup began on 8 August 1978 and was completed on 8

September 1978. Two hundred and fifteen cubic yards of debris were

removed. !!1
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IKUREN (GLENN) ISLAND CLEANUP

Ikuren contains 41 acres and wasthesite of a photo station and other

scientific instrumentation during the test era. The Umbrella event of

Operation Hardtack I was detonated 150 feet under waterI.4 miles north of

ine western tip of the island. Vegetation was dense. There were some

derelict marine craft on the lagoon side as well as a large quantity of

miscellaneous wood, metal, and concrete debris scattered overtheisland.

An estimated 975 cubic yards of debris required removal, all

noncontaminated; 23 Master Index items were identified. The planned use

for [kuren was food gathering.!!2

Debris cleanup began on 30 August 1978 and ended on 22 September

1978. A total of 908 cubic yards of debris was removed.!13

BOKANDRETOK (WALT) ISLAND CLEANUP

Bokandretokhasan area ofless than | acre and contained a navigational

beacon, generator, transmitter, and two-man accommodations from which

debris remained. Vegetation was dense, particularly on the oceanside.

There were estimated to be 34 cubic yardsof debris, all noncontaminated,

including seven Master Index items. The planned use for Bokandretok was
food gathering.!!4 Ten cubic yards of debris were actually removed on 9
October 1978.1!5

MEDREN(ELMER) ISLAND CLEANUP

Medren contains 220 acres and was used during the test era as the

headquarters of the scientific community which, at its peak, numbered

about 3,000 people (Figure 5-31). Vegetation was abundant, although not
as dense as on someofthe otherislands. It was from the supportfacilities
that most of the debris and scrap had accumulated. Hazardous debris

included large numbersof concrete blocks, buildings and slabs, towers and

posts, pier and dockfacilities, and much miscellaneous wood, metal, and

concrete debris. None of this debris was contaminated. It was estimated
that 58,206 cubic yards of debris required disposition, including 312 Master

Index items. Ofall the noncontaminated concrete rubble and metal debris
found on the entire atoll, nearly half was found on Medren alone. The

planned use for Medren wasresidence.!16
Debris cleanup by the JTG began on 15 February 1978 and was

completed 2 years later in February 1980. To make room for the DOI/
TTPIrehabilitation effort, the center portion of the island was cleared on a

o
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FIGURE 5-31. MEDREN SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY,

priority basis and turned over to TTPI. The majority of debris was

removed by October1979. During this entire period, rehabilitation efforts

were unimpeded. Most of the concrete rubble (27,000 cubic yards)

generated by the destruction of buildings and structures was used to

extend the north point of Medren. This was deemed necessaryto protect
the future use of the new deep-water pier constructed under the TTPI

Rehabilitation Program. Removal of huge piles of scrap metal and

hazardous debris from the northern tip of the island had altered the water
flow, and sand was being deposited in close proximity to the pier’s docking

areas. The north point extension was designed to redirect the flow to

preclude the buildup of sand (Figure 5-32). The north point buildup was
highly successful for this purpose, and countless man-hours and

equipment hours were saved by not transporting this rubble to lagoon

dumpsite A. A total of 14,028 cubic yards of other debris (including 160
Master Index items) from Medren was dumpedin the lagoon. There were

73,528 cubic yards of debris removed, including 32,500 cubic yards

removed by the scrap contractor and 27,000 cubic yards used as shore

protection.!!7 Medren after cleanup is shownin Figure 5-33.
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FIGURE 5-32. NORTH POINT EXTENSION, MEDREN.
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COMPLETION OF DEBRIS CLEANUP

Debris surveys ofall islands continued through March 1980 using
helicopter overflights. Debris located during these surveys was monitoreq

and disposed ofaccordingly. The Engineering Study in 1973 estimatedtha
there were approximately 133,000 cubic yards of contaminated ang
noncontaminated debris to be removed.!!8 By the time cleanup was
completed, 253,650 cubic yards of debris had been removed, including

5,883 cubic yards of contaminated debris, 55,000 cubic yards of scrap
removed by a salvage contractor, and 77,153 cubic yards of concrete
rubble placed as shore protection. A recapitulation of debris removal
operations is at Figure 5-34. All Master Index item requirements were
accomplished in accordance with disposition instructions.

Runit debris and soil cleanup is described in Chapter 8. Cleanup of
Lojwa and Enewetak Islands—the sites of the two major camps—is

described in Chapter 9 (Demobilization).
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Master Index items

  

 

Contam Debris Uncontam Oebeis Tota Cebrit No of Remove

island 1518) Notes

—

Est Actual Est Actual Removed Jems Leave Cont) Uncanr
(Site) —

(Ahce) 10 0 436 1,575 1,575 “ 5 1 a
BoeempaKO (Belle) 9 0 6 28 28 9 2 a ?
Bony iclaral 0 9 112 508 506 3 1 Q 2
ean Darby! o 2 0 5 5 3 0 0 3
Bokinwotme {Edna) 0 Q 0 9 0 Q Q o Q

Bokaddnkdnik (Helen) a Q G 18 15 16 2 a 9 2

Boken (Irene! b 0 0 1.297 1,890 1,890 24 6 2 16
Enjebr (Janet? 568 -530s«19,884 ‘18,947 16,477 168 18 29 119
sainkadrak [Katel 0 0 1,049 1,073 1,073 28 20 0 a
Kedrinan (Lucy) 0 9 61 257 257 18 9 9 3
Tawwet (Percy) o o 5 2 2 1 1 0 0
gokerelab (Mary) 0 9 272 188 158 2 0 30
Eile (Nancy? 9 Q at 1 t @ Q 1
Aey (Clive! 9 9 1 ; 1 3 \ a 2
Lujor (Pearl) 317 255 2 18 271 20 4 ” 5

Eleleron (Ruby? 196 250 0 <4 261 10 1 8 1

Aomon (Sally! ca 2.106 728 1,086 2,186 2914 a 26 10 ?
Byire (Tidal Q 0 200 720 720 26 7 o 9

Loywa ‘Ursula) e 0 0 170 2,115 2.115 90 25 0 6s
Alembel (Vera) 0 9 25 <1 <1 4 a 0 4

ulae (Wilma) 9 0 38 64 64 21 12 D 9
Runit «¥vonnel 4,064 4,320 6,155 13,482 15,602 128 79 19 31
Jinedros | Alvin) 0 Qo 0 0 a 5 Q ° 9
Anany (Bruce? o o 194 98 95 28 13 0 15
Sancerts (Clyde) 9 9 0 oO G G 0 0

Japtan (David) ' 8 @ 6.391 1,290 1.290 63 28 0 3
Jedrot (Rex? 9 Q 128 28 28 ? 5 a 2
Medren (Elmer) q Qo 9 56.206 73,528 73,528 312 182 9 160

Enawerak (Fred) h o 9 27,513 132,780 132,780 310 181 ° 129
Ihuren (Glenn) 9 0 375 908 908 23 10 q 13
Mut (Henry) 0 0 199 215 216 16 7 Qa 9
Boken {irwnl 9 9 tet 270 270 § 2 9 3
Ribewon (James) Q 9g 156 254 254 4 9 0 4
Kidrenen Kerth) o q 208 149 140 10 3 a ?
Biken (Leroy) Q o 119 197. 197 8 § G a
Unibor (Mack? ' Q 9 9 9 0 0 0 9 a
Orekatimon (Oscar) ) 9 9 9 ° o 1 1 Q a
Reef North of ML k Qo 0 0 90 90 2 2 Q 0
Bako [Sam) 0 Qo a Q Q 9 o 0 0
Munjor (Tom) oO 9 6 Q 0 0 Q Qo 9
Inecteat (Uriah) 0 Q 6 0 o 2 6 Qo 2
Van oO Q 50 10 10 1 1 9 Q
Bokamdretok i Walt) 0 Q _ 34 10 10 ? 7 0 o

TOTALS 7,281 $5,883 125,126 247,767 253,650 1,433 658 79 698

NOTES

F:lteen cubic yards of uncontaminated debres 13 per Master Index.
Master Index includes Boken (lrena} debris data with Goksutrikdrik (Helen); breakout between two islands 1s based on map study
Master Index ists debts on Aomon (Selly) with Eleleron (Auby!; breakout between two islands 1s based an map study
inctudes 508 cubic yards of debns removed from the Aomon Crypt.
Inctudes 813 cubic yards of concrete rubble placed as shore protection,
includes 500 cutie yards of debris removed by scrap contractor.
Iincludet 32,500 cubic yards of debris removed by scrap contractor and an additional 27,000 cubic yards used as shore protection
Includes 22,000 cubic yards of debris removed by scrap contractor and an additonal 49,340 cubic yards used as shore protection.
No trace of tha photo tower and generator platform remain on this corel head.
Concrete triangulation platform on coral heed.
Although located on reef north of Biken (Leroy), the Master index identified these two items as MW, which 1s Sokandretak (Walt)
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FIGURE 5-34. DEBRIS AND MASTER INDEX CLEANUP SUMMARY.
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CHAPTER6

SOIL CLEANUP PLANNING

INITIAL STRATEGY

The cleanup of contaminated soil involved many more managementanc
technical problems than did the cleanup of contaminated debris. The initia

strategy was to develop andtest soil survey and removal techniques during

the Mobilization Phase so that there would be no delay in beginning the

actual cleanup phase on 15 November 1972. The basic guidance had beer

set forth in Field Command Operations Plan (OPLAN) 600-77 and,ir
May and June, Field Command began developing priorities and schedule:

for the island-by-island cleanup operations.! Basically, the planners in the
Field Command’s Hawaii office and their counterparts in the 84tt
Engineer Battalion of the U.S. Army Support Command Hawai
(USASCH), working on atoll with the Environmental Research an
Development Agency (ERDA)-Enewetak Radiological Support Projec

(ERSP) managers, developed andrefined proceduresfor inclusion in th

USASCH cleanup phase operations order. These procedures wouk

employa strategy of testing soil survey and removal techniques on Enjeb

(Janet) and then continuing cleanup work there to reduce plutoniun

concentrations to levels below 40 pico curies per gram (pCi/g), thereb
qualifying the island for residential/agricultural use once fission product

decayed to safe levels.2,3 Concurrent debris and soil surveys and cleanu|

then would proceed to the nextisland, Boken (Irene), then Lujor (Pearl)
then Aomon (Sally), leaving Runit (Yvonne) until last. Unknowns (o
which there were to be many) would be dealt with on a pragmatic basis a:

they were encountered. By conducting debris and soil cleanu

concurrently whenever possible, channel clearance, logistics, anc
transportation problems would be minimized.4.5-6 It was envisioned tha
all contaminated debris, including that from Runit, could be collected o:
Runit before tremie operations began so that it could be encased in thi

slurry. Concurrently, contaminated soil from the other islands would bi

stockpiled on Runit. When the stockpile was sufficiently large to sustail

operations, the tremie operation would begin. As the placement o

contaminated soil and debris and slurry reached the water line, an attemp

would be made to determine the amount of contaminated materiz

remaining to be contained so that a determination of the final size an

shape of the dome might be possible.’.8 It was assumed that, if thi
strategy were followed, some resources would remain in the closin

monthsof the cleanupto tackle Runit surface contamination. The Defens
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Nuclear Agency (DNA) would doits best, as the Director had indic:
Congress, to clean up Runit using the remaining available reso.
Howeverit was apparent to the planners that, under this approac
possibility existed that cleanup of Runit soil might not be possible
the constraints of the Military Construction (MILCON) funds and
Then it would be necessary either for the Department of Defense (

to go back to Congress to seek additional funds or to leave the
quarantined. !9.11

Plans for implementing this strategy were developed on the
incorporated into the USASCH Cleanup Phase Operation Order
presented to the new Commander, Field Command, Brigadier G

Grayson D. Tate, and his staff in a briefing at Field Com

headquarters on 12 August 1977.!2 Meanwhile, the basic concepts |
cleanup were being challenged again.

A CHALLENGE TO SOIL CLEANUP CONCEPTS

The week of 27 June 1977, the ERDA-Nevada Operations
(ERDA-NV)began providing soil sampling supportat the atoll thro:

ERSP Rad Lab. That same week, the ERSP Project Manager an

deputies were in Livermore, California, for a workshop review
ERDAprograms in the Marshall Islands, including ERSP. Theyre!
to ERDA-NVwith an unsigned draft position paper which raised

again, the same doubts and objections regarding soil cleanup and di:

which they and some ERDA headquarters personnel had
unsuccessfully more than 3 years earlier. 13.14.15
The position paper questioned whether the Atomic Energy Comn

(AEC) guidelines for soil removal were supportable and objected
removalof topsoil from Enjebi and otherislands. It also indicated tl

amount of plutonium to be removed from the islands wasinsigr

compared to the total amountin the lagoon and commentedthatit

leak from the crater into the lagoon. These same objections ha

considered and rejected by the top-level ERDA, Environ:

Protection Agency (EPA), and DNA leadership in February |

Those former DNA leaders had now been replaced by a new Dire

new Commander, Field Command, and new key staff member:

would hear the old objections for the first time.

The position paper was forwarded to ERDA’s Assistant Admin.
for Environment and Safety, although none of the Marshall

Workshop attendees had signed the draft.!7 The ERDA-NV le
transmittal indicated that the ERSP professional staff was being pl
the position of advising upon and participating in a soil cleanup
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which they considered technically unsupportable, economically unsound,

and environmentally counterproductive. It recommended that the soil
veanup plans, which had been developed over the past 5 years and were

aver then being implemented, be reviewed again. !8

THE BAIR COMMITTEE

As a result of the unsigned position paper, ERDA conveneda panel of

scientists at ERDA-NV on 15-17 August 1977 to review:

a, AEC recommendations for cleanup and rehabilitation of Enewetak

and, specifically, the criteria for plutonium (Pu-239) in soil.

b. Environmental and health implications and long-term monitoring

requirements for crater disposal of contaminated soil and debris on

Runit.
The panel was chaired by Dr. W. J. Bair of Battelle-Pacific Northwest

Laboratory and subsequently became known as the Bair Committee. It

included scientists from several disciplines. Two of the members had

attended the Marshall Island Workshop. Observers and guests included

most of the ERSP management, DNA’s Deputy Director for Operations,

Major General William E. Shedd, BG Tate; and Colonel Charles J. Treat,

USA. Field Command's Special Assistant for Enewetak Operations.!9

Briefings were presented by ERDArepresentatives on that agency’s

participation in developing the soil cleanup guidelines and the policy

decisions to which the unsigned position paper objected. DNA also

presented briefings on the implementation of the AEC guidelines in the

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).2° During the course of these

briefings, several critical issues surfaced.

THE CRITERIA ISSUE

The AEC Task Group had recommended 400 pCi/g as a cleanup

criterion because it had been shown, conservatively, to be equivalent to
the maximum permissible concentration (MPC) in air for radiologically

unrestricted areas.2! Accordingly, a nonoccupationally exposed individual

could remain continuously in such concentrations and not exceed the

permissible radiation dose rate limits: 1.5 rem/yr to lung or 3 rem/yr to

bone. As is frequently done, the AEC Task Group introduced a factor of

ten safety margin and recommended 40 pCi/g as a criterion below which
no cleanup was required. The Task Group recommendeda factor of two

only (safety margin) and dose limits for whole body.22 The corresponding
dose at 40 pCi/g thus would be 10 percent of that permitted for an
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~ individual member of the public. The Task Group recommended ,
whether or not cleanup should strive for the added factoroften sq

margin be determined on a case-by-case basis.

The AEC Task Group guidelines had seemed clear enough when they
were adopted in DNA’s EIS in 1975 and in Field Command, DNa’,
Concept Plan (CONPLAN)I-76 in 1976, ie.:

a. Plutonium concentrations below 40 pCi/g required no action.
b. Plutonium concentrations over 400 pCi/g would be excised.

c. Plutonium concentrations between 40 and 400 pCi/g would be
treated on a case-by-case basis considering potential use and othe,
factors.

d. Once cleanup action was initiated, the plutonium concentrations
would be reduced to the lowest practicable level, not to some
prescribed numericallevel.

{n implementing the last guideline, DNA had stated in its EIS that,
whereinitiated, soil cleanup would be to well below 40 pCi/g. Thiscriteria
had been modified by ERDA-NV’s input to the OPLAN which permitted

cleanup to levels below 400 pCi/g (Condition A) and to levels below 100

pCi/g (Condition B) depending on potential use by the people and other

factors. This change was challenged by the DNA planners who had

developed the EIS on the basis that the change violated the EIS
requirement to clean to well below 40 pCi/g. ERDA-NV representatives
argued that cleanup to below 40 pCi/g would require removal of

unnecessarily large amounts ofsoil, causing irreparable damage to some
islands. They maintained that DNA had misinterpreted the AEC

guidelines in developing the EIS. They were aware that the original
guidelines were vague and had attempted to provide better criteria in the
OPLAN.

Mr. Roger Ray, ERDA-NV, explained that the soil cleanup criteria
developed for the OPLAN were intended to associate a plutonium level
with an island use. In Mr. Ray’s explanation, ‘‘Condition A’ was

specifically related to ‘‘food-gathering’’ use: an island could be used for

food gathering if the surface plutonium concentration at any location

(assay area) did not exceed 400 pCi/g, ‘‘Condition B’’ related to

‘agricultural use,”’ i.e., an island could be used for agriculture if the
surface plutonium concentration in any half-hectare did not exceed 100
pCi/g; ‘‘Condition C’’ related to residential use, i.e., an island could be

used for residence if the surface plutonium concentration in any quarter-
hectare did not exceed 40 pCi/g,; and ‘‘Condition D,’’ an additional
restraint, related to all three uses, i.e., an island could be used for food

gathering, agriculture, or residence provided it met the appropriate surface

criterion and provided the subsurface plutonium concentration at any
location did not exceed 400 pCi/g. These changes raised fundamental

hat
fety
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questions on the compatibility of this guidance with that in the EIS. The

association of criteria levels with island use was a surprising development

to Field Commandplanners whohadfollowed development ofthecriteria

ys a sampling techniquetobe used with thein situ system. The association
between {00 pCi/g and agricultural use appeared to have no technical basis

since the AEC Task Group Reporttreated islands to be used for food-

gathering and agriculture the same with respect to plutonium.

~ Dr, Bruce Wachhoiz, ERDA Headquarters, briefed the panel on

unofficial EPA viewsrelated to the conformance ofthe soil cleanup criteria

10 its forthcoming guidance, then under development, on dose limits for

rransuranic elements in the general environment. EPA’s verbal

assessment was that the “‘less than 40 pCi/g”’ level would not be a problem

and the 40-400 pCi/g”’ range mostlikely would not be a problem. During
the guidance development, a very preliminary EPA document, ‘*Draft

Proposal, Federal Guidance for Plutonium in Soils, [9 August 1976,”

autracted particular DNA interest 23.24.25 as it indicated a cleanup action
level abouta factorof three lower than the 40 pCi/g level recommendedby

the AEC as a very conservative guideline for the Enewetak Cleanup. 26

Guidance ofthis nature, if followed, would significantly affect quantities of

soil for removal; however, informal opinions from EPA and DNA

indicated that no guidance for the United States should apply to Enewetak

Atoll. MG Shedd stated DNA’s view that the cleanup should proceed as

planned. Mobilization was too far advanced to allow the project to be

delayed for more studies, reviews, and EIS actions to consider undefined

allernatives of uncertain value.

The Bair Committee generally rejected the unsigned position paper’s

objections and endorsed the OPLAN 600-77 soil cleanup criteria, removal,
and disposal methods. There was unanimous agreement that the criteria

for contaminated soil cleanup were reasonable and that the planned

emplacement of plutonium-contaminated soil and debris in concrete in

Cactus Crater did not impose unacceptable environmental and health

risks. The panel recommendedthat morespecific guidance for application

of the criteria to plutonium levels between 40 and 400 pCi/g be developed

for the CommanderJoint Task Group (CJTG).2? Although the unsigned
position paper had been thoroughly addressed and answered,its resolution

set in motion events which consumeda significant amountofthe project’s

most critical resource—time—and substantially delayed soil cleanup

operations. These events are described in subsequentsections.
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THE PRIORITY ISSUE

In its report on the August 1977 conference, the Bair Committee

expressed concern that the cleanup project could be terminated before

completion if funds and other resources appropriated for the effort prove
insufficient due to underestimates of the amountofsoil that had to be
removed.28 This concern was shared by BG Tate and COL Treat, who

made their first visit to the atoll shortly after the conference adjourned.

The EIS identified four islands requiring cleanup of plutonium
concentrations over 400 pCi/g: Boken, Lujor, Aomon, and Runit. Eight

others in the 40 to 400 pCi/g range werelisted for consideration on case.

by-case basis: Bokoluo (Alice), Bokombako (Belle), Kirunu (Clara), Louj
(Daisy), Mijikadrek (Kate), Kidrinen (Lucy), Aej (Olive), and Eleleron
(Ruby). To these, the CONPLAN and OPLAN added Enjebi for
consideration on a case-by-case basis. When BG Tate arrived, work was

beginning on Enjebi in accordance with the initial strategy, with a view

toward continuing its cleanup to qualify it for eventual residential use.
Since Enjebi was not identified for cleanup under Case 3 of the EIS andit
could require 6 months or longer to accomplish the cleanup, there was
considerable opposition to going ahead with this effort. CONPLAN I-76

estimates indicated that over 27,750 man-hours would be required to

remove debris from the island and over 24,000 man-hours would be

required to remove the plutonium-contaminated soil concentrations to

levels below 40 pCi/g29. BG Tate was unwilling to devote so many

man-hours to Enjebi without more assurance that resources would be
available to complete the items specifically required in the EIS. He was

particularly concerned about Runit, where 58 percent of the radiological
cleanup work identified in Case 3 of the EIS would be required. Therefore,

during his visit, BG Tate and Mr. Ray, the ERSP Manager, agreed to

move out on identifying the work to remove plutonium from the burial

crypts on Aomon,identifying the Lujor soil removal requirement, and

characterizing the nature and scope of work to clean Runit to required

levels.30
After BG Tate’s visit, Mr. Ray, in a letter to Field Command, expressed

surprise that the cleanup of Runit was considered so important. He asked
what level of confidence Field Command expected in the Runit

characterization the ERSP wasbeing tasked to carry out and whatpriority

it should receive. He indicated that ERDA-NV could identify the work

required to clean Runit or could assist in preparing a reclama to leave

Runit uncleaned and quarantined. He hinted that additional funding from

DNA mightbe required for detailed Runit soil characterization.3! BG Tate

replied that he did not consider the reclama proposal to be a viable option

and that the radiological survey of Runit should meet the same standards
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riority as the Lujor and Boken surveys.32 In retrospect, in ri
and questions about the cleanup of Runit, Mr. Ray reinforce

serious of Army engineers and Field Commandstaff planners rega
position cleanup. i.e., it should be accomplishedlast so that the lit

Rune "es available could be used to assure completion of cleanup o

eeislands specified in the EIS which would be of mostvalue to th

Onewetak. His support, combined with other considerations disci

jaler in this chapter, eventually proved decisive in convincing the |

leaders at Headquarters and Field Command, whowererelatively ne

the project, not to devote precious resources to an attempt to clean |

before the other islands were complete. Such an attempt could

proven futile, resulted in recontaminatin
g Runit in subsequent C

containment operations, and used all available resources without le:

the people any other currently contaminated islands in a usable cond.

On 12 September 1977, BG Tate and COLTreat traveled to Washir

to discuss the cleanup project with DNA leadership and participa

discussions at ERDA headquarters the following day. The prog

characterization of Runit was discussed with VADM Monroe,

stressed that it was ERDA’s routine responsibility to ide

contaminated soil for removal and that characterizatio
n of Runit mus

he permitted to evolve into an extraordinary program requiring addil

DNA funding. The Director also observed that an addendum to th

mizht be needed if there were major differences between the OP

criteria and the EIScriteria for soil cleanup.33

Other issues in the soil cleanupcriteria were brought to DNA’s atte

in the discussions at ERDA headquarters on 13 September 1977.

previously had received oral assurance from EPAthat the proposed

EPA guidelines for all transuranic contamination —currently underre

in draft form by various organizations of the Government —woulk

apply to Enewetak, then or in the future. On [3 September 1977, E

advised DNA that it would ask EPA for written assurance that

guidelines would not apply.

ERDA also advised DNA—forthe first time—that the AEC guide
were intended to apply to all transuranics and not just the Pu-23°

identified in the AEC Task Group Report. The AEC had concludec

potential dose to people at Enewetak via inhalation was low for all|
patterns investiaged,34 and the only significant contributors to the

inhalation dose were Pu-239 and Pu-240.35 Other transuranic isot
vg.. Pu-238 and americium (Am-240), were considered insignii
based on concentrations which had been measured in Enewetak

during the AEC Radiological Survey in 1972 and comparisons

maximum permissible concentrations in air in use in the United Stal
The dri-Enewetak, however, had expressed concern over Am-24] an:
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238 in their comments on the EIS37 by noting that the uptake of Am-24|
in the food chain, which would double due to radiodecay of Pu-241, maybe
the critical pathway. There appeared to be higher tumorrisks for Pu-238
than for Pu-239.38 DNA pointed out that the AEC Task Group Report

cleanup criteria clearly stated that cleanup of Pu-239/240 negated any
contribution by Pu-238 or Pu-24! and that the report did not even mention
other transuranics. The impact of this issue became more apparent when,
following some radiation counting experiments with Enewetak soil by
Field Command, it became evident that Pu-238 concentrations were
significant. This caused concern since cleanup estimates had been based on
volumes ofsoil containing Pu-239/240 only, and the AEC guidelines on
cleanup were not clear with respect to inclusion of other plutonium
isotopes.

Dr. Wachholz also advised DNAthatif transuranic contamination were
cleaned to below 40 pCi/g on residential islands, the Enewetak cleanup
probably would meet the new EPA guidelines; but if transuranic
contamination of over 40 pCi/g were left on residential islands, the
cleanup probably would not meet the new guidelines.

Linking the previous two items, ERDA informed DNA that the AEC/

ERDA guidelines for residential islands had always been intended to
include total transuranics, even though they named only plutonium.39
DNApointed out that, in fact, AEC/ERDA’s numerical guideline of 40
pCi/g for soil cleanup actions had not been related to residential use, or

i any other particular use, in either the AEC Task Group Report or the

criteria ERDA recommendedfor the OPLAN. DNAalso pointed out that
there was no requirement in the AEC Task Group Report, the EIS, or the

i OPLANforplutonium cleanupof any residential island. This reopened the
issue of using Enjebi for residence.

ERDAthen advised DNA that the ERDAstaff had always intended to

place top cleanup priority on reducing levels of contamination on Enjebi to

less than 40 pCi/g. This came as a surprise to DNA, because the AEC Task

Group specifically recommended no soil removal for Enjebi, but simply

the conduct of tests to determine when exposures would be within
acceptable criteria.4° The AEC Task Group’s guidance for case-by-case
decisions on soil levels between 40 and 400 pCi/g indicated that soil
removal was better justified on larger islands such as Aomon or Enjebi,
where residences might someday be located, but its Report gave no

numerical criteria for residential use.4! Nevertheless, ERDA nowstated
that unless Enjebi was cleaned to less than 40 pCi/g of transuranics, the
concept that Enjebi could be used as a residence after some 30 years could
not possibly be realized, since that concept was basedstrictly on fission

product decay. ERDAespecially objected to placing the priority for Runt

cleanup ahead of Enjebi cleanup, saying thatit was their intentto givefirst

priority to cleanup of potential residential islands; i.e., Enjebi.
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NA responded thal these intentions were not apparent in the A

U Group Report, which (1) did not mention transuranics other tl

Task ‘om (2) specifically recommended against Enjebi soil removal,:

Moifically recommended that plutonium-contaminated soil on Rt

) Peved22 DNA reminded ERDAthat the EIS, on which ERDA|

. inated and the OPLAN, which ERDA had helped devel

eelically identified excision of plutonium concentrations on Aom:

or Boken, and Runit as required cleanup tasks.43 The only mention

Enjebi soil cleanup in those documents was that it would be harmful.

“it became apparent at the 13 September 1977 meeting that the exist

policy, plans, and schedules for soil cleanup were based on AEC-ERI

duta and guidelines which were no longerreliable. It was obvious tl

ERDA was revising its guidelines for plutonium cleanup to bet

correspond to EPA’s proposed guidelines for all transura

contamination, despite EPA’s assurances that its guidelines would ne

apply to Enewetak. This not only cast doubt on the original Ai

guidelines but rendered invalid the existing soil volume estimates ar

consequently, the existing soil cleanup plans, priorities, and schedu

which were based on those guidelines. Asa result of the 13 September19

meeting, the Director, DNA decided to suspendsoil cleanup preparatic

until firm guidelines and estimates of all transuranic soil contaminati

could be developed.

On | October 1977, ERDA was reorganized. Those componentsinvolv

in the Enewetak project were assigned to the newly establist

Department of Energy (DOE)withlittle change except in name and off

symbol; e.g., ERDA-NV became DOE-NV.

RUNIT CHARACTERIZATION

On 4 October 1977, experts from DOE-NV, the Armed For

Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI), Field Command, and seve
DOE contractors met at Las Vegas, Nevada, to examine meansof meet

requirements for a more definitive, quantitative characterization of

scope of work involved in the radiological cleanup of Runit Island. 1

conference was chaired by Field Command’s COL Treat who brie
reviewed the cleanup background, requirements, and the specific probl

of assuring that the plutonium concentrations on Runit could be remo:
within the resources available and with consideration for the impact

Runit cleanup on the cleanup of other islands. ERDA headquart

representatives questioned DNA’s interpretation of the AEC Task Gre
Report as requiring priority be given to concentrations over 400 pC
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Changing their position from the 13 September 1977 meeting, DOE now
said that it had always been the intent of the AEC Task Group to place
equal priority on cleaning those concentrations between 40 and 400 pCi/g

and those over 400 pCi/g.44 In rebuttal, Field Commandcited the AEC
Task Group Report as follows:45

a. Under 400 pCi/g of soil - corrective action not required.
b. 40 to 400 pCi/g of soil - corrective action determined on a case-by.

case basis considering all radiological conditions. °

c. Over 400 pCi/g of soil - corrective action required.

COLTreat reiterated that resources were constrained, which limited the
total amount of work that could be done. This required that priority be
given to the actions specified in planning documents and that

consideration be given to reducing the scope of work on Runit. Runit

contamination data available from earlier surveys were reviewed and

found inadequate for accurate definition of the soil cleanup work.It was

concluded that additional soil profile and in situ survey data were required
to define the location and volumeofsoil to be removéd.

The remainder of that day and the next were devoted to extensive

discussions of procedures for survey and characterization of Runit soil

contamination. The costs in time and other resources required for the

characterization were discussed; and, while it was generally agreed that

they could not be accurately estimated, it was felt that they would not be

excessive. It was believed that these efforts would contribute to the
eventual cleanup and/or certification of Runit, therefore, the additional
resources required for characterization would be minimal.46

It was agreed that Runit characterization should receive the same
priority as soil cleanup of Lujor and Boken. It was hoped that available
assets would permit simultaneous work on cleanup and characterization.

Two options for reducing the volumeofsoil cleanup and disposal were

discussed: plowing, and use of low-level soil from other islandsforfill on

Runit. It was generally agreed that plowing should not be used to meet

cleanupcriteria but that it might be used to reduce concentrationsafter

other cleanup actions were complete. It was generally agreed that low-level

soil should not be spread on Runit, butthat it could be left in a stockpile or

used to backfill evactuations.4?
The conference ended on 5 October 1977. However, due to differences

in Opinion on what was said and whatit accomplished, almost 2 months

were required to complete the conference report. Meanwhile, on 14

October 1977, COL Treat was formally designated as Special Assistant for
Enewetak Operations, reporting directly to the Commander, Field

Command,and having a small staff detailed from other directorates. The
Special Assistant was to formulate policy and guidance for the conduct and
support of the cleanup project and coordinate interagency actions.48 The

be 
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ommand directorates Continued to provide staff management

: roject in their functional areas of responsibility, while the Special

lor the Pes primary concerns were radiological studies and the

Aanization of Runit.
though the minutes of the Runit Cleanup Conference were far from

“sy completed, Field Commandinstructed the CJTG on 2! October 1977

me ‘a the soil characterization of Runit as soon as possible. The
(0 OEons were untimely, because they arrived just as the Field

ation Support Team (FRST) members—who would have to survey

a mark the 50-meter grid, then search out and remove plutonium-

contaminated metal fragments #9 —_were completing their 179-day

remporary duty (TDY) assignment. The original team was trying to

complete several other island surveys before they departed, and the new
foam was just beginning initial training at Hickam AFB, Hawaii. Theinitial

survey of Runit could not begin until the second week in November
1977 0.31

The JTG Radiation Control Division (J-2) developed a schedule to

coordinate FRST, ERSP, and United States Army Element (USAE)

efforts for the characterization of Runit (Figure 6-l). Machetes, chain

saws, and other hand tools were used by the FRST and USAEto clear

brush around original survey markers and in the Fig-Quince area, while

ihe USAE used bulldozers to debrush larger areas. A 50-meter grid was

surveyed and marked on the island north of the hot line. The grid was

intensified to 25 meters in the Fig-Quince area. Extraordinary radiological

protection measures were employed during this and all subsequent

operations on north Runit.
Once the grid was established, the FRST conducted a search for the

muilligrant-size and larger fragments of plutonium-contaminated metal

which had precipitated the earlier quarantine of Runit. The search was

made with Field Instrument for the Detection of Low-Energy Radiation
(FIDLER) probes. Hot spots were excised with a shovel and placed in

plastic bags, which were held for future burial in the crater. This operation
was intended to minimize the contribution of the hot fragments to in situ

readings and minimize the volume of soil to be excised. In practice, the
procedure was slow and the value of its results was questionable,

considering the cost in time and manpower diverted from cleanup

operations.

Soil profile samples were taken using earth augers operated by the

USAE and probes operated by the FRST. Backhoes were usedto cut12 pits
in various areas and to cut 4 trenches across the bermsin the north central

area of Runit. Soil samples were taken at intervals in the walls of the pits
und trenches,
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| Sail Cleanup Planning

By mid-December 1977, a month after cleanup was scheduled to begin

as obvious that Runit soil characterization would take far more effo

wa and other resources than originally estimated. Field Commandse

Waine of 15 January 1978 for completion of the effort.\2 The F
de ment search and soil profiling were completed before the deadli
eepite two severe storms and other setbacks. However,little effort w

made on the in situ survey until February 1978, and no results we

iwailable until April 1978. In February 1978, COL Treat was forced to low

the priority of the Runit characterization effort to release ERSP resourc

io complete surveys of other islands.53 Meanwhile, the uncertainty ov

the cleanup guidelines and the lack of results from another radiologic

survey stalled the DNAplanning. Without these elements, DNA did n

have sufficient data upon which to base decisions on whatsoil was to

removed and how the available resources could best be used.

JANUARY 1978 CONFERENCES

[t had been planned that soil cleanup, i.e., the excision ai
encapsulation in Cactus Crater of contaminated soil, would begin on

November 1977, the date of commencement of the cleanup pha:

However. the uncertainty over the cleanup guidelines and the lack

results from a detailed, island-by-island soil characterization stalled the s:

cleanup operation.

Director, DNA and Commander, Field Commandrealized clearly th

soil cleanup resources were limited and, if they were to be used in ¢
long-range bestinterest of the dri-Enewetak, they must not be committ

to projects that could not be completed, projects that were unnecessar
projects that were of low priority, etc. Until some reasonably detail

approximation of the overall soil contamination problem could |
developed (i.e, how many cubic yards of contaminated soil, of wh

transuranic concentration, was present on each island of the atoll), ai
start at actual soil excision could prove to be a false start and could provi

results which would be ofless benefit to the dri-Enewetak than envision:

during the planning.

As the delays which resulted from the need to accommodate t

changes brought about by the inclusion ofall transuranics in the cleanu

the linkage of criteria to island use, the changein priority after BG Tate

visit, and the desire to have more detailed island radiologic

characterizations stretched into December 1977, the Director, DI
initiated Washington-level action to expedite resolution of the issues.
major DOE-DNA conference was scheduled to alert top DC
Headquarters officials to the serious implications of the delay

2
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characterization and to the need to resolve the remaining unknownsjp,
fine-grain criteria for cleanup.
On 6 January 1978, DOE and DNA officials met in Washington, DC. to

discuss these matters further. They agreed on the following actions:

a. Soil cleanup criteria would includeall transuranic elements, as did the
EPA‘s proposed new guidelines, and not just one or two plutonium
isotopes, as had AEC’s guidelines.

b. DNA and DOE would put priority on completing the radiologicay

survey and characterization of all the northern islands, excluding

Runit.

c. DOE would make dose assessments for a range of contamination

levels and island uses.

d. DOE would provide estimates of soil volumes to be moved to achieve
various degrees of soil cleanup.

e. After all the data and estimates were received, DOE and DNA jointly
would consider the cost-benefits of soil cleanup of the variousislands,

including Enjebi. DOE stated that cleanup of Enjebi to below 40 pCi/g
would meet EPA’s proposed transuranic guidelines for residential use

and permit full-time residence on Enjebi after the fission products
decayed to harmless levels.

f. DOE would develop dose estimates based on cleanup and use

patterns of the islands to provide guidance for cleanup ofislands in

the 40-400 pCi/g range for agricultural or visitation use.

g. DOE would consider the acceptability of plowing as a method of
meeting certain use criteria; however, there was doubt that plowing
would satisfy EPA requirements.

A newstrategy to deal with Runit had been evolving and was proposed
at this conference. The AEC Task Group Report and EIS required that
plutonium concentrations over 400 pCi/g be excised from Runit and

encapsulated in the crater whereupon the quarantine could be removed.

Subsequently, Mr. Theodore Mitchell, the Enewetak people’s attorney,

agreed that, after the contaminated soil was encapsulated on Runit, the

people could retain the quarantine of the island as an additional safety

precaution.54 Some of the conferees now proposed that, if Runit were

going to be quarantined because of the material in recoverable storage,

little or no effort need be made to excise and encapsulate the contaminated

soil.55 While the proposal had considerable appeal to some, it was not
adopted.

The conference failed to provide the Director, DNA with anything
substantive which could be used to answer the concerns of the service

element commandersduring his visit to the atoll later that month. The

earth-moving equipment, operators, and boats had been ready to remove

soil for over 2 months, and the commanderswere waiting for decisions on

what to remove and where to begin.
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INSPECTION AND REVIEW

The Director, DNA was accompanied on this trip by the High
Commissioner of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTP), Adrian

“akel, BG Tate. and the three men the Director came to rely on as his

Wink al agency advisors for the project: Mr. Roger Ray, of DOE-NV; Mr.

Mngore Mitchell, of Micronesian Legal Services Corporation (MLSC).
ete Earl Gilmore, of Holmes & Narver, Inc. While en route to the

en ly. they discussed the soil cleanupalternatives at length. It was generally

vereed that Runit would not be cleaned until other islands had been
leaned to some yet-to-be-determined level. It was agreed that the

eventual resettlementof the dri-Enjebi on Enjebi Island was adesirable
objective but that it mightnotbepossible if a large amountofsoil removal
were required. Other alternatives for northern island residence on
somon, Bijire, and/or Lojwa also were discussed. Any use of the northern

islands for residence would have severe impacts on the rehabilitation

construction contract which had recently been awarded. Also, any

significant changes in the cleanup and rehabilitation plans could require an

amendmentor supplementto the EIS.it was agreed that these and other

coil cleanup matters must be resolved at a top-level policy conference

scheduled for April 1978 at Headquarters DNA.

\.ADM Monroe arrived at Enewetak on 17 January 1978 for his second

inspection and review ofcleanupproject progress. Detailed briefings were

held, inspection trips were made to all key islands, and back-to-back

meetings were held until past midnight on virtually every subject pertinent

to the operation. The JTG and Service Element Commanders had most

problems well identified and were working out solutions to those which

had not already been resolved. °

The most significant problems remaining were soil cleanup criteria and

priorities. The new in situ survey requested by BG Tate had been

expanded to cover all northern islands and was taking longer than had

heen anticipated. Thus, the DNA leadershipstill could not be certain how

much soil had to be removed from which islands to achieve optimum

results for the dri-Enewetak. VADM Monroestill was determined not to

start removing and encapsulating soil indiscriminately, unnecessarily using

up volume in the Cactus Crater structure and possibly wasting manpower

and money, but rather to keep pressure on DOEfor soil characterization

data so that a coherent overall plan could be made that would best serve

the interests of the dri-Enewetak. In addition, there were ongoing

discussions on the inclusion ofall transuranics in the cleanup and on the

actual criteria for soil cleanup considering the new EPA guidelines and the
Bair Committee deliberations, all of which prolonged the delayin the start
of the soil cleanup. Among the on-atoll forces~the CJTG andhisstaff,

<—[—
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the Service Element Commanders—there was impatience to begin Soil
operations. Understandably, these individuals were concerned because the

soil removal equipment, operators, and other resources, which they had

worked so hard to have in place for the start of Cleanup Phase on 15
November 1977, had not yet begun soil cleanup—andit was mid-January

1978. They wanted to begin soil cleanup at once.

After many hours of discussions, VADM Monroedirected the following
actions:

a. Begin a pilot soil removal project to ascertain the effectivenessofthe
planned soil excision technique in reducing transuranic
concentrations and to consolidate the planning factors of time, men,
trucks, boats, quantities, etc., on which firm planning would late;
depend. The choice of island for the pilot soil removal project was to
be agreed between the ERSP and Field Command and recommended
to the Director, DNA for decision.

b. Expedite compilation ofall island soil characterization data by DOE
and finalize soil cleanup criteria including consideration of the new
EPA guidelines.

c. Expedite review by Field Command, DOE-NV, and TTPI of island
use plans and island cleanup priorities.

d. Intensify characterization efforts at the Aomon crypt, including

interviews with any people still available who were involved in its

construction, and solicit ideas from all concerned on howto survey
and excise the crypt.

e. Concentrate Army and Navy Element efforts on northern island

debris cleanup, both contaminated and uncontaminated, until soil
cleanup decisions could be made.>7-58

Thus, VWADM Monroe'splan was to compensate for the late startin soil

cleanup by getting ahead of schedule in the cleanup of debris. As will be

shown later, the characterization and reviews continued well into the

spring of 1978. Meanwhile, a small, but important, soil cleanup operation

was conducted shortly after the Director's visit.

MEDREN (ELMER) ISLAND SOIL CLEANUP

The 1973 Enewetak Radiological Survey indicated two areas on Medren

with elevated gammalevels. One area was found to contain a cobalt (Co-

60) source in a dosimeter calibration shed. This source was removed and

gamma levels returned to normal background. The other area was not

identified at that time. It was essential that the JTG locate and removethe

contamination before the Defense Property Disposal Service contractor

began scrap removal operations on Medren.
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ntamination was located by Radiation Contro! Division perso

are of old laboratory facilities in November1977. It wasfc

during 4 SUrvey i ly 150 feet 300 yard th of th
 rwo locations, approximate y ee apart, yards sou €
0ay. The first two soil samples containedrelatively low levels of C

(less than 70 pCi/B). f
4 team consisting of one member rom the JTG J-2, one from

ERST and several USAE equipment operators was formedto identify

ove the contaminated soil. The operation began on 7 February

en was completed on 10 February 1978. Personnel protection consiste

vati<C suits with boots, hoods, gloves, and dust masksfor truck dri
and survey personnel. The bucket loader operator wore a full-

respirator. During transport of soil by LCU, crew members wore

masks when outside the quarters, andall hatches were battenedto pre’

possible contamination of interior spaces,

The larger area, designated Crate, was excavated first. The area

approximately 40 feet long, 30 feet wide, and 3 feet deep. Evidence

found that two trenches had been dugin the area, each 12 to 15 feet

and 3 feet wide. The highest Co-60 concentrations, 2,000 pCi/g, \

found in these trenches. Outside of them, gamma levels dro;

significantly.
Before excavation began, the area was wet down with sea water usi

|.200-galion tank truck. Contaminated soil was excavated with a bact

ind loaded directly into a dump truck. When the truck bed was full.

loud was wet down and covered with a tarpaulin to prevent the sprea

of contamination. Trucks were driven to the boat ramp alor

predesignated route which was monitored to assure it did not bec

contaminated. The trucks were transported by LCU to Runit where

was offloaded at a stockpile inside the hot line. The trucks and well dec

the LCU were hosed down and monitored before returning to Medr.

The smaller area, designated Blue Star, was approximately10 feetlor

feet wide, and 2 feet deep. Analysis of soil samples from this area sho

Co-60 concentrations of 20 to 75 pCi/g.
After all hot spots had been excised, the entire area was backbladed

resurveyed. Surface activity levels averaged 7.2 micro-Roentgens

hour. Some ||0 cubic yards of soil had been excised and removed to R

The operation was accomplished by Army, Navy and Air Force perso

under the supervision of an noncommissionedofficer from the JTC
and it served as a modelfor future soil removal operations.°9

The co
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FEBRUARY 1978 CONFERENCE

On 9-10 February 1978, action officers from the military services, DOE.
NV, and TTPI met in Albuquerque to review project status and tg

coordinate actions for continued support of the project. There was

considerable concern that boat resources would not satisfy intra-ato})
transportation requirements as cleanup and rehabilitation efforts
accelerated. Navy representatives agreed to increase both crewsandboats,

including two or three more personnel transport craft. Billeting,

recreation, and other personnel matters were discussed and resolved. The

conferees also were asked to begin developing input for detaileq
demobilization plans.

Thedelayin starting soil cleanup caused a numberofproblems.Thefirst

increment of USAEsoil-removal platoons was due to be replaced in April,

and it appeared thattheir tour on the atoll would be spent without moving

any significant amountofsoil. Crater tremie operations had been planned

to start in April 1978 with a contaminatedsoil stockpile sufficiently large to

sustain tremie Operations, but there waslittle contaminated soil on hand.

Cement and attapulgite were being delivered and stockpiled for the tremie

operation and would cause a storage problem on Runit if that operation
were delayed any length of time. The Army and Navyaction officers

expressed the concern of their respective commandsthat the equipment

and manpowerthey had provided for soil cleanup had been employedin

makeshift tasks for the first several months because DNAhadnotgiven

the word to start soil cleanup. BG Tate assured them that Field Command
and DNA Headquarters were sensitive to their problems and that the
project would not be prolonged because of these schedule changes.§9
The conference provided an opportunity for the JTG Engineering

Officer, LTC Joseph Briggs, USA, to discuss other cleanup procedures
with the Field Commandstaff. They discussed procedures for excising the

Aomon burial crypt using a sheet pile cofferdam and discussed thepilot

soil removal project.

PILOT SOIL REMOVAL PROJECT

Enjebi had been scheduled for use in developing and testing radiological
survey and cleanup procedures, including contaminated soil removal.

Most of the tests, other than soil removal, were conducted on Enjebi

before the end of August 1977, when the plan to begin soil cleanup on

Enjebi was questioned. The pilot soil removal project, planned for

accomplishment during the mobilization phase, was put aside until 17
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978 when the Director, DNA,during his visit to the atoll, decided

January | ashould be conducted as quickly as possible.

that a pilot avrpose was to verify that soil cleanup actually could be

The basic in that is, that surface contamination could be measured, that

secompline xcision could be delineated, that a layer could be scraped up

an aes OF and that the resulting surface contamination would be

and rem reduced. [mportant subsidiary purposes were to determine

significa equipment and procedures and to develop planning factors of

ypuma manpowerfor each step ofthe process. On 3 February 1978, the

eGrecommended Bokenas the site for conducting the project. [t was

cr of the four islands specified in the EIS for soil cleanup. Runit still was

noite surveyed, and the in situ survey of Lujor had shown no
concentrations above 160 pCi/g, well below the 400 pCi/g guideline for

mandatory cleanup. The other island considered by the CJTG, Aomon,

Jid not require any mandatory soil cleanup according to the latest survey

jata.¢! . . . . .
Despite these considerations, Field Commanddisapproved the selection

of Boken because ofits distance from Lojwa (Ursula) and Runit. After

dixcussions with LTC Briggs, Field Commandselected Aomonto be the

vite for the project in order to reduce the boat transport time between the

worksite, the Runit soil stockpile, and the Lojwa Base Camp, and because

the work site could be reached by truck from Lojwa. Director, DNA

approved Field Command’s choice. COL Treat identified some 2 dozen

sol cleanup activities for time-motion documentation to be used in

pinning how best to accomplish contaminated soil removal.62 It took
about 3 weeks to develop and coordinate a plan whichsatisfied all of these

requirements.o3 Work on the project began on March 1978, the day after
the plan was published.

The pilot soil removal project used soil cleanup procedures which had

been started on Enjebi in July 1977. The basic steps, after completion of the

DOE-ERSP surveys described in Chapter 4, were:

a. Identify the site and scope of work.
_ Implement radiation safety and control procedures.

. Survey and stake the boundaries of the excision areas.

. Remove excess brush.

. Excise the area and windrow excised soil.

Resurvey excised area using the in situ van (IMP) and/or soil

samples.

y. Repeat steps e and f until contamination has been reduced to desired

level,

h. Transport soil from windrowsto beach stockpiles.
|. Transport soil from beach stockpiles to stockpiles on Runit.

These steps are described in some detail in the following sections.
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WORKSITE IDENTIFICATION

Upon determination that an island required soil excision to reduce
surface or subsurface contamination, the on-site DOE-ERSP Manager

determined which areas exceeded required standards. This

recommendation was received by the JTG in the form of a technical note,
with an overlay of the area clearly marked with all pertinent data including

grid reference points and soil removal estimates. After the technical note
was received, an operations meeting was held among representatives of
JTG staff, the Service Elements, and DOE-ERSP. During this meeting aj

salient information was discussed and an operations plan was developed.
Two areas on Aomonwereidentified for the pilot soil removalproject.

The Kickapoo ground zero (GZ) was to be cleaned first (Figure 6-2),
followed by the Yuma GZ.
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FIGURE 6-2. AOMON ISLAND KICKAPOO AREA.
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RADIATION SAFETY AND CONTROL PROCEDURES
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Radiation safety and control procedures were implemented prior to
ation of all soil cleanup operations. Implementation of these

Mee res was the responsibility of the FRST under the staff supervision
prove 12 HQ JTG. Radiation control personnel werethefirst persons on

ot Mad, and they determined the radiation safety measures required.

When all radiation safety and control procedures were established, the

ERST controlled all entry and exit from the island. Before commencing

iny operation which was likely to raise dust, such as brush removal, a

prefabricated sprinkler system was assembled and usedto spray water
pumped from the lagoon over the worksite as a dust pallative. This system

was used in all phases of soil movement from excision to stockpiling to

loading and offloading boats. While absolutely necessary, this technique
slowed operations because it required at least an hour to wet downthesoil

adequately.

WORKSITE SURVEY

The first party of workers normally were USAE surveyors (Figure 6-3).

Surveyors used the overlay with grid reference points to lay out the soil

 

FIGURE 6-3, USAE SURVEYOR.
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excision areas. The layout was verified by the Officer in Charge of the

USAEunit scheduled to accomplish the excision. Theinitial survey, whicy
i had to be completed before the DOE IMP survey operation coulg be

4 carried out, consisted of establishing a 25- or 50-meter north-sourp,
orthogonal grid system which wastied into the island’s surveyreference

i points. Each island had several reference points which had been tied into

the worldwide coordinate system. A three- to four-man survey team, With

a FRST memberasradiological escort, was required. Whena soillift areg
wasidentified, surveyors prepared a sketch of the area, broughtelevation
and position reference stakes to nearby locations, and establisheq
elevations over the excision area, generally using a 12-1/2- or 6-1/4-meter
grid. The sketches of the area became the mapsforsoil excision.

Forthe pilot soil removal project, the area around the Kickapoo test Gz
was surveyed and staked by USAE surveyors to mark the perimeter of
contamination which exceeded 40 pCi/g, as determined by thein sity
system.

BRUSH REMOVAL

At the Kickapoo GZ area, another brush removal experiment was

conducted using the equipment previously tested at Enjebi. The front
loader and grader again proved unsatisfactory. Roots were left in place,

and wheel churning caused an unacceptable amountofsoil disturbance.
The D8K dozer proved the mostsatisfactory equipmentforsoil removal at

the Kickapoo area (Figure 6-4). Ground surveyors estimated thatless than
30 cubic yards of soil were moved with the roots to the windrows of brush
using the dozer.

Later, at the Yuma GZ area, improved procedures were developed for

removing brush with the front loader (Figure 6-5). For small bushes or
brush, the loader with four-in-one bucket was used in a push mode. By

closing the bucket and pushing forward, keeping it about 6 inches above

ground, small bushes and brush could be cleared rapidly with minimalsoil

disturbance and little soil remaining in the vegetation pile. For larger

bushes, the four-in-one bucket was lowered over the bush and firmly
closed withoutcutting the bush. The bush was thenlifted out of thesoil.

With the sandy soil conditions present, virtually all the soil fell from the

root system. Thereafter, the front loader was used for most brush removal

operations.

The uprooted vegetation was windrowedjust outside the excision area.

Whenit was reasonably dry, normally after the main work force had

é departed, it was doused with diesel fuel and burned in place. The ashes
i were screened by the IMP and, if found to be contaminated, were

transported to Runit for entombment.If the ashes were not contaminated,

they were left in place for soil enrichment.

es ance 
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FIGURE 6-5, BRUSH REMOVAL USING FRONT LOADER.
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SOIL EXCISION AND WINDROWING

After removal of brush from the Kickapoosite, the clearing was divideg
into three equal areas for soil removal experiments using the front loader

the grader, and the dozer. The experiments were recorded on video tape
and still photographs. Where possible, excisions were made from the
upwind portion of the lift area to minimize radiological hazards to the
operators. Excisions were made from two sides toward the cente,

resulting in elongated windrows. Each machine wastested by excisinga .
inch layer over as much of its area as possible in 2-1/2 hours, placing the
soil in windrowsas it was removed. Operators were aided by spotters on

the ground.

In soil removal, the front loader was employed in two modes. With the
bucket down, closed and pushing forward, the loader operatedat a rate of
50-60 cubic yards per hour. It completed only 20 percentofits assigned
area. Loader operations with the bucket open and scraping backwards
achieved only half of that rate and proved to be generally inefficient.
The grader completedits assigned area but stockpiled only 10 percentof

the soil. In attempting to push even moderate quantities of soil to q

stockpile, the grader only spun its wheels and churned ruts, mixing the
underlying soil.

The dozer excised and stockpiled nearly 80 percent of its area with

moderate soil disturbance, which was easily corrected by backbladingthe

area (Figure 6-6). It made acceptable cuts when operatedin the lowestgear

and not required to push farther than 50 feet. With each successivelatera|
cut, only 10 to 20 percent of the blade was used to make the new cut, and

the remainingpart of the blade carried the last furrow and accumulatedsoil
with it. For this 6-inch cut, it workedat a rate of 700-800 square metersper

hour and accumulated a windrow ofdirt at the rate of 180-220 cubic yards
per hour.

With the experience gained from thesetests, it was easily recognizable

that motorized scrapers would provide greater precision andefficiencyin
soil excision. However, they were not available on the atoll. The dozer was
easily the mostefficient item of equipmentontheatoll for excising soil and

placing it in windrows (Figure 6-7). It was employed to complete thepilot
soil removal project.64 For uninitiated dozer operators, a ground guide was

used to give hand signals to direct the height of the dozer blade. After the

operators acquired experience, they were generally able to obtain the

desired cuts without the use of a ground guide.
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FIGURE 6-6. BACKBLADING OPERATION.
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AREA RESURVEY

After each 6-inch cut, additional soil samples were taken and analyzeq
and the area was resurveyed byin situ van (Figure 6-8). If the resuns
exceeded the desired limit, additional cuts were made until the limit was

achieved. The initial goal on Aomon was to remove concentrations to
below 40 pCi/g. For most of the Aomon areas excised, one cut was
sufficient to lower the contamination to acceptable limits.

Subsurface contamination in the Kickapoo area was found to be fa,
more extensive than the preliminary ERSP survey had predicted.It was
impossible to determine whetherit had been there previously or had been
mixed in from the surface by the soil removal equipment. Extensive
subsurface samples were taken before the secondlift to see which was the

case.65 Analysis of the samples indicated significant subsurface
contamination throughout the area except wherethefirst lift had removeg

the surface contamination. Therefore, the initial subsurface
characterization had to have been inaccurate, probably because it was
based on too few samples. The solution was to take more subsurface
samples.66
Once a determination was madethat areas were within acceptablelimits,

the IMP surveyedall routes to the beach stockpile. Upon removal from the

 

FIGURE 6-8. RESURVEY OPERATION.
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plund of all soil, the entire beach stockpile area, or ‘‘footprint,”’ also was

surveyed by the iMP.
|

One prope when appeared early in the pilot project, was the delay in

obtaining results ofsoil sampling and soil surveys. Priority was being given

to analysis of samples from other survey sites for the characterization of

the northern islands, rather than the supportof thepilot project.’ As the

characterization effort neared completion, more timely support for the soil

removal operation became possible. During most soil removal operations,

rulhime, dedicated supportby an in situ van was necessary to minimizethe

amount ofsoil excised in removing transuranic concentrations.

TRANSPORT TO BEACH STOCKPILES

Contaminated soil was moved from soil windrows to the beach

stockpiles using either 5-ton or 20-ton dump trucks. A 2-l/2-cubic-yard

bucket loader was used to load the trucks (Figure 6-9). After the trucks
were offloaded at the beach stockpiles, the pile was consolidated using
either a 2-[/2-cubic-yard bucket loader or a dozer. Beach stockpiles were
located as close as possible to the loading areas for boat transportation but

above the high-tide line.
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ACCOUNTING FOR CURIES

One additional goal of the pilot project was to develop methods fo
measuring the amountof radioactivity in the excised soil and for Orting
the soil into two stockpiles on Runit. One stockpile would consist of soi
with contamination levels greater than that to which Runit would be
cleaned (assumed to be 400 pCi/g), and the otherofsoil with lowerlevels
Thefirst stockpile would have to be placed in the crater, while the secong
could be left on Runit if resources were not sufficient to encapsulate it
The procedure also would provide an accounting for the total curies of
radioactive material removed. Two methods of measurement weretesteg
A dirt ramp was prepared to the top of an old Japanese bunker on

Aomon.Thein situ van was driven to the top of the bunker where its
detector could be placed over the loaded dump truck beds to measure
radiation intensity. Results varied with the configuration of the load anq
the positioning of the truck. As an alternative, one scoop of soil was
removed from each front loader bucket before the soil was dumpedinto
the truck. Individual scoop samples were composited to produce one

sample per truck. The bucket loader sample and the truck top sample were

each shaken vigorously, then one petri dish of soil was removed for
scanning. On-site scanning of the first 18 truckloads indicated that both of

these sampling methods tended to give much higher readings thanin sity
surveys of the area before, during, and after soil removal operations. The
truck sampling techniques were not pursuedfurther.

The methodfinally adopted for calculating radioactivity removed from

an area and taken to Runit was to employ the in situ data from before.
during, and after soil excision, plus the subsurface profiling data.68.69
Results were sufficiently accurate to accountfor total curies andto sort the

highly active (hot spot) soil from the low-level soil.

TRANSPORT TO RUNIT

Several methods of transporting contaminated soil from beach
stockpiles to stockpiles on Runit were tested during the pilot soil removal

project. The U.S. Navy Element (USNE)was tasked to support the project

with one LCU, two LCM.-8s,and a warping tug with two causewaysections

assembled asa ferry orfloating platform. The USAE wastaskedtotest the

LARC-LX for soil transport. Intensive reconnaissance efforts were

conducted to identify alternative channel approaches and to quantify tidal

restrictions to all approaches. Channel improvement techniques were
included in the overall plan. Variations and modifications were authorized

with HQ JTG approval.
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The lirst tests consisted of carrying loaded dump trucks on vario

- watercraft. The trucks were loaded at the beach stockpiles usir
of wa ard front loaders. Typical loading time averaged I0 mini
COThe 20-ton truck tended to lose traction in dry sand while th

ton trucks could traverse most dry surfaces. All vehicles reqt

improved surface or ramp on the beaches. A loaded 20-ton dun

was originally estimated as carrying 10 cubic yards ofcontaminated

February 1979, after careful study, a more precise estimate of 8 cut
was established. A 5-ton truck, which used almost as much decks
the landing craft as a 20-ton truck, was estimated to have a usable
of only 4 cubic yards. This made the 5-ton trucks impractical for di

of soil to Runit and required use of dedicated 20-ton trucks |{

watercraft. As time passed, corrosion and maintenance problemsi
the availability of 20-ton trucks, and the water transport operation

neavily constrained. In addition to the normaladverse effect of th

on the 20-ton trucks, the exposure to salt spray during the ov

movement compoundedtheir degradation by rapidly damaging |

and brake systems.

The load capacity of the LCM-8 and the LARC-LXwereidentic

each could carry only one 20-ton truck. However, the LCM-8 n
round trip from the loading point on Bijire (Tilda) to Runit in 82:
while the LARC-LX took I0! minutes. The LCU took 103 minute
round trip, but could deliver six 20-ton trucks per trip (Figure 6
The causeway sections were used with twosectionsside by sid

io end with the warping tug as the propulsion unit. In this config
known as the Warping Tug Causeway Ferry, four 20-ton trucks
moved; but this method was the slowest in transit time, 143 min
round trip’® (Figure 6-11). A modification to this procedure inco
three causeway sections in combination. Two of the sections wer
end with the third section side by side to the trailing sectic
configuration accommodated eight 20-ton trucks, but the transit |
increased due to the additional drag of the third section. Ag
warping tug was the meansof propulsion. This means of transr

caused the most salt water spray damage to the 20-ton trucks.

During the pilot project, it became obvious to the CJTG that the
factor in soil cleanup operations was boat transportofsoil to Runit

6-12). The USAE suggested use of the bulk-haul method, by wt
had been moved to the Enjebi tree farm and aggregate had been
trom Enjebi to Lojwa. The CJTG concurredin a test and, on 6 anc
1978, an LCM-8 was modified by welding quarter-inch-thick ste
uround the welldeck sides and steel strips on the deck to protecttl
during offloading. On 8 April 1978, the LCM-8 was loaded with«
yards of soil and taken to Runit. Transit time was unaffected. Load:
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FIGURE 6-10. LOADED LCU.

 

FIGURE 6-11. WARPING TUG CAUSEWAY FERRY.
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296 RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAK ATOLL

was 25 minutes. while offloading took 52 minutes on the test run. Thesa
times were expected to improve with practice. Also, it was expected that
the average load would be only 30 cubic yards. Air samplers were operateg
during loading and offloading and the crew of the LCM-8 wore full-Face

respirators. Monitoring revealed no contamination of the crewor 4j,

filters, Boat decontamination using sea water took four men approximately

2 hours. The modification had no effect on the craft's capability to hay;
trucks, supplies, or debris. The JTG was enthusiastic about the results of

the test and began planning to modify other craft should the proposa} be

approved at higher echelons./!.72 No further bulk-haul deliveries of so)
were made until the modification was approved by the Director, DNA fo,
radiological and service tests.

The contaminated soil transportation capability increased in successive
Stages as additional equipment was modified or became available, 4
summary of these increases is at Figure 6-13.

The pilot soil removal project met all of its objectives and provideg
Director, DNA and Commander, Field Command with data that were
critically needed for all of the major cleanup decisions, once adequatesoi

characterization information was developed. Most important was the

positive knowledge that inexperienced troops in the field could learn ang

accomplish “‘surgical’’ excision of contaminated top soil and that,

generally, one or two cuts would result in a radiologically acceptable area.
Also of importance were the detailed planning factors of time.

manpower, und equipment required per unit of soil moved. With this
information developed by the JTG and Field Command, all that was

required before all of the major soil-cleanup decisions could be made was

the DOE soil characterization data from which estimates could be made of

the amount of soil needed to be excised from each island to achieve

alternative levels of cleanup results (e.g., to make the island acceptable for
residential, agricultural, or food gathering purposes).

The pilot soil removal project evolved into a cleanup of contaminated

soi] on Aomon to qualify it for either agricultural or residential use

depending on DOE’s forthcoming data.

APRIL 1978 CONFERENCES

On Il April 1978, COL Treat briefed the Director, DNA on someoverall

rough planning factors, using the results of the pilot soil removal project

and the time and motion study based on data obtained during the project.

The study did not take into account the improved capability that

experience and maximum use of bulk haul would bring: thus, is

predictions were nat optimistic. Because 5 months already had been lost
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AVG AVG NO AVG
STAGE AVAIL/ CU.YDS./ TRIP/ CU YDS/
DATES CRAFT NO DAY CRAFT DAY DAY

WTCF w/5 Trks 1 8 40 1 32
1 Jun—2 Jul 78 LCM-8 (B} 1 8 35 2 56

88

i WTCF w/5 Trks 1 8 40 1 32
3 Jul-9 Jui 78 LCOM-8 (B} 1 8 35 2 56

LCU (B) 1 8 100 1 80
168

HHI WICF w/8 Trks 1 8 64 1 48

40 Jul--18 Jul 78 LCM-8 (B) 1 8 35 2 56
Lou(B) 1 8 100 1 _80

184

Vv WTCEw/8 Trks 1 8 64 1 48
19 Jul-20 Aug 78 LCM-8 (8) 2 15 35 2 84

LCU (B) 1 8 100 1 80
212

v WICE w/8 Trks 1 8 64 1 48
21 Aug 78—1 Apr 79 LCM-8 (B) 3 2.0 35 2 112

LCU (B) 1 8 100 2 160.
320

VI LCM-8 (B) 3 2.0 35 2 140
2 Apr—23 Apr 79 LCU (B} 2 1.7 100 2 340

480

vit LCM-8 (B) 4 3.0 35 2 230
24 Apr—-10 May 79 LCU (8) 2 V7 100 2 340

570

Vint LOM-8 (B) 6 40 35 2 280
10 May—30 May 79 LCU (B) 2 1.7 100 2 340

620

ix LCOM-8 (8) 6 4.0 52 2 416
30 May—Complete LCU (B) 2 17 100 2 340

756

Note: (B) = Bulk Haul Converted

FIGURE 6-13. RELATIVE DAILY SOIL TRANSPORT CAPABILITY.
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from the time scheduled in the OPLAN for soil cleanup, COL Trea

estimated that, unless the project were extended beyondits scheduleq .

April 1980 completion date, only 12 months wouldbe available to exciga
and transport soil from the northernislands, leaving another 2-1/2 Months

to complete Runit soil cleanup and | monthto finish closing the Concrete

cap. His study predicted that only 60,000 to 67,500 cubic yards of soil could
be moved by boat in that 12 months.

The Director, DNA was determined to complete the project on time

unless it proved manifestly impossible to do so. He believed his two
overriding commitments were: (I) to achieve satisfactory radiological
cleanup results for the dri-Enewetak; and (2) to complete the project on
time and within the funds appropriated from the taxpayers by the
Congress. While thefirst was paramount, VADM Monroefelt the seconq
also was of critical importance, and he still believed both could be
achieved. On-time completion was of great importance because of the
significant drain on the Services’ manpower, funds, equipment, and other
resources. VADM Monroe remained confident that COL Treat’s initiaj
time and quantity factors would improve with experience, and that other
efficiencies could be found.

Boat transportation was the principal constraining resource. There was
enough engineer manpower and equipment to excise and contain the

150,000 to 180,000 cubic yards of soil COL Treat estimated it would take to
reduce all islands, including Runit, to below 40 pCi/g. The elongated

configuration of the Cactus Crater container design would provide

sufficient volume and the MILCONfundsfor crater containmentappeared

to be adequate to contain the currently estimated amounts of
contaminatedsoil.

The crux of the boat transportation problem was Enjebi. Field

Commandestimated that 57,900 cubic yards would have to be removed
from Enjebi to bring it below 40 pCi/g. This would use almostall of the

transport capability for a year. Alternatively, in the same year, 63,700

cubic yards of soil could be removed from seven other northernislands

(excluding Enjebi and Runit) to bring all seven to below 40 pCi/g. Runit

could be cleaned in either case since no boat assets were required.

According to COL Treat’s initial rough estimates, two obvious

alternatives were: (1) clean Enjebi to residential levels and clean Runit, or
(2) clean the other seven islands and Runit.’?3 However, two old Runit
issues, which COL Treat had been studying and reviewing with the ERSP
manager, were reopenedin thebriefing. 74.75
The ERSPcharacterization of Runit, requested in October 1977, had

not, for a number of reasons (previously discussed), been completed at

the time of the Il April 1978 meeting with Director, DNA. During the

conference, it was proposed again that, since Runit might have to be
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ned indefinitely because of subsurface contamination, there was
nue n to clean surface contamination. Some discussions revolved

jrtle Fens® gsals to store contaminated soil from other islands on the

round peRunil. not clean Runit, and require that Runit be quarantined

. ely. The DNA General Counsel supported the proposals on the

ndelint’ i the dri-Enewetak already had appeared to accept the loss of

basis ost of the Field Commandstaff opposed the proposals since they

Runt, -onform to the EIS requirements and a substantial investment and
did 10"ready had been directed toward crater containment. The Director,

aN ecided that: (1) soil contaminated to levels greater than 400 pCi/g
D. ; islands other than Runit and all contaminated debris would be

mu ced and contained in the crater, (2) lower level contaminated soit

ot islands other than Runit would be encapsulated within available
rotees and optimum crater design, and (3) Runit would be cleaned as

much as possible with priority to highest level “hot spots, dependent on

aqilability of resources, time and crater capacity remaining.

Other matters discussed at the conference included the need for soil

cleanup criteria. the possibility of cleaning Aomon, Bijire, and Lojwa to

residential levels as an alternative to Enjebi, and whether amendments to

che EIS might be required if significant deviations were made from its
provisions. 76 While these discussions served to focus future analysis and

plinning, all of the DNAleadership realized that more work would still

have to be done to allow the key questions of ‘‘which islands,”” “in which

priority.” and “to what level’ to be answered.

The 1) April conference served to confirm for the Director, DNA the

need to bring all organizations with an interest in Enewetak together to

tearn of the results to date, hear all of the information available, consider

the alternatives, and have the opportunity to make recommendations on

cleanup decisions. Furthermore, DOE had advised that its data would be
available to Field Commandin time to support such a major policy

conference in early May 1978.

Several other actions pertinent to the May conference took place in

April 1978. On 21 April 1978, Mr. Theodore Mitchell, of MLSC, the
Enewetak people’s attorney, advised Field Command ofthe results of his

2-day conference with the dri-Enewetak council at Ujelang. Their response

to the idea of living on Enjebi was rather low key. They would only
consider it if they could live there safely. The possibility of residence on

the Aomon-Biyire-Lojwa complex was complicated by ownership disputes

between the dri-Enjebi and the dri-Enewetak. They were quite safisfied
with the current plan of mixed residence of dri-Enewetak and dri-Enjebi
on the three southernislands. 77
On 26 April 1978, DOE advised of a related complication. The Bikinians

were going to be removed from their atoll because of disturbingly high

quar
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intakes of strontium and cesium, both of which were knownto exis, 0
Enjebi. 78

BAIR COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS

At the 6 January 1978 conference, Mr. Tommy McCraw, DOE, hag

indicated that Lawrence Livermore Laboratory (LLL) was being tasked to

make an Enewetak dose assessmentstudy which could serveasa basisfo,
associating island use with concentration of plutonium and Other

transuranic elements./? On 3 April 1978, DNA was briefed on the key
finding of the study. Based on an assumption that the dri-Enewetak would
apportion their time on residence, agricultural, and food-gathering islands

according to 60, 20, and 5 percent, respectively, compliance with the Epa
guideline would be achieved if residence, agriculture, and food-gatherin
islands were cleaned to at least 10, 20, 40 pCi/g, respectively.80.81 (Tp.
remaining IS percent of the time was considered to be spent on the water

traveling or fishing, or away from theatoll; i.e., Ujelang, Majuro.) This

finding caused concern at DNAsincethe stringent criteria might prohibit
someislands from qualifying for their planned use as detailed in the Els,
and the required cleanup effort would be greatly expanded.

On 4 April 1978, DOE requested that the Bair Committee provide advice

on the soil cleanup questions raised at the 6 January 1978 conference ang
on other radiological support matters.82 The Committee, also referred to
as the Enewetak Advisory Group, met with DOE and DNA

representatives at DOE-NV on 13-l4 April 1978 and was briefed on the
status of the cleanup and its current problems. A key topic of discussion
was the recent LLL draft dose estimate study. The principal technicalpoint

of the study related to the unexpected large dose predictions to bone
resulting from inhalation of all transuranics, compared to those from

plutonium alone. The study indicated that inhalation dose to bone might

exceed the dose to lung by a factor of three or more (the ratio of dose

limits for lung and bone). The large dose was due to the less abundant
Am-24l which Dr. William Robison of LLL explained was the result of his

using a high Am-24l ‘“‘gut transfer coefficient.”’ The high coefficient was

challenged by some Committee members, but Dr. Robisonstated that he
felt obligated to use the high coefficient since it had been notedrecently by
several experimenters. This draft dose estimate study caused Am-24]to be

considered an important contributor to dose and an importantingredient
in cleanup evaluations.
The Bair Committee met again on 26-27 April 1978 in Denver,

Colorado, to consider the following questions:
a. Is it possible to develop dose-related cleanup guidance that would

—————
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hat doses to future residents of Enewetak Atoll wouldt of |

SSficantl exceed proposed EPA guidelines for transuranics?

What advice can be given to DNAatits early May conference
b

" eifitate planning for cleanup of transuranics on Enewetak?

What additional information can be obtained which could impr

the confidence of the dose estimates and cleanup criteria

transuranics?
Can plowing be used as an effective cleanup measurefor transura!

d. 169

the simittee reviewed information and data provided by D¢

Division of Occupational and EnvironmentalSafety, LLL, DOE-NV,;

DNA. The draft LLL dose assessment study wasthe basic documentfr

nich the Committee was to formulate answers to the questionsrai
vad to provide advice. The Committee offered the following responsem questions as they pertained to transuranic elements only (notfiss

products. which they understood might delay the resettlement of sc

stands for a number of years):
4, The Bair Committee did not find it possible to develop reason

cleanup guidance which would assure that radiation doses fr

transuranics to future residents would not exceed proposed E

vuidelines to the extent to be of concern. Obviously, the m
stringent the cleanupcriteria, the greater the degree of assurance;

uncertainties inherent in our present understanding of the prob

precluded absolute assurance. One could not predict with certa

the contamination levels that would exist in the islands after clean

this would be determined at a future time. One could not predict

lifestyle and dietary habits of every individual who returns to

islands. Perhaps most important, many of the factors that
involved in movementof transuranics in the environment and

depositions and retention of transuranics in human beings are
well established.

However, the Committee was of the opinion that its recommen

cleanup criteria would result in average transuranic radiation dose:
subsequently exposed populations that would be commensurate v

proposed EPA guidelines. The EPA consideredits guidance levels to

equivalent to a lifetime risk of about 14 premature cancer deaths
100,000 persons exposed and to perhaps an equal numberof gen

effects, although these estimates are based on many uncer!

ussumptions and generally are considered to be quite conservative.
estimate of 14 cancers per 100,000 people would correspondto a 3 perc
chance of one cancer appearing in a population of 200 people expose:
EPA guidance levels for their lifetime; or expressed differently, t
probability of one cancer in every 2,100 years (assuming a cons’

population size).
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b. Considering the physical and ecological limitations to remova| of
transuranics from the Enewetak Atoll, the Bair Committee
recommendedthefollowing cleanup criteria:

(1) All one-quarter or one-half hectare areas on residentialislangs
should be cleaned unless the average concentration in surface
(0-3 cm) soil does not exceed 40 pCi/g (with 70 percen,
confidence). That is, each one-quarter or one-half hectare area

should be cleaned if the average concentration plus one-haj
standard deviation (for the unit area) exceeds 40 pCi/g. From
the information then available and being used for dose

assessment, the Committee believed this procedure woulg
provide a reasonable expectation that dose in the bone and lung
would be commensurate with the EPA guidance. [n terms of
radiation dose-sparing benefit to future inhabitants, the

Committee pointed out that cleanup of a standard area on q

residential island was worth about four times as much as Cleanup

to a given level on an agricultural island and 12 times as much as
cleanup of the same area to the same level on an islang
designated for food gathering. In the light of existing
contamination levels and available cleanup resources, it would

appear that cleanupofall one-quarter or one-half hectare areas

on residential islands according to the above criteria should
receive first priority.

(2) Because the other islands may have increased use over that
currently assumed, a secondpriority should be the cleanupof

agricultural island half-hectare areas unless the average
concentration for the unit does not exceed 80 pCi/g (with 70
percent confidence).

(3) A third priority should be the cleanup of food-gathering island

half-hectare areas unless the average concentration for the unit

does not exceed 160 pCi/g (with 70 percent confidence). If

resources were exhausted, some islands might not be cleaned

up, and final dose assessment might indicate that these islands
would have to be quarantined.

The Committee noted that the soil profile on Lujor was anomalous,
since the concentration of transuranics appeared to be uniform with depth.

They. believed that the possibility of effective cleanup for use as a

residential or agriculture island was remote. However, the possibility of

covering Lujor with the less contaminatedsoil from the residentialislands,

and perhaps from the agricultural islands, should be considered for

lowering the average surface contamination levels and reducing the

logistics problems of transporting the soil from the otherislands to Runit.
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The Com

jdditional in

mittee listed several ongoing and proposed actions to provide
formation which could improve the confidence of the dose

“amates and cleanup criteria for transuranics. They also indicated that

ese might reduce surface soil concentrations and hence reduce the

rental inhalation problem, but that it was unlikely to reduce plant
uptake.

DOE SOIL CHARACTERIZATION

The DOE-ERSP characterization data for the northern islands was

forwarded to Field Commandon 27 April 1978. It covered al! transuranics,

while the EIS covered plutonium only, and it included estimates of soil

volumes to be excised under various conditions. Some of these estimates

were used in updating the Field Command time and motion studyfor the

briefing to be given at the 3-4 May 1978 conference, while others were

disregarded due to significant variances with data on hand.

The DOE characterization had taken 9 months to complete. In general,

it confirmed what had been indicated in the 1972 radiological survey, AEC

Task Group recommendations, EIS, CONPLAN, and OPLAN. Five

islands required removal of plutonium concentrations to permit their use

as planned by the dri-Enewetak: Aomon,Boken, Enjebi, Lujor, and Runit.

None of the eight case-by-case islands required any soil cleanup. Nine

other northern islands, not previously identified for soil cleanup, also had

been characterized and found with no contamination above 40 pCi/g.

DOE-ERSP’s estimates of the volumesof soil to be removed from the

four islands namedin the EIS to permit the planned use was approximately

72,000 cubic yards. The EIS estimate for those islands was 79,000 cubic

yards. The DOE-ERSPestimate for the fifth island, Enjebi, was 44,835

cubic yards to qualify it for residential use.84 These estimates were

reassuring to the planners since they indicated that volumes of soil

previously estimated to be moved would not be materially affected by the

inclusion ofall transuranics, which had not been previously considered.

Regarding the time utilized for the soil characterization, it should be

noted that the advanced techniques developed by DOE-NV for this

complex task and the new equipment fabricated from research and

development components weretruly remarkable. Tofield this effort in the

distant, harsh Enewetak environment—and to put it on a paying basis

relatively quickly—was quite an achievement. Thesoil cleanup project had

been delayed, but this had been compensated for by a speedup in

contaminated debris cleanup. Since DNA had avoided making decisions

involving major resource commitments which might have provento beill-

advised, no serious harm had been doneto the overall project by the delay.
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In April 1978, the first soil removal platoons completed their TDY, t
and were replaced in the second ‘‘Operation Switch.’’ They had jus; beau,
developing techniques andskills for contaminated soil removal by eXcising
the Medren hot spots and by beginning the pilot soil removal Project.

3-4 MAY 1978 CONFERENCE

On 3-4 May 1978, representatives from all involved Departments
Services, and other agencies met at Headquarters, DNA, Washington,

DC. The dri-Enewetak were represented by their counsel, Mr. Theodore
Mitchell, of MLSC,and their interests also were represented by Mr. Osca,
DeBrum,District Administrator of the Marshall District of the TTPI. Th,
purpose of the conference was to review progress to date and to develop
recommendations on a wide range of radiological cleanup decisions. The
most important decisions concerned contaminated soil cleanup criteria ang
island cleanup priorities. Decisions on these issues would allow Soil
cleanup operations—now 6 months behind schedule—to commence.The
conference wasgiven added urgency by repeated queries from the Services
regarding the growing delay in undertaking the most difficult workofthe
project and how much more manpower, equipment, and/or time DNa

expected them to provide to overcome the delay.85 A full day of
prebriefings, critiques, and working group meetings on critical agenda

items on 3 May provided extensive preparation for the decision meetings
on 4 May. ,
VADM Monroe, whochaired the conference, opened it with a review of

soil cleanup developments,including the following points:
a. All previous planning documents, including the EIS and OPLAN,

contained only general guidance on soil removal, based on the 1972

radiological survey. It was widely recognized that more specific data

would be required for actual removal of contamination from the

islands. It had been planned that soil surveys would be conducted by

DOEduring the mobilization phase and that sufficient data would be
provided to begin soil cleanup operations on 1S November 1977.

However, it took much longer than planned to obtain the detailed

data on all of the northern islands and to characterize the total scope

of soil cleanup work, as DNA had requested, for use in deciding the
priority order in which the islands would be cleaned andthelevels to

which they would be cleaned.
b. Prior planning, including that in the OPLAN,had assumedthatthese

decisions would be made in thefield, island by island, based on the

people’s planned use and AEC/DOEguidelines. It had since become
apparentthat these were key decisions which would shape thepattern

of future use and habitation and would determine radiological
exposure levels at the atoll for years to come. Thus,the Directorhad
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ned that the decisions were his to make, based on review and

tion with all parties concerned with Enewetak cleanup and

on. Although all the data on all the islands were not yet

he point had been reached where decisions had to be made

cleanup operations could commence.

hanges which affected soil removal had occurred since

began. First, based on Field Command’s studies,

factors, and radiological considerations, estimates of the

columes of soil to be removedhad increased significantly. Second,

new guidelines for transuranic contamination limits had been

proposed by the EPA which had been interpreted by the Bair

Committee to require soil cleanupcriteria to be lowered significantly;
-e., from 400 pCi/g to 160 pCi/g for food-gathering islands and from

100 pCi/g to 80 pCi/g for agriculture islands.

The factors which had not changed were the charter from the Joint

determl
consulta “

cehabilitati
available,
so that soll

Two major ¢
the project

experience

Chiefs of Staff (JCS) to do the job with the same amountofService

resources, and in the same amountof time. The planned completion

date was still 15 April 1980.

The Director, as DOD Project Manager, would balance resources

against requirements, exercising responsible stewardship of Service

resources assigned to the project and realizing that cleanup of

radiological contamination could become an endless task. The

decisions that were made must go beyond immediate results and

stand the test of time—30 years in the future—when the impact of

poor decisions would be felt by a people who had already suffered

greatly. Any such decisions would certainly reflect adversely upon the

United States.

In making these decisions, the Director, DNA needed the
participation and advice of all conferees, as well as their
understanding that all the decisions wouid not, in every case, please

everyone. Manyfactors had to be balanced: the people’s benefit, the
funds, the time available, the lack of some data, and most ofall the
fact that soil cleanup must begin as soon as possible. 86

BG Tate reemphasized that the primary goal of the conference was to
dele

carti

dese

a.

b.
t.

d.

rmine where to begin soil cleanup and to whatlevels it should be

ed out so that the JTG could start moving soil on | June 1978. He
ribed the constraints as follows:
Optimize benefit to the dri-Enewetak/dri-Enjebi.
Stay within $20 million MILCON funding appropriated by Congress.
Ensurethat soil cleanup decisions did not delay the planned 15 April
1980 completion date.
Minimize changes in Service/DOE-allocated manpower and
equipment resources.
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e. Minimize deviations from the EIS which might require amendments

and delays.

f. Maximize compatibility with the TTPI Rehabilitation/ Resettlemen,
Program.

g. Assuming that the new proposed EPA guidelines on transuranics ang

dose criteria for the continental United States were adopted (ang

were to be applicable to Enewetak), minimize deviations from these
criteria in order to avoid problems encounteredat Bikini (lawsuits
delays, recleanup, exposure).87

PROJECT STATUS BRIEFINGS

Field Commandnext presented a series of briefings on the status of the
project. Debris cleanup had begun on schedule and was now well ahead of
schedule because resources which would have been used on soil remova|
were instead accomplishing debris cleanup. The forces were running out of
debris work in the north and somewere being assigned lowerpriority work
in the southern islands to keep them occupied. The only majorlag was soij
cleanup (Figure 6-14).88

Details on the status of manpower, equipment and funds were

presented. The data showed clearly that the resources were on hand to
accomplish soil removal and containmentin Cactus Crater. The Armyand
DNA already had invested over $3 million for crater containment

equipmentand construction on Runit. Funds wereavailable to contain at
least 145,000 cubic yards of contaminatedsoil.89
A detailed briefing was presented on the crater containmentdesign by

the Corps of Engineers Pacific Ocean Division (POD). POD had
developed a flexible design, based on using one crater, which would

accommodate 200,000 cubic yards in the Cactus Crater.29 A circular

configuration provided for containment of from 29,000 cubic yards up to
116,000 cubic yards. Once the optimum height had been achieved,

elongating the structure would permit the additional containmentup to

200,000 cubic yards. The POD design provided for completion of the
tremie operation and, based on an estimate of remaining soil to be

encapsulated, an attempt would be madeto define the height to which the
structure must be constructed and whether or not elongation would be

necessary. In terms of economy of time and funds, and considering that
the tremie fill of the crater would follow the crater contours, the options

favored using the circular configurationifat all possible.9!
The evolution of soil cleanup criteria was reviewed from the AEC Task

Group Report through the latest Bair Committee report, showing how the

AEC/DOEguidelines had become more stringent and better defined.

Whatoriginally was a requirement to removeall concentrations over 400
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pCi/g had evolved into requirements to remove concentrations Over I¢

pCi/g from visitation/food-gathering islands, over 80 pCi/g fro
agriculture islands, and over 40 pCi/g from residential islands.92 m

The evolution of island use plans also was reviewed, including 1h,
differences between the desires originally expressed by the people in 1973
and the EIS or AEC Task Group Report:

a. The people desired to collect coconut crabs on all islands while th
EIS and Task Group Report limited such activity to the Southern
islands.

b. The people desired to use Runitas an agriculture island while the Ejs
and Task Group Report only prescribed that Runit would be Cleaneq
and the quarantine removed, without specifying eventual use.

c. The people desired to use Enjebi for residence while the EIS and Task
Group Report did not specify such cleanup but merely indicated jx
might eventually be used for that purpose. The briefer indicated tha
this was a highly desirable goal, unaware that the people had recently
communicated a lack of enthusiasm for such residence.

The pilot soil removal project and its results were described in detajj,

One principal result was the identification of more subsurface

contamination in the soil than anticipated. This discovery, together with

the inclusion ofall transuranics, the more stringent soil cleanupcriteria,

and the time already lost, resulted in greater demands on cleanup

capabilities to satisfy the people’s desires and openedthe possibility that
someislands might have to be permanently quarantined.93

SOIL CRITERIA BRIEFING

DOEthen presented a briefing on soil cleanupcriteria. Following the

1972 radiological survey of Enewetak, which was probably the most

extensive done in any environment, the agency had a dose assessment

study conducted by their contractor, LLL. The assessmentconsideredall

of the pathways by which radionuclides enter humans,soil being only one

component. This dose assessment was the basis for the original soil
cleanupcriteria. After the cleanup phase had begun, DOE began working

with EPA ontheir development of federal guidelines for transuranic

elements in soil. DOE then recognized the need to review the Enewetak

dose calculations to determine just how their values compared with those

they had helped EPA develop. After some rough comparisons, DOE
tasked LLL to redo the Enewetak dose calculations with additional data

collected in the past 5 years, including some ofthe in situ survey results

from Enewetak. The new dose assessment included other transuranics as

well as plutonium.(Initial LLL estimates had indicated that Am-241 was an

important contributor to dose; however, the calculations contained an
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.. error and the concern was unfounded.) The new LLL «
arithmene was reviewed by the Bair Committee and wasthe basis
sssessmerendations of revised ltevels for agricultural and visitat

(nev enering islands.?4 The arithmetic error was not discovered |

food-ea new guidelines were issued. The new guidelines were base:
after ne doses from time spent in various activities, such as |
ee or residence, on various islands with different levels

serination (Figure 6-15).
von. mode! for the LLL dose assessment and Bair Comm
rns mendations assumed that the people spent 60 percentoftheir (

eeidential islands, 20 percent on agriculture islands, and 5 percen

on ‘. athering islands.It also assumed that 65 percentof the coconuts

We fhe other food consumed would be grown on residenceislands.
al ated 25 percent of the coconuts consumed would come f

eT culture islands and 10 percent from food-gatheringislands.

‘The cleanup guidelines proposed removalof concentrations excee
40. 80. or 160 pCi/g as appropriate. The resultant island avera

nowever, would be lower. Dose calculations based on these guidel

were estimated at 10.3 millirad per year from inhalation and 2.7 millirad

vear from terrestrial sources fora total of 13 millirad per yearto the bi

This exceeded the proposed EPA guideline of 3 tmillirad per y

however,it was well within the International Commission on Radiolo;

Protection dose limit to bone which was equivalent to 30 millirad per y

COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS®
TRANSURANIUM ELEMENTSIN SOIL

  

PRIORITY** ISLAND TYPE SOIL CONCENTRATION*** AREA

' VILLAGE ISLANDS < 40 pCi/g 1/4 HECTARE

" AGRICULTURALISLANDS < 80 pCi/g V2 HECTARE

tl PICNIC ISLANOS < 160 pCi/g V2 HECTARE

* HEAVILY QUALIFIEO DUE TO UNCERTAINTIES. NO ABSOLUTE ASSURANCE CAN BE
GIVEN—iN THE OPINION OF THE AOVISORY GROUP, CLEANUP TO THESE LEVELS WILL
RESULT IN AVERAGE TRANSURANIC DOSES COMMENSURATE WITH PROPOSED EPA
GUIDELINES.

** IF RESOURCES ARE EXHAUSTED, SOME ISLANOS MAY NOT BE CLEANED UP; FINAL
DOSE ASSESSMENT MAY INDICATE THAT THESE ISLANDS WILL HAVE TO BE PEAMA-
NANTLY QUARANTINED.

*** WITH 70 PERCENT CONFIDENCE.

FIGURE 6-15. DOE DOSE.
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The13 millirad dose assumed the worst case where residence, commercia)
agriculture, and food gathering took place on islands with Soil
contaminated to 40, 80, and 160 pCi/g, respectively. If the people followeg
the EIS Case 3 habitation plan and lived only on the southern islands.
which would measure less than 2 or 3 pCi/g—the dose to bone would be

much lower. 95:96
DOE endorsed the new guidelines as fully in keeping with the

recommendations and cleanup criteria contained in the EIS. The
requirement to removeall concentrations over 400 pCi/g was unchangeq
Specific guidance was provided for concentrations in the 40 to 400 PCi/g
range which were to be decided on a case-by-case basis. The doseestimates
were done with the best models available, using the EPAcriteria as a goal.
DOE hoped the cleanup would comewithin a factor of three or fourof the
EPA goal, in which case it could meet the spirit and intent—if not the
letter—of EPA guidance.97

SOIL CLEANUP BRIEFING

Thefinal briefing covered the estimated volumesofsoil to be removed,
the assets available to excise and transport soil to Runit, and someofthe

options for accomplishing soil cleanup. It was a revised version ofthe

briefing given to Director, DNA on II April 1978. Although data were
presented on all 21 northern islands, only five required soil cleanup to

satisfy the original dri-Enewetak desires for use: Runit and the islands
from which soil would have to be transported by boat, i.e., Aomon,
Boken, Enjebi, and Lujor.

The soil volume data varied somewhat from the DOE-ERSPestimates.

The most significant factor in Field Command’s estimates ofsoil to be

removedandtransported wasthe so-called ‘‘Treat Factor.’’ This wasa soil
removal ‘‘experience factor’? which COL Treat developed to adjust the

initial estimates of soil volumes. The principal aim of the “‘Treat Factor”

was to provide decision-makers with a reasonable approximation of the

amountof soil that would ultimately have to be removed from an area

with high surface contamination in order to reduce it, by means of

successive 6-inch cuts, to a designated level. It was based upon

consideration of experience from other soil cleanup operations; e.g,

Hattiesburg, Rocky Flats, etc. Application of the Treat Factor caused

estimated volumes of soil which had a surface contamination of over 400

pCi/g to be multiplied by a factor of four. (This meantthat it was estimated

that soil removal teams would have to make four 6-inch cuts to bring the

surface levels down to acceptable residual levels of radiation. In essence,it

was a compensation for the fact that experience had indicated that onecut
normally was not sufficient, spillage and cross contamination could be
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4. and high subsurface levels would be encountered.) Surface
expected. tion levels over 80 pCi/g were multiplied by a factor of two and
contamina 40 oCi/g by 1.3. Applying this factor to theinitial estimates for
ihose Over ost critical islands (so far as soil transport was concerned)
the four bled the estimate of soil volumes to be removed and
amost do 98.99 As it happened, use of Treat Factor resulted in

(rInsPo-mation of the soil volume to be removed, and the actual volume

overswas only about 5,000 cubic yards (6 percent) overthe original,

remocted DOE-ERSPestimate.!00.10!
ae of the factor led to pessimistic predictions at the conference. It

yweated that cleaning Enjebi to residential levels (40 pCi/g) would
in ove removing 58,670 cubic yards—more than could be transported in
he year remaining, even using bulk haul. It also indicated that 25,000

cubic yards would have to be removed from Lujor just to prevent the
sland from being quarantined (i.e., to cleanit to less than 160 pCi/g). To

qualify Lujor for agriculture (80 pCi/g) as the dri-Enewetak desired, it

appeared that 49,400 cubic yards would have to be removed and

transported. ;
The boat transportation available would have been adequate to move

the predicted volumesif soil cleanup had begun on time, however,it did

not appear adequate to move the predicted volumesin the time remaining.

I) appeared that, unless the project were extended past 15 April 1980, a

maximum of 12 months would be available to excise and transportsoil

from the fourislands, leaving another 2-1/2 months to complete Runitsoil

cleanup and | month to complete closing the concrete cap!02 (Figure 6-16).

The latest estimates of boat capability were that only 48,000 cubic yards

DESAIS REMOVAL

ALL EXCEPT RUNIT ° DEBRIS AUNIT oO
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FIGURE 6-16. ENEWETAK CLEANUP PROJECT SCHEDULE, 4 MAY 1978.
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could be transported by trucks loaded on the watercraft in a year's
Use of bulk-haul technique on two of the LCUs and three LCM-85 w
increase the estimated capacity to 77,000 cubic yards.

For the purposesofdiscussions, the soil transport estimate was rounded
to 80,000 cubic yards. This transportation limit became confused by som,
planners with the EIS estimate of 79,000 cubic yardsof soil over 40 PCi/g
to be excised from Aomon, Boken, Lujor, and Runit. It also became
confused with the maximum capacity of the Cactus Crater CONtainer

These misunderstandings were significant because, like the Treat factor
they led to miscalculations of the workload and apparent constraintsin soit
cleanup planning. The only real constraints on completing the removal and
containment of all the contaminated soil were time, based on the
scheduled 15 April 1980 completion date, and the capacity of boats to move
soil within that time constraint.

The new soil volume estimates, coupled with these constraints, poseg
serious problems. Attempting to clean Enjebi to residential standards
would eliminate any other soil cleanup except Runit, and even then there
was no assurance that Enjebi could be completed. If this were done,
Aomon,Boken, and Lujor would haveto be left with levels over 400 pCi/g
and possibly quarantined. On the other hand, cleanup ofthe otherislands
would apparently eliminate Enjebi as a future residence island. Also,
leaving Runit until last raised the possibility that it might not be cleaned tg
prescribed standards. ;

Thefinal briefing evolved into a lengthy discussion of alternatives ang

combinations of options for soil cleanup. Mr. Mitchell, of MLSCc,
reiterated the position he and the people had taken and maintained from

the beginning: every attempt should be made to makeeverybit of the atoll

available to all of the people of Enewetak for any use that they might see

fit. Mr. DeBrum, District Administrator of the Marshalls District, affirmed

that the TTPI supported the people's position to have all the islands as

clean as possible within the available resources.!03 The conferees then
reviewed and discussed each issue on which a decision was required: and

the Director, DNA, after hearing all recommendations, made the

necessary decisions to advance the cleanup project. The critical decisions

are outlined in the following nine sections.

312 RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAKAT
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CONTAMINATED SOIL CRITERIA DECISION

-Thefirst issue considered wasthe criteria for contaminated soil removal.
The criteria recommended by the Bair Committee for nonresidential

islands were considerably more stringent than the AEC Task Group
guidelines and the guidance furnished by ERDAfor the OPLAN.
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Under the Bair criteria, islands designated for food gathering (used for

infrequent visits to gather food such as coconut crabs, birds, and eggs)
should not exceed 160 pCi/g concentration of transuranics on the surface

(0-3 centimeters) averaged over one-half hectare. On this basis, OPLAN

Condition A would be lowered from 400 pCi/g to 160 pCi/g.
Agriculture islands, to be used principally for commercial crops of

coconuts, pandanus, and breadfruit, should not exceed 80 pCi/g

concentration of transuranics on the surface averaged over one-half
hectare. On this basis, OPLAN Condition B would be lowered from 100
pCi/g to 80 pCi/g.

Residential island criteria remained unchanged, i.e., surface

concentration of transuranics, averaged over one-quarter hectare, should
not exceed 40 pCi/g. This coincided with OPLAN Condition C.
Since the Bair Committee criteria had been endorsed by DOE, the

agency responsible for furnishing radiological advice for the cleanup

project, the Director, DNA believed DOD mustaccept them. However, he
pointed out that, while the 40-80-160 pCi/g cleanup criteria would
henceforth be regarded as policy, their rigid acceptance must not preclude
accomplishing the most beneficial cleanup with resources available.

DOErepresentatives stated that the Bair Committee had not been given
the entire problem; that is, the Committee did not have access to all the
soil cleanup data and the engineering soil removal and movementfactors
to which this conference had been exposed. Therefore, although the

Committee was proposingpriorities for cleanup, it was not actually trying

to pin down the islands that should be selected by the DOD Project
Manager for cleanup.
The Director, DNA then stated that he was concerned about the

dilemmafaced in the cleanupif he unequivocally agreed to 160 pCi/g as the

criterion for food-gathering islands, as opposedto the originally specified
400 pCi/g. Cleanup of two islands, Boken and Lujor, desired by the people
as food-gathering and agricultural islands respectively, would utilize

approximately half of the soil transport available, thus diverting these
resources from, perhaps, a more beneficial application. He felt that if he
did not do this, the two islands might have to be quarantined, andthis

might be unacceptable for political and humanitarian reasons.

Mr. Roger Ray, DOE-NV,stated that it was importantnotto get trapped
into believing that an island which did not meet 160 pCi/g would

iutomatically have to be quarantined. He expressed the opinion that the

Bair Committee criteria should not be acceptedin literal interpretation
and that the Committee would expect that sensible trade-offs would be
made to comply with these criteria as closely as possible within available

resources. After that was done, somerestrictions might be required on
islands where work could not be completed.

~@Geeeeee cmp
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The Director, DNA requested that DOE examine thepossibility of not
cleaning Boken and Lujor to 160 pCi/g and identifying patterns ofliving
that could be adopted for those islands other than quarantine. DOE
representatives agreed to have this done.

Dr. W. P. Wood, of EPA’s Radiation Programsandits representative at
the conference, pointed out that DOE/DODacceptance of the 40-80-160
pCi/g criteria should not imply EPA approval and that, once the plan for

soil removal was established, EPA would desire to examine that plan. The
Director, DNA stated that he understood that there was no EPAblessing,
but he also pointed out that Enewetakreally did not come underthe draft
EPA guidelines.

The Director, DNA decided to accept the criteria recommendedby the
Bair Committee and DOEasthe standards for contaminatedsoil cleanup.
This acceptance was contingent upon the Bair Committee and DOE
developing more precisely the status of islands (e.g., Boken or Lujor)
which might end up being cleaned to below 400 pCi/g, but not downto the
160 pCi/g criteria recommended by the Bair Committee for food-gathering
islands. 104
The criterion for subsurface contamination was not discussed at the

conference. That criterion, OPLAN Condition D, was the moststringent
and difficult to achieve. Subsurface concentrations of transuranics were
not to exceed 160 pCi/g averaged over one-sixteenth hectare on anyisland
to be used by the dri-Enewetak.

NORTHERN ISLAND RESIDENCE DECISION

The issue of possible residence on one or moreofthe northernislands
was raised during the discussion on soil cleanup criteria because the new

criteria were based on a dose assessment model which assumedsoil

contamination levels that would occur only in the northern islands. The

dose assessmentindicated that living on islands having surface transuranic
levels which averaged 40 pCi/g, growing crops on islands which averaged

80 pCi/g, and visiting islands which averaged 160 pCi/g could result in a

dose of about 13 millirads for transuranics alone, over four times the

proposed new EPA guideline of 3 millirads per year for the U.S. Doses
from strontium and cesium in the drinking water, coconuts, and other

local food were not considered since it was assumed that no one would be

permitted to live on Enjebi until after those elements decayed to

acceptable levels.

By this time, everyone was awareof the Bikini cleanup and resettlement

problems. Mr. McCraw, of DOE, stated that Bikini was typical of what
could happen in the Marshall Islands. Bikini had suffered a drought and
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the people there were eating and drinking from more contaminated

coconuts than DOE hadcalculated, resulting in ten times the predicted

strontium and cesium intakes. Diet varied between individuals, and Mr.

McCraw was concerned that there was no cushion in the Enewetak dose
assessment for those individuals who ate more of the problem foods.

Dr. Wood noted that, in setting standards, his agency had to consider

individual dose as well as population dose. EPA wantedto assure that no

individual in a population became overexposed. There was a question

about whethera factorof two or three deviation from a given criteria could
be accepted unless it was known whether the overexposure would affect a

few individuals or 90 percent of the population. The Enewetak dose

assessment data did not indicate which.

In response to a DOE statementthat transuranic soil cleanup decisions

should be based only on a northern island (Enjebi) residence lifestyle,

Field Command's health physicist, Dr. Bramlitt, pointed out that the

stringent EPA draft guidelines, the transuranic dose assessments, and the

Bair Committee recommendations necessarily required that soil cleanup

decisions be based on southern islands residence (i.e., the EIS Case 3

lifestyle). Mr. McCraw had shownin his briefing that a 40/80/160 living

pattern led to a dose to bone of 13 mrad/year, three to four times the
proposed EPA guideline for transuranics. Using Mr. McCraw’s data, Dr.

Bramlitt showed that the Case 3 cleanup (40/80/160) could produce

dosages over 6 mrad/year, twice the proposed EPA guidelines. Thus,if

soil cleanup decisions were not orientedfirst toward agricultural and food-

gathering islands, the Case 3 lifestyle—the primary objective of the

cleanup—could be in jeopardy. Further, dose contributions from fission

products, strontium and cesium, could aggravate these calculations and

could preclude utilization of the northern islands as provided for in the

Case 3 lifestyle. As a result of the discussions, the Director, DNA asked

Dr. Bramlitt to conduct a study which would: consider all radionuclides
uffecting Case 3; evaluate Runit, for which no dose estimates had been

made; and, serve as an independent comparison of the LLL study. Results

of the study are discussed in chapter 7.

Mr. Mitchell, the people’s attorney, expressed concern at the

complexity and additional options shownin the dose assessmentdata. The

dri-Enewetak would require something less complicated, something that a

simple people could use to assist them in making decisions on the use of

the islands without exceeding established dose limits. It was decided that

the final dose assessment, to be prepared after cleanup was complete,

should include several possible living patterns. !05
There were several problems with residence on Enjebi. The strontium

and cesium levels were ten times higher here than on mostotherislands

and would remain so for many years. A great amountof transuranic-
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contaminated soil would have to be removed to bring it to res
. op . idenyj

transuranics level, while little or no cleanup was required up Mal
: oer . 106 der the

current transuraniccriteria for agriculture use.!9° Becauseofits distane
from Runit, removal of the estimated 58,286 cubic yards from Enieb

t
would require all available boat assets, leaving none for Aomon, Boken
and Lujor. It was suggested that Enjebi might be cleaned to 50 pCi/g then
plowed to dilute the contamination, however, no decision could be Made
on that proposal until the results and acceptability of plowing were better
known.

As a possible alternative to Enjebi for northern residence, the three.
island complex of Aomon-Bijire-Lowja was considered. It appeareq that
Aomon could be cleaned to residential levels by removing approximately
3,500 cubic yards more soil than that required to bring it to agriculture
levels. That would qualify the Aomon-Bijire-Lojwa complex for residentia|
use, assuming the dri-Enewetak could resolve the problem of Ownership
of those islands.

It was decided that no change could be made at present to the long-
standing policy that residence would be on the southernislands only,
Future residence on Enjebi would depend on the results of transuranic
cleanup and the plowing experiment, plus the eventual decayofstrontium
and cesium.!07

BULK-HAUL DECISION

The next key issue was whether to modify some landing craft for bulk
haulto increase the total capability to approximately 80,000 cubic yards per
year or to accept the limited capability of hauling loaded trucks. Navy

representatives expressed concern about the reconfiguration required and
the possible contamination that might occur to the boats, which the Navy

had on loan from the Army with the stated understanding that the boats

would be returned to the Army at the end of the operation in an ‘‘as-

received’’ condition. However, Captain David MacClary, the senior Navy

representative (from the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations), pointed
out that it appeared that the Army would give the boats to the Navy so the

problem of boat rehabilitation might be easily resolved.

Commander Theodore Krumm, COMNAVSURFPACrepresentative,
expressed concern about contamination hazardsfor the craft and the crews

which would operate them. It was pointed out that, with the proposed

bulk-haul configuration, craft decontamination problems would be

minimized. This would, of course, be verified on scene during the weekly

maintenance and decontamination of eachcraft.
It was suggested that additional boats and trucks might solve the soil

transportation problem. Lieutenant Colonel Howard Miller, of USASCH,

 |
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dditional trucks would be provided if necessary. The Navy
stated that @ iti d Id also b5 tative stated that additional boats and crews could also be

represe? It was pointed outthat the same endcould beachievedby using

- anne boats and trucks for a longer period oftime; i.e., by extending
the vroject a few months.

ner Director, DNA acknowledged that he might be confronted with the

The choice of whetherto ask for more Service personel and equipment

aes xtend the project. Certainly one consideration would be the impact

or One Rehabilitation Program if the cleanup project were extended 6

on - It might be that the Departmentof the Interior (DOT could not

rrlete construction on Enewetak because the JTG wasstill using the
vom as an active base camp. Mr. Gilmore, of Holmes & Narver,
Moaded that he could not estimate the impact because the scope of

repilitation work still was being changed by the dri-Enewetak Planning

Council He asked whetherthe extentof soil cleanup would be determined

py the time and resources available or whether the time and resources

should be determined by the amountofsoil that had to be removed. The

Director, DNA respondedthat he did not consider either approach as an

absolutely immutable one. Hestill was not convinced thatavailable time

and resources could not produce a cleanup which metall criteria, and he

would make any decisions on compromises should they be necessary.

The possibility of increased radiological safety problems from bulk haul

were discussed at length. It was pointed out that contaminated soil

handling had been carried out on the sameislands for the last 6 months

and that all detection measuresutilized had failed to identify any problem.

Apparently, resuspended plutonium, if it did exist, existed in such reduced

quantities that it could not be detected. Colonel! Darrell McIndoe, USAF,

Director of AFRRI, and the senior memberof the Enewetak Radiological
Sulety Audit and Inspection Team (RSAIT), expressed his belief that the
plutonium resuspension problem would not be any greater with the bulk-

haul procedure if normal engineering procedures and_ radiological

protection measures were followed. Mr. Bruce Church, DOE-NV,pointed

out that a considerable amount of 500 pCi/g soil had been excised in the

pilot soil removal project. By the time it had been windrowed, loaded on

trucks, offloaded at the beach, and reloaded on trucks for transport to

Runit, the concentrations were only about 100 pCi/g. He also remarked
that the radiological exposure for a person working on an island for 6
months or even a year was completely different than that for a person who

resided there for a lifetime. He felt that the radiation protection practices in
force at Enewetak were far more than adequate for the actual radiological
situation,

The Navy representatives proposed that one LCU and one LCM-8 be
modified and tested for 30 days after which, depending on test results,

—acatnmme,
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additional craft could be modified. The only objection was that it woulg
delay achievement of maximum transport capacity until the test Was

complete.

The Director, DNA decided that the CJTG would conductthe test to
determine if the bulk-haul system was practical and if the boats could be

decontaminated without unreasonable difficulty.!0°8 He directed the
independent RSAIT to monitor the test to ensure that there were no
health hazards to boat crews and other personnel involved in the
additional transloading operations.

AOMON CRYPT DECISION

The next issue discussed was what action to take on the contaminated

material burial site on the causeway between AomonandBijire islands,
commonly known as the Aomon Crypt. Several alternatives were

suggested, including leaving it as it was, or capping it in place with
concrete. These options would permit other uses of the resources which

would be required to excise the estimated {2,000 cubic yards of

contaminated material buried in the crypt. Some conference attendeesfelt
strongly that excision of the crypt should not be attempted.

The Director, DNA pointed out that excision of the crypt was oneOfthe

specific tasks identified in the EIS. He recognizedthat, if the decision were

made to excise the crypt, it might become a bottomless sinkhole in which a

significant portion of the available resources would have to be committed.
Nevertheless, he felt that it was unacceptable to create a second holding

place on theatoll for such contaminated soil and debris, particularly when

the crypt was located in the center of the large three-island complex with
great potential value to the people. He felt that to leave it without an

attempt to remove it would not be a reasonable decision. If
unsurmountable problems were encountered after the task was begun,it

still would be possible to refill the crypt with clean rubble and soil and

perhaps seal it with concrete. The Director, DNA reemphasized the need

to approach the cleanupproject in a positive manner and to complete as

much as possible with the available resources.

Mr. Ray, DOE-NV, remarked that there were people who had

experience in going into places that are deeper, hotter, and wetter thanthis

particular project; e.g., the drill-back on Amchitka Island. He suggested
that some experts from that operation be called upon to assist the JTG in
determining how to accomplish this task and in obtaining the equipment
designed to do it properly. The Director, DNA agreed that expert advice

should be obtained. He directed that a major effort to excise the Aomon
Cryptbeinitiated as soon as practicable. !09

|
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ISLAND PRIORITY DECISION

ext issue was to decide which islands would be cleaned and to what

i order to provide the most effective use of resources to the

levels vpenefit of the people. As in previous discussions, the critical

greatest ations centered on accomplishing a full Case 3 cleanupor cleaning

conside® residential status and leaving undone someof the original tasks

ener the reduction of concentration on Lujor or Runit.! 10

uN ring the conference deliberation of this issue, the relative merits of

AEC Task Group recommendations, the EIS mission statement, and

he Bair Committee recommendations were discussed at length. One

sinant position, which was supported by Field Command, was that the
NEC Task Group recommendations and EIS Case 3 cleanup were

stended to clean up the worst hazards first, the bits of plutonium and

vangenttations over 400 pCi/g on Runit, Aomon, Boken, and Lujor, to

eure that people would not be exposed to them during the thousands of

cours after the cleanup was completed. The proponents of this position

were skeptical that, should any of these islands not be cleaned to

preseribed levels, the people would abide by any quarantine placed or

remaining in effect indefinitely.
w The dominant counterposition was that the resources should be used to

clean Enjebi to provide moreresidential land for a growing population and

xa restore the traditional homeislandofthe dri-Enjebi. Proponentsofthis

position, which included some Field Commandstaff members,considered

sone of the EIS mission, such as the cleanup of Runit, to be peripheral

and not the best use of resources. They urged that an attempt be made to

~ clean Enjebi to as near residential level as possible on the assumption that

the 40 pCi/g criteria need not be absolute or that plowing might prove

effective and acceptable.!!! This position had its foundation in the fact that
the Bair Committee recommendations were based on 6 years’ additional

information and understanding of the problems considered by the AEC

Tusk Group and that the cleanup effort and money should be spentto
permit more beneficial use of the islands by the people. With the

information now known about Runit contamination levels and the

subsurface ‘“‘marble cake’’ effect there, coupled with the fact that the
«llowed upperlevel criteria had been changed by the Bair Committee,it no
langer appeared to make good sense to spend a great effort on Runit with

VY the possibility of never reaching levels which would make that island
usuble for any purpose.

The choice between these two principal alternatives raised the question
of which would have more beneficial results: cleaning a residence island
which possibly could not be used until strontium and cesium levels in its
soland water dropped; or cleaning of Lujor, Boken, and—to a degree—

—__ ——
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Runit (which might otherwise be quarantined) for agricultural and foog.
gathering purposes.

A discussion of the definition of quarantine followed. Mr. Joe Deal, of
DOE,indicated that Runit was quarantined until the bits of plutonium ang
high concentrations of contamination were removed, not becauseit was

over 400 pCi/g or 160 pCi/g. Mr. Ray stated that he did not believe the Bajr
Committee meant that a Runit-style quarantine was automatic for islands
over 160 pCi/g. However, as long as that possibility existed, failure to Clean
Boken, Lujor, or Runit below 160 pCi/g could result in their being
quarantined as a consequenceofthe cleaning of Enjebi to residential levey,
Director, DNA stated that he didn’t believe the term ‘‘quarantine”’ made
any sensein the long term, since the conditions on thoseislands were not
so bad that no one could everset foot on them.!!2

Mr. Mitchell was asked his opinion on the approach of concentrating on
Enjebi, Aomon, and the Aomon Crypt, then examining the alternatives
for cleaning the other islands. He responded that under the assumption
that resources were limited, he agreed; howeyer, he hoped that the
resources would notbe so limited as to require that approach.|!3
The Director, DNA observedthat the soil volume estimates, other than

Runit, had increased since the EIS. These estimates originally had beep
15,000 cubic yards for the northern islands, excluding Runit and Enjebj,

The latest Field Command estimate was 61,300 cubic yards, plus 44,835

cubic yards for Enjebi, or a total of 106,135 cubic yards excluding Runit,
Applying the Treat Factor increased the estimate to 171,226 cubic yards,

: and the estimates could continueto increase.!!4
Based on the latest estimates and factors, Lujor appeared hopelessif
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Enjebi was to be cleaned.!!5 Almost 50,000 cubic yards would haveto be
removed to qualify it for agricultural use. Boken was somewhatless

r difficult. It was estimated that 21,600 cubic yards would have to be excised
to qualify it for food-gathering use.

Considering the estimates, factors, constraints, and various discussions

presented in the conference, Director, DNA madethe following decisions

on soil cleanuppriorities: !!6.117,118,119
a. Continue cleanup of Aomonfor agricultural use (80 pCi/g), with the

option to continue cleanup to residential levels (40 pCi/g) if this
appeared possible by removal of a few thousand more cubic yards, as
was currently indicated. (This action would provide a large, three-

island complex in the northern islands cleaned to residentiallevels.)

b. Concurrently, begin soil removal at Enjebi. Start with area of highest
contamination(i.e., 70 to 80 pCi/g) and clean progressively, pending
further developments regarding Boken and Lujor. (VADM Monroe
made this decision although it was contrary to all project direction to

date, contrary to Field Command’s recommendation, and contrary to
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ral sense of the conference because he believe:

attempting ¢0 reclaim the dri-Enjebi's homeisland for them \

oe nt cleanup goal. He had confidence that theforcesin tt

induse ingenuity and develop moreefficient proceduresiftt

were set for them. In the event that complete success w

nassible, even partial success; e.g., a 50 pCi/g cleanup, might

eventual residence possible.)
.

Consider all possible alternatives to assure Boken and Lujor a

quarantined, e.g., removing soil over 400 pCi/g from E

covering Lujor with low-level soil from Enjebi, plowing, etc.

alternative is found in 6 months, cease work on Enjeb

concentrate on soil removal from Boken and Lujor, in that orc

reduce them to 160 pCi/g or less and preclude quarantine.

the gene

~ PLOWING DECISION

The issue of plowing to dilute contaminated soil concentrations

not be resolved until its effects could be determined by a con

scientific experiment. In any case, plowing would supplemen

~ substitute for, soil removal. It would only be implemented af

practical soil removal had been completed. While it would probably |

the resuspension hazard, the extent to which plowing would as

reducing any plant uptake of radioisotopes was unknown and

require further analysis.
The Director, DNA decided to initiate a controlled plowing expe:

° as soon as practicable. Field Command, DNA and DOE-NVhadloc
suitable plow at the Nevada Test Site and arranged to haveit delive
Enewetak by 1 June 1978. '20

RUNIT SOIL CLEANUP DECISION.

The issue of Runit soil cleanup was raised again for the samereaso:
AomonCrypt cleanup was questioned. There was considerable uncer

that it could be accomplished or that available resources were adequ
complete the task, even though boat transportation was not req
Options included:

a. Clean Runit to 160 pCi/g concurrently with other island cle
using equipment assigned for that purpose.

b. Clean Runit to 160 pCi/g concurrently with otherisland cleanup
available resources (men and equipment not required o;

employed in higher priority work). These resources would incre

other work was completed.

errata
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c. Do not clean Runit.

d. Clean Runit within available resources following northern islands
cleanup.

The arguments for cleaning Runit had been presented during the

deliberations on island priorities. Option b was recommended by Fielg

Command to assure optimum use of resources and to demonstrate an
earnest effort to accomplish the EIS mission by removing the highest leve}
contamination on the atoll. Initially, this cleanup would be accomplisheg
with trucks and front loaders located on Runit for the cratering operation

when they were not so employed. Since there was little soil stockpiled to
begin the crater containment operations, an appreciable amountofhigh-

level Runit material could be excised and used to keep the containment
operation going. Eventually, after other soil cleanup was complete,all the

soil removal equipment would be used to clean Runit. Option c was based
on the premise that, if the island would be quarantined because of
subsurface contamination, resources should not be wasted on any attempt

to clean the island.

The Director, DNA decided that cleanupof hot spots on Runit would be
accomplished as a mission secondaryto the otheractivities on that island.
That is, no special resources would beallocated to the cleanup but, when

those resources already on theisland; e.g., front loaders, trucks, etc., were

not otherwise committed, they would accomplish this cleanup. Thefinal

amount of Runit cleanup would depend on the resources available after
completion of other contaminatedsoil cleanup. !2!.122

CRATER CONTAINMENT DECISION

There was a wide divergence of views on the alternatives for crater
containment. The five alternatives presented were:

a. Dispose ofall excised soil and radioactive debris in the crater.

b. Dispose of contaminated soil from islands other than Runit in the
crater up to zero height; add debris, cover with soil, and cap. Spread

remaining contaminated soil on north Runit.

c. Dispose of 160 pCi/g-contaminated soil in crater to zero height; add

debris, cover with soil, and cap. Spread lower level contaminated soil
on north Runit.

d. Do not use crater for contaminated soil disposal. Place contaminated
debris in crater and cover with soil from ejecta and other locationsto
above zero height. Spread excised soil on north Runit.

e. Do notusecrater for disposal. Place contaminated debris on land and

cover with soil from other islands. Stabilize soil surface with

vegetation.

®y
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| : ajrernatives a, b, and c were based onthe premise that compliance
EIS required some form of crater disposal. Supporting views poi

the at, with sunken costs for crater disposal preparations alreac

oul tneately $3 million, little savings would be realized by abando
~ spprori disposal conceptat this point in time, Alternatives d ai

ihe ed from the premise that, since the islands would be quarant

evolve it would require less expense and effort to simply spread

fore veinated material from other islands on Runit and avoid anyclez

oeunit. Supporting arguments pointed out that most of the soil t

S Oivered to Runit was expected to have lower concentration:

Mensuranics than Runit; thus, spreading this soil over Runit’s sur

could actually improve Runit’s condition.!23 Alternatives offered at

conference suggested that, rather than basing the construction on a
height or 10-foot height, the elongated dome designbe considere
permit containmentof up to 200,000 cubic yards of soil.

The Director, DNA rejected outright the proposal to cancel the ci

containment operation. He decided to continue the crater operatio

planned, placing the higher level soil and debris in the craterfirst.

axact size (capacity) and configuration of the containmentstructure w

be determined later. If absolutely necessary in the final mor

ww consideration would be given to leaving some of the lesser contamin

soil from the northernislands uncovered on Runit.124

CERTIFICATION DECISION

The next agenda item was the format for DOEcertification. There
wide disagreement on the purpose, wording,and effect of the certific

particularly with regard to declaring the islands ‘‘safe.’” Mr. Ray expres
the opinion that DOE had tworesponsibilities. When DNA wasfinist
DOE must describe as accurately as possible the radiological conditi

existing on the islands after cleanup. Subsequently, DOE would comp
a final dose assessment based on those conditions and a realistic lis

pattern. That dose assessment would be the basis for D

recommendations to DOI and TTPIas to resettlement and useofthe <

by the people.

The Director, DNA did not object to either of these, but he insistec

Y one other element in the island certification: he believed that DOE
had the responsibility to certify the uses to which islands could be

based upon the accepted standardsat the time ofcertification.
After a lengthy discussion on dose assessments, island usage and li

patterns, it was agreed that DNA would submit a sample certificat
DOE for approval. This sample certificate would provide that DC

re
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certificate to DNA contain two parts: a description of the radiologica|
condition of each island and a statement of the uses for which it
qualified. !25

QUARANTINE AND THE EIS

The issue of quarantine was raised during the crater containment

discussion. If the contaminated material was sealed in the crater, and the
final in situ survey of Runit showed nohalf-hectare greater than 160 pCi/g,
would DOE recommendthat the quarantinebelifted? Mr. Ray responded
that he did not believe so because the IMP survey of surface

contamination would not be enough. There could be subsurface
contamination such that any digging or farming could be dangerous.If the

quarantine were continued, Mr. Mitchell remarked that he had no doubt

that the people would educate themselves and their children, generation
after generation, not to go there. ,

Mr. Mitchell indicated that he and the people lookedat the dedication of
Runit to storage of contaminated debris and soil as a contribution by the

people themselves to keeping the cost of the project down. He believed

that this should be a significant factor if the agencies had to request more

moneyfrom Congress. !26
The conferees returned to the Runit question after discussing the

format for DOEcertification. The decision madeearlier to put priority on
cleanup of Enjebi could result in leaving concentrations higher than 400

pCi/g on Runit, Lujor, and Boken. The DNA General Counsel advised
that substantial deviations from the published EIS would require the

preparation of an environmental assessment and, possibly, submission of

a supplement to the EIS. Mr. Mitchell concurred and stated that, if a

decision were made which resulted in the quarantine of an island or

dropping out an island designated for a specific use (because of costs or
other reasons), then the impact would probably have to be assessed.

The Director, DNA stated that, as an internal matter, DNA would

develop and circulate to DOE, DOI, and MLSC an environmental

assessment covering the project modifications at the conference (adoption

of the Bair Committee criteria, cleanup of Enjebi, and possible

quarantines). Based on the comments received, he would decide whether

to file a supplementto the EIS.!27
Mr. Mitchell responded that he would prefer that the Director delay,

within reason, any decisions that would lead to quarantining an island and

rely on good luck or increased funding. He would rather the Director did

not make a decision which would require an EIS supplement. !28
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FOLLOW-ON ACTIONS

Director, DNA announced that the conference would 6

d to record the issues, decisions, and rationale, and that copie

forwarded to all concerned.!29 Follow-on actions were t

decisions made at this conference which deviated from the publishec

EIS, and circulate it to DOE, DOI, and MLSC for comment an

advice as to the need of an EIS supplement.

_DNA would request DOEto have the Bair Committee reexamineit:

criteria based upon decisions madeat the conference.

DNA, working through DOE, would obtain assistance of specia

experts to examine the Aomon Crypt and determine the bes

methods for excising.

DNA, working with DOE, would devise a plan for a plowing
experiment that would permit determination of engineering
practicality and radiological effectiveness.
DNA would report these changes to the JCS, Secretary of Defense,
and Congressional committees, as appropriate. !30

The conference provided the opportunity to develop decisions relative

to two questions necessary to the commencingofsoil cleanup operations:

1.2. in what priority would the islands be cleaned and in accordance witt

what cleanupcriteria. Priority would be placed on the cleanupof Aomor

and Enjebi, with the cleanup of contaminatedsoil over 160 pCi/g on Runi
being accomplished concurrently as resources becameavailable from othe:
activities. The cleanup would be based on the newcriteria recommendec
by the Bair Committee; i.e., 40/80/160 pCi/g for residential, agricultural

and food-gathering use. The conference also served to increase the

awareness Of al! participants that certain unknownsstill existed and some
problems werestill unresolved, but these would be handled while the soi
cleanup operations were underway.
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SOIL CLEANUP OPERATIONS

BULK-HAUL TEST DIRECTIVE

on 15 May1978, Field Commandinstructed the Joint Task Group TG)

nitiate the following actions to implement the decisions made by

DM Monroe, Director, Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), at the 4 May

1978 conference:! . - ;
Convert one Landing Craft, Utility (LCU) and one Landing Craft,

Mechanized (LCM-8) for bulk haul, and conduct an evaluation test

of the bulk-haul system including radiological control and safety.

p. Begin preparation of plans to excise contaminated material from the

Aomon Crypt.

Proceed with removal of contaminated soil over 80 pico curies per

gram (pCi/g) on Aomon (Sally) Istand. Concurrently, begin soil

cleanup on Enjebi (Janet) Island, commencing with the areas of

highest contamination, and working toward 40 pCi/g maximum

surface contamination.

qd. Prepare a plan for refilling the Pacific Cratering Experimenttest bed.

e. Concurrently with other operations, begin cleanup of contaminated

soil over 160 pCi/g on Runit (Yvonne) Island, using equipment

available at Runit for other activities when not in use on those

activities.

f, Segregate contaminated soil into three stockpiles on Runit: One

containing soil excised from areas contaminated to levels over 1,000

pCi/g (based on soil samples); one for soil excised from areasofless
than 1,000 pCi/g (based on soil samples), or from areas with in situ
van (IMP) readings greater than 160 pCi/g; and one containingsoil

excised from areas contaminated to lowerlevels.

a.

BULK-HAUL TEST RESUMES

As directed in early June 1978, the JTG resumedtesting the bulk-haul
system for transporting contaminatedsoil. The test used the LCM-8 which

had been modified in April 1978. The purpose of the test was to determine
the ability of the modifications to withstand heavy equipment operations,

the degree and extent of watercraft contamination, decontamination

procedures and durations; and radiological safety for personnel and

equipment. In implementing the test, it was imperative that boats be

327
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modified to protect their decks and bulkheads from damage by the
loading equipmentand to minimize contaminationoftheir well-decx
initial LCM-8 modification provided for lining the starboard, aft, anq Do
bulkheads with |/2-inch steel plate, and covering the deck with 4-inch ‘
14-inch timber. While this modification was satisfactory from
operational point of view, the starboard and port modifications Made ;
extremely difficult for the LCM crewto enter voids for maintenance. The
aft end of the box wasvertical, which madeit difficult for the bucket lo

to removethelast of the soil from the box. Also, the timber decking Was
soon chewed up by the front loaders when unloading. From the
radiological safefy viewpoint, the timber decking retained Unacceptable
amounts of contaminated soil, and the areas between theside plates and
the bulkheads weredifficult to clean. To correct these deficiencies While
still protecting the boat structure, 2-inch angle iron was welded along the
entire length of the cargo area bulkheads. The aft bulkhead was Protecteq
by installing 8-inch by 12-inch timbers anchoredin place by1/2-inch Sheet
steel strips welded to the bulkhead. The deck was protected by welding two
2-inch to 3-inch wide strips of |/2-inch-thick steel plate onto the center
section of the deck (approximately one-third and two-thirds of the width).
All void-cover gaskets were replaced to prevent contaminated soil from
entering the voids. Angle iron sections were welded in place to preven
damage to the cleats by bucket loaders. These modifications minimizeg
the deficiencies and afforded protection to the LCM-8,allowed thecargo
area to be easily cleaned with water hoses, and made the voidseasily
accessible. Figure 7-1 shows these modifications.

The modification to the LCU was greatly expedited by the experience
gained in converting the LCM-8. Again, the primary concern was the

protection of the bulkheads and deck. The LCU well-decks had especially

thin bulkheads; therefore, they were very susceptible to damage during

offloading. With slight modifications, the first methods employed with the

LCM-8 wereappropriate for the LCU. The U.S. Navy Element (USNE)
constructed a three-sided box, approximately 5 feet high, which extended
two-thirds of the length of the well-deck from the aft bulkhead. The box
was welded in place on the deck and supported with angle iron. Adequate

space wasleft outside the soil box along the starboard and port bulkheads

to allow passage of personneland for ease of cleaning. Again, the deck was
protected by I/2-inch steel plate strips, as was done for the LCM-8.Figure

7-2 shows this modification.

heay
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FIGURE 7-1, LCM-8 MODIFICATIONS.
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BULK-HAUL PROCEDURES

Various means of loading were attempted, and all were foung

satisfactory. The only differences were in thefinal load volume and loadin
time. The primary meansof loading the LCU was by 5- and 20-ton dum
trucks (Figure 7-3). In each case, the average load was 100 to 120 Cubic

yards per bulk-haul boat, versus 48 to 60 cubic yards when carrying loadeg
20-ton trucks. The maximum rated load capacity of the bulk-haul Lcy ig

approximately 150 tons. However, due to the modifications required on the
LCU,the soil box capacity was reduced to approximately 120 tons, Since
soil weight varied from island to island because of composition and Water
content (0.98 to 1.2 tons per cubic yard), boat capacity also varied.

The LCM-8 was loaded using 5- and 20-ton dumptrucks, and 2-1/2. and
5-cubic-yard bucket loaders (Figure 7-4). The loading equipmentused on
the various islands was constrained by availability of equipment ang
surface trafficability on the cleanup islands. The 5-ton dump trucx
provided the smallest soil load per LCM-8, as only seven truckloads were
possible for a maximum load of 28 cubic yards. Becauseoftheir all-whee;
drive capability, the 5-ton trucks were essential where fine sand, such as

that on the island of Lujor (Pearl), precluded use of the 20-ton trucks
Using the 20-ton dumptruck provided a maximum load of 32 cubic yards
or four truckloads per LCM-8. The 2-1/2-cubic-yard bucket loader could

provide a load of 32 to 35 cubic yards. However, it was not used
extensively due to its limited availability. The 5-cubic-yard bucket loader
provided the maximum load for the LCM-8, 52 to 56 cubic yardsofsoil,
This was accomplished becauseit had a higher and longerreach and could

better balance the load for vessel stability. This item of equipmentwasnot

used in the loading processing until the Lujor cleanup because those
available were required at Runit for the offload operation.

The average load carried by the LCM-8 using the bulk-haul
configuration was 30 to 35 cubic yards versus 8 to 10 cubic yards when
transporting the 20-ton dumptruck. The maximum rated load capacity of
the LCM-8 was approximately 60 tons. For offload, the 5-cubic-yard
bucket loader was the mostefficient in terms of time. The time required

was increased considerably when the 2-1/2-cubic-yard bucket loader had to

be used to offload (Figure 7-5).

BULK-HAUL RADIOLOGICAL PROCEDURES

All boats used for transportation of contaminated soil were considered

to be radiologically controlled areas, whether used for truck-haulor bulk-

haul of the soil. The radiological control procedures which had been
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FIGURE 7-3. LCU LOADING OPERATION.
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FIGURE 7-5. LCM-8 OFFLOADING OPERATION.

developed for soil excision operations also were applied to these boats.

During onloading or offloading of soil bulk-haul craft, respiratory
protection (level [I[A—see Chapter 4—without rubber boots or gloves)
was required forall personnel involved. Personnel engaged in onloading

or offloading of trucks containing soil required only dust protective

surgical masks (level IIB without boots) except for the drivers of the
trucks who required respiratory protection (level II[A without rubber

boots or gloves). Unless otherwise indicated, protection level I was
h authorized while in transit between load site and Runit, as long as

tarpaulins were in place over the trucks (or over the well-decks of bulk-
haul craft). If there was any delay in the onloading or offloading of soil
when the craft was landed downwind of a contaminated soil stockpile

where the soil was not being disturbed, dust protective surgical masks

(level IIB without boots) were required. If the boat was located downwind

of an area wheresoil was being disturbed, level III, without rubber boots
or gloves, was required. An area for eating, drinking, or smoking was

designated on each boatin a location free of contamination and acceptable

to the Field Radiation Support Team (FRST) and Radiation Protection

' Officer. During transport, soil was always covered with tarpaulins; trucks

used to haul soil were covered prior to driving them onto the boats. The

' boats were cleaned at the end of each work day by using a saltwater pump

and washing the small residue of soil into the lagoon en route to Lojwa

Camp.

|
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The radiological factors had a major bearing on bulk hauling and werea

inant factor in the 30-day test period. The possibility of an airborne
dom logical hazard during bulk-haul operation and the ability to

radio taminate bulk-haul boats both needed to be assessed by the experts.

decquestions were extensively researched and evaluated during the test

ae personnel from HQ JTG,by the FRST,andby the Radiation Safety
OYit and Inspection Team (RSAIT) from HQ DNA.Thefindings of the

RSAIT were as follows:? _ .
a. Ait samples consistently indicated that any airborne radioactivity

level was less than one-tenth of the maximum permissible
concentration (MPC). This levelofactivity did not require respiratory
protection.

b. Crews did not experience difficulty in decontaminating the load area

of the craft, although the process did require additional hours to

certify decontamination.

The bulk-haul evaluation demonstrated conclusively the efficiency and
radiological safety of the system. After receiving a detailed written and

verbal report from the RSAIT, the Director, DNA approvedtheuse ofthe

bulk-haul procedure for soil transport. It continued to be improved during

subsequent soil removal operations. It was one of the more important

innovative techniques developed during the project,? and withoutit the

cleanup would have required more time and/or resources.

AOMON (SALLY) ISLAND SOIL CLEANUP

The Department of Energy-Enewetak Radiological Support Project
(DOE-ERSP) fine soil survey of Aomon began on 23 February 1978 in
preparation for the pilot soil removal project. Three areas had been found
to have transuranic contamination above acceptable levels. These areas,

shown in Figure 7-6, were around the Kickapoo and Yumatest ground
zeroes (GZ) and in a third location which the JTG designated the
‘‘|fustead’’ area after the then U.S. Army Element (USAE) Operations
Officer (S-3). Pilot soil removal work began in the Kickapoo area on 8

March 1978, The pilot soil removal project evolved into a full-scale cleanup
ofcontaminated soil on theisland.Soil profile and in situ surveys following
each 6-inch lift indicated swirls of contaminated and noncontaminatedsoil

muchlike the swirls of color in a marble cake. This ‘‘marble cake’’ effect
resulted from earth-moving actions between and following nucleartests.
Severallifts were required to meet theinitial target level of 80 pCi/g.

After the three areas were IMPed in June 1978, it became evident that
removal of a limited amount of additional soil would allow the island to
meet residential levels (40 pCi/g). There was a narrow strip in the

a
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FIGURE 7-6. AOMON SOIL EXCISION AREAS.

Kickapoo GZ area which consistently showed over 40 pCi/g. The area was
cleaned with hand tools and then washed repeatedly. While some low-leve|

hot spots remained, the area met the averagelevelfor residential use.¢

Approximately 5,503 cubic yards were removed fromthe Kickapoo

area, 3,300 from the Yumaarea, and 1,800 from the Hustead area, fora

total of 10,603 cubic yards of soil removed from the island. Thesoil
contained an estimated 1.07 curies of transuranic material.5

During the final cleanup of Aomon,thethird fatality of the project
occurred. Sergeant Donald E. Moody, of Company B, USAE,wasworking

on Aomon as Noncommissioned Officer in Charge of operations. On |4
August 1978, he and his men were attempting to jump-start one ofthe 20-

ton dumptrucks using a D8 bulldozer which had been dispatched from the

Lojwa motor pool. While directing the alignment of the bulldozer, SGT

Moodywashit by the dozer’s blade and pinned against the truck bed. He
sustained severe injuries to the chest, neck and head. Major Paul Sterner,

USAF,the Lojwa doctor, arrived on the scene in a very few minutesand,

after examining SGT Moody, determined that he had died almostinstantly

due to cardiac arrest.
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ENJEBI (JANET) PLOWI
NG EXPERIMEN

T

The proposal to use plowing to reduce the resuspension hazard f

rransuranics in the soils was made in the autumn of 1977. The

Committee was asked if this procedure could be used as an effec

cleanup measure for transuranics in soils. Their response wasthat plo.

might reduce the surface concentrations of transuranics and, theref

reduce the potential inhalation problem; however, it was unlikel:

reduce plant uptake. Field Command decided to pursue the matter s

its latest soil volume estimates indicated that someislands could no

cleaned to the desired levels by soil removal alone. At the 4 May |
conference, it was decided to conduct an experiment on Enjeb

determine the engineering practicability and radiological effectivenes

plowing.

Field Command borrowed a large single blade plow with a 3-

moldboard from DOEat Nevada Test Site and shippedit to the atoll on

May 1978 barge (Figure 7-7). On ll May 1978, the JTG held a meetin

plan the plowing experiment. Three 50-meter by 100-meter areas on En

were identified which were relatively free of debris and exhib

significant and relatively uniform surface contaminationlevels betwee!
and 79 pCi/g. These areas are designated X-1, X-2, and X-3 in Figure

 

FIGURE 7-7. DOE SINGLE BLADE PLOW.
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FIGURE 7-8. ENJEBI PLOW X SITES.

On 13 June 1978, Dr. Chester Francis, of the Oak Ridge National

Laboratory (and a memberof the Bair Committee), and Dr. Rollin Jones,

of the University of Hawaii, arrived at Enewetak to conduct the
experiment.® The area identified as X-1 was selected and became known
simply as the Plow-X area. Extensive radiological measurements were

made to characterize the distribution of radionuclides. Each 25-by-25-

meter area was measured with the in situ van while soil profiles were

t collected down to 50 centimeters at four locations and to ground wateror

| bedrock at one other (Figure 7-9). IMP results showed the area to be

contaminated from 49 to 109 pCi/g transuranics over the plot with an
average of 71.5 pCi/g. Surface soil samples gave a range of 42 to 208 pCi/g
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with an average of 97 pCi/g before plowing. Soil profile readings showed a
rapid drop in contamination levels, a factor of 10 in the first 10
centimeters, and no elevated subsurface readings.
Four 25-by-25-meter areas were reserved as control areas and four were

selected for plowing. Most debris and vegetation was removed,andsoil

sampling holes in these areas were filled and smoothed. The plow was
pulled by a USAE-operated D8 bulldozer, plowing to 3-foot depths with no
difficulty. The plow’s hydraulic system for raising and lowering the blade
was inoperative, therefore a front loader was used to drive the point into

the ground and lift it out. Consequently, plowing was accomplished by
making large turns at the ends of the furrows with the blade left in the
ground. Brush, dead limbs, and old signal cables tended to foul the plow

and had to be removed by bulldozer. Two of the plowed areas contained
good, dark earth downto approximately 30 centimeters while cover on the
other two was mostly coral and very shallow.

Plowed areas had to be backbladed with a bulldozer to provide a plane

surface for IMP measurement. The IMP surveys showed considerable
reduction in surface contamination on the plowed areas and nosignificant
changein the controlareas.’

Frequent rain stabilized the soil, facilitating subsurface soil sampling.
Trenches cut with a backhoe retained their vertical structure. The soil in

the trench walls appeared to be well mixed, although occasional darker

patches and layers of organic origin appeared in the lighter coral regions.

The plowing experiment confirmed that, under the conditions foundat
Enewetak, surface contamination could be reduced substantially by

plowing. A multivariate statistical analysis confirmed the expectation that
the distribution of contamination would be altered considerably along the

entire profile.
Contamination was generally mixed throughoutthe plowedprofile, but

some was deposited at depths with little mixing. In mixed areas, the

contamination washighly diluted regardless of the original concentration.

Hot spots in concentrations of 25 to 50 percent of that of the original

surface contamination levels were foundatall of the depths sampled, with

most being observed at 30 centimeters or deeper. The Plow-X area
subsequently was reduced to less than 40 pCi/g by standard soil removal
procedures.

The plowing experiment was eminently successful, and it showed that—
without question—plowing could be used effectively to reduce surface

transuranic contamination and thus reduce thelikelihood of transuranic
resuspensionin air, with its potential inhalation hazard. However, VADM

Monroefirmly regarded plowing as a ‘‘measureoflast resort.’’ He saw two
significant drawbacks that would result from plowing:

First, as pointed out by the Bair Committee, plowing merely distributed
the transuranics to lower levels in the soil. It in no way reduced the
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.a| for uptake of transuranics into plants and their availability for

poequert entry into the food chain. (NOTE: The degree to which this
subse ke might occur was not known. Firm estimates on the

anic uptake hazard were notavailable at this time, so the Director,

rransul eferred to assume it could be significant and made decisions

DNAingly) Additionally, he believed that plowing could possibly

ease the potential for plants uptake by redistributing the transuranics

et the root zonesofplants.

"Second VADM Monroe was concerned that plowing would eliminate
forever any possibility of removal of transuranics. As it was now, these

dangerous radionuclides originally had been deposited ina thin layer on

the surface, and even after many years of storms, leaching, weathering,

and some man-made disturbance, they werestill generally ina thin surface

taver. This fortuitous history made removal possible; however, once
plowing was carried out, the Opportunity for a moreeffective solution

would be fost. Regardless of the drawbacks and despite the fact that

plowing had proven effective in reducing surface contamination, all goals

soil excision and removal operations eventually were met without

plant upta

in
plowing.

AIR SAMPLING FOR BERYLLIUM AT ENJEBI

Rocket motors using a propellant containing beryllium had been tested

on Enjebi in 1968 and 1970 as described in Chapter 2. The exhausts were

directed toward the lagoon in both instances, and decontamination

procedures were implemented following both tests. However, subsequent

soil analysis by McClellan AFB Central Laboratory indicated that notall

the beryllium contamination was removed. The remaining concentrations

were as high as 30 micrograms of beryllium per gram of soil. The

concentrations would be removed during soil cleanup but were high

enough to represent a potential resuspension problem and additional
hazard during soil removal operations.

Field Command determined that a reasonable MPCofberyllium in air

was 0.01 microgram per cubic meter of air averaged over a 30-day period.

The actual concentration may be determined by calculating the

resuspension of beryllium given its concentration, the type of soil, the

prevailing winds, and other factors, or by direct air sampling. The latter

method is more effective, and it was used on Enjebi.
The location of the rocket engine tests and the JTG-installed air

samplers appear on the partial map of Enjebi in Figure 7-10. The air
samplers were downwindof the points where soil sample results indicated -
the beryllium concentration in soil to be the highest. The air samplers were
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ed for the maximum time possible for a 30-day period. Thefilters

hanged at |-week intervals. The main limiting factor to the air

ling program was the weather. Since rain often damaged thefilters

ae was desired to sample the air during the season when maximum

an ension of beryllium occurred, the beryllium air-sampling program

eogun during the dry season. Approximately 24,000 cubic meters of

were sampled. One-month samples were composited and sent to the

‘ecupational and Environmental Health Laboratory, Brooks AFB, Texas,

for gnalysis.? All results were less than 0.001 microgramsof beryllium per

cubic meter of air, the minimum detectable concentration, well within

established limits. !°

operat

were ©

ENJEBI SOIL CLEANUP

Enjebi is the largest island in the northern portion of Enewetak Atoll,

the political subdivision controlled by the iroij (chief) of the dri-Enjebi.

With an area of 290 acres, it is the second largest island in the atoll.
Cleanup of debris on Enjebi is described in Chapter 5. Soil cleanup work
was complicated by a numberof factors.

Enjebi was the site of the first test at Enewetak Proving Ground, the
X-Ray event, on 14 April 1948. The Easy and Item tests of Operation

Greenhouse also were conducted onthis island. During the Hardtack |

Operation in 1958, seven tests were conducted from barges in the lagoon

near Enjebi. The plutonium-239 concentrations found in the 1972

radiological survey ranged from 0.08 to 170, with a mean of 8.5 pCi/g. The
geographic distribution of plutonium-239 did not show any systematic
pattern, and the depth distribution showed considerable variability from
location to location. Most distributions displayed a rapid decrease in

activity within the top few centimeters, with leveling off occurring as depth
increased. Some deviations from this were noted in NVO-140. The
geographical distribution of strontium-90 and cesium-137 did not show a
systematic pattern either. Elevated amounts of radiation from cobalt-60
were evident in one area; however, the level was not alarming.

Records of nuclear test-related activities which affected soil cleanup
were incomplete; however, soil profile samples indicated the same marble

cake effect (swirls of clean and contaminated soil) which appeared on
Aomon and Runit. Some standard assumptions were made; e.g., that

burial of contaminated material occurred at all surface GZs. This was
evidenced by the presence of mixed sand, paving material, and concrete,

as well as by elevated levels of plutonium. Records indicated that some

contaminated areas had simply been paved over with asphalt.

7
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The many coaxial cable trenches across segments of Enjebi also
promoted mixing and marbling. Their locations were made apparentby

ridges of soil and denser vegetation than that of surrounding areas. Some
cable trenches were as deep as 5 feet. Often, cables had been excavated
and replaced for succeeding operations, resulting in further mixing when

the cables were recovered. All these factors made Enjebi soil cleanup as
complex a problem as Runit soil cleanup and, in termsof total cubic yards

of soil to be removed, as vast an effort as Runit cleanup.
The DOE-ERSPfine soil survey of Enjebi began in August 1977 to

define areas for soil removal. Actual soil removal operations began soon
after the 4 May 1978 soil cleanup conference, at which the Director, DNA
decided to attempt the cleanupof Enjebi for possible future residential use.
The conference decision left open the ultimate cleanup level, recognizing

that resource limitations might dictate stopping at 50 pCi/g or someother
value; however, 40 pCi/g was clearly the desired target. (The island met

the criteria for agricultural use, 80 pCi/g, without removal of any soil.) In

April 1978, DOE-ERSP estimated 44,835 cubic yards of soil would haveto
be excised from 20.75 hectares to achieve residential levels of transuranics,
This volume estimate subsequently was revised to 54,300 cubic yards. !!.12

Field surveys and staking of areas requiring soil removal began on
Enjebi on 27 June 1978 (Figure 7-11). Actual soil removal began on 6 July
1978 in areas measuring over 60 pCi/g, from which 2,580 cubic yards of
soil were removed. Another16,492 cubic yards of soil were removed from

areas measuring over 50 pCi/g between 14 July and [4 August 1978. The
procedure of removing the highestlevels first revealed that such hot spots

had a ‘“‘halo”’ effect on soil survey data; i.e., they had given surrounding
areas the appearance of containing greater levels than was actually the case.

Resurveyof those areas after the hot spots were removed resulted in lower

readings, fewer areas to be excised, and decreased volumes ofsoil to be

removed. Thus, experience showed that subsurface contamination was

muchless of a problem than had been anticipated in the application of the

‘‘Treat Factor.””

ENJEBI SUBSURFACE CONTAMINATION

In September 1977, DOE-ERSP had outlined to Commander, JTG
(CJTG), a plan for subsurface exploration of the Easy, X-Ray and Item
GZsites on Enjebi. The plan was to verify NVQ-140 data by backhoesoil
profile sampling. Field Command had nowestablished the priority for

ERSP support to the fine survey of Boken (Irene), Lujor and the
characterization of Runit. As a result, the subsurface exploration plan was
not implemented until January 1978.
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In August 1978, the Bair Committee visited the atoll and was askeg
guidance on several matters, including the stringency of the 40-89. or
pCi/g criteria for residential, agricultural, and food-gatheringislands Th
Bair Committee responded that every effort must be expended to reach
these levels and that only after it is clearly shown that theselevels canno

be reached should a reconsideration be made.!3.!4 t
DOE-ERSPextracted soil samples from the Easy and X-Ray GZ areas

on northwest Enjebi (Figure 7-8). Some 740 samples were taken from the
sidewalls of trenches dug by backhoes to a depth of 120 centimeters (4
feet). On 30 September 1978, DOE-ERSPreported that the two areas had
subsurface transuranics greater than 160 pCi/g, thereby exceeding Fielg
Command’s Operations Plan (OPLAN) Condition D.It was estimateg that
1,300 cubic yards of soil would have to be removed to a depth of
approximately 100 centimeters (3.3 feet). 15

ENJEBI SOIL REMOVAL CONTINUES

On 3-6 October 1978, the Deputy Director, DNA, Major Genera
Richard N. Cody, USAF, reviewed Enjebi soil cleanup operations at the
atoll and decided to continue cleanup to 40 pCi/g surface levels

Approximately 12,621 cubic yards of soil above 45 pCi/g were removeg
between 24 August and 21 October 1978.
A fine grid (25 meters) IMP survey in early November 1978 revealed

new areas requiring excision, even though 50-meter grid IMP data and
Statistical analysis had indicated, with 70 percent confidence, that such

excision would not be required. This increase amountedto approximately
5,200 cubic yards. In addition, 29 areas over 40 pCi/g were identified. Soi

removal operations continued with another 17,694 cubic yardsofsoil being
removed from these locations to reduce surface contamination from 45 to
40 pCi/g. In addition, 2,600 cubic yards were removed from subsurface

areas to bring them to less than 160 pCi/g. A total of 52,187 cubic yards of
soil had been removed from theisland when the Enjebi cleanup forces

were redeployed on 2! April 1979, having completed all but the LLL tree
farm and plowing experiment (Plow-X)areas. !6.17.18
A weeklater, DOE-ERSPnotified the CJTG that the Plow-X area could

be cleaned. Soil cleanup in the Plow-X area was completed on 9 May 1979,

resulting in the removal of another 820 cubic yards. This completed the
Enjebi soil cleanup operation. Photographs of Enjebi before and after
cleanup operations are at Figures 7-12, and 7-13. The final DOE-ERSP
certificate indicated that, based on one-quarter hectare averaging, 97

percent of the island was less than 40 pCi/g (surface condition). A few
areas, well distributed over the island, exceeded 40 pCi/g, but none
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exceeded 47 pCi/g. The island average was determinedto be 20 pcj/
subsurface condition was less than 160 pCi/g averaged over on &.The
hectare.!9
Cleanup of hazardous debris and contaminated soil on Enjebi was

anticipated, a large, time-consuming task. One majorfactor wasthe time
required for travel by boat between Enjebi and the base camps ana
between Enjebi and the disposal site on Runit. To minimize this Problem
several of the smaller work forces camped on Enjebi while they Completeg
their missions. Early planscalled for the Enjebi cleanupforcesto live;,
tent camp on theisland for the 6 monthsthat cleanup effort was EXDecteg
to take. A major reason for not implementing these plans wasthat Use of
Enjebi for a large base camp would makeit moredifficult to convince the
dri-Enjebi that they should not begin living on the island until Strontium
and cesium levels decreased.

Enjebi soil removal operations also were hampered by two tropic)
storms, although to a lesser degree than Boken soil removal and Aomon

Crypt operations which began while the Enjebi work was underway, The
first of the storms was TyphoonRita.

e-sixteenty

TYPHOONRITA

On the afternoon of 16 October 1978, Fleet Weather Central, Guam,

issued a warning that a tropical storm which had been growingin the

Pacific had reached the typhoon stage and would pass near Enewetak Atoll,
A chart of the typhoon’s path is at Figure 7-14. Cleanup operations were

suspended the next morningto prepare for Typhoon Rita. Sandbags were

placed on roofs, windows were taped, and other preventive measures were

initiated based on lessons learned in two previous storms. On 18 October

1978, all visitors were transported on the normal Military Airlift Command

channelairlift to Hickam AFB. A commercial tug which was offloadingat
Enewetak sortied out of the lagoon with its two barges, seeking safety at

sea to the south of the atoll. As in the case ofall tropical storms and
typhoons, Rita was tracked continuously by Field Command and HQ

DNA,and both echelons kept in continuous touch with the JTG and with
Commanderin Chief, Pacific. As Department of Defense (DOD)Project
Managerfor the cleanup operation, the Director, DNA was responsible for

the evacuation decisions in the case of each tropical storm/typhoon.In this
case, he decided not to evacuate theatoll.

Several alternatives to protect the atoll population were considered.
Since Lojwa Camp was expected to receive the worst weather, most ofthe

people there were moved to the main camp on Enewetak (Fred)Island.
Over 400 people were evacuated from Lojwa between 0930 and 1300
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hours on 19 October 1978. Twelve Holmes & Narver, Inc., Pacific Test

Division (H&N-PTD) and military personnel remained on Lojwa as a

security and initial recovery force. Heavy rains began at 1600 and, at 1845

hours, the ‘‘take cover’ warning was sounded.

The focal point of the storm was Lojwa, with the storm center passing

approximately [5 miles north of the island at 1945 hours, 19 October 1978.
Mfr. A. J. Bennett, H&N Resident Manager for Lojwa, who had remained

on the island, indicated that the winds had increased to approximately 45

knots, then had begun to drop off. At that stage, very strong gusts,

estimated at 75 knots from rapidly changing directions, occurred, causing

considerable damage. =
The USAE maintenance shed on Lojwa was blown down, the reefer

bank cover was blown into another building, roof vents and side panels

were blown from several buildings, some electrical lines were snapped,

ind several tents were destroyed. Five LCM-8s had been secured to

moorings off Lojwa. Two of these, which were tied to the same buoy,
dragged their anchorage to a point 150 yardsoff the island of Bijire (Tilda),
incurring some hull damage on coral heads. The LCM-8s which were
moored one per buoy were not damaged. The USNE subsequently made
temporary repairs to the damaged craft until permanent repairs could be

made by a wet-well repair ship in November 1978. There was nosignificant
damage to equipmentorfacilities at the other islands. There were no

‘eee
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personnel injuries at Enewetak from Typhoon Rita, which later Claim
over 200 lives in the Phillipine [slands.20,2!,22 *d

TYPHOON ALICE

Following Typhoon Rita, Enewetak operations returned to normal
However, on 29 December 1978, two men stationed at Lojwa Cam,
Captain Jon R. Flores, USAF, (the camp doctor) and Private First Class
Timothy P. Jarvis, USA, were lost while sailboating in the lagoon for

recreation and becamethe fourth and fifth fatalities of the project, They
had beensailing near the three-island complex of Aomon-Bijire-Lojwa
When they failed to return, a massive search and rescue effort wa
initiated, covering the lagoon, all the islands of the atoll, and the
downwind oceanareas to the southwest. The search employedall available
local boats and helicopters, as well as U.S. Coast Guard, Navy, and Air

Force search and rescueaircraft from Pacific bases. The search continueg
without result until 3 January 1979, whenit had to be discontinued because
of worsening weather conditions from Typhoon Alice.23.24 This typhoon,
which had been east of Kwajalein Atoll on a northbound course, suddenly
veered to the west, in the general direction of Enewetak (Figure 7-15),

The JTC Commander, Colonel Robert W. Bauchspies, USA,decided to

take no chances with this unpredictable storm and ordered protective
preparations to begin the morning of 4 January 1979. Boats were beached,
buildings were secured, and preparations made to evacuateall but a small

security and initial recovery force from Lojwa Camp to Enewetak Camp.
Cargo vessels in the harbor ceased offloading andleft the lagoon. The JTG
prepared flight manifests for air evacuation of all atoll personnel to

Kwajalein or Guam, should that become necessary. On the afternoonof4

January 1979, all personnel from Lojwa Camp, except for a small initial

recovery force, were brought to Enewetak Camp. The Director, DNA

evaluated the reports from the atoll and decided not to evacuate the

personnel from theatoll.

Typhoon Alice struck the atoll the morning of 5 January [979 with
devastating force. The ‘‘take cover’’ signal was sounded at 0720 hours.
Power and radio communications went out in the next half-hour. Winds

steady at 70 knots with gusts to 80 knots were recorded for over an hour

before the instruments becameinoperative at the height of the storm.Surf

broke over much ofthe island, rolling stones as large as basketballs across

the island from the ocean side to the lagoon. Water 4 feet deep flowed

through the Mid-Pacific Research Laboratory area. Sections of road were

washed out on the lagoon side of Enewetak Island and in the industrial
area. Winds blew down the old water tower and ripped large sections of
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FIGURE 7-15. PATH OF TYPHOONALICE.

sheet metal from the roofs and walls of many of the buildings. The

stores warehouse (Bldg 37), new reefer bank (Bldg 544), and the “‘W

House” female/guest quarters (Bldg 676) were totally demolished.

The worst was over by noonthat day, and the ‘“‘all clear’ signal

sounded. Forty-knot winds, heavy rains, and high-surf condit

continued until 1600 hours. During this period, initial damage estim

were made. There were very minor injuries to two personnel. Prof

damage at Japtan and Lojwa was minor. Damage at Enewetak Camp

massive. Life-support systems were out with no power and no

pressure. To minimize the impact at Enewetak, return of personns

Lojwa Camp was expedited.

Several empty refrigerated shipping containers were on hand awa

transportation to Hawaii. To save as much frozen foodaspossible, t
were pressed into service until the electrical distribution system coul

repaired. Eighty percent of the freeze and chill subsistence was sa

Army portable generators wereairlifted from Hawaii to augmentt
available on the atoll and to provide emergency power for communica!

and life-support systems. The Military Affiliate Radio Station antenna

jury-rigged to provide emergency communications until the military r
teletype system could be repaired. Storm recovery assistance was obta

from Kwajalein Missile Range, which provided several port

generators, and from Johnston Atoll, which provided equipment

personnel to assist in repair of storm damage.

ee ee
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Theinitial recovery and repair effort after Typhoon Alice took 3 w
and cost over $264,000. Subsequent repair and replacement of Facitin
required to support the cleanup project and rehabilitation Progray:
continued for months. Photographs of Typhoon Alice damage are m
Figures 7-16 through 7-20.25.26 at

Two helicopters were damaged by windblown debris but were repairey
and back in service within a week. Boat damage wasrelatively light. On

LCU parted its steel mooring lines, bounced across several coral heads
and broached on a coral and sand beach. Damageincluded cracks up tog
feet long, cracked frames, and buckled bulkheads. Repairs by the USNE
augmented by a three-man repair team, took almost 4 weeks. One LCM.
also broke loose but received only minor damage.2’
One of the most adverse effects of Typhoon Alice was not discovereg

until some time later. Many of the channels which had been cleared jinty
islands for soil removal operations had filled with sand, making access

extremely difficult. Boken, Aomon, and Lujor channels were severely
affected.

Cekg

 

FIGURE 7-16. TYPHOON ALICE DAMAGE, THE “WHITE HOUSE.”
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FIGURE 7-17. TYPHOON ALICE DAMAGE, MAINTENANCE SHOP.
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FIGURE 7-18. TYPHOON ALICE DAMAGE, MOTOR
POOL AREA.
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Soil Cleanup
Operations

Boken was the site of the Seminole test during the Redwing ser

which left a large, water-filled crater. The sandspit linking Boken to

emainsof Bokaidrikdrik (Helen), most of which was destroyed, enlar

ro the point that, for practical purposes, the two now appearto be

‘sland. The island was affected by the Mike and Koa thermonuclearte.

ys well as by three barge shots conducted in the Mike Crater.

The DOE-ERSPfine soil survey of Boken began in September I‘

Results of the survey were furnished to Field Command on 27 April 19

In situ data indicated that the island surface met requirements for
designated use as a4 food-gathering island without any soil clean:
however, the area around the edge of Seminole Crater was considere

probable contaminated soil burial site. Therefore, extensive subsurf:
sampling was conducted by DOE-ERSP,resulting in the first requirem:

for soil removal from Boken.In the vicinity of grid node I3NI, there w:

three areas, varying in depths from 20 centimeters to 120 centimete

where the average Subsurface contamination over one-sixteenth hect

was greater than 160 pCi/g (Figure 7-21). Soil profile data from |

sidewalls of trenches dug by backhoes indicated that over !50 cubic ya:

of surface soil and over 800 cubic yards of subsurface soil exceeded 4

pCi/g.

 

 

FIGURE 7-21. BOKEN SOIL REMOVAL AREAS.



"criteria and priority issues were decided at the 4 May 1978 confe
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Soil removal operations on Boken could not begin until soi! Cleany
p

: . . Ten
Company B, USAE, began devegetation operations in late August 1978

and was prepared to begin excavation and removal of the contaminatey
soil when the island was suddenly invaded by tens of thousands of

seabirds, principally sooty terns. It was the beginning of the Nestin
season, and eggs were beinglaid and incubatedat a density ofatleas; One
per square meter. Soil cleanup operations were delayed about 3 months1
allow time for the eggs to hatch and the youngbirds to become mobile, 4
photograph indicating the high bird density is shown in Figure 7-2.
Whensoil excavation began, it was accomplished primarily by dozer. In

areas requiring deeper excavations, a 2-l/2-cubic-yard bucket loader was
used. In late 1978, a high-tide channel was found and improved by USNE
Water-Beach Cleanup Team (WBCT) and Explosive Ordnance Disposaj
(EOD)personnel using explosives. This channel was able to accommodate
LCM-8 craft under extreme high tide conditions. The plan for movemen,
of soil to Runit was to take one or two LCM-8 loads per day when tide
conditions permitted. It was estimated that 2 months would berequired to
complete this soil movementoperation. This plan had to be abandoned jn
early January 1979 after Typhoon Alice drastically altered the shoreline of
Boken to the extent that there was no longer a usable channel for
watercraft, and it was not feasible to attempt to reopen the channel.

 

FIGURE 7-22. BIRDS ON BOKEN.
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only apparent alternative for moving the soil was by Lighter,
us Resupply, Cargo (LARC-LX). The soil had to be loaded on

20-ton trucks (approximately 8-10 cubic yards per truck) and transported,

one truck at a time, aboard the LARC-LX to the neighboring Enjebi

{sland. One round trip consumed 65-70 minutes. At Enjebi, the soil was

stockpiled on the beach for subsequent movement by bulk-haul LCU and

LCM-8s to Runit. The movementofsoil from Boken to Enjebi began in

mid-January 1979 and was completed on 23 April 1979. A total of 3,397

cubic yards was removed in this initial soi] cleanup effort.29 Based on in

situ data, DOE-ERSPnotified the JTG that the surface of Boken met

Condition B (80 pCi/g), that the subsurface met Condition D (160 pCi/g),

that a reasonable search had been made for pockets of subsurface

contamination, and that no areas remained with transuranic

concentrations known to exceedthecriteria.30
Subsequently, during the Fission Products Data Base Survey (described

in a later section), analysis of subsurface samples taken from a 50-by-50-

meter grid on Boken indicated that further investigation was required.

Additional samples were taken on 25-meter,12.5-meter, and 6.25-meter

grids. When this data was analyzed, DOE-ERSPdeterminedthatfive small

subsurface areas required additionalsoil excision. The CJTG wasnotified

of the requirement for the new Bokensoil operation on 10 May 1979.31

DOE-ERSPestimated that an additional 1,670 cubic yards of soil would
have to be removed from grid nodes I4NI, IONI, 9S3, 7S3, and 682 as
shown in Figure 7-23.

The ©
Amphibio

SOKENIRENE |

 

FIGURE 7-23. BOKEN SUBSURFACE SOIL REMOVAL AREAS
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The timing of the second soil removal operation wascritical Since al} <,.:
requiring containment was scheduled to be delivered to Runit by ig hol
1979 to meetthe |5 September 1979 Cactus Dome Cap deadline. The 2)
volume of soil to be moved and the severe time constraints rendereg’
infeasible to movethe soil via Enjebi as in the previous Operation, A mon

rapid means of soil transport was necessary. Extensive studies of t
shoreline of Boken were again conducted to determine where anq how
bulk-haul craft could be used. Since the channel conditions Preventeg
access by LCUs and LCM.-8s, an innovative meansto use these Craft fy
bulk haul was absolutely necessary. Causeway sections had been Useq
successfully in removing soil from Aomon,andit appeared possible tO us
them at Boken. When the lagoon area near the sandspit off Boken in the
vicinity of Koa crater was investigated, it was found that LCUscould Zain
access at this location under some high-tide conditions. Fromthelip of
Koa crater to the sand spit was 370 to 420 feet, depending on tide
conditions. This distance could be bridged by causeway sections. All that
was needed wasto find a meansto get the soil to the causeway.Since the
sand on thespit was too fine to support 20-ton dumptrucks, the LARC.
LX was employed to transport them from the beach stockpile on Boken
north of Seminole Crater across the crater and the sand spit to the

landward end of the 360-foot causeway. The trucks were then required to

back from the LARC-LX out the 360-foot causeway to dischargetheir
loads on to the LCUs,which had navigated from Koacrater tothe seawarg
end of the causeway. The truck then was driven forward off the LCUs,
along the causeway and aboard the LARC-LX whereit was ferried back
across the sand spit and Seminole Crater to the beach stockpilesite. A
photograph of this procedure in operation is shown in Figure 7-24. Even

though this method was time consuming,it proved to be muchfasterthan

the method previously used to remove soil from Boken, and it permitted
the use of bulk-haul boats.

In addition to the LCU-Causeway-LARC combination,limited use was

made of LCM-8s and 5-ton dump trucks. These all-wheel-drive dump
trucks were able to negotiate the sand spit to the causeway. The LCM-8s

could beach alongside the causeway only during high tides. Depending on

the tides, they could accept two to four 5-ton dumptruck loads each.Since

they werepartially loaded, the LCM-8s would then proceed to Lujortofill.

the remainder of the craft with the soil excised as a result of subsurface

contamination discovered there during the Fission Products Data Base
Survey. With these plans fully established, Company B, USAE, began the

excision on II June 1979, and all soil was transported to Runit by 7 July
1979, 9 days ahead of the deadline. Figures 7-25 and 7-26 show Boken

before and after cleanup operations.
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FIGURE 7-24. LARC-LX FERRY OPERATION.

 
FIGURE 7-25. BOKEN BEFORE CLEANUP,
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FIGURE 7-26. BOKEN AFTER CLEANUP.

Boken soil cleanup operations were extremely difficult because of

limited boat access, remoteness from base camps, and last-minute
discovery of additional subsurface contamination. The secondsoil cleanup
operation at Boken removed 1,540 cubic yards of soil. A total of 4,937
cubic yards containing an estimated 1.0! curies of transuranics was

removedfrom the island.32 Enough transuranics were removed to qualify

the island for agriculture use, significantly better than the food-gathering
use requested by the dri-Enewetak. The final DOE-ERSPcertification

indicated that the surface condition was less than 73 pCi/g averaged over
one-half hectare, and the subsurface condition was less than 160 pCi/g
averaged over one-sixteenth hectare.

AOMON CRYPT PROJECT

The EIS required removal of plutonium from three burial crypts on

Aomon. Two of these were subsequently identified as concrete blocks

containing contaminated debris. These were removed as described in

Chapter S. The third, which came to be knownas the AomonCrypt,wasin

an area on the lagoon side of the causeway between Aomonand Bijire

where contaminated soil and debris had been dumpedin tidal pond and
covered with clean soil (Figure 7-27).
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FIGURE 7-27. AOMON CRYPT.

The original formation of the crypt apparently had not been

documented, and discussions with personnel who had been ontheatoll at

that time yielded conflicting information. It was reported that the remains

of the steel tower from the Kickapoo shot had been cut into sections no

greater than 10 feet long and placed rather uniformly in the center ofthe
crypt with a crane.>> It also was reported that the crypt contained about
§,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil from the Yuma GZarea. Later

investigation indicated that the soil volume from Yuma was approximately

1,500 cubic yards; however, it also indicated about 5,000 cubic feet of

contaminated Yumadebris were present.34
In addition to incomplete knowledge on the exact contents ofthe crypt.

its precise three-dimensional location was unknown, and the method by
which the contaminated soil and debris would have to be removed was no!

at all certain. The area had an extremely high water table, and it was
apparent that excavations of contaminated soil and debris would have tc

be performed under water.

EARLY SURVEYS OF THE CRYPT

The first investigations of the crypt area were made by the FRST i:
October 1977, using powered earth augers. They brought up samples o

 St
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contaminated soil and metal and encountered a high water table Which
hampered digging below 6 feet.35.56 Results were discussed by Fielg
Command and JTG engineers during a conference in Albuquerque in

February 1978. Most agreed that use of a steel sheetpiling enclosure
normal excavation techniques, and a drain pile should permit remova} of

the material without spreading contamination. Others felt that more data
were required.

The secondinvestigation was conducted in April 1978, using backhoes

and hand augers. Red and green dye was poured into someoftheholesin
an attempt to trace the flow of tidal water. Results of this test were
inconclusive and somewhat confusing. In some holes, the dye appeared tg
intensify in color rather than fade asit diluted in the ground water.37.38
At the 4 May 1978 conference, the Director, DNA decided that a major

effort would be made to excavate the crypt. On 13 May 1978, the USAE
submitted a preliminary design schemefor the excavation. This plan calleq
for a 50-foot by 280-foot sheet pile enclosure, from which 12,000 cubic
yards of contaminated material would be excavated. Test wells, borings,

and backhoe samples had indicated that the water level was 2 feet below

the surface, and unstablesoil existed around the excavations.2?

At the same conference, DOE-ERSP had indicated that they would

identify experienced contractors to look at various solutions for cleaning
out the Aomon Crypt. At a meeting of DOE and Field Command
representatives at DOE-NV on 6 June 1978, a representative of Fenix and
Scission, Inc. (F&S) presented a concept for removing the contaminated
soil in the crypt. The proposed concept provided for a hydraulic dredging
operation, using a specially fabricated jet dredge head.

Under the F&S proposal, the size of material removed by dredging

would be limited to the screen mesh size of 2-3/4 inches. Special

equipmentrequiring long delivery times and technical assistance would be

needed.Settling tanks would be required for separating water and soil so

that emptying the tanks would require additional equipment and add to the
complexity. In short, the method appeared to be expensive in money,

time, and complexity and had no particular advantage over more

conventional methods. Therefore, it was not adopted.

At the June 1978 meeting, a recommendation was madetostart a test
excavation using a crane with dragline to characterize the contents of the

crypt and the stability of the soil. It was proposed to start the test
excavation while the investigation of the jet dredge concept was underway.
Another moredetailed exploratory excavation was conducted on 26 July

1978. During this exploration, a 6-foot deep hole with the approximate
dimensions of 10 feet by 12 feet was dug using both a hydraulically

operated backhoeand a crane with clamshell. The water which rushed into
the hole confirmed a constant water level 2 feet below the surface.It also 
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walls, resulting in cave-ins.. The clamshell proved to be more

lifting soil and allowing water to drain back into the hole,
izing the spread of contamination. Thetest revealed the need for a

minim! | enclosure as there was a 33 percent increase in the width and
Lone the hole through cave-ins over a 24-hour period. Additional
lengt sations on 15 August and 29 September 1978 confirmed the results
investier tests; i.e., a constant water level 2 feet below the surface and
Ot table excavation walls which fell in on 1:3 to 1:10 slopes, depending on

watet movement.” ; ;
During the initial planning, Field Command requested that Pacific

Ocean Division (POD) of the Corps of Engineers submit designs for

excavations, including both open and sheetpile procedures. 41 A design
report was submitted on 15 September 197842 and, in a letter dated 6

October 1978, POD recommended that the JTG proceed to excavate

contaminated material without the use of sheetpiling. The proposed
scheme provided for a series of systematic overlapping trench excavations

since POD suspected that the contaminated material was no more than 6

feet deep within the boundariesof the old tidal pond. POD also believed
chat, even if it were required to go as deep as 18to 20 feet, the excavation

could be accomplished with available equipment operated by skilled

personnel. .
A meeting was to be held at POD offices in Honolulu on 6, November

1978 to make a final recommendation to DNA on procedures to be used

for removal of contaminated soil and debris from the Aomonburialsite.

The essential decision to be made was whether to select the POD-

recommendedprocedureorto place sheet pile aroundall four sides of the

crypt. Also to be considered wasthe alternative to place sheetpiling around
three sides, with the end walls extended to the causeway prior to

excavation.43

undercut the
successful in

AOMON CRYPT CONFERENCE: 8 NOVEMBER 1978

This meeting took place on 8 November 1978, attended by
representatives of POD, JTG, H&N-PTD, DOE-Pacific Area Support
Office, DOE-NV, DOE-Germantown, F&S, U.S. Army Support
CommandHawaii, Field Command, and Headquarters DNA.*4 Based on
decisionsat this meeting, the CJTG was given the following guidance:45

a. Start a drilling and core sampling program to determine vertical and

lateral extent of radioactive contamination within the crypt.
b. After completion ofinitial core sampling, begin excavating without

containment about | December 1978 in accordance with operational

concepts developed during the meeting.
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c. Preserve the capability to execute the sheet pile containment Option
All sheet pile and other necessary supplies and equipment needeq to
execute that option would be obtained and shippedto the atoll on the
next barge.

d. Provide a desilting capability for removing suspendedparticles from
water.

e. Complete the project, including backfilling and backfill profile
samples, not later than 30 May 1979.

During the meeting, DOE representatives, in concert with Field

Commandrepresentatives, provided radiological guidance as follows:
a. Debris will be recovered throughout the crypt.

b. An attempt will be made to excavate transuranic concentrations
exceeding 400 pCi/g at any depth encountered. Water-saturateg
samples will be filtered and field scanned.

c. Sediments will be sampled at predesignated grid nodes and analyzeq
using field techniques to documentactivity at the final eXCavated
depth. Each grid will be 5 meters on a side (25 square meters).

d. After backfilling has been accomplished, profile samples will be

collected at the sampling nodesto a depth of 180 centimeters. The
core profile samples collected will be homogenized and aliquoted,
yielding one concentration value representing that grid to ensurethat
values do not exceed 400 pCi/g.

e. Recovered contaminated soil piles and debris will be samples and
monitored to obtain an estimated inventory of radioactive material
recovered.

CRYPT SURVEYS: NOVEMBER 1978

Based cninstructions from the 8 November 1978 conference,a 5-by-5-
metergrid was established by DOE-ERSP and wassurveyed and staked by

a USAEsurveyor. This grid, shown in Figure 7-28, was used for all
subsequent surveys and operations in the Aomon Crypt. The surface of

the Aomon Crypt was surveyed by DOE-ERSP using the IMP on 25-
metergrid. No surface readings above 40 pCi/g were found.46
A magnetic survey4? of the Aomon Crypt was carried out by U.S.

Oceanography of Honolulu, Hawaii, during the period 17-20 November

1978. A proton procession magnetometerwith a dual sensing element ona
30-meter cable was used to determine the location and amountofferric

material buried in the crypt area. Positioning was accomplished using the

5-by-5-meter grid system established by the USAEsurveyor.

To obtain an average reading for the total field intensity of the area,
approximately 20 readings were made outside the grid area, in locations

ba _ ~ ere 
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free of ferric interference. The effects of the causeway’s steel Support

membersandretaining wall were found to be minimal beyond about 10
meters. The actual measurements offield intensity were made on the
existing grid with at least three samples taken at each node to minimize

erroneous readings. At each point, a numberfrom oneto ten wasassigneg

(the higher the number, the greater the probability of ferrous metal),
Theresults of this survey are shownat Figure 7-29. As was expressed by

U.S. Oceanography, the magnetometer can be used to give very rough

estimates of ferric material present. Notwithstanding this uncertainty, the

use of the magnetometer survey data in combination with other survey
results greatly assisted in the overall project.

DEEP-DRILL SAMPLING

Deep-drill sampling was conducted by personnel from the U.S. Army

Engineer District, Mobile, Alabama, from 26 November 1978 to 14
January 1979 (Figure 7-30). The primary purpose wasto locate the areas of

soil contamination in the crypt area. To achieve this objective, soil samples

were extracted at the nodes of the preestablished 5-by-S-meter grid at

depth intervals of 2 feet. Drilling proceeded until the drill bit struck either
the base coral reef or metal. This data, when combined with the

magnetometer survey, gave a better approximation of the location of
buried debris. The samples gathered were field screened using the IMP

and analyzed through chemical analysis at the radiological laboratory on

Enewetak Island. Horizontal locations of the contaminated soil above 400

pCi/g (disregarding depth) (Figure 7-31) and the estimates of debris
locations from drilling (Figure 7-32) were used in conjunction with the
magnetometer survey for further exploratory activities and designation of

the sheet pile containmentarea.

AOMON CRYPT CLEANUP CONCEPTS

The objective of the Aomon Crypt Project was to removeail debris and
subsurface contaminated soil above 400 pCi/g. The Bair Committee had
‘determined that the AomonCrypt wasa special case; the 160 pCi/gcriteria
for subsurface contamination should not apply. As a result of the

exploratory efforts, it was concluded that a sheet pile enclosure would be
required for excavation of the heavily contaminated soil and debris around

the center (node 45NE25) of the 5-by-5-metergrid system (Figure 7-33).
With two exceptions, no other soil contamination was found above 400
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FIGURE 7-30. DEEP ORILL SAMPLING.
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pCi/g. In these two cases, debris would be removed without sheetpile
containment.
The following steps comprised the operational concept:
a. Remove debris or suspected debris from the noncontaminated sojj

areas first. Soil removed would be analyzed by DOE-ERSP.If sojj
contamination was less than 400 pCi/g, it was to be usedto fill the
hole after the debris was removed.If the contamination exceeded the
criteria, it was to be stockpiled for transportation to Runit. The
completed excavation wasto befilled with clean beach sand.

. All soil determined by DOE-ERSP to exceed 400 pCi/g wasto be

removed and taken to Runit. Since the heart of the area contained

both debris and contaminatedsoil, it was to be stockpiled separately,
Due to the depth of this contaminated soil, sheet pile containment
was necessary.

By careful analysis and close supervision, much of the debris wasto

be removed without disturbing the earth to eliminate the possibility
of lateral movementofsuspended transuranics into noncontaminated
areas.

. Upon completion of excavation, the remaining soil in the enclosure
was to be sampled by DOE-ERSPto ensure that the soil met the
establishedcriteria.

. The isolation area would then be backfilled with clean soil. The

cleanliness of the backfill soil was to be verified by DOE-ERSP.
Upon completion of all backfill operations, DOE-ERSP was to

resurvey the entire crypt area, surface and subsurface, to assure that
established criteria had been achieved.

Because of the complexity of the operation and the need for specialized

equipment not available to the USAE, the J3, HQ JTG assumed

responsibility for the Aomon Crypt cleanup. All JTG elements and
agencies would provide personnel and equipment as required and

available. The composition of the Aomon Crypt work forces varied from

day to day.

The responsibilities assigned to individual elements and agencies were

as follows:

a. HQ JTG (augmented by Captain Ronald Penn, of the USAE, who
acted as Project Officer):
(1) Provide overall command andcontrol.

(2) Direct personnel and equipment requirements from elements

and agencies.

b. USAE:

(1) Provide survey support.
(2) Move contaminated soil and debris.
(3) Provide LARC-LX toa ment USNEwatercraft.

y
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(4) Backfill excavated areas. . |

(5) Clean and decontaminate sheet pile upon completion of

project.

| (6) Establish and maintain land routes for the movement

" equipment, and contaminated soil and debris in the vicinity

the Aomon Crypt and Aomon.

(7) Prepare a beach ramp for loading of soil and debris.

(g) Provide other assistance as required.

c, USNE:
.

(1) Provide water craft for movement of equipment, debris, ¢

contaminated soil to and from the Aomon Crypt.

(2) Clear channel(s) of obstructions to allow access to the beact

(3) Assist in the channel dredging operations.

d. USAF Element: Provide FRST personnel for radiation control «

safety.

e. DOE-ERSP:

(1) Perform all analysis required for contaminated soil remo

operations.
(2) Develop equipmentsuitable for underwater soil sampling.

(3) Resurvey the entire crypt in sufficient detail to allow certificat
- of radiological condition.

f, H&N-PTD: .

(\) Provide 45-ton crane and operators to emplace sheet p

excavate soil and debris, and remove sheet pile after back
operations.

(2) Design, build, and operate a sand dredge to clear a channel
~ the vicinity of the Aomon Crypt.

(3) Provide maintenance supportfor specialized equipment.

INITIAL EXCAVATION OF THE CRYPT

Initial excavation began on |S January 1979 (Figure 7-34). Based on
exploratory operations, it was determined there was a possibility that tt

areas contained debris and/or contaminated soil. The central, and larg
area of suspected contamination would be isolated using a sheet

enclosure. The other two smaller areas were located on the eastern
- western sides of the sheet pile enclosure.

The eastern area was the smallest and was thoughtto contain debris
a small amountof soil contaminated above 400 pCi/g. On 15 January |!
this location was excavated. The horizontal dimensionsof the excava
were 5 by IS meters and its depth was approximately 9 feet. No debris

ee



 
FIGURE 7-34, AOMON CRYPT INITIAL EXCAVATIONS.

found and the soil was found to be below 40 pCi/g. Consequently, thesoil
was replaced.
The western area excavation began on 16 January 1979. Approximately

1,700 cubic yards of soil and 170 cubic yards of debris were removed. The

debris was found to be contaminated with plutonium and coated with an
asphaltic compound. As it was being removed, the asphaltic compound
flaked off causing the soil to become contaminated with plutonium.All

170 cubic yards of debris were transported to Runit. About 786 cubic yards
of the contaminated soil were moved to Runit. The remaining soil was

used to refill the excavation. This refilled area provided the footing for the
45-ton crane while the sheet pile enclosure was being constructed around

the central area. Once the enclosure was in place, debris was removedfirst;

then contaminated soil was excavated.

Whenall the debris and soil were removed from the sheet pile enclosed

area, the bottom soil was sampled by DOE-ERSP. Fourteen 5-by-5-meter
grids were found to contain soil contamination in excess of 400 pCi/g;

additional excavation in these areas was required. As soil was excavated,
iterative bottom sampling was conducted until all bottom soil was below
the 400 pCi/g criteria. The operation was completed on 30 April 1979 after
a total of 335 cubic yards of debris and 7,800 cubic yards of contaminated
soil had been removedandtransported to Runit. Excavations to a depth of
24 feet were necessary in the enclosed area. Once excavation within the

We
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was completed, the western area was reexcavated and the

was sampled again. Approximately 1,200 additional cubic yards of
bottom e excavated from this area and removed to Runit.
soil wer excavation within the enclosure was complete, DOE-ERSP
Aner that the 14 areas (Figure 7-35) which had required additionalsoil

reques | be covered with a stabilizing soil-cement mixture to prevent the
remova f any of this contaminated soil to the surface. Thesoil-cement
was prepared outside the enclosure by mixing cement with backfill sand
‘aproximately four bags per cubic yard). The soil-cement mixture was
(app laced on the bottom with the clamshell. The clamsheil was carefully
nealled by a guide who directed the crane operator to place the mixture
er the 14 points as precisely as possible. Subsequent investigation

revealed that the soil-cement mixture did form a rigid coating. Upon the
completion of placement of soil-cement mixture, the final backfill

operation in the sheet pile enclosure began.

enclosure

migration oO

AOMON CRYPT RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT

While the established radiation protection program was adequate for a

large portion of the excavation operation, certain aspects peculiar to the

excavation required special attention. Enewetak Standing Operating

Procedure 608-14, Radiation Safety at the Aomon Crypt Excavation Site,

was written to address the special requirement. The Aomonhotline, which

was near the crypt, was manned bynotless than two FRST members. The

FRST operated a standard hotline point at the Bijire end of the causeway,

employing standard radiological safety and control procedures. When

operations were underway, a FRST member was always present to insure

\hat appropriate radiation safety procedures were being followed and to
monitor personnel, equipment, and debris for radioactive contamination.

An additional FRST member was also present whenever drilling
operations were underway. Becausethe soil and debris were saturated with
water upon being removed from the crypt, protective masks normally

were not required during excavation. However, when the drier soil was

being moved from the crypt area to the stockpile and from the stockpile to

the Cactus Crater, additional precautions were taken, such as requiring the

dumptruck drivers and bucket loader operators to wear protective masks.
Air sampling was done in accordance with established procedures, with
five air samplers being used: one at the Aomonhotline; one downwind of
the temporary soil stockpile in the crypt; one downwind on Aomon;and
two in the area of ongoing operations. Handling of debris by personnel,
rather than by machine, was kept to a minimumto avoid the possibility of
a person being cut and the wound becoming contaminated. When
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handling of debris was necessary, personnel wore anticontamination

clothing and gloves to protect againstcuts. Whenpersonnel were required

to walk through mud brought up from the crypt, they wore rubber boots.

The radiation safety procedures at the Aomon Crypt were closely

monitored to assure that personnel were being adequately protected.

DOE-ERSP was responsible forall soil sampling and analysis. Prior to

operations, they conducted studies to determine the radiological condition

of the surface and subsurface soil. One of these studies was the in situ

characterization of the soil surface using the IMP van. The other was

laboratory chemical analysis in conjunction with the deep drilling

exploration previously mentioned.

When excavation began, DOE-ERSP was faced with the unusual

requirement to sample soil underwater. A bottom sampling device,

nicknamed the ‘‘bomb,”’ was borrowed from Mid-Pacific Research
Laboratory (MPRL). This bomb (shownin Figures 7-36 and 7-37) was

very efficient and simple to operate. The soil sampling portion of the

device consisted of two spring-loaded steel half-cylinders with an

automatic tripping mechanism. The bomb was lowered by a rope which

was knotted at 12-inch intervals to gauge the depth at which the samples

were taken. When the trip mechanism touched the bottom, the weight of
the device released the spring, causing the two half cylinders to close in on

 
FIGURE 7-36. BOTTOM SAMPLING DEVICE.
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FIGURE 7-37. REMOVING A SOIL SAMPLE.

the soil sample. The bomb was then lifted from the water and the soit
sample was placed in a I-gallon soil sample can. All samples weretaken at
nodes of the S-by-5-meter grid system used throughoutthe project. The
soil sample was dried, and preliminary readings of radioactivity were taken
with the IMP. The soil samples were then sent to Enewetak forfinal

f chemical analysis.

 

AOMON CRYPT SITE RESTORATION

Site restoration began on 7 May 1979 and was accomplished by Company
B, USAE.The backfill material was clean beach sand from Bijire and from
the lagoon shore ofthe land bridge between Bijire and Aomon (Figure7-
38). Prior to backfill, DOE-ERSP ascertained that the beach sand met the
desired criteria. As soon as enough backfill had been placed to assure
proper supportfor the 45-ton crane, sheet pile extraction began. After the
backfill and sheet pile extraction was complete, the entire Aomon Crypt

area was broughtto grade and contouredto allow proper drainage toward
the lagoon. Approximately 12,000 cubic yards of beach sand wereused to

restore the site. The operation was completed on 30 May 1979.

(ners
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FIGURE 7-38. AOMON CRYPT SITE RESTORATION.

Extracted sheet pile was monitored by the FRST, and those sections
requiring decontamination were cleaned on site by the USAE. A large
portion of the sheet pile (85 percent) was declared reusable and was

subsequently moved to Enewetak Campfor future shipment to Johnston
Atoll. Unusable sheet pile was treated as debris and dumpedatsite Bravo.
Upon completion of the excavation and restoration operation, DOE-

ERSP again performed anin situ survey with the IMP. Additionally, they
used a simplified drill mechanism to obtain a 5-foot depth sample from 26

locations over the backfilled area. These depth samples were

homogenized, analyzed, and found to meet the required criteria. As on all
other soil removal projects, the work site, beach soil and debris stockpile

areas, as well as all routes taken bythe trucksin delivering the soil to the

water craft were surveyed by the IMP.

~ 3 AOMON CRYPT TRANSPORTATIONPROBLEMS

The movementofall debris from the crypt to Runit was accomplished
between 1 February 1979 and 23 May 1979 using 20-ton dumptrucks and
LARC-LXs. All debris from the Aomon Crypt was treated as
contaminated debris and entombed within the Cactus Crater Dome.

ge
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Soil transportation from the AomonCrypt was intendedto operateasjy
did on all other islands; that is, LCM-8s and LCUs would be bulk loaded a
the beach-landing areas using 20-ton trucks.

In early 1978 exploratory efforts, a channel was available to the lagoon

beach directly opposite the crypt. This channel could be used by LCM.g

craft during moderate tide conditions, and the plan was to transportaj
excavatedsoil from the crypt using this site. Unfortunately, TyphoonAlice
radically changed this channel, as well as all other beach areas on the

Bijire/Aomonisland complex. Following Typhoon Alice, the beach was

accessible only during tides in excess of 4.5 feet, and this condition became
increasingly worse. Three extensive sandbars had been createdat distances
of approximately 100 feet, 380 feet and 700 feet from the shore. To clear
channels for unlimited watercraft use, a sand dredge was designed anq

built by H&N-PTD.It was anticipated that channels could be cut through
these sandbars to allow access by LCM-8 and LCU craft. Soi
transportation operations were held in abeyance from late January 1979

until the end of May 1979 when the dredging operation was complete,

The sand dredge (Figure 7-39) consisted of a five-pontoonsteel barge
with a pump and winch mounted onthe superstructure. The pumphad a

maximum capacity of 70 cubic yards per hour under ideal conditions. Ip

the Enewetak environment, 50 percent of the maximum capacity was

 
FIGURE 7-39. SAND DREDGE.
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ed. The construction of the dredge on Enewetak began on 13

979 and was completed on 30 March. On 31 March, the dredge

the Aomon Crypt channel. During buoying operations, the

tuke tower (ladder) was damaged. Repairs delayed operations until 7

5 il. During the initial dredging tests, small pieces of coral mixed with

the sand and clogged the intake and discharge lines. This necessitated

repeated uncoupling of the lines and hand cleaning. On 11 April, adverse

sea conditions caused one of the anchorspudsto fracture, causing more

delay. The continual clogging of the lines required a modification of the
design. On 18 April, two dredge experts were broughtto theatoll. At their

recommendation, a cage and high-pressure water pump were addedto the

intake line to jet the sand into suspension. These modifications proved to

be satisfactory and, by | May, the pumpcapacity averaged 35 cubic yards of

sand per hour.
While the dredge was under construction, the three sandbars off

Aomonhad increasedin size, further complicating the impending dredge
operations. It was felt that the sand dredge no longer could clear a channel

yt this location in time to preclude a work stoppage.

A coastline reconnaissance was conducted by the WBCTandtheoriginal

site for removal of soil from Aomonappeared to be the most promising
(Figure 7-40). The one sandbarat this location started at the shoreline and

anticipat
March |
was towed 10

 

FIGURE 7-40. AOMON COASTLINE.
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FIGURE 7-41. AOMON SANDBAR DREDGING.-

extended approximately 500 feet into the lagoon. The size of this sandbar

and the low capacity of the sand dredge made dredging in this area

infeasible. After several brainstorming sessions in the JTG,it was decided
to use a four-section causeway (360 feet) to bridge the majority of the
sandbar from the shore. Under this scheme, dredging was only necessary

to clear a portion of the sandbar and to clear a turnaround area for

watercraft at the end of the causeway. This dredging operation was
successful and was completed on {6 May 1979 (Figure 7-41). H&N
operators wereassisted in the operation by USNEpersonnel. Figure 7-42
showsthe area cleared with the sand dredge and the road system which
was developed for the Aomon Crypt project.

Between the new loading area and the AomonCryptstockpile, there was

an area of soft sand which could be traversed only by theall-wheel-drive 5-

ton dumptrucks. The inability to use the larger capacity 20-ton dump

trucks would delay soil removal and containmentoperations. To overcome

this problem, the USAEconstructed a soil-cementroad to the loadingsite

and a turnaround area which allowed the use of the larger capacity

vehicles.
A second problem developed in using the new loading location forsoil

from the Aomon Crypt. The causeway section was not designed to mate

with either the LCM-8 or the LCU. The Boat Transportation Team was
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FIGURE 7-42, AREA CLEARED BY SAND DREDGE AND
SOIL HAUL ROAD SYSTEM.
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able to design a marriage block which allowed the LCU to connect with the
seaward end of the causeway. However, the LCM-8 was too low and could
not be married to the causeway; so, it was not used for this effort. The
causeway section was anchored on the shore with 8-inch H-beamsdriven
into the beach and anchored on the seaward end with two H-beams

secured to the causeway to allow it to rise and fall with the tide.

The time constraints imposed by the need to movethe soil to Runit ina
timely manner to avoid a slow-down in crater-containment operations

required expeditious accomplishment of the total effort. This entire
transport system was completed on 19 May [979 andis depicted in Figure
7-43.
The first soil removal using the 360-foot causeway system was

scheduled to begin on 19 May. The first 20-ton truck to negotiate the
causeway and attempt entry into the LCU met with mishap and lost a
radiator as the truck backed onto the LCU from thefreefloating causeway.

Another modification—the welding of intermediate ramps to the deck of

the LCU to allow for proper transition between the causeway and the
LCU—was made in less than 24 hours (Figure 7-44). On 20 May, soil
transportation was in full operation. The soil transported, using LCUsin

the bulk-haul mode, totalled 9,776 cubic yards, and the operation was
completed on 19 June 1979.

 
FIGURE 7-43. AOMON CRYPT SOIL LOADING SYSTEM.
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FIGURE 7-44. LCU LOADING WITH RAMP ANDO CAUSEWAY.

PACE SITE RESTORATION

As a result of the Pacific Cratering Experiment (PACE) and related
court actions described in Chapter 2, the JTG was required to restore the

PACEtest site on Aomonto its 1971 condition. Soil which had been

removed from the 19-acre site was to be regraded to the original contours,

except that materials used tofill a salt pond to the north of the test area
would remain in place, and the pond area would beleft filled. All parties

agreed that the test bed restoration should take place during the cleanup

and rehabilitation of Aomon. This requirement was identified in the EIS
but not in Field Command’s OPLAN 600-77. Accordingly, the JTG was
officially tasked to restore the PACEsite in January 1978.48

Company B, USAE,begantherestoration effort in July 1978. The major

earthmoving activity was accomplished using D7 and D8 dozers. While
this type of cut-and-fill earthmoving operation would have been more

efficiently accomplished by using other earthmoving equipment, such as
tractor-scraper combinations, the choice of equipment wasrestricted by

the types available to the cleanup forces on the atoll. The cut-fill estimate

by the USAEindicated that soil movementof101,000 cubic yards would be

necessary to complete the restoration operation. Theinitial estimated date
of completion was January 1979. As work progressed, the completion date
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slipped due to equipment breakdowns and diversions of resources to
increased soil removal efforts on the northern islands. However, work did
progress smoothly and, in May 1979, the PACEarea wasrestored to the
satisfaction of the people, with natural drainage toward the lagoon.49 4
total of 141,000 cubic yards of soil had been relocated. Figures 7-45 and 7-

46 show the PACEtest site before and after the restoration operation.
During the restoration operation, a numberof problems surfaced. The

most urgent one was locating enough soil to fill the PACE test area.50

Whenthe soil had been removedoriginally, it had been stockpiled north

and east of the test site. The northern stockpile was subject to tidal and
wave action, and muchofit was washed away.In addition, someofthesoij
had been usedto fill the salt pond and wasto beleft there. Consequently,
there was a shortageofsoil to fill the test bed. This problem was resolved

by using soil from a ridge which extended from the PACEcrater toward

the Kickapoo GZlocation on the ocean side of Aomonandsoil washed up
along the beach to the west ofthecrater.
The second problem concernedtheradiological condition ofthefill soil,

It was found through a DOE-ERSPinvestigation that the PACEtestsite

was uncontaminated. It was necessarytofill the craters with soil having a

radiological characterization equal to or less than the criteria for the

proposedisland usage—residential (40 pCi/g). Upon furtherDQE-ERSP

investigation, the soil (original stockpiles and proposed borrow sites) was
found to be suitable for the purpose.

Thethird problem concerned the northern portion of the test area. This

area had to be restored early in the project to provide a haul road from the

Kickapoo GZlocation to the lagoon beach where LCM-8 and LCUcraft
were loaded for transport of contaminated soil to Runit. The PACEsite
restoration in this section was given a high priority and was rapidly

completed, allowing the contaminated soil cleanup work to proceed on
schedule.

FIELD COMMAND’S DRAFTDOSE ESTIMATE STUDY

While soil cleanup was progressing, Dr. Bramlitt was developing the
study requested by the Director, DNA during the 4 May 1978 conference
to determine dose from all radionuclides (both transuranics and fission

products) as they mightaffect the EIS Case 3 lifestyle. The draft sudy was
completed on 6 July 1978. It indicated that the Case 3 lifestyle might lead
to dose rates in excess of guidelines which had been prescribed by the

Atomic Energy Commission (AEC); however, the reason hadlittle to do
with transuranic elements. Dose from transuranic elements was found to

be well within guidelines proposed by the EnvironmentProtection Agency

vO —_— —
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FIGURE 7-45. PACE TEST SITE - BEFORE RESTORATION.
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FIGURE 7-46. PACE TEST SITE - AFTER RESTORATION,

(EPA). Dr. Bramlitt’s calculations for transuranic element dose generally
agreed with those of the March 1978 LLL study except that Dr. Bramlitt’s
inhalation dose to bone was well below the LLL estimate. Also, Dr.
Bramlitt had concluded that Runit could safely be used for coconut
agriculture, in contrast to the assumptions of earlier studies.

The most significant comment received on Dr. Bramlitt’s draft dose

estimate study was that significant differences were evident betweenthis

study and the LLLdraft dose estimate of March 1978. In particular, it was
recognized that, becauseof an error in computation, the inhalation dose to
bone from transuranic elements in the LLL study should have been a
factor of ten lower than was presented.>! Thus, it was possible that these

high LLL dose estimates had been taken into consideration by the DOE
Enewetak Advisory Group when it recommended, on 27 April 1978, the

reduction of soil transuranic cleanup criteria from 40/100/400 pCi/g to

40/80/160 pCi/g. While DOE had maintained that cleanup to 40/80/160
pCi/g would lead to 13 mrad/year bone does (as compared to the 3
mrad/year EPA guideline), the Bramlitt data indicated that cleanup to
40/100/400 pCi/g would produce only 5 mrad/year bone dose.

Dr. Bramlitt’s study indicated that the most significant predicted dose
under the Case3 lifestyle was from fission products ingested as a result of

consuming coconuts grownin the northern islands. These radionuclides,

primarily strontium and cesium, are by-products offission reactions such
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as occurin nuclear explosions. The AEC Task Group had recommel

lifestyle for Enewetak which wouldlimit residence to southernislan

would permit coconut agriculture in the northeast.>? Utilizing NV
data and methodology, the estimated doses to individuals would

more than 30 percentof the AEC’s recommendations.>3 The methoc
used by Dr. Bramlitt differed in several respects from the methoc

used in the previous estimates.

First, the Bramlitt estimates considered that each Enewetak |

would obtain subsistence coconuts from specific northeastislands,

than from the entire group of northeast islands. Thus, those pe

having agriculture rights limited to a more highly contaminated nor

island were predicted to receive a higher dose than if some of
coconuts came from the lowercontaminated islands. Second, the Br
estimates assumed coconut consumption to be much greater
previously estimated. The increase in consumption was based

statements from individuals living at Ujelang, and it made allowanc
other pathways involving coconuts for which there were no radiol
data; e.g.. fermented coconut sap, skin lotions, cooking oils, and

consumed from animals raised on coconuts. Additionally, the re

discovered higher radiation levels among the people of Bikini Atol

attributed to larger amounts of coconut in their diet than had
previously estimated.>4 Third, the Bramlitt estimates used Bikin

made available after publication of NVO-140. The Bikini data pre

greater uptake of radionuclides by coconuts. :

Dr. Bramlitt’s draft study recommended:(I) evaluating the imp
not planting coconuts on northeast islands; (2) collecting addition

on fission products at Enewetak while support forces were availab!

reevaluating the diet assumed for the dri-Enewetak after cleanup; a1

reassessing the dose for the postcleanup use of Enewetak Atoll.

The Director, DNA wasbriefed on the dose estimate study on 2

1978. The draft study then was distributed on 27 July 1978 to

(Headquarters and NV), members of the Enewetak Advisory Grour

Committee), and the Armed Forces Radiobiological Research In:
with a request for expeditious review, since the study indicate

changes might be desirable in the cleanupor rehabilitation program

underway.
Based in part on the new data from measurementsofthe Bikini|

and the recent experience of having to relocate them from Bikini
DOE recommended to DOI that coconut trees not be planted
northern islands of Enewetak Atoll. It is possible that Dr. Bramlitt’
estimate, raising much the sametype of question, reinforced the DO

thinking. While this staff view hadlittle effect on the DOD cleanup

it had the potential to exert a significant effect on the DOI rehabil

(e
ee
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and resettlement effort—and thus upon the overall Enewetak operation
Accordingly, the Director, DNA involved DODactively in all aspects of

the issue.

DNA did not concur with the DOE recommendation and favoreg
planting as planned, based on several arguments. First, DNA believedthe
actual facts of radionuclide levels in soil, radionuclide uptake in coconuts,
usage patterns for coconuts, assimilation of radioactive isotopes in the
body, and health effects of this assimilation were all so imperfectly
understood that the real degree of risk was quite unclear. Second,there
was no immediate risk in planting, as coconut tree maturation time was

about 8 years, during which period there would be ample time to
reevaluate the risks, if any, adequately. Third, planting could be done now
at virtually no increased costs (since it had been planned from the Start,
and all necessary material and manpower had already been procured),
while planting later would cost many millionsofdollars (if approvalofsuch
a project could ever be gained). Finally, even if—8 years in the future—
consumption of coconuts appeared unwise, the coconuttree stands would

still be valuable in stabilizing the soil and providing humus for the

northern islands. DNA recognized, however, that the issue was one for
DOI, not DOD,to decide.

FISSION PRODUCTS DATA BASE SURVEY DECISION

In addition to posing a possible conflict on coconut tree planting,

strontium and cesium posed another, more serious problem. The AEC

Task Group Report and EIS had considered soil contamination by these

fission products to be the principal constraint on the resettlementof the

northern islands. On the other hand, the transuranic concentrations were

generally low and did not contribute significantly to dose. The transuranic
concentrations could be removed by excising a moderate amountofsoil

on or near the surface. Unlike the transuranics, strontium and cesium
were water soluble and had soaked deepinto the soil and the lens waterof

the northern islands. It had been estimated that ten times as much soil
(779,000 cubic yards) would have to be excised to remove the hazardous

fission products as would be required to remove the transuranics hot

spots. It had been estimated that over 239,000 cubic yards of soil would
have had to be removed from Enjebi alone to reduce strontium and
cesium to residential levels. AEC and DNA had agreed that the cost and
potential adverse environmental impacts were prohibitive. The only

clearly practical course was to excise the transuranic concentrationsandlet

natural decay reducethefission products to acceptable levels. Use of the

northern islands for residence or subsistence agriculture would be
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deferred until ongoing experiments indicated the fission products had

reached acceptable levels. This policy had been adopted by the USS.

Government, and the people of Enewetak had been so advised by the
Director, DNA in 1974,55

All of this, however, was based upon a long series of assumptions—

assumptions about concentrations, availability, resuspension, uptake,

living patterns, diet, body burden, health effects, etc. What had not been

realized was that the real decision as to whatlevels of risk were acceptable

could only be made by the dri-Enewetak, not by the U.S. Government.

~ These “‘risk-benefit analyses’’ not only required a clear understanding of

the uncertainties in the above assumptions,but also had to recognize that

the benefits to the dri-Enewetak from certain resettlement options might
offset health risks which arbitrary U.S. Governmentpolicies would view as

unacceptable. As the cleanup and rehabilitation project moved toward
completion, issues of health effects came undercloser and closer scrutiny.

Both the Bramlitt study and the DOE concernsover northern island tree
planting acted as catalysts in this process. At the 4 May 1978 decision

conference, all organizations—and the representatives for the dri-
Fnewetak—generally accepted the fact that northern island residence

would not be possible in the immediate future.56
There was a changein the people’s attitude during the next few months.

In meetings at Enewetak on |-6 December1978, dri-Enjebi members ofthe

Planning Council expressed their desire for Enjebi residence immediately.
Their legal counsel, Mr. Mitchell, challenged the fission products

standards for residence and coconutplanting as being overly conservative

and that they may be quite ill-advised for the actual circumstances of the

~ dri-Enewetak. The DOErepresentative, Mr. Joe Deal, explained that the

cleanup criteria were based on Federal radiation protection standards, had

been formally approved by AEC/DOE,and were unlikely to be changed.

Faced with what he perceived as general nonresponsiveness to a very
real and urgent need of the people, Mr. Mitchell advised that he would

employ an independent ad hoc team of experts to advise the people on
dose assessment and risk so that the people could decide for themselves

how to use the northern islands.

The DOErepresentative was questioned by the dri-Enewetak regarding
the standards, predicted doses, and risks. They did not understand how

DOEcould oppose northern planting and resettlement now when soil

v cleanup had barely begun and no final dose estimate could be made until

the cleanup and final radiological survey were completed. Mr. Deal

reminded the people that all the calculations and predictions before

cleanup began showedthat the people would exceed the Federal standards

if they lived on Enjebi. He advised the people that he believed another

study, based on more recent data, could be completed by May 1979; and

|
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that, if they desired such a study, he would recommend that one be

preapred.5’ The Council members expressed their desire to have the
study. From the DNA viewpoint, the mew survey proposed to the drj.

Enewetak by Mr. Deal was urgently needed and essential to Satisfactory
completion of the overall project and resettlement.

FISSION PRODUCTS DATA BASE SURVEY

In December 1978, DOEinitiated plans for a final dose assessmentto
serve as the basis for an information documentwith which the Enewetak
people could decide their resettlement options.58 LLL was requested to
complete this final dose assessment. It was to be based on: (1) an extensive
survey of the dietary habits of the Enewetak people, and (2) the lates,
radiological data. The latest data available on fission product levels was the
1972 AEC Radiological Survey (NVO-140). Even though manysoilprofile
samples had been taken since cleanup began, none had been analyzedfor
fission products due to lack of resources. To develop the best possible
assessment, a new survey, focusing on fission products, was essential. On

10 January 1979, DOE-NV recommended to DOE-Headquarters in

Germantown, Maryland, that DOE-NVbegiven a tasking assignmentand

that DNA be requested to provide JTG and Service element support to
obtain soil samples for the fission products analysis.°9 In a letter of 30
January to Director, DNA, Dr. James Liverman, Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Environment, DOE, requested an assessmentofthe support
DOD could provide to the survey in the form of soil sampling teams,
backhoes and operators, boat transport, and the like.In his 9 February

1979 response, VADM Monroestated that a meeting would be held on |2

February at Field Commandwith representatives from agencies involved
in the cleanupproject and rehabilitation program to definitize the extentof

support required and what could actually be provided by DOD elements,

keeping in mind that plans for the wrapupof the project, demobilization
and retrograde werefairly well advanced.®
VADM Monroe, whochaired the conference, opened by describing his

perception of the tasking to prepare the atoll for return to the people and

his concern for the impact on the Services of undertaking an additional
mission with cleanup yet to be completed:

a. The project was an immensely difficult task, undertaken with little

certainty about its outcome and dependent on continuation of the
remarkable cooperation which had accompanied the efforts to this
point.

b. This more detailed survey of the northern islands was essential to
decisions that DOI and TTPI must make on planting coconuts on the
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northern islands and resettlement of Enjebi, and all agencie:

affected. However, basic responsibilities for cleanup (L

radiological assessment (DOE), and rehabilitation (DOD we

changed. se cntes
As Director, DNA, he had dual responsibilities: (1) to safegua

, Service elements’ resources and not let Enewetak becc

pottomlesspit; and (2) to insure that DODacquitteditself prop
meeting its commitments.

g. 15 April 1980 was a firm end date, the new DOEtask shou

impact on that date.
Mr. Bruce Church, DOE-NV, briefed the conferees on the prc

survey. Their plan required collecting six soil samples from each ¢

pits approximately 3 feet deep. Thepits would be located on 50-mete
on Ananij (Bruce) and all of the northern islands from Biken (I

clockwise to Billae (Wilma). Samples would be prepared and analyz

cesium-137 at Enewetak, then shipped to Eberline Instri
Corporation, Albuquerque, for strontium-90 analysis. Any cesiv
analysis not accomplished at Enewetak would be complet

Albuquerque. The survey was scheduled to begin 1 March 1979 a
completed by 30 September 1979. DOE proposedfirst priority be gi

the soil sample collection on Enjebi, with an objective of completi

sampling by 31 March and completing the analysis by April. Second p

was proposed for the islands Boken to Billae (less Enjebi); and

priority was proposed for the islands Biken to Louj (Daisy). DO
requested to support the operation with backhoes with operators

transportation, base support service on Lojwa, soil sampling pers

and Radiological Laboratory technicians.

Colonel Robert W. Bauchspies, USA, Commander, JTG,pre:

briefings on the status of island access by watercraft and an isla

island evaluation of the proposed workload. After Field Con

briefings on the status of cleanup operations and demobilizatio:

Service representatives discussed their capabilities to support the
surveys. VADM Monroe advised DOEthat the schedule for o
sample-taking would haveto be accelerated. Failure to completethis

in March and April 1979 would have two adverse effects: (1) it

interfere with demobilization actions scheduled for that summerar
und (2) it would delay the fission product data to such a degree that
decisions on coconutplanting could not be madein timefor the plan
be accomplished in conjunction with cleanup and rehabilitation «
Discussions led to the following resolutions:

a. Priorities. Enjebi and the six northern agricultural islands wo
surveyed simultaneously, using two teams on Enjebi and one|

six northern islands scheduled for coconut tree planting: Al
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(Vera), Lojwa, Aomon,Bijire, Aej (Olive), and Ananij. (Ananij Was
included even thoughit lies in the southeast quadrant.) Data on these
islands was required for decisions to be made in May 1979 by Do] and

the dri-Enewetak. Sampling on islands which required access by
LARC—Bokoluo (Alice), Bokombako (Belle), Kirunu (Clara), Louj
Bokinwotme (Edna), and Boken—would be completed before 1p,
September 1979 Navy Opportune Sealift (OPLIFT), which would
retrograde the three serviceable LARCs. Detailed schedules woulg be
accomplished onatoll within these parameters.

b. Base Camp Support. Billeting and messing support for the Enjebj
sampling teams would be provided by the DOEresearch Vessel
Liktanur If. Other base camp support for sampling parties would be
provided from the Lojwa Camp.

c. Intra-atoll Transportation. Intra-atoll transportation, other than that
provided by the Liktanur II and LARCs, would be provided by the
USNE. Three LARCs would beretained until the September 1979
OPLIFT for transportation of equipmentto limited accessislands,

d. Equipment. DOE would provide two leased backhoes to dig soil
sample pits and would transport them and repair parts to Enewetak
The USAE would furnish two baekhoes with operators, plys
maintenance and operators for the DOE backhoes.

e. Personnel. In addition to backhoe operators, the USAE woulg
furnish two rodmen for surveying parties. The U.S. Navy would
review Rad Lab personnel assignments with a view to retaining all

personnel until their normal tour completion dates in order to
provide added Rad Lab support. The U.S. Air Force would replace
the in situ van operator scheduled to depart in March 1979 and would

replace seven Rad Lab Team members, whose tours expired that

spring, to provide continued support through the fall. H&N would

furnish surveyors~in addition to the two Army rodmen—as
necessary.

f. Radiation Laboratory. DOE would extend operation of the Rad Lab
from the scheduled demobilization date of 30 June 1979 to 30
September 1979, and would provide additional techniciansforthe
survey.

DOE advised that the soil profile samples would be analyzed for
transuranics as well as fission products. Based on Field Command and

Service representatives’ expressed concern, it was decided that, if these
profiles revealed additional subsurface transuranic concentrations which

the final in situ surveys had not detected, such concentrations which

exceededisland usecriteria would be excised.62.63
On 22 February 1979, an H&N survey team, providing their own small

boat support, began resurveying and restaking Billae on the 50-meter grid
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so:

“«h had been established for the {977 transuranic characterization

whic Additional DOE, LLL, and contractor personnel arrived on the
survey: ring the next 2 weeks and, with backhoe support by the USAE,

atoll teecting soil samples. Using procedures prescribed by LLL, six

beee | profile soil samples of about 1,000 cubic centimeters each were

verfrom a backhoe trench wall at each grid point, at intervals from the

ken e to a depth of 60 centimeters, the principal root zone of food plants.
surfae dose estimates were to be based on samples taken at 100-meter grid

Yevals. If additional information became necessary, the other available

insamples from the 50-meter grid would be analyzed. 64
*°Where subsurface transuranic contamination was discovered, samples

were taken on even smaller grids (25, 12.5, 6.25 meters) to define precisely

the area for additionat soil removal. Five areas of previously unknown

subsurface transuranic concentrations which exceeded Condition D (160

oC i/g over one-sixteenth hectare) were found on Bokenand one on Lujor.

These were subsequently removed. The Fission Products Data Base
Survey sampling effort was given high priority and completedin less than 2

months, compared to the expected 6 months. Someresults of the DOE

Fission Products Data Base Survey are compared with results of the 1972

AEC radiological survey at Figure 7-47,65

Sr-90 Cs-137

1972 1979 1972 1979
Enjebi (Janet) 44 23.7 16 13.7

Agj (Olive) 45 1.5 0.18 3.8

Lujor (Pearl) 17 7.6

Aomon(Sally) 8.4 3.1 3.0 1.9

Bijire (Tilda) 8.7 4.2 1.0 3.1

Lojwa (Ursula) 6.8 2.4 1.7 1.4

Alembel(Vera) 6.3 0.4 2.0 2.8

Billae (Wilma) 3.3 0.2 1.3 0.8

NOTE: Mean average pCi/g in top 15 cm per 1972 Enewetak Radiological Survey by AEC
and 1979 Fission Products Data Base Survey by DOE.

FIGURE 7-47. COMPARISON OF FISSION PRODUCTS
SOIL CONCENTRATIONS1972 - 1979.
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LUJOR SOIL CLEANUP

Thefinal island to undergosoil cleanup, exclusive of Runit, was Lujor
It had been the site of the Inca shot during Operation Redwing. Incg  }
produced heavy local contamination due,in part, to involvementofa large |
amount of pierced steel planking placed at the site. The 1972 Radiologica; i
Surveyidentified a “‘hot spot’’ some distance from the Inca GZ which haq
plutonium levels as high as 530 pCi/g and strontium-90 levels in the 35 to
140 pCi/g range®® (Figure 7-48).
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FIGURE 7-48. SITE LUJOR (PEARL) SHOWING LOCATION INCA EVENT
AND “HOT SPOT.”

In the 1972 survey, it was estimated that soil cleanup on Lujor would

involve only 600 cubic yards of soil over 40 pCi/g. However, based on the
1977-78 characterization by DOE-ERSP,the estimate for soil cleanup to
agricultural levels (80 pCi/g) presented at the 4 May 1978 conference was
24,700 cubic yards, adjusted by the Treat Factor to 49,400 cubic yards. No

decision on Lujor soil cleanup was madeat that conference.It was held in
abeyance until actual data could be obtained on alternative cleanup

techniques and on cleanuprates of the higher priority islands (Aomon,

Enjebi, Boken, etc.). The scope of effort changed markedly when Lujor
was re-IMPed after debris cleanup. Contamination levels had been
reduced below 160 pCi/g. Much of the contamination apparently had been
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in the debris, such as the metal matting, or in the soil which had been
windrowed with the brush in devegetating the area. No further action was

taken on Lujor until February 1979.

At the [2 February 1979 meeting on the Fission Products Data Base
survey, conferees were briefed thatsoil excision was almost 90 days ahead

of schedule, and crater containment was 45 to 60 days ahead of schedule.

{n light of the advantageous situation, consideration was given to

accelerating the cleanup of Runit. However, Mr. Thomas Jeffers, head of

DNA’s Logistics Directorate, raised the possibility of using the available

time to undertake Lujor soil cleanup and thereby reduce the

contamination to a level which would meetthe criteria for agriculture use.
VADM Monroe directed the JTG to develop plans for the options of
cleanup of both Lujor and Runit, or Runit along.67
The JTG staff and Service element commanders reacted somewhat

pessimistically to the prospect of a Lujor soil cleanup. As had been

discovered during debris cleanup ontheisland, the soil was so fine that it
could only be traversed by tracked or four-wheel drive vehicles. Boat

access was extremely difficult and tide constrained. Lujor and Aej, the
next island north, formed a funnel, with the wide end toward the ocean

and the narrow end exiting to the lagoon at the only possible access

channel to Lujor (Figure 7-49). The channelitself was crooked and dotted

 

FIGURE 7-49. LUJOR/AEJ ACCESS CHANNEL.
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the

Peg

the

with coral pinnacles, the landing area was a narrow pointof sand, and
current through the funnel was extremely strong. DOE-ERSPre-1My

the island and estimated that 24,500 cubic yards of soil, muchofit in
brush windrows, was over 80 pCi/g.
The consensus on Enewetak was that Lujor could not be cleaned if the

target date for completing the crater cap were to be met.8 However, the
JTG Commander, Western Command Project Officer, and the new
Director of Enewetak Operations at Field Command (Colonel! Robert L

' Peters, USA, who had replaced COL Treat in November1978) believe it
‘ was possible to clean Lujor, as well as Runit.69 Review of the amount of

soil remaining to be encrypted from Boken, Enjebi, and Aomon
determined that sufficient volumn remainedin the Cactus Crater dometg
accommodate all of that soil plus that to be removed from Lujor without
exceeding a domeheight of 25 feet. Even then, up to 12,000 cubic yards
from the highest areas of contamination on Runit; i.e., Fig-Quince still
could be accommodated. Thealternative was to devote all resources to
cleanup of Runit, to do no cleanup of Lujor, and to risk—after moving
significant amounts of soil and excavating in depth—no changein the
overall island status for Runit.

Favorable aspects of the Lujor proposal included: (1) the Lujoreffort

would have a significant impact since its status would be changedto the

benefit of the dri-Enewetak; (2) the final status of Lujor would meetthe
original agreed position/condition in the EIS and Master Plan; (3)

excavated soil could be transported and accommodated in the Cactus
Crater as designed within current time schedules; and (4) intensiveeffort
could be applied simultaneously to both Runit (to keep the soil-cement

‘ operation in high gear) and Lujor, to the benefit of the total project.
Despite the expected problems with access to Lujor, soil trafficability,

: additional bulk-haul boat configuration requirements, and increasedstrain
f on already over-taxed and worn equipment, the Director, DNA decidedat

a March 1979 meeting to attempt the cleanup of Lujor soil over 80 pCi/g

and, concurrently, to clean Runit using the remaining resources.’ Within
a week, the USNE’s WBCT and EODteamsbegan operations to widen

and deepen the channel. Using thousands of pounds of explosives, the

channel eventually was altered to accommodate both LCM-8 and LCU

craft. Channel improvement operations were completed in mid-April 1979.

Initial attempts to bring LCM-8s into shore were hazardous, but

successful. The strong tradewinds, in combination with the swift currentin
the channel, demandedthe highestskills on the part of the boat coxswains
and crews. Thedifficulties experienced by the LCM-8s indicated that even

greater hazards would be experienced by the larger LCUcraft. Underclose

| supervision, and using the best boat operators available, an LCU,using

full power, negotiated the channel with extreme difficulty after four
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se

attempts. The wind,the current, and the multiple turns made the

virtually impossible. Once the LCU reachedthe beacharea, a 90-

was required underfull powerto beach the craft. The exit from

rea also was hazardousin that a full reversal of engine thrust

d. On the trial run, despite best efforts, the LCU was forced

separate

approach
degree turn

YS the beach a

4g require

ascoral shelf when attempting to exit the channel. It was clearly

spvious that the bulk-haul LCUs could not be used without major damage

to the craft.
From these trials, it was decided that all soil movement from Lujor

would be accomplished using bulk-haul LCM-8s only. Based on this

decision, and the constraint to deliver all soil to Runit in sufficient time to
complete soil-cement operations, the conversion of three additional LCM-
gs was requested and approved. All of the training and experience gained

in soil cleanup on other islands paid off on Lujor. Soil excision began on 7

April 1979 in the areas indicated in Figure 7-50. The noncommissioned
~ officer in charge of soil removal and his men removed6-inch layers of the

fine soil with the skill of surgeons. Cross contamination of layers was

reduced to a minimum bytheir careful efforts and by a highly effective

worksite layout. By removing the windrows and other high levels of

contamination first, the halo effect was reduced and the amount of

adjacent soil requiring removal was lessened. As a result ofthese actions,

soil cleanup to agriculture levels was achieved by removing only 14,513

cubic yards of surface soil as opposed to the 24,500 cubic yards estimate,
plus 416 cubic yards of subsurface contamination discovered during the

Fission Products Data Base Survey.
The Army provided an additional 5-cubic-yard bucket loader for the

Lujor operation, vastly improving soil removal and bulk-haulefficiency.
Army equipment operators, Navy boat crews, and Air Force FRST

members worked from first light until dusk to accomplish the mission, and

they set new soil transport records almost daily. They increased soil
removal rates from some1,500 cubic yards per week to over 4,000 cubic

yards, reaching a peak of 4,288 cubic yards during the week of 26 May-l
June 1979,

Crater containmenthad fallen 6 weeks behind schedule dueto lack of
soil. The increased soil transport efforts, plus equally outstanding efforts
by the crater containment crews once they were provided working

material, soon put the operation back on schedule.
w Theinitial soil cleanup of Lujor was completed on 8 June 1979. A second

cleanup of subsurface contamination discovered by the fission products
survey was completed on 7-8 July 1979.7! Figures 7-51 and 7-52 show the
island before and after cleanup. Theisland wascertified by the DOE-ERSP
as having no half-hectare averaging greater than 63 pCi/g of surface
contamination and less than 160 pCi/g subsurface, qualifying it for
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FIGURE 7-51. LUJOR BEFORE CLEANUP.

FIGURE 7-52. LUJOR AFTER CLEANUP.
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agricultural use. The only soil cleanup work remaining was cleanup ang
containmentof soil on Runit, described in the following chapter.

In summarizing the island soil cleanup, in addition to islands whereso;
cleanup Operations were actually conducted,all other islands on the ato}
were characterized, either by soil survey or in situ, or both. The

characterization indicated that each island would qualify, as a minimum,
for its planned use—without cleanup. Thetable at Figure 7-53 displays the
final DOE-ERSP characterization of the islands requiring soil cleanup,

‘ exclusive of Runit, as well as all islands meeting the required criteria
5 without cleanup. 72
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Final

Planned Soil Survey Final

Code Use {iste Avg) Qualification
Men Name Condition! (pCi/al Condition’
—_————

(Percy) A 6 c

ave (tary) A 19 c
wt Daughter (Fern) A 139? A
twjor? (Feast) B Ret B

. inter {Gwen A 2 A

“pe (Olive) 8 sa? a
Bidlee (Wiimai A 3 c

Alambel (Vera) 8 ? Cc
Eile (Nancy? A 62? 8
Boken® {irene} A a0? 8

Bakolvo (Alice! A 1407 A
aokombako (Batte) A 98 A
Mijikadrek (Kate) A 20 c
Kidrinen (Quey? A 7 8
tow (Daisy) A 43 8

Bokinwotme (€dna) A 33 c
Edna's Daughter A 103 A

Kirunu (Ctaral A 68 6
Eleleron (Ruby) A 8 c
Aomon® {Saity) 8 75 c

Sally's Child (Zoe) A 21 c
Biire (Tildad 8 7 c
Enyeos® (Janet) ¢ 20 c
Aumt (Yvonne) (Covered in Chapter 8)
aoko {Sam} A 03 c
Munyor (Tom) A 0.3 c
Inedral (Uriah) A 0.2 c

s {Van} A 0.2 c

Jinedrol (Alvin} A 0.3 ¢c
Aneny (Bruca} 8 0.2 c
eurni (Clyde) A 0.18 ¢
Japtan (David) c 0.2 c
Jedrol {Rex} A 0.2 Cc

Biken (Leroy? A 25 c
Kidrenen (Keith) A 0.3 c
Boken tirwind A 04 c
Ribewon (James) A 0.2 c
Mut {Henry} A 0.4 c
IThuren (Glenn) A 0.2 c

Bokandretok (Wait) A 0.2 Cc
Medren® (Etmee) c 0.3 ¢
Enewetak (Fred) c 0.8 c
Lojwa (Ureule) 8 19 c

NOTES: 1 Conditions: A. Food gathering, & Agriculture, C. Residence.
2 % hectare average.

3 4 hectare average.
4 No code name.

5 No Marshallese name.

6 Soil removal operations ectualiy conducted on these islands.

FIGURE 7-53. FINAL DOE-ERSP CONFIGURATION.
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CHAPTER8

RUNIT (YVONNE) CLEANUP
AND CRATER CONTAINMENT

PRECLEANUP CONDITIONS

Runit is the fifth largest island in the atoll, containing approximately

acres. The island and adjoining reef were used for nine nuclear events,a

nine more were detonated on barges in the nearby lagoon (see Figure

1).! Cleanup of Runit, like other islands with several ground zeros, v

complicated by actions taken to prepare for and clean up after someoft
ts.

eycontamination from the Zebra event of Operation Sandstone on 15 M
1948 was pushedinto the Zebra Crater and covered with clean soil in 19
to prepare for the Dog event of Operation Greenhouse. After |

Blackfoot event of Operation Redwingin 1956, the tower area was scrar

to reduce radiation to a safe level for personnel reentry. During the sa

operation, the Erie event produced heavy contamination with muchof|

test device and tower debris remaining in the ground zero (GZ) ar

Experimental specimens, propelled by the Erie explosion, were blown
deep as 5 feet into the earth andas far as 300 feet west of the GZ. Th

recovery required moving a reported 100,000 cubic yards of earth fr
depths up to 5 feet and spreading it in 2-inch layers to be searched.

1957, this soil was returned to the excision area which was then leveled.

the Quince event of Operation Hardtack I in 1958, only the high explos

component was detonated, scattering plutonium over a large area.

prepare for the Fig event scheduled 12 days later, 3 to 5 inches

contaminated soil were removed from a 60-foot square around the Qui!
GZ and disposed ofin the lagoon. The Fig eventitself was a very low or

nuclear detonation.It left a highly contaminated crater which wasfill

leveled, and covered with clean soil.2 These actions left the same mart
cake effect of swirling layers of clean and contaminated soil on Runit
was caused (to a lesser degree) by similar actions on Aomon (Sally) <
Enjebi (Janet) after several nuclear tests. However, the Fig and Qui

shots left numerous plutonium contaminated fragments of centimet
range dimensions in addition to fallout contamination. It was th
fragments which led to the quarantine of Runit described in Chapter.
For the Lacrosse event of Operation Redwing in 1956, massive amou

of soil from Runit were used to construct an island and connect

causeway on the northern reef. These were vaporized or blown awayin
detonation, leaving a crater roughly 55 feet deep and 400 feet in diame
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FIGURE 8-1. RUNIT GROUND ZEROS.
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Another large volume of soil was bulldozed onto the reef in 1:

provide a site for the Cactus event of Operation Hardtack I. The|
shot left a crater approximately 37 feet deep and 346 feet in dic

(Figure 8-2). _

The northern half of Runit was significantly contaminated; ho’

only one shot, Erie, was detonated on the southern part of the

South Runit—the area south of Station 1310, a large bunkerin the

of the island (Figure 8-3) —was used primarily as a base camp, w

airstrip, boat landings, and other supportfacilities. By the time cl

began, vines and grass covered most of the island, bordered by

brush (See Figure 8-4).3 In the absence of humanactivity, Run

become the roosting and nesting ground for one of the larges

colonies on the atoll, numbering thousandsofbirds.
There were two reported burial sites on Runit: one near Static

where'a jar of plutonium-contaminated sand was buried, and the c

~ small, fenced area where another jar of contaminated sand,a |

contaminated material, and two small discs were believed to be t

Other hazardous items on Runit included several bunkers, nine ¢

landing craft which had been beached for shore protection (Figur:

contaminated concrete blocks and slabs, wooden towers, and

quantities of contaminated metal scrap. An estimated 4,064 cubic y.

contaminated debris were to be removed from Runit, 56 percentof

contaminated debris identified in the Environmental Impact Stat

(EIS). An additional 6,155 cubic yards of noncontaminated debri
identified for removalin the EIS.4
Runit was oneoffour islands identified in the EIS (Vol. 1, Table 5

~- cleanup of plutonium concentrations over 400 pico curies per
(pCi/g). It was estimated that there were less than 1,500 cubic yards

on the surface with such concentrations.> The EIS estimate of soil vc
to be removedto reduce the concentrations on Runitto less than 4C
was 63,725 cubic yards. This was in general agreement wit

Department of Energy-Enewetak Radiological Support Project |
~ ERSP) estimates in April 1978.6 The desired use of Runit by tt

Enewetak, in the first edition of the Master Plan, was for agriculti
restore the large groves of coconuts it had once borne. Levels ofstrc

and cesium, the principal radiological constraints on agric
| throughout the atoll, were considerably lower on Runit than on En

S other northern islands proposed for agriculture. It was estimate

20,000 cubic yards of soil would have to be removed to bring R'
below 80 pCi/g, the Bair Committee guideline for agriculture, or

cubic yards to reduce concentrations below 160 pCi/g and qualify Ru
visitation and food-gathering use.’ The material was to be placed
craters where it would not be readily available to man and where i
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FIGURE 8-3. STATION 1310, RUNIT.
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FIGURE 8-5. DERELICT LANDING CRAFT.
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be monitored and retrieved if a means of permanent disposa| Was
perfected.

CRATER CONTAINMENTDESIGN

After much consideration, the Director, Defense Nuclear Agency
(DNA)decidedin early 1975 that the only generally acceptable method for
disposing of contaminated debris and soil from the Enewetak Cleanup
Project was by mixing it with cement and placing it in recoverable Storage
in Lacrosse and, if necessary, Cactus craters. Events leading to this
decision are described in Chapter 2. One of the key factors in the decision
wasa feasibility study prepared by the Pacific Ocean Division (POD)ofthe
Corps of Engineers in March 1975. The study considered several options
for crater containment, including: precast soil-cement blocks; lining and

dewatering the craters and placing soil-cementslurry in them; or Pumping

the slurry through pipe to the bottom of the crater, keeping the discharge
end of the pipe at least | foot beneath the top of the previously poured

slurry to form a monolithic mass. The last option, called the ‘“‘tremie”

method, was recommended by POD not only because it was the fastest
and least expensive, but because the other methods would achieve no

significantly higher degree of protection. Properly accomplished, the
tremie method would stabilize and fix the contaminated material in place
as well as the other methods.8.9

In August 1976, once funds had been approved for the project, DNA
requested that POD develop a design for crater containment using the
tremie method.!9 The initial design was developed based on Field
Command’s ConceptPlan I-76 (CONPLAN1-76) and oncriteria provided
by engineers from Field Command’s Albuquerque and Honoluluofficesin
a series of conferences with POD.!1.!2.13 The design was revised based on
subsequent conferences with representatives from Field Command and

the Military Service elements.!4 Development of the design was

complicated by several factors.
In the EIS, it was estimated that Case 3 cleanup would require

containment of 79,000 cubic yards of soil, to bring the plutonium
concentrations over 400 pCi/g to below 40 pCi/g on Aomon, Lujor and

Runit, and 7,262 cubic yards of contaminated debris. The Field Command

CONPLAN1-76 estimate for soil over 40 pCi/g, including Enjebi, was
125,000 cubic yards. Field Command asked POD to develop a design to

contain up to 200,000 cubic yards as a worst case and to minimize costs by

using only one of the two craters.!5 This required a decision on which

crater to use.
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POD was provided geological data from the Pacific Cratering

Experiment (PACE) and the Exploratory Project on Enewetak (EXPOE)

projects: The geology of the northern tip of Runit is a complex mosaic with

great variability in both horizontal and vertical composition, cementation,

and structure. Addedto its natural geologic complexity are the blast and

shock effects of three lowyield nuclear detonations near the Cactus Crater

and of the Lacrosse detonation. A review of Lacrosse Crater's geology

revealed that it is surrounded by a well-cemented reef plate, which

contains some large radial and tangential fractures. The crater is rimmed

py an 8- to [0-foot thick rim of well-cemented back-reef sand and gravel

whose physical properties arelike that of beach rock. !6

Cactus Crater’s geology is more complicated than that of Lacrosse

Crater. It is located between the backreef and lagoon environments in
what was a man-made extension ofthe island on the lagoonside of the
reef. Muchof the underlying rock was severely fractured by three nuclear

detonations (Zebra, Dog, Cactus). The beachrock on the northwestern
portion clockwise to the southeastern portion of the crater is 3 to 6 feet

thick, providing a satisfactory base for construction. Beachrockis limited
on the lagoon side of the crater and what there is on the island side is

fractured. The northwestern tip of Runit may be only a very recent

transient sandbar and is undergoing rapid erosion back to the original

island shape. Theoriginal island shape can be defined by the beachrock as

it is elsewhere on the atoll. This geology caused some doubt as to the

survivability of a containment structure placed in Cactus Crater. Would its

contents be eroded away and undercutbytidal action on the ground water

from the lagoon side? Could this be prevented by creating artificial

beachrock or by grouting the existing, highly fractured rock? Could it

exceed 10 feet in height (the maximum height—equilibrium point—to
which typhoon waves will pile up sand and gravel) and yet survive the

waves of severe typhoons (1 every 50 to 100 years frequency) ?!7
Cactus Crater is on the lagoon edge ofthe reef plate which servesas the

foundation for all Enewetak islands, more on a sandbarthan onsolid rock,
while Lacrosse Crater is centered within the reef plate. Yet, it was clear

that Cactus was moreaccessible and could be used for containment much
more economically and efficiently. There was a question of cost versus
benefit, as well as of the real necessity for absolute integrity of the

structure over millenia. Considering all factors, including permanent

versus interim storage. Cactus Crater was selected. !8.19
To provide storage options up to 200,000 cubic yards ofsoil plus over

7,000 cubic yards of debris, Field Command proposed a cylindrical

structure with walls not to exceed 9 feet in height.29 POD’s proposal was a
domedstructure, not over 30 feet high, to be elongated as necessary based
on the total volume of material to be contained. The 30-foot limit was
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based on construction considerations and not on environmental

geological, or radiological considerations. Up to that height, the cap
structure would remain basically a series of slabs with no vertical walls.
i.e., a paving project which could be accomplished with a minimum of

design, equipment, and skill. POD estimated the volumeof Cactus Crater
up to a height of 3 feet above the reef, where tremie operations would no
longer be required,as 51,917 cubic yards.2! POD estimated thatthis would
contain 29,870 cubic yards of loose contaminated soil mixed in a Slurry,
Additional soil would be placed on topofthe slurry to which cement woulg

be mixed by a disc-harrow, water would be applied, and the mixture
compacted. Depending on the amount of material added in this sojj.

cement operation, the volume of the dome would be increased,first by

increasing the diameter of the keywall up to 430 feet and the domeheight
up to 30 feet, then by extending the domeinlandas far as necessary. The

POD design would accommodate upto the 200,000-cubic-yard worstcase

identified by Field Command and could accommodate more by simply
increasing the extension (Figures 8-6, 8-7).22
The PODdesigners assumedthat sufficient contaminated soil would be

stockpiled before the tremie operation began so that it could proceed

efficiently and that, by the time the tremie operation was completed, an

estimate of the contaminated soil remaining could be made accurately

[

|

 

5
e

enoughthat the shape andsize of the domecould be determined.?3
To prevent scouring and undermining of the container by waveaction,

POD designed a keywall to be constructed completely around the

‘ contaminated material. The keywall was to be keyed | foot into the reef
‘ bedrock, where firm reef existed, and embedded to a depth of8 feet below

the top of the adjacent surface in areas where the reef was fractured or
where no reef existed (Figure 8-8).24 The keywall would not prevent
migration of fine material from the crater bottom through ground water

action in the fractured rock and areas where no beach rock existed.

Surveys in 1974 and 1975 indicated that a thick layer of material on the

crater bottoms and in the fractures was more contaminated than the

sediment covering it. Furthermore, this contamination was leaking into

the lagoon from Cactus Crater.25.26 There was no EIS requirement to
clean out the crater and fractures nor did there appear to be a practical

means of accomplishing the task. DNA had advised POD that leakproof
containmentwasnotrequired or intended.27 POD believed that the tremie
method would fix the material added during the cleanup project in place

and prevent washouts through the Cactus Crater bottom if the slurry was
placed properly. However, POD was concerned that the troop engineers

; had little experience with tremie placement of slurry and recommended

\ that Field Command engagea qualified contractor to oversee and provide
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FIGURE 8-8. KEYWALL DESIGN.
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technical guidance to the troops on containmentoperations and especially
on mixingthe slurry and placingit by the tremie. 28.29
To develop formulas for the slurry and soil-cement mixtures, POD

engaged the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment
Station (WES). Using samples of Enewetak sand, Type I Portland cement,
salt water, and bentonite-attapulgite, WES prepared several different
mixtures and evaluated them for mixability, pumpability, placeability, ang
strength. Bentonite is a fresh-water clay which is used as a colloidal
suspending agent, or lubricant, in drilling wells and pumping concrete,
while attapulgite is a salt-water clay used for the same purposes. The
Enewetak sand contained a high percentageofcalcium, little silica, and was
very angular and sharp.It lacked the fine particles which normally promote
pumpability in sanded grouts; consequently, higher proportions of
bentonite and water were required in the mixture so that it could be
pumped through the tremie pipes.39
The samples of Enewetak sand which had been furnished for the

experiments was notsufficient for full-scale field tests. WES prepared a

substitute using crushed limestone and an expanded clay combined 50/50

by weight so as to matchas nearly as possible the physical characteristics of

Enewetak sand. This material was mixed with cement, bentonite, andsalt
water in various proportions and pumped througha tremiepipeintoa test

pit filled with salt water.3! Field tests also were made on various soil-
cement mixturesto be used in stabilizing contaminated soil once the crater

itself was full. Based on these experiments, formulas were developed for
use at Enewetak. The report by WES concluded by emphasizing the need

for quality control in the makeup of the slurry and soil-cement mixtures.
In adopting the mixtures recommended by WES,Field Commandchose

to use TypeII cement which provided greater strength whenusedwithsalt

water and was no more expensive than the Type I used in the experiment.
After considerable discussion, attapulgite was chosen as the colloidal
agent. The mixture adopted by Field Commandfor tremie slurry was three
bags of cement and one-half bag (50 pounds) of attapulgite per cubic yard
of mix. For the soil-cement mixture, two bags of cement were to be used

for each cubic yard ofsoil.32
To protect the containment structure from the initial shock of wave

action during construction, POD designed a mole, or revetment, to be

located on the ocean side of the keywall (Figure 8-9). It was to be

constructed of armor stone (pieces of blast rock, concrete, or other rocks

weighing over 1,500 pounds) and choked with smaller rock and

aggregate.33
Design of the crater containment worksite was complicated by the

apparent presence of concentrations of highly contaminated material

found on the rim of Cactus Crater by earlier radiological surveys

————
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(Figure 8-10). These concentrations would have to be considered jp th
layout and preparation of the worksite. However, it was planned that most
of the areas with excessive readings would be bulldozed directly into the
container area during thefinal soil cleanup and soil-cementoperations or
simply covered by the domeextension, depending onthetotal volumeof
soil to be contained. 0

FIELD RADIATION SUPPORT TEAM (FRST) ACTIONS ON RUNIT

Crater containment required extensive preparation of work sites for
processing the contaminated material on the northern endofthe islang
and construction of storage, maintenance, and administrative facilities on
the southern end. Before this work could begin, meticulous radiological
safety and control procedures had to be implemented. Shortly after p.
Day, a temporary hotline was established at the boat landing by the FRST
and the entire island was treated as a radiologically controlled area pending
further identification of radiological contamination. A survey oftheErie
event area indicated that some contamination was present butthat it was
limited to a relatively low level, (Chapter 4). During the survey,
contaminated debris found south of Station 1310 was removed and
stockpiled on the northern end of the island. A permanent hotline was

then established across the island from the lagoon to the oceanat Station

1310. No protective clothing was required south ofthis line after July 1977.
however, the entire island of Runit was treated as a controlled island until
the project was completed.

In August 1977, the Radiological Safety Audit and Inspection Team
(RSAIT), which was established by the Director, DNA to provide an

independent review of radiological control and safety at frequent intervals,
conductedits first inspection. A memberof the team, Dr. John Auxier of

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, recovered several plutonium

contaminated fragments in the Fig-Quince area and took several samples

of plutonium contaminated soil. Using some of the soil samples, he
attempted to conducta test, in which known plutonium contaminatedsoil

was purposely resuspended upwind of high-volume air samplers, to

determine if an airborne plutonium hazard existed. He was unable to
complete the experiment during his visit because inclement weather

~ | damaged the air sampler filters. However, a member of the FRST,
following Dr. Auxier’s instructions, completed the experiment in the
following weeks. No significant levels of plutonium were detected on any
of the filters which indicated that, in the Enewetak environment, there was
no significant hazard from airborne plutonium. Based on results of these
experiments and the RSAIT inspection, radiological protection measures
were modified.34
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In October 1977, the Commander, Field Command requesteg
complete radiological characterization of Runit in order to assure that
resources were available to complete the cleanupoftheisland as requireg
by Case 3 of the EIS. In response to this request (described in Chapter4)
the U.S. Army Element (USAE), using handtools, cleared brush from the
entire Fig-Quince area so that the FRST could search it for the plutonium

contaminated fragments known to be on Runit. Removal of these
fragments was necessary in order to minimizetheir effect on DOE-ERSpP’,
characterization of Runit soil contamination. To locate theparticles, the
FRST used equipment and techniques developed by the Air Force
WeaponsLaboratory team to clean up similar fragments at Johnston Atoll
in 1974. Small areas were marked off and surveyed with hand-helq
FIDLER probes (Figure 8-l1). When a ‘‘hot spot’’ was located, it was
removed with shovels and placed in a plastic bag. Since isolating the
centimeter-range fragments from the shovelful of soil was overly time
consuming, most of the material bagged was soil. Between 28 November

and 23 December 1977, 437 bags and 9 additional samples were collecteg
by the FRST. Each bag was tied, numbered,andstored in a bunkeron
Runit pending determination by DOEof their final disposition. DOE.
ERSPbelieved that someof the fragments might be high grade plutonium
which could be extracted economically for reuse and, therefore, should

notbe placedin the crater.35.36

 
FIGURE 8-11. A FIDLER SURVEY ON RUNIT.
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The other FRST tasks for characterization of Runit were a complete
survey of contaminated debris, with assistance by the U.S. Navy Water

peach Cleanup Team (WBCT), and collection of subsurface soil samples
from trenches dug by the USAE. These tasks were completed on schedule.

However, the full DOE-ERSPprecleanupradiological characterization of

Runit requested by Field Command could not be completed at this time

due to other priority tasks.

RUNIT SITE PREPARATION

Preparation of work sites andfacilities on Runit for support ofcrater
containment operations began in June 1977, using designs developed by

the 20th Engineer Brigade based on the crater containment concepts of

POD. Figure 8-12 showsthe location of Runit facilities.
At DNA’sdirection, the troops from Company A, USAE,were required

to wear full anti-contamination (anti-C) protection including full suit,

mask, boots, and gloves, when they began framing the administrative

building on the southern end of Runit. Subsequently, based on additional

radiological data and recommendations by a special radiological survey

team from Field Command, this requirement was revoked for southern

Runit on [5 July 1977. Meanwhile, in keeping with the high priority given

rad safe measures, the USAE crew wearing full anti-C protection in 90-

degree heat and 90 percent humidity, had completely framed and roofed
the structure.37 Other facilities, including a decontamination building,

latrine, and concrete boat ramps, were prefabricated at Enewetak Camp
and transported by boatfor installation at Runit.
By 7 August 1977, construction of the operations, maintenance, and

food service facilities on southern Runit were complete. A gate house,

shower room, and decontamination pad were constructed at the hotline

between the contaminated (northern) and the noncontaminated

(southern) portions of the island (Figure 8-13). In September1977, a part
of the old runway was converted to a helicopter pad (Figure 8-14).

Site preparation on northern Runit had to await completion of the DOE-

ERSP in situ soil survey of that area. The Joint Task Group (TG)
proceeded with that work which had to be accomplished to support

cleanup operations and wouldleast affect results of the in situ survey. By !5

November 1977, the concrete ramps were in place to debark trucks with

contaminated material on northern Runit. Completion of the

contaminated debris and soil stockpile sites and the road connecting them

to the ramp area was delayed until 18 December 1977 (Figure 8-15).
Meanwhile, stockpiling of debris had begun.38
Before crater containment operations could begin, concrete batch plant
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facilities had to be constructed just north of the hotline. During tremie

operations, transit-mix trucks would be loaded at the batch plant with

contaminated soil, cement, and attapulgite. These materials would be

charged with water and mixedas the truck was driven from the batch plant

to the crater, where the mix would be discharged into the tremie pump.

Batch plant facilities included a sprinkler system to contro! dust, a t-1/2-

inch screening plant to separate large rocks, branches, and similar

extraneous material from the contaminated soil, feeder belts, and the

plantitself. Materials placed in the hoppers were measured and gravity fed
~ into the transit-mix trucks (Figure 8-16). Foundations and pads for the

batch plant facilities were constructed in February 1978 by personnel from
Company B, USAE, assigned to assist Company A in Runit site

preparation work. They also completed the large cement storage
warehouse, installed a power distribution system, and constructed the

S , northern island road system while Company A completed installation of

the batch plant and rock crusher plant.39 Before work could begin on the
haul roads between the batch plant and the crater, an IMP survey of the

routes was required. Since DOE’s soil characterization work on Runit was

still being delayed, priorities were adjusted to permit the survey and

completion of the roads.40
~ Runit site construction and the crater containment operations required

large quantities of aggregate and rock. Until a quarry could be opened on

 
w FIGURE 8-16. BATCH PLANT OPERATION.
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Runit, aggregate from an old stockpile on Enjebi was used. In Novembe,
1977, the JTG began quarry operations at the site designated in the quarry
permit issued by POD,i.e., on the reef just south of the Runit hotline
(Figure 8-17). Quarry operations were constrained by the time and height,
of tides which did not always coincide with normal working hours, [,
December 1977, permission was granted to billet troops overnight op

South Runit to facilitate quarrying at low tide and to save timelost jp
commuting from Lojwa Camp.*!

A crushing and screening plant, obtained from existing Department of
Defense (DOD) assets, was installed near the quarry. Its capacity was
morethan adequate to keep the project supplied with aggregate (Figures 8.

18, 8-19, 8-20). Crushed coral rock was processed and separatedinto four

sizes: 1-1/2 inches and larger, 3/4 to 1-1/2-inch aggregate, 3/4-inch to

number 4 aggregate, and fines. The latter three sizes were used for the
production of clean concrete. When the plant began operations, the

aggregate was washed, but this step was later dropped as unnecessary.

The Commander, JTG (CJTG) was able to work around manyofthe
planning and scheduling constraints on Runit site preparation. Runit
construction also was constrained by shortages of plumbing andelectrical

supplies caused by a severe winter in the eastern United States, as was

other camp construction at Enewetak. Nevertheless, Runitstockpile sites

were ready to accept contaminated debris and soil from the otherislands

 FIGURE 8-17. QUARRY ON RUNIT.
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on schedule on [5 November 1977, and crater containment facilities were
ready to begin operation on 15 May 1978.42

CRATER CONTAINMENT PROCEDURES

Concepts for the POD crater containment design and procedures in
CONPLANI-76 for its execution were developed concurrently. According
to the plans, a mole was to be constructed during the site preparation |

phase (15 June 1977-15 April 1978) to minimize the effects of tides and

storms and reduce the quantity of radiological particles which could escape
to the ocean during containmentoperations. Later in this phase, when
cleanup Operations began, contaminated soil and debris from the other

islands would be stockpiled on Runit.43 Originally, all contaminated

debris, including that from Runit, was to be collected before the tremie

placement operations were complete in orderto insure that it was properly
encased in slurry.44 The POD design and the Field Command Operations
Plan 600-77 (OPLAN) subsequently were amended to allow encasing

contaminated debris during the soil-cement phase by forming a dike

uround the debris and pumping contaminated slurry mix within the diked
area.45-46 When sufficient soil was stockpiled to assure effective tremie

placement of the slurry, containment operations would begin.47.48
Effective placement requires a stockpile large enough to permit as near a

continuous flow of slurry as possible to provide as monolithic a mass as

possible. Stockpiled material would be screened to the maximum size
permitted by the concrete pump. Oversize material would be handled in

the same manneras contaminated debris; i.e., encased in the slurry.?9
During tremie operations, construction would start on the northeast half

of the keywall. By the time tremie operations were complete, most of the
remaining contaminated soil should have been stockpiled so that the

required volume and shape of the dome could be determined.59 The
remaining keywall could then be constructed concurrent with soil-cement

operations. The sequence and timing of these actions werecritical. They
were plannedso as to permit the mosttimely and effective completion of

the project. However, they had to be modified to compensate for

unexpected events.

MOLE CONSTRUCTION

The POD designcalled for construction of a mole; i.e., a massive wall of
large stones or dike (see Figure 8-9), around the ocean side of Cactus
Crater prior to beginning containmentoperations in order to minimize the
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effects of tides and stormsonthe containmentsite.>!.52 It was designed ty
last only 2 years, until containment was complete.°3-54 Due to unforseen
on-site changes, construction of the mole began 4 April 1978

approximately 9 monthslater than envisionedin the earlier planning. This
late start did mot permit its completion prior to the beginning of

containment operations.

Construction of the mole wasinitially constrained bydifficulties in roc,
deliveries from the quarry on South Runit. On | April 1978, the Pop
quarry permit was amended to permit an additional quarry on the reer
adjacent to Lacrosse Crater. Use of this quarry considerably reduced the
haul distance and eliminated delays in crossing the hotline. The mole
construction rate increased substantially after the new quarry was opened,

Even so, the mole was only 20 percent complete when tremie operations

began.55 When Typhoon Alice struck in early January 1979, the heavy
seas and huge waves dumped large amounts of sand into the crater.56
Since the mole wasstill less than half complete, a fair evaluation ofits
effectiveness against such storm actions could not be made.
To facilitate mole construction and debris cleanup, the CJTG

recommended that the numerous contaminated concrete blocks near the

north quarry be used in the mole.5? Field Command did not concur
because of the contaminated nature of the material.58 Much later,
however, approval was given to use rejected keywall sections of
noncontaminated concrete in constructing the mole.

Construction on the mole was completed on 21 October 1979, several

weeks after the crater container had been capped.5? It was far enough
along during the capping operations, however, to serve its intended
purpose. The mole was subsequently improvedto the extent that it would
provide continuing protection for the containment structure.

TREMIE OPERATIONS

Dueto delays in starting soil cleanup, there were only about 3,700 cubic
yards of soil in the Runit stockpile when tremie placement began.® The

tremie facility consisted of a concrete pump which forced slurry through a
5-inch flexible pipe constructed across a floating footbridge to a crane

mounted on a barge floating in Cactus Crater (Figure 8-21). The feeder
pipe was connected to an 8-inch-diameter pipe suspended from the crane
boom as a placementdevice (Figure 8-22). Cables anchored on the shore
and connected to winches on each cornerof the barge were used to move

the barge about in the crater.
The tremie mix was deposited into transit-mix trucks at the batch plant

in the industrial area north of the hot line. The mix contained three bags of
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FIGURE 8-22. TREMIE BARGE AND CRANE.

cement and one-half bag of attapulgite per cubic yard of contaminatedsoil.

The contaminated soil had been filtered through a I-1/2-inch screen at the

screen plant, with oversized material treated as debris. This step was

essential because the concrete pump could not accommodate aggregate

larger than |-1/2-inch nominal diameter. Attapulgite clay was used to

improve the workability, lubrication, and cohesivenessof the slurry in the
pumping and underwater placement operation. Water was added and the
materials were mixed in the transit-mix truck en route to the tremie pump.

There the slurry was pumped through the pipeline and deposited on the
crater floor.

OPLAN 600-77 stated that contract consultant services, if required,

would be provided during actual tremie placement operations.®! In
response to an inquiry from Field Command, U.S. Army Support

Command, Hawaii (USASCH) advised that such services were desirable,
not only for tremie mix and placement but for quarry and batch plant

operation.62 As a result, Field Command arranged for POD to provide
necessary technical assistance.63.64 On 13 June 1978, four technical
representatives arrived at Enewetak to assist in the final calibration and

startup of tremie operations. On {5 June 1978, the first 40 cubic yards of
contaminated slurry were batched and tremied onto the floor of Cactus

Crater. Based on the advice and assistance of the technical representatives, |

adjustments were made to the plant operation to improve output. By the

end of June, 1,223 cubic yards of slurry had been tremied.
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The technicians advised that it would be unrealistic to plan on m
50 cubic yards sustained daily output, even with maximur

daylight hours. In July, additional personnel were assigned to th

operation to provide two-team, double-shift operations cov

daylight hours. At the technicians’ recommendation, Field C

procured another spare tremie pump, this one a duplicate of the

pump, to replace the spare which had been obtained from excess

proved inoperable.65 Equipment problems continued to hampe

operations until 26 September 1978 when a master mechanic was |

by Holmes & Narver, at the request of USASCHandField Com:

maintain and repair equipment which exceeded USAE mait

capability.66.6? The mechanic, Mr. James W.Shively, proved inva
keeping the crater containment equipmentin operating condition

vareity of adverse conditions and continuous personnel turnover. §

On 2 October 1978, Navy divers entered Cactus Crater to in:

material placed there. The existing surfaces of the material ;

even.©? However, core drilling, after the dome had been capped
project completed (March 1980), revealed some segregation andlz
The segregation andlaitance was probably caused by: (1) placing t

during daylight hoursonly,in lieu of 24-hour-a-day operation, (2)
pump failures, (3) difficulties in controlling the discharge en

tremie pipe; and (4) improper dumping of some oversize mater
The POD/Field Command decision to handle oversize m:

debris and encapsulate it in the sturry was not a part of the POD |

the OPLAN.Lacking specific guidance, the JTG disposed of cont

material too large for the tremie pumpby bulldozingit in at the ec

crater. An estimated 7,109 cubic yards of oversized material were

this manner (Figure 8-23).7! When the tremie pump could not
load of slurry, the slurry was discharged from the transit-mix tr

excavated trenches and allowed to harden (Figure 8-24). The |
slurry then was loaded into a dumptruck and placed in the cra

‘‘processed tremie’’ method was used only when necessary

limited to eight loads per day unless approved by CJTG.72

Contaminated debris stockpiled on Runit from the other is!

placed in the crater during the tremie operation. Slurry was used

the material and encase the debris into the concrete mass produc

tremie process. Approximately 4,500 cubic yards of contaminat

were disposed of in this manner.

As the tremie operation progressed and the fill approached th

of the water, slurry was placed by both the tremie barge

inaccessible areas around the crater rim, by using transit-m

(Figure 8-25). Tremie operations were completed on 10 Februar
months ahead of schedule. Thecrater was filled to approximat
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FIGURE 8-24. TREMIE IN EXCAVATED TRENCHES.
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abovethe reef level to an average keywall diameter of 377 feet. The total
crater fill included 4,500 cubic yards of contaminated debris, 7,109 Cubic
yards of oversize material, 47,500 cubic yards of loose soil, ang an
undetermined amount of sand deposited by storm and tidal action. The

soil compaction ratio for loose soil to volumefilled in the tremie operation
was 1.23:1.73

THE STOCKPILE SIZE QUESTION |

When tremie operations ended on 10 February 1979, CJTG noted 4
significant difference between the actualsize of the stockpile of remaining
contaminated soil on Runit and the running balance sheet calculation of
stockpiled soil, as reported by USAE and maintained on JTG records. 4
physical survey indicated there were approximately 3,500 cubic yards in

the stockpile rather than the 28,121 cubic yards carried on JTG books
based on USAEreports of volume of soil transported to Runit less the
USAEreports of volume ofsoil encapsulated by tremie operations.74 4

similar discrepancy had appeared in reporting soil remaining to be

transported from Enjebi to Runit. Detailed investigation revealed that

several factors were involved in these discrepancies including estimating
errors, counting errors, variations in truck loading, not taking into account
the expansion of volume which occurs when soil is removed from its
natural location, and the compaction which occurs when soil is combined

into a slurry. When the error was reported during the 12 February Fission
Products Survey Conference, it was perceived by the planners there as a

mixed blessing. It meant that additional dome capacity and time,as well as
the resources, would be available for containing contaminated soil from
other locations, e.g., Lujor and Runit.

KEYWALE CONSTRUCTION

The keywall was designed to prevent scouring and undercutting of the
containmentstructure. The design mix was for six bags of cement (Type

If) per cubic yard of concrete, subject to final determinationin the field.’
This would produce concrete with a compression strength of not less than
3,000 pounds per square inch (psi) at 28 days. The USAE determined by

field tests that a 6.3 bag mix consistently gave results in excess of 3,000 psi
compression strength. Construction of the keywall in 10-foot sections was

specified in the design.

USAE surveyors laid out and staked the centerline for the keywall

during the first week in October 1978.76 The minimum radius providedin
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the design was selected to begin the keywall; i.e., a radius of approximat

185 feet from the center of the crater. Using the 185-foot radius, an arc v

surveyed and staked out on the reef. The arc fell about 12 feet outsidet

crater lip. Excavation to place keywall forms began on the reef t

following week,’? and thefirst 10-foot section of keywall was placed t

week of 6 November 1978.78 A field engineering decision was made

change the form length to 12 feet to accommodate use of standard s

plywood. This resulted in fewer forms being required for the northern h

| (48 in lieu of 58) without detracting from the roundnessof the keywall.”
Keywall construction was hampered by reef and tide conditio:

Excavation and forming could be accomplished only during that half o

day when the tide was out. The excavations were full of water even at |c

tide, causing difficult and unpleasant working conditions and hamperi

excavation (Figure 8-26). Tidal water in trenches also hampered ¢t
proper placementof concrete (Figure 8-27). Dumping concreteinto t
water-filled forms resulted in laitance in some sections, as was revealed
subsequent core samples.80
Concrete for the keywall was mixed using a type 16S concrete mixer ur

tremie operations were completed. Thereafter, the batch plant, which v

decontaminated on 27 February 1979, was used to produce clean concre

which was then transported to the keywail construction site by transit-n

trucks.

   ‘. Cr, e .
~ Ns 3 —_

FIGURE 8-26. BUILDING THE KEYWALL.
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FIGURE 8-27. PLACING CEMENT IN KEYWALL FORMS.

Eighty percent (40 sections) of the keywall located on the reef was
complete when tremie operations ceased.8! At this point, the total amount
of contaminated material to be contained should have been known,the
configuration of the dome determined, the location of the remaining
keywall staked out and all surrounding material within the dome area

removed to an elevation of 10 feet.82 Instead, because soil cleanup began
late, there were only 3,500 cubic yards in the stockpile and the balance to
be contained was unknown.

At the 12 February [979 Fission Products Survey Conferencechaired by

the Director, DNA in Albuquerque, conferees were briefed on current

project status (Figure 8-28) and advised that soil-cement operations would

begin soon with less than 12,000 cubic yards of soil remaining to be
contained from the islands other than Runit. It was estimated that there
were between 18,000 and 42,400 cubic yards of soil which might be
excised from Runit, more than enoughtofill a circular dome upto 30feet
in height. The Director, DNAinitially decided to proceed with cleanup of

Runit to 160 pCi/g, but subsequently requested that an optional plan be

developed for cleanup of Lujor soil to 80 pCi/g, concurrent with the Runit
cleanup.83 The options were discussed further during a visit to Enewetak

by the Commander, Field Command on 16-21 February 1979, including
options for the shape and configuration of the dome. However,no specific
decision on the shape was made.
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Following an inspection by helicopter, it was discovered that inward
distortion of the circle existed, not apparent from the ground. It also wag

discovered that extending the keywall circle throughout the remaining are

would run it directly into the high banks of ejecta on theisland side. The

CJTG directed that 31 recently placed keywall sections be removed anq

replaced with properly aligned sections.85
The banks had been a concern because it was believed that they

contained high levels of subsurface soil contamination. After the
misaligned keywall sections were removed, the CJTG directed that the

banks be bulldozed, the soil be placed in the soil-cement mix in the crater,
and the keywall correctly aligned. It was then in the crater, and the keywal}

correctly aligned. It was then discovered that the banks contained a large

quantity of contaminated debris, but that the soil contamination was less
than 40 pCi/g.86
Subsequent helicopter surveys revealed that some of the replacement

sections were Slightly out of line. This had no effect on the function or

durability of the keywall but detracted from the aesthetic appearanceofthe

dome. As a result, 24 more sections were removed and replaced.87.88,89

Misalignment of these sections was caused by the incorrect use of a
template to turn the angles between sections. This problem was solved by
using survey proceduresto establish the proper location of each section. A

total of $5 misaligned keywall sections were removed and used as armor
stone in constructing the mole.

The completed keywal! contained 99 sections, 95 of which were [2 feet
long; three, 10 feet long; and one, 9.4 feet long. The circumference was

1,179.4 feet, and the nominal! diameter was 377 feet.9° An estimated 528
cubic yards of concrete were used in the keywall construction.

SOIL-CEMENT OPERATIONS

Once the crater wasfilled to 3 feet abovethe reef, the tremie barge was

stabilized in the tremie, the crane was removed, and the remaining

contaminated materials were stabilized and contained using a soil-cement

process. Thereafter, contaminated soil was delivered to the containment

site by truck and dumpedonthe already processed material. A grader was

used to spread the soil in approximately 6-inch layers (Figure 8-29). Bags

of cementwerethen placed in a pattern designed to provide two bags per

cubic yard and cut open (Figure 8-30). The dry cement was mixed dry with

the soil by a disc harrow towed by a dozer (Figure 8-31). Water then was
distributed over the dry mixture (Figure 8-32). A vibratory roller-

compactor was used next to compact the soil-cement mixture (Figure 8-

33). Tests were made with a cone penetrometerto insure that the design

strength of 300 psi was achieved.



 ka

FIGURE 8-29. SPREADING SOIL WITH A GRADER.
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FIGURE 8-31. MIXING SOIL AND CEMENT WITH DISC HARROW.
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FIGURE 8-33. COMPACTING SOIL-CEMENT MIXTURE.

Soil-cement procedures were tested the week of 11 February 1979. Full-

scale operation began the following week and continueduntil 26 July 1979.

The mound which resulted rose 25 feet above the tremie level, or 28 feet
above reef level. Approximately 1,143 cubic yards of contaminated debris

und 49,492 cubic yards of soil were contained in the soil-cement mound.

The compaction factor for soil placed by this process was 1.01:1.

Subsequent core sampling revealed that the soil-cement was packed

firmly, fairly impermeable, and did not represent a source threat of

radionuclides.9! In all, over 104,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil were

placed in the Cactus Crater containmentstructure by the combined tremie
and soil-cementoperations (Figure 8-34).92

THE DONUTHOLE

Because of delays in collecting debris from the AomonCrypt (described

in Chapter 7) and the island of Runit itself (described in a subsequent
section), all the contaminated debris could not be encasedin slurry during

the tremie operation as originally planned. The POD design providedfor
disposal of debris during the soil-cement operation by building dikes in
which the debris would be placed and encased with contaminatedslurry.

|
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SOIL (CUBIC YARDS)

ISLAND CURIES CRATER DOME TOTAL

a. Medren 110 0 110

b. Aomon 1.29 10,603 0 10,603

c. Aomon Crypt 93 448 9,328 9,776
d. Boken 1.01 421 4,516 4,937

e. Enjebi 2.57 43,023 9,984 53,007

f. Lujor 1.70 0 14,929 14,929
g. Runit 7.22 0 10,735 10,735

h. Total 14.72 54,605 48,492 104,097
 

CRATER/TREMIE OPERATIONS — COMPLETED 10 FEB 79 (CUBIC YARDS):

a. Soil removed to Runit by 10 Feb 79 58,105

b. Remaining in stockpile on 10 Feb 79 3,500
c. Placed in crater as oversize 7,109

d. Placed in crater as slurry (a-b&c) 47,496

a. Total crater volume 50,249
f. Volumefilled by debris 4,500

g. Volumefilled by oversize 7,109
h. Volumefilled by slurry

5,520 batches @ 7CY batch 38,640

i. Soil compaction (d-h) 8,856
j. Compaction ratio (d=h) 1.23:1
 

DOME/SOIL-CEMENT OPERATIONS(CUBIC YARDS):

a. Stockpile on 10 Feb 79 . 3,500
b. Soil removed to Runit after 10 Feb 79 35,257

c. Soil excised/encrypted from Runit 10,735
d. Total soil encrypted in dome (at+tbtc} 49,492
e. Total dame volume 50,081
f. Volumefillad by debris 1,143
g. Volumefifled by soil-cement 48,938

h. Soil compaction (d-g) 554

i. Compaction ratio (d+g} 1.01:1
j. Total soil placed in crater and dome 104,097   
FIGURE 8-34. CONTAMINATED MATERIAL CLEANUP/CONTAINMENT.

>
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As soil-cement operations began, an area approximately 100 feet in

diameter was left open in the center of the mound. This area was

commonly called the “Donut Hole” (Figure 8-35). .
As contaminated debris was delivered to Runit, it was placed in the

Donut Hole and chokedin place with a four-bag (per cubic yard) mix of

clean slurry. The Donut Hole remained open until mid-July 1979, when

contaminated soil from Runit was used to complete the soil-cement

operation so that the capping could be completed.

HOT PARTICLE DISPOSAL

There was considerable discussion regarding disposal of the more than
400 plastic bags of soil filled by the FRST and others in excising the
plutonium-contaminated fragments on Runit. Mr. Roger Ray, the ERSP

Manager,believed it would be better to treat these bags separately and not
place them in the crater. The Director, DNA, and Commander, Field
Command were willing to have the ERSPtake responsibility for the bags
and for their safeguarding, storage, transport, and disposal but, if this

responsibility remained with DNA, they favored crater disposal.94 The

ERSP Manager responded that these particles might have transuranic

concentrations in the range of one thousand to one million times the
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concentrationsin other soil and merited special handling. He believed they

represented “‘high-graded’’ material and, once brought under contro},
should not again be released but should be retained in DOE-ERSPcustody
until completion of the Runit effort. At that time, the DOE-ERSP woulg

propose and obtain approval of a disposal plan. He recognized that it was
highly probable that some particles remained in the Fig-Quince area ang

could be unknowingly placed in the dome or remain unexcised, but he
believed that the fragments which had been found should remain under
DOEcontrol.95
The JTG J-2 and DOE-ERSPtechnicians on theatoll reviewed data

available on the fragments from the FRST survey and otherfiles and

conducted a radiological sampling of the physical material. It was
determined that the total of all material collected in bags measured

approximately 60 millicuries of transuranics. The fragments themselves
appeared to be weathered metal, some of which had concrete or soil

attached, rather than high-graded plutonium. The transuranic contentof

the fragments, which had been the cause of concern, wasrelatively low.%6
Because of these findings, the bags of material were placed in the Donut
Hole and choked with concrete slurry.97

RUNIT DEBRIS CLEANUP

Although the EIS required disposal of all hazardous debris and crater
containment of all radiologically contaminated debris, the cleanup of

debris on Runit had been accomplished less rigourously than on other
islands. This was not intended, or realized, by the Director, DNA or

Commander, Field Command. It was apparently fostered by the concept
that, since Runit would be quarantined, cleanup of debris there was a low-

priority task. Too, since the debris was near the crater and transportation

was not complicated, the cleanup could be set aside until the end of the

soil-cement phase was near. Both of these views turned out to beilt

conceived. In reports from the atoll in September 1978, the CJTG
interpreted the tasking to clean Runit soil to 160 pCi/g using available
resources as applying to debris cleanup as well.?8.99 This interpretation
drew a strong response from the Director, DNAtotheeffect that all debris
on Runit must be removed. Nevertheless, Runit debris cleanup continued

to be given low priority by the USAE well into 1979.
Runit debris had been surveyed initially by the FRST in July 1977.

Another debris survey was conducted for the radiological characterization

of Runit in December 1977. Additional surveys were madein thelatter

half of 1978. Some of these surveys were directed primarily toward
identifying hazardous areas for radiological safety and control, rather than 
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roward identifying the appropriate disposition of each item. During the

September 1978 survey, it was estimated that there were approximately

10,000 cubic yards of debris on Runit andits associated reef areas, 4,100 of

which should be disposed ofin the crater, !00 A resurvey 2 monthslater

estimated that only 2,200 cubic yards need be disposed ofin the crater. 101

Someofthe higher levels of gamma contamination (maximum intensity

of 25 milliroentgens per hour) were found in a twisted metal debris pile on

the reef just north the old runway. Other metal located in the area of the

Blackfoot GZ had gammareadings up to 17 milliroentgens per hour, !02

Debris underwater and on thereef had to be surveyed and markedseveral

times because wave action removed both the paint and the engineer

ribbon used to code its radiological condition. Efficiency of this operation

could have been increased greatly if the USAE had beentaskedto provide
equipment to remove debris as it was being surveyed.!03 By the end of
1978, only 1,724 cubic yards of debris had been cleaned up on Runit, most

~ of it by the WBCT or during the removal of contaminated debris from

South Runit in 1977, 104

The delays in accomplishing Runit debris cleanup had adverseeffects.

The landing craft which had been beached near Station 1310 during the

testing period to provide shore protection were sufficiently exposed in 1977

to have permitted complete demolition and removal. However, by late

1979, due to settling and shifting sands, only portions of the
superstructures were exposed, and major excavation would have been
required to remove them. These landing craft were not contaminated;

therefore, it was decided to remove the exposed hazards only. The most

serious adverse effect of the delays, however, was that red debris

~ continued to be located after containment operations had been completed,

requiring extraordinary measures for containment. These are described in

a subsequentsection.[n all, 4,120 cubic yards of contaminated debris and

11,482 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris were removed from Runit
andits reef.

RUNIT SOIL CLEANUP

Several alternatives for cleanup of contaminated soil on Runit were
considered at the 4 May 1978 Enewetak Cleanup Planning Conference

~ including:
a. No cleanup;

b. Clean all concentrations over 160 pCi/g immediately;

c. Clean all concentrations over 160 pCi/g after all other soil cleanup was
complete; and
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d. Clean all concentrations over 160 pCi/g concurrently with otherso;
cleanup, using resources not currently employed on other tasks, The
amountof resources available for Runit cleanup would increase a,
other tasks were completed until, eventually, all resources could be
devoted to Runit cleanup.

The last alternative was adopted, and the CJTG wasdirected to begin

cleanup of contaminated soil on Runit concurrently with other operations,
using equipment available at Runit when not in use on otheractivities.
The CJTG also was directed to segregate contaminated soil into three

stockpiles on Runit according to degree of contamination. The most
contaminated,principally that excised on Runit, was to be used to sustain
tremie operations while disposition of that having much lower levels
would be decidedlater. 195
As the work wasactually carried out, however, the USAE concentrateg

on the crater containment mission on Runit, leaving contaminated soi

and debris cleanup on Runit to be accomplished later. The USAEassisteg
the Navy WBCT in disposal of debris removed from the waters around

Runit, but because other priorities required the use of available personne|

and equipment, no othereffort was made to clean Runit in 1978. To sustain
tremie operations, soil transported from the other islands was used in
filling the crater. ;

The delays in soil cleanup were discussed during demobilization

planning conferences in August and November 1978. Soil cleanup
appeared to be the onetask which could require extending the project. The

Commander, Field Commandnoted, in a message to the Services, that
the 1S April 1980 project completion date in the draft demobilization plan
was based on the assumption that soil removal would be completed on

schedule. He also noted that, while he intended to exert every effort to

hold to the 15 April 1980 date, there was much uncertainty involved in the

remaining tasks.!°6 During the 1-9 August 1978 Demobilization
Conference, the Services were asked to address the issue of extending the

project past 15 April 1980. They responded thatit was possible to extend it

until 30 September 1980, since they had funded the project through the

endoffiscal year 1980, 107,108
In December 1978, the CJTG presented to the Director, DNA, and the

Commander, Field Command, his evaluation of the Runit situation.
South Runit met the radiological guidelines for agricultural use without

soil cleanup. Soil sampling had been completed in the Fig-Quince area and

indicated varied levels of contamination mixed to depths in excess of 4

feet. Soil characterization had not been completed north of the Fig-Quince

area and would require 12 days’ work. An estimated 28 acres in the Fig-

Quince area and 2 acres in other areas needed to be cleaned. The CJTG

identified the following alternative solutions:
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Remove all soil, surface and subsurface, above 160 pCi/g of

transuranics. Estimated volume was over 9,500 cubic yards.

Remove all surface contamination above 160 pCi/g to a maximum
depth of 40 centimeters (16 inches). This would limit the worst-case

volume to 62,920 cubic yards.

Erect a barrier at the hotline and quarantine North Runit. Permit use

of South Runit.
d. Dig a wide channel near the hotline to form two islands and

quarantine the northern one. Permit use of South Runit.

e. Quarantine Runit forever.

The Director, DNA requested more IMP data on South Runit before

making a decision. !09.!10 The matter of Runit soil cleanup, however, was

10 be overtaken by more pressing developments.

At the 12 February 1979 Fission Products Survey Conference, the

Director, DNA reaffirmed that 15 April 1980 was an ironclad end date but

that “If we try to turn away from a job half done, wewill be right back out

there redoing the job with more people and more cost.””!!! A briefing was

presented on the status of the cleanup project which indicated it might

possibly be completed well before the planned end date. Cleanup and

transport of contaminated material from the islands other than Runitwas3

months ahead of the revised schedule. Tremie operations were being

completed 2 months ahead of the revised schedule. Less than 12,000 cubic

yards of contaminated soil remained in the stockpile or to be transported

from the other islands. This would sustain soil-cement operations for

slightly more than 2 weeksat the planned rate of 5,000 cubic yards per

week. Cleanup of Runit, based on worst case estimates of 60,000 cubic

yards, could be completed in only 12 more weeks, or by the end of May

1979, permitting the crater to be capped and demobilization to be started a

month early (i.e., 15 September instead of 15 October 1979). The only

apparent constraint was delivery of cementto sustain the maximum rate of
soil-cement containment.!!2 The USAErepresentative at the conference
confirmed that USAE could excise and contain 5,000 cubic yards of soil

per week on Runit if they had the cement.
The Director, DNA decided to expedite cleanup of Runit soil and to

expedite delivery of the cement. At the end of the meeting, the discussion

turned to Lujor, which had been cleaned only to visitation level (160

pCi/g), not to agricultural level (80 pCi/g), the use desired by the dri-

- ; Enewetak. The Director then directed the CJTG to develop plans for two

options: Cleanup of Runit to 160 pCi/g and Lujor to 80 pCi/g, or cleanupof
Runit alone.

Theinitial response from the JTG staff and the USAEto the proposed

cleanup of Lujor was pessimistic because of anticipated difficulties with
Lujor; i.e., channel access, poor beach and onislandtrafficability, etc.!'5

a.

b.
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However, the CJTG took the morepositive position that it was possible to
clean up Lujor to under 80 pCi/g and the Fig-Quince area on Runi

without extending the project.!!6 The CJTG proposal was modified by
Field Command to consider these alternatives:

a. Clean Runit to reduce transuranic contamination to the lowest leve|
reasonably achievable within constraints of crater capacity and time
and do nothing on Lujor.

b. Clean Lujor to meet the 80 pCi/g criteria (encapsulating the soil),
while accomplishing as rnuch excision on Runit as time and resources
permit (encapsulating the Runitsoil).

c. Clean Lujor to meet the 80 pCi/g criteria without encapsulating all of
the Lujor soil, and concurrently excise and encapsulate Runitsoil as
time and resources permit.

Other considerations impacted on any expedited cleanupof either Lujor
or Runit. These included soil removal requirements remaining at Boken

(Irene), Enjebi, and the Aomoncrypt; soil transport capability; status of

crater fill; cement on hand; containment rate; and projection of crater
domeheight.

After careful deliberation of the Field Commandand JTG inputs, COL
Peters (Director of Enewetak Operations) briefed the Director, DNA on
the recommended options on 8 March 1979. Alternative a, clean Runit
only, could be completed in the time available, would maximizecraterfill,

and could be initiated without any channel clearance operations and
without any need to consider boat transportation capabilities. However,

there would be no guarantee that the island status would change,

excavation to depths of 6 feet might be required, and the EIS requirement

for Lujor would notbesatisfied. Alternative b allowed containmentofthe

Aomon,Enjebi, Boken and Lujorsoil within the time and crater volume

available, and it would change the status of Lujor to the benefit of the
people and in accord with the EIS. However,it would place great demands

on equipmentalready overtaxed, require channelclearance and additional

IMPing, place excavation and transport operations under severe time

constraints, and require additional bulk-haul boat configuration to get the

job done in time. Alternative c had all of the favorable aspects of

alternative b, plus it would permit intensive effort on both Runit and
Lujor. It was less time constrained since the soil from Lujor would not

necessarily be encapsulated. It still would have the problems associated

with access to Lujor, trafficability, bulk-haul boats, and overall efficiency.

Since the cleanup of Runit was of less benefit to the people than the
cleanup of Lujor insofar as the ultimate usage was concerned, andsince
either alternative could be accomplished in time to allow the crater to be

capped by 15 September 1979, the Director, DNA decided to implement

alternative b, with a modification. It was modified to regulate the input of
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Runit soil to 1,000 cubic yards per week and not to exceed 12,000 cubic
yards pending evaluation of the progress on Boken, Enjebi, Aomon and
Lujor.!!7 Bythis restriction on domefill with the easier-to-transport Runit
soil, the Director, DNA hoped to ensure that ali Lujor soil would be

encapsulated. On 13 March 1979, the CJTG received directions to proceed
with concurrent cleanupof Lujor and Runit.!18
As a practical matter,a limit had to be placed on the domesize to assure

that it was completed in time to permit capping and the demobilization by

15 April 1980, the end date set by DNA. Field Command engineers had
suggested that the POD designbe followed and that the dome be extended
inland aS necessary to contain the additional volume required for the

worst-case estimate of cleaning both Lujor and Runit. However,as a result
of discussions during the 8 March 1979 briefing, the Director, DNA

decided that soil-cement and capping operations would be directed toward

4 25-foot dome. !19
Upon receipt of the 13 March 1979 directions, the JTG proceeded to

excise and encapsulate Runit soil at a rate which would sustain soil-cement

operations while awaiting the delivery of soil from the other islands.
Efforts were expanded to open a channel for boats into Lujor but the
strong currents between Lujor and Aej continued to hamperthe successful

marriage of the LCUs with the boat ramp. However, it appeared that the

LCM-8s would be successful in getting into Lujor, but with an attendant

decrease in soil removal capability. By 24 March, approximately 2,400

cubic yards of Runit (Fig-Quince) soil had been contained and, with the
troops on Runit accelerating the containmentrate, the soil stockpile was

almost depleted. The containment rate reached 4,220 cubic yards during

that week, and soil was not arriving fast enough from Boken, Enjebi,

Aomon and Lujorto sustain a stockpile.

The rate of containment for Runit soil caused concern at Field
Commandthat whatever dome volume might remain for contingencies
would be used for Runit soil. The fission products survey was uncovering

additional subsurface contamination on Boken and Enjebi which had not
been considered in selection of a dome volume. The CJTGwasdirected to
halt, temporarily, the containmentofRunit soil after 5,720 cubic yards had

been excised in less than 3 weeks.
The CJTG then requested approval of a plan to maintain an effective

containment rate, clean Lujor to agricultural levels, and make the most
productive use of available resources to clean Runit. The plan provided for
excising and containing Runit soil over 160 pCi/g at the rate necessary to
sustain efficient soil-cement operations (3,000 to 5,000 cubic yards per

week), while stockpiling the Lujor soil for subsequent containmentor
backfill of the Fig-Quince area as circumstances indicated. The suggestion

was based onthefact thatall of the Lujor soil was less than the 160 pCi/g
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level established for surface contamination on Runit.!2° The suggestion
was nearly identical to the original alternative c proposed by Field
Command earlier in March 1979. The suggestion was rejected again on the

grounds that the EIS did not specifically authorize the spreading of low-

level excised soil from one island on another island. The Commander,

Field Command issued new guidance to the effect that maximum effort

should be exerted to excise, transport, and encapsulate Lujor soil and to
transport and encapsulate soil and debris from Enjebi and Aomon. No

more soil from Runit would be encapsulated at this time. To carry out this

guidance, the CJTG would be required to insure selective excision of

Lujor soil and optimize usage of boats for soil transport to Runit.!2!
The Director, DNA and the Commander, Field Commandanticipated

that future action to reduce transuranic levels on Runit would be possible,
at least to reduce the “‘hot spots’’; i.e., the areas which indicate increased

levels of activity after the first excision. The CJTG was tasked to develop a
plan for the selective excision of hot spots on Runit, with the focus on the

Fig-Quince area. In preparing the plan, full consideration was to be given

to: impact of additional work on Runit on the soil removal effort on Lujor;
availability of equipment, personnel, and time to complete the soil

removal plan for the Runit hot spots; and, the impact of the plan on crater
fill and crater capping operations.!22
As a separate but related matter, the CJTG reported that excavation of

the Cactus Crater lip on the island side of the containment structure would

be necessary to permit adjustmentin the keywall alignment and proposed

that this soil be encapsulated as it was excavated. This soil was initially
thought to be highly contaminated. Field Command guidance directed

stockpiling of any soil from the crater lip until such time as the

determination was made onthe disposition of all Runit soil.!23 Actually,

this crater lip soil proved, in subsequenttests, to have very low transuranic
levels; i.e., 5 pCi/g.
By mid-May, Boken and Enjebi soil excavation and transport to Runit

were complete. The Aomoncrypt had been cleaned andbackfill initiated.

All Aomon debris had been hauled to Runit, and Aomonsoil transport

operations were underway, with 8,300 cubic yards of soil remaining to be

transported. Soil excavation was almost complete on Lujor, and 4,900

cubic yards of an estimated 16,000 cubic yardsof soil had been transported

to Runit. Considering dome space remaining and estimatedsoil yet to be
encapsulated, it appeared that there still would be approximately 5,600
cubic yards of space available for Runit soil when that operation was

renewed,!24
On 25-29 May 1979, the Commander,Field Command visited Enewetak

to review the cleanup progress and conduct a change of command.Colonel!

Kenneth E. Halleran, USA, replaced Colonel Robert Bauchspies as the
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Commander, JTG. MG Tate reviewed the JTG plan for the selective

excision of the Runit hot spots. Recognizing that the available dome space

of approximately 6,000 cubic yards would not accommodate all the

contaminated soil from Fig-Quince, the JTG had developed a sequential

jan for excising one-sixteenth hectare areas having transuranic readings

over 160 pCi/g, working from hottest to coolest areas (highest to lowest

readings). The initial excision would be limited to 2,000 cubic yards to

minimize the possibility that all of the contaminated soil stockpiled at

Lujor and Aomon might not be encapsulated. Domecapacity permitting,

subsequentlifts would be made based on DOE re-IMPing on a one-quarter

hectare grid and newareas of highest readings determined. This procedure
would be continued until all one-quarter hectare areas had been reduced to

less than 160 pCi/g or domecapacity no longer existed. Once encapsulation
of all soil ceased and capping operations becamethecritical path, the

USAE would place a 12-inch blanketofrelatively clean soil (less than 160
pCi/g) over the Fig-Quince area.!25 This plan for selective excision of
contaminated soil in the Fig-Quince area appeared to offer the best

opportunity to make a substantial change in the radiological condition of

Runit within the available crater dome volume,considering the potential

loss of volume to other possible excision requirements on Boken and

Lujor growing out of the DOEFission Products Survey (subsurface). On |

June 1979, the Commander, Field Command approved the JTG plan,

emphasizing that completion of the soil removal and the containment

operation was essential to the accomplishmentof the cap completion by 15

September 1979 and subsequent demobilization on schedule. !26
Onceall Boken, Enjebi, Aomon, and Lujorsoil had been encapsulated,

and the Fission Products Data Base Survey had shownnofurthersoil to be

excised, the Runit excision plan was put into effect. Survey results before

and after the selective lifts are shown in Figures 8-36 through 8-42. The
final result, after removal of 5,015 cubic yards of soil, was a 75 percent

reduction in surface contamination in the Fig-Quince area.!2? Although
this was probably the most highly contaminated soil excised on the atoll,

no air sampler readings exceeded the action level of 10 percent of the

maximum permissible concentration (MPC), with the highest reaching

0.04 MPC. On 26 July 1979, soil cleanup operations were terminated on
Runit, and final capping of the dome commenced. A final radiological
characterization of the Fig-Quince area was made by DOE-ERSP,and a |2-
inch blanket of clean soil was placed over the excised area. As a final
check, a complete surface characterization of Runit, using the IMP, was

made by DOE-ERSP in December 1979.
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CAP CONSTRUCTION ©

the dome cap was designed to protect the mound of conta

aterial from natural erosion by wind and water. The POL
mesctibed a nonload-bearing surface of 18 inches of concrete

me strength characteristics as the keywall. Reinforcement

prescribed because the concrete was to be produced using salt wate

yecelerates corrosion of ferrous reinforcing materials. The final c

the cap sections was left to the USAE.In keeping with good eng

} practices, if was decided that each cap section should be as close t
as possible to minimize shrinkage cracking. The USAE decided

{ approximately 20-by-20-foot sections in the first ring, and contir

that size until the shape of the domedictated a reduction in size

the square shape of the individual sections. Each cap section was
~ adjacent sections using forming techniques. The POD design

expansion joint material only where the first ring joined the

(Figure 8-43). The rings were designated by theletters ‘‘A”’ throu

beginning at the keywall and extending up to the top of the dom
Thefirst sections of the ‘‘A’’ ring were placed in May 1979, be

Donut Hole was filled and before final soil-cement operatio
completed (Figure 8-44). The initial 20-by-20-foot forms were f:
on site by the USAE using heavy lumber. The forms wereposit

survey and anchored with pins driven into the soil-cement surf.

forms were used on alternating cap sections. Intermediate

required an end form only. The forms were 18 inches deep and cor
~ 4-by-4-inch tapered key (constructed using two 2-by-4-inch f£

jumber) located from 7 to Il inches from the bottom of the si

(Figure 8-45).
As the capping operation progressed, the use of 18-inch steel fo

recommended. These were purchased by Field Command ai!
through the remainder of the project. The key on the steel fo

approximately the same size as on the wooden forms, but was cen

the bottom third of the form. End formsof heavy lumber still wer:
conjunction with the steel forms.

Once the forms wereinstalled, the area within the form was br

grade. The surface was then raked smooth and covered with poly

- sheets to prevent absorption of water from the concrete. The for

then lubricated to preclude their sticking to the concrete.

| Concrete wasplaced directly from the transit-mix trucks (Figu
For rings ‘‘A’’ through ‘‘E,”’ the transit-mix truck was held in pl:

the winch cable from a dozer. This was necessary becauseofthe|

steep slope of the lower dome and the deteriorating braking sy:

~~ the trucks. Spreading and consolidation of the concrete was acco:
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FIGURE 8-44. SIDE VIEW OF FORMS,
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FIGURE 8-45. WOODEN CAP FORMS WITH TAPERED KEY.

 

FIGURE 8-46. PLACING CEMENTIN CAP FORM.
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using a standard column vibrator and vibratory power screed to dislodge

entrappedair and prevent honeycombing. The powerscreedalso provideg

a roughfinished surface (Figure 8-47). Finishing was accomplishedusing g
woodenscreed followed by the working of the surface with a bull float. The
final finish was applied using coarse brooms to provide a wearing surface

(Figure 8-48). Edging trowels were used to finish the joints between
adjacent sections. After the cap section wasfinished, curing compoundwas
applied evenly over the entire surface.

Although soil-cement operations were finished 26 days later than

scheduled, the time was made up during capping by utilizing additional
manpower and equipment. The cap wasfinished on 6 September 1979, 9

days ahead of schedule. Over 6,000 cubic yards of concrete were used in
construction ofthe cap itself (Figure 8-49).

Several problems arose during cap construction. While the first section
was being placed, the concrete became extremely stiff and difficult to

work. This was caused by the very high temperatures, which caused the

concrete to hydrate much faster than normal. In order to slow down the

rate of hydration, the USAE painted transit-mix truck drums white to

reflect as muchof the sun’s radiation as possible and sprayed the aggregate
and sand with waterprior to mixing them with cement. The accompanying

evaporation produced cooling and increased the workability of the
concrete.

 

FIGURE 8-47. POWER SCREED.
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FIGURE 8-48. BROOM-FINISHING A CAP SECTION,
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To assure that cap sections were 18 inches thick, a gauge was fabricateg
It had the appearance of a huge comb with teeth 18 inches tong
Projections on either end were placed atop the side formsbefore a S€Ction
was poured and moved from one end ofthe section to the other. This

moved the teeth across the surface to be capped so that any depressions o,

protrusions could be detected and corrected. After several sections haq
been placed,it appeared that somecapsections were turning outto be over
20 inches thick, and considerably more concrete was being used than wag

believed necessary. This appeared to be a result of the compaction ofthe
disturbed soil under the tons of heavy wet concrete pouredin eachsection
which, in turn, would require more concrete to fill the form. To
compensate for this effect, the teeth on the gauge were cut to 16-1/2
inches.!28 However, despite these procedures and findings, subsequent
core sampling found that somesections varied, both thicker and thinner,
from the specified thickness.!29

 

ADDITIONAL DEBRIS CONTAINMENT

Failure to accomplish Runit debris cleanupearlier in the project began to
adversely impact capping operations in August 1979. The USAEhad been
conducting whatthey believed to be the final sweeps to removethelastof

the debris from the ocean reef of Runit near the Lacrosse Crater. Though
this debris had been examined several months previously and foundto be

‘‘vellow’’ (disposable by lagoon dumping), after it was removed from the

i water and allowed to dry, FRST screening disclosed that some of the
debris was actually ‘‘red’’ (contaminated, requiring crater containment). It
was the consensus of the USAE and the JTG that this small quantity of
debris could be accommodated in the dome, despite the fact that capping

operations were proceeding rapidly. Depressions were to be made in the

surface of the moundto serve as dikes in which debris wasto be placed and

surrounded with concrete.!3° Properly executed, this would comply with
the POD design. In some cases, however, debris was placed inside the cap

section forms in such a manneras to extend above the surroundingsoil

level. Then, the concrete was placed in the cap section. Consequently,

several cap sections contain pieces of contaminated metallic debris

embedded in the concrete, with the result that less than 18 inches of

concrete coverthe debris. Inasmuchas the debris was placed in the bottom

of the cap sections, it was concluded that spalling would be highly

improbable. Also, since the dome was designedto contain the material and

prevent erosion rather than act as a radiation shield, completely

surrounding and encapsulating the material in concrete appeared to bein

conformance with the intent and integrity of the structure. These

;
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conclusions were later validated by an on-site inspe

representatives of the Army Chief of Engineers, who conclude

placement of metallic debris in some cap sections was ‘‘not detr
the adequacy of the concrete dome cap to provide the erosion

‘ntended.’’!3! Approximately 30-40 cubic yards of debris were

in this manner, in and underthecap sections.
As the USAE mobilized moreofits forces to complete polic

debris on the ocean reef, the seasonal recession of the beache
more and more debris, much ofit proving to be red when mo.

the FRST.It was concluded from aerial and surface reconnaissan
more red debris was being found than could be accommoda!

dome. !32.133 It was at this point that Field Command and HQ
heard that red debris was actually going into the cap sections. 7

was directed to cease all such debris encapsulation in the cap se
was advised that further guidance would be provided on the me

used for disposal.

POD was consulted and sent a representative to the atoll to

problem. After on-site conferences with the JTG and USAE,

was made to add a small extension to the containmentfacility on

side (Figure 8-50).!34 This antechamber wasto be constructed ¢
the keywall with the same design specifications as the existing fz

contaminated debris would be placed in the antechamberand ct

clean concrete slurry. An 18-inch cap would be placed on the cha

the dome cap construction.
The 7 September 1979 Field Commandproposal to DNA was

for execution on 17 September 1979, and the JTG tasked the
construct the antechamber. Work began on 19 September on a
foot addition at the keywall (Figure 8-51). Aside from problems
the water table, the work was completed without mishap.

sweeps of Runit and its reefs yielded approximately 120 cubi

contaminated debris, which were disposedofin the extension be
sealed and capped.135
As the winter equinox approached, the beaches continued

Two monthsafter all capping operations were completed, more

exposed which, based on percentages in the previous Runit d

could be expected to contain a substantial amount of cor

material. The first indications were passed to Field Command t
on 17 November 1979 in a report on seven pieces of red deb
CJTG recommended several alternative methods of dis

requested disposition instructions. While awaiting disposition in

the stockpile of red debris continued to grow. By | Decembe

cubic yards had accumulated. After considering proposals to sea

in drums and ship them to Johnston Island, leave them in plac
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PROJECT TITLE Apoitiona EncaPsy cation SH NO | of 1 sus

LOCATION ENEweraw Aroee  (Runit) SECTION
DRAWING (S) NO.
COMPUTED BY PopMM.DATE _4Sep T4CHECKED BYCATE
 

OESIGN ANALYSIS
1, WALL PANELSTO BE CAST

IN PLACE. IN MAX 10’ LENGTHS.

  

   

  

    

  
  

  

 

2. COVER PANELS TO BE 20x20’.

3. WALL & COVER PANELS

TO BE KEYED PER
ORIGINAL DESIGN. EXISTING

4. NEW WALLS TO KEYWALL

BUTTVOINT
EXISTING
KEYWALLS

APPROX

HI WATER

8° MAX OR TO
CORAL-ROUGHENED

pve" REEF

CAP

APPROX

HI WATER
 

 

  
   SECT “A” 

NOTE: SHOULD NOT AFFECT
STRUCTURALINTEGRITY
OF OOME!

4 b= 20"
CONTAMINATEO OEBRIS
IN CONCRETE SLURRY
PER ORIG, DESIGN

FIGURE 8-50. DESIGN FOR ANTECHAMBER. 
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FIGURE 8-51. CACTUS CRATER EXTENSION.

them in concrete bunkers, !37 Field Commandestablished a disposalpolicy

for any additional red debris on 17 December 1979.!38 Red debris was to be

encapsulated in another section to be added to the lagoon side of the

Cactus Crater extension. The new section would be designed to hold all

red debris on hand and any additional debris that might appear through

March 1980, and would be capped with an 18-inch concrete cover. Red

debris would be collected and stockpiled until mid-February, at which time

the USAE would construct the container and encapsulate the debris on

hand. Space would beleft unfilled to allow for encapsulation of any debris

discovered after military forces were drawn downin February. At the end

- of March, just prior to project completion, the base support contractor

would encapsulate any debris on hand and cap the new annex, conforming

with the design and aesthetics of the previous extension. The second

extension was constructed in February 1980 and consisted of

approximately 13 cubic yards of space. Approximately 4 cubic yards of red

debris were enclosed and slurried in place. On 3! March 1980, H&N
returned to Runit, encapsulated an additional cubic yard of debris which

had been collected in the interim, and capped thefacility (Figure 8-52).
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FIGURE 8-52. SECOND EXTENSION, CACTUS CRATER STRUCTURE.

EXCESS ATTAPULGITE DISPOSAL

As the container cap was being completed, another disposal problem

becamecritical. Only 38 percentof the attapulgite anticipated in the design
was used. This resulted in the need to dispose of over 14,000 bags which

remained on the atoll. After several months of seeking local solutions, the
JTG reported the excess in June 1979,139

Attempts were made to find other government agencies with a
requirementfor the attapulgite. One was located in Louisiana; however,it

i was determined that the cost of repackaging the bags, which had

deteriorated badly at Enewetak, and shipping them to New Orleans would
exceed the cost of new attapulgite. Other disposal methods, such as lagoon
dumping or spreading it on the Fig-Quince area of Runit, were rejected on

environmental grounds. On 13 September 1979, the JTG was authorized to

seal the excess attapulgite in existing concrete bunkers on Runit. The

bunkers were marked to identify permanently the material they
- contained, !40
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QUALITY CONTROL AND RESULTS
R

if there was an evident shortcoming in the construction portior

ect, it was in the quality control standards and procedures

Prnis Crater container. Someareasof quality contro] were well ex

ce example, directions and procedures for insuring that comer

as for concrete used in the keywall and dome were adequate,;

rests were documented. A total of576 concrete cylinders weretesti

ests averaged 5,354 poundspsi with a high of 8,401 psi and a low o
asin indicating a quality of concrete far exceeding the 3,000 psi

requirement. Penetrometer tests of the soil-cementreflected |
strength consistently in excess of the required 300 psi. On the othe

no single individual was tasked with overall responsibility for assuri:

compliance with the design specifications and adherence

construction schedule or sequence, or for providing continuity, gu
and supervision throughout the keywall and dome construction. DI?

designated, as the DOD Project Manager, to be the desig

construction agent to supervise the execution of the project, !4!

which normally would havefallen to the Corps of Engineers on at

construction project. In delegating responsibilities to Field Con

DNA was specific in the guidance for coordinating the preparat

plans and conducting the cleanup and assuring timely and ac

logistical support services.!42 However, there was noclear-cut del
of the responsibility for providing professional civil engineer con

guidance, and expertise. Some at Field Commandbelieved that D!

retained this overseer responsibility. Others felt that it would be ex

through the establishment of the JTG, with its engineering sectic

the designation of an engineer officer to be the JTG comn
Consequently, formal procedures for exercising this technic:

engineering responsibility were not institutionalized. When spe

technical expertise was required, the JTG generally would
assistance from POD.

As tremie operations were being completed in February 1979, H¢

tasked Field Command to establish a quality control program for c

and soil-cement in order to assure the durability of the conta

structure for a long period of time.!43 The CJTG reported that ac

quality control program had been implemented in October 1978, a

concrete cylinders were being tested. !44
In the concrete quality control program, the need to establish a

of controis during the tremie phase was not adequately highligh

related earlier, some oversize material and debris were pus

bulldozer into the edge of the crater. Diver checks could not inst

these materials were fully encapsulated in slurry or that a monolith
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resulted. Later, during soil-cement operations, contaminated soil and
debris were placed in the Donut Hole without being recorded in daily
inspection logs. Consequently, while indications are that the Materials
were encapsulated in slurry, there are no records that the procedures Were

checked or that managers were assured that the integrity of the

containment process was being maintained.

An investigation by the Army Chief of Engineers after the dome was
completed indicated that there were some deviations from the POD design
and some construction deficiencies. However, according to the
investigation conclusions, they did not affect the adequacy, durability, o,
use of the facility, and the structure was sufficiently stable to achieve the
design intent. !45
A subsequent, more thoroughinvestigation by the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) was requested by the Director, DNA. Specifically, the

NASwasaskedto assessthe effectiveness of the Cactus Crater structure in
preventing harmful amountsof radioactivity from becoming available for

internal or external human exposure and to recommend whether the

assessment should be reviewed at intervals in the future.!46 Included
within this assessment was an evaluation of the permanence of the

structure and an assessmentof the concentration of radioactive materials
contained therein. In March 1980, a team from the NASvisited the atoll to

conducta series of tests to develop information with which to provide their

assessment. These tests included the taking of core samples of the dome
and keywall and coring in depth through thesoil-cement and tremiefill of

the crater and dome. Preliminary review of the core samples indicated
that, while the concrete was of high quality, there were some keywall and

tremie deficiencies which could affect the durability of the crater portion of
the structure. On the other hand, there were noindications that the dome

would not fulfill its intended purpose, and there waslittle reason to be
concerned overthe leakage of radiological materials which might result in

internal or external human exposure.

FINAL QUARANTINE

Upon completion of the Runit cleanup, it was the consensus ofall
concerned (DNA, DOE, DOI and the Enewetak people) that Runit should

remain quarantined indefinitely. There were no overt hazards, radiological

or otherwise, that were knownontheisland orits adjoining reef, and there

were no other cleanup actions that could be recommendedresponsibly.

However, the possibility would always exist that high levels of

plutonium-contaminated subsurface soil could be exposed by wave or

storm action. The legal counsel for the Enewetak people, Mr. Ted
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mitchell. stated it best on several occasions—that foregoing future use of

gunitIsland was the people’s contribution to the cleanup. In the Enewetak

Return Ceremony, described in Chapter 9, Iroij Johannes Peter stated

that. henceforth, the people would consider the island of Runit to be

“OFF-LIMITS.” Thus, although it appears that the material in the storage

container does not constitute a potential hazard and that surface levels of

plutonium concentrations have been reduced to prescribed standards,

onium concentrations exceeding DOE guidelines still exist atplut

subsurface levels, and Runit should remain quarantined.



CHAPTER9

DEMOBILIZATION

EARLY PLANNING EFFORTS

Demobilization of manpower and materiel upon completion o

Enewetak Cleanup Project was covered by only a few proce

aragraphs in the annexes of the Field Command, DNA Operations

600-77 (OPLAN 600-77). Soonafter his arrival at Field Commandir
1977, BG Tate requested that detailed plans be developed

demobilization. Initial efforts to develop the plan werefairly pro fc
Outlines and’ skeleton drafts were prepared and dispatched

coordination and additional input but generatedlittle interest. With

immediate problems, including the growing uncertainty as to wher

cleanup operations might begin, most Field CommandandService a
officers felt it was premature to begin planning for actionsat least 2
downstream.
The work of demobilization was primarily logistics oriented: razing

camp facilities; disposing of excess materiel; and shipping perso

equipment, and supplies to other locations. The Field CommandLo;

Directorate began coordinating with its counterparts in other agenc

develop plans for accomplishing that work. Demobilization planning|
by defining the condition desired at the end and identifying, in re

chronological order, the actions necessary to achieve that end conc
On 6-7 July 1978, Field Command planners met with Mr. Char:
Nelson, Holmes & Narver’s, Inc. (H&N) managerfor the Trust Ter
of the Pacific Islands (TTPI) Rehabilitation Program, to identif
condition required at Enewetak after demobilization actions

complete. !
Mr. Nelson provided guidance for disposition offacilities at the

work site, Lojwa Base Camp, and Enewetak Base Camp, based c
recent meeting with the Enewetak Planning Council. Maps of Ene:

(Fred) Island were annotated to identify those facilities that would re

after demobilization. Further review indicated that these remi

facilities would be adequate to support a work force of 200 to 400 th
completion of the project with only minor adjustments. Power,'

communications, billeting, medical, petroleum, oil and lubricants (

and boatfacilities would remain essentially intact. Some changes wo
required to continue laundry and food service support on a tem,

basis while the permanent facilities for the functions were

dismantled.2 With the main objective andstrategy identified, develo;

473
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of detailed plans for deactivation of the main camp was deferred

meeting could be scheduled with the other agencies involved.

Meanwhile, the Field Commandplanners were coordinating w:
Defense Logistics Agency and Service action officers to develop pi.

disposition and retrograde of materiel. Procedures were develo

utilize the Defense European and Pacific Redistribution Activity :
for redistribution of excess property between agencies participating

cleanup and rehabilitation effort. A system was developed for re;

and compiling all necessary data on potential retrograde material:
maximum use could be made of nonreimbursable U.S. Navyseali
29 June 1978, the Commander, Joint Task Group (JTG) conv
meeting of representatives from all activities on the atoll to obtai

proposals and questions regarding demobilization in preparation |

first all-agency demobilization planning conference.5

1-9 AUGUST 1978 CONFERENCE.

On 1-9 August 1978, representatives from the several agi
commands, and contractors involved in the Enewetak Cleanup Proje
Rehabilitation Program metat the atoll to develop plans for clean

inactivation of the base camps, for support of forces remaining dur
period of demobilization, for redeploymentof personnel, and for d
or retrograde (i.e., return shipment) of materiel. Following a 5
discussion of goals and policy, the conferees were briefed on there:

previous planning efforts, including identification of those En:
Campfacilities which were to remain after demobilization. Most

cluster of buildings around the three-story barracks were to remai!

varying degrees of modification, to form the core of the dri-En
community center (Figure 9-1). They also could be used by the JT‘
late in the project, then released, as required, for modification by th

Rehabilitation Program contractor. There were facilities in the c

offices, billeting, medical services, communications, and recreati

mostof the forces remaining through demobilization. The industr

ofshops and warehouses would be moreofa problem sinceit woulc
site for construction of several homes. Alternate facilities would hav

found for maintenance and storageactivities.

After the basic strategy was outlined, the conference was divid 
‘ working groups: a communications group to plan demobilization

1 primaryfacilities while continuing to provide minimum essential :
a an engineer group to develop detailed schedules and plans for remo

4 modification of buildings and utilities; and a logistics group to ¢
plans and procedures for disposition of excess property, shipn

- ee
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personnel and materiel, phasedown of base support services, ang to
develop the text for the basic plan. It was decided to issue the
demobilization plan as an annex to the basic cleanup project operations
plan. It was designated Annex Y to OPLAN 600-77.
During the conference, it became apparentthat there would be some life

support and base support facilities which could not be demobilized unpj
such time as supported forces no longer required their use and which
would require time to demobilize after the last of the cleanup forces
departed. For example, the billets and food service facilities, which were
required to house and feed 200 troops through the night before they
departed, could not be dismantled and disposed of overnight. The base
support contractor, H&N-Pacific Test Division (H&N-PTD), wouig
require time to demobilize these remaining supportfacilities. This effort,
referred to as the contractor’s ‘‘rollup,’’ was not considered part of the
cleanup project since it could not be accomplished until after the JTG
departed. It was agreed that separate plans would be preparedfor the rollup
effort.

It was decided that Lojwa Camp would be inactivated about 1 October
1979 and that all personnel, including those working on Runit, would be
billeted on Enewetak. TTPI had requirements for most of the Lojwa Camp
electrical distribution system, and the dri-Enewetak wanted the materials
from the temporary buildings which the JTG had planned to raze and

burn.It was agreed that the JTG would removeall nonexcess government
property from Lojwa Camp,after which TTPI and the dri-Enewetak would
complete the cleanup of the camp in exchangefor the remaining building
materials. Similar exchanges of cleanup work for equipment were madefor

the power plant and telephone exchange at Enewetak Camp.

It was decided that the Enewetak dining hall (Building 36) would be
phased downincrementally as the population decreased. This would allow

the rehabilitation contractor to dismantle sections of the building for

materials required to complete the community center and to clearthesite

for a house. Industrial laundry support would be acquired from Kwajalein
Missile Range beginning in November 1979 to permit removal of the
Enewetak Camp laundry from the site where two houses were to be
constructed.
The procedures being used by Field Command for radiological

monitoring and decontamination at Johnston Atoll were adopted forall

materiel shipped from Enewetak in order to insure that no contaminated
items were released for uncontrolled use. Detailed procedures were

developed for screening, redistribution, and disposition of property

(Figure 9-2).
Oneofthe uncertainties of planning for demobilization was the timeit

would take to complete soil cleanup, which had begun on Enjebi only 3 
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weeks before the conference. The conference representatives were askeg
for comments on the impact of extending the project and on how far in
advance would they require notification that it would be extended.’ Th,
Departmentof Energy (DOE) and H&N-PTDadvised that there would be
no adverse impact. The Services advised that there would be Minimal

impact in extending the projectto as late as 30 September 1980 since the
were funded for project support through Fiscal Year 1980 (FY 80), The

organizations which an extension would have adversely affected were
TTPI and their prime rehabilitation contractor, H&N.If the construction
contract with American International Constructors, Inc. (AIC) could not
be completed on Enewetak Island because it was impeded by unfinisheg
cleanup work, AIC could insist on an expensive extension to their
contract. It also was anticipated that Rehabilitation Program funds woulg
be depleted by April 1980.8
Although there were a few technical problems remaining to be solved,

the only issue not resolved at the conference was when to terminate

helicopter support. The Army believed it could be eliminated as soon as
cleanup work was complete on the islands other than Enewetak. The

Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) desired to retain some helicopters for

search and rescue and medical evacuation (MEDEVAC)supportright up
until the last Department of Defense (DOD) personnel departedtheatoll.
This issue was deferred for resolution at the next planning conference. The
August 1978 conference achieved much more than expected, producing a
complete draft demobilization annex in less than 6 days. A‘ briefing on

results of the conference was presented at Headquarters, Pacific Air Forces
on 14 August 1978 for interested officials from the Hawaii area.?

14-15 NOVEMBER 1978 CONFERENCE

The second all-agency demobilization conference was held in

Albuquerque on 14 November1978 to resolve the remaining issues andto

finalize the demobilization annex. It was agreed that the Army LARCsand

two helicopters could be retrograded on the September 1979 sealift. Two

helicopters would be retained until the end of the project.

The financial appendix to Annex Y was completely rewritten to identify
exactly which demobilization costs would be financed by Military

Construction (MILCON)funds. It appeared that MILCONfundsprobably
would not cover all demobilization costs; however, the Service
representatives advised that their FY 80 budgets probably were adequate

to finance those costs not covered by MILCONfunds. It was agreed that

any major increases in project costs due to increased workload or new tasks

would require a conference ofall participants to determine howto finance

them.!
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Requirements for support of the contractor’s rollup operationsal

discussed at the conference. It was agreed that the Military

Command (MAC) would continue to provide channelairlift suy

long as it was required by Field Command. U.S. Air Force represe

also agreed to provide communications equipment until the end a

operations if the Mid-Pacific Research Laboratory (N
communications equipment proved to be inadequate. At least one

landing craft and one YC barge would be required and mannedb:

PTD during rollup to dispose of scrap from dismantling the remain

support systems and buildings. It was agreed that these craft c

retrograded on the summer 1980 Navy opportunesealift if they w

serviceable. !!
Based on the conference, Annex Y wasfinalized and publisher

December 1978. A revision was issued four monthslaterto reflect

in manning and cleanupoperation schedules resulting from additio

Fission Products Data Base survey and cleanup of Lujor for agri

use.

RETROGRADE PLANNING

The vast majority of equipment to be retrograded from Enewe
owned by the Army. In March 1979, the project officer for. Headq
U.S. Army Material Development and Readiness Command (DAR
Mr. Ralph B. Lehman, scheduleda series of conferences in San Fi

and San Diego, California, to coordinate equipment retrograde
with transportation and supply agencies.

At the San Francisco conference on 12-14 March 1979,

procedures, and schedules were developedto identify and inspect 1

for retrograde prior to each Navysealift (Figure 9-3). Seventy days

each Navy task group arrival at Enewetak, Army depot technician

inspect equipment at Enewetak that would be available for retrog
that convoy. Concurrently, Field Command would conducta joint

by representatives of Governmentactivities in the Pacific area,ir
the Defense Property Disposal Region-Pacific (DPDR-PAC).
Island, Johnston Island, Kwajalein Missile Range, and the TTP
would inspect potential excess and arrangeforits transfer or dis

appropriate. The Army depot inspectors were authorized to make

decisions on Army-managed items to be retrograded or dispose

salvage or excess. Procedures were coordinated with Military

Management Commandrepresentatives to arrange for transporta!
routings from the Naval Supply Center in San Diego, where tt

would be offloaded and the cargo forwardedto final destinations.!2
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At the San Diego conference on 14-15 March 1979, arrangements were

made with the Naval Supply Center to provide port handling services to

augment ships’ crewsin offloading retrograde from the Navy ships and to

provide freight forwarding services. It was agreed that United States Army

western Command (WESTCOM)would deploy equipmentoperatorsvia

the Navy ships to drive the equipmentoff the ships at San Diego. The
Commander, Naval Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet (COMNAVSURFPAC)

representatives at the conference advised that their sealift support for the

Enewetak Cleanup Project was considered a COMNAVSURFPAC

mission rather than an opportunesealift and that the sealift scheduled for
April 1980 would bea dedicated sealift with enough capacity to removeall

remaining retrograde.!3

DEMOBILIZATION BEGINS

Within 2 weeks after the retrograde planning conferences, the first

significant demobilization sealift was accomplished. On 26 March 1979, an
Amphibious Squadron (PHIBRON)returning to the United Statesafter a
Western Pacific tour of duty, met with the westbound squadron which was

to relieve it in the Enewetak lagoon. This rendevous, called a PHIBRON

turnover, involved 13 ships. The cargo planning officer for the convoy,
Captain Terrance Labar, USMC, had arrived byaircraft 6 days earlier to
work with the JTG Logistics Officer, J-4, Lieutenant Colonel James H.

Rogers, USA, and the H&N Supply Officer, Mr. Jack Livingston, in

planning the loading operation. This on-site planning preceded each Navy

sealift of retrograde material and was essential to assure safe, efficient

loading of the Navy vessels. The cargo planning officer knew exactly what
space was available for loading on which ships and any height or load

limits. Enewetak logistics personnel provided the dimensions, cube, and
weight for each piece of cargo to be loaded. Based onthis information, the
loading sequence andlocation for each item could be preplanned.

Several lessons were learned on the March 1979 sealift. An attempt was

made to begin loading cargo before offloading was complete. Facilities and

manpower on Enewetak could not support simultaneous operations,

requiring some lighters to circle in the lagoon until they could be
offloaded. Since they were unfamiliar with JTG decontamination and

certification procedures, one ship’s crew felt it necessary to remonitor each
item before it was loaded aboard the ship. A total of 531 measurement
tons (M/T = 40 cubic feet), weighing 83 long tons, was retrograded on
this convoy. !4,15
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JUNE 1979 JOINT SURVEY

On 19-22 June 1979, 9 months before the project was due to end,
representatives of various agencies conducted thefirst joint survey of

equipment and supplies which would become available for redistribution
as they became excess to Enewetak Cleanup Project requirements.
Agencies represented included HQDNA, DARCOM,DPDR-PAC,the
Departmentof Agriculture (USDA), WESTCOM, COMNAVSURFPAC.
Kwajalein Missile Range, TTPI, the Governmentof the Marshall Islands
(GMI), Field Command, and the JTG. The survey was conducted in
conjunction with an inspection by depot technicians of 80 Armyitems
scheduled for retrograde in September 1979. Based on their deteriorateq
condition, 60 items, including dump trucks, tractors, and construction
equipment, were identified for local disposal. Other items surveyeg

included excess and salvage material from the Enewetak Consolidateq
Supply Account; recreational club equipment at Lojwa Camp; ang

commercial laundry and food service equipment which would become
excess as the base camps were inactivated. Requirements for these items

were submitted to the JTG J-4 by the participating agencies. It was

discovered later that the nomenclatures on the requests weredifficult to

identify with specific items being offered. This problem was solved on
subsequent surveys by using JTG-preparedlistings to request excess.!6

Representatives of the GMIidentified a considerable amountof excess
construction material which was urgently required at Kwajalein Atoll and

Majuro Atoll to repair essential public utilities. When the dri-Enewetak
learned that actions were being taken to transfer property to otheratolls in

the Marshall Islands, they were quite concerned. They did not understand

the policy that U.S. Government excess must be used on US.

Covernment-funded programssuch as those in the TTPI and believed that

all excess should beleft for the dri-Enewetak to use or market. Transfer of
excess to GMI was delayed for several months while TTPI representatives

worked with the people’s attorneys to resolve the matter. Arrangements

were made whereby the GMIfurnished somesealift for the dri-Enewetak

between Enewetak and Ujelang in exchange for dri-Enewetak agreement

that some excess could be used on otheratolls. !7

To expedite screening and disposition of surplus and salvage items, the

DPDR-PAC representative, Mr. George Fisher, developed simplified

evaluation and reporting procedures. His personalefforts greatly facilitated

prompt, effective redistribution and disposal of the Enewetak project

excess. Simplified procedures also were approved by HQ DARCOMfor
disposition of U.S. Army excess through local Enewetak channels. !8
The USDArepresentative was briefed by MPRLofficials concerning

biota found at Enewetak and by JTG officials on the inspection and
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cleaning procedures used on retrograde shipments. He reported that th

measures were more than adequate to assure that Enewetak shipme

would have no problem passing USDAinspections at U'S. ports of entry

During the period 22-28 June 1979, the USS ALAMOprovided »

well repair service to the U.S. Navy Element (USNE)craft at Enewetak

addition, the ship loaded 2,894 measurementtons of retrograde cargo

Pearl Harbor and 1,585 measurement tons for San Diego, includin

disabled Army LARC-LX. The disabled craft was towed by anot

LARC-LX from the beach at Enewetak to the USS ALAMOduring

hours of darkness without incident.20.21 Personnel from the U.S. Ar

Element (USAE), USNE, and H&N-PTD worked well into the night
complete loading of retrograde aboard the ship.

MONITORING AND DECONTAMINATING RETROGRADE

One of the primary concernsof radiological control was to assure tl

contaminated equipment was not removed from a radiologically contro!

island to an uncontrolled island within the atoll. Before equipmentv

removed from a controlled island, it was monitored by the Field Radiat
Support Team (FRST) and, if necessary, decontaminated before be.

released. The release of an item was logged in the FRST Team Chie
report for the island. This procedure also was used for retrograde
equipment from controlled islands during most of the project.

Prior to monitoring, all equipment had to be cleaned by the owning

using activity to remove accumulated mud,grease,oil, concrete, or ot!

foreign matter that potentially could trap contamination or could interfi
with monitoring. To determine fixed contamination, the equipmentv
monitored with portable field instruments for alpha, beta, and gam

activity. The amount of removable contamination was determined
using paper swipes to wipe an area of 100 square centimeters. Then,'

swipes were analyzed for alpha and beta activity either in the FR

laboratory or in the J-2 office. 22
The areas to be monitored and/or swiped were selected as thi

locations mostlikely to contain or entrap contamination, such as radiatc

floor boards, air cleaners, and wheel wells of vehicles. Contaminat

limits for release of equipment to clean areas were based on d:
American National Standards Institute Standard Number N328-1976

amended by DOE-NV.Limits were as follows:

Alpha: 1000 dpm/100 square centimeters fixed or 20
dpm/100 square centimeters removable.
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Beta: $000 dpm/100 square centimeters fixed or 200
dpm/100 square centimeters removable.

Gamma: _115 w R/hrfixed.

As the project drew to a close, the emphasis shifted to Preparing

equipment for retrograde from the atoll. FCRR Standing Operating
Procedure 608-14, Radiological Certification of Enewetak Ato}
Retrograde Equipment, 18 March 1979, was published to provide a more
elaborate system of record keeping andcertification for all equipment.

All equipment identified as having been on a radiologically controlleq
island at any time during the cleanup project had to be certified as
noncontaminated by the Radiation Protection Officer (RPO) or his
alternate prior to its release for unrestricted use off the atoll. Equipment
which was on a radiologically controlled island was monitored andcertifieg
as it was removed from theisland. Sinceall of this equipmenthadto pass

Runit en route to Enewetak, Runit was established as the central cleaning
point for retrograde. Steam cleaners were borrowed from the base support

contractor until the USAE’s own high-pressure solvent cleaners were

delivered. After they arrived, the solvent cleaners were used until they

succumbedto the harsh climatic conditions and long hoursof operation. A

high-pressureair/salt water system using an air compressor and a venturi
nozzle was fabricated by the USAE and used mosteffectively for the
remainderofthe cleaning operation on Runit.23

To minimize transportation of equipment within the atoll, a second
cleaning area was established on Enewetak Island for equipment used

there. Before a piece of equipment was cleaned, it was monitored by
instruments and released to the wash rack. If any possibility of

contamination was found duringtheinitial monitoring, the equipment was
returned to Runit (Yvonne) for decontamination. Only one suchpiece of
equipment was sent to Runit with any measurable contamination,

although below thelimits for retrograde. Although mostof this equipment
was noncontaminated, it was cleaned to remove grease, dirt, and other

foreign matter to allow a higher degree of confidence in the
measurements.

Since another air compressor was notavailable, a fire truck was pressed

into service to provide a high-pressure stream of salt water for the
Enewetakfacility. This method also provedto be quite successful, allowing
the cleaning and certification of much equipment to be accomplished in a
relatively short period of time. Items which could not be decontaminated
were disposed of as contaminated debris. Prior to release of an item of
equipmentfor unrestricted use off the atoll, the JTG RPOorhis alternate
reviewed the results of the monitoring and swiping to insure that the 
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were all within the established limits. The RPO oralternate then
prepared statement whichidentified the equipment and certified

thatit could be released for unrestricted use. The original certificate was
~ kept bY the JTG Radiation Control Division, while two copies were

rovided to the using or owning activity. Shipping documents
accompanying retrograde equipment which had been usedin controlled

areas were annotated to reflect that the equipment had beencertified for

unrestricted useoffthe atall.24
As retrograde cleaning got underway, the basic philosophy developed

within the JTG J-2 and FRSTwasthat, not only did the equipment have to

pe radiologically clean, butit also had to look clean to a casual observer.
From this philosophy, very stringent standards of physical cleanliness
developed andprevailed throughoutthe processing of retrograde. Meeting

these standards was a major challenge for the various owners and

w operators of equipment. Meeting the cleaning standards required much
dirty, grimy, greasy, unpleasant work, sometimes in cramped, hot spaces

under vehicles or inside engine compartments of boats. The lesson that

vehicles and equipment could be cleaned to the exacting standards
required had to be learned, in turn, by each of the major organizations

which had equipmentto be retrograded. .

As each organization went through the learning process on cleaning,

there were complaints that the standards weretoo strict, unnecessary, and

impossible to meet. In somecases, differences of opinion between FRST

and the individuals doing the cleaning led to heated discussions over the
standards and procedures, and the adversary relationship that developed

caused some morale problems. As the success of the retrograde cleaning

became more apparent, many ofthe difficulties were overcome, only to
reappear as a new organization started cleaning their equipment for

retrograde.

The 8th Radiation Safety Audit and Inspection Team inspectors
recommended that the equipment which had never been on radiologically
controlled islands be certified in some manner. It was decided that the

owners of such equipmentcould certify that their items had never been on

a controlled island.

readings

signed 4

SEPTEMBER 1979 SEALIFT

On 3-4 September 1979, the USS FORT FISHERcalled at Enewetak to
pick up retrograde cargo. Army depotinspectors had determined that over

half of the itemsoriginally scheduled for retrograde in September were not
economically repairable. A total of 4,065 measurement tons was shipped
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via the FORT FISHER. There were 345 measurementtonsfor Johnston
Atoll, 1,685 for Pearl Harbor including two helicopters, and 2,035 for San
Diego including two Army LARCs. The Johnston Atoll cargo includeg
sheet pile salvaged from the Aomon Crypt project to repair seawalls a
Johnston Atoll and two IMPsto be used in a planned radiological SUrVey of
Johnston Atoll.25.26

SEPTEMBER 1979 QUARTERLY REVIEW

On 11-18 September 1979, a quarterly review of cleanup ang

rehabilitation work was conducted, including a walk-through of

representative islands by the Enewetak Planning Council, Fielq

Command, TTPI, Micronesian Legal Services Corporation (MLSC), H&N

and AIC representatives. Several demobilization issues were resolved
including a decision by the council that the hangar should be removed.
Since it had been severely damaged bytropical storms, the building now

represented a potential hazard. Concepts for a ceremony to mark the

return ofthe atoll to the people also were discussed with the Council. This

quarterly review was typical of many which were held with the dri-
Enewetak, affording their representatives the opportunity to be actively

involved in the total planning process for the project. These sessionsalso

enabled the dri-Enewetak to review the work progress and to submit
modifications to the lists of facilities to be razed based on current
condition, newly recognized needs of the people, and potential salvage
value. Their modifications were presented to the JTG and rehabilitation

project contractors in the form of resolutions, which bore the approvalof
the Enewetak Planning Council.

On 18 September 1979, the Deputy Director, DNA visited the atoll to
review demobilization plans and progress. A Columbia Broadcasting

System crew also visited the atoll during the quarterly review to videotape

a program on the Enewetak Cleanup Project,2? which was to be later
broadcast nationwide on the ‘‘60 Minutes’’ program. This crew also
traveled to Ujelang Atoll for the Dose Assessment Conference described
in the next chapter.

DOE-ERSP DEMOBILIZATION

As the island radiological surveys were completed, DOE-Enewetak

Radiological Support Project (DOE-ERSP) personnel strength at
Enewetak wassteadily reduced until the end of September 1979 when the
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Jast member departed. Two IMPswere retrograded on 4 September 1979.
The third was retained for the final IMPing of Runit between 24 October
and 14 December 1979 by temporary duty ERSP personnel. The

radiological laboratory was deactivated on 12 September 1979. Samples

collected after that time were sent to Eberline Instrument Corporation in

Albuquerquefor analysis.28.29

LOJWA (URSULA) ISLAND CLEANUP

The demobilization phase of the project schedule began on 15 October
1979. Two of the major tasks to be completed werethefinal dismantling of
the forward base camp at Lojwa and the main base camp at Enewetak.

Lojwa consists of 40 acres and it had been used as a base camp to support
preparations for nuclear tests in the vicinity. Vegetation was dense in the

central portion of the island, nearly covering the concrete slabs which
remained after the test period. The Engineering Study identified 90 Master

Index items and 170 cubic yards of noncontaminated debris for cleanup

action. In addition, most of the base campfacilities constructed during
mobilization were to be removed during the demobilization phase. Lojwa
was to be used by the people for commercial agriculture.30,31

On 13-14 October 1979, all personnel stationed at Lojwa Camp were
relocated to Enewetak Campexceptfor a small contingent from Company

. A, USAE. The contingent, assisted by a DARCOM technician, removed

the four 500 KW generators and associated switch gear from the Lojwa

powerplant and placed them on semitrailers for transport to Enewetak by

LCU. Upon completion ofthis task, this contingent relocated to Enewetak

on 20 October 1979. The remaining tasks on Lojwa and Runit were
supported from Enewetak Camp. JTG forces dismantled and removed
from Lojwa that material and equipment scheduled for retrograde and

disposed of the resulting scrap residue. Serviceable excess quarters

furnishings were shipped to Medren for storage for the dri-Enewetak.

Upon completion of these actions and DOEcertification of the island,

Lojwa Campfacilities reverted to the TTPI in accordance with the United

States use agreementfor final disposition under the TTPI Rehabilitation
Program.32.33

Contractor personnel removed utility poles, transformers, and other
equipment required for government programselsewherein the TTPI. On
12 October 1979, 44 dri-Enewetak workers arrived from Ujelang Atoll.
Under TTPI management, they dismantled 52 temporary buildings and

salvaged the reusable materials. The USNE made 14 LCUtrips to

transport 393 bundles of the material to Medren for subsequentdelivery
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to Ujelang Atoll. Ten buildings and five concrete slabs wereleftin place a,
the request of the dri-Enewetak Planning Council.34 H&N-PTD completeq

the removal and disposed of the remaining building slabs and, in early
April 1980, accomplished the final cleanup of scrap:and debris from Lojwa.
A total of 1,302 cubic yards of debris was removed from theislandto

dumpsite Bravo, and 813 cubic yards of concrete rubble were placed ag

shore protection. DOE-ERSPsoil survey of Lojwa indicated that surface
contamination wasless than that required for Condition C, qualifying the
island for residential use without soil cleanup.

RUNIT (YVONNE) WORK SITE CLEANUP

Removal of the temporary buildings at the Runit work site began in

early October 1979.35 Concurrently, the FRST and USAE were
monitoring and decontaminating equipment from the northernislands,

including Runit, for return to Enewetak Camp. Someitems, such as the

transit-mix trucks, could not be adequately cleaned and monitored. They
were badly deteriorated and beyond economical repair. They were

disposed ofas yellow debris rather than risk release of contaminated items
for uncontrolled use. Although hot line facilities were removed in mid-
November 1979, Runit continued to be treated as a controlled island.36

Final cleanup of the Runit worksite, originally scheduled for completion
in mid-October, was delayed by the need to construct additional containers
adjacent to the Cactus Crater containment structure for disposal of red
debris discovered on the island and reef after the dome had been capped.
The task was completed the last week of December1979.37

NOVEMBER 1979 JOINT SURVEY

The second joint equipment survey was conducted on 6-9 November

1979 following an inspection by Army depottechnicians. The technicians
classified all of the remaining major items of Army equipment in
preparation for demobilization of the USAE. Only 41 of 224 major items

were determined to be economically returnable to the Army supply

system. The remaining items were either being phased out of the Army
system, beyond economical repair, or not worth the cost of retrograde. Of
these, 150 items were offered for redistribution during the November
1979 joint equipment survey along with several hundred other items of

minor equipment and supplies which were salvage or excess to the

requirements of the other cleanupproject participants.38
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Navy inspectors initially determined that eight of the watercraft were

sufficiently serviceable to warrant consideration for return after the

project. Further analysis at COMNAVSURFPACeliminated seven of

those, leaving only one YC barge to be returned at the end of the rollup

effort. The remaining watercraft were transferred to Field Command for

local disposal or redistribution to other Pacific area activities. The only

major items identified by the Air Force for retrograde were the
communications equipment, two POL trucks, and the aircraft loading

equipment.39
During the joint survey, decisions were made for disposition of most of

the materiel which would be remaining at the end of the project. Jointly

funded recreation equipment was to be distributed among the Services for

use at other military reservations. Much of the equipment purchased for

the base camps by Field Commandwasto be shipped to Johnston Atoll to
replace unserviceable and obsolete items there. A water distillation unit,
generator, and several trailers were identified for use in expanding the
MPRLand makingit self-sufficient, since it would remain in service on

the atoll. Much of the medical, food service, laundry, and other

institutional equipment was identified for transfer to other United States-

funded programs at Kwajalein Missile Range, Majuro Atoll, and other
locations in the TTPI. Innumerable items of furniture and supplies which

could be used by the dri-Enewetak were to be stored in buildings or open

storage areas designated by the Municipal Council. By the end ofthe joint

survey, it appeared that almostall of the equipment to be returned to the

military services could be retrograded,if it was not required for cleanup of

the Enewetak base camp,on the Januarysealift.40

ENEWETAK (FRED) ISLAND CLEANUP

Enewetakis the largest island in the atoll. It consists of 322 acres and was
the DOD support base during the nuclear test period. The Engineering

Study identified 310 Master Index items and 27,513 cubic yards of
noncontaminated debris for disposal. Enewetak was scheduled to be used

as a residence by the dri-Enewetak.41.42
‘ Efforts to clean up Enewetak Island began in March 1976, when base

campfacilities were prepared to support a steady increase in population,
~ and continued through the Mobilization Phase (Chapter 3).

Approximately 22,000 cubic yards of commercial scrap was removed from
the island by the salvage contractor in 1978. Almost 5,000 man-hours of
cleanup work on the island were accomplished by TTPI’s rehabilitation

| contractor in exchange for rehabilitation work accomplished by the JTG
‘ on the northern islands.43 JTG element efforts to remove debris from
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Enewetak and the adjacent reef were accelerated in June 1979 as northerp
island cleanup operations were ending.
Two suggestions by H&N-PTD were implemented to improve debris

disposal procedures. First, a dozer was placed on the BC barge and deb.
was loaded aroundit. At the dumpsite, the dozer would pushthe debyjg
overboard. It could push up to 500 cubic yards of material overboard jn
less than 30 minutes comparedto 1-1/2 days required for a crane to offloag
the barge. Next, to reduce barge loading time and offset a shortage of
operational dump trucks, dump truck beds were salvaged from

uneconomically repairable 20-ton trucks and placed on flatbedtrailers to
be loaded with debris. Craneslifted the loaded dump beds and depositeg
the debris directly on the barge.44

In August 1979, a USAE 12-1/2-ton crane with clamshell was positioneg
on two connected USNEfloating causewaysections to assist the Water
Beach Cleanup Team in recovering debris from shallow water. Debris was
picked up with the crane and loaded on the causewaysfor transportto the
dumpsite. The crane-causeway combination could deliver-300 to 500 cubic

yards of debris pertrip to the dumpsite. It replaced the hazardousandless

efficient system of dragging debris ashore, trucking it to the cargopier, and
barging it to the dumpsite. 45
Numerous concrete slabs and all of the aircraft aprons were removed

well ahead of schedule to permit early planting of coconut trees. On 27

October 1979, the JTG Command Group,plus the J-1 and J-3 offices,
were moved from Building 15 to trailers on the fringe of the coreareato

permit conversion of Building 15 to a dri-Enewetak Council Hall. The Base
Exchange was movedto threetrailers near Building 462. On 24 December
1979, the J-2 and J-4 offices were movedto the trailer complex so that
Building 16 could be rehabilitated.46
With the end of the project in sight, the troops were accomplishing the

final camp cleanup much more quickly than anticipated. In mid-October
1979, the Commander, JTG was informed by the element commanders
that all remaining USAE and USNEtasks would be completed on or about
15 December 1979 (Figure 9-4). These tasks, scheduled for completion on
1 April 1980, would be complete 3-1/2 months early. The element
commanderstherefore recommended major reductionsin strength on 19

December 1979, leaving only those personnel necessary to accomplish the
29 January 1980 retrograde sealift and contingency missions, such as

Explosive Ordnance Disposal and equipment maintenance. The cleanup
project would essentially be completed on 15 February 1980 rather than 15

April 1980.
The Commander, Field Command,Brigadier General John H. Mitchell,

was briefed on the proposed new demobilization schedule during his 6-8

November 1979 visit to the atoll. The work remaining to be accomplished
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FIGURE 9-4. ARMY TASKS (ANNEX Y).

was reviewed in detail. Several tasks were identified which could be

accomplished by the USAE rather than by one of the contractors. In

keeping with the intent of Congress to minimize costs by using troop

labor, these tasks were reassigned to the USAE (Figure 9-5).
One major unfinished task was the removal of the hangar, Building 118,

which had been damaged by typhoons and nowconstituted a potential

hazard. It was agreed that HRN-PTD would dismantle the highest portion

of the building, which required skills not available in the USAE,while the

USAE would complete the dismantling and removal of the hangar. The
~ work began on 19 November 1979 and,by the end of the week, 95 percent

of the aluminum sheeting had been removedandstockpiled for use by the

dri-Enewetak.47 By 15 December 1979, in a period of 4 weeks, the huge
hangar had been completely dismantled, the metal stockpiled or disposed

of in the lagoon, and the concrete pad ripped up and used as beach and

shoreline protection. That same week, the last one of the fuel storage

tanks which were not to remain for the people also was removed.48

On 10 December 1979, an all-agency conference was held in

Albuquerque to revise demobilization plans based on the accelerated
progress being made by the JTG. Several issues with the potential to

impact on the momentum of the demobilization effort were discussed. A

L major tropical storm could strike in the closing days and cause damage 
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beyond the capability of the remaining work force to clean up. Early

deployment of JTG manpower and resources might adversely impact
DNA’s obligation to support the rehabilitation program and to assure the

{ completion of all cleanup tasks, including those for which TTP! had

L assumed responsibility from the JTG. A recently discovered error in the
soil survey analysis might require additional soil cleanup on the northern

‘

fea Peett

)
i

islands. Additionally, DNA was especially interested in retaining two

helicopters for search and rescue and MEDEVACmissions during tree-
planting operations on the northern islands and for support of additional

red debris containment operations on Runit if necessary.

The conferees agreed that the two helicopters would remain until after

the 8-9 April 1980 return ceremony; that the Military Services cleanup

effort would officially end 29 February 1980; that the contractor’s rollup

would begin 1 March 1980; and that, should the correction of DOE’s soil

survey data or the ongoing investigations of crater containment requireit,
cleanup forces would return on a TDYbasis.49 Annex Y was subsequently

revised to reflect the acceleration of demobilization actions.

The acceleration of the demobilization effort by the JTG wasparticularly

beneficial in terms of insuring project completion by 15 April 1980. During
7 the demobilization planning in early 1979, it becameclear that a contractor

rollup period would require about 45 days after the departure of all DOD

forces. Thus, with a planned cleanup completion and a departure of DOD
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forces on 15 April 1980, rollup was not scheduled for complet

about 30 May 1980. The Director, DNA had hoped thatal

activities, including rollup, would be completed by 15 April 1980.

acceleration of the withdrawal of the DOD forces and the sta

contractor’s rollup activities on 1 March 1980, mostof the rollup

would be moved forwardto the period before 15 April 1980, thus

the commitment to completeall project activities by 15 April 1°

ully.

Meanwhile, work at the atoll progressed rapidly. The troop-

jaundry was closed, and the building was removed to permit con
of homes on the site. The FRST trailer was movedto the core ¢

the remaining radiological supporttrailers were relocated for ot!
By the end of December 1979, over half of the cleanup fo
departed, decreasing the island population from 947 before Loj:

was closed in October to 425 on 31 December 1979.

On 6 January 1980, the sixth andlast fatality during the project«

Specialist Four Leo E. Morris, of Headquarters and Hea
Company, 84th Engineer Battalion, was discovered lying in

apparently unconscious. Resuscitative efforts by the doctor |

Enewetak Medical Clinic failed to revive him and he was pronour
from apparent aspiration of the lungs on his own vomitus, |

suffocation. Specialist Morris’ remains were flown to Hicka

Hawaii, later in the day, and memorial services were held at the }
Base Chapel.

Later in January 1980, the Air Force Communications Service
deployed an AN/TRS-94satellite communications van to Ene
permit the existing system to be demobilized. Two AN/TRC-96
were deployed, but neither could be made operational '

teletypewriter equipment. Thesatellite system provided a far mor
and better quality of communications than the installed system w

used during mostofthe project.5°

The final Navy sealift of the Enewetak Cleanup Project wz

during the PHIBRON turnover of 25-29 January 1980. A total

measurement tons of cargo was retrograded to Johnston At
Harbor and San Diego on the USS THOMASTONand USSJ

Despite adverse weather conditions, the loading was comr

schedule through the superb efforts of the USNE, USAE, H«

USMCcombatcargo officers, and PHIBRONpersonnel.5!

ENEWETAK ATOLL SEISMIC INVESTIGATION(EAS.

Analysis of the Pacific Cratering Experiment (PACE)
~ Exploratory Program on Eniwetok (EXPOE) results in Ju
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indicated a need for additional crater investigations to develop a
comparison between airblast and crater-related kill/damage probabilities
against hard targets. Since the backboneof the empirical data base crater,
were those in the Pacific and included Mike, Koa, and Oak Craters a
Enewetak, it was important to determine the credibility and relevancy of

those craters as a data base. Following a period of technical review, it was

decided at DNA in October 1979 that additional crater investigations
would be undertaken. Despite the fact that demobilization of the Cleanup

force was already underway, the presence of substantial resources on the

atoll in support of the cleanup requirement provided an excellent
opportunity to conduct theadditional investigations at minimal cost.

The concept for the test required the deployment of an overwater/

overland seismic telemetry system to study crater formation, refraction,
compaction, andprofiles. The technical investigation and the operation of
the telemetry system were contracted to Fairfield Industries, Inc. Thetest

direction, operational aspects, and support responsibilities were assigned

to Field Command. Dr. Byron Ristvet, of the Test Directorate, Field

Command,was assigned as the Technical Director and wasassisted by
Captain Robert Couch, USAF, Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland

AFB, the Deputy Technical Director.

With the demobilization effort in an accelerated state, the remoteness of
the EASI operational area; i.e., northern islands from Enjebi west and

south beyond Bokoluo to the Oak Crater, the safety and well-being of the

project personnel were paramount. Potential hazards to the EASI

operation were great. Isolation of the EASI team, austere support in the
northern islands, limited communications, hazards of operations at the
northern and western reefs, adverse weather and the possibility of
typhoons, harsh climate, environmental! and health hazards, and other

potential dangers emphasized the high-risk nature of the project and

mandated detailed planning and coordination with the JTG. Additionally,
the difference in risk between operations at the Mike and Koa Craters,

near Enjebi, and those at Oak Crater, remotely located on the western

reef, prompted an operational decision that initial operations would be

conducted at the Mike and Koa Craters and, after experience was gained

there, Field Command would decide whether or not any operations at Oak

Crater would be attempted.>2
After discussions with the project participants and the JTG, Field

Command recommended to DNAthat a small base camp beestablished

on Enjebi to support the project. Basing on Enjebi would permit more

effective operations in termsof time available for the survey and minimize
wear and tear on boats, fuel consumption, and interference with final

cleanup, demobilization and rehabilitation tasks. The support

requirements included: dedicated boat support (LCM-8, two whalers) for
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4 45-day period; billeting and messing support, generators, fuel supply;

toll communications; minor welding and carpentry support,

emergency medical support, and evacuation provisions in a contingency

situation. The survey was scheduled for the period 12 January 1980 to 26

February 1980. A mobile trailer was moved from Enewetak Island to

Enjebi to provide billeting and showerfacilities for the 15 participants who

would camp there. Onetrailer was already permanently installed at Enjebi

to support the tree nursery. Portable, tactical radios were assigned to the

team to provide communications support from the base survey vessel, the

LCM-8, to the whalers and to the base camp on Enjebi, as well as to

provide 24-hour communications from Enjebito the Enewetak Island base

camp radio control station. Emergency MEDEVACsupport was provided
by the helicopters attached to the JTG and H&N provided personnel for

messing support and to operate the boats. Food resupply runs were
established to insure a supply of fresh food wasavailable at Enjebi. Prior to

the arrival of the technical survey crew, a 48-hour test of the

communications system was performed and constant communications

were maintained throughoutthe period.

On 11 January 1980, a C-141 MACspecial mission flight took off from

Ellington AFB, Texas, for Honolulu with the survey equipment,

contractor personnel, and Field Command representatives. On 13

January, the flight departed Honolulu for Enewetak. Onarrival, all of the

personnelparticipating in the project were briefed by JTGrepresentatives

on the environment, safety considerations, communications systems,area

of operations, MEDEVACprovisions, weather and tides, occupational

and health hazards, and recreational activities. After equipment
preparations, the survey team joined with the H&N personnel and moved

to the northern camp at Enjebi on 17 January 1980.
By 4 February, EASI survey operations were complete at the Mike and

Koa Craters and, based on operational experience, Field Command

authorized the conduct of overwater multipak and refraction surveys at

the Oak Crater.53 Despite some periods of high winds and heavy wave
action during which operations were suspended, the measurementsat Oak

Crater were completed on 21 February 1980, 3 days aheadof the planned

completion date. The navigation stations and towers which had been

emplaced to support the various surveys were demobilized and, on 22

February, the base camp at Enjebi was vacated. All contractor-supplied

equipment was packed and crated and, on 26 February, the EASI
participants departed Enewetak by C-141 for Honolulu and subsequent

return to Houston, Texas.

Even though cleanup demobilization efforts accelerated greatly during

the January-February time frame and,in fact, all military personnel were

scheduled to depart by 28 February 1980, the EASI project was supported

intra-a
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and completed successfully with no adverse impact on the completion of

the cleanup project. While analysis of the technical data obtained during
the survey is ongoing, preliminary indications are that the datais of high
quality and that the accomplishment of the EASI project has provided
significant contributions to the understanding of cratering mechanics and
effects.

COMPLETION OF CLEANUP OPERATIONS

On 5-8 February 1980, the final quarterly review was conducted with the
dri-Enewetak municipal and planning councils, the Chief Secretary of the

GMI, Field Command and TTPI representatives to assure that all

remaining cleanup work wasidentified prior to departure of the Military
Service elements.°4 The review found that all remaining work had been
scheduled and was being accomplished well ahead of schedule. Army and

Navy elements were reduced to the minimum essential to complete their
remaining cleanuptasks.

The watercraft which had been declared unserviceable by all concerned
were disposed of by the USNEprior to their departure. The week of10

February 1980, four landing craft and three miscellaneous craft were sunk
at dumpsite Alpha. Prior to their departure, the USAEpolicedall beaches
and cleaned out the burn dump at Enewetak Camp. ;

A trailer chassis was discovered on Ribewon (James) Island in early
February 1980. The last LARC had been retrograded on the January
sealift, and the island was unapproachable by landing craft. Two men were
airlifted to the island by helicopter to burn the tires and cut the chassis into

pieces which could belifted by helicopter. The residue was dumpedatsite

Alpha by helicopter.°5
On 15 February 1980, H&N-PTD assumedresponsibility for POL and

airfield operations from the Air Force teams. On 27 February 1980, the

remaining military service cleanup forces, with the exception of those

required to support rehabilitation and rollup operations, redeployed from

Enewetak Atoll. In the 27 months since the Cleanup Phase began, they

had accomplished the hazardous cleanup plus a considerable amount of
workidentified as cosmetic cleanup. The cleanup had been accomplished
1-1/2 months earlier than anticipated in OPLAN 600-77, despite

typhoons,organizationaldifficulties, logistics problems, and otherdelays.

In accomplishing the cleanup of Enewetak Island, the JTG disposed of a

total of 132,780 cubic yards of hazardous and obstructive debris.This total

includes 22,000 cubic yards which were removed by a Scrap contractor and

49,340 cubic yards which were used as shoreline protection.
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ROLLUP BEGINS

The departure of the Service elements reduced the Enewetak

population to approximately 250, including 37 military, 99 base s

contractor, and 98 rehabilitation contractor personnel, and per

H&N-PTD to begin the final rollup of base support and life s

facitities. On 28-29 February 1980, HQ JTG offices were relocate;

the trailers to the three-story barracks, Building 462. The three
trailers, plus three latrine trailers andeightbillet trailers, were burn

the residue dumpedatsite Alpha.

The first day of March wasthefirst official day of rollup, and au

became the watchword. Thetactical switchboard andfield telephone

into operation. On 6 March 1980, the Tradewinds Club (Building 72
converted to a temporary messingfacility and the dining hall (Buildi

was removed. Building 24, which had served as an officers quarte
Army element headquarters, was vacated and dismantled to p
materials for the rehabilitation effort. H&N-PTD maintenanc
warehouse functions were relocated to Building 679, which tt
Enewetak had selected to remain. The former shop and storage fz
were razed to permit construction of homes. *§ .
On 15 March,as scheduled, the power and waterdistillation plan!

shut down. From this point on,all electric power was generated by

generators located near the billeting, office, and other work fe
requiring power. Two distillation units were installed on a covere
and fresh water production continued on a smaller scale.

Roliup continued at a rapid pace through March 1980 with there

and disposal of buildings, slabs, power poles, and equipment, and v

ever decreasing work force requiring fewer and fewerfacilities. T]

remaining constraint was the need to retain sufficient faciliti
temporary support of over 500 dri-Enewetak and 65 other \
expected to attend the Enewetak Return Ceremony on 8 April
described in the next chapter.

Rollup activities increased rapidly after the return ceremony.

April 1980, the U.S. Air Force satellite communications tear
equipment redeployed from Enewetak. The Army Aviation Detac

prepared the two helicopters and other equipmentfor retrograde a

11 Aprif 1980, departed with the helicopters for Hickam AFB via
channelairlift. On 11 April 1980, a team from TTPIarrived at Enew
dismantle the telephone exchange. The same day, the AFCS team
preparing the remaining Air Force communications equipme

Shipment or local disposal. On-atoll communications capabilit

teduced to hand-held radios and off-atoll capability was limited
provided by the MPRL and MARSstations.
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Holmes & Narver contracted with Sause Brothers for a joint-venture
(TTPI-GMI-DOE-DNA)tug with two barges to sealift contractor and
excess material from Enewetak. The tug Awaarrived at the atoll on 23
April 1980 towing the barges Skiponan and Alsea. The Skiponan was
loaded with 3,916 measurementtons of cargo destined for Kwajalein and
Majuro Atolls. It was towed from Enewetak on 26 April 1980, and work
began on loading the second barge with cargo destined for Honolulu and

Seattle.
Teams from the GMI and American Samoarepaired the two remaining

LCUs and loaded them with additional excess property which had been
transferred to their agencies. H&N-PTD disposed of three landing craft
and one YC barge which were beyond economical repair. Another landing

craft was transferred to TTPI on an ‘“‘as-is/where-is’” basis, while two were

retained in DOEcustody to support ongoing U.S. Government programs

at Enewetak.

Meanwhile, H&N-PTD continued cleanupand disposal of the remaining

base campfacilities. Trailers not required by other agencies were burned

and the residue disposed of at dumpsite Alpha. Hazards were removed

from buildings to be retained by the dri-Enewetak. Life support was

reduced to the minimum essential as facilities were inactivated or
removed. ,
On 6 May 1980, the tug and barge Skiponan returned from Majuro Atoll

and were loaded with cargo for Johnston Atoll and Honolulu. On 10 May
1980, loading was completed and the tug and barges departed Enewetak.

On 13 May 1980, the final 45 personnel of the rollup forces departed
Enewetak Atoll, 36 monthsafter the initial elements arrived on atoll to
mobilize for the Enewetak Cleanup Project.>7

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENTSUMMARY

While earlier chapters of this documentary have dealt with the requests,

approval, and broad allocation of funds to support the radiological cleanup

of Enewetak Atoll, this section deals with procedures, key decisions, and
lessons learned in the funding aspects of resource management.

Whenthe project working groups were established at Field Commandin

preparation for the development of the CONPLAN and OPLAN,oneof

those established was the comptroller working group. It was chaired by the

Financial Management Division Chief at Field Command, Mrs. Gloria

Kriegshauser, and included representatives from each Service, Forces

Command, U.S. Army Support Command, Hawaii, DOE-NV, and H&N-

PTD.This groupallocated and controlled the use ofall Service, MILCON,
and Field Command O&M funds in support of the cleanup project. They
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were responsi for major decisions on which funds would be used

what items, with full consideration for maintaining the intent of

Military Appropriation Act. Where funding shortfalls became evident,

comptroller working group was responsible for resolving the short

slong the lines of three basic options: (1) expend MILCONfunds;

spend Field Command O&Mfunds; or (3) contact the various Service:

funding assistance.

Though each agency managed its own manpower and finar

resources, H&N-PTDestablished a centralized accounting system for

Enewetak base camp supportand providedidentification codes within
system for each Service. The Services provided funds to H&N

financing unique procurement, jointly-funded procurement, and

transfers such as were necessary for fuel and subsistence. MILCONfu
were utilized for pipelines and inventories of food and fuel. The Serv

were billed based on issues and theissue slips were used to accompli:

monthly cost transfer from MILCON to Service funds. A stanc

reporting system forall costs by all agencies was incorporated into An

R of OPLAN 600-77 to provide the Project Managerand involved agen

with an up-to-date status of overall project costs. The central

accounting and reporting systems provedto be highly effective in retait

true accountability when the Services, other Government agencies

their contractors drew support from the inventories.

In the financial preplanning for the project, three areas bear ment

First, no consideration was given to costs accruing as a result oftheeff

of a natural disaster, despite the fact that tropical storms and typhoons

common occurrences in the Enewetak area. Approximately 35!

thousand were absorbed in MILCON funds to remedy or ameliorate

effects of Typhoons Mary, Rita, and Alice and Tropical Storm Nad

Second, the idea of using a commercial scrap contractor to rem

noncontaminated materials seemed to be a beneficial and feasible op

in the planning stages. However, the addition of another contractor on

island, the contractor demands on equipment and support from
cleanup and base camp support elements, and the procedures

mechanisms for financial reimbursement by the contractor for out

support created numerous, serious, time-consuming problems. Fin

the availability of Navy opportunesealift produced savings of a magnit

that such arrangements should certainly be considered for any fu

operation of this type. The Navy’s flexibility in scheduling and enthusi:
support of supply and maintenance needsof the on-atoll forces dese

utmost credit. In both the Mobilization Phase and the Demobiliza

Phase, the use of Navy ships to deliver materials needed to establish

base camps to support the cleanup and to return equipment and mat
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from the atoll on the completion of cleanup negated the requirements for
expensive, commercial tug and barge lash-ups to clear the atoll.
When control of Enewetak Atoll was transferred to DNA in January

1974, a small contingent of base support personnel was in residence there.
In Fiscal Year 1976, the base contractor force was enlarged in preparation
for the radiological cleanup. To house, feed, and maintain the initia,
cleanup forces, Field Command O&M funds were used to enlarge the
existing facilities. The O&M activity costs incurred during this expansion
project, less the cost of special projects, were used as the base levelfor

continued O&M support of Enewetak during the cleanup. Costs overthis
base level for operating the camp with the increased personnelfor the
cleanup on board were charged to MILCON.

During the 3 years of the radiological cleanup project, over 8,000 people

were assigned to work on theatoll at one time or another. Thetotalcosts
for the radiological cleanup project were $86,778,800, which included:

DNA Military Construction .................00. $18,177,400
DNAOperations and Maintenance .............. 19,692,000

AIMY . 06. ccc ccc cence nee e nee etanevnees 33,797,500
Navy oo. c ec ccc cece ete ene e eee e eee ennn eens 7,863,800
Air Force... 0... ccc ccc eee cette eee e anes 3,877,100
Department of Energy ............. 0.0 cc ceeeeeee 3,371,000

In addition to the cleanupcosts, the Departmentofthe Interior spent over

314 million on the Enewetak Rehabilitation Program whichisdiscussedin
Chapter 10.

Section 3 of Appendix B contains a detailed breakout of the
expenditures from the $20 million MILCONappropriation, a breakoutof
the O&M expenditures for rehabilitating the base camp at Enewetakin
preparation for the cleanup, and a summary of the O&M expenditures for

the project by fiscal year.
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THE ENEWETAK REHABILITATION PROGRAM
1972 - 1980

~ BASIC CONCEPTS: 1972 - 1973

The 1972 decision to return Enewetak Atoll to the dri-Enewetak

required that the islands be made habitable as weil as safe for future use by
the people. At the same time that the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA)
was tasked to maketheislands safe, the Departmentof the Interior (DOI)
was assigned the responsibility of making them habitable by constructing
village communities and by planting commercial and subsistence crops.!

Basic concepts for the Enewetak Cleanup Project and the Enewetak
Rehabilitation Program were developed concurrently. Mr. John DeYoung

and Mr. Harry Brown, of DOI’s Office of Territorial Affairs, worked
closely with Headquarters, DNAin coordinating the initial planning and

funding efforts at the Washington level. Responsibility for detailed
planning and accomplishmentof the Rehabilitation Program was delegated
by DOIto the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands (TTPD which,in turn,
assigned the responsibility to its District Administratorfor the Marshal)

Islands (DISTADMI), Mr. Oscar DeBrum.
On 2-3 May 1973, Mr. DeBrum hosted a conference at Majuro, M.I,,o1

dri-Enewetak and U.S. Government agency representatives to discus:

basic concepts for the rehabilitation and resettlement of Enewetak Atoll. I

was agreed that TTPI would develop a Master Plan for the program basec

on the anticipated results of the cleanup project and on the desires ofthe

~ ; dri-Enewetak.2 On 13 June 1973, TTPI engaged Holmes & Narver, Inc
(H&N), which had accomplished the Enewetak Atoll engineering surve:
for DNA,to prepare the Master Plan under the direction of the Marshal

Islands District Planner, Mr. Dennis P. McBreen.3 H&N assigned Mr

Charles P. Nelson to serve as its Program Manager, underthe direction o
Mr. Earl P. Gilmore, Executive Vice President. Mr. Carlton Hawpe,

Majuro architect who knew the Marshallese language and people, provide:

architectural and consultant services under subcontract to H&N.

In July 1973, Mr. Hawpe, accompanied by other agency representative:
met with the dri-Enewetak on Ujelang Atoll to develop the basic concep!
for the future Enewetak Atoll communities. To facilitate orderly plannin

~ of both the cleanupproject and the rehabilitation program, it was propose

at the Majuro conference that the people elect a Planning Council. Th
proposal was not supported by manyofthe dri-Enewetak whofearedthat

: Planning Council would usurp some of the powers of the Municip
Council.
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The dri-Enewetak had established the elected Municipal Council and
Magistrate form of government in 1968 to assume mostofthe powers
which the hereditary iroijs (chiefs or kings) had exercised under the
former system. Within the confines of Ujelang Atoll, many of the
feudalistic distinctions between the dri-Enewetak and the dri-Enjebi clans
were disappearing, and a united community with a representative form of
government was emerging. However, the promised return to Enewetak

Atoll and hereditary land holdings was reviving the old feudal elements
and the powers of the iroijs. Both they and the Municipal Counci|
members viewed the Planning Council proposal with some skepticism.

After lengthy explanations by the Americans and lengthy discussions
among the people, it was agreed that a five-member Planning Councij
would be selected from the population at large to serve under the

Municipal Council in an advisory capacity on cleanup and rehabilitation
matters only. The Planning Council was elected by secret ballot and held
its first meeting on 24 July 1973. The membership subsequently was

increased to six.4.5
’ The Planning Council tried to develop a two-community concept which

would retain the traditional dri-Enjebi/dri-Enewetak divisions of land. It
was assumedthat Enjebi (Janet) Island would be cleaned to radiologically
acceptable levels for residential use. Therefore, they selected Enjebi,
Japtan (David), and Medren (Elmer) Islands for the primary residential
areas, leaving Enewetak (Fred) Island to be used as an airport and
commercial/industrial area. Later, when it appeared that fission product
levels on Enjebi would preclude its residential use for a number of years
and that outside interest in Enewetak Island would be limited, the two-
community concept was abandoned. The people agreed that both the dri-

Enewetak andthe dri-Enjebi would share the isiands of Enewetak, Medren
and Japtan as permanentresidential sites.§

During the July 1973 meetings, the people identified the following
islands for intensive agricultural use and somefull-time residential use:

Ananij (Bruce), Aej (Olive), Lujor (Pearl), Aomon (Sally), Bijire (Tilda),
Lojwa (Ursula), Alembel (Vera), and Runit (Yvonne). The remaining
islands were to be visited occasionally for food gathering or picnicking.
A survey was conducted to determine each family’s housing needs and

preferences using six scale models fabricated by Mr. Hawpe’s company.

Two of these models are illustrated in Figures 10-1 and 10-2. Maps

showing the land parcel (wato) boundaries on Enewetak, Medren, and
Enjebi were reviewed and corrected by membersof the council and others
who claimed a special knowledge of these matters. The information
obtained in these meetings was incorporated into the first draft Master

Plan.
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FIGURE 10-1. SINGLE STORY HOUSE, MODEL "E.”
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FIGURE 10-2. TWO STORY HOUSE, MODEL, “B.”
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ENEWETAK ATOLL MASTER PLAN: 1973 - 1975

The draft Master Plan wasissued in November 1973. Final results of the

Enewetak Radiological Survey, the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)

Task Group Reportandthe Draft Environmental Impact Statement, as

well as further coordination with the dri-Enewetak and TTPI officials,

required changes to be madein the Master Plan.7.8 Enjebi was changed

from residential to agricultural use, to be planted at a later date. Runit was

changed from agricultural use after the cleanup to ‘‘quarantined

~ indefinitely.””9
The final Master Plan, issued on 31 March 1975, was based on adoption

of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Case 3 and the following

recommendations for resettlement and habitation which were presented to

the dri-Enewetak by government officials during a conference at the atoll
in September 1974:10

a. Enjebi cannot be made radiologically safe for habitation for
approximately 30 years.

b. Although coconuts may be grown on Enjebi, pandanus, breadfruit,
and other plants used as food sources could be unsafe for

’ consumption if grown on thatisland. ,
v c. Permanenthabitation would be confined to the southern sector ofthe

atoll, Jinedrol (Alvin) through Kidrenen (Keith).
d. Runit would be quarantinedto all inhabitants for an indefinite period.

e. Coconuts may be grown on the southern islands, Jinedrol through

Kidrenen, and in the north on Enjebi through Billae (Wilma).

f. Pandanus, breadfruit, and other edible plants would be grownonly in

- the southern section (Jinedrol-Kidrenen).

g. Domestic meat would be raised on islands in the southern section
only (Jinedrol-Kidrenen).

h. Coconut crabs would be taken from islands in the southern sector

only Vinedrol-Kidrenen).
i. There would be norestrictions on travel within the atoll, except to

Runit (for the duration of the quarantine).
j. Lagoon fishing and wild bird and bird egg gathering would be

unrestricted, except for Runit.
The dri-Enewetak accepted these recommendations and, by December

1974, had reallocated the land on the three southernresidentialislands to
~ accommodate both the dri-Enewetak and dri-Enjebi families.!! The final

Master Plan reflected the revised land assignments for Enewetak (Figure

10-3), Medren (Figure 10-4), and Japtan (Figure 10-5).
According to the revised Master Plan, houses would be arranged in

Clusters around a common courtyard on each extended family’s wato

(Figure 10-6). The courtyard would serve as a focal point for social
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FIGURE 10-5. PERMANENT LAND USE PLAN FOR JAPTAN ISLAND.
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functions where children could play, gossip could be exchanged, ang
birthday parties held (Figure 10-7). The number of housesin the clusters
would vary, as would the numberofclusters in a wato, depending onthe

size of the extended family. The clusters would be situated along the
shoreline of the island, just off the main roads which parallel the beaches.
Garden vegetables would be grown in and around the clusters, while

privies (benjos) and animal pens were to be located around the
peripheries.!2

The new houses would be a departure from traditional Marshallese
residences where separate buildings were used for cooking, sleeping, and
washing. In the traditional pattern, the space between these structures,
which was usually sheltered by shade trees, becametheliving area. Roofs
and walls served only as protection from intruders and the elements.Since
they were constructed of wood with thatch or sheet metal roofs, they
providedlittle security during severe storms.!3 The new houses would be

of reinforced concrete and would incorporate all the living activities,
except the toilet or benjo, under one roof, to provide the residents better
protection from the elements as well as from unwanted visitors. The

standard room size would be 12 feet by 12 feet, while gross squarefeet per

house would vary from 1,138 to 1,600. A typical floor plan and elevation
are at Figure 10-8. Each house would have a 3,780-gallon cistern, in which

rain from the roof would be collected, and a supplemental 3,200-gallon
cistern to assure an adequate water supply during dry spells. The cooking

area would include built-in sink, countertop, and storage shelf, plus a
screened pantry for food storage. Plumbing fixtures in the house would be

limited to a kitchen sink, a lavatory and showerhead in the shower room,
and a utility sink on the washing porch. !4

Community centers were planned for Enewetak and Medren. The

centers included: a four-classroom school; a two-bed dispensary with

adjoining health aide quarters; a cooperative store; a council house

containing the magistrate’s office, radio transceiver equipment, a weather

office, and a meeting hall; an open-sided recreation building, an open
nursery; several storage sheds; and a play field. Community center

facilities were to be constructed utilizing existing metal buildings to the

extent possible by using somein place, relocating others, and dismantling

still others for parts.
Rainwater from community building roof catchments would be stored in

large cisterns to provide a reserve water supply. Rainwater trapped in

underground ‘‘lens’’ would provide another source of fresh or brackish
water on manyofthe islands. The lens would be tapped with shallow wells

to provide water for washing clothes and,-when rainwater supplies were

low, for washing, cooking and, if necessary, drinking. Other community

utilities would include septic tank leaching fields located near the beach,
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away from the homes and lens wells, and central disposal! pits for non-

biodegradable waste. Electric power requirements would belimited to the
radio transceiver and low-levellighting in the school, recreation building,

dispensary, cooperative store, and council house. A 2-kilowatt generator

appeared adequate for each community’selectrical needs. 15

Subsequent actions by the Enewetak Planning Council and by the

various government agencies involved in the restoration of Enewetak

resulted in many minor changes to the rehabilitation program as it

appeared in the March 1975 Master Plan. The basic concepts of the plan

remained valid, however, and it proved invaluable in supporting DOI’s

requests to Congress for authorization and funding of the Enewetak

Rehabilitation Program.

OTHER PLANS AND PREPARATIONS: 1974 - 1978

: During the early planning stages, when it was assumedthat the cleanup

of Enewetak would be accomplished by contractor forces engaged and

supervised by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ Pacific Ocean Division

(POD), it was proposed that the same POD contractor accomplish the
construction for the Rehabilitation Program.!6.!? This would have
minimized mobilization, logistics, and demobilization costs and would

have provided for a more integrated, efficient restoration effort. The
Congressional proposal! in 1975 to use military troop labor and equipment

for the cleanupproject raised the issues of whether the POD and the
military resources would be used to accomplish some of the Rehabilitation

Program work as well.!8 It was decided that H&N,acting as DOI’s and

TTPI’s agent, would develop, advertise, award, and administer a contract

for the construction and agricultural development work and would

negotiate with Field Commandforjoint use of military resources to reduce

overall costs to the Government.!9 While efforts proceeded to identify
possible efficiencies and savings, no firm commitments could be made

until Field Command was formally provided funds and military resources

for the Cleanup Project.20.21,22,23
On 18 August 1976, shortly after Cleanup Project funds were

appropriated, Mr. Gilmore and Mr. Nelson, of H&N, visited Field

: Commandto coordinate plans for support and accomplishment of the
- 3 rehabilitation program.It was agreed that existing supportfacilities at the

main base on Enewetak Camp,suchas the dining hall, base exchange, and

utilities, would be expanded at TTPI’s expense to support TTPI contractor

' personnel. It also was agreed that TTPI would provide intra-atoll
transportation for Rehabilitation Program personnel, and intra-atoll
transportation of their equipment and cargo would be provided by DOD
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on a reimburseable basis. H&N estimated that it would have cost $2.5
million to lease and mananintra-atoll cargo vessel, a cost not warranted by
TTPI’s limited requirements if DOD transportation would be available. 24

Fundingforinitial financing of the Rehabilitation Program was omitted
in error from the regular Fiscal Year (FY) 1977 DOI appropriation. DOI

requested $4 million in supplemental funding. If the Office of
Management and Budget concurred, DOI planned to reprogram other
funds, pending approval of the supplemental appropriation, so that the
Rehabilitation Program could begin concurrently with the Cleanup

Project. It was estimated that deferral of the program funding to FY 1978

would result in increased support costs of $5.2 million and would
complicate and extend both the cleanup andrehabilitation efforts. If FY

1977 funds were available, TTPI planned to begin mobilizing in November

1976 and to begin work in June 1977.25 The supplemental request was not
approved, however. The Rehabilitation Program was funded at $12.4

million in DOI’s appropriation for FY 1978. Since scrap removal

operations werestill ongoing on the residential islands, the impact oflate

funding on the Rehabilitation Program was minimized.26

Meanwhile, H&N proceeded to develop the rehabilitation contract
specifications based on meetings with the Enewetak Planning Council and

Field Command at the atoll in September 1976, with concerned
government agencies at Majuro in November 1976, and with military

service representatives at the Operations Plan (OPLAN) development

conferences in February and March 1977. Soon after funds for the

program had been appropriated, TTPI, Field Command, and H&N

representatives metto finalize agreements for support of the construction
contractors and to coordinate ongoing cleanup and rehabilitation

activities.27 In November 1977, the rehabilitation contract was advertised
for bid, and H&N engineers began to survey andlay out nursery sites on

Medren and Enewetak Islands.
In January 1978, the contract for rehabilitation program construction

was awarded to American International Constructors, Inc., Pacific (AIC),

of Seattle, Washington. Over the next 4 months, several shiploads of

construction equipment and materials were received and stockpiled on the

atoll. H&N survey crews continued work, but were hampered by

indecision and frequent changes of mind on the part of the dri-Enewetak.

The Planning Council, the two iroijs, the members of the Municipal

Council, and several respected elders (alabs) spent over 6 weeks at the

atoll discussing and deliberating the division of land on Medren and

Japtan, the location of community center facilities, and the siting of

houses. On 29 March 1978, the Municipal Council of Enewetak signed a
resolution which, although subsequently changed many times, provided

enough information for H&N to complete the initial survey and begin
siting houses, nurseries, and plantations. 28.29

 a fe
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The May 1978 resolution requested relocation of the Enewetak

Community Center to the vicinity of Buildings 15 and 16, removal of 20

buildings and slabs previously designated to remain, and retention of all

slabs within 100 feet of the lagoon.It requested that portable benjos of the

pit privy type be substituted for the concrete benjoswith septic tanks, since

there would be noprovisionsfor maintaining septic tank systems following

resettlement. The council also requested that aluminum-clad buildings be

dismantled carefully by cleanup forces to conserve the aluminum sheeting

for the dri-Enewetak.30
While the dri-Enewetak were deliberating, site preparation work was

underway. Asphalt taxiways and concrete slabs were removed, and the

residue was stockpiled for placementat the endsofthe islands to protect
the shorelines. The aggregate and sand bases of the taxiways were

stockpiled for use in subsequent concrete construction. Work proceeded
on rebuilding the main pier at Medren, on water catchmentsystems, and
on quarrying and crushing rock to be used in construction of the houses.3!

CONSTRUCTION: 1978 - 1980

Construction of seven model homes on EnewetakIsland began on 19

July 1978.32 Two weeks later, members of the Planning Council returned
for more deliberations on land boundaries,33 and a formal ground-
breaking ceremony was conductedby the twoiroijs, the council members,
and the Joint Task Group Commander (Figure 10-9).
The houses constructed by AIC-Pacific at Enewetak Atoll are modular

reinforced concrete structures, fabricated at the homesite using the W-

panel system. The panelis a welded steel wire three-dimensional frame, 4
feet by 8 feet by 2 inches thick (Figure 10-10). The center of the panel has
a l-inch-thick plastic foam core, with the wire framework exposed

approximately one-half inch from eachface of the core. The panels are cut,

set in place and wired together by hand. Adjoining foam edges are sealed

with a bead of mastic. The structure is then coated with a l-inch-thick layer

of Portland cement plaster on both sides, using spray guns or hand
trowels. This coating completes the composite of reinforcing wire, foam

core, and cementplaster.34 Roofs were constructed using the same

procedure, providing sufficient insulation to preclude the need for

additional ceilings. Figures 10-11 through 10-18 illustrate the basic
construction of these houses.

Painting, plumbing, and theinstallation of louvered doors and windows

were accomplished to complete the houses. Figures 10-19 through 10-21
depict some of the completed houses. A total of 116 houses were

constructed on Enewetak, Medren, and Japtan between 19 July 1978 and
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FIGURE 10-9 GROUND BREAKING CEREMONY FOR RESIDENCES.
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FIGURE 10-10. DETAIL OF W-PANEL CONSTRUCTION.
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FIGURE 10-11. STARTING HOUSE CONSTRUCTION.
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FIGURE 10-13. IROIJ ABRAHAM AND ARCHITECT HAWPE DISCUSS WALL

PANEL INSTALLATION.
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, FIGURE 10-14. JOINING CEILING PANELS WITH AIR-ACTUATED CLAMPING

DEVICE.
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FIGURE 10-15. HOUSE NEARING COMPLETION WITH W-PANELING

INSTALLED.
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FIGURE 10-17. PNEUMATIC APPLICATION OF CEMENT PLASTER TOA

ROOF.
|
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FIGURE 10-19. SINGLE STORY HOUSE.

 

FIGURE 10-20. TWO-STORY HOUSE.
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FIGURE 10-21. KITCHEN AREA.

19 March 1980. Location, types, and construction dates are sho

Figure 10-22. :
The churches, council halls, and other community-center bui

were constructed using existing aluminum buildings to minimize

Converting air-conditioned offices, barracks, and shop buildir

breeze-cooled chapels and classroomsrequired highly imaginative d

and use of materials.

Construction of the community center on Medren began in mid-Je
1979. With the island cleared and deserted, except for the constr

crews and a few troops who were removing hazards remaining
completion of salvage contractor operations, construction proc

smoothly. On the other hand, construction on Enewetak Islan

constrained by the use ofthat island as a very active base camp un!

into February 1980. Many of the buildings which were to be rem
could not be vacated until late in the Enewetak Cleanup Project.
The Joint Task Group headquarters building was converted in

Council Hall, while the Base Exchange was remodeledinto a school
Oneofthe barracks wasstripped, cut free from its slab, picked up b

and turned 90 degrees, placed on concrete pilasters, and converte

the Enewetak community church. Some of the remodeled com:
buildings are depicted in Figures 10-23 through 10-26.
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___HOUSEMODEL_ START COMPLETION
LOCATION A B Cc ODO E—E F TOTAL DATE DATE

Enewetak
Island 25 19 12 2 #9 9 76 7-19-78 3-19-80

Medren
Island 7 #4 10 3 2 6 32 11-78 11-27-79

Japtan

Island - 3 2 1 + 2 8 3-79 12-05-79

TOTAL 32 26 24 6 11°17 116
 

FIGURE 10-22. RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION ON ENEWETAK ATOLL.

 

FIGURE 10-23. ENEWETAK ISLAND COUNCIL HALL. 
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FIGURE 10-26. INTERIOR OF CHURCH ON ENEWETAKISLAND.

One of the major rehabilitation efforts was reconstruction of the

deep-water pier at Medren (Figure 10-27). Piers at Japtan (Figure 10-28)
and Enewetak (Figure 10-29) were repaired for use during fhe Cleanup
Project. In addition, the Joint Task Group forces, as part of the cleanup

effort, converted a sunken barge off Enewetak and a dilapidated pier at

Medren into usable fishing and small boat jetties (Figures 10-30
and 10-31).

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENTPLANS: 1973 ~ 1975

Military and scientific activities between 1940 and 1977 destroyed

almost all of the coconuts, pandanus, and other edible vegetation on

Enewetak Atoll. In their place were asphalt taxiways, concrete slabs, and

the ubiquitous but inedible Messerschmidea and Scaevola plants. To

provide a viable, self-sustaining ecology for the dri-Enewetak, it was

necessary to reestablish the groves of coconuttrees and the other edible,

native plants. Basic concepts for agricultural developmentofthe atoll were
included in the Enewetak Atoll Master Plan based on accepted agricultural
practices, predicted diet patterns, and the desires of the dri-Enewetak.35

The March 1975 Master Plan provided for replanting ten islands as part
of the Rehabilitation Program, with four other islands to be replanted by 
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FIGURE 10-30. ENEWETAK BARGEJETTY.
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FIGURE 10-31. MEOREN JETTY.

the people later, after relatively low concentrations of strontium-90 and

cesium-137 decayed to acceptable levels (see Figure 10-32). This complied

with the desires of the dri-Enewetak for agricultural developmentwith two
exceptions: Enjebi could not be planted until its strontium and cesium
levels were lowered; and Runit could not be planted until its plutonium

concentrations were reduced. Subsequent events at Bikini Atoll caused a

reevaluation of the plans to replant the islands north of Ananij, while

agricultural development proceeded on the southern islands.

SOUTHERN ISLANDS AGRICULTURE: 1978 - 1980

Subsistence crops were to be planted on Ananij and the three residence
islands of Enewetak, Medren, and Japtan.36 There were four basic food
plants. The coconut palm (cocos nucifera) is not only the primary food
source, but it also is used for timber, cordage, thatching, firewood,

matting, fiber, handicrafts, and medicine. The dried meatof the nut, called
copra, is sold for subsequent processing into a variety of products,
including shredded coconut and nondairy coffee creamers. The dwarf
coconut palm (locally called Ni Karu) is grown essentially for drinking and

cooking. The breadfruit (artocarpus incisa) provides a major source of
carbohydrates and is usually cooked or preserved before eating. The
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TOTAL AGRICULTURAL
ISLAND ACRES ACRES REMARKS

Japtan (David) 79 63 Commercial coconuts (copra),

Medren (Etmer} 220 193 dwarf coconuts, breadfruit,
Enewetak (Fred) 322 166 & pandanus

621 422

Ananij (Bruce) 25 13
Aaj (Olive) 40 20

Lujor (Pearl) 54 38

Aomon(Sally) 99 65 Commercial coconuts (copra),
Bijile (Tilda) 52 34 breadfruit & pandanus

Lojwa (Ursula) 40 25

Alembel (Vera) 38 23

348 226

Kidrinen (Lucy)* 24 13

Mijikadred (Kate)* 16 12 Commercial coconuts (copra)

Bokenelab (Mary)}* 12 6 only

Elle (Nancy)* 11 5
63 36

TOTAL 1,032 684
 

*Islands to be planted at a later date by the Enewetak people.

FIGURE 10-32. ISLANDS CONSIDERED SUITABLE FOR AGRICULTURE,

pandanus (pandanustectorius) is grownforits edible fruit, which provides

sugars andstarchesas well as vitamin C. Pandanusleaves also are used for
thatching, matting, and fiber.47 Minor crops, to be planted by the
rehabilitation contractor or the people, included papaya, banana, andlime.

In May 1978, work began onthe three residence islands to prepare plant

nurseries for seed coconuts and other developing plants. Coconuts which

had sprouted and cuttings of pandanus were imported from Ujelang Atoll
and nurtured in the nurseries until they were sufficiently developed for

transplanting in permanentlocations (Figure 10-33). Thefirst shipmentof

13,000 coconut seedlings arrived at Enewetak in mid-September 1978.38
Breadfruit roots are more delicate and must be transported and

retransplanted with the earth in which they are grown (Figure 10-34).
Over 1,000 boxes were fabricated by AIC-Pacific and shipped to Ujelang

for use in growing, shipping, and transporting breadfruit. Additional
breadfruit and other plants were donated by the Government ofthe
Marshall Islands (GMI) and wereflownin from Majuro.3?

Fertilizer, in the form of copra pellets, was added to the young plantsin
the nurseries. Screens, fabricated from plywood and W-panels, protected

the coconut and pandanusseedlings in the nurseries from the ever-present

trade winds until they were ready to be transplanted. Breadfruit plants

were placed at their permanentlocations in three-sided, thatch-covered
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FIGURE 10-33. YOUNG COCONUT TREES IN NURSERY.
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FIGURE 10-34, BREADFRUIT PLANT IN NURSERY.
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boxes to provide them with shade and protection from the wind (Figure
10-35).40 Coconuts and pandanus were transplanted in the open in areas
prepared byrototilling copra pellets into the soil (Figure 10-36).4!

Transplanting of coconut and pandanusseedlings on the four southerp

islands began in early June 197942 and continued into late March 1980.43
The planting program encountered the commonagricultural problems of
heat, drought, and insects. In August 1979, heavy infestations of army
wormsappeared in the plantations on Japtan and Ananij. An entomologist
summoned from Kwajalein Atoll recommended continued use of
malathion spray which provedeffective in protecting the plants. *4

NORTHERN ISLAND PLANTING RECOMMENDATION: 1978

The discovery in early 1978 that the Bikinians were experiencing
unexpectedly high intakes of strontium and cesium from eating locally

grown coconuts and other foods was disturbing to the agencies involved in
the Enewetak Rehabilitation Program. The levels were attributable to the

Bikinians drinking and eating more coconut than predicted in the diet on

which the Bikini Atoll cleanup and resettlement was based. The Enewetak

cleanup and rehabilitation plans were based on the samediet assumptions

and on planting coconuts on six northern islands where fission products
also were found in measurable concentrations. The Bikini experience cast

a shadow of doubton the Enewetak diet model, predicted exposurelevels,
and island use plans. ,

The matter was discussed during the 4 May 1978 conference at DN
Headquarters and was examined in a study by Field Command.4> The
AEC Task Group Report in 1974 had indicated that coconuts could be

grown on the six northern islands, assuming that any plutonium

concentrations over 400 pico curies per gram (pCi/g) would have been
removed.*6 Based on this radiological assessment, the Enewetak Master

Plan and the EIS prescribed that these islands would be cleaned and

rehabilitated for agricultural use. Cleanupoffission products on anyisland

was excluded in the EIS, as this would require excessive soil removal.

After the Bikini experience, it appeared that the Department of Energy

(DOE) might not recommendplanting the six islands until fission product
levels had been reduced by natural decay or as a by-productof transuranic

cleanup. This development created problems for H&N, whose fixed-price

contract with AIC-Pacific included planting the six northern islands. Any
substantial delays would be costly, expecially if they required

remobilization of a logistics base. To resolve this question, H&N formally
requested, on 4 August 1978, DOE’s recommendationson planting these

islands.47

_
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FIGURE 10-36. ROWS OF COCONUT SEEDLINGS.
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The possibility of a delay in planting also was of concern to DNA. The

cleanup was scheduled to be completed in 1979, and all DOD forces—o.

which DOI depended for all life support services on the atoll—were

scheduled to be demobilized and off the atoll by 15 April 1980. If the

delays in DOE decision-making or in planting prevented completion of
rehabilitation before this date, either the DOI portion of the project woulg
have to be extended,at additional expense,or this particular portionofthe

project would have to be cancelled. Either of these outcomes would affec,

the dri-Enewetak adversely and would reflect adversely upon the US
Government’sfulfillment of its commitment. Thus, DNA wasdetermined
that DOE and DOIresolve the issue expeditiously, taking all factors jn
account.
On 20 September 1978, VADM Monroe, Director, DNA, telephoned

Dr. Liverman, DOE’s Deputy Assistant Secretary for Environment, to

express concern that further delays in resolving the matter could result in

increased costs to the government. In this conversation and in one the
following day with Mr. Deal, of HQ DOE, VADM Monroewasassured

that DOE would expedite action on the matter.48.49 On 29 September
1978, DOE formally recommended that no coconuts be planted on the

northern islands during the next planting season (May-December1979)_50

COCONUT PLANTING STUDY

Meanwhile, anticipating an adverse recommendation from DOE,

VADM Monroe had directed Field Command to conduct a study of

coconut planting alternatives.°! A team headed by Field Command’s
Colonel John Hemler, USA, began working with an H&N team headedby
Mr. Charles Nelson to identify coconut planting requirements and
alternatives. On 25 October 1978, H&N received formal direction from

TTPI to prepare alternate plans for planting coconut trees at Enewetak

Atoll.52
A joint Field Command-H&Nreport, ‘‘Examination of Alternatives for

Coconut Agricultural Islands at Enewetak/Ujelang Atolls,’’ was issued on

20 November 1978. It provided a detailed analysis of pertinent factors,

including natural decay of radioactivity, population trends, predicted diet,

and coconutcropforecasts.53
Thestudy indicated that, while strontium and cesium levels on someof

the six islands (e.g., Alembel, Lojwa) would diminish within 8 years to
levels commonly found in the continental United States (CONUS), it
would take over 135 years for others (e.g., Aej, Lujor) to reach those
levels. Over 155 years would be required to reach CONUS leveis on
islands where the original AEC Task Group report recommendedplanting
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cred; €.g-. Enjebi, Mijikadrek (Kate), Elle (Nancy).°4 Coconuts
ese islands earlier than that could be expected to contain

 eentium and cesium levels approaching those recently found on Bikini.

stron use of CONUSlevels as a standard provided a yardstick, the

While ue was open to speculation since levels considerably higher than
techni ht prove to be acceptable. Also, as noted in Figure 10-32,

own on these six northern islands were not intended for

be defe

grown on th

these Mig
coconuts gr

consumption.
Population estimates for the study were taken from the Enewetak

Master Plan which assumed a 5 percent annual increase, resulting in a total

dri-Enewetak population of 818 in 1985 whentrees planted in 1979 would
pe fully mature and bearing coconuts.>° The study assumedthat 700 ofthe

people (86 percent) would reside on Enewetak Atoll and would consume

eight coconuts per person per day under normal conditions, Le., normal

rainfall and delivery of imported food by field trip ships.56 This rate
represented a compromise betweenthat usedin the Bikini and Enewetak

resettiement plans (four to five per person per day) and that observed at

Ujelang during National Science Foundation-funded research in 1976-

1978 (eight to ten per person per day). Under drought and/or starvation

conditions, such as had occurred at Bikini, coconut consumption could

increase to 40 to 60 per person per day.57 To provide an average ofeight

coconuts per day for 700 persons, it was estimated that between 20,440

and 40,880 trees would be required.°8

Fouralternatives for planting trees were consideredin the study:59

y. Plant in accordance with the Master Plan andEIS,i.e.: DOI plant the

four southern and six northern islands now andplant Enjebi later; the

dri-Enewetak would plant the other four northern islands later when

fission product levels permitted. While this alternative complied with

the Master Plan and the EIS, it was contrary to DOE’s latest

recommendation to defer the planting season, and it could possibly

result in contaminated coconuts which could neither be eaten nor

sold on the world market.

b. DOI plant the four southern islands now and, whenfission product

concentrations have decayed to acceptable levels, plant the six

northern islands plus Enjebi. This would comply with DOE
recommendations but would deviate from the Master Plant and EIS
time-table for planting the six northern islands.

c. DOI plant only the four southern islands. This would comply with
DOE recommendationsbut deviate from the Master Plan and the EIS

regarding the six northern islands and Enjebi.
d. Plant in accordance with the Master Plan and EIS but plant Enjebi

nowrather than wait for fission product levels to decay. This would be

contrary to the DOE recommendations, the Master Plan, and the

EIS,andwould run the risk ofproducing anunusable crop. _
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Alternatives a and d were intended to accomplish as much planting for
the dri-Enewetak as possible during the Rehabilitation Program. Adoption
of either alternative would create no immediate or near-term radiation
hazard because the trees would bear no coconutsuntil about 1985. By tha
time, fission product levels in the soil and nuts might be insignificant.

Also, it was likely that scientific knowledge concerning fission produc

uptake and body burden accumulation through diet will have advanced to
provide new techniques to minimize dose or exposure. Alternatives b ang

c were intended to comply with DOE recommendations and minimizethe
chances of uncontrolled use of possibly contaminated coconuts during
droughts and delays in food ship deliveries at Enewetak.

No coconuts from any of the northern islands were to be used forfood

or drink under anyof the alternatives. Only coconuts from the southern
islands were to be consumed.It appeared that there would be a shortageof

‘‘clean”’? southern island trees under any of the alternatives.©° Three
“‘variations’” were proposed to alleviate the shortage:

a. Plant the southwestislands of Ikuren (Glen), Mut (Henry), Boken
(Irwin), Ribewon (James), and Kidrenen.Plantations had existed on
these islands previous to World WarII, and it was estimated that they

could accommodate 4,608 trees planted on 30-foot centers. This
variation would have eliminated the remaining wild habitat on the

atoll and would have been difficult and costly ($0.5 million) to
implement becauseofrestricted boat access to theseislands.®!

b. Improve Ujelang coconut availability by planting 11,900 additional
trees there, improving the Ujelang pier, and improving sealift

capability between Ujelang and Enewetak. This variation would have
cost almost $1.5 million in additional funds.62 In effect, it constituted
a Ujelang Atoll Rehabilitation Program which would have been

difficult to justify if all the dri-Enewetak were returning to Enewetak,
as planned.

c. Remove 3,600 feet of the Enewetak runway (leaving 4,500 feet to
accommodate aircraft up to the size of a Boeing 727) and plant an
additional 720 trees. This variation would have been difficult to

schedule and implementsince the full runway was required by the C-

141 cargo aircraft which supported the rehabilitation program.Its
potential cost/benefit ratio was very unfavorable. 63

The study concluded that optimum subsistence coconut productions on
the four southern islands could be achieved by planting 20,880 standard
trees on 30-foot centers rather than on 26-foot centers as proposed in the
Master Plan.§4 (The planting of 930 dwarf coconuttrees prescribed by the
Master Plan and the plantation contract was somehow overlooked in the

study.) A total of 21,810 trees would supply 8 coconuts per day for
approximately 600 people. Any additional requirements for subsistence

coconuts would haveto besatisfied by adopting one ofthe variations.
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The study made no specific recommendations on planting, b'

mended that: er
recom OE aggressively pursue radiological assessments of the northe!

° Dands to obtain improved risk assessment calculations and

establish criteria for suburanic acceptability in subsistanc

commercial crops.

DOI/DOD/DOE/TTPI collectively evaluate the alternatives ar

variations presented and determine their acceptability aS soon|

possible.
e The Enewetak people be directly involved in the evaluation of the:

alternatives and variations.

e H&N-Orange continue to refine the time schedules and cos

involved in the implementation of various alternatives andvariation

Since noneofthe coconuts from the six northern islands in question w:

to be used for food, the islands would be planted only to provide a cas

crop. copra. The cost programmed by DOIfor planting the six islands wi
$365,000.65 According to the study, the 10,272 trees which could t

planted on these islands could produce $41,088 per year gross income(le:

than 5 percent per annum return on investment) assuming the copra wi

uncontaminated or that the United States would reimburse fe

contaminated copra.66
Copies of the study were forwarded to 29 addressees, including DO

und Mr. T. R. Mitchell, the dri-Enewetak’s legal counsel. DOE responde

that only the four southeastern islands should be planted by the U.

Governmentin the foreseeable future (Alternative c) due to the presen

offission products on the northern islands. Mr. Joe Deal, of DOE H¢

requested that the otheralternatives not be presented to the dri-Enewetz

until after the radiological impacts had been discussed by DOE, DNA,an

TTPI representatives together with Mr. Mitchell, to develop a mutual

agreeable governmentposition.6? Mr. Mitchell, VADM Monroe, and M
Cody, the Deputy Director, DNA,insisted that all the alternatives ar

their radiological impacts be discussed with the dri-Enewetak at

forthcoming conferencecalled by the TTPIfor that purpose.In the opinic
of the Director, DNA, it was of paramount importance that the dt
Enewetak be consulted fully on all aspects of the issue, for their inputs
decisions were essentials which no otherparticipant could provide.§8.69

1978 PLANTING CONFERENCE

On 30 November 1978, U.S. Government and dri-Eneweta
representatives metat the atoll to confer on coconutplanting alternative
The dri-Enewetak were represented by the two iroijs, six Planning Counc
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members, 16 Municipal Council members, 11 alabs, and their attorney

Mr. Mitchell. The first session was disrupted when the dri-Enewetak Were
informed by ERSP that it now appeared that the Joint Task Group woujg

be able to clean Enjebi to residential levels of transuranics (40 pCi/g). This

appeared to change the entire purpose of the conferenceso far as the dri.
Enewetak were concerned. They immediately began asking questions
about the safety of living on Enjebi as soon as cleanup was complete. Ar
their request, a tour of the southwest islands was cancelled so that they

might tour Enjebi instead. While the dri-Enewetak spent the next day
touring the northern islands, Mr. Mitchell was meeting with the U\S.
Governmentrepresentatives to discuss coconutplanting. 70

The DOErepresentative, Mr. Deal, described the Bikini problem with

fission products, emphasizing that DOE did not want a similar problem at

Enewetak. He was advised that the Bikini report would be available for
review in January or February 1979 but that detailed current data on

Enewetak was not available to determine the potential hazards of

residence or planting on the northern islands. It would require several
months to conducta fission products survey to provide complete data for

such determinations. Meanwhile, based on data from the 1972 survey,

DOE had recommended against planting those islands in the near future,

Mr. Deal did not wish to discuss the possibility with the dri-Enewetak./!
After much further discussion, he was persuaded to attempt to explain to

the people those factors which should be considered in any planting

decision for the northern islands, such as life-style and potential health

hazards,72
On the following day, the conferees met again to allow Mr. Deal to

explain the radiological factors involved in planting the northern islands.
The people’s questions, however, pertained almost entirely to the hazards

of living on the northern islands. He reminded them that all the data

calculations and dose estimates that had been presented to them in

September 1974 showed thatliving on Enjebi would subject them to dose
rates exceeding the U.S. Federal standards.It was at this point that the dri-

Enewetak requested thata fission products survey be made and theresults

be presented to them by 1 June 1979.73 Follow-on actions to bring the
fission products data base survey in the northern islands to reality are
described in Chapter 7.

NORTHERN ISLAND PLANTING DECISION: 1979

The results of the new fission products survey of the northern islands
were made available in July 1979. The survey results were incorporated by

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory into a preliminary dose reassessment,
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The En

a. incorporated current transuranic data and the results of a rect

which also conducted at Ujelang Atoll by Micronesian Legal Servic
diet SUFVEY Tl" The new diet survey indicated that only one half o!

er person per day would be consumed, which was only 7 to
ut a what previous studies had indicated.’5 Results of t

reassessment were forwarded to DOE and DOI. On

ber 1979. Mr. J. A. Joseph, Under Secretary of DOI, notifi

SPM Monroethat, after considering all the factors involved, DOI h

, er that planting of the six northern islands should proceed
Leence with the approved Master Plan. 76
we 21 September 1979, DOI directed H&N to proceed with the planti

‘rhe northern islands. Site preparation work began on Aomontheseco!

a x of October 1979 and on Bijire and Alembel the following week. 77.

misnting of all six islands was completed by the end of February 1980.

cunmmary of the entire planting program is at Figure 10-37.
In summary, the concern overfission product levels in northern isla:

soil had delayed the planting about 1 year, and planting was completed

the last possible moment. Thatit was completedatall can be attributed|

(|) the constant pressure to reach a decision applied uponall organizatio
by DNA,often on a weekly or even daily basis over a year; and (2) t

dedication andflexibility of H&N, which modifiedits planting plans almc

weekly to accommodate whatever decision was made, wheneverit

made.

DOSE ASSESSMENTS

The preliminary reassessment report prepared by Lawrence Livermo

Laboratory in the summerof 1979 was used to develop a briefing pamphl

for the dri-Enewetak on the radiological condition of the atoll as of mi

1979. The pamphlet, entitled ‘‘Ailin In Enewetak Rainin’’ (The Enewet:
Atoll Today), was prepared with Marshallese and English texts.

contained simplified explanations of radioactivity, its presence at the ato

and its effects on human beings. Fourteen living/island-use patterns we

described and illustrated together with predicted dose rates for each. T
pamphlet did not constitute the final DOE dose assessment promised

Congress and DOI. It contained no recommendations for rehabilitatic

and it clearly indicated that the data and dose estimates werestill bei

studied and were subject to revision and refinement. 79
Mr. Mitchell felt that the pamphlet, which he reviewed in draft for

was insufficient for decision-making by the dri-Enewetak. He engag

several eminent scientists as consultants to review the data and provi
independent technical advice on predicted doses.
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1 Enewetak R

mber 1979, Mr. Mitchell and his consultants, several U.S.
esentatives, and dri-Enewetak officials travelled

Atoll to present the dose assessment briefings. The proceedings

taped by a crew from Columbia Broadcasting System’s ‘‘60

TI

19 Septe
° ent agency repr

“ program.

The Chief Secretary of the GMI, Mr. Oscar DeBrum, opened the

ing by reading a letter from the President of the Marshall Islands,
meeting bua, to the dri-Enewetak officials and people. It advised that

amate onal government could not bless or participate in any decision on
theif nat to Enewetak ‘‘without being absolutely certain ofall aspects of
theif rine dangerof residual radiation in Enewetak.”’ He warned ofthe

une et dangersofliving on theatoll and ofthe differences in prewar and

sparen lifestyles which could be expected. He recognized that thepresent ifesty +
wisions properly could be made only by the dri-Enewetak, and he

devs ced the willingness of the GMI to share in their problems and to
expresse ‘bl 80

issist in any Way POSSIDIE. . .
, After remarks by DOI and DOE representatives, Ms. Alice Buck, a

distinguished translator from Kwajalein Atoll, read and explained the
hriefing pamphlet to the people in Marshallese. The government

representatives then attempted to answer qeustions by the dri-Eriewetak,

whose initial response was generally negative. Regrettably, the pamphlet

uisplayed its statistics on the effects of radiation in terms of tens of

thousands of people rather than in terms of the few hundred dri-

Enewetak.It tended to exaggerate those effects in the minds of the people,

and its technical nature was confusing to them. Mr. Mitchell took over the

questioning in terms which the dri-Enewetak could comprehend. Their

response became visibly more optimistic.

Mir. Mitchell and his advisors then met separately with the Municipal

Council. Following this meeting, the Council passed a resolution stating

that the dri-Enjebi must return to live on the island of Enjebi and

imploring the United States Governmentto concurin this decision and to
provide all necessary assistance to enable the dri-Enjebi to return to their
traditional homeland.8!

Following the dose assessment conference, Mr. Mitchell’s consultants
issued their own assessmententitled ‘‘Assessment of Radiation Health
Effects of the Resettlement of Enewetak Atoll.’ In this report, it was
deemed entirely possible that this radiation exposure,including immediate

Enjebi residence, would never result in even a single case of disease

among the returning population or their descendants.82 The report

strongly supported the return of the dri-Enewetak to their homeland,

which already had begun with the establishmentof the Japtan settlement

in March 1977.
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THE JAPTAN SETTLEMENT

When it was announced, in April 1972, that the United States Would

relinquish Enewetak Atoll to the dri-Enewetak, many of them wanted tg

return to the atoll immediately. During their visit to the atoll the followin

month, however, it became obvious that much work was required before
the residence islands could support any significant population. Their

leaders proposed that an advance party of approximately 50 people move
from Ujelang to Japtan, the former homeofIroij Johannes Peter. They
would live in the existing buildings and prepare additional temporary
quarters so that most of the population of Ujelang could live on Japtan

until the U.S. Government could provide permanent housing. This ideg
evolved over the next few years into the concept of a settlement on Japtan

of approximately 50 people who would assist, consult, and advise the
cleanup and rehabilitation forces in their efforts. The concept was
proposedto the U.S. Governmentofficials at every opportunity. 83.84.85

At the 7 September 1974 conferenceat theatoll, it was agreed that some

50 dri-Enewetak, including Planning Council members, could return from

Ujelang and live on Japtan, contingent on Congress approving and funding

the cleanup project. This number was considered about the maximum that

the island could sustain. To promote the safety of the early returnees
during cleanup operations, the following conditions were established:86

a. No visits would be permitted on the northernislands, from Runit to
Biken.

b. Scrap collection and stockpiling would be undertaken only with

approval of the TTPI District Administrator’s representative

(DISTADREP).

c. Visits to Enewetak Island must be coordinated between the
DISTADREPandthe site manager of Enewetak Base.

d. Visits to other southern islands would not be made without specific

prior approval of the DISTADREPand,then,only in accordance with

his instructions.
These restrictions were promptly adopted by the Council of Enewetakin

an ordinance which madeviolations punishable by $100 fines.87 Theyalso

were incorporated into an agreement between DNA and DOIin which
DOI was made responsible for assuring the provision of all necessary

subsistence and support for the Japtan settlement and for law enforcement

among the returnees, including their compliance with pertinent DNA

regulations.88 This agreement was implemented by a Field Command-

TTPI agreement which detailed the on-atoll responsibilities for support

and law enforcement.89 The Marshall Islands District developed a planfor
preparing temporary quarters and otherlife supportfacilities on Japtan; for
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ational, medical, and communications services; and for resuppl

‘PIfield ships. 9°m soon became apparent that values andpriorities in the Mar

ainds were quite different from those with which most U.S. Governr

Sas were familiar. The Marshall Islands Public Works employees

Coed to prepare the Japtan facilities appeared ill-equipped.In fact,
aded to borrow most of the equipment and material from

enewerak base support contractor. When the base support contractor

:o furnish labor as well in order to complete the Japtan facilities before
early returnees, News teams, and U.S. Governmentofficials arrived,

issistance was given and accepted as a normal, expected arrangement.

fine line between DOI and DOD responsibilities under the agreem:

fided as the work of supporting the Japtan settlement proceeded.

The first returnees, led by Chief Johannes Peter, arrived on the T

feld ship ‘*Militobi’* on 15 March 1977 (Figure 10-38). There were
people in the party including Planning Council members,

DISTADREP,the school teacher,and their families. Following the ar

day ceremonies described earlier,9! they set up housekeeping in

-ofurbished shops andoffice buildings on Japtan (Figures 10-39 and

40). Lieutenant Colonel John R. Sitten, Jr., USA, the first Joint ©

Groupofficer to arrive at Enewetak, establishedfriendly relations witt

returnees while acting as atoll commander. He remained their prir

point of contact when he reverted to his permanent assignmen

Logistics Officer. Since most of the Japtan settlement’s tangible prob!

were logistical, the succeeding Logistics Officers also acted as Civil Af

Officers.

The dri-Enewetak, like most Marshallese, are a practical people. A

centuries of living as foragers and fishermen whoselives depend on

vagaries of Nature, they had learned to adjust to periods of plenty an
famine. The Japtan settlement, adjacent to an American base with mo
the American consumer products and comforts, obviously offerec

opportunity for a more plentiful life for the dri-Enewetak than
available on Ujelang. It did not approach the magnitude ofthesir

Marshallese settlement on Ebeye Island at Kwajalein Missile Range,

the material attractionsoflife at Japtan were considerable. On neighbc
Enewetak Island, there was sweet distilled water, a bountiful food stu
in the base warehouses, a nightly movie, and a base exchange fu

consumer goods. On the other hand, Ujelang had been the home o

dri-Enewetak for 30 years, and many of the people felt displaced
homesick on Japtan. After the first 6 months, the concept of the Ja

settlement changed.92.93
In September 1977, the DISTADREP, Ismael John, and Magist

Hertes John, surprised LTC Sitten and the other governmentofficials
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FIGURE 10-38. EARLY RETURN SHIP ‘MILITOBI.”

FIGURE 10-39. SECTION OF JAPTAN USED FOR EARLY RETURN

RESIDENCES.
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FIGURE 10-40. CONVERTED APARTMENTBUILDING ON JAPTAN ISLAND.

the announcementthat the dri-Enewetak planned an exchangeoffamilies

between Ujelang and Japtan. Of the original party, only Iroij Johannes

Peter would remain. Even his wife, Bila, wanted to return to Ujelang. All

of the Planning Council members were leaving, and any future decisions

bv them would be made on Ujelang or on shortvisits to Enewetak. (This

made little practical difference, since the Planning Council had no real

power without the concurrence of the Municipal Council and the Iroijs.)

The dri-Enewetak indicated that they were notdissatisfied with conditions
on Japtan but had always planned to exchange the Japtan population at 6-

month intervals.94.95
The first exchange increased the population on Japtan to 88 instead of

the agreed 50. This severely strained the available housing, sanitation

faciltties, and water supply on Japtan. Colds and influenza became

widespread, affecting 75 percent of the people, and one baby born on the
island died within 3 days. Because of the long journey, strange
surroundings, sickness, and lack of breadfruit and pandanusto vary their

diet, the new families were not as happy with the Japtan settlement as the
first group had been.6 The new school teacher, who had made excellent
Progress instructing 20 students, became dissatisfied with the

DISTADREP’s support and conditions on Japtan and returned to Ujelang

after | month.9’ The Japtan settlement area was strewn with waste and
garbage, and the water cisterns were unsanitary. The disease, unsanitary

’ conditions, and lack of DOI/TTPI supportat Japtan distressed LTC Sitten,
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and he initiated action to improve the situation.?8 With the assistance of
the Joint Task Group, conditions and morale on Japtan gradually
improved. The entire Japtan population celebrated Christmas 1977 in the

Enewetak Base dining hall with a traditional turkey dinner paid for by
donations from the cleanup and rehabilitation forces.9? .
As time passed, changes occurred in the Japtan settlement andits

relations with forces at Enewetak Camp. A variety of cultures were
represented on the atoll, especially within the American military ang

contractor forces. There were the Marshallese, some employed by the

contractors, with their casual customs, there were American contractor
employees who spent their lives in remote assignments; there were

Filipinos seeking better wages than were available at home and who were

subject to removalfor the slightest wrongdoing; there were ‘“‘island boys”

from Hawaii and otherparts of the Pacific; there were the ‘‘boys from the

block’’ who grew up in the slums and carried their personal lifestyles into

the military; and there were the professional military, responsible for order

and discipline in a disorderly part of the world. Considering the potentia,

for cultural shock, the additional problems the Japtan settlement caused
were not a§ serious as could be expected.

The Japtan men used discarded plywood, none of it marine-grade, to
construct small boats, and they obtained at least one small aluminum boat

from a mail order company. Powered by outboard motors obtained from
various sources, these craft became knownasthe ‘‘Japtan Navy.’ They

were used for fishing the southeastern waters of the lagoon and several
miles out into the ocean and for travel to the other islands. Despite the

agreements, keeping the dri-Enewetak on Japtan became an impossible

task. One could wadethe reef from Japtan to well past Runit at low tide,

and the Joint Task Group was not mannedor authorized to enforce the

municipal council’s ordinance prohibiting unauthorized travel off Japtan.
Field Command efforts to have TTPI provide an effective resident
representative to enforce the ordinances and regulations werefruitless, !90
The increased mobility and natural gregariousness of the dri-Enewetak

led to broader social and commercial contacts between the Marshallese

and other people working at the Enewetak Camp. The husbands of some

Japtan women worked for contractors on Enewetak. Inter-island visits

became more and more frequent. Liquor and beer appeared on Japtan to

the great displeasure of Iroij Johannes Peter, who disapprovedofthe dri-

Enewetak drinking any alcohol. There were reports of disturbances andof

Japtan residents eating in the dining hall without paying. The Joint Task

Group Commander brought these matters to the attention of the

DISTADREP,Ismael John, and the Council Members.!9! The council
passed more ordinances prohibiting alcoholic beverages on Japtan and

unauthorized travel between the islands; however, the enforcementofthe

ordinances did not improve.!02,103

j
t
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he situation deteriorated further when Ismael John resigned his

T ion as DISTADREP uponbeing elected as the representative from
Posing/Enewetak to the legislature (Nitijela) of the newly formed GMI.

eeDISTADREP appointed from the Japtan population to replace Ismael

s less effective in law enforcement, as was the man hired by the council
wa

to act as po

Meanwh

liceman for the Japtan settlement. 104.105
ile, a proposal was being discussed among governmentofficials

ermit an increase in the early settlement population by allowing

i ‘lies to move into the newly completed houses on Medren and Japtan.

rhe contractors favored the idea since it would reduce their maintenance

and insurance costs on the completed houses. There was considerable

support for the idea among some governmentofficials. Strong objections

were voiced by the Joint Task Group Commander and the Field

Command’s Director of Enewetak Operations. !6 The dri-Enewetak were
not enthusiastic, however, since Medren in its devegetated state appeared

more bleak than their first view of Ujelang. In addition, some of the

eventual owners did not care to have others living in their new homes,

even on an interim basis. The TTPI disapproved becauseof the potential

legal and contractual complications. Thus, despite repeated attempts by

others to bring in several hundred moreearly returnees, the proposal was

never implemented. !07

Despite the difficulties, the Japtan settlement was beneficial. It was an

early act of good faith by the U.S. Government, clearly showing

commitmentto total rehabilitation and resettlement, even before cleanup

operations began. It provided many of the dri-Enewetak an opportunity to

see the atoll and to experiencefirsthand something of whatit might belike

to live there again. Many others, who did not visit Japtan during the
Cleanup Project, were able to see their homeland again during the

Enewetak Return Ceremonyin early April 1980.

ENEWETAK RETURN CEREMONY

The desirability of a ceremony to mark the completion of the cleanup

project was first proposed in December 1978 by the then TTPI

DISTADMI, Mr. Oscar DeBrum, during a visit to the atoll by the High

Commissioner of the TTPI, Mr. Adrian Winkel, the Director, DNA, Vice

Admiral Robert R. Monroe, and other governmentofficials. The dri-

Enewetak, through their counsel, expressed enthusiastic support for the
idea. They wanted to contribute actively to the celebration and participate

in the planning and preparations. Coordinated planning commencedat

Field Command and in the Joint Task Group shortly thereafter and

continued up until the week of the ceremony. A coordinated

—_____. - —_— — - aoean — ——— 
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CONPLAN!08 was distributed in early February 1980, and the IT
Operations Order (OPORD)was providedto action offices later the sam
month.!09 .
The theme of the ceremonial events was oneofgratitude on thepartof

the Governmentof the United States to the Enewetak people forthe use
of the atoll for nuclear testing. The events celebrated the return ofthe atol]
to the people and marked the completion of both the cleanup project ang
the rehabilitation program, as had been agreed during the Planning
phases, !10

Sixty-five invited guests, representing all of the organizations involveg
in the project, joined with 541 Enewetak people for the proceedings on the
atoll. Most of the dri-Enewetak arrived from Ujelang, via Micronesian
ships, for the occasion (Figure 10-41).

 

FIGURE 10-41. RETURNING ORI-ENEWETAK.

The ceremonies, on 8 April 1980, included presentation of two inscribed
bells donated by the Cleanup Project and Rehabilitation Program

personnel for the church towers at Medren and Enewetak (Figures 10-42
and 10-43); remarks by distinguished representatives of the USS.
Government, the GMI and the Enewetak people (Figure 10-44); signing

of a proclamation (Figure 10-45) and a celebration supper. Ceremonial
songs and dances to mark the occasion were performed by the Enewetak

people. Gifts were provided to the people through the Navy’s Project
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HandclasP. and gifts of food were provided to the people by DNA.

attendees toured the facilities on Medren and Enewetak and were

provided helicopter flights over the islands of the atoll and to the Cactus

Crater dome. The events were concluded on 9 April 1980, and the

american guests returned to Hickam AFB, Hawaii, that afternoon. Most

of the dri-Enewetak attendees returned to Ujelang on 9 and 11 April,

jeaving 152 permanent dri-Enewetak residents on Japtan and Enewetak

pending completion of actions by DOI/TTPI to compiete the settlement of

a who wished to live at Enewetak.
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in early October 1980, the GMIship Micro Pilot, making several round

rips. brought nearly 400 dri-Enewetak and many of their belongings from

Ujelang to Enewetak for a trial resettlement. The trial period wasto last at

east 90 days. after which individual family decisions would be made on

who would remain at Enewetak Atoll and who would return to Ujelang

should they choose to do so. A homecoming ceremony was conducted in

rhe Enewetak Island chapel on 4 October 1980.! Mr. Oscar DeBrum and

vir. Wilfred Kendall represented the GMI, while Mr. Scott Stege

represented the TTPI. It was a simple ceremony during which the new

homes were formally presented to their new owners. The ceremony was
followed by a feast which included Marshallese foods brought from

jelang.
ae the end of the original trial period, many people werestill undecided

ibout where to establish permanent residence. No one was living on

Japtan but the communities on Medren and EnewetakIslands appeared

well established. The people gathered on Enewetak Island for Christmas

and New Year’s festivities and to discuss resettlement. They decided to

extend the trial period another 90 days.

After New Year’s, the people remained on EnewetakIsland to greet the

new Director, DNA, Lieutenant General Harry A. Griffith, USA, on his

orientation visit to Enewetak on 7 January 1981. Despite a dearth ofrain,

the new plants were doing well, especially the breadfruit trees which were

Sto 7 feet tall. The people appeared to be healthy, happy, and thriving. The

new houses had been furnished andgiven the personal touches that make

a home.

For the first time in 33 years, Enewetak Atoll was becoming again the

homeland its people had known and loved.

EPILOGUE
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

| A

ABC American Broadcasting Company
ACU Assault Craft Unit
AEC Atomic Energy Commission
AEC-NV Atomic Energy Commission-Nevada Operations
AFB Air Force Base
AFCS Air Force Communications Service
AFRRI ArmedForces Radiobiology Research Institute
AFRTS ArmedForces Radio and Television Service

‘ AFSWP Armed Forces Special Weapons Project
AFWL Air Force Weapons Laboratory

UF AIC American International Constructors, Inc.
| Am Americium

ANSI American National Standards Institute
Anti-C Anti-Contamination
AR Army Regulation

ARRADCOM
Army Armament Research and Development Command

ASD(ISA) Assistant Secretary of Defense for International

 

Security Affairs

AUTODIN Automatic Digital Network

Y B

BG Brigadier General
BTT Boat Transportation Team

4 Cc

CAPT Captain, Navy
CBS Columbia Broadcasting System

CDR Commander

CEQ Council on Environmental Quality
~ CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CINCPAC Commanderin Chief, Pacific Command

CIST Cylindrical In Situ Test
CJTG Commander, Joint Task Group

cm centimeter

| 637
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CNO Chief of Naval Operations
COL Colonel

COMEA Commander, Enewetak Atoll

COMNAVSURFPAC

Commander, Naval Surface Force U.S. Pacific Fleet

COMPHIBGRU
Commander, Amphibious Group

COMPHIBGRUEASTPAC

Commander, Amphibious Group, Eastern Pacific

CONPLAN- Concept Plan

CONUS Continental United States

Co Cobalt

cpm counts per minute

CPT Captain, Army, Air Force, Marine

Cs Cesium
CY Cubic Yard

D

DARCOM Materiel Development and Readiness Command

DCS Defense Communication Service

DEIS Draft Environmental Impact Statement
DEPRA Defense European and Pacific Redistribution Activity
DIRDNA Director, Defense Nuclear Agency
DISTAD District Administrator
DISTADMI District Administrator, Marshall Islands

DISTADREPDistrict Administrator, Representative

DLA Defense Logistics Agency
DMA Division Military Application

DNA Defense Nuclear Agency
DOD Department of Defense

DOE Department of Energy
DOE-ERSP Department of Energy-Enewetak Radiological

Support Project
DOE-NV Department of Energy-Nevada Operations
DOI Department of the Interior

DPDO Defense Property Disposal Office
DPDR Defense Property Disposal Region
DPDR-PAC Defense Property Disposal Region-Pacific
DPDS Defense Property Disposal Service

dpm disintegrations per minute
DRI Desert Research Institute

DSA Defense Supply Agency
———-_
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E

EAI
EASI
EG&G

EIS
EMBL
EOD
EPA
ERDA
ERDA-NV

639

Enewetak Atoll Instruction
Enewetak Atoll Seismic Investigation
EG&G,Inc., an DOE-NV contractor (formerly Edgerton,
Germeshausen & Grier)

Environmental Impact Statement
Enewetak Marine Biological Laboratory
Explosive Ordnance Disposal

. Environmental Protection Agency

Energy Research and Development Administration

Energy Research and Development Administration-
Nevada Operations

ERDA-PASO Energy Research and Development Administration-

ERSP
EXPOE

F

F&S
FAD
FCDNA
FCLP
FCLS
FCR
FCRR
FCZ
FIDLER

FORSCOM
FPDB
FPS
FRC
FRST

Pacific Area Support Office

Enewetak Radiological Support Project
Exploratory Program on Eniwetok

Fenix and Scission, Inc.

Force Activity Designator
Field Command, Defense Nuclear Agency

Field CommandLogistics Pacific
Professional Services Division, Logistics Directorate

Headquarters, Joint Task Group
Headquarters, Joint Task Group, Radiation Records

Enewetak Operations Directorate
Field Instrumentfor the Detection of Low

Energy Radiation

Forces Command (Army)
Fission Products Data Base
Fission Products Survey
Federal Radiation Council

Field Radiation Support Team
Fiscal Year

Gross Beta

Greenwich Civil Time

Government of the Marshall Islands
Ground Zero
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H

H&N Holmes and Narver,Inc.
H&N-PTD Holmes and Narver-Pacific Test Division

HEUS High Energy Upper Stage

HICOM High Commissioner
HQ Headquarters
HRE Hawaiian Regional Exchange

I

IAW In Accordance With

ICRP International Commission on Radiological Protection
IMP In situ van (trademark of DeLorean Manufacturing Co.

J

J-1 Joint Task Group Administration
J-2 Joint Task Group Radiation Control
J-3 Joint Task Group Engineering
J-4 Joint Task Group Logistics
JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff
JTF-1 Joint Task Force One

JTG Joint Task Group

K

K-40 Potassium-40
keV kilo-electron Volt

KMR Kwajalein Missile Range
KT Kiloton (thousand tons)

L

LARC Lighter Amphibious Resupply, Cargo
LASL Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
LBDA Lexington-Blue Grass Depot

LCDR Lieutenant Commander
LCI Landing Craft, Infantry
LCM Landing Craft, Mechanized
LCPL Landing Craft, Personnel
LCU Landing Craft, Utility
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LLL
LORAN

LT

LTC

LTG
LVT

M

MAC

MAJ
MARS
MATSCO

MCP
MDA
MEDEVAC

MG

MIG
MILCON
MLSC

MOTBA

MPC

MPRL

mrad

MSC

MSN

MT

M/T
MTMC
MTMCWA
wR/hr

N

NAS
NBS
nCi

NCO
NCOIC
NEPA

NRDC
NTS

Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Long Range Aid to Navigation
Lieutenant

Lieutenant Colonel

Lieutenant General

Landing Vehicle, Tracked

Military Airlift Command
Major

Military Affiliate Radio Station

Managementand Technical Services Company
Military Construction Program
Minimum Detectable Activity

Medical Evacuation
Major General

Marshall Islands Government (see GMI)
Military Construction
Micronesian Legal Services Corporation

Military Ocean Terminal, Bay Area

Maximum Permissible Concentration
Mid-Pacific Research Laboratory

millirad

Military Sealift Command

Micronesian Status Negotiations

Megaton (million tons)
Measurement Ton (40 cubic feet)
Military Traffic Management Command
Military Traffic Management Command, Western Area

(mu) micro-Roentgens per hour

National Academy of Science

National Bureau of Standards

nanocuries

Noncommissioned Officer

Noncommissioned Officer in Charge
National Environmental Protection Act

Naval Research and Development Command

NevadaTestSite
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OCE
OEHL
OIC
O&M
OMB
OPLAN
OPLIFT
OPORD
OSHA

P

PACAF
PACE
PASO
pCi/g

pCi/m3
PCS
PHIBRON
PMEL
POD
POE
POL
psi

PTD
Pu

PVT

RADM
R/hr

RCC
RDT&E
REDAR

rem

RPG
RPO
RSAIT

i
RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAK ATOLL

Office of the Chief of Engineers
Occupational and Environmental Health Laboratory
Officer in Charge

Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Office of Management and Budget
Operations Plan

Opportune Sealift
Operations Order

Occupational Safety and Health Administration

Pacific Air Forces

Pacific Cratering Experiment
Pacific Area Support Office, DOE

picocuries per gram

picocuries per cubic meter

Permanent ChangeofStation
Amphibious Squadron

Precision Measurement Equipment Laboratory

Pacific Ocean Division

Port of Embarkation

Petroleum, Oil and Lubricants

poundsper square inch

Pacific Test Division

Plutonium

Private

Rear Admiral

Roentgens per hour

Radiation Control Committee

Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
Radiation and Environmental Data Acquisition and

Recorder System

roentgen equivalent man

Radiation Protection Guide

Radiation Protection Officer

Radiation Safety Audit and Inspection Team

 

 



   

S

sAARI
sAMTEC

SAR
SECDEF

SEABEE

SFC
SITREP

SLA
SOP
Sr

T

TASA
TDY
TLD
TNT
TRU
TTPI

U

UDT
UH-1
UN
UNSCEAR

USA
USAE
USAF
USAFE
USASCH
USDA
USGS
USMC
USN
USNE
USS
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Scientific After Action Reports/Investigation

Space and Missile Test Center

Search and Rescue

Secretary of Defense
Construction Battalion
Sergeant First Class

Situation Report

Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque
Standing Operating Procedures
Strontium

Television-Audio Support Activity

Temporary Duty

Thermoluminescent Dosimeter

Trinitrotoluene

Transuranic Elements

Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands

Underwater Demolition Team
Helicopter

United Nations

United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects

Atomic Radiation

United States Army

United States Army Element

United States Air Force

United States Air Force Element
United States Army Support Command, Hawaii

United States Department of Agriculture
United States Geodetic Survey

United States Marine Corps

United States Navy

United States Navy Element

United States Navy Ship
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V

VADM Vice Admiral

W

WBCT Water Beach Cleanup Team

WES Waterways ExperimentStation
WESTCOM_ Western Command
WTCF Warping Tug Causeway Ferry
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TABLES OF RELEVANTFACTS

SECTION 1. Cleanup Summaryte

a. Island Characterization

CRITERIA STATUS

Residential — 40 pCi/g 30
Agricultural — 80 pCi/g 7
Food Gathering — 160 pCi/g 2
Quarantined — 1

b. Soil Removal (Total Cubic Yards): 104,097

Boken — 4,937 Aomon — 10,603
Enjebi —~ 53,007 Aomon Crypt — 9,776
Lujor — 14,929 Runit — 10,735

Medren _— 110

c. Debris Removal

CONTAMINATED NONCONTAMINATED*

| 5,883 CY 253,650 CY

“Includes 54,500 cubic yards removed by scrap contractor and
76,340 cubic yards of concrete rubble used as shore protection.

d. Curies Contained: 14.72

- SECTION 2. Project Personnel Summary

a. U.S. Army Element _ 2,670

b. U.S. Navy Element ~ 2,207

- ¢. US. Air Force Element ~— 740

d. DOE and Contractors ~ 1,011

ee 
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e. DOI/TTPI — 597

f. DNA/JTG _ 246

g. Journalists
- 49

h. Others -

_
_

513

i. Total 8,033

SECTION 3. Financial Management Summary

a. MILCON Expenditures ($ to nearest hundred)

MOBILIZATION

Field Command Surface Shipments $ 41.8

MSC Surface Transportation
507.3

MAC Air Transportation
165.5

Commercial Air Shipments
6

Initial Mess Hall Supplies
67.9

Initial Housing Supplies
124.0

Radiological Supplies
104.0

Stevedoring/Rigger Services (Ft Eustis, VA) 18.0

Field Command Equipment Purchases 121.1

Total Mobilization Costs
$1150.2

FIELD CONSTRUCTION

MSC Surface Shipments
135.9

MACAir Shipments
350.0

Commercial Air Cargo
22.2

Packing and Crating
127.8

Marine Distillation Units
7.4

Runit Base Camp Construction 303.5

Material Cost 212.3

Design Cost 1.3

Construction Cost 89.9
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FIELD CONSTRUCTION(Cont'd)

Enewetak Camp Expansions

400-gallon Aqua Chems (3) 164.1
OPLAN Building

Modifications 267.7

Electrical Modifications 10.1
Installation of

Generators/Aqua Chems 37.7

Lens Well and Pipeline 18.2

Laundry Facility 76.6

Latrine Building 19 13.4

JP-4 Discharge System 17.5
Detention Facility $.3

Install Trailers 8
Install Reefers 15.6

Reproduction Room,

Building 15 7.7
Women’s Quarters 11.1

~ Lojwa Base Camp Construction

Material (Army
Requirements) 1051.6

Salt Water PumpStation 27.1

MessHall 219.9

Latrine Trailers 10.1
600-gallon Aqua Chems (4) 278.2

Navy Momatfor Beaches

Total Field Construction Costs

CLEANUP

Dri-Enewetak Labor

Johnston Atoll Personnel Assistance
Field Command Surface Shipments

MSC Surface Transportation

Field Command Air Cargo
MACAir Transportation (routine)
MACAir Transportation-Typhoon Alice

645.8

1586.9

28.1

Oakland, CA, Army Base-Packing and Crating
Commercial Air Cargo

 

13.5
11.3
2.6

1965.4
5.1

2194.0
56.2
19.2
12.4
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3207.6
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CLEANUP (Contd)

Packing/Crating/Port Handling

Overland Cargo Costs

Fuel (POL)
Inventory 2569.2
Excess Enewetak Island

Utilities 767.8

Lojwa Utilities 258.2
Air Force reimbursement ( 5.3)
Departmentof the Interior

reimbursement (106.1)
Navy reimbursement (259.9)
Army reimbursement (304.7)
Field Command O&M

reimbursement (475.7)
Miscellaneous Contractor

reimbursement (1120.9)

Explosives
Medical Supplies

Subsistence
Inventory 3776.4
Enewetak Mess Hall (2265.1)
Lojwa Mess Hall (1294.0)
Miscellaneous Contractors ( 54.1)

Recreation

Supplies, Common

Supplies, Boats Conversion

Supplies, Radiological Safety

Supplies Field Command purchased

Causeway Special Study

Copy Machine Rent

Tropical Storm Rita (Repairs)
Tropical Storm Nadine (Repairs)
Typhoon Mary

Evacuation Labor 36.1

MAC Evacuation 149.1

Quarters and Subsistence,

Guam
Cleanup Costs
Replace Salt Water Lines

841.9
44.5

1322.6

177.2
50.0

163.2

9.7
33.7
11.5

145.3
22.0

24.7
15.5
28.6
195.2
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CLEANUP (Cont'd)

Equipment
Four Boston Whalers

Insect Sprayer

Dust Suppression System

Air Conditioners

Outboard Motors

Welding Machines (3)
Bulk-haul Boat Pumps

75KW Generator

Rate Meters/Sealers

and Probers

Gas Cylinders

Aomon Crypt
Sheetpiling/Associated

Equipment

Silt Screen
Desilt Operation

Excavation Labor

Pile Driving Labor

Construction
Magnetometer Service

Channel Dredge

AL,District Engineers)
Typhoon Alice

Roads, grounds, shore

protection, water, sewer,

electrical lines
Billets, Building 462

Hangar

Carpenter Shop

Shipping/Receiving
Warehouse

Army Maintenance Shops

Warehouse, General

Warehouse, Supply
Warehouse, Subsistence

Tradewind Club

Total Cleanup Costs

57.1
2.6

64.4
4.0

10.0
1.7

10.8
13.7

19.3
2.6

138.5
8.8
8.3

32.4
44.3
8.0
9.1

75.6

Core Drilling Personnel and Rig, (Mobile,

186.2

325.0

47.1
342.0
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RUNIT OPERATIONS (CRATER CONTAINMENT)

MSCSurface Transportation 814.5
MACAir Transportation 2.5

Packing and Crating 158.5
Explosives 412.6
Cement and Attapulgite 1225.6
Pre-cast Forms 4.4

Engineering Services 3.0
Concrete Technician Assistance 49.0

Corp of Engineer On-site Review 8.0
Factory Representative for Concrete Pumps 13.3

Equipment 81.4

Cement Pump 12.1

Concrete Pump 40.1
Harrows and Screeds 24.6

Core Drill 4.6

Total Runit Operations Costs 2772.8

RADIOLOGICAL SUPPORT

Department of Energy, Nevada Office 1500.0

Total Radiological Support Costs 1500.00

DEMOBILIZATION

MSC Surface Shipments 442.1

Transport Sateilite Communications Service 58.9

MACAir Shipments 56.3
Packing and Crating 167.9
Rebag Attapulgite 2.5
Offloading Navy OpportuneLift 9.3
Lojwa Tear Down and Restoration 76.9
Miscellaneous Supplies 21.1

Total Demobilization Costs $35.0
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sCIENTIFIC AFTER ACTION REPORTS/INVESTIGATION (SAARD

  

 

National Academyof Science (travel) 14.2
Army Engineer Core Sampling (Cactus Crater) 104.6

National Academy of Science Contract 289.5

Soil Sampling, Sediment and Water
Analysis (LL) 271

Total SAARI Costs 435.

Total Obligations as of 6 March 1981 18,177.
MILCON Appropriations 20,000,

Balance (at the time whenall accounts are closed, 1,822.

will be returned to the Treasury of the United States)

b. Base Camp Expansion O&M Costs

(1) FY 76 ($ to the nearest hundred) ................. $ 558.

Warehouse renovation $12.4 Repair POL Lines 2.

Rehab Chapel 4.5 Buyandinstall Aqua
Replace Roof (fresh Chem Units 73.
water tank) 9.6 Repair Cargo Pier 21.

Repair and clean sewer 17.5. Rehab Carpenter Shop 2

Repair and Install Replace Personnel Pier 45,
Generator 11.4 Activate Fire Protection

Repair and Install Salt System 20.
Water Pump 6.6 Rehab Foamite Pump House 1.

Complete Electrical Rehab POL Storage System 40.

Distribution 27.0 Repair Fresh Water
Replace Cold Storage Dist System 67
Building 22.8 Repair Salt Water Dist

Air-Conditioning & System 63
Exhaust Bldg 462 6.0 Repair POL Liners 20

Repair Consolidated Rehab Building 643 17
Maintenance Shops 23.1 Rehab Mess Hall (Phase I) 20

Rehab Building 462 17.5
Repair Garbage Pier 4.)

(2) FY 76T .. oc cccccccccccc cece ec e nee e cena eens 115
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Rehab Mess Hall

~~»
RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAKATOLL

(Phase ID) $2.2
Rehab POL Tanks 63.1

115.

(3) FY 77 coil ccc cece eee eee e eee e cece nn en eens 6893

Repaint Airstrip 43.8 Construct Dispensary $2.7

Pressurize Fresh & Salt Street Lights (Camp Area) 133
Water Sys 27.8 Rehab Building 10 (Quarters) 12.5

Rehab Mess Hall (Phase Rehab Building 24 (Quarters) 264
III) 163.9 Rehab Building 11 (Quarters) 38.9

Repair & Extend Elect Rehab Building 12 (Quarters) 347
Dist Sys 29.0 Rehab Building 16 (Quarters) 34.6

Rehab Fresh Water Tank 17.4 Rehab HousingTrailers 17.5
Modify Building 4 Additional/Alternate

(Quarters) 30.3 POL Sys 18.2
Purchase/Install 2 Aqua

Chems 129.2

c. O&M Expenditures by Fiscal Year (in thousands): $19,692.0

FY 75 ------------ $ 477.3
FY 76 -------+------ 1,557.7
FY 76T ------------ 1,114.5
FY 77 -----------+2- 4,666.3

FY 78 -------+--- $4,377.0
FY 79 -oreccecenee- 4,678.0
FY 80 ---------00+- 2,821.2

d. Service Costs ($ to nearest hundred)

 

 

Air Force Army Navy TOTAL

Mobilization 505.6 9274.2 1472.5 11252.3 |

Personnel Cost 143.5 233.8 162.9 540.2

Subsistence 15.7 34.4 23.8 73.9

Personnel Movement 91.3 43.9 50.0 185.2

Supplies 137.5 375.2 484.7 997.4

Contract Support 39.0 $7.3 48.1 144.4
Equipment 78.6 8309.2 667.5 9055.3

Transportation - 220.4 11.8 232.2

POL _ — 23.7 23.7

Field Construction 419.4 3668.2 —_ 4087.6

Personnel Cost 266.5 1416.8 _ 1683.3
 

  ee
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Field Construction (Cont'd)
Subsistence

Personnel Movement

Supplies
Contract Support

Equipment

Transportation

POL

Cleanup

Personnel Cost

Subsistence

Personnel Movement

Supplies

Contract Support

Equipment

Transportation

POL

Crater Containment

Personnel Cost

Subsistence

Supplies

Equipment

Demobilization

Personnel Cost

Subsistence

Personnel Movement

Supplies

Contract Services
Equipment

Transportation
POL

TOTAL

653

Air Force Army Navy TOTAL

39.2 177.8 - 217.0
61.1 384.8 _ 445.9
31.2 303.7 - 334.9
21.0 330.8 _ 351.8
4 828.6 _ 829.0
- 191.1 - 191.1
- 34.6 — 34.6

2532.0 19349.0 5534.2 27415.2
1766.7 7536.4 2508.7 11811.
240.0 1118.1 363.6 1721.7
243.2 1998.1 667.8 2909.1
106.5 3082.0 817.2 4005.7
175.6 2803.1 608.9 3587.6
- 1672.3 68.6 1740.9
_ 768.1 229.6 997.7
- 370.9 269.8 © 640.7

_ 3474.8 - 3474.8

- 1340.4 - 1340.4
- 186.9 _ 186.9
- 95.6 - 95.6
- 1851.9 _ 1851.9

420.1 (1968.7) 857.1 (691.5)
245.9 $15.3 383.4 1144.6
29.4 75.8 50.0 155.2
79.4 338.2 93.6 511.2
15.4 (296.6) 56.5 (224.7)
50.0 303.6 246.0 599.6
- (2990.6) - (2990.6)
- 79.4 27.6 107.0
_ 6.2 - 6.2

3877.1 33797.5 7863.8  45538.4

SECTION 4. Radiation Exposure Data

a. Types and Numberof Records
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FILE NUMBER IN SYSTEM

Master 10,776

Island Access 17,581

Bioassay 2,338

Dosimetry 12,248

: Pocket Dosimeter S01

i Nose Swipes 1,145
* TLD 7,519

f Total 52,108

[ b. Bioassay Data

Potassium-40 (K-40) — Range <50 to 4,100 pCi/Liter
: — 2,313 Readings (98.9%)

2500 pCi/Liter

Gross Beta (GB) — Range <300 to 4200 pCi/Liter
— 2,315 Readings (99.0%)

2500 pCi/Liter

GBto K-40 Ratio — Range 0.27 to 3.05
— 2,305 Readings (98.6%) =2.00 

Plutonium-239 — Range <MDAto 0.12
pCi/Day

— 2,332 Readings (99.7%)
<MDA

c. Dosimetry File

Doses Recorded 12,248

Zero Readings 8,361 (68.3%)
1-10 mrem 3,712 (30.3%)
11-20 mrem 157 ( 1.3%)
>20 mrem 18 ( 0.1%)

(99.97% <70 mrem)

d. Pocket DosimeterFile

Doses Recorded 501

Zero Readings 486 (97.0%)
1-10 mrem 10 ( 2.0%)
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d. Pocket Dosimeter File (Cont’d)

e.

11-20 mrem

>20 mrem

655

1 ( 0.2%)
4 ( 0.8%)

(99.8% <25 mrem: HIGH READING- 42 mrem)

Nose Swipe File

Numbertaken |
Range
<MDA

Zero

>MDA

f. TLD File

Doses Recorded

Zero Readings
1-10 mrem

11-20 mrem
>20 mrem

(99.97% <42 mrem)

g. Air Sampling Data

Cubic Meters of air sampled
Numberoffilters analyzed

Zero readings

0.27 pCi/m3

0.27.to 2.7 pCi/m3
22.7 pCi/m3

(MPC-- -27 pCi/m3)

SECTION 5S. Lost Time Accidents®

SITREP RANK SERVICE DATE

1145
<MDAto 1.64 pCi

439 (38.3%)
317 (27.7%)
389 (34.0%)

7519
2763 (36.7%)
4735 (63.0%)
-12 ( 0.2%)

9 ( 0.1%)

866,227
5,204
2,667 (51.2%)
2,336 (44.9%)
201 ( 3.9%)

0

TYPE OF INJURY
 

 

 

 

- 7 = USA 30 JUN 77 Heat stroke

- 19 E-4 USA 5 SEP 77 Eyeinjury

19 E-§ USA 17 SEP 77 Backstrain, (Hvy

equip opt)

19 CIV H&N 23 SEP 77. Lowerbackstrain - lifting
manhole cover
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SECTION 5. Lost Time Accidents* (Cont'd)
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SITREP RANK SERVICE DATE TYPE OF INJURY
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20 ~E-4 USA 27SEP 77 Strained shoulder

21 E-3 USA 3 OCT 77 2nd degree burns- gas
soaked trash

21 E-3 USN 5 OCT 77 Severe laceration - right
index finger

21 E-6 USN 9OCT 77 Solar burn to eyes

22. ~E-3 USN 11 OCT 77 Laceration - right hand

23. E-4 USN 18 OCT 77 Twisted ankle - slipped
on personnelpier

24 «CIV KOLAR 24 OCT 77 Burn - hot slag into boot

25. E-5 USAF 1 NOV 77. ——-FRST memberfell from
dozer, back and arm
injuries

25 0-2 USN 13 NOV 77 Bitten by moray eel

27. ~E-5 (SP 5) USA 14NOV 77 Broken finger

27 ~E-2 USN 14 NOV 77 Backstrain

27 ~E-5 USA 14 NOV 77 Burned hand- hot D-7
muffler

31 CIV KOLAR Ii DEC 77 Lacerated finger

33 CIV H&N 22 DEC 77 Leg Burns

33. E-S USN 27 DEC 77 Broken hand

36 6CIV KOLAR 14JAN 78 Kneeinjury

37 - USN 20 JAN 78 Back injury

37 E-3 USA 24JAN 78 Electrical burns

40 E-4 (SP 4) USA 12 FEB78 Severe sunburn

40 E-4 (SP 4) USA 12 FEB 78 Severe sunburn

42 E-4 (SP 4) USA 1 MAR 78 Dislocated toe

46 CIV MPML 2 APR 78 Shark bite

46 CIV MPML 2 APR 78 Shark Bite

53. GS-12 USA 1S MAY 78 Broken nose, tooth and
CIV facial lacerations
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SECTION 5. Lost Time Accidents* (Cont'd)

SITREP RANK SERVICE DATE TYPE OF INJURY

53 E-4 USA 16 MAY 78 2nd and 3rd degree

electrical burns

on hand

56 E-3 USA 7 JUN 78 Dislocated left hip

61 E-2 USA 15 JUL 78 Crushed fingers

62 CIV H&N 18 JUL 78 Fracture - swimming
accident

62 E-2 USN 21 JUL 78 Convulsion from elect

shock

63 CIV KOLAR 26JUL 78 | Fracture ofright pelvis

71. ~=E-3 USA 24 SEP 78 Bleeding right eye

74 ~E-2 USN 12 OCT 78 ~—_Eye burns- welding

76 ~E-4 USN 27 OCT 78 Lower back injury

17 ~E-5 USA 1 NOV 78 Back injury

717 ~E-3 USA 30 OCT 78 Back injury

77 =CIV H&N 1 NOV 78 Lowerback injury

78 E-4 USA 6 NOV 78 Back trauma

78 CIV AIC 12 NOV 78 Ear injury

83 E-5 USA 13 DEC 78 Eye and cheek - battery

acid burns

87 WG-3 CIV 5 JAN 79 Lacerated lowerleft leg

87 E-7 USA 13 JAN 79 Burns on legs, upper
arms and neck

91 E-5 USAF 10 FEB 79 Internal injuries, pinned

between two vehicles

93 E-3 USA 22 FEB 79 Dining hall accident

100 ~E-3 USA 10 APR 79 Fractured bonein foot

103. CIV AIC 5 MAY 79 Burns - upperright arm
and shoulder

110 E-3 USA 22 JUN 79 2nd degree burns-
: radiator

lll CIV H&N 27 JUN 79 Fractured right hand
a —— _—— Sone aee
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SECTION 5. Lost Time Accidents* (Cont'd)

SITREP RANK

 

RADIOLOGICAL CLEANUP OF ENEWETAK ATOLL

SERVICE DATE TYPE OF INJURY

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

lll E-5 USAF 28 JUN 79 Puncture wound on
left foot

114 CIV H&N 17 JUL 79 Chlorine gas inhalation

120 E-3 USA 28 AUG 79 ___Laceration on leg

120 CIV H&N 1SEP 79 Ingested pesticide

120 E-2 USN 29 AUG 79 Footsprain (volleyball)
. (Neen,

121 W-2 USA 6 SEP 79 Abrasion to knees,feet
(CW 2)

129 E-4 USA 30 OCT 79 2nd degree sunburn,legs

134 CIV H&N 6 DEC 79 Compoundfingerfracture
137. CIV H&N 24 DEC 79 Softtissue injury

left foot

137 E-4 USA 26 DEC 79 Soft tissue injury
right foot

145 CIV H&N 23 FEB 80 Broken bonesinleftfoo.
146 E-5 USN 24 FEB 80 Cut on head- five

sutures

*Less Fatalities. Total Lost Time Accidents ~ 63.

SECTION 6. Reference Library Materials

a. Files

Operational Files --------------------------------+----+-+-- 145 linearfeet
Island Files ------------------------2+------2-2-0-----0000-+ 32 linearfeet
Reference Files ---------------------+----------------+++-- 12 linear feet

Total 189 linearfeet

Materials

Video Tape Cassettes ------------------------------- 208
- - Viewing Time -----------------------+-+--0-------+ 136 hours
Color Slides, 35mm_ ----------------------------- 19,083
Briefing Charts ------------------------------s--2--0--0- 39 (850 sheets)
Mapsand Sketches ---------------------------------- 370
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SECTION 6. Reference Library Materials (Cont'd)

Vu-Graphs -------------02---222- eee ence een eee enceeee ee 290
Photographs ----------------220+-2erne ener ee eeeeeees 4,231

Location: Building 20364,
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico
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APPENDIX D

KEY PERSONNEL

SECTION 1. Joint Task Group Commanders andStaffs
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CDR COLE. Mixan COL R.Bauchspies

DEP/CS NA LTC R.Barret

J-1 LTC G. Garner MAJ D. Schumacher

J-2 MAJ C. Day COL B. Adcock
LTC E. Dodd

J-3 MAJ/LTC J. Briggs LTC E.Prall

J-4 LTC J. Sitten LTC J. Welch
LTC J. Rogers

SECTION 2. Element Commanders

1977-1978 1978-1979

USA LTC L. Tucker LTC V.Polich

USAF  MAJH.Rumzek MAJ H.Thrash
MAJ W.Kaul LTC P. Crandall

USN LCDRJ. Hopkins CDRB. Byrne
CDRJ. Gunther CDR W.Hiatt

CDR J. Hahn

1979-1980

COLK.Halleran

LTC E.Barone

MAJD. Harazsko

COL B. Kennedy
CPT E. Tupin

LTC A.Erickson

MAJ W.Price

LTC C. St Arnaud

1979-1980

LTC G. Kleb

MAJM.Foster

MAJ J. Prenez

LTC D. Nomura

CDRB.Byrne
LCDRD.Trandal
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Watercraft 198, 215, 217, 223, 228, 293, 312, 489, 496
BC barge 233

T canoe 21, 22
causeway 212, 215, 228, 243, 245, 292, 293, 318
contamination 239, 240, 241, 245, 247, 248, 250, 252, 265, 271, 272,

273, 274, 277, 278, 280, 281, 283, 284, 286, 290, 292, 296, 299, 301,
302, 303, 304, 305, 308, 309, 310, 311, 314, 316, 319, 320, 322, 324

decontamination 240, 296, 316

disposal 210, 211, 213, 223, 228, 229, 233, 235, 241, 246, 248, 266,
267, 269, 274, 280, 322, 323

dugout outrigger 22
LARC 217, 243, 246, 253, 478, 483, 486, 496
LCM-8 199, 217, 225, 228, 229, 292, 293, 296, 312, 317, 494, 495

T LCU 198, 216, 217, 229, 281, 292, 293, 312, 317, 487
modification 292, 293, 296, 324, 474
shallow draft barge 1/70
tremie barge /1/6, 431, 438

warpingtug 228, 292, 293 
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216
YC barge 212, 229, 479, 489, 498

Wato ownership 25, 26

Western Test Range 59

Wet-well

Windrow

347, 483
207, 237, 283, 286, 288, 291, 317, 395, 396, 397

X-rayevent 34]
Yoke event 244
Yuccaevent J2

Yumaevent 244, 245, 284, 286, 333, 334, 359

Zebraevent 403

 


